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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
. This Native Hawaiian ethnographic study is comprised of 4 chapters. Chapter 1,
which was written, by' Jon 'Ie Matsuoka, DaviannaPomaika'i McGregor, and Luciano
Minerbi,provides background information on the framework ofthe study and a description of
federal guidelines and Native Hawall:anpoliticalstatus which was used in the design of the
study. This chapter inCludes ,a description .of the study. objectives, and inajor tasks, respondent
qualificationS,'researcbmethodologies;and a description of the environmental settings of
Puna and Southeastern.Maul. Chapter 2. is a'repott 'on the ethnographic fieldwork conducted
for the, two study areas. Each seCtion ,(Punaand 'Southeastern Maui) includes '. a description of
the research methodologies, sllIl1ple desc,nption,a map ,of subsistence areas and practices,
and a summary of the interview and focus group ~ta. Jon K., Matsuoka,Davianna Pomaika'i '
McGregor, Pualani Kanahele, and Noenoe Barney:'Campbell coauthored the Puna section
and Luciano Minerbi and Marion, Kelly co-authored.the Southeastern Maui ,section. ,Chapter
3 is an ~thnOhistoryof
and South Maui. EaCh section includes an historical overview of
events and figures from the mythical era to the.contelllpOrary period. IncIudedin this chapter
are extensive appendieesforPuna and South Mauiwhich are compilations/descriptions of
place. names, natural and" other featureS, .and ,legendary and histOrical figures, and events.
Davianna Pomaika'l McGiegor and Noenoe Barney-Campbell co-authored the Puna ethnohistory and Luciano Minerbi'and Marion :Kelly co-authored the Southeastern Maui section.
Finally, Chapter 4 is a description of Pele beliefS, customs, 'and practices. This 'chapter is coauthored by Native Hawaiian religious authorities Pnalani Kanahele and Davianna
McGregor. It is in tended to contribute to an understanding of Na.tive American religions as
mandated by the American Indian Religious Freedom. Act. This chapter discusses broad impacts of'geothermal development from' the viewpoint' of ,practitioners. The, research project
team was comprised of numerous individuals who assisted in data gathering, transcribing,
contacting informants, organizing focus groups, site visitations, etc. I

PUna

)

PURPOSE AND GUIDELINES
The 'purpose of this study ,was' to "gather information. '··On "Hawaiian.. • ethnographic
resources in the· regions of Puna. and Southeast Maui, panicularly traditional cultural' properties, as described in and in conformance with: The National Register BUlletin #38 "Guidelines for Evaluating and Documenting Traditional Cultural.Properties",., and The. National
Register..Bulletin #30 "Guidelines for Evaluating 'and Documenting Rural Historic Landscapes." The concept of traditional cultural properties refers to those beliefs, customs, and
practipesofaliving community ,of people that are associated .withnaturalresourcesand prehistoric or historic sites. These aspects of culture have been passed down through the generations, usually orally or ,through practice. Properties to wbich traditional 'cultural value is
ascribed often take on a vital significance, so that any damage to or infringement upon them
i

I

J

ILuana Busby. waslheon:-siteco'ordinatOrfor.~andL.e~lie' Ku1~loio was theon-Site 'coordinator for
Southeastern Maui..Ma.liaKa'aiwas a gradUate research. assistant for the SoutbeasternMaui area
and Wisma ManU3r was a graduate research assistant' for the general project. Mark Luning was the
project's accountant.
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is perceived to be deeply offensive to, and even destructive of, the group that values them
(National Register Bulletin #38).
This ethnographic study was originally intended as part of a larger environmental impact statement (EIS) that was being prepared by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) to
identify and assess the potential environmental impacts of the Hawai'i Geothermal Project
(HGP). However, on May 17, 1994, DOE published a notice in theFede~alRegister(Fed.
Regis. 5925638) withdrawing its Notice of Intent (Fed. Regis. 575433) of Febmary 14,1992,
to prepared the HGP EIS. Since the State of Hawai'i is no longer pursuing or planning to
pursue the HGP, DOE considers the projectto be terminated. The ethnographic study was
completed, however,. because· DOE intends .to archive., and make . available iriformation
developed for the EIS.projeqt TheEIS;would have requested DOE's compliance with. the
National Environmental Policy Act of1969 (NEPA,), the National Historic Preservation Act
of. 1966 (NHPA) (as amended through 1992), the American Indian Religious Freedom Act of
1978. (AIRFA), the Native American Graves .Protectionand Repatriation Act of 1990
:(NAGPRA), and other federal and State legislation Pertaining to the protection of cultural
resources and Na.tive Haw
. aiianrightsand
beliefs.
.,
.
.

.

..

.

.

_.

.

. These statutory requirements and policies se~e<! to guide the study design in terms
Qf the use of particular research methodologies, sample selection,. and processes. The study
was designed to, identify and thoroughly assess Native Hawaiian cultural resources, particularly significant sites and traditional cultural properties, with regard to potential impacts. of
the HGP in the two proposed project areas. The information sought was related primarily to
Native Hawaiian resources in terms of ecological (atmospheric/terrestrial/aquatic) impacts,
subsistence impacts, cultural impacts, and spiritual/religious impacts.
The objectives of the study were ;to:
1.

Describe sites and areas of cultural and historical use and significance in the Puna
and Southeast Maui areas;

2

Identify and describe the known natural and cultural resources in Puna and Southeast
Maui;

3.

Describe Native Hawaiian beliefs and customs as they relate to culture, religion, and
subsistence;

4.

Describe and assess Native Hawaiian concerns about the potential affects of HGP on
the aforementioned aspects of culture and the req~site· natural resources; and

5.

Develop recommendations and suggest mitigation efforts related.to the proposed
HGP.
The major tasks of the study were to:

1.

Conduct literature searches at the following locations: the University of Hawai'i
Hamilton Library, Bernice Pauahi Bishop Museum, Lyman Museum, Volcano National Park Museum,MauiHistorical Society Museum, Hawai'i Mission Children's
Library, and the Hawai'i State Archives. This activity provided a fOllndationfor .
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ethnohistorical and, ethnographic information on Native Hawaiian cultural, religious,
and subsistence customs, beliefs, and practices as it relat¢ to the two project areas.
2

Review Pele chants' and chants for South Maui to identify significant sites, wahi
pana (sacred areas), and cultural and religious use areas.

3. . Extraetplace names fcomhistorical maps found in museums and archives .lor interpretationby. tradition bearers and practitioners. There is a broad range of meanings
for many Hawaiian, place,names and there is extensive .speculation 'over ~eanings
that may have been obscured over generations. The intent of this aspect of theresearch was to clarify the location, geographic extent, and possible pronunciation and
,cultural.meaning.
4.

Contaet'Native'Hawaiian ·ohana .(extended family) and cultural ,groups that ,were
likely to be 'affected by theproposedHGPandconsultwith them in order to develop:
(a)a'lisLof community informants, and (b) a list of cultural experts and practitioners
for indepth interviews and for focus ,group discussions.

5. ,Create a map of ,subsistence use areas as identified, by informants. Native Hawaiians
who actively engage in subsistence practices identified places where the activity occured and the types 'of tesourcesobtained.'This exercise provided ,critical information
on subsistence regarding its range, frequency, type;of resource, etc.
Native, Hawaiians with close ancestral ties and traditional knowledge of natural and
cultural resources in Puna and South Maui were,the primary participants in this study. However, a wide range of Native Hawaiians are involved in or seek,to revive and .reestablish
traditional cultural,religious,aIidsubsistence customs and practices ,in the two project areas.
The sampling strategy involved contacting and engaging groups and individuals from the two
project'areas Who represented'the broad range of concerns and viewpoints.
Respondent' Qualifications' .
In order to acquire information relevant to the' study objectives,. individuals were
sought for·bOth in-depth interviews' and ifocus .group discussions. Several terms have been
used in past ethnographic efforts'to'deseribe individuals who have been identified as 'experts
whose knOWledge is worthy of documenting tor the.purposes of advancing indigenous knowledge, decision-making, or policy/programdevelopment ', Such.terms have included: tradition
bearer,kama'ainawitness, kupuna, cultural informant, ,and ,practitioner. These terms are not
mutually exClusive and it is difficult'tomake exact distinetionsbetween the populations they
are intended to represent. They refer to a broad range of indiViduals who may be scholars
who 'have,researchedaspectsbfHawaiian'cultUre, individuals who practice traditional customs ,as a way of everyday •life, those Who possess traditional knowledge' of places they may
no longer visit, thosewho.havea deep understanding ofcustoms they no longer practice, educators and proprietors" etc.' Respondents for this cstudyincluded allot the above "although a
major ,emphasis was placed on identifying those persons ~ with traditional knowledge of
places; customs, ,and practices in the twoprojeet'areas.cThose who were ,chos'en,for interviews or focus groups were principal individuals who had ,a deep and vested knowledge of
Hawaiian··cultuie. and practices..···
.
Native Hawaiians are not today organized as a nation. Efforts are underway to reconstitute a government for a sovereign Native Hawaiian nation and there are many

4
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organizations who are involved at different levels in the process. In the absence"ofa national
government, 'ohana {extended family) networks also survive as significant social organization units in rural Native Hawaiian communities.
Consultation with interested and affected Native Hawaiians was' therefore approached at different levels-from the 'ohana networks in the rural areas included in the
HGPto the Native Hawaiian organizations (e.g., Puna Hui 'Ohana,Pele .Defense FJlnd, Ka
'Ohana 0 Kahikinui, Malama I Na Kupuna) as well as groupsconcemedwith the. broader
issues relating to sovereignty, redress, and reparations (e.g., Office of Hawaiian Affairs, Ka
Lahui Hawai'i).
Native Hawaiians who live closest to the project areas may have a different interest
and stake in their natural and cultural resources compared to those who live at a distance.
The availability of natural and cultural resources for traditional Native Hawaiian customs,
beliefs, and practices are important to individuals and 'ohana as part of maintaining their
subsistence livelihoods, mutual support· networks, and. family heritage. At the broader societal level, maintaining natural and cultural. resources for traditional customs, beliefs, and
practices are often viewed as being essential to the perpetuation of Native Hawaiians as a
distinct and unique people. The interests are different and equally important to acknowledge.
National Register Bulletin #38 prOVides guidelines on how to evaluate and document
traditional cultural properties which were instructive to the design of this ethnographic study.
It defines culture as the traditions, beliefs, practices, lifeways, arts, crafts, and social institutions of any community, be it an Indian tribe, a local ethnic group, or the people of.the nation as a whole. It notes the importance of consulting with groups and individuals who have
special knowledge about and interests in the history and culture of the area to be studied. It
cautions that the interests of the contemporary sources should be carefully considered because individuals who have economic interests in the potential development of an area may
be motivated to deny its cultural significance. More subtly, individuals who regarded traditional practices and beliefs as backward and contrary to the best contemporary interests of
the group that once ascribed significance to a property, may feel justified in saying that such
significance has been lost, or was never ascribed to the property.
The following categories of people, placed in order of significance, provided operational definitions of those who qualified as respondents for the study:
-A

Members of Native Hawaiian 'ohana who lived in close proximity to the natural
lcultural resource area and who frequently use the area for cultural, religious,' or sub:"
sistence purposes. In some cases, these 'ohana were seeking to reestablish· and revive cultural, religiOUS, or subsistence uses of the area. These personshad'ahupua'a
tenant gathering rights under Article XII, Section 7' of the Hawai'iState Constitution.
Also included were members of 'ohana who may be non-residents but whose genealogiestrace their origin or some family connection to these districts even though no
family member resided there. These· are individuals who have maintained close ancestral ties to the major study areas and those who wish, particularly from a distance,
to maintain an opportunity to exercise particular religious or gathering rights. These
persons can claim ahupua'a tenant gathering rights under Article XII. Section 7 of the
Hawai'i State Constitution through their 'ohana ties to the area being considered.
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B. Non-Hawaiians who ,were part of a Hawaiian 'obana through intermarriage or banai
(raised as part of the 'ohana) ·were included in'the above categories. As members of
'ohana who were resident of a district,these ,persons could also claim ahupua'a
tenant gathering rights under Article XII" Section 7 of the Hawai'i State Consti~tion. ,
C

Hawaiian individuals or groups who lived outside of thenaturallcu1tural resource area
but have established or seek to re-establish and revive religious, cultural, or subsistencepraeticesin those districts. This would include traditional Hawaiian healers
who may use these areas to gatherla'au lapa'au (native plants for medicine); hula
balau whose chants and'danceshonor deities .'associated .with the natural/cultural
resource area who ,may need to gather certain native plants from these districts; and
fishermen, hunters, gatherers, taro planters,etc. who have accessed and used the
natural/cultural resource area for subsistence. Access for this group is covered under
Hawai'i . Revised· Statutes I-I· "Hawaiian usage" but' if they are not residents of the
area theyare not included under.ahupua'a tenant gathering rights under Article XII,
Section? of the Constitution.

n

Non-Hawaiians who may frequent the area in the company of Hawaiians who are in
the above categories were also included. Access for this group is covered under HRS
I-I "Hawaiian usage."
,

E

Native Hawaiian groups/organizations who have establishedoC seek to revive and reestablish cultural, religious, ,or subsistence customs, beliefs, 'and practices. Proposed
amendments.to 'the'American Indian Religious Freedom Act (AIRFA) provide a useful basis for defining the term ,"Native Hawaiian 'orgallizations.~' They state that
Native'· Hawaiian' organization . means, "any organization which· is composed primarily of Native Hawaiians, serves and represents the interests of Native Hawaiians and
whose;members(a) practice ·aNativeAmerican'(Hawaiian) 'religion ·or conduct
traditional ceremonial rituals, or (b) utilize, preserve, andproteet Native American
(HaWaiian) religious sites." The Native, American Graves Protection and Repatria, tion Act (NAGPRA) definition of Native Hawaiian organization is "any organization
that 1) serves and represents the interests of Native Hawaiians; 2) has as a primary
and stated purpose the provision of services to. Native Hawaiians; and 3) has expertise in Native Hawaiians affairs. Such organizations shall include the Office of
Hawaiian Affairs and HDiMa lama INa Kupuna'O Ha:wai'i Ner' (43 C~Part 10.2,
'
'Definitions).
For the purposes of this study, the Native Hawaiian groups/organizations sought
included interests beyond ,religion. Such ,groups include those organized .for the
purposes of subsistence and cultural perpetuation.

F.

In the case of HawaiianHomelands'(Kaohe-Ma:ku'u~Puna; KahikinDi. South Maui),
individuals and their. 'obana who were seeking' to become established on those lands
as stewards, curators, settlers, or license holders.

S~lect~ngahd qJntactingRespo~dehtS'
A .list of key informants was compiled8tteriextensivediscussions';with resem-chers
who had conducted previous studies in the two districts, discussions with commU:nity leaders,
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a review of lists or registries of meetings and organizations related to theSU~ectOf geothermal development, and names suggested to us by those who were interviewed.· Uponcontaeting individuals to request ·interviews, we.·also .requested the names of other· potential key
informants. This broad-based "snow-ball" sampling procedure provided a means for Crosschecking the names of individuals as qualified key informants and provided· representation
from most, if not all, relevant sectors of the communities under study. Interestingly, it
became apparent thatgiven.the criteria that were used for selecting respondents, the community of those deemed to be cultural experts was generally small and well-known. In other
words, the same names were mentioned repeatedly. A number of individuals in a Hawaiian
community may possess different kinds of knowledge, backgrounds,· and life. experiences that
qualifies them as a "cultural expert" and they are acknowledged by the community for their
particular expertise.
The preliminary lists of potential· respondents (individuals, groups/organizations,
'ohana) were delivered to representatives of the State Historic Preservation Division (SHPD)
and Oak Ridge National Laboratory who reviewed them and recommend additional informants for in-depth interviews and focus groups. This process ensured that the. recommended list
was as representative and exhaustive as possible.
Press releases discussing the study project were delivered.to and published in the
Hilo Tribune Herald, Maui News, West Hawai'i Today, and Office of Hawaiian Affairs newspaper (KaWaiOla.OO.HA) as a primary means for publicizing the study. The same press
releases were. used to solicit names of organizations or individuals interested in reviewing a
draft version of the study prior to its general release and its citation in theEIS. However, to
expedite completion of the final study and wrap-up activities on the terminated EIS project,
the draft study was not distributed for review to anyone other than study.·participants and
SHPD staff. Newspaper articles also served as a way to contact potential respondents whose
names did not arise through other means. This assured that a broad range of individuals were
at least offered an opportunity to participate.
Other criteria used to select the individuals for in-depth interviews were related to
the breadth of an informant's knowledge;.the clarity of his/her ideas or recollections; the risk
of losing this information due to old age or ill health; the enthusiasm of the informant to participate; and the representativeness ofa particular kind of knowledge or experience. The
articulateness of the respondent was not to be a major consideration although it was important that most of what shelhe verbalized was discernible. Although many of the informants
were bilingual (Hawaiian and English), all interviews were conducted in English.
.Several of the interviews were audio-taped and, as a back-up,hand-wrltten notes
were taken by a research assistant. Note-taking was important because some of the interviews occurred in environments that were comfortable for respondents, but not always conducive to a clear tape-recording (e.g., near the ocean or highway, during a rainstorm).

21n developing a list of potential informants, the investigators. consulted with numerous persons . who

provided suggestions and ideas. Those who prOVided assistance included Dr. Jerry]ohDson,
Psychology Department, UH Hilo; Dr. Charles Langles, Department of Anthropology, UH Hilo; Dr.
Larry Kimura, Hawaiian Language Department,UH Hilo; Mr. Sonny Kinney, who conducted an
earlier study in Puna; and the Pele Defense Fund. The list. of names was reviewed by Holly
McEldowney and Nathan Napoka with the State Historic Preservation Division, and Dr. Lillian
Trettin with Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
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Theon-site coordinator 'for Southeast, Maui assisted in making contacts and arranged
interviews with 'informants. In most cases, he was present during the interviews and focus
group sessions. Because he was a well-known and respected member of the Hawaiian community on Maui, his presence appeared to provide a basis for developing rapport and trust
among informants. 'Trust is essential in this type of research because many, Hawaiians ',are
reticent about sharing cultural information for fear of it being misused or misinterpreted.
The investigators proceeded in Puna by directly contacting prospective informants.
First contacts were made .in person with key }ohana groups. After,spending time "talking
story" and describing our Study "a request was made to conduct an interview,on a fumre date.
Inother,cases,efforts weremadeJo network through friends and acquaintances residing in
the Hilo and Puna areas to gain access to,prospectiveinformants. This process was extremelyuseful in reaching those who may have been skeptical about the research or not accustomedto the process of scientific inquiry. In other words, it was prudent to have a confidant
or family, member explain to· the, informant what the study was about ',The first interviews
were crucial to the success of the, study because oBhe interrelatedness of the ~ohana residing
in Puna and the velocity at. which news traveled. In many instances, prospective informants
were well aware of the investigators prior t~l the initiaI,contact ,
Areas AssessecUn the. Interviews andfpcUSiGroups
The Health' Environmental Risk Ranking Report (HERR) (Minerbi,McGregor,
Matsuoka, ,1993) identified aspects of Hawaiian and local culture that should be assessed in
a socioo;culturalimpact 'study. ,Drawing from thiS,teport" the~nvestigators developed openended questions that were used ,in asemi-structuredintervie~ format' (see Appendix A for
interview materials). The emphasis;oneach of these construct$lvariables varied in the interviews according to their ,relevance and appropriateness tothe,location and expertise of the
informant. ,Descriptions of relevant variables were tailored 'to solicit as much 'specific information as possible on the perceived range of beneficial and adverse impacts from the HGP.
Informants were asked to assess the extent or level of impact HGP,wouldhave and .suggest
'
,
ways to mitigate the impacts.

'1bemajor,areaslissu~definedin the HERR report thatwereapplicable to this study

included:

,

1.

,_

,

..

2

;<c

Community Life-Refers to the cohesion. and integrity of "cultural ldpuka"; the
continuity of llfecycle events' and ,social,evolution>of an aggregate of residents
sharing a' common locale, culture and lifeways; the potential for disruption, •displacedissolution.
,.,. ment'
. . or
,.
,- ....
-

-

-

~

Family .Ufe Refers to.the.cohesion and integfjtyofthe'ohana or.exten.ded family
system; the continuity of dynamics, structUre,<and traditions as they relate to such
features as ;child-rearing netwprJes,psychological. and resource support, sharing, ex',' , '
,
change, and housing."

lllumanWell-Being an~; SpirituaJitY~Referstophy~ical, mental, and spiritual
"health and how they maYbe affected by. development and$ocialchange, cultural
,.,
disruption, or displacement.
)

4.

the

Human Ecosystem-Refers to
individual in the context, .of, a physical or social
environment. In terms of the ethnograpmc study it relates to a sense of place, a
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particular locale to which individual/family has genealogical and/or spiritual ties,
where life forces are experienced, a place of healing, or where subsistence practices
including hunting, fishing, and gathering occur.
5.

Natural Environment and Ecological Resources-Refers to· the differential
resource zones (e.g., ocean, forest) within a particular district that offer various types
or species of resources necessary to maintain a livelihood and cultural practices.

6.

Customs and Practices-Refers to··subsistenCe practices and the methods used to
obtain natural resources; spiritual beliefs and associated ·customsand practices;
behaviors and beliefs that reflect genealogical or intergenerationallinkages toancestral lands; and the significance of culturallhistoric sites.

7.

Rights-Refers to'the exercise of rights defined in the Hawai'i State Constitution,
the Hawai'i Revised Statutes, the American Indian Religious Freedom Action, and
common law which was incorporated into the Hawaiian legal system in 1892.

8.

Economics-Refers to rates and· types· of employment, rates of taxation, ·cost-ofliving (e.g., income in relation to expenses; housing costs, quality, and availability),
local employment opportunities ·and preferences,··public opinion surrounding proposed
economic development, and community-based and culturally appropriate development initiatives.

Whenever necessary, interviewers used a mitigative approach. That is, they solicited
sensitive cultural information on the most general level that still allowed adequate assessment of potential impacts. Under appropriate circumstances, they determined whether avoiding an area described as culturally sensitive could substantially reduce potentially adverse
impacts.
Focus Group Discussions
The focus group format was particularly useful for assessing intracultural variations
on Hawaiian customs, beliefs, and practices; perceptions of HOP impacts across groups; and
ideas for mitigation. Participants were guided through questions and presented with the map
in a manner similar to the in-depth interviews.
The agenda for the focus groups was as follows:
a

A brief presentation of data from the in-depth interviews, a synopsis of the· HOP implementation plan, and maps indicating site and use areas. The maps were also used
to identify sites or use areas not previously mentioned.

b.

A semi-structured discussion of the aforementioned topics in order to assess, affirm,
and review related issues.

c.

A semi-structured discussion of anticipated/perceived socio-culturalimpacts, both
.
positive and negative.

d

A discussion of mitigation/prevention measures, distinguishing which are appropriate
and acceptable from those that are not.
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Integration and' Data Analyses
Most.Of the' data·, collected were qualitative in 'nature. The information gathered from
the in-depth interviews, focus groups, and on-site· visits was integrated and evaluated by the
investigators along with the information derived from the literature and chant searches in
order to produce a complete description of the ethnographic resources of the study areas.
Integration and evaluation involved the selective abstraction of transcripts of interview tapes,
organizing field notes, and,'integrating' information collected' in' the literature-search phase
with that collected during fieldwork;
As previously mentioned,all.interview and focus' group participants" had.the opportunity 10 review their contributions for accuracy and completeness and to ,) determine whether
the materialcontilined any sensitive' information that' should not be released in a.public document.lfconcernswere expressed about the release of sensitive information, then the consultants prepared two' versions of the survey report, one for public 'release and one for
restricted access to key decision makers and support staff.' Individuals wbo participated in the
study ,and SHPD staff·reviewed the draft study report for accuracy, thoroughness, and adequate maintenance of confidentiality. .

The report
followiIlgcompOnents:
. includes' the
.
. .
-

I

1.

AharrativedescriptlonOf'areas' ofculturalandhist()ncal u~ealld significance and
known natural resources used for cUltural; religious, and subsistellcepurposes in the
project areas;

2

A narrative desCliption of Native Hawaiian'culmral, religious, and subsistence prac'tices in these areas;
.
"

3.

Jil' map indicating the 'known natur~,andculturaliesour~s usedfor'CU1turat.,.r~ligious, and subsistence purposes in the project areas;' , . ,
'c',_

.':

-,:-.--

,

"

, ...

,-'

:,,'.,

:'

'.-

,',,-,.,"

'.

'"

',"

l'

4. . A list andsUIllIriarY of 'Native HawaIian concems about the potentiaI affectshfthe
. HGP on Hawaiian cultural, religious, and subsistence'beliefs, cust()ms;andpra~ces
in the project areas; and
'

s.

~ecotl1men&tionJ' concetrii~g'futuiedeveIOpmentandprOP6sea'lIlitigation ioaddl-ess
anticipa~ed
.,;

j

negative impacts,.

The scope of work was determined by Oak. Ridge National, Laboratory «)RNL). This
studyis lilIli~.~o the. proposed project. areas .in Puna on the.island of lIawal'i; and, S{)utheasf
Maul. However.asorigillally propose~, the lJ~pw()ulc.1extend tau-, beyond these two areas:
~ propOsed transmission toute, wouldtr~yerse. other Wstriets on the island. ()fHawai 'i along
a .corridorfromPuna through,Pohakuloa .and ,to.• UpoluP()int.1be·}.IGP'.sproposed submarine
c.able wouldaIso affect Ha\yaiian .cultural. religious, .an'! •sl1bsistencepractitioners •who ,use
the channels between Maul; 'Kaho'olawe, Moloka'j,·andLana ~J.There areialsoHawaiian
commuDitieson Moloka'band in Waimanato which may be affected., Given: the limited
resources available for this study,the consultants were unable to gather information beyond
the two districts described in this design proposal.
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The description of tasks outlined by ORNL specified that the study would focus on an
assessment of impacts on traditional "cultural resources" and "cultural and religious practices" co~isting of all customary and traditional values, practices, and beliefs associated with
natural resources and prehistoric sites ·located in the two project. areas. The ~dy was not
designed to involve a poll or large survey. random or otherwise, from the general public.

'The study wa8specifically designed to examine the beliefs and practices of ,Hawaiians with, close ancestral ties. and traditional knowledge '. of natural and. cultural resources in
Puna and Southeast Maui. The sampling strategy was applied' successfully and the most
qualified individuals were selected for interviews. However, it is important to note that a
wide range of Hawaiians are involyed inor seek ,to revive and re-establish traditional cultural
religious,and ,subsistence customs and practices in the two project areas. lhe sampling approach served to delimit the range of respondeilts and exclude virtually anyone who did not
have ancestral ties to these areas. The process of respondent selection was consistent ~ith
the study design, although it may have eliminated highly qualified individuals who,. possessed
expertise inMeas relevantto the study.

The~e were numerous issues concmnng geothermal development that were beyond'
the scope of the study. The investigators became aware of a variety of health and environmental issues, often shared in a more scientific or· technical manner. Because of the source
of this information (not qualified as respondents), these issues were generally not included in
the analysis. It is important to note, however, that Hawaiians may be directly impacted by
health and environmental changes.described by non-Hawaiians.
.
The limited time frame for the study presented many disadvantages. In rural Hawaiian districts like Puna and Southeast Maui, investigators require a great amount of time
observing landscapes and getting a "feel" for the place. This means exploring areliS •through
site visits, observing cultural activities (e.g., hunting, gathering, luau), and developing community ties and cultivating relationships with key individuals and 'ohana.Although the
investigators relied heavily on informal networking and made numerouspre",interview
contacts with prospective informants, cultivating trust can be a challengirig process. Some of
the initial difficulties, especially those experienced in focus group settings, could be attributed to the short amount of time spent developing trust and rapport which were seen as
essential to data gathering.
.Contemporary Political Status of Hawaiians: Why an Ethnography on Hawaiians
Hawaiians today are not organized as a nation and efforts are underway to reconstitute a government for a sovereign Hawaiian nation. There are manY9rganizations who ,are
involved at different levels in the process. 3 In the absence of a national government, 'ohana
3Ka Lahui Hawai'i, claiming to represent 20,000 members; has already held 4constitutiona1.conven-

tions which have established their own national legislature, governor,and. coundl,of elders. The
Office of Hawaiian Affairs, is a state department which has 60,000 Hawaiians enrolled as voters 'for
special elections to select the Hawaiian trustees who govern the agency. The office is committed to
supporting a process for the Hawaiiailcommunityto vote for delegates to a coilvention that will
draft a constitution for approval by a broad spectrum of Hawaiians. The State'Council of Hawaiian
Homes Associations claims to represent 30,000 Hawaiians who are setdedon Hawaiians
'Homelands. They seek immmediate and directconU'ol over the homestead lands they live on and
use. They are willing to participate in a convention process, but really.seekhoinerule. over•. the
Hawaiian Homelands. There are several organizations which seek to totally decolonize Hawai'i.
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(extended' family) 'networks survive as the primary traditional social unit of· organization,
particularly in rural Hawaiian communities.
The indigenous Hawaiian people, unlike Native Americans, Aleuts, and Eskimos, are
not yet recogniZed asa nation by the, United States government. Nevertheless, Congress has
included Hawaiians in the definition of Native Americans in federal legislation which recognizes the distinct social condition and cultural beliefs, customs, and practices of the indigenous peoples within the United States. The definition currently being used in Congress for
"Native' Hawaiian" is, "any individual, who is a descendent of the aboriginal people who,
prior to '1778, occupied and exercised sovereignty, in the area· that' now constitutes the State
of Hawaii.·~ Federal laws relevant 'to this ethnography because they relate to the protection of
cultUral resources 'include the following:
1.

American Indian Religfous Freedom Act (AIRFA) 'of 1978. [42 U.S.C.I996, PL.
No. 95-341, 1978] ensures thatactions taken or licensed by federal agencies do not
interfere with the inherent right of individual 'Native Americans (including American
Iridians, Eskimos, Aleuts, and Native Hawaiians) to believe, 'express, and exercise
their traditional religions. These rights include access to religious sites, use and possession of sacred objects, and the freedom to worship through traditional ceremonials
and rights. ,'When 'a 'federal agency finds, upon consultation. that its proposed action
would deny the free exercise of religion and yet, determines, that there, is a compelling need foe the .action, the decision to proceed may be made, but appropriate mitigationmeasures to reduce interference with traditionalreligious.practice to the lowest possible level must be included.'

1

National ffistoric Preservation Act of 1966, as amended [16U.S.C. 470; 80 Stat..
" 915;P.L. No. 89..;.(j65 (1966), and amendments 'thereto]. Regulations: Protection of
Historic Properties (Advisory Council on Historic Preservation) 36 CFR Part 800, as
amended. Pertinent addition in the. 1992 amendments include: Section 304(a)-(b) on
withholding from disclosure and ,Section 101(d)(6)(A)-(C) on traditional' cultural
properties of religious' significance; and on State consultation with Native Hawaiian
groups during the Section ,106 Review process.

3.

ArchaeologicaJResourcesProtection Act of 1979, as amended [16 U.S.C.470 aa470 mm;PL; No. 96-95 (l979),and amendments thereto]. ,To protect archaeological
res0U!Ce8on"public lands and Indian lands; requires'thatAmeqcan Indian tribes be
notified prior to any negative impact on cultural and spiritual sites Jocated.on federal
lands; substantially increases the severity, of civil and criminal penalties imposed on
unqualified' and unpermitted looters; assures'that information,concerning the nature
and location of any archaeological resource may not be made available to the publiC.
:This act's provisions do not specifically lnclude Native Hawaiians; however, by
'implementing "ARPA .federal, agencies ,have adopted various policies and, guidelines
that encourage early consultation with concerned, Na.tive Americans.

Smaller in number than the advocates of nation-within-nation status, they nevertheless comprise a
vocal and determined sector of the community. Included among the organizations seeking total
independence from the U.S: 'are the ,Institute for the Advancement of Hawaiian Affairs, the 'Obana
Council, Ka Pakaukau,the Pr~Hawaiian Sovereignty Working Group, the Sovereign Kingdom of
Hawai'i, and the Kamebameha Probate Trust of Hawai 'j.
"
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4.

Archaeological and Historic Preservation Act of 1974, [16 U.S.C..469-469c;PL.
8~532 (1960), and amendments thereto]. To provide for the preservation of.historical
and archaeological data which might otherwise be lost as the result of the construction of adam (or any alteration of the terrain caused as a result. of federal
construction. or federally licensed activity). This law applies if a fec:teralproject requires placement of dredged or fill materials along a coast.

5.

National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, as amended [42 U.S.C. 4371 et.seq.,
P.L.91490 (1970), and amendments thereto]. Regulations of the Council on Environmental Quality, 40 CFR 15QO-1517.To promote conditions under which "man and
nature can exist .in productive harmony," federal agencies' may take practicable
measures to help the Nation "preserve important historic. cultural, arid natural aspeets of our national heritage, and maintain, wherever possible. an environment
which supports diversity and variety of individual choice."

6.

Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation .Act or 1990 [25 U.S.C.
3001-3013; P.L. 101-601(1990)]. NAGPRA Regulations; Proposed Rule (Fed Regis.
May 28. 1993), 43CFR 10. To provide direction on how Native American remains
and burial artifacts are to be treated. The statute deals with·· museum collections receiving ·federal funds and with ongoing archaeological investigations..... NAGPRA encourages in situ preservation of archaeological sites that include burials and requires
federal agencies to consult with affiliated, or potentially.affiliated, Native Americans
concerning the treatment and disposition of cultural remains. Native Hawaiian organizations and Native Hawai:ian Home Lands are specifically cited.

The Constitution and Hawai'i Revised Statutes of the State of. Hawai 'i also recognize the unique status of the Native Hawaiians and affords protection of traditional Hawaiian
beliefs, customs, and practices.4 The recognition of Hawaiian as an· official language of the
State of Hawai'i and the acknowledgment that the State of Hawai'i has a responsibility to
perpetuate Hawaiian culture lay an important foundation for state protection of Hawaiian
culture. In addition, Article XII. Section 7, of the Hawai'i State Constitution states:
The State reaffirms and shall protect all rights, customarily and traditionally
exercised for subsistence, cultural and religious purposes and possessed by
abupua'a tenants who are descendants of native Hawaiians who inhabited the
Hawaiian Islands prior to 1778, subject to the right of the State to'regulate
such rights.
lbroughout over 200 years of continuous contact with Europe. America,and Asia beginning in 1778, Hawaiian'customs, beliefs. and practices have undergone .uneven .processes
of change, continuity, and revitalization. The reign of King David KaIalcaua from 1874
. through 1891 is distinguished as a period ofa renaissance of the Hawaiian culture. Hawaiian
culture again went through a period of revival and renaissance in the 1970sand 1980s. A
decade after Hawai'i became a state in 1959, the consciousness and practice of Hawaiian
cultural and spiritual customs and beliefs heightened. This renewal was manifested in such
things as the establishment of Hawaiian language pre-schools and Hawaiian language

4A comprehensive compilation and analysis of laws and coon cases affecting Native Hawaiians was
published as the Native Hawaiian Rights Handbook in 1991 by the Native Hawaiian Legal
Corporation (edited by M. Mackenzie, esq.)
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, immersion classes, an' increase in the number of hula halau or schools which teach
traditional Hawaiian dance and chant, and the development of Hawaiian ,' studies !rpm the
elementary to university level. Traditional navigational arts and skills were revived with the
transpacific voyages of the Polynesian Voyaging Society on the double-hulled canoe,
Hokule'a. The traditional practice of aloha 'aina gained prominence and rural Hawaiian
communities, strongholds of traditional Hawaiian subsistence lifestyles, gained a new
prominence.
At present, there are numerous Hawaiian organizations working for the re-establishment and recognition of a sovereign Hawaiian nation. Hawaiians involved in these organizations seek to improve Hawaiian health,education, and standards of living. Hawaiians also
seek to protect and .perpetuate' the natural and cultural'resources essential for religiOUS,
cultural,and subsistence, custom, belief, and practice. Hawaiians are, seeking redress for past
injustices; restitution of all of the territory of the Hawaiian nation; compensation for misman agementand destruction of national .lands and natural resources; and the re-establishment
and recognition of a government to exercise sovereignty and self-determination (Hawaiian
Sovereignty Advisory Commission, 1994).
It is significant to note that in November 1993, after 100 years, the U.S. Congress
passed and President ,Bill Clinton signed a joint 'resolution (p.L. 103-150) offering a formal
and official apology tO,the,Hawaiian people for $e U.S. role in overthrowing the Hawaiian
monarchy on January!?, 1893 and suppressing the sovereignty of the Native Hawaiian
people (see Appendix B).

Environmental Setting: Puna
The Hawai'iGeothermal Project was originally ,planned for three Geothermal Resource Subzohes within Puna-Kilauea Middle East Rift, Kama'Jli, and Kapoho. However,
current state law permits drilling for geothermal energy outside of thesesubzones so the
literature search and informant.interviews were notlimited to,information regarding the three
subzones but included information for the ~ntire district.
'
Puna lies partly on the lower slopes 'of Mauna ,Loa, but is located mostly on the un-'
dissected lava shield 'of Kilauea. Theeast·riftzone traverses 28 miles from the Kilauea Calderaand HaIemaumau across ·lower Puna to Cape'Kumukahi. ,The landscape of Puna today, is
still dominated by the seismic and eruptive phases of the Kilauea volcano; No part of Puna is
entirely free of volcanic activity. The climate varies from the rocky shoreline, to barren lava
fields,cultivated:orchards, grassy plains,and dense rainforests; . Puna: includes part of the
Hawai'i Volcanoes National Park, large undeveloped non-conforming subdivisions, unsettled
Hawaiian Homelands, forest reserves, diversified, agricultural farms, and small concentrations of population. ,The district is subject to ,heavyrainfaU" and periodically experiences
severe flooding. The rocky coastline, which is comprised of sheer cliffs in many sections, is
subject to tsunami inundation andsubsidence.
Puna is, primarily' an '. agricultural district.. Until 1984, when Puna ,Sugar Company
ceased operating its sugar plantation, >sugar was the .principal crop, grown in Puna., The towns
of Pahoa, Kea'au, and Mountain View werecreatedas>aresultof that industry. ,Now that
sugar production has shut .down, there is still diversified,agriculture in the district. The volcanoareahassmall truck farms; Kapoho has papayagroves.and flower farms. Flowers,
primarily' anthuriums and vandaorchids, are also cultivated in the Mountain View and Pahoa
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areas. Hawaiian communities, traditionally strung out along thecoastline,engage in fishing,
agriculture, and hunting.
The Kilauea Middle East Rift Geothermal Resource Subzone is part of the Kilauea
volcanic'lowland rainforest. It is a mosaic of ecosystems of varied ages and development,
shaped by periodic lava' flows and rapid forest regeneration. The Kamaili GeothermalResource Subzone encompasses agricultural subdivision tracts interspersed with forest and lava
and tunneled with lava tubes. The Kapoho Geothermal Resource' ZOne is primarily agricultufal interspersed with lava craters, springs, and flows. Many of the residents in the Kamaili
.and 'Kapoho Geothermal' Resources Subzones 'moved into the· distrietafter .1965 from O'ahu
and the U.S. mainland Most of the Hawaiians in 'Puna live in lower Puna. However, these
families have customarily utilized the areas now zoned for 'geothermal reSource development'
for hunting of pigs or cattle; gathering of maile, fern,' 'ie'ie and medicinal plants; and cultivating taro and other· food· plants. In addition, some of the families were'displaced from the
Kaimu-Kalapana area and have .temporarily relocated into subdivisions near· Pahoa "and in
the Kamaili Geothermal Resource·ZOne.

Environmental Setting: Southeast Maui
Proceeding from east to west, 'the proposed HGP transmission route on Maui would
traverse the moku (land sections) of Kaupo,'Kahikinui, and Honua'ula. According to original
plans, the HGP submarine cable would surfaCe ata land transition pdintalong Huakini Bay,
in Kaupo, just west of the primary canoe landing site at Nu'u Bay. From here, the electricity
would be transmitted through overhead transmission lines and continue to follow the highway
between the elevations of 500 and 1,800 feet. Going mauka (mountainward) from Huakini
Bay, the transmission lines would cross Pi'i1ani Highway at an elevation just below 200 feet.
The transmission line would follow the highway and cross it again goingmakai (seaward) at
an elevation of about 500 feet. The route of the overland transmission line would then parallel the island's south shore for a distance of approximately 20 miles, along the makai side of
the Pi'ilani Highway at between the 5OO-foot and I,800-foot elevations. The route, east to
west, would cut along the scenic grasslands of Kaupo, the scenic lava outcrops of Kahildnui,
through the Kahikinui Cultural Management ZOne of the Department of Hawaiian Home
Lands, and intersects the lower Kanaio Homesteads. It would be situated east of the
Kipahulu .Forest Reserve, makaiof the Kahikinui and Honua'ula Forest Reserve (elevation
above 2,600-3,700 feet) and makai of the upper Kanaio Homesteads (elevation2,8DO-3,400
feet).
It was proposed that the overhead transmission line would connect to another segment of submarine cable at aland-sea transition point located at 'Ahihi Bay on the South
shore at Kanahena. This is west of the Natural 'Area Reserve of Cape Kina'uand the tradi;;.
tionallanding at Keone'oio, or La Perouse Bay, in the Honua'ula district of Maui (USGS,
1993).
.
The southeastern coast of Maui consists of the southeastern slope of the Haleakala
aater and descends from the rim at 10,000 feet elevation ·down· to sealevel. It is an unspoiled' scenicdistriet of forests, pastoral' grassland, lava outcrops, and indigenous Hawaiian
plants which survive in the ravines and gulches.
. On mOdem maps, southeastMaui is shown as being •located .within· the large'districts
of'MakawaoandHana (DBED&T, 1992). Older maps divided-the area ,into the several
smaller moku (also called kalana, or okana), of Honua'ula, Kahikinui, Kaupo, Kipahulu, and
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Hana (Handy, Handy and Pukui, 1972; Wall, 1922). King (1935) discussed the history of
land divisions throughout the islands and noted that the Maui land designations lack the
simplicity observed in the other islands. An experienced surveyor, Robert King, also
identified these land sections as districts. In another account, Curtis J. Lyons, an early
surveyor for the Hawaiian government, wrote the following in 1876:
On East Maui, the division [of land] in its general principles was much the
same as on Hawaii, save that the radial system was better adhered to. The
fact there is pointed out, to this day, on the sharp spur projecting into the east
side of Haleakala crater, a rock called the ''Pohaku oki aina,"-land-dividing
rock, to which the larger lands came as a centre. How many lands actually
came up to this is not yet known (Lyons, 1875:111).
Within the districts of Honua'ula, Kahikinui, and Kaupo, are located smaller land
divisions, or ahupua'a. These sub-distriet land divisions usually extended from the sea to the
uplands. Some extended inland only as far as the forest. Others swept up to the top of the
mountain. A few went into the crater to meet ahupua'a from other districts at the piko
(umbilical) stone, known as Pohaku Palaha, on the northern rim of Haleakala crater.
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···CHAPTER2
THE ETHNOHIsTORYOF PUNA AND SOUTHEAST MAm
INTRODUCTION
LandlNature: The Foundation of HawBiian Customs, Beliefs, and Practices
Aloha· 'aina, aloha ina akua, aloha kekahi i. kekahi I love the land, love the gods,
and love one another. expresses the.threeprecepts which {onn the core of traditional Hawaiian philosophy, world view, .and belief system. Culturally, .it' was important for. Hawaiians to
sustain suppOrtive, nurturing. and harmonious relations with. the land, the gods, and each
other, particularly. their .~ohanaor extencJed family. Moreover, the Hawaiian,. the land, and
the gods were }>elieved to be spiritually, culturally, .and '. biologically united as one-lokahi,by lineal descent. In theirmo'oku~auhauJfamilygenealogy ch,ants. Hawaiians traced their
lineal ancestry. tohistoncalfigures .and ultimately•. tbroughthem, to various deities and gods
of the land, ocean, forest, and nature (Handy &. PukUi. 1958; Johnson. 1981).,
The land and all of nature is the source of existence for the Hawaiians-not only as
the origin of humanity, but also as the source of natural resources for day-to-day subsistence.
Traditionally,the Hawaiian did not possess ,or own the land or its abundant resources. Instead, th~y,maintained stewardship ,over .it:-planting, .andfishingaccording to the moon
phases and thecbanges from. rainy to. dry seasons.. The traditional Hawaiian land system
evolved to provide Hawaiians access to the resources they would need for subsistence and to
allow for steViardship over the land.
'

1"hr0ughout history. the, Hawaiian people maintained ,a deep abiding faith in the land
and its P9\Ver ofprqviding physical sustenanee, spiritualstrength, and political empowerment.
' .

who

Hawaiians
petitioned "King Kamehameha fiI in 1845 not to seD·land to foreigners
reflected this viewpoint when they wrote:'
.
, .

,If, ·perhaps, the,land.is coverectoYer. and crowded with the dollars of .those
,who purchase land, from· Hawai'i to Kauai.•. Ten, perhaps ,a hundred .' thousand
;million. WiUmost of~se.dollars be tor the land if we agree to its, sale? We
will no~ have anything at all to sar:about this money. Very few indeed will
,be the dollars in the ~ands of the true Hawaiians, and in the land. The land
strives' [kuliaf for revenue every day. The earth continues to receive its
wealth and its distincnonevery day. There would be no end of worldly goods
to the very end Of this race..But, theIIl()ney from the sale.,ofland is. quickly
ended, by ten' years time.
" .
,
.".
, ,.

The

of

historian Samuel1(amilih who "Yt0te 't,hedrastic'Changes to, Hawaiian "lands
and 'ohana in'the 18508 and 1860s made the following observation about how Hawaiians related to the land:
'
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You foreigners regard the winds, the rain,. the land, and sea as things to make
money with, but we look upon them as loving friends with whom we share
the universe. We adjust our lives to them. You try to bludgeon them to your
will. That is why we do not like this civilization you ate trying to thrust upon
us. It is not rich and sweet to our taste nor satisfying to our hearts.
Members of the Aha Hui Pu 'uhonua 0 Na Hawai'i (Hawaiian Protective. Associa.tion) reflected their trust and reliance upon the land and its power to heal the Hawaiian
people when they worked to establish the Hawaiian Home LandS Program in 1920. The
following is an excerpt from a memoriaI that they sent to the U.S. Congress: '

The soil is Ii. redeeming factor in the life of any race, and our plan· for' the rehabilitation of the Hawaiians is futileuilIess the question of returning to
mother earth takes precedence to all' other considerations in such a plan.. ..
In so . far as experience has proven and as much as science hasreveaIed,
physical health and vigor, the pOwer to propagate the race, eradication ofdis.eases, the restoration of normal domestic living conditions, the 'elimination of
poverty and pauperism, the establishment 'of'business relationship with the
business world, the deepened appreciation of the soil and of the material
wealth-all of these benefits come, not by the fashionable [sic] life of this
century, but, by the intimate acquaintance with the life and the possibilities
of the soil.
A contemporary practitioner of Hawaiian religion who has been instrumental in
establishing recognition of native Hawaiian religious beliefs by the U.S. coiIrtsexplains the
relationship of the Hawaiian people to land and the nature deities as follows:
At its root, AIoha 'Aina is the belief that the land is the religion and the
culture. Native Hawaiians descend from a tradition and genealogy of nature
deities:Wakea, Papa, Ho'ohokulani, Hina, Kane, Kanaloa, Lono and Pele-'
the sky, the earth, the stars, the moon, water, the sea, the natural phenomena
such as rain and steam; and from native plants and animals. The native Hawaiian today, inheritors of these genes and mana [spiritual power], are the
kino lau or alternate body forms of all our deities (AIuli, 1988).
Historically, the special relationship of Hawaiians to the land and their spiritual ancestors remained strongest where foreign penetration and the market economy' was the
weakest. These districts include the districts of Ka'u, Kona, and Puna as well as'· Waipi' 0
Vaney on the island of Hawai'i; the Hana district (from Ha'iku to Honna'ula) and KahakUloa
Valley on Maui; parts of the Leeward and Windward districts on O'ahu; the districts of
Anahola and Kekaha on Kaua'i, the entire island of Moloka'i, and the entire island of
Ni'ihau.S

Cultural Kipuka: A Framework for the Ethnography of Puna and South Maui
, The social significance of traditional Hawaiian rural communities' for the .perpetuation of native Hawaiian society may be compared to a phenomenon in nature. Botanists who
5por example, the 1884 Census by the Kingdom of Hawai'i showed particularly highconcentratioDs of
native Hawanans as follows: Puna with 95 percent; South Kona with 92 percent, North Kona with
94 percent and Ni'ihau with 98 percent
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study the natural rainforestJn the area of the,aetive Kilauea volcano have observed that
eruptions which destroy. and cover up large areas of forest lands leave little. oases of native
trees and plants in their wake which are calledJdpuka. From these naturalkipuka come the
seeds ,and spores for the:eventual regeneration of the native flora upon the,freshlava. For
contemporary Hawaiians,the traditional, Hawaiian rura1.communities are cultural kipuka
from which Hawaiian culture can be regenerated and revitalized in, the contemporary setting.
Referring to the 17 rural districts where Hawaiians were still predominant in 1930,'
Andrew Lind, in his book An Island Community: Ecological ,succession in Hawaii, wrote of the
.significance of these areas for the. continuity ,of Hawaiian ,culture:
These racial havens-:-small-population islands still relatively secure from the
. strong currents ,which have swept, the archipelago as •a whole into the .world, , ,complex oftIicie--are strikingly. similar to those which appear in the census
of 18S3.Thedryand rocky portions ,of Kau,P,una, and the Kona coast"the
deep valley ofWaipio, the wild sections of Bana, Maui, portions ;of lonely.
',. Lanai and Molokai where industrial methods of agriculture have not succeeded, the leper settlement, and Niihau, the island of mystery-these are. the
places ofrefuge for some 4,400 or nearly ()ne-tifth, of the native Polynesians.
The old·fish and poi company, with its accompaniment of tutelary deities,
taboos, religion,. and magic, still persists·· in 'modified form within.many .of
these isolated communities. A small plot of taro and access to the sea and "
the mountains are apparently all that is required for the satisfaction of their
material wants. The wage from an occasional day's work on the government
,road enables. them to purchase the necessary supplies which the old economy
cannot now, provide.. .. The natives themselves have found these ruralhavem
where, the economy of life to Which they are best adapted can survive (lind,
1938: 102-103).
. .
Examining the history of Puna and South Maui as cultural. kipuka is a useful framework of analysis Jorunderstanding thehistoncal trends of soCial,poJitical, and cultural
change and continuity within these distriets.•:Davianna McGregor, in her doctoral dissertation
Kupa'a I Ka'Aina: Persistence OrzT.he Land, (McGregor, 1989),studied:rura1:}Iawaiian
communities, .~ ,provided a summary of the features and historical ttends ,which were
common to Jheseareas ,and .distinguished .' them . as cultural kipuka. 1J1e following. sections
describe these historical features • and •trends, •in order. to.establishthe framework •for discussing
the ~thnography of Puna and South Maui. .
,
;.:

-;'.

--

,:,.

;",.:' .Cultural kipuka were traditional centers, of spiritual;power•. In .traditi()nal Hawaiian
chants and. mythology, major.akUa .'. (gods)' and·, Hawaiian. deities'. were associated;with, the
areas. The districts were isolated and difficult. to access over land and by sea. Due to the
lack Qfgood •anchorage and .harbors,early traders often' bypassed these districts .in. favor of
JIloreaccessible areas. 'The missionaries enteredt1leseareas an(i established· permanent sta·
tions. during a later period than in other parts of Hawai'i. Thus; traditional Hawaiian spiritual
beliefs and practices persisted .there, without competition,for a longer period of time. As
.Christian; influences entered th~se', areas, they co..eX:isted·' With· ,traditional beliefs and
practices.
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The' geography of these, districts, discouraged the ·Widespread orIong-termdeveIopment of sugar, plantations. In. the arid, areas, the ·lack of water resources made development of
sugar plantations unfeasible. In'the areas with sufficient rainfall,the terrain was too steep or
rugged for plantation agriculture.' Where plantation agriculture failed in Moloka'land the
Hana district" ranches were able to succeed. The ranches employed Hawaiian. men. as cowboys and allowed them to live with their families in these isolated districts and pursue
traditional fishing,' gathering, ,and hunting activities to supplement their wages.
Where neither plantations 'nor ranches were established, 'traditional subsistence activities continued to be pursued, undisturbed by modem economic' development, thiough
World War n. In. the wetland areas taro continued to be farmed, often in conjunction with
rice. In the arid areas,sweetpotatoes,drylandtaro, and ,other traditiorialand introduced
crops suited to the dry soil and climate were cultivated. The undevel0pOO. natural resources
in these 'areas provided an 'abundance of foods for the 'native Hawaiians ·wholived in these
districts. Forested lands provided Hawaiians With fruits to eat; vines, plants, and woods for
making household implements and' tools; and herbs to healthemseIves., They ,provided a
natural habitat for animals that were hunted for meat. Marine life flourished in the streams.
The ocean provided' an abundance of foOd. 'Subsistence activities continued to be the primary
source of sustenance for the native Hawaiians. Production in these districts was primarily
oriented around home' consumption. In some areas small 'stores provided the Hawaiians
access to some basic modem amenities such as kerosene, lanterns, tools, flour, crackers, and
sugar. However, for the most part, rural Hawaiians were not consumeroriel1ted; Money to
purchase these basic provisions came from selling taro or fish or an occasional day's labor
for a local entrepreneur or the government road crew.
Rural Hawaiians·wholived in these districts were able to acquire the basic necessities for their families through subsistence activities upon the land by employing traditional
knowledge and practices passed down to them from their kupuna (elderly). Family knowledge about prime fishing grounds and the types of fish which frequent' the ocean in their
district at different times of year usually assured Hawaiian fishermen of successful fishing
expeditions.
Many Hawaiians in rural districts continued to cultivate fish in' ponds and the open
ocean by regularly feeding the fish in conjunction with making offerings at the 1m 'ula shrines
that marked their ocean fishing grounds. Taro and other domestic crops were planted by the
moon phase to assure excellent growth.' Rural families took advantage of seasonal fruits and
marine life for their regular diet. Native plants \Vere utilized for healing oflDness bytraditional methods which involved both physical and spiritual cleansing and dedication. Cultural
knowledge attached to the traditional names of places, winds,and rains of their district informed rural Hawaiians about the affect of the dynamic forces of nature upon the ocean and
the land in their area and activities were planned accordingly. Legends ,and chants informed
them about how their ancestors coped with such elements.
Thus, 'in these rural communities, Hawaiian custom,· belief, and practice' continued to
be a,practical part of every day life, not'only for the old people, but also for the middle 'aged
and the young.
Very few haole (CaucaSians) settled in these districts and there was very little interaction of Hawaiians with'the outside, community. Chinese who completed'their con.tracts "on
the plantation and did not return home or move to the mainland leased or rented lands from
the Hawaiians. Some served as middlemen marketing whatever taro and fish Hawaiians
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desired to. sell in the towns and bnngmg back consumer. goods for sale or barter in the rural
communities. Where there was a smaIl rural store in thesedistriets, it was invariably oWned
by a Chinese, who in some cases was •married to a Hawaiian woman.
.

Hawaiians in these rural districts maintained their large extended family networks.
The practice ofhanai,or the raising of adopted children, continued to be commonly 'practiced. Ties with family who moved to another island, especially O'abu, continued to' be
maintained. While some of the children moved away to the city, one or two would remain
behind to care for parents and the family kuleana lands. Often those who moved away would
send children home to be raised by the extended family. They would periodically visit their
families·in the rural areas.
Hawaiians in these districts continued to' trace unbroken lineal descent to the original
Hawaiians who had settled the districts as well as to the 'uhane (spirits), 'aumakua (ancestraldeities),and other deities of the land Jtself. These Hawaiians continued to acknowledge
the presence oftheir spiritual ancestors in the ,surrounding land through the passing on of
.chantsand legends; maintained .respectful practices in the 'useof theland, streams, ponds,
and ocean, perpetuating usage of the ,particular place names of thedistriet; .and retained
knowledge of the mythical and historical events and deities associated with the area.
Rural Hawaiians today descend from those who were content to remain in the isolated districts while many others ,moved out during the first three decades of the twentieth
century. For those who stayed.behind, Ufe in those districts. was· filled with interesting natural
phenomena and. forces wJllchchallengedthem as they sought out their .subsistence needs.
They patterned their economic activities. around the life cycles of the various fish, animals,
and plants that they depended upon for food. Thus, from month to month, a.sthe seasons
shifted from wet to dry, their food sources changed .in accordance with.the type of fish, fruits,
and plants that were in season. This knowledge of the environment and natural life forces
was often the substance of Hawaiian traditions, beliefs, and practices as the Hawaiians
chose to personify the forces of. nature and create legends and myths to describe and
rememb~r~edYJ13.1Dic patterns ofchange thattheyobseryed. According to Mrs.. Pukui:
We havenot'been ta1.lghtHawaiian in schools. We have been taught Hawai~
ianby our makuaand our kupuna.And now they're gone and we are the
kupuna today. In the future, the children will not·get the $ame old.wa.yoflife
and they must understand that when they. read the books. We must write the
b()()ks•. Wemust•. present the ffawaiianside, because sometimes other .writers
write of us too critiCally, not understanding ,Our ways. 1Jteywrite too critically
of us. 'I11ey. don't understand why we did. certainthings.l3utwe bad a reason
to everythingwe did. And when they write Of,usas superstitious people-are
vie1.Are they, SlUe we are superstitious? We had a reasonJor doing things.
Sometimes our people ,cQuldn't explain, >. so that the maUhiniwould
,understand. But their explanation suit¢ our own people. You can't eat a
<;ertain thing because that's Y01J,'aumakua. Wellwhen.you look for the other
side, .you can't eat a certain thing beC,ause youareallergi,c. Xour system
won't accept it. 6
.
.
.
.
.
;

.

6Mary Kawena.

November 30,

-

,~

-

-

-

Pukw, during interview wfthDollyMahalo, Josephine Marciel and Francis Marciel,
19~1,

Kaupo, Maui, Bishop Museum Audio-Recording Collection #86.03.1,2,3.
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Folk beliefs and legends contain, in a story form, traditional knowledge accumulated
by·. Hawaiian·ancestors in utilizing the natural resources· of these areas..They· provide rural
Hawaiians with information they need· to understand and adapt to the qualities and character
of the landscape in which they live-the climate, the variations of rain and wind, soil
conditions, flora, fauna, and seasonal changes. The folklore ,also provide a profound sense of
identity ,with the'aina as well as responsibility to provide stewardship ofthe area where they
live.

Hawaiian Historical Periods
The ethnohistories for Puna and South Maui are organized in relation to·the major
historical periods in Hawai'i. The subsections describe what is recorded to have taken place
in Puna and South Maui during the designated historical period.
Each of the etbnohistories begin by examining the traditional cultural significance of
the district1h'e place name for thedistrietandthe 'olelo no'eau or descriptive proverbs and
poetic sayings·for which·· the area is famous are interpreted; and selected descriptive ·chants
for the .area are translated and interpreted. These provide valuable insights about the cultural
resources and features for which the aieawas known and thus the role of this area overall in
the traditional cultural practices and customs of Hawaiians.
. This .is followed by.a discussion of traditional mo'olelo or myths and legends for
places within the respectivedistriets. These myths record what the .Hawaiian people observed as the primal natural elements and theimportanf natural and physical features and
natural resources of the· districts. They provide, in a story form,adescription of the natural
environmental setting in which the early Hawaiians settled· and established themselves. The
primal natural elements were depicted as manifestations of Hawaiian deities. The myths and
chants relate which natural elements dominated the landscape and the lives of the early
Hawaiians.
In his introduction to Ancient Sites of 0'ahil, Edward Kanahele explained the relationship of myths about various deities to wahi pana or sacred· places throughout the islands. He
also explained why the understanding of ,a place, its place names, and the reason for its
designation as wahi pana or sacred area is essential to underst8nding the area's function and
cultural significance to Hawaiian society:

As a native Hawaiian, a place tells me who I am and who my extended fami1y is. A place gives'me my history, the history·of my clan,andthe·history of
my people. I am able to look ata place and tie· ,in human events' that affect
me and my loved ones. A place gives me a feeling of stability and of
belonging to my family, those living and dead. A place gives me a sense of
well-being and of acceptance of all who have experienced that place.

The concept of wahi pana merges the importance of place with that of the
spiritual. My culture accepts the spiritual as a dominantfaetor in life; this
value links me to my past and to my future, and is physically located at' my
wahi pana.
Where once the entire native Hawaiian society paid homage to numerous
wahi pana,··now,we may give wahi pana hardly a cursory glance. Only when
a native Hawaiian gains spiritual wisdom is the ancestral and spiritual sense
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of place reactivated. Spiritual knowledge and' the wahi pana are ancestrally'
related, thus" spiritual .'strength :connects to the ancestral guardians, or
'aumaku,a. My 'aumakua,knew that the great gods created'the land and
generated life. The gods infused the' earth with their spiritual force or mana.
The gravity of this, concept was keenly grasped by my ancestors: they knew
that the earth's spiritual essence was focused through thewahipana (James,
1991).

Reviewing the iraditi~narproverbs,Chants,'andlegends for 'Puna and South Maul at
the beginning oftheir reSpectlvesectionsallows the reader to understand the overall cultural
significance of the districts and important' places within the districts.
.
Precontact Period

Research by archaeologists, anthropologists "and,' ethnographers over"the' past thirty
years suggest that the pie-contact period be'looked at in five distinct eras. 7 The first period
dates between 0 and 600 A.D., Based on current subsurface, archaeological research on each
of the islatlds,the dates fot;settlements being established on the various islands are continually'being adjusted to, ref1eetevi4eit~ of settlementearlier and earlier within this period.
Migrations from Polynesia,'parl:1cularly the Marq1lesas,continued through the second
era. ,Be~,eeri 600 and 1100 'A.D. the 'population in ,the Hawaiian islandsprlmarily expanded
from natural internal growth on ,all of thelslands. Through the ~urse of this, period the inhabitants of the Hawaiian islands grewtosh3re 'common anceStors ,and a common heritage.
More significantly, they had developed aHawaiian culture' and language uniquely adapted to
the islands of Hawai'1 which' was distinct 'from that of other Polynesian,peoples.
':_.
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During this period, the'.,s()Cial 'system'was ,communal'•• ~d ,organized around subsistenceproductionto sustai'n 'ohana, large extended familieS. Hawaiian spiritual ,beliefs,
customs, and practices focused on maintaining harmonious and nurturing relationships to the
various.'life forces, elements and beings 'ofnature as, ances,tral spirits who were honored as
deities. Land andnatllral,resoUfCeS were notprivately owned., Rather, the Haw~an people
maintained a communaIstewardsllip'()verthe,land, ocean and 'aU ,of the natural resources ot'
theiSlands~Thela.Jpuna(eiders) provi~JeadershiPand guidance to the makua'(agwts) who
Pert0rmedmost,of the daily productive work of. fishing, cultivation, and',gathering.• Between
the islands of Hawai'i there was ,some ~ation of language dialect and names for' plants,
animals, ralrisand winds~ 1'here were'alsovariations in physical structures, subsistence'techniques and art forms: OOginmyths'varied according to the particular migration and genea'logical
line
,from which
families,'descended.
,The prominence of akua and kupua also varied
,
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7These periods are discussed and summarized by Kirch,Patrick V. in Feathered Gods and Fishhooks:
An Introduction to Bawaiian Arcluzeology IJntlPrehistory. HonoluIu:UH Press, 1985• .It is also
. discussed by MalcoIm Naea Chun and Matthew Spriggs cin ,~ewTerms, Suggested For Early
Hawaiian History/'Ka,lfai PlaOOHA,F,ebruary 1987,p. 4. Other, sources for ,dating these periods
are Fornander,Abrabam,. FornaiuIer Collection of Ha~aiian Antiquities, and Folk-Lore. Honolulu:
T.G. Thrum (ed.), BPBM Memoirs4,S, 6, 191~1920;BecICwith,Martha W.,BawaiianMythology.
Honolulu: J.JH,Pre$s, '1970;KaIDakau,Sam~el, Ruling.Chiefs of Hawaii., HonoluIQ:" Kamehameha
Schools Press, 1961; Kamakau, Samuel, Ka Po'e ,KahikiJ: The People of Old. BPBM Spec. Pub!. 51.,
1964; Kamakau, Samuel, The Workso/ihe PeopleoiOld.BPBM Spec. Pub!. 61; 1976:Ka1akaua.
David, King of Hawaii; The Legends and Mythso! Hawaii: 'The Fables and Folklore of a Strange
People. Tokyo & Rutland: Charles E.·Tuttle, 1973.
.
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by island. For example, .as discussed above, the volcanic deity Pele was prominent in PUna
and Ka'u~ QualitativelY,tlJ.e language, culture, social system ,and spiritual beliefs, customs
and practices were common among all the inhabitants of the islands. Oral traditions indicate
frequent transmigration' and even intermarriage among families from different islands.
This third period, between llOOand 1400 A.D., also marks the era of ~the long voyages between Hawai'i and Tahiti and the introduction of major changes in the social system
of the Hawaiian people's nation. The chants, myths and legends record the .voyages of great
Polynesian chiefs and priests, such as.1:he high priest'Pa'ao, .the ali'i nuiMo'ikeha and his
sons Kiha and La'amaikahi1d, andbigh chief Hawai'i Loa. Traditional chants and myths
describe how these new Polynesian chiefs and their sons and daughters gradually appropriated the rule over the land from the original· inhabitants through·intermarriage, battles and
ritual sacrifices. The high priest Pa'ao introduced a new religious system that used human
sacrifice, feathered images, and walled-in heiau. The migration coincided also with a period
of rapid internal population growth.. Remnant· structures and artifacts dating. to.this time
suggest that previously uninhabited leeward areas were. settled during this. period.
. The fourth period dates from 1400 through 1600. Voyaging between lIaw~'i and
Tahiti ended. As a result of the external influences introduced by the migrating Polynesian
chiefs and priests and internal developments related to the geometric growth·of the population, sophisticated innovations in cultivation, irrigation, aquaculture, andfisbing were implemented. These innovations were applied in the construction of major. fishponds, irrigation
systems, and field cultivation systems. Such advances resulted in the production of a food
suiplus which sustained the developing stratification of Hawaiian society into three basic
clas~a1i'i the chiefs, kahuna.the priests, and maka'ainana the commoners..Oral traditions
relate stories of warring .chiefs, battles,· and conquest resulting in the emergence. of the great
ruling chiefs who controlled entire islands, rather than portions of islands. These ruling chiefs
organized great public works projects that are still evident today. For example, 'Umi-A-Liloa
constructed taro terraces, irrigation systems, and heiau throughout Hawai'i island, including
thePu 'uhonua at Kealakekua.
Although the common people provided food, barkcIotb, and household implements to
the chiefs, Hawaiian society remained predominantly a subsistence agricultural economy.
There is no evidence of a money system or commodity production. A system of barter in
essential goods between fishermen, mountain dwellers, and taro cultivators existed within
the. framework of the extended family unit called 'ohana. In general, this exchange within the
'ohana functioned prim.arily to faciIitate the sharing of what had been. produced upon the 'iIi
or extensive land grant that the 'ohana held and worked upon in common.
Mary Kawena Pukui and E.S. Craighill Handy in The Polynesian Family System in
Ka- 'u. Hawai'i describe this as follows:

Between households within the 'ohana there was constant sharing and·. ex change of foods' and of utilitarian articles and also of services, not in barter
but as voluntary (though decidedly obligatory) giving. 'Ohana living inland
(kokula uka), raising taro, bananas, wauke (for tapa, orbarkc:loth,' making)
andolona (for its fibre), and needing gourds, coconuts and marine ,foods,
would.take a gift to some'ohana'living near the shore (ko kula kai) andJnretum would receive fish or whatever was. needed. The fisherman needing poi
or 'aw.a would take fish, squid or lobster upland to a household known to have
taro, and would return with his 1calo(taro) or pa'i'ai (hard poi, the steamed
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and pounded taro ··com).In other 'words, it was'. the 'ohana that constituted
the community within which the economic llfe moved (Handy & Pukui,
1958),0

CuItivationof taro 'and;fishing were the centerpieces' of the material' culture.. The system of irrigation, fishing and aquaculture was highly developed and produced a surplUS tbat
sustained a relatively developed and unified social structure that was embraced throughout
the wbole archipelago. All the basic necessities of llfe came from plants. Even fishing relied
on 'plants-the •canoe' was made' from a' hardwood 'tree; .the net 'was woven out .ofolona or
some other vine; spears were carved ,out of a hardwood tree; ropes were woven from the
coconut'husk or a vine; the sails were usually made of lauhala (pandanus leaves). Hawaiians
could not have survived without plants,.' and Hawaiians were expert planters' and cultivators. "
In the fiftbperiod,duringtbe century 'preceding the opening of Hawai'i .to European
contact in 1778, tbe Hawaiian economy expanded to support a popuIationbetween 400,000
and 800,000 people. 8 1besocialsystem consisted of the 'ohana who lived and worked upon
communally held portions of land called 'iIi Within the' ahupua'a natural resource system.
These famllies-the building blocks of the Hawaiian social system-were ruled over by the
stewards ,ofthe'land-thechiefs',along with their retainers and priests.
;":,'{;'"

<

Even during this period of chieflyruIe, land in Hawai'i was still not privately owned.
re-divided control
over the .districts of the islands, among themselves through. war,and' succession.' A single chief
could control. a. major section of an island,awbole island or several islands' depending upon
his military power: Up until the time Of Kam.ehameha 'I, however, no one chief was ever
paramount over all of the islands.9

The chiefly class.which provided.stewardship over, the land, divided, and

)

, 'The chief divided his <1andboldings'among lesSer ranking chiefs,wbo were called
konohiki. The konohiki functioned as supervisors onb'ehalfof tbecbief over the people that
lived on the lands and cultivated them. Thetenureof'a konobiki was dependent upon his
benefactor,the chief. Konohikiwereoften J'elate<1.tothechief.and were allocated land in
recognitiop ?floyal or outSt~g seryice. ~o him. ,Ho~ever,un1ike eisewhere, in, })Olynesi~,
the J~oIlohi1d\Vere rarely related ,to Jbe maka'alnana or commoners on the land under bis
supervision (Ralston. 1984). Thus, the konohiki represented the collective interest of the ali'j
class over t1l~II1aka'amana as well as the indivi~!lal in~est of his patron chief. '

The .lands allocated to thekonobikiwerec~led'ahllpua'a.> :Ahupu~'~ boundaries
cilillcided with the geographic features ofavalIeY.'Iheyran from'th~.m6untainlothe ocean,
were watered by a stream., and were t>oundedon both sides by, mountain ridges. It afforded
who lived 'in the abupua'a accesstoth~basiCjnecessitiesof
.life-marine foods
the 'ob
from ocean reefs and streams, low lying wetlands tor taro, fresh'water, timber, and medicinal
plants from the forest. The. use rights of,the konobiki,including 'fishing rights over shoreline
fishponds and reefs.

ana
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8Estlmatefrom Cook's voyage was 400,000. See Scbmitt,Robert C., Demographic Statistics of Bar waii;' Honolulu:UiI 'P:ress,'1968.· Recent studies by David ,Stannard place the pre-contaet population
as high as 800,000. See Before the Horror. Honolulu: UH Press, 1989.
9 At the time of Cook, Kalaniopu'u controlled Hawai'j island, Kahekilicontrolled Maui, O'ahu,
Moloka'j, Lana'i,Kaho'olawe, Kaua'i and Ni'ihau; .
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The konohiki supervised all productive communal labor within the ahupua'a monthto-month and season-to-season.Hecollected the annuaL tribute and determined if it was
sufficient in relation to the productivity of the land. He regulated the use of land· and ocean
resources, administering the kanawai applying to the use of irrigated water as well as to
fishing rights in the ocean. The konohiki· was responsible for. organizing communal labor for
public works projects such as roads, fishponds, and irrigation systems.

The ahupua'a of the konohiki were further divided into strips ofland called 'ill which
were allocated either by the chief· or konohiki to the . commoner Hawaiians·. called maka'ainana.However, these land' grants .were given to specific extended family units of
maka'ainanacalled 'obana.· These ;'ill either extended continuously. from the mountain to the
ocean or were comprised of separate plots of land located in each of the distinct resource
zones of the ahupua'a. In this wayan 'ohana. was provided access to all of the resources
necessary for survival-vines, timber, -thatch from mountain areas; sloping land for sweet
potatoes and crops that require .higher altitudes; low lying .lands irrigated. by stream waters;
and ocean areas for fish, limpids, crustaceans and seaweed, the principal source of protein
for .Hawaiians .(Handy, Handy & Pukui, 1972).10
The tenure of the maka'ainanaon·the land was stable, unlike·that·of the ali'i and the
konohiki. There were two Hawaiian sayings that illustrated this prinCiple. The first saying
'~Ko lunapohakuno ke lea'a i lalo, 'a'ole hiD i ko lalo pohaku ke ka'a" translates as "A
stone that is high up can roll down, but a stone that is down cannot roll" (Pukui, 1983,
#1833). In other words, the chief and his retainers including the konohiki could be overthrown
and lose their positions of influence. A chief could be defeated in war and lose his lands.
When a· chief died and a new chief succeeded him, the lands were re-distributed and the
10 The

traditional Hawaiian land divisions according to Malo (1951:16-18) consist of the following
district,·, subdistricts, land divisions and land parcels:
- island: Moku-puni (cut off surrounded).
Large District: Apana (pieces) or Moku-o-Ioko (interior division), e.g. Hana.
Sections: 'Okana or Kalana, e.g. Honua'ula. ['Okana is also a district or sub-district and
usually comprising several ahupua 'a; Kalana is smaller than a district (Pukui & Elbert 1971:
113, 258).]
.
Subsection within 'Okana: Poko. [Dividing a District, or ahupua'a into two or more sections,
e.g.: Hamakua Poko; Hamakua Loa]
Ahupua'a (running mauka-makai, from the mountains to the sea) [a sub-district land division,

some contain a few hundred acres, others 10,000 acres, or more]
.
'IIi-'aina ['Ili-'aina, a sub-division of an ahupua'a; 'iii lele, a discontinuous 'iIi-'aina, consisting of two or more parcels of land in the same ahupua'a and having the same name]
Mo.'o- 'aina [mo '0- 'aina is a cultivated garden within an 'iIi- 'aina or 'iIi-Iele]
Pauku- 'aina (joints of lands) [pauku- 'aina is a land section smaller than a mo'o- 'aina]
Kihapai (patches or farms) [dry land garden]
Ko 'ele [ko 'ele, a cultivated garden, the produce of which went to the ali'i of the district or

island]
Hakuone (land cultivated by 'obana with crops going to konohiki) [produce of which went to
chief of the ahupua'a]

Kuakua(broad kuauna or kuaauna, an embankment) [embankments between wet taro
gardens, usually cultivated] (Malo 1951: 16-18). Information in brackets [] added. .

l

"
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previous chief's kODOhiki could be displaced. ,However, the common people who lived on the
land from the days of their ancestors were stable on the land. They were not displaced when
the chief or konobiki over them changed. They continued to livenD and cultivate the land of
their 'iii from one chief to the next.
The second saying illustrating the stable tenure of the maka'ainanaon the land, "I
'aina no ka 'aina i keali'i,a iwaiwai no ka'aina i kekanaka" translates as "The land remains the land because of the chiefs, and prosperity comes to the land because of the common people" (Puk:ui, 1983, #1149). In other words, the chiefs held the land, but the common
people worked the land and made"it valuable.
,

,

•.<While the tenureo! the maka'ainana was stabl~. they were not tied to the land and
did have the option to move away if they chose to. There is little evidence. however, that
moving off the land of one's birth was ever a common practice.

j

The maka 'ainana produced all the, necessities, of life for their extended families from
the 'iii that was allotted to them. In addition to cultivating plots for the subsistence of their
'ohana, the maka'ainana were obligated tokeeptheplotsofland set aside for the konohiki
and chiefs cultivated in food crops. T.I:1ese plots were called ,hakuone and koele, respectively. The common people were also required to proVide the chiefs and konohiki with an
annual ho'okupu or tribute that included food and all types othousehold needs, such as tapa
cloth and woven lI1ats to stone 'and wooden containers and implements as well as feathers to
make cloaks and helmets ,that were symbols oftheali'i rank. In addition to the annual
requirements; the maka'ainana were obligated to provide labor serv:ice and products from the
land upon the request of the chief or konohiki.It was the labor of the maka'ainana that supported the entire society; however the ali'i enjoyed full appropriation rights over all that was
produced: upon his land grants.
Among the maka'ainanathere was cooperative labor and sharing of the fruits of the
labor. Most of this sharing was done within thecontextofthe'ohanaas the primary unit of
production. The 'ohana.,lived in dispersed clusters of households called kauhale ,on 'the 'iIi
land granted to them. They did.not congregate,in villages as ,is common in other areas of the
Pacific. Between the 'obana there was also cooperative enterprise and reciprocal exchange
of labor service called tom. This was' practiced in the undertaking of major projects such as
the chopping down, hewing out. and hauling of a log for a canoe or the construction and
tilatchingofa house$1rUcture,.These tYPe. of projects s:equired the labor of more people than
comprised one single 'ohana.lnadditi0n, all of the 'ohana ,within anahupua'a could be
organized to do massive public works, projects under the,sllpervision()f the1conohild. This
includedcoDstruction and maintenance ,of the irrigation systems and theftshpondS.
'.
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Alth()ugh the clrl~fs and theIr. konohiki had
appropriation rights gver the land ,and
the,people, in the main this was asystemot, mutual obligation .and benefit, between the,
chiefs and the people. The, chiefsc9~trolledthe;land and distributed it among the
maka'ainana.1be chief was required to 'manage and oversee the production on the land. He
regulated the use of scarce resources; apportioned these resources among the people according to prin,ciplesoffaii,usag~;regulated.the use ,of the'\vater, which was the, most valued
resource of, the land; assured, that, the. irrigation system was properly maintained; conducted
proper rituals.~ the" gods who Contr0lledl1ature; and. conserved the, resources, of the land
through reStriction and replacement policies. In return, themaka'ainana, were obliged to
prOVide lal>0r" service and products of the land, to the 'chiefs and konohild.
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While Hawaiian tradition records cases of arbitrary, irresponsible, and self-serving
chiefs who abused the people, they·· were clearly exceptional cases and werequicldy· replaced with responsible chiefs who·cared for the well-being of the people (Kamakau, 1961;
Kelly 1980).
The Hawaiian proverb, "I ali'i no ali ,i ·no na· kanaka," or "A· chief is a chief because
of the people," reflects the Hawaiian attitude that the greatness ofa chief was judged
according to the welfare of the people under him (Pukui, 1983).
The Hawaiian historian David Malo wrote, "In former times, before Kamehameha,
the chiefs took great care of their people. That was their appropriate business, to seek the
comfort 8.nd welfare··of the people,· for a chief was called great in proportion to the number of
his people ..." (Malo, 1839). In his book, Hawaiian Antiquities, Malo described the type of
training given to young chiefs who were destined to rule: .
It was the policy of the government to place the chiefs who were destined to
rule, while they were still young, with wise persons, that they might be instructed by' skilled teachers.in the principles of government, be taught the art
of war, and be made to acquire personal skill and bravery. The· young .man
had first to be subject to another chief, that he might be disciplined and have
experience of poverty, hunger, want and hardship. and by reflecting on these
things learn to care for the common people, and at the same time pay due
respect to the ceremonies of religion and the worship of gods to live temperately, not violating virgins '" conducting the government kindly to all
(Malo, 1971).
The fragile system of checks and balances between the common people and ruling
class which developed during the latter stage of Hawai'i's pre-European contact history
functioned efficiently so long as the interest and values of both classes remained in basic
harmony. However, to the extent that Hawaiian society had evolved into a socially and
economically stratified system by 1600, there was always inherent in this system the threat
of dissolution of the bonds that tied commoners and ruling chiefs together.
Contact and Monarchy
The responses of the Hawaiian people to contact and change after 1778 were divergent and largely influenced by the individual social and economic role they .played in· the
society. The acceptance or rejection of Western culture was largely the prerogative of.the
ruling class oiali'i. The common people did not playa major role in determining the political and economic future of Hawai'i. Instead, the Hawaiian social system assigned the ali'i
the lead role. In exercising this· role, their·response to foreign interests and foreign powers
further diStanced them· from the common people, who were left with the problem of trying to
survive the burdens of contact-war, disease, and depopUlation.
Periodically, the common people also suffered from the famines which gripped the
land, as the chiefs gave priority to meeting the needs of the fur and sandalwood traders:
~
.
\

As ~e desires of the chiefs and the pressure of the trading captainS grew,
more and more people were put to the task, fewer and fewer were left for the
normal duties of everyday living; in many areas planting and fishing virtually
ceased, and for a season thereafter there would be little harvested beyond the
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. needs9f the ali'i and theirkonohiki (supervisors). It was the people who went
hungIy.ll

"

.'

,Upon the death of King.Kamehameha I inJ819, ·thosechiefs who were closely allied
.' to him feared a rebellion ,from rival traditional chiefs. As a ,means of undermining their rivals,
the. Councn of Chiefs, under ,the leadership of Mo'j .Kamehameha II, Kubina Nui
J{a'ahumanu.and HighChief,Kalanimoku instituted the 'Ai Noa Or abolition of the state
~religion.12 .By abolishing the traditi9nal chiefly religion under which rivals could claim rank,
prestige, and ,position,' the Kamehameha chiefs consolidated· political power under their
control.

)

Although Native Hawaiian religion .ceased to have the official sanction of the royal
goyernment, Hawaiian spiritual beliefs and customs continued to be honored and practiced in
most of the rural communities andsett1ements of,the kingdom. Families continued to honor
their 'aumakua. (ancestral deities). Traditionalkahuna la'au lapa'au (herbal healers) continuedtheir healing practices using native Hawaiian plants and spiritual healing arts. Family
burial caves and lava tubes continued to be cared for. The hula.andchants continued to be
taught, in distinctly private ways. Among the deities who continued to be actively honored,
worshipped, thought of and respected,even·to the present, was Pele. and her family of
deities. Every eruption reinforced and validated her existence to her descendants and new
generations of followers (Kanahele, 1992).
.,
In 1820, theyear·following 'Ai Noa, American missionaries began to settle Hawai'i
and convert Hawaiians to Christianity. In that same year commercial whaling began to
attract increasing numbers of,foreign settlers who demanded rights of citizenship and private
' , '
ownership ofland. l3 ' .
',-',

By 1840, IangKamehamehatransformedthegovernment into a constitutional monarchy, having 'signed· a BUl of Rights in 1839 and.aConstitutionfor.the Kingdom of Hawai'i
in the following ye~. .}n 1845,< despite.petitionSofprotestsigned by 5,790. Hawaiians,
foreigners were allowed to become naturalized citizens and to .hold public ·office.· Ka Mahele
(The Land· Division) in .1848 established a system of private land ownership which concentrated 99.2 percent of Hawai'j's lands among 245 chiefs,the Crown, and the Government
Less than one percent of the lands were given to 28 percent ofthe people, leaving 72 percent
of the people landless. ~.1850" over ,the protests ,of Ha\Vaiians, f~reignerswere ,.giventhe
'right to, ,9WD laDd. From that point.on foreigners, 'Primarily'Americans"continued' to expand
(, ;','
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their interests, eventually controlling most of the land, .sugar plantations, bankS,· shipping,
..
and commerce of the islands. 14
In 1887,American planter .interests organized.a coup d'etat against·.JGng David
Kalakaua forcing him to sign the Bayonet Constitution which took away his sovereign
powers as king and the civil rights of Hawaiians. In 1889, 8 men were killed, 12 wounded,
and 70· arrested in the Wilcox Rebellioir which attempted to restore the Hawaiian Constitution. By 1890, non-Hawaiians controlled 96 percent of the sugar industry and Hawaiians were
reduced to only·4S percent of the population due to the importation of Chinese, Japanese.
and Portuguese immigrant laborers by the sugar planters.
In the year 1893. the United States Minister assigned to the Kingdom of Hawai'i.
JohnL. Stevens, conspired with a smaIl group of non-Hawaiian residents of the Kingdom, including citizens of the United.States,toovertbrow the indigenous and lawful Governmentof
Hawai'i. 1S On January ,16, 1893,U.S.military forces invaded Hawai'i.OnJanuary 17, 1893,
a Provisional Government was declared and was immediately recognized by the U.S.
minister plenipotentiary to Hawai'i.
'
In 1898, the United States annexed Hawai'i through the Newlands Resolution without
the consent of or compensation to the indigenous Hawaiian people or their sovereign government Hawaiians were thereby denied the mechanism for expression of their inherent SOvereignty through self-government and self-determination, their lands and ocean resources
(Littler, 1929).16
Through the Newlands Resolution and the 1900 Organic Act, the United States
Congress received 1.7S million acres of lands formerly owned by the CroWn and. Government
of the Hawaiian Kingdom and exempted the lands from then existing public land laws of the
United States by mandating that the revenue and proceeds from these .lands be "used solely
for the benefit of the inhabitants of the Hawaiian Islands for education and other public
purposes," thereby establishing a special trust relationship between· the United States and the
inhabitants of Hawai'i. 17 .

14Kuykendall, 1980. Davianna McGregor, "Voices of Today Echo Voices of the Past" in Malama
Hawaiian Land and Water, edited by Dana Naone Hall, Honolulu: Bamboo Ridge PreSs, 1985.
15U.S. Congress. House. Repon No. 243 "Intervention of United States Government in Affairs of Foreign Friendly Governments." 53rd Congress. 2d Session. December 21, 1893. Washington: Government Printing Office, 1893. U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Foreign Relations. "Hawaiian
Islands." Repon of the Committee on Foreign Relations With Accompanying Testimony and ExecUtive
Documents Transmitted to Congress from January 1, 1893 to March 19, 1894. Volumes I and n. Washington: Government Printing Office, 1894. Also referred to as "The Morgan Report." U.S. Congress.
Senate. Committee on Foreign Relations. Repon No. 227. "Report from the.CommitteeOD Foreign
Relations and Appendix in· Relation to the Hawaiian Islands, February 26, 1894." 53d Congress 2d
Session. Washington: Govemment Printing Office, 1894. U.S. Department of State."Pat>ers Relating
to the Mission of James H. Blount, United States Commissioner to the Hawaiian Islands." Wash.ington: Government Printing Office, .1893.
16Littler, Robert M.C. The Governance of Hawaii: A Study in Territorial Administration. Stanford:
Stanford University Press, 1929.
.
17U.S. Congress. 56th Congress, 1st Session 1899-1900. i.Congressional Debates onHawaii Organic
Act, Together With Debates and Congressional Action on Other Matters ConcerIling the Hawaiian
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Territorial Period
From 1900 through '19S9Hawal~i was govemedasa Territory of the United States.
The officialU;S. policy was to Americanize ,the multi-ethnic society of the ,Hawaiian Islands,

beginning Witllthe children through the American public school system. Hawaiian and other
languages 'except English were banned as official languages 'or as a medium of instruction.'
An elite group of Americans who :were the owners and managers of what was called the Big
Five factors had monopoly control over every facet of Hawai'i's economy. 18 1beycontrolled
the sugar plantations,shipping;', banking and commerce.
In the realm of politics, ', Hawaiians held the plurality of votes and; controlled the
legislature and the delegate to U.S.' Congress up through Warld War II. 'Immigrant plantation
workers and their descendants comprised the majority of the population,but first generation
Asians were excluded· from becoming naturalized citizens under U .S.law. It was not until
after World War II that second'generation Asian descendants matured to voting age and be~
came a major political force in the islands. Hawaiian leaders allied with the Big Five under,
the' banDer of the,' Republican Party dUring the'. Territdrialyears.Due, to political' patronage,
Hawaiians held a majority ofthe government jobs and dOmiilatedcertain private sector jobs
such as COWboys on ranches, longshoremen on the docks, and in the electric and telephone
companies. In 1927, Hawaiians held 46 percent of the appointive executive government positions, S5 percent of the clerical and other government jobs,and over half of the judgeships
and elective offices. 1brough 1935, Hawaiians heldaImost a third of the pUblic service jobs
and'dominated law enforcement although they comprised only 15 percent of the population
of the islands (McGregor. 1 9 8 0 ) . !
'
Despite these obvious advantages, close to half of the Hawaiian population did not
assimilate and mainstream into the developing economy. Instead they remained in remote
valleys and isolated rural pockets providing for their large families through subsistence
farming and fishing. During ,this, period ,a major distinction internal to the Hawaiian community evolved betwee,n, the urban Hawaiians 'whoassimilated and accommodated to the
socio-economic system dominated by the Ametican"elite,andtheruralllawaiians orkua'alna
who remained in the back country areas maintaining a traditional Hawaiiany!ayof life)~
During the Territorial periOd a '1ocal", culture combining Hawaiian, with the ,cultures
ofthe various immigrantgro\1pswhosettled in Hawai.'i began to evolve. ,Most of the immi.;.
grants who were imported to work on Hawai'i' splantations :were peasant. farmers in their
countries of orlgin.';Withthe majority of Hawaiians who ,were ,planters, and fishermen" they
shared a. respect for the ,land and a. strong reliance,on extended familyrelations.l-oyalty.,
respect, and caring for family elders and the overall weU-beingoLaIlfamily members were

IsIands... ·Washington. (pho~ostat. r~ProductioD 'fromtl1eCongr~ssional' Record.,y:~,33: pts. 1-8),
1899-1900., .
18The Big Five are C. Brewer, Theo H.DaVies; 'Castle & Cooke, AmFac, and Alexander and Baldwin.
Fuchs. Lawrence, HawaiiPono:ASoClal History, San Diego: HarCOW1.Brace & World, Inc., 1961;
Ken!.' Noel. 'Hawaii, 'Jslands.·Underthe Injluence.,.New York: Monthly R.eview,Press, 1983; Lind,
Andrew, An Island Community: EcologicalSuccessionin Haw.aii~ ,9hicago:Th~ University of
Chicago;J938;t'eprint New York:
Greenwood
Press, 1968.
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19Kua 'aina is' translated in the PukuiJElbert Hawaiian Dictionary ,as person from the country~.Jt means
the back of the land. These are the people who beni'their back, toiled and sweated to care for the
land.
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important values that came to characterize "local" people. In rural plantation' communities,
the immigrant workers shared the common experience of oppressive working conditions,
living in plantation camphousing,and being in constant debt to the plantation store. Children of immigrant workers and Native Hawaiians alike attended Hawai'j's common public
schools.. There they were socialized by the American school system.. The children learned
together, ate' and shared meals together, ·and communicated across cultural barriersln pidgin
dialect· They, learned to hunt·· for pigs and gather fruits In the forest. They caught fish·, or
gathered marine life from common fishing grounds.· Between' Hawaiians ,and immigrant
groups, particularly the second and third generations, the rate of intermarriage was'very high.
World War n ushered in major changes in the social,economic,andpolitical life of
the islands. Many Hawaiians left their rural enclaves to join the service or to work in high
paying military jobs in Honolulu. The military were also stationed in rural areas 'throughout
the islands. The war experience broadened the social horizons' and raised the expectations
and aspirations of all of Hawai'i's people for a higher standard of living. Raising the age for
compUlsory education to 18· also forced rural families out of the most remote areas in order to
comply with the law and send their children to intermediate and high school. There .was also
a large exodus of people from Hawai'ito the U.S. mainland in search of better job opportunities..
Labor unions successfully organized workers and gained collective bargaining contracts on the docks, plantations, utility companies, transportation, hotels and restaurants, and
the public sector. Leaders of the Japanese community joined ranks with labor to reorganize
the Democratic Party and defeated the Republican Party in 1954. Gradually Hawaiians were
replaced in government jobs by Japanese. The Democratic Party led the movement to gain
statehood for Hawai'i.
Statehood
Statehood stimulated unprecedented economic expansion in Hawai'i. The number of
hotel 'rooms more than tripled and the number of tourists increased fivefold within the first
ten years. Pineapple and sugar agribusiness operations were phased out and moved to
cheaper labor markets in Southeast Asia. The prime agricultural lands which remained were
developed into profitable subdivision, condominium, and resort developments. Left jobless,
former plantation and cannery workers had few employment options.· They obtained lower
paying and less stable jobs in the expanding tourist industry. An excerpt from a social impact
statement concerning the effects of new freeway connecting rural O'ahu to urban Honolulu
offered an insight on the frustrations and social pressures that Hawaiian and local people
began to associate with development:
Some long-time residents have the feeling·that they are being dispossessed of
their traditional access to the beauties and bounties of nature around them.
Anxieties arise as open space is filled up by newcomers and the taxes on'
land keep going up. Frustration is felt as the future character of their shrinking
world is being decided by landowners and developers, government planners,
and elected officials in offices and meeting rooms far away. And there is a
problem of the carryover of these insecurities to the younger generation.
There are indications of social breakdown as reflected in the rate of unemployment' .the growing incidence of family separations, the heavier welfare
loads and· the increase in juvenile' delinquency and, adult crimes {Dean,
Eckbo, Austin, and Williams, 1973).
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Changes to the rural and agricultural areas concerned all of Hawai'i's local people.
However the Hawaiian community, because of its traditional concentration, in the rural
pockets were especially affected.
, ETHNOGRAPmC OVERVIEW OF PUNA

Puna, aTraditionalWahi PaDa (Sacred Place)
"Puna, mai 'Old'okiaho a Mawae"
"Puna from 'Old 'oldaho to Mawae"
This traditional 'olelo no'eau or proverb describes the boundaries of Puna as going
from 'Oki'okiaho on the Ka'u side to Mawae on the Hilo side(Pukui, 1983, #1777).
Comprising 311,754 acres, the island of Kaua'i (354,112 acres) could almost fit within the
district.
'
Traditionally, Puna is one of the most sacred areas in all of Hawai'i. Located in the
easternmost part of Hawai'i island" the easternmost island of the Hawaiian chain, the day
and all of life springs forth in Puna. The northeast trade winds with its cloud formations and
rainfall first encounter Hawai'i in Puna. The following Hawaiian proverb speaks of how these
winds grow fragrant as they travel over Puna, luxuriant with maile, lehua, and hala (Pukui,
1983, #1458).

"Ka makani hali 'ala 0 Puna"
"The fragrance;'bearing Wind· of Pulia",

Puna means well-spring. Hawaiians observed how· the.' forests of Puna attract the

clouds to drench the district with its many rains; such "as "kaua moaniani lehua 0 Puna" I
"the rain that brings the fragrance of the lehuaof Puna" (Pukui, 1983, #1587). The rains
refresh and enrich the Puna water table and sustain the life cycle of all living things in Puna.
The recharge cycle in the Puna district is important to the water table of the entire island.
The waters of the newest and eastemmost district of Puna 'are believed to originate
with Kaneikawaiola, the Hawaiian god of fresh WAter springs 'and streams. His domain is
traditionally in the east. Kaneikawaiola is guardian of the Pele fire clan,· the. family of deities
who migrated from the south to. Hawai'i and are manifest in the various volcanic activities in
the Puna district Kaneikawaiola proteetsthe subsurface 'watersimain source of the volcanic
steam which forms the bloodstream of the volcano deity, Pelehonuamea.

The steam is believed to' be the man.a,th.e life'.force and the energy of Pele. When
Pele does not actively erupt, the steam Is the main.' form in which. she manifests herself.
When there is steam in the forest,Pele lsthought'tobethere. That is her identity, her
imagery and her manifestation. Throughout the district of Puna, traditional chants tell of
warm pools in, caves and under the ground, such as Kaukala and PunahakeoDe. These are
sacred bathing places of Pele. Pele practitioners .believe that the .waters of the Puna district
are sacred to Kaneikawaiola and. that the steam generated by the heat of Pele are sacred to
Pele.
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Puna is also where new landis created and new growth and new life sprouts. The
land·· is sacred, fresh, clean, untouched, and after vegetation· regenerates upon it,. then it is
ready for human use. Z>
The following chant "Ke Ha'aLa Puna I Ka Makani," translated by Pualani
Kanahele, elaborates the primal elements and features associated with Puna that Hawaiians
celebrate in legends, chants, and hUla. 21 It describes how and why Puna is regarded as. a
wahi pana or sacred area by Hawaiians.

Ke Ha'aLa Puna I KaMakani
1

Ke haea Ia Puna i ka makani
. Puna is dancing in the breeze

2

Ha'a ka ulu hala i Kea'au
The hala groves at Kea'au dance

3.

Ha'a Ha'ename Hopoe
Ha'ena and Hopoe dance

4

Ha'aka wahine
The woman dances

5.

'Ami i kal 0 Nanahuki
(She) dances at the sea of Nanahuki

6.

Hula le'a wale
Dancingisd~gh~y~easing

7.

I kai 0 Nanahuki
At the sea of Nanahuki

8.

'0 Puna kai kuwa ita hala
The voice of Puna resounds

9.

Pae i ka leo

0

ke kai

The voice of the sea is carried.

10.

Ke lu la, i na pua lehua
While the lehuablossoms are being scattered.

11.

Nana i kai 0 Hopoe
Look towards the sea of Hopoe

Z>Pua1ani Kanaka'ole Kanahele. lecture to student body of Kamehameha Schools, May 2. 1990.

21 Pua1ani Kanaka'ole Kanahele. K.a Honua Ola (The LiVing Earth). Part I An Introduetionto Pele and
Hi'iaka, unpublished manuscript for the State Foundation on Culture and the Arts, 1992, available
in Hawaiian-Pacific Collection of Hamilton Library. The following ttanslation and interpretation of
the chant is excerpted from the report by Ms. Kanahele with her permission.
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12.

Ka wahine 'ami ikai 0 Nanahuki
.The dancing woman is belowj 'towards Nanahuki

13.

Hulale'a wale
.
Dancing is delightfully pleasing

14.

I kai 0 Nanahuld
.Atthe sea' of Nanahuki

malan! Kanahele has provided the following interpretation of this chant which ex-

pounds upon the qualitieS ofPuna ,which distinguish it as a singularly 'sacred area because it
is where the ha'a form of hula originated.
"Ke Ha'a La Puna" is the .first recorded hula in the Pele and Hi'iaka saga. Hi'iaka
performed a hula to this mele to please her olderSibling.·1bemotif of this·mele focuses on
ha 'a or hula; therefore discussion of thismele concentrates upon the subject of hula. Also
included in this discussion are place names, weather phenomena, movements of nature, and
natural imagery;
Ha'ena, Hopoej' Kea'au, Nanahuki,·andPuna -are the land sections or land -features
mentioned in this mele. 'Puna is the· district in which'these places are found. Puna is also the
land section that inspires hula creation because of the natural movements of wave, wind, and
trees.
Puna is the source of regenerative power. Some examples are the rising of the sun,
volcanic creation of new land, and the growth of new vegetation on this new formed land.
Punais described as,Ka'aina ika houpoa'Kane or the land in the heart'of·Kane. Kaneis
one of the four major Gods of the Hawaiian pantheon and Puna is affected by all of the
manifestations of Kane.
Puna is the easternmost land section of the Hawaiian archipelago and Kanerepresents the east. 'Kane represents the sun and KUmukahiand Ha.'eha'e, 'the gateway t6the sun,
. are located in Puna. IJterally the word puna;means well-spring and freshwater is represented
by Kane: The northeast side of the island chainiS known as the ko'olauor windward. The
windward:sides6f the islands :Ire the
sections.
,.

rain

The Moa'e, or trade wind, brings the .rain clouds. In our story line the easternmost
point or Puna receives the rain first. The rain together with the sun· in the Puna area are the
nurturing substances which induce incubation and growth ofvegetation on the new land. The
other agent vital totms growth is land itself and the processes through which new land
devel6ps:Lava flow 'which . creates'new -la.ndis'creditedto the' creative power of
Pelehonuamea and her siblings.
Kanehoalam,thetfatherofPele,'is a Kane form. At the endbfher-migration Pele
finds'. herself in .the :eastemdistriet·of Hawai'I' island and 'acknowledges his-presence. by
'
calling buni greeting to him in the east.
"EKanehoalani,' eKanehbaIarn 'a!ohakaua"
"Kanehoalani, .Kanehoalani 8!eeting to us"
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Pele establishes residency here and along with her sister' Hi'iakaikapoliopele gains
the reputation of the women of the east. .Ho mai Pele .is one of the many chants associating
Pele with the east.

"Holo mai Pele mai kabildna"
"Pele travels from the east"
Pele is the manifestation of the out-pouring of magma and the primary causation. of
new land. The Hawaiian word for lava is pele, whether the lava takes the form of pahoehoe,
'a'a.or fountaining it is stillca11ed pele. The phenomenon of Puna alludes to the impression
of newness, birth, creation, incubation, reproduction, genitals, and the concepts related to an
earthly or cosmic creation. The regenerative elements of Puna· includes Jeane and Pele· and
their manifestations of fresh water, sunlight, and land.
1.

Ke ha'a laPuna i ka makani
Puna is dancing in the breeze

Hi'iaka, the youngest sister of Pele, is asked by Pele to do a ha'a and a mele. She
satisfies her older sister's request with "Ke ha'a la Puna i ka makani." The ha'a or dance
which she exhibits is a creative exposition in .praise of the environment around· her and a
celebration of the.regenerative power of the· coupling of land and flora.
Hi'iaka's kinolau or body forms are the flora which readily grows on new lava flows.
Therefore it is Hi'iaka's place to celebrate this newly made land upon wbich her body forms
are given life.
The poetic mind of the Hawaiian saw the wind as a. dramatic character with many
faces. For instance, when the wind blows on your back in certain situations it is the element
of support and encouragement. When the wind is accompanied by the rain it can ·be interpreted as destructive and piercing such as the Kipu'upu'u wind and rain. The Ka'ilialoha
wind has a reputation of snatching away your love.. never to return. The Malanai wind is so
comfortable and pleasant it is· able to entice and encourage .love making. In association with
Hi'iaka the wind is the primary component which aids·Hi'iaka in the dispersal and distribution of flora. However, the phrase, is ka makani, or.in the wind, gives movement to Puna,
and this flowing movement created by the wind is worthy of imitation and thus a basic and
primal form in ha' a is born.
2

Ha'a ka ulu bala i Kea'au
The bala groves at Kea'audance

The abundance of bala in the Puna district gives birth to this saying and the bounteous supply of bala in Puna is credited to Pele.
The halais valuable because the leaves are woven into. mats, baskets, and other
usable items. The ripe yellow and orange fruit are often compared tothegtow of a lava flow.
The ripe fruit is also made into a lei and on Hi'iaka's journey to Kaua'i to fetch Lobi'aughe
wore a bala lei. Kapo'ulakinau, another protector and champion of the Pele clan, wore hala
leis often. Kapo was the female deity of 'ana'ana and 'ana'ana practitioners wore hala leis
often to ward off evil influences.

I
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TheUlubefore halais thequalifie{which simply meanS'gr6ve; however uluindicates
the abundance in growth of hala in Puna. 'The name of Kea'augives one a sense of place.
Kea'au is an ahupua'a in the district of Puna close to the Hilo-Puna borders.
Lines2, 3,4,5,6,7, and 8 have patterns with definite einphasiS: a) words of dance
such asha'a,'ami,and hula; b) place nllIIlesassociated' with hula as Kea'au,Ha'ena,
Hopoe; c) elements Of land, sea, air and their movements and finally; d) the woman, Hopoe.
,The natural choreography allow us to appreciate'the visuatmovements of nature and
begin to develop imagery a,ssOCiated with the aural interpretation of poetry.

Puna prOduces ,sounds Wlthtllebeating of the sea on the cliff. This sound is magnifiedthrough the groves "of haIa. The hala grove becomes the resonator. The ,sea movements
of, as it heaves, rolls, dashes, splashes, sprays and vibrates, produces various distinct sounds
and chords. The various, sounds. emanating from the hala grove are symbolic of the sounds re~uced by the hula implement which excites and provokes movement for the' dancer.
'The mele (song) explains tlierole ofthe deities in hUla. 1beyprovide the meanS and
the arena and one must be ingenious and create the dance by imitating the 'things around us:
Imitation' of nature gives praise to those Deitie,s responsible for differeI!t aspects of nature~
Pele's energy,herexplosive,diamatic creative tactics of land birth deserve praise. The dualistic nature of Hi'iaka and her procreative powers of vegetable growth also deserve praise.
The land and vegetable manifestation of these sisters provides initial movement and energy
in creating hula~ The'hulaassoc::iatedwith these deified sisters are pure original movement
and pure sound.
'
'
HavinggeneraIIyreviewed the\Vay In which the Punallistrict Is regarded in Hawaiian tradition by the Hawaiians of old and by the contemporary Hawaiians who' continue to
cherish and 'honor ,those' traditions"we 'wiU;examine',the', hiStory ,of change and continuity in
the district.
.. ' .'., C'

Puna's Mythical Era

111 the myths af Hawaiian. oraltradition, the islands were first inhabited by akua
(gods)'and deities; These"deities represented the.natural elements'.of nature which shaped the
landscape and remained as features of theland.1bemytbs and legends 'of Plinaare dominatedby Pelehonuamea, 'Hawaiian.goddess'ofthe.volcano, and the members ofher fire clan
whomigratedfrom'their distant homeland tllrough the northwest islands of Hawai'i until they
settled in PUna,Hawai'i.Theseare discussed in Chapter4 afthis report,~'Pele Beliefs~ CustoniS, <and Practices. ~
,
",
"Ke one lau,ena a Kalle"
"The rich, fertile land of 'Kane"

This, Hawaiian proverb 'was.interpreted- by Mary KawenaPukui. as .ateference to_ how
Puna was a beautiful and fertile land loved by 'the god Kane. According toPukui, Pele
changed it into a land of lava beds, cinder, and rock when she settled there from Kahiki
(Pukui, 1983,#1777).
'The legends, myths, and chants, which describe ,the "early development of the Puna
district relate the dynamic interplay betWeen the' deities of the Pele fire clan and the deities
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honored by other Hawaiian families as their. ancestors. Each of the· deities represent different
elemental forces in the natural·landscape of. the Puna. district. Throughout all of the folklore
for Puna, Pele and her family of deities emerge as the natural.primal.elements which dominate and shape the lives of the chiefs and the people of Puna. The cosmology, beliefs, customs, and practices sacred to Pele, which are ·honored by the.generations of descendants who
trace. their genealogies.tO ·the fire clan of Puna and Ka'u will be. discussed.in a special
section of this ethnographic study. HOYiever, here are two traditional mo'olelo (historical accounts) which relate the conflict betweenPeleof the volcanic fire and deities representing
other natural elements in Puna,·.the mo'oordragon lizards who dwelt in mountain pools and
shoreline ponds before the Peleclancame to Hawai'i, and the pig god. which dwelt in the
older growth forests. The volcanic deity. conquers the mo '0 but reaches a compromise with
the pig god. The. mo'o dwell in both fresh water mountain pools and in brackish shoreline
ponds but they are not associated with.the major Hawaiian godKaneikawaiola in any chants,
legemts, or myths.
. .

The Legend .ofPele, Waka .the Mo'o and Their Husband Puna·'ai·koa.'e
It .is said by tile ancients .in their legends th,at Ka·'u and Puna were b~autiful lands
without lava beds, and thatthere was only earthftom one end to the other... It was said that
avery long sandy stretch called Ke-one·lau·ena·a-Kane (Kane's great sand stretch) was
found in the district of Puna. That was •before the lava destroyed and .changed Puna and
Waiakea into a land of lava rocks.

Waka-te-aka-i-ka-wai and Puna-'ai-koa'e were destroyed by Peleof the eternal fires.
It was said in this legend by the ancients that this fight between these wondrous supernatural
beings went on from Punalu'u in Ka-'u to Puna and to Waiakea in Hilo. This caused the
long, long stretch of sand which extended fromWaiakea, Hilo to Panau in Puna, called Keone-lau'ena-a-Kane, to be covered with lava. Because Waka ran thither, most of the land of
Puna became covered with rough and smooth lava to.this day. Thus did this famous stretch of
sand disappear but traces of it can be seen through small holes here and there all the way
from Waiakea to Puna. 22

Earliest Settlement
The companion archaeology report for this study by Greg C. Burtchard sets the dates
for the earliest settlement of Puna between 300 AD. and 600 AD. (Burtchard and Mobto
1994). However, as the report notes, very little subsurface excavation has been conducted in
the Puna district As study of the area expands, it is possible that the date for earliest sett1ement could be revised. Settlements in Puna would have :first developed along the shoreline
where families would have access to the ocean, fresh water springs, as well as arable lands.

Continued Settlement and Gradual Expansion
Legends, possibly set in this era, between 600 AD. and 1100 A.D. document the
trials of Puna chiefs and their followers with Pele, the fiery tempered volcano goddess. Chief
Kanuhaof:Kana shared the legend of Puna chiefKeliikuk:u with French·explorer Jules .Remy
22Excerpt from: A Legend told by Moses Manu, Ka Loea Kalai'aina, May 1899-Feb. 1900, translated
by Mary Kawena Pukui, in Dorothy Barrere,· "Political. History of Puna," manuscript for Archaeology RecOnDaissance of the Kalapana Extensionby BishOp Museum, 1959.
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(Remy, 1868). The event was believed byKanuha to have occurred two centuries from when:
he lived, in the 1600s. The legend provides a description of Puna prior to 1600, when the district. was being settled. The legend of how the. young chief Kahawali and his hula students
perish after rebuffing achaIlenge fromPele to compete at holua (mountain surfboard) sledding is also related in many sources and probably occurred around the same time. 23

The Legend of Keliikuku
According to Chief Kanuha, the common tradition for the district of Puna was that,
before 1600, it was a magnificent country, possessing a sandy soiLvery favorable to vegetation and with smooth even roads. The Hawaiians of the time of Kanuha in the nineteenth
century held a .tradition from their ancestors that their great grandparents beheld the advent
of volcanic floods in Puna.
This high chief reigned in Puna. He journeyed. to. the island of Oahu. There he met a
prophet of Kauai,named Kaneakalau, who asked him who. he was. "I am,". replied the chief,
"Keliikuku ofPuna."1be prophet then asked .him what sort ofcoun~he possessed. The
chief said: "My country is channing, everything is found there inabundance,everywllere are
sandy plains which produce marvelously." "Alas!" replied the prophet, "go, return to your
beautiful countrY, you will. find it overthrown, abominable. Pele hasm~de of. it a heap of
ruins; the trees of·the mountains. hive.descencled towards.the sea"the ohia and pandanus are
on the shore. Your countryJsno longer habitable." 1lie chief made answer: "Prophet of evil,
if what you now tell me is true youshaIllive; butif, whenI return to my country, 1 PTove the
falsity of your predictions, I'YiU come back on purpose .a nd you shall <p-e by my hand."
Unable, in spite of his incredulity, to forg~t,tlusterriblepropheCY, 'Kemkuku set sail
for Hawaii. He reached Hamawa and, landing, traveled home by short stages.•. From the
heights of Hilo at the village of Makahanaloa, he beheld in the distance all his province
overwhelmed in chaotic ruin,a. prey to fire and smoke. In despair, the unfortunate chief hung
himself on the very spot where'he first discovered this sad'spectacle.
This tradition of the mountain of Kellikukuand KaneakaIau' continued to be told and
retold among Hawaiian storytellers. 'It was reduced to' meter and sung by the' ancients.
According to·. Chief. KanUha, .whether the prediction was made or not, the fact that Puna had
been ravaged by v()lcanicaction bad come,to pass.
.. .
.'

. KahawaU' and Pele
The handsome young chief Kahawali li-.:ed near KaPOho in Puna district on .Hawai'i
in the days of Kahoukaputhechief...He bad a wife and.two children named. Paupoulu and
K.aohe,amother ,Uving'atKuki'i,<and a.sister .Koae at Kula. His father and another sister
named Kane-wahine-keaho lived on Oahu. Kahawaliwas an expen in the hula dance and in
riding the holua. At the time of the Lono festival, when the hula pupils gathered fora public
appearance, a sled race was arranged with his friend Abua. Pele inthe:guise of an old
woman offered to compete with him. Angry at the chief's rebuff, she pursued him down the
.
DWilliam Ellis,A Narrative of a Tour Through Hawaii ... With Remarks on the Histdry,Traditi~ns,
Manners, Customs, and. Language of the Inhabitants,London; 1827;~print 1963~ His Hawaiian
Majesty King David Kalakaua, The Legends and Myths of Hawai'i: The F;ables and Folk-Lore of a
Strange People, New York: 1888, reprint TokyQ: 1973. Mary K. Pukui, andC~Curtis, Pikoi and
Other Legends of the Island of Hawaii. Honolulu, Kamehameha Schools Press, 1949..
.
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hill in fire form. He fled first lothe hill Pu'ukea, then went to bid good-by to his wife and
children,paused to say farewellto his favorite pig Aloi-pua'a, and had just time to greet his
sister at Kula before he escaped to the sea in a canoe which his brother had opportunely
broughtto land. Lava rocks are said to mark the fate of members of Kahawali's family and of
his favorite pig. The famous tree-molds (papa-Iau-ahi) above Kapoho are said to be a group
of hula pupils caught in the trail of Pele's wrath (Beckwith, 1976: 19~192).

Migration, Ruling Chiefs and 'Ohana
For the period of the Tahitian migration and ascendancy in Hawai'i island between
1100 and 1300 A.D., Puna is promiIient in legends as the district where the high priest Pa'ao
made his first 'landfall. and built the heiau (temple) for his god which is today called
Wabaula. Hawaiian historian Samuel Kamakau provides the following brief account:

Puna on Hawai'iisland was the tandfirstreached byPa'ao, and here in Puna
he built his first beiau for his god Aha'ula and named it Aha'ula[Waba'ula].
It was a luaIdni. From Puna, Pacao went on to land in Kohala, at Pu·uepa. He
built a beiau there, called Mo'okini, a luakini (Kamakau, 1991: 100).
Pa'ao, according to Hawaiian oral tradition, was a powerful priest and prophet. According to Kamakau he onginated from Wawau and 'Upolu, lands of the mythical Polynesian
homeland, Kahik:L~ In Hawai'i be established a new order of religious priesthood and practices which included human sacrifices at the luakini beiau which form of construction he
introduced into Hawai'i. The priesthood of Pa'ao's served the ruling chiefs of Hawai'i, until
the time of Hewahewa, high priest of King Kamehameha I and n who .collaborated with.
Kamehameha n in the abolition Of the traditional chiefly kapu (system of sacred rituals and
restrictions) in 1819.
Abraham Fomander in An Account of the Polynesian Race, gives the following description of Waha'ula heiau:
It was built in the quadrangular or parallel()gram form which characterized all
the Heiaus .built under and after the religious regime introduced by Paao, and
in its enclosure was a sacred grove, said to have contained one or more spe':'
cimens of every tree grOWing on the Hawaiian group, a considerable number
of which, or perhaps their descendants, had survived when last the author
visited the place in 1869 (pomander, 1880: 35-36).
According.to Kamakau, Hawai'i island was without a chief when Pa'ao arrived in
Hawai'i. Evidently the chiefs of Hawai'i were considered aWi maka'ainana or just commoners, maka'ainana during that time (Kamakau, 1991: 100). Pa'ao sent back to Tahiti for a
24MarthaBeck:with, 1976, p. 370 wrote, Tradition ascribes to Paao the introduction of human sacrifice
intO the temple ritual, the walled·heiau, and the red-feather girdle as a sign of rank; all typical,says
Handy, of late Tahitian culture and not found in Samoa. Other institutions ascribed to him are the
puloulo'u tapu sign, the prostrating tapu (tapu moe or -0), and the feather god Kaili; some would
call Paao rather than La'a-ai-kahiki the introducer of image worship '" That Paaotook his ideas
.from Tahiti' is further indicated by reference to "Vavau"· and "Upolo" as places where he owned
land, probably in districts so named in northern Tahiti in the Aha-roa·division of that island, and the
name Aha-nla (later calledWaha-ula) for the fU'St heiau erected by his party on Hawai'i suggests
such a connection.

,\
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new ruler for Hawai'i. thereby ushering a new era of ruling chiefs and kahuna (priests) in
Hawaiian archipelago. The new:rulerwas Pili;.ka'aiea from whom King Kamehameha I
eventually descended. Kamakau, Pomander and Thrum placed Pa'ao in the 11th century,
sixteen generations 'from Heleipawa. Bruce Cartwright in "Some Allis of the Migratory Period" places Pili, the chief brought to Hawai'i by Pa'ao, in the 25th generation before 1900,
i.e. 1275 A.D. (Barrere, 1959; Cartwright, 1933).'

In the migration legend of Mo'ikeha to Hawai'i his party first touched at the easternmost point of Hawai'i, cape Kumukahi, and the younger brothers of Moikeha, Kumukahi and
Ha'eha'eremained in Puna. Among the others in his family,the kahunaMo'okini and Kalua:~wilinau 'made their home at Kohala; Honua-ulaJanded in Hana on Maui; the sisters
Malcapu'uand Makaaoa landed on O'ahu.Therestof,the party went on to Kaua'i.
In the Kumuhonua legend which records the migration of Hawai'i-Ioa, also known as
Ke-kowa-i-Hawai'i, his grandson is born in Puna. Hawai'i-Ioa, his family, and his followers
migrate to Hawai 'i.Healone ,takes >his wife and children and are ascribed as being the
ancestors of the Hawaiian people,He named the island of Hawal'i "after himself,the other
islands after his children,andvarious land divisions after his navigators who sailed with him.
From time to time he voyages southto bring back mates for his children out of the family of
his brother Ki. He brings Ki's oldest son 'l'u-nui-~-a-te-atuaas husband for his favorite daughter Oahu. Their son Tu-nui-atea is born at Keauhou on Hawai'1. Hawai'i Loa names the
district of Puna Jorthe birthplace Of.his nephew Tu-nui-ai-a-te-:-atua, Puna-auia, in Tahiti
(Beckwith, 1976:363-370).
I

I

Ruling Chiefs of Puna
"Hilina'i Puna, kalele iaKa'u" 1 "Puna leans and reclines ,on 'Ka'u" , refers to the
common origin of the people of Puna and Kacu. The ancestors of these two districts were
originaIlyof one extended family. The time, came when those of eachdistrict decided to
have a name of their own, without breaking the link entirely. Those in Ka'uJeferredto themselves as the Makaha meaning fierce, savage, ferocious. Those in Puna called themselves
Kumakaha orstandingfier~,. savage, ferocious. Both names, are related in, chants of the
chiefs of Puna and Ka,'u (Pukui, 1983, #994). Again referring to the common origins of the
Makaha pt'Ka'u.and the, Kumakaha 'of Puna 1.8 the rallylrig call, "E ala, e Ka 'u, Kahiko 0
Makaha; eala e Puna, Puna Kumakaha; 'ealae Hilo na'aukele!" I "Arise, O'Ka'u of ancient fierce descent; anse 0 ':Puna'stand"fierce;arise, ,,0 ,Hilo of the' water-soaked foundation"
(Pukui, 1983, #260)"'J]ledistincti0ll amongtheJaniiliesof Ka'uand~ possibly occurred
' '
',
during this ,period.

is,

P,Una's 'politiCalhistorY,ihroUghout this, period. bound, up~ith the fortuDesof· the
ruling families ofHiloandKa'u.~o one single family,emerges uponwhose sUpport one a
another of the chiefs seeking powe,r ,had to depend upon for his success. Thus, .the political
control of Puna did not rest upon conquering Puna itself, but rather upon control of the neighboring districts of Ka·u and Hilo (Barrere, 1959: 15).
'
.
,'. " Neverthele$s,thereare two' notable ,Puna chiefs in this ,era, 'Hua'a and ' 'Imaikalani,
who are identified a~ enemi~s ,ofhigh,chie! 'Umi-a-Liloaand are .,killed by him and his
warriors.
.
.
.
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During the time of ·high chief Liloa.. approximately 1475 A.D., the chiefs of the six
districts of Hawai'i, including, Puna, were' autonomous, within their own districts, but, they
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acknowledged Liloa as their paramount chief. Hakau, son of the sacred wife of Liloa
succeeded him. According to Kamakau,Hakau failed to look after the,well~being of the
people under him.
But in the later years of his rule' he was lost in pleasure, mistreated the
chiefs, beat those who were not guilty of any wrongdoing,.and abused the
priests of the heiaus of his god and the chiefs of his own government
Kamakau, -1992).
The chiefs and priests 'conspired with 'Umi-a,;,Liloa, Hakau's half-brother, and killed
Hakau. Hakau's death left 'Umi in possession of Hamakua. The chiefs of the remaining districts of Hawai'i declared themselves to be independent of 'Umi. ~Umi conquered those
chiefs who resisted him and reunited the districts of the entire island under his rule. According to Kamakau, Hua-'a, the chief of Puna was conquered by 'Umi-a-Liloa.
Hua-'a was the chief of Puna, but Puna was seized by 'Umiandhis warrior
adopted sons, Pi'i-mai-wa'a, 'Oma'o':'kamau, and Ko'i. These were noted war
leaders and counsellors during 'Umi's reign over the ··kingdom ·of Hawai'i.
Rua-'a was killed by Pi'i-mai-wa'a. on the battlefield of Kuolo in Kea'au, and
Puna became 'Umi-a-Liloa's (Kamakau, 1992: 17).
'Imaikalani is the first chief of Ka'u who is said to have control over parts of Puna. In
the time of 'Umi-a-Liloa, circa 1500 A.D. he reconditioned the heiau of Waha'ula. 1bis is an
indication that he held supreme authority over the ahupua'a of Pulama in Puna. He was a
chief of power and prestige, found on several chietly genealogies, including that of Queen
Emma. According to Barrere, 'Imaikalani may well have been one of the chietly ancestors of
the Makaha and Kumakaha lines of Ka'u and Puna (Barrere, 1959).
, Kamakau provided the following account of the conquest of chief 'Imaikalani by
'Umi warrior, Pi'imaiwa'a:
'Umi-a-Liloa feared I-mai-ka-Iani. Although he was blind and unable to see,
his hearing was keen. He had pet ducks that told him in which direction a
person approached, whether from in front, at the back, or on either side.· All
depended on the cries of the birds. In former days I-mai-ka-lani was not blind,
and 'Umi was never able to take Ka'u. The war lasted a long time. 'Umi went
by way of the mountains to stir upa fight with I-mai-ka-Iani and the chiefs of
Kona ... I-mai-ka-Iani was never taken captive by 'Umi, but Pi'i-mai,;,wa'a
was crafty and studied the reason for his great strength and. skill with the
spear ~ .. all these men were destroyed by Pi'i-mai-wa'a, and the blind man
was at a loss for the lack of helpers. Well could Pi'i-mai-wa'a say in a boast,
"Death to him from Pi'i-mai-wa'a." After I-mai-ka-lani's death Ka'u became
'Umi':'a-Liloa's (Kamakau, 1992: 18-19).
Kahalemilo, son of 'Imaikalani, and Lililehua, son of Hua- 'a, were both killed by
'Umi's son, Keawe-n1li-a-'Umi, who gained control of Hawai'i island in the next generation.
According to Barrere,this seems to have exting1liShed both their lines as autonomous chiefs
of Ka 'u and· Puna. Ka'u is ruled by the Kona chiefs which stemmed by Keawe-n1li-a-'Umi
and all of Puna is linked with Ka'u until the time of Keawe-i-kekahi-ali'i-o-ka-moku, when
the ·'1 family of Hilo controlle<iparts of Puna. The other part is not mentioned specifically,
but the inference is that it was still linked with Ka'u{Barrere, 1959: 17-18)..
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The Eve of Europ_ean ·Contact

On the eve of European contact, Pumseemed to have enjoyed a brief resurgence of
semi-autonomous rule. Two generations after Keawe, in the time of Kalani'opu'u, I-makakoloa became powerful enough to warrant the wrath of high chief ~aniopu:u.
'lmakakoloa was probably .a descendant of 'Imaikalani through the 'I family of whom
he was an ancestor. Kalaniopu'u,baving gained control of all Hawai'i, found his latter days
troubled by suspected rebellion in Puna and Kacu. Karoaka'll gave the following account:
Meanwhile rebellion was brewing. It wasI-maka-toloa, a chiefofPwla, who
. rebelled, I-maka-koloathe choice young .'awa, [favt:)rite son] of Puna. He
seized the valuable products of his .district which consisted of hogs, .gray tapa
cloth ('eleuli),:tapasmade of mamaki.;bark, ,fine mats,made.ofyoung pandanus blossoms CabU binano), mats made; of young pandanus leaves. ('ahuao),
and feathers of the '0'0 and mamobirds of Puna.
.
NU'u-anu-pa'ahu, chief of Ka'u, was alsointh~plotto rebel, but he was at
this time with Ka-Iani-opu'u, and Ka-Iani-opu'u feared Nu'u-anu-'opu'u
(Kamakau, 1992: 106).
. KaIaniopu'u tirstdispoSedofNu'uaIl1.1p~'ahu by consPiring with hiskahuna to have a
shark devour him. Although NU'uanupa'ahusuccessfu1ly,}dUed the attacking sharks, he died
from the mortal wounds that he sustainedJnthestrugglewiththem (Kamakau, 1992). After
disposing of NU'uanupa'ahu,Kalani'9PU'u hunteddo~ 'Imakakoloa. Kamakau, again, offers
.
an account:
",'.

,

,

'

,Z

Ka-Iani-'opu'u the chiefset out for Hilo with his chiefs; ~arriors, and fighting
men, some by,land and some. by, canoe, to . subdue,the.(e"ellion of I-makakoloa, the rebel chief of Puna ... the fight lasted along time, but I-makakoloa fled and for almost· a year lay. hidden by the peOple 'of Puna ... 'Go
,with your god,':said the ·chief.Puhili.went untilhe came to the boundary
.wbere~aadjoins I<a-'u, to'Old'okiaho in'Ap~a,andbegantofirethe
yiUages.Great was the sorrow otthe viUagers overtbe.loss Of their property;
and their canoesbyfires..When onedistrict(ahupua~a) had been. burnt out,
from upland toi.sea hemovedon,tothenext!.. ~us itwasthathe,f9und 1maka-koloawhere he.was beinghiddenbyawomankahu on aUttle islet of
the sea'.,.; I-maka-koloa was takento Ka-Iani-'opu'u in·Ka-;'n,to ·be pb.ced .
.i>nthealtar' asanoffetingtothe;god,and Kiwala'owas the one for whom the
house of the god had been made.ready that he might perform .the offering ... .
Before he had ended offering the first sacrifices, Kamehameha grasped the
.body of I-maka-koloa and offeredit\lp to the god, and the.rreeing of the tabu
.fo~the l1eiau. was completed. (Kamakau, 1992:,108-109).
".
..
' The stage was therefore set for,the usurpation of Kiwala'o as ,heir to bi S. father; high
chief Kalan! 'opu'u, byl{amehameha, in the period .after J3ur0~an contact.;
Contact andMonarchy;
David Samwell, a surgeon, and Lt King, British officers on the Cook voyage, provided the first written accounts of Puna. King wrote:
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On the southwest extremity of Opoona the hills rise abruptly. from' the sea
side, leaving but a narrow border, and although the sides of the hiIls have a
fine verdure, yet they do not seem cultivated (Cook/Beaglehole,1967: 606). '
Samwellobserved:
Many people collected on the Beach to·' look at the Ship ... IIlanycanoes
cameaff to us ... [with] a great number of beautiful young women.
Soon after KaIani'opu'u died in 1782, Kiwala'o was killed by the forces of Kamehameha in the battle of Motu'ohai. For the next 10 years, Kamehameha fought the chiefs of
Hawai'i for control of the island. The districts of Kona, Kohala, and portions' of Hamakua
acknowledged Kamehameha as" their "ruler. Hilo, the remaining portion of Hamakua and a
part of Puna'acknowledged Keiwemauhili .• as their ruling' chief. The 'lower part of Puna and
the distI'ictofka'u supported thelr chief Keoua. The battles among these three chiefs culminated in the triumph of Kamehameha (Barrere, 1959: 19).
"He moku' 'aleuleu"
"District of ragamuffins"
lbis was a descriptive saying of the followers of Kamehameha I for the people of
Ka'uand Puna. According to Hawamm scholar, Mary Kawena Pukui, this was said because
the people of these two distrietswere hard-working farmers, who lived most of the time in
old Clothes (Pukui, 1983, #826). lbis saying indicates that the people of Puna were not
among those who prospered under the reign of King Kamehameha.
"Lawe li 'iii 'i ka make a ka Hawaii, lawe nui ka make a ka
haole."
"Death by Hawaiians takes a few at a time; death by
foreigners tak~ many."
lbis proverb meant that diseases known in the islands before the advent of foreigners
caused fewer deaths than those that were introduced (Pukui, 1983, #1960). One of the most
serious impacts of foreign contact was Widespread deaths from .epidemics. While the
epidemics hit the port towns most severely, no district of the islands was spared, including
Puna. Kamakau reports on the epidemic in 1804 of ma'i om'u, (either cholera or bubonic
plague) in which half of the population was reported to have succumbed; in 1826 when
thousands died of "cough, congested lungs, and sore throat;" in 1844 of colds; in 1848 of
measles which carried away a third of the population; in 1853 of smallpox (Kamakau, 1992:
236-237).
The first missionary to journey through Puna was Wi1liamE1lis in ,1823. In his pUblished journal he described the natural resources available to the residents of thedistriet and
some of their living conditions, subsistence, and exchange practices. He estimated that there
were approximately 725 inhabitants at Kaimu and another 2,000 Hawaiians in the immediate
vicinity along the coast. .At Kauaea, about 3 1I2 miles from Kaimu, he reported that 300
people gathered to hear him preach (Ellis, 1825). The following are excerpts from his joUrnal
which describe the diversity of conditions he observed traveling through Puna, from Kilauea
through Kealakomo toward Kalapana and over to Kapoho and to finally Keaau:
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Leaving Kearakomo [Kealakomo], we travelled several miles ..... The population of this part of Puna, though somewhat numerous, did not appear to pos sess the means of subsistence in any great variety or abundance; and we
have often been surprised to find the desolate coasts more thickly inhabited
than some of the fertile tracts in the interior; a circumstance we can only
account for, by supposing .that the facilities ,which the former afforded for
fishing, induce the natives to .preferthem as places of abode; for they find
that where the coast is low, the adjacent water is generally shallow.
We saw several fowls and a few hogs here, but a tolerable number of dogs,
and quantities of dried salt fish, principally albicores, and bonitos. This latter
article,. with their poe [poiland sweet potatoes, constitutes nearly the entire
support of the inhabitants, nOlonlyin this vicinity, but on the seacoasts of
the north and south parts of the' island.
Besides what is reserved for their own subsistence, they cute large quantities
as an article of commerce, which they exchange for the vegetable prOductions of Hiro [Hilo] and Mamakua [Hamakua], or the mamake and other tapas
of Ora [Olaa]and the ·more fertile ,districts of Hawaii.

i

When we had passed Punau, Leapuki,.and Kamomoa [panau, Laeapuki and
Kamoamoa], the country began to wear a more agreeableaspecL' Grovesd
',. cocoa-nuts ornamented the projecting points of land, clumps of· kou-trees
appeared in, various directions, and, the habitations of the natives were also
thickly scattered over the coast. ..
Shortly. after, 'we reached Kupahua, a ·pleasant ,village, .situated 'on arising
ground, in the midst of groves of shady trees, and surrounded by a well. cultivated country...;
Kaimu'is pleasantly situated near the sea shore, on the S.Kside of the
island, standing ona bed of lava considerably decomposed, and covered over'
with a light and fertile soil. It is adorned withplantations,groves of cocoanuts, and clumps of kou-trees. It has a fine sandy beach, where' canoes may
land' with safety; ·and, according to the •houses numbered to-day, contains
"about 725 inhabitants.••
Leaving Kehena,wewalked'on to Kamaili,apleasanl village, standing in a
gently sloping .valley,c11ltivated and shaded by some .large cocoa-nuttrees.
.

.

A most beautiful and romantic landscaPe presented itself on. our left, as we
travelled out of Pualaa. The lava was covered with a tolerably thick layer of
soil,"and the verdant plain,extending several miles towards the foot of the
mountains, was· agreeably diversified by groups of pieturesquebills, originally
aaters,butnow clothedwithgrass,and omamentedWith clumps of trees.
The natives informed us, that three· of these groups, Honuaura,' Malama and
Mariu [Honua'ula, Malama & Maliu1, being contiguous, and joined at their
!.• base, .arrested the progress of an immense torrent of lava. ~. We soon left this
cheerful scenery, and entered a rugged tract oflava, over which we continued '
our way till about two p.m., when we reached Kapoho.
0

j
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A cluster, apparently of hills·three or four miles round, and as many hundred
feet high, with deep indented sides, overhung with trees, and clothed with
herbage, standing in the midst of the barren plain oflava, attraetedour'attention ... on reaching the summit, were' agreeably Surprised to behold a charming valley opening before us. It was circular, and open towards the sea. The
outer boundary of this natural amphitheater was formed by an uneven ridge of
rocks, .covered with soil and vegetation. Within these there was 'a smaller
circle of hills, equally verdant, and ornamented with trees. The sides of the
valley, which gradually sloped from the foot of the hills, were almost entirely
laid out in plantations, and enlivened by the cottages of their proprietors...
We reach Kaau [Keaau], the last village in the division of Puna. It was extensive and populous, abounding with well-cultivated plantations of taro,.
sweet potatoes, and sugar-cane; and probably owes its fertility to a fine rapid
stream of water, which, descending from the mountains, runs through it into
the sea. (Ellis, 1825).
It was not until 1836 that' the next missionary, Rev. Titus Coan, traveled through
Puna. He preached the word of God to villages throughout the district creating a Christian revivalist atmosphere wherever he went. Following his visit, some of the Puna Hawaiians
formed Chtistiancongregations. In the 1840 Annual Station Report for Hilo it was noted that
six new "meeting houses" had been built and fifteen congregations were meeting in houses
in the distrietsaround Hilo.When Rev. Chester Lyman toured Puna with Lyman in 1846 he
described visiting a meetinghouse in Kamoamoa and a "church" in Kalapana (LangIas,
1990).
In 1840, a Catholic priest, Father Walsh, was assigned to the island of Hawai'i and
in 1841 he baptiZed Hawaiians in Puna and Ka'u. Soon thereafter a resident priest was
assigned to Ka'u and he made periodic visits to Puna. However, it was not until a Belgian
priest, Father Damien deVeuster, was assigned to Puna in 1864 that more Hawaiians were
baptized into the Catholic faith and regular services were beld. During the year that he spent
there, Father Damien increased the number of Catholics in Puna from 350 to 450 and he
built several thatched· grass churches. Since the time of.Father Damien there was a resident
priest in Puna and a strong Catholic congregation.

In 1841, Rev. Titus Coan estimated the Hawaiian population of Puna at 4,371. He
wrote that most of the inhabitants of Puna lived along the shore, although there were hundreds also scattered inland (Holmes, 1985). In that same year, Capt. Charles Wilkes of the
U.S. Exploring Expedition explored the Kilauea' volcano and the East Rift·Zone in Puna. He
observed agricultural activities in the Puna Forest Reserve in the vicinity of Kahauale'a. He
wrote:
We leftPanau after half-past eight 0' clock, and passed on towards the east.
After traveling . about three miles, we came in sight of the ocean, five miles
off. Our course now changed to the northeast, and before noon we reached an
extensive upland taro-patch .,. (Wilkes, 1845: 181).
,

In 1846, Chester Lyman traveled through Puna with Rev. Coan and reported on agricultural activity in what was probably the interior of the Puna' Forest Reserve near
Kahauale'a. He wrote:
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<;>ur route from Kaha~aleja[village] lay northerly.

gradually rising. By half
past 2 p.m. we had reached a plantation in an unsettled region where a good
old man had been at work all day putting up a small neat house of ti leaves.
in expectation that we would stop here for the night. Plantains. pawpaws.
taro. etc. were growing around·· ... we went on about S miles further. or 10
miles from Kahauale'.a[village] over an exceeding rough and jagged path an
through dense'inirY thicket to a small grass shanty (Lyman. 1924: 19).

a

Puna is distinguished as adistrlct with a very small number of private land awards
from the 1848 Mahele and Kweana Act. Only 19 awards of private land was made in the
entire district (Table 4). Of these. 16 a\Vardswere made in largetraets to 10 chiefs who lived
outside of Puna and three small parcels were granted to comnioners. Baranaba. Hewahewa
and Haka. Baranaba was a school suPerintendent. Given his position. he was probably aware
of the process and had the money. needed to conduct the survey. Hewahewa filed for a coffee
patch in Hapaiolaa which he had received in 1842. Haka received 6 fields in the 'iIi of
Pakalua (Allen. 1979). In, 1854.' four years after the Kuleana awards were granted. the
estimated population for PUna was 2.702 (Table 1).
An examination of the possible' reasons why almost the entire population of Puna did
not enjoy the benefits of the •Mahele and Kuleana Act lends •. an understanding of why
Hawaiians living in the district remained outside of the mainstream of Hawai'i's economic
and social development. First.J1m~ was isolated from the malnstream of economic. social
and political developments. It is' possible that the Hawaiians in',Puna were not aware of the
process or did not realize the significance of the new law. Second, it is possible that the
Puna Hawaiians did not have a. way to raise the cash needed for the land surveys which cost
between $6 to $12. Wages at ~e tim~were normally between.12 1/2 cents and 33 cents a
day. However, there were few wage earning jobs in Puna. Cash would have to be raised from
selling extra fish or other products,WlJjch was difficult given their subsistence level of living.
Third, at least some of the Puna Haw~iians filed their land claims after the deadline. In an
1851 petition to the legislature, several Puna residents' asked to be issued land grants without
,penalty as they had filed their claims after February 14, 1848 (Allen, 1979). '
';'

Year
1832
18341835
1854
1860
1866
1872
1878
1884
1890
1896

Table 1. Census of the Puna districta
Population "
Source
12,755
4,000

,4.807

.Jarves (North Hilo & S.Hilo included)'

ABCFM
Ke Kumu, April 13, 18~6 '. ','

LYman, letter to Armstrong, Jan. 14, 1854
2,702
.,
2,158 ,, A-nderson, Hawaiian Islands, p. 278
1.932" . Jarves.Hist of the Hawn ISlands, 1872,(202)
'1brum's,1876
1.228
1.043 , •• General Suptd.of the Census, :12-27-1878
'
944 ':,.Gen'lSup. ofthe Census, 12-27-84
,Bureau ofPub Instruction, asp, Census. 1890
834
' ,
1,748 , . DPI, asp, 1896

a1823 EstiIIiate.142,OSO(Missionary'Censuses o!;Hawai'i,Robert Schmitt)
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Table 2. Assignment of lands
Crown

1.
'2
3.
4.

lands-4a
~ua

Kaimu
Olaa
Waiakolea

Government lands-39
1
Aahalanui
2
Halepuaa
3.
Halona
4.
Hapaiki
5.
Haukalua 1 .
6.
. Haukalua 2 .
7.
Honolulu
8.
Honomu
9.
Kaikowowo
10.
Kamaili

Ahupua'a
:Ahupua'a
Ahupua'a
Di inKalapana .
, Ahupua'a
Ahupua'a
AhupUa'a
Di in Kupahua
Ahupua'.a
Ahupua'a
Ahupua'a
Ahupua'a
Di in Nanawale
Ahupua'a
Ahupua'a
lli in Kapoho
Ahupua'a
Ahupua'a
Ahupua'a
Ahupua'a

11.
Kanekild
12.
Kaniahiku
13.
Kaohe
14.
Kapaahu
15.
Kaualea
16.
Kaukulau
17.
. Kealakomo & Kilauea
18.
Keauohana
Ahupua'a
19.
Kookea
Ahupua'a
20.
Keonepoko
Ahupua'a
21.
Ki
Ahupua'a
22.
Kiapu
Ahupua'a
23.
Kikala 1
Ahupua'a
24.
Kikala 2
Ahupua'a
25.
Kupahua
Ahupua'a
26.
3 iIi in Kupahua
Ahupua'a
27.
Lonokaeho
min Kupahua
28.
Makena
Ahupua'a
29.
Maku'u
Ahupua'a
30.
Malama
Ahupua'a
31.
Manawale
Ahupua'a- Nanawale (1)
32.
Oneloa
Ahupua'a
.
33.
Opihikao
Ahupua'a
34.
Panauiki
Ahupua'a
35.
Pohoiki
Ahupua'a
36.
Popoki
Ahupua'a
37.
Poupou 1
Ahupua'a
38.
Poupou 2
Ahupua'a
39.
Waawaa
Ahupua'a
a Crown, Government and Fort Lands, Enumerated. L. 1848, p. 22,
C.C., p. 374.
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Table 3. Lands ofali'i surrendered to government
in lieu of Commutation due on otlier lands
Kalapana
LuJ1alilo
Kamalomalo
Lunalilo
Koae!
Luna1ilo
Koae 2
Lunalilo
Laeapuiki
Lunalilo
Lunalilo'
Laepaoo

(1)

Table 4. Indices of private awanls in Puna
Kahaualea
Lunalilo, W.C.
King of Hawai'i, 1873-1874
L.C.A. 8559-BBI0p4791RP8030B32 P 43 I 26,0C1J acs
.
Keamalaka
'Lunalilo, 'William 'C.
L.e.A·8559-B B 10 p. 479 / RP 8094 B 35 p. 1/5562 acs
L.C.A 8559-B B 10 p. 4791 RP 8088 B 32 p. 55
,

(2)

(3)

Keaau, Halauloa" ,
Lunalilo, William .C.
L.C.A 8559-B B 10 p.480 1 RP 7223B25 p. 149/64.275 acs

(4)

.Kapoho
,KanainaCharles
Father of the King, William' C. Lunalilo
L.C.A 8559 B 10 p. 633/ RP 4497 B 18 p. 487 /4060 acs
L.C.A.8559 B lOp. 634IRP 8177 B 35 p. 329

(5)

Kauaea' ,
'Kamamalu, Victoria
Sister of AlexaIlder Lmoliho (Kamehanleha' IV).Lo! Kamehameha (V).
Moses Kekuaiwa and half-sister of Ruth Keelikolani
L.C.A.7713 B lOP. 4371RP8200 B35 p.425/1568acs
Native Register v.5 p.443'
.,
;;

(6)

Kauwalehua
i,

Kamamalu.Victoria
8199B35 p.417/ 1822 acs

L~C.A.7713B.IOp.;437IRP

Native Register ·v; Sp:443
(7)

Kahuwai
Kamamalu. Victoria
L.C.A. 7713B 10 p.4371RP 6884B 25p 81/2869 acs
Native Register v. 5 'p.443

(8)

Puua, 'Puna
,
" i . iiKeohokalole Ane
Mother of King 'Kalakaua.Queen Lili'uokalani,Miriain Likelike
Cleghom.and WillianiPitt Leleiohoku 2nd
L.C.A. 8452B 9p. 431IRP 7788 B 29p. 125/4919 acs

(9)

Pwia

"; KeohOkaloleAne
L:c:k 84S2B9p. 4311RP4386 BI8p:97/Ahp
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Table 4 (continued).
Kekauonohi,. Miriam
Great grandaughter of Kekaulike (High Chief of Maui), wife of
Kealiihonui (died June 23, 1849). Also wife of Levi Haalelea.
L.C.A 11216 B 9 p. 661/ RP 8095 B 35 p. 5/ Ahp (Ap4)

(10)

Panau

(11)

Waiateahiula
Kekauonohi, Miriam
L.C.A 11216 B 9p; 6611 RP 8095 B 35 p. 51 Ahp

(12)

Puna (Kula)
Kalama, Hazaleleponi
Wife of'Kauikeaouli (Kamehameha ID). Exempted from commutation.
L.C.A4452 B 9p., 4671 RP 7483B 25 p.231/2902 acs

(13)

W a i k a h e k a h e K a l e Davis
Sister of G.D. Hueu and Peke; daughter .of Isaac Davis, British military
advisor to Kamehameha I.
L.C.A 8522-B B 10 p.4651 RP 2236 B 9 p. 605 1 Ahp (Ap3)

(14)

Waikahekahe
Lahilahi, Gina M.
Daughter of John Young, Sr. British military advisor to Kamehameha I.
L.C.A 8S2o-B B 10 p. 61 RP 1668 B 6 p. 2791 Ahp
v.lO p. 185 Gina Lahilahi inherited land.
They have given to the government, the ahupuaa's Kealia, Waikahekahe
1 and Pahoehoe, the remaining land for them fee simple with the
approval of the Privy Council. (AG. Thurston, Secretary K.K.)

(15)

Pualaa

(16)

Kamoamoa
Kaoanaeha, Mary
Mother of Kuhina Nui Keoni Ana, James Young Kanehoa, Kamailcui,
Gina Lahilabi and Fanny Young. Daugher of Keliimaikai, the brother of
Kamehameha I.
L.C.A 8515-B B 10 p. 297 1 RP 1665 B 6 p. 267 1 Ahp (Ap 1)
Native Register v. 3 p. 7091 Native Testimony v. 10 p. 169
listed as "inherited lands"

Leleiohoku, William P.
Husband of Nahienaena (sister of Liholiho and Kauikeaouli). After
Nahienaena died (December 30, 1836) he married Ruth Keelikolani.
L.C.A 9971 B 10 p. 6091 RP 7714 B 29 p. 53 11110 acs v. 4 p. 502

*(17)

Kalaihina
Barenaba
School Superintendent for District lof Hawai'i
An early convert to Christianity and Rev. Titus Coan's first Hawaiian
language teacher. Given position, aware of process and had money to
cOnduct the survey (Coan, 1882, 27).
L.C.A 2327 B 5 p. 390 1 RP 7602 B 28 p. 345 111.32 acs

*(18)

Keaau, Halauloa
Hewahewa
filed for a coffee patch in Hapaiolaa which he had received in 1842.
L.C.A 8081 B 5 p. 3891 RP 4360 B 17 p.717 1 13.64acs
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Table 4 (continued)
Kehena
Haka
. possibly the former house servant of Mr Coan who kept a "small, snug
house" ready for him at Keekee, just 1 1/2 miles norih of Kehena
(Lyman, 1846, July 10).
L.C.A. 1- M B 7 p. 677/ RP 8029 B 34 p. 293 /7.37 aes
6 fields in the 'iii of Palcalua
(* indiea.tesaward to Commoner)

TableS.Unassigned lands which
became government lands in 1888

1
2
3.

Kahue
Huluna-nai
lillloa
Aunaloa
Ki-B
Keekee
Keonepoko 2

4.

S.
.6.

7:

)

.
The bulk of the Puna lands were designated as public lands to either the monarchy,
as "crown" land or to the government of the Hawaiian Kingdom 25' (Tenitory of Hawai'i,
1929). Between 1852 and1915~5261andgrants and patents were issued in Puna. Out of this
number, over half, 275 were issUed Jar .the ahupua'a ofOla'a. It is possible that these grants
represent kuIeana claims whiCh were not awarded. Eventually more public lands were
opened for homesteading in Puna: However. large tracts remained in the public domain and
continued to be openly accessed for hunting, gathering and spiritual practices.
;

.

,

\

1858 Tax Records
The 1858 tax records for Puna shows how many men. over 20 and how· many men
under 20 were living in eachahupua'a .and paid taxes (Table 6). There were a total of 894
males over the age of 20 who paid polftaxes In Puna in 1858. One hundred and thirty males
under the age of 20 paid taxes.
'
.' .
With the .break up of the traditional land and .labor system.•by 'the.' establishment of
private property, ,Hawaiians~ert~ pushed into the market econ()my to earn. cash to purchase,
lease, or rent land and to pay taxes. In Puna the primary resources for. commercial sale were
the coastal fisheries, salt, pulu(thehaJry fibers from the hapu'ufem),~ohi'atimber, and
open land for cattle and· goat grazing. Isaac Davis traveled around Hawm'i to, conduct an
assessment of the CrOWn lands. Ofthe Crown land in Puna he wrote:

25 Seven lands in Puna were left unassigned during the Mabele-Kahue, Huluna-nai, IiIlloa, Kaunaloa,
Ki (B), Keekee, and Keonepoko 2. In 1888 it was decided that these would be government lands

(Allen, 1979).
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. Table' 6. Tax records by age
t
2

3.
4·
5.
6
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
21.
22
23.
24.
25.
26.
Zl.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.

Apua
Kealakomo
Panau Nui
Paunau lId
Laepuki
Kamoamoa
Pulama
KahauaIea
Kapaahu
Kupahua
Kalapana
Kaimu
Ua Kona
Kehena
Keekee
Kamaili
Kaueleau
Kanane
Opihikao
lliiloa
Kauaea
Malama
Kaukulau
Keahialaka
Pohoild
Oneloa
III Idpi kaa Inaina PapoiJcou
Laepaoo
Pualaa
Kapoho

Kula
Puua
Koae 1
Koae 2
Kaneldki
Halepuaa
Kahuai
Waawaa
Honolulu
Waiakahiula
Keonepoko
Halona
Popoki
Makuu
Keaau
Olaa

4 over 20/1 under 20
32 over 20/15 under 20
15 over 20 / 4 under 20
lover 20 .
33 over 20/ 6 under 20
3 over 20
9 over 20
.
36 over 20 /4 under 20
12 over 20 / under 20
6 over 20/ 1 under 20
87 over 20/7 under 20
. 60 over 25 / 5 under 20
lover 20 /·1 under 20
32 over 20/ 6 under 20
3 over 20 / 1 under 20
10 over 20 /1 under 20
3 over 20 / 1 under 20
22 over 20/ 5 under 20
13 over 20/1 under 20
4 over 20 / 1 under 20
33 over 20 / 1 under 20
5 over 20 / 1 under 20
3 over 20
11 over 20
33 over 20 / 1 under 20
6 over 20
lover 20
4 over 20
5 over 20 / 1 under 20
49 over 20/ 8 under 20
47 over 20/ 8 under 20
12 over 20/ 3 under 20
30 over 20/7 under 20
9 over 20 / 1 under 20
lover 20 / 1 under 20
22 over 20/4 under 20
8 over 20 /
8 over 20
3 over 20 / 1 under 20
31 over 20 I 3 under 20 .
3 over 20
4 over 20
2 over 20
37 over 20/7 under 20
56 over 20 / 15 undeI: 20
85 over 20 / 8 under 20
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Kaimu ahupua'ainPuna, was the first land that I saw. Cocoanuts and pandanus are the only things growing, there is sand on the seashore, and rocks
are the most. Waiokolea, and Di in Kaimu, is of the same quality, but there
is a fish pond in.Waiokolea, it is a good pond, and I have leased it for
$909.00, 'and R.·Keelikolanihas it.

,

Apua,Ahupuaa in Kau,I do not know the extent of this land, not at the sea
shore, but, on making ,observation, there is a lot of stone on that land,
Kapaakea's mantQld 'me that sallis the only produeton this land, butit is
very little. And Icalled the natives to leaseit, but there was no one wanted
it, and no one made a reply (Int. Dept. Letters,1857, M~ch 26).
Pulu processing became an industry in Puna in 1851. Pulu is the soft downy material
which covers the shoots ofthehapu'u(tree fem)..!t was used for mattresses, pillows, and upholstery. At its peak, in 1862, Hawai'i;exported 738,000 pounds ofpuluworldwide to San
Francisco,Varicouver, Portland and Australia. It sold for 14 to 28 cents a pound
In 1860, Abel and C.C. Harris and Frank Swain leased the ahupua'a of Panau for the
hapu'u on the land. Kama and Heleluhe requeS,ted government leases on Lae'apuki and
Panauiki. Kaina maintai'ned,two' pulu .picker catnps;onenear, Makaopuhi Crater and the
other near the present Keauh6u :Ranch' Headquarters. Pulu was collected, processed, and
dried at these camps and then hauled down thepali to'J(eauhou Landing on,mules.
In an article about puluin 1929; Thomas Thrum suggested that the pulu industry
broke up homes and dispersed the Hawaiians:,

part

The. sad
of the story lies in',the fact thattheindustIY.caused homes in various' sections to'
broken up; the people moving 'up into ,the forests to collect the pulu. In many cases whole,families were employed, who prOVided
themselves with rude shelter huts meanwhile, ,to livelong periods' at "a time
in damp, if not actUally rainy quarters, without regular and proper food, that
.resulted in colds and illness,'
, .

be.

H.L. Lyrnans1Jiveyed the unsold government lands of Puna and :flIed his report in

1865~ He described those lands

1
1
3.
4.

as follows:

'Makuu toKaohe,alargetraet mauka,rocky land, worth little. .
Kalapana,' abOut 200.acres, mauka, rocky land.
'
Kaapahu,.about300 acres.or 400, mauka, rocky land.
'Laeapuki, about 200 acres, mauka, rocky land (Holmes, 1985).

HOInl quotes a Dr. RUSsell's description o(the Ola'a'areawhich provideS an insight
into the changes in the. Hawaiian 'population, and their way of .life .in the .late nineteenth
.F
'
.
..
'
.
century:

es

Smrle.
years. agOaboutl,OOOllati'Veswere~Ving. dnthemargin of the
Virgin forest. andPahOe-boerock along the' trail connecting Hilotown with
the crater of Kilauea, island of Hawai'i, in a spot correspondiilgto the present
22-mile point of the Volcano road. Making of 'kapa' [native bark] out of
'mamake' bark [pipturus albidus], of olona fiber for fishing nets out of
Touchardia latifolia, and capturing 'O-U' birds for the sake of the few
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precious yellow feathers under the wings, .of which luxurious royal garments ;
were manufaetured-those were the .industries on which they lived.
For the reasons· common to all the native population of the islands, viz, the
introduction of new germs of disease-syphilis, leprosy, tuberculosis, smallpox, etc.-this settlement gradually dwindled away and in 1~62 the few surviving members migrated to ot,her•localities. At· present only patches of .wild
bananas, taro, and heaps of stones scattered in the forest indicate the places
of former habitation and industry.. I .have heard, however, that as late as.the
seventies Kalakaua still levied a tax on olona fiber from the natives of Puna
and Olaa districts, which fiber he .sold at high prices to Swiss Alpine clubs,
who valued it for its.light weight and great strength (Holmes, 1985: 17).
Throughout this period, subsistence fishing, ocean gathering, hunting, and forest gathering were still the primary livelihood for the Hawaiians, living in the Puna district Despite
strong economic and social·forces pUshing·to. disperse. the 'ohana, Hawaiians still maintained
strong family ties and obligations. They continued to look after the welfare of their relatives
and friends. Hawaiians who had· to move away to earn a living were periodically able to
return to visit and find refuge among relatives and solace from the drudgeries and alienating
social·conditions of wage-labor. Some left their children to be raised by grandparents in the
traditional rural setting rather than in a port town. An article in the Ka Nuhou of 1873
described the 'ohana as a source of support and comfort: .
The kanaka has no need to be very constant and does not· suffer if he has
neglected accumulation and aprovision [sic] for old age. The. bounty of the
whole race affords a sure refuge to any bankrupt, cripple, or pauper among
their number. A kanaka can never become dead broke and dread the poor
house, because he will always be welcome to fish and poi in any native hut
that he enters. And so it is hard to get plantation hands out of such easy
going, spending, mutually helping people. 26
In June 1873, The Boundary Commission conducted hearings to settle the. boundaries
of the privately held lands in the ahupua'a of Keaau in the district of Puna. Uma, a native
Hawaiian who was born at Keauhou in Keaau· "at the time of the return of Kamehameha 1st
from Kaunakakai, Molokai," provided testimony which included descriptions of the natural
features and resources in the area and the activities of Hawaiians in the district. The following are relevant excerpts from his testimony showing that the inland forest of Puna was used
for birdcatching, the gathering of sandalwood and olona, and that the lava tubes were used
for shelter during war:

I have always lived there and know the boundaries between Keaau and
·Waikahekahe. My parents pointed them out to me when we went after birds
and sandalwood. Waikahekahe Nui joins Keaau at the sea shore at
Kaehuokaliloa [sp.], a rock that looks like a human body, which is between.
two points, the point on Waikahekahe is called Kaluapaa and the one on
Keaau Keahuokali1oa, thence the boundary mnsmauka to place called
Koolano,the pahoehoe on the North side is Keaau and the good ground
where cocoanut trees grown is on Waikahekahe. In past days there was a
26 K.a Nuhou, ;May 23, 1873.
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native ,village at ,this place. Thence mauka to HaalaanianL(Ke Kupua) when
the oldroad from Kalapana, used to run to Keaautbencethe bouridary,runsto
V{8hikolae, two large caves: the boundary rUnS between, tbemthence mauka,
to .another cavecalled-Oliolimanienie, where people used to ,hide in time of
war '" Keaau ,on theHilo side of the road mnningmauka,thenceto Kikihui,
an ,old Kaubale (Iivingcompound] for b,ird catchers,tbence to Hoolapebu,
another old village~ thence, to Alaalakeild, which is the end ofWaikabekahe
iki and Kabaualea joins Keaau. 1bis place is at an olel Kauhale manu
[birdcatcber's compound].... ,from the Hilo CourtHouse to the Government
School bouse,'thence mauka to KeeKee; J(auhale kahi olona [olona fiber
combing compound] ill :Olaa.~e boundary is a short ,distance' from the
O()vernment road, on the South Eastside ... the sea bounds Keaau ,on the
makai side Ancient fishing rights, including theUhU which was konobild fish
"',
.
"
..
extending out to sea. Z1 ,.,
,',....,

l"r.:

,:.....

"

~;t

~

Puaa,wasanother native, who testified on the boundaries of Keeau.. His testimony
reveals more information on resources and activities in the, interior ofPuna as he identifies
places with breadfruit tr~,cultivati0llplots, marshy, areas, sPrings, and banana trees:

e

Thebounc1ary,.betw~ll·K.eaau,anclWaikahekahe. ~s. ,'tbeland of, or. place
Keahuokaliloa, thence mauka along Waikabekabe to pahoehoe, onHilo side
of' a, place, called .Kukuikea (Where PIe natives ,cultivate food, and where
bread fruit trees gro,w.1hencetoJlilo.sideof.\y'ai~ahu ,a)arge place that
fills ~th water in. the ramy, season, thence to Koolano, .the. ,pahoehoe on the
Hilo !iide of jUs Keiauthe ,soiltson Waikahekahe. nuL thence IIlauka along
the road to Halaaniani, .Keaauon the lfilosideofrOlld;Halaanianiis a puupahoehoe, in a grove of.ohiatr~,called~.. '1 below .Kahopuakuui's
houses, to' a place called Kilohana' where Oranges are growing· there the
boundary of Keaau and Olaa.leaves the Volcano road, andruriS 'mauka above
these ()r~getrees,,~enceJoano1lia, grove called Puaaehu, thence to
Waiaele ,:.. a water spring',with banana trees gro~ng ,near it 11sed to.be ~
oldkauhale.
' . "
"
,... . . . . .
.'

~noi, origmally ,from .Kap~pa1aln, ka.~ pr!J,Vided "testimo~Y,on ',thebo\lIldaries, ashe

bad learned them ,fr0mcoJDpanions,~th whom he went gatheringin the forests,1 He; Spoke of

going after the 00 bird in Keauhou;afiersandalwOod in Kahatiale'a ~dat'Pu'ukea; and
catching the Uwao at Namamokale, opposite to Kauanabunahu. He ,also spoke oftwo ponds,
Nawailoloa and Kilohana, on the road toPanau. fro.m .' Palauhulu r Nailima,. a native ,Hawaiian
from Ola'a,also proVided ~timonY:H~ verifi~ theaccountsoftbosewhoyvent before him
and. also ideiltifiedin his. Qescriptiv~testiuiony., ,a . hillcovered ,.with,'Pll11baIaby ;I<ilobana; an
old village at a place called Kaaipuaa; and a
water, \Vithaw~oWeOgrowing In it at
Waiaele on the old roadri-om Olaato Pooholua.Wa1po, ti'nativeHawaHan from Waiakea,
i4entified a small·cav~. 'Yhere natives worshipped idols .at, a,.place call~ ,Ic,awiakaawa'. and'of
a.place,calledNaauo tietween:Mawae,and Waiae,eWherepeopleusoo to'f1ee andlive.in
tiine6fwar. '" .. ' . . '
, ,
' 'h'"
.' i
"

Pond of

Z7Hawai'i State Archives. Boundary COmmission Hawai'i, ~rd & 4th Circuits. Petitioner's Exhibit B,
"The Ahupuaa of Keaau, ,District of Puna, Island of Hawaii, 3d, J.C:Beforethe Commissioner of

Boundaries; Fourth;Judicial 'Circuit. Territory of Hawai'i. In the ManeroftbeBoundariesof
Waiakahekahe-'Ud: up6nthe petitionof.W.H: Shipman, owner. 'Carl S.Carlsmith, attorney for
petitioner. 1M. Stainback. Attorney Genetal, Hilo!!une, 18th, 1914.
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A description of the land use pattern and'practices in Kapoho and Keahialaka in the
late nineteenth' century was recorded.ina'brief filed by Hitchcock and Wise, and filed with
the Boundary Commission for the 3rdand 4th CircUits of Hawai'i on March 20, 1897. Of
significance is the factthat wheretw.o ahupua'a were owned in common by the same family,
the boundaries between'the two lost Significance. 'The brief also speaks ofan isolated section
of land which belonged to no ' one~ and was therefore open to all, as' was similar'to the
"Kamoku" in Hamakua.ln part it stated:
'
,

The two ahupuaas of Kapoho, and of Keahialaka, were practically held by"
one family. By the great Mahele, Kapoho was confirmed to O~ Kanaina,
while Keahialaka was confirmed tobis son W.O. Lunalilo. The influence remains, that the ,laws' and customs which" in the case of adjoining ,ahupu~as
under different owners would have held as trespass, the one to the,other
thereby enjoined, were in this instance permitted to lapse: It is' furthermore
probable, and ,the presumption is. given ,force by the subsequent isolation of
Kaniahiku so-called that it was anOkana "a no man's land," similar to the
Kamoku of Hamakua. This trend'of the' Puna coastline on both sides 'of' the
East Point withahupuaas extending' back rectangularly from the sea coast,
would naturally bring about ail irregular shaped reninant in the interior similar
to those,in the North Kohala Distrlct, and the upper Keauhou lands of Kona. 28 '
In Puna, Joseph Nawahi, a founder of the Hui Aloha Aina (Hawaiian Patriotic
League), had a strong following of royalists. On May 23, 1893, four monthsafteI' the overthrow of the Haw~an monarchy,Reverend Rufus A. Lyman, patriarch of the Lyman Estate
which now owns substantial landholdings in Keahialaka and Kapoho, wrote to his colleague
M. Whitney in Honolulu suggesting that the Provisional Government open up government
and crown lands for homesteading by Hawaiians as a means of winning the support of
Hawaiians and Undermining the influence of Nawahi in the district:
Here in Puna there are only three. Crown Lands Ola'a, Kaimu and Apua next
to the Kau bOundary. The Govt. lands are scattered all through District, and
large tracts near the villages especially Opihikao, Kamaili, Kehena, and not
under lease. And there are quite a number of young men there with. families
who own no land, who will probably remain in Puna and cultivate coffee,
'kalo,oranges, etc., if you get them settled on land they can have for homes
for themselves.
Nine of them have, commenced planting coffee on shares for me. Puna' has
always been Nawahi's stronghold, and I want to see his hold on natives here
broken.. And I think it would help do it,' if we' can show natives here that the
Govt. .is ready to give them homes, and to improve the roads. 29
In 1894,the Provisional Government setup the Republic ofllawai,'i which instituted
a program of opening up government lands for homesteading under the Land Act of 1895. In
Puna, as Lyman had predicted in his letter to Whitney, homestead grants were quickly

28 Hawai'L State

Archives, Boundary Commission Hawai'i 3rd & 4th CircuitS, In Re-Boundaries,
Ahupuaa of Keahialaka, Puna, Hawai'i, Brief of Hitchcock & Wise" f'Iloo March 20, 1897, 2:10 pm.
29Hawai'i State Archives, Place Namef'llefor Puna.
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purchased and cultivated'in coffee:>Coffee acreage expanded from 168 acres in 1895 to
272.5 in 1899 (Thrum 1895c. 1899) in Ola'a and Pahoa>"
Territorial Years
Economic development in Puna centered around the scarcely populated inland forest
areas around the toWns of Pahoa and Ola'a. Amulti~t1mic plantation community also developed in and aroUnd these towns as immigrant 'Japanese, Puerto Rican, and Fillpino laborers
were imported to work on· the developing sugar plantations. Hawaiian' families continued to
live along.thecoastal areas in lower Puna. particularly around Kalapana.
Table 7. Census of Puna 1900 to 1960

Year
1900
1910
'1920 .
1930
1940
1950
1960

Population"
5.128
6.834
7,282
. 8,284
7.733
6.747
5.030,

Source

Twelfth Census of the United States: 1900
Thirteenth Census of the United States: 1910
Bureau of Health Statistics. BOH. Pop. Est
Fifteenth Census of the United States: 1930
Sixteenth Census of the United Stiltes: 1940·
Seventeenth Census of the United States: 1950
Eigbteenth'Censusofthe United States: 1960·

The Puna Sugar Company was establi.shedln 1900 in Kapoho. The'lowland forest
was cleared for cane .fields and railroads Vlerebuilt.Puna Sugar expanded .around Pahoa and
Ola'a.·
..
..
• -

was

.

-

an

.

;

>

At the turn of the century coffee
still
important agricultural industry inPuDa.
The Shipman family. a .major landowner in the district. ran the Shipman Ranch in Kea'an.
Pineapple was started for .export to California. In.• 1908, thellawaiian Mahogany Company
erected aJumber.mill in .Pahoa and sent out its first shipment of 20,000 obi'a log ties to the
Santa Fe. Railroad. In 1910,· the company became the. Pahoa Lumber Mill and obtained cutting rights to 12,000 acres.of Territorialforestin Puna.30
"
. . .'

In ·'1911. the +erritOri~l'Govemmentdesigna~. 19,850 acres as· the Puna Forest Reserve. In 1~8,the forest reserve\Vas~Panded to include a: iotalof 25.738 acres}1 .

~bookcal1edGeography o/theHawaiianls1t1ll!#'by Charles Baldwin and pUblished
in 1908 provides a glimpse of the Puna .district at the turn of the Century. The following are
excerpts from the section about Puna:
. The r2il1f~1 is so great in Parts of the district that .pus lava has been rapidly

decomposed.andthe.heaviest.offorests are to be found, as.inOlaaand the
tegionabout})aho~[the ;puna ,f."orest R~erve] .. /\ large .pa,rt,of tbesoil of ,

30SkoImen, ROger,"Ha~'~ ForestProduet8 Industry,"Prodeedings of tlie 18fb AJmWlI Hawaii Forestry
ConferencebeldNovember18-19, 1976. Honolulu.·
..'.
31Govemor;~ Proclamation, June 29. 1911; Govemor's~lamation, December 22, 1928. in Hawai'i
State Archives file of Governor's Proclamations. .
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upper Olaa is ash which probably. came from Kilauea; the· great fertility of
this soil is due to the decayed vegetable matter which.has been added to it
The Olaa section of Puna is a fine agricultural region, but, owing to the want
of a market, small-truck farming does not pay. However, vanilla, tobacco,
pineapples, .and bananas .growweI1;and. the rubber industry is destined to be.
an important one, as the climate is particularly well adapted to the growth of
.rubber trees. ·The cultivation of coffee in Olaa has been abandoned,· as the
trees did not thrive there.

All the lower lands of Olaa are planted with the cane of the Olaa Sugar Company. This is one of the largest plantationS on Hawaii, and occupies nearly
all of the available cane land of the Puna district, including the Kapoho and
Pahoa tracts ...
A long section of the Puna coast, thirty or. forty miles, shows evidence of
having sunk: coconut trees are found below the tide level, or their dead
stumps stand out in the. sea.
At Kapoho there is a warm spring .,. Other interesting features of Puna are:
the lava tree casts found in the forest above Kapoho; the bowlders strewn
along the coast near Pohoiki by the great 1868 tidal wave; the heiau of
Wahaula in farthest Puna (Baldwin, 1908: 78-79).
In 1913, the Hilo Board of Trade published a book by Henry Walsworth Kinney to
guide visitors around the island called The Island ofHawai 'i. The book provided an extensive
description of the Kilauea Volcano area, its spectacular sites, trails, and forested areas. It
described Puna as follows:

The district of Puna may, for the sake of clearness, be divided into two sections, .the Olaa region, the north half, and Puna proper. The former consists in
the main of the great Olaa sugar plantation, and forest which has been partially cleared, while some tracts are used for cattle. The middle part of the
district, with Pahoa as the center, is used for extensive lumber operations.
The remainder, Puna proper, is covered by forest and old lava flows, most of
them covered with vegetation. In spite of its exceptional beauty and the fine
opportunity it offers for seeing the typical Hawai'i, which is so rapidly disappearing in the march of progress~ it is comparatively little lmown (Kinney,
1913).

Economic development in the district during the Territorial years centered at Olaa
with a ranch and a sugar plantation and around Pahoa with the ohia and koa lumber operations. Lower Puna was described as remaining predominantly as a traditional Hawaiian
subsistence area. Kinney provided the following descriptions of Kaimu and KaIapana:
At the beach the road enters first the village of KAIMU, exclusively.Hawaiian, with a large grove of cocoanut trees surrounding a fine semi-circular
sand beach. Care should be exercised in bathing on account of the undertow.
Less than a mile further on, westwards, lies the village of KALAPANA, one
of the largest Hawaiian villages in the Islands. There are· no white
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inhabitants, and, only a" couple' of Chinese stores ... KALAPANA still
supports quite a large poptilation, and is a very pretty village" having like all
the Puna coast villages, ',a fine. growth, of cocoanuts, puhala and monkeypod
trees. The landing is so rough that it is used now only for canoes.
In the section' on Kalapana, Kinney' also described Pu 'u 0 Hakuma,. a, cave, used as a
place of refuge duringwar,'the Niukukahi heiau~ the ranch and Hawaiian village at
Kahaualea, a mineral bathing Pool called Punaluu and theWahaula Heiao.

Kinney also described significant sites in Kapoho. He described the Waiapele crater,
famous as the first residence of Pele in Puna 'and.the three craters manta of that which were
created as Pelesearched for 'suitable', home, until she reached Kilauea. The "Green', Lake"
was'said to be situated within a ring of five 'craters. Kukii belau and the hot springs of Puna
were also described as .well as a pretty''Hawaiian village called -Koae. Along'the coast
between Kapoho and Kannu Kinney provided descriptions of Cape Kumukahi, the almost deserted Pohoiki village, Opihikao with its hot spring cave,andthesmall.villages of Kamaile,
K.ehena, and Kaueleau.
The Kalapana Oral' History Project, finished in 1990 by UH Hilo anthropologist
Charles Langlas and student researchers, is a primary source of information about the life, of
,Hawaiians in Lower Puna during the territorial period. This section summarizes thedescriptions of life in the district as recorded in the manuscript for the project.,
. .Throughout the Territ()rial years the majority of the food, of the Hawaiians in Puna
was home-produced. 'Uala (sweetpotatoes),kalo (taro), and 'ulu (breadfruit) were the made
staples. Seafood especially fish, opihi ( limpet)/and limu (seaweed) Was the main protein.
Chickens, pigs, and cattle were raised. Pigs and goats were hunted and the meat was usually
smoked. Some households kept cows for milk and even made butter. When cash was earned
special items from the store such as flour, sugar, tea,coffee, and rice could be bought.
, Sweet potato was usually' grown around the home.' Families also grew chili pepper,
onion, and sometimes pumpkin,warermeloni tom-atoor cucUmber. Families in Kalapana usu·
ally had a taro patch up in the hills, sometimes three or more miles from their houselots. E.S.
Craighill Handy wrote that in 1935 when he toured Puna to 'appraise the old native horticulture,"oneenergetic Haw~anofKapa'ahu had cleared 'obi'a forest.. at a place called
Kaho'onoho about 25 miles inland, and had a good stand of taro, bananas, and sugar cane in
two adjacent clearings" (Handy, 1972: 541).
, . Pigs were 'allowed to run free" but to keep them tanleand near the home, they. were
fed sweet 'potato vines .and. tubers after .harvesting, papayas, mangos,' or. breadfruit. Each
family had its .own way of marking its'pigs by notching or slitting the ears or cutting the tail.
Some pigs went wild and wandered up the Kilauea mountain, even above the zone where the
faIi1i1iescultivated taro.:These were hunted with dogs.
,

.

The HawaiianS in KaIapanautilizedmany. methods of fishing during ,this period Net
fishing for 'opelu :(mackerel) was ,the highest-yielding method. It was usually dried for later
consumption 'or for sale.AIcu was 'also caught for subsistence and for sale in season. The
Kal3,panaOral History' provides·.·· the ·'following .account about "opelu fishing .in Kalapana
during the twenties and thirties: "
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The 'opelu season began in the summer months, after a first-fruits sacrifice: a
fish from the, first catch was placed on .the kn'ula. rock at the beach. The
kn'ula rock was kept by a guardian, who brought it out for the ritual, and then
took it away for safe-keeping, Traditionally the year was divided into two
seasons, a period from approximately February to July, when aku could be
caught and'opelu was taboo, and a period from approximately August to December,. when 'opelucould be caught butaku ·,was taboo. ]be .opening of the
'opelu season was marked by a fish .sacrifice (LangIas, 1990:35-36).;
'Opelu fishing went from daybreak to evening. The canoes from a village generally
went out together and kept each other in sight incase one should get into trouble. When they
returned,' people would be waiting to help carry the canoe· up and everyone would get a share
of fish. Later in the day or at night the canoes might go out for..'u'u Or kawele'a.On dark
nights, if the fishermen went out, children would gather at the beach •and keep bonfires of
coconutleaves goingasa guide to the fishermen back to shore. Until 1926 the nets were
made of olona from the wet uplands of Puna. After that they were replaced by store-bought ,
cord

A one-room· house, With· a separate cookhouse, .was the .usual style ·in .Kalapana
around 1900. By the twenties several families still ,lived in such dwellings, but the majority
of the families were already living in sizable multi-room board houses built in the Western
style. Many families had also installed kerosene stoves in their houses. Since there· was no
running water in the Kalapana area, families had outhouses for toilets. Water-barrels were
used to collect water from the roof for drinking and cooking.. In times of drought, they had to
drink brackish water from the ponds. Brackish ponds were used for bathing, for doing laundry,
for rinsing off saltwater after coming from the ocean, and for watering stock.
Through the twenties and the thirties, families still made their own poi from breadfruit or the taro they grew in the uplands. They usually .made enough poi to last the whole
week. After this, there was only a limited amount of daily cooking to do, mostly broiling fish
on the fire or salting shellfish to eat with the poi. Sometimes the family might cook a pig in
the imu, stew dried meat, or make rice over the fire or kerosene stove.
Weaving lauhala mats for home-use and for sale was a major part of a woman's work
during this period. LauhaIa grew all along the coast, but women often went'to Kehena .to
gather good quality leaves.
Luaus continued to be held for family gatherings to celebrate special occasions and
life cycle events-birthdays, weddings, .anniversaries, funerals, etc.. The lu'au for Christmas
usually lasted through New Year's. :'Ohana relationships remained strong. Even the practice
of hanai (adoption between family members) continued in Kalapana.
Through the twenties and early thirties, relations with the outside were limited by the
distance and difficulty of travel. The outside world was represented in Kalapana by school
teachers, ministers from Hilo, Chinese stores ·which sold goods from the outside,,'and campaigning political candidates. Automobiles were introduced and most families eventually had
a car by the late 19308. Still, most people went to town only once or twice a month to shop
for cloth, kerosene, and food items they didn't grow. Rice and flour were purchased in big
bags. Since they seldom went to town, the people of Kalapana did not· go to Western doctors
and hospitals. Hawaiians in Kalapana relied on Hawaiian medicine, using herbal remedies
for sickness and broken bones.

,
,
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Even as cars became common in.thethirties, it was impractical to commute to work
every· day.· Those. who got a Job. outside· USUally moved there, even' if it,was as close. as
Pahoa. A few men stayed outside.through·the week .and came ·back for the weekend. The
men who lived in Kalapana usually combined subsistence farming and fishing for food production for the family with part-timeworkforcash---roadworkfor the county and small-scale
selling of vegetables,fish or pigs. The county road from Kapa'ahu .throughKaimu and up to
Pahoa was a one-lane gravel road. Nearly all the. Kalapana men did road work. for .the county,
breaking up rock into gravel. Each man.w6rked.an .eight-hour day.for.two 'dollars, four or five
days .amonth.The crew rotated so •that all of them •had a chance to work the same amount.
Additional-cash.could be made by selling extra 'opelu to the Chinese store-owners to dIy, or
fresh inJ?aboa.Some grew "awain the uplands which<wascutanddried and sold to a buyer
from Hilo for export ~ Germany. Some husked and dried coconut to sell as copra to Chinese
storeowneis. Sometimes Chinese drove fromHilo to buy pigsin Kalapana. As mentioned
above, the women sold lauhaIa, weaving mats to fill orders fromHilo and Honolulu. They
also sold sIilaIIer items such as hats and fans to tourists. Children sometimes sold coconuts to
tourists and posed for pietures. .In 1918, the movie Birdof.Par.adise was filmed at Kaimu
beach. Grass huts were built and the KaIapana people were paid to wander around in sarongs.
.

.

.

.

In the Kalapana Village there were three churches-Catholic, Hawaiian Congregational, and Mormon. The first Kalapana Hawaiians were baptized as Catholics in 1841. In
1864, Father Damien.de Veusterwas assigned. During ,his assignment Father Damien directed the constru.ction of several grass churches and began,to build a, mortar church with a
thatched roof, .originally called. St. Joseph's but generally' known as "father Damien's
Church:' Since the time <;>fFather.Damien there has been a resident priest in. Puna and a
strong Catholic congregation. During the term of father Loots· (188l...1898) a small Catholic
church was built at Kalapana village. In the twentieth century the main church and rectory
w~atPahoaand the priest \Vent to Kalapana to hold weekly services (Langlas, 1990). In
the. 1840s the Congregationalists built a church at ~apana'and a meeting house in Kamoamoa.Th.efirst minister for the KaIapana under the Ha\Vaiian Evangelical Association was
Reverend Papapa Barenaba fromJ869 to :1873~ After' the 1868 earthquake' and subsidence .the
KalaPana Churchwas,rebuilt.'B>: 1905 a third churCh had been constructed on the same
location. It was called Mauna Kea.It was again rebuilt in t,930.. During the nineteenth
century and through the present the Hawaiian Congregational churches held periodic
conferences. at the island level and theall-island level for discussion of church business. By
th~1880safeatureof the 'conference was 'a song competition between the ,choirs of the
various churches., The story of h~wthel4tlaPanacongregation \Von the competition in 1886
~waspresentedwitlLasi1ver pitcher and goblet by Queen Lili'uokalani is, one' which has
been proudly Passed down from one-generation to thene.xt. The. Mormon ,church wasbuiltm
KaIapana sometime before 1910. -, .
. . ...
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;. "., ," ,•In .1932 a n~vv, .force. ~ntered .the.1iv ofthe .KaIapana people. The•. Hawai'i Volcano
NationalP.arlc~urged onbyth~Govemor'soffice,'the HaWai'iCounty Board of Supervisors,
and,prominent citizens,proposed.expanding thepark.to i~cllldeall <;>f ~e landfromApua

)

over' to, Kabnu' Black Sand Beach. The People in KaIapariamongly opposed, the .proposal.
Russ~ll Apple interviewed EdwardG. Wingate who served as superintendent of the Hawai'i
Volcano National Park at the time of the proposed acquisition. ,Wingate said that be supported the Hawaiians in KaIapanaand felt it was wrong oftheFederalGoyernment or the
park:service to .dispossess the Hawaiians,of their. homes, their land, and their traditional way
of life. A compromise was reached. The Hawai'i Volcano National Park would expand to
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include the six ahupua'a of 'Apua, Kahue, Kealakomo, Panaunui, Lae'apu.ki and
Kamoamoa,parts of Pulama and Poupou, and Keauhou in the Ka'u district. However, the
lands from Kalapana'over to Kaimu were deleted 'from the extension proposal.
Wingate was still concerned about negative impacts on the' way of' life of the
KalapanaHawaiians of the road that was to be built to link the Chain of Craters road to
Kalapana, all the way to Kaimu. He believed that the road would put pressure on the
Hawaiians to sell their homes in Kalapana to developers or others and their livelihoods
which were still dependent on the'land and sea would be destroyed. To make it possible for
the Kalapana Hawaiians to continuethwway of liying, it was proposed that homesites be
made·available to them in the park extension so 'that the villagers could move·into the park
as they·.saw the need. In addition a fishing provision was added which allowed only Kalapana
residents and those accompanied by· a .local guide to fish· within the park extension. No
Hawaiian was precluded from fishing in that area prOVided that there was a local guide. This
provision, according to Wingate, was ''to protect the fishing for the people who lived from
the sea and who lived from the land, to have some food source from the sea as some areas
have.been fished out" He also noted that serving asa guide provides jobs and a··source of a
little cash income for the Hawaiians in the district. Apple summarized Wingate's thinking as
follows:
A new village inside the Kalapana Extension was foreseen. The idea was a
subsistence-type arrangement, with Hawaiians living in a traditional
manner-,fishing offshore and along the coast, houses near the shore and agricultural plots inland. Exclusive fishing rights for those still living in Kalapana
and for those living within the Extension were included. 32
In 1938, the U.S. Congress passed the Kalapana Extension Act (52 Stat. 781 et seq.)
which set an important preCedent by including a provision to lease lands within the extension
to Native ,Hawaiians and to permit fishing in the area "only by native Hawaiian residents of
said area or ofadjacent villages and by visitors under their guidance." The special traditional
subsistence lifestyle of the Hawaiians in Kalapana was acknowledged by the U.S Congress
and measures were paSsed to protect it. 33
Under the New Deal, federal· programs created new jobs for the Kalapana men..The
federal government, funded a county project to improve Kalapana Park and various roadbUilding projects in Puna. The Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) established a camp for
young single men at the Volcano. They cut trails, built stone walls, and were trained in carpentry skills. As military construction expanded in Honolulu, in preparation for potential war
with Japan, Honolulu became a boom town, attracting workers from the m3.inIand and 'from
the neighbor islands. Many from Kalapana moved there on the eve of the war (Langlas,
1990: 92-94).
World War II had a profound effect on Hawai'i. In Puna, those .who remained behind
were made to fear a Japanese invasion by sea. The coastline were watched and guarded by
soldiers stationed, in the Kalapana area. Observation points were set up at Panau and at
32Documents in the Hawai'i Volcano National Park Headquaners Library, ''Transcriptions ofa 1974
interview· by Russe.l Apple with former superintendent Wingate concerning. the Kalapana
Extension" and "Homesite Provisions of the 1938 Kalapana Act" by Russell Apple, January 5,.1971.
33 Act of June 20, 1938(52 Stat. 781 etseq.)

~
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Mokuhulu. The beach at Kaimu and Kalapana was strung with barbed wire, to stave off an
enemy landing. Initially the KaIapana people were not ,supposed to gothrougb the wire, but
eventually the soldiers let the people crawl through to fish or collect seafood at the beach.
There was, a nightly curfew, and blackout curtains were used because not a single glimmer of
light was supposed to be seen. _
.
'Iherewere 100 tolSO.soldiersstationedin Kalapana and they were rotated every
three months. Some camped in tents on Kaimu beach and Kalapana beach, some lived in the
school cafeteria, and others in the gym and the priest's house at the Catholic Church.

During. the war there were '. still men growing .taro, but many of, them were in their
sixties. With.the end ofthe war. ,they were getting too old to grow taro and make poi. Many
younger men bad left during the war, and many still left in,Kalapanagot jobs on the outside
which left little time for taro. During the thirties .fewer· canoes went out to catch "opelu. The
last canoe which went out from Kaimu was that of Simon Wai'auBill. When he got too old,
in the late thirties, ,no more went out. Younger men were busy going to school or going out to
work to learn the technique of catching ·opelu. A couple canoes from Kalapana continued
going out even after the war. Eventually a boat ramp was constructed at Pohoiki, east of
Kalapana, and the canoes were replaced by motorboats.
Other fonnsof subsistence production continued after the war, such as pole-fishing
from shore, gatheringlimu and opihi, and crab and raising stock. Hunting of wild pigs
remained ,an important -source of",meat. Native plants were gathered. for herbal teas ,and
medicine..
Statehood
In 19S8,onthe eve of statehood, the Puna district began to be parceled out in nonconforming subdivisions of raw,land..,- Tropic Estates "bought '12.000 'acres of land between
Kurtistown and Mountainview and cut it up into 4,000 lots which was put on the market 'lor
$500 to $1000. The project was named Hawaiian Acres (Cooper; 1985: 259).

Royal Gardens.was opened in Kalapana in the early 1960s. One acre lots were sold
.for $995.' 1bebrochure for, the development read in part:
Along the southern shores of the Big Island, Hawaii, largest of the HaWaiian
chain !,ies the, ,historiC and legenctary, l~ds of Kalapana.'}bis site the setting
for Royal Gardens, a fertile area directly ..adjacent to the Hav,rai'i·.Volcano
National Park .with itsspectacu1ar attractions, yet only walking ,distance'
away from lovely beach and shore areas. Royal Gardens lots are all one acre
. in size, making it possibiefor the owners to have a small orchard or truck
garden, ora ,magnificent garden, as wellas a home and a' haven forr~tire~
ment (in Cooper. 1985:,~62),
By contrast, the Bishop Museum study for the Kalapana Extension in 1959 described
the coast nearest to Royal Gardens as follows:
Shoreline· of low• black, . Java cliffs, battered continuously by windward
waves. This coast ~arswitness to the great volcanic fo~ces underlaying it
through numerous earthquake-opened fissures, and to the violence of tidal
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waves through huge'blocks of lava which.have been ripped from the ocean
cliffs and hurled inland (Cooper, 1985: 265).
Actually, Royal Gardens land was 40 percenta'a (rough and broken'lavarocks in
tumbled heaps), 20 percent pahoehoe (solid thick sheets of lava, hard and smooth-surfaced
with no soil covering), and 40 percent opihikao (extremely rocky muck with pahoehoe
underneath. Water was scarce with just a few widely scattered waterholes (Cooper, 1985:

263).
Like Hawaiian Acres and Royal Gardens, other non-conforming subdivisions developed in Puna prior to adoption by the· County of a Comprehensive Zoning Ordinance.' Gradually, these subdivisions attracted an in-migrant population of retirees; ex-military, and
persons seeking an alternative lifestyle to urban centers in the United States. These included
Eden Roc, Fern Forest Vacation Estates, Hawaiian Paradise Park, Hawai'i Beaches Estates,
Aina Loa Estates, Orchid Land Estates, Leilani Estates, Nanawale Estates, Vacation Lands,
KalapanaBlack Sands Subdivision, Kalapana Gardens and Kalapana Sea View Estates.

Puna, a Cultural Kipuka
The landscape of Puna today is still dominated by the seismic and eruptive phases of
the' Kilauea volcano. 'The climate varies from the rocky shoreline, to barren lava·fields, cultivated orchards, grassy plains and dense rainforests. It includes part of the Hawai'i Volcanoes
National Park, large undeveloped non-conforming subdivisions, unsettled. Hawaiian Homelands, forest reserves, and small concentrations of population. The district is subject to heavy
rainfall and periodically experiences severe flooding (County of Hawai'i, 1989).
The Puna district of the island of Hawai'i as a whole, and Lower Puna in particular,
has been a rural area of Hawaiian cultural continuity. Out·of 452 Hawaiians who lived in the
Puna district in 1970 (Table 8), 77 percent or 350 lived in Lower Puna. In 1980, 1,334
Hawaiians lived in Puna, out of which 75 percent or 1,001 resided in Lower Puna. Between
1980 and 1990 the number of Hawaiians in Puna increased by 296 percent, to 3,953. For the
first time, the majority of Hawaiians who lived in Puna resided outside of Lower Puna. Only
38 percent lived in Lower Puna, while 62 percent lived elsewhere. This was due to migration
of Hawaiians into Puna from Hilo and other islands and the displacement of Hawaiians from
Lower Puna by volcanic flows out of the Kupaianaha lava lake.
Table 8. Population trends 1970 to 1990
Ethnic group

Hawaiian
Caucasian
Other Non-eaucasian
Total population

1970
452
1;237
3;465
5,154

1980
1,334
5,078
5,339
11,751

1990

3,953
9,515
7.313
20,781

Source: (State of Hawai'i, 1991).

A modem infrastructure for households and farm lots such as eleetricity, piped water,
and sewage is still not available in many parts of Puna. Puna residents must therefore rely on
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generators, water catchments, centralized county water stands; and outhouses for their
households.
There are four major water systems in the district:Olaa-Mt View,Pahoa,Kapoho,
and Kalapana. Hawaiian Beaches has a privately owned water system. Glenwood and Volcano are not serviced by any water system 'and depend on roof catchment systems. There are '
no inunicipalsewerage systems in Puna~ ,Most residents use' cesspools and individual' household aerobic treatment units. Aside from the primary routes in the Puna district, the majority
of roads throughout the district are substandard, and many are only cinder-surfaced. Puna has
thousands of non-conforming residential lots which lack the basic improvements necessary
for development or are being kept vacant for future speculation. Construction with the non-,
conforming subdivisions has !lncreased.' Strip' residential'development. exists along, the highways. There are three pUblic school complexes in the Puna District in the communities of
Keaau, Mt. View, and Pahoa.
Economically, Puna is primarily ali agricultural'district. Diversified, agriculture prospers in the form of truck farming of lettuce, flowers, and cabbage in the Volcano area; papayagroyes in Kapoho; and flowers, principallyanthuriums and.vanda. orchids, in the
Mountain 'View, Pahoa and Kapoho areas. Factors inhibiting the growth of these industries
are the' shortage of labor, housing, processing requirements, "and plant disease. Vegetables
and a variety of fruits, primarily oranges and tangerines, .are grown throughout the district.
Macadamia nuts are planted· ontheHilo side of Kea'auand additional acreage became
available with the closing ofthe Puna Sugar Company in 1984. The former sugar lands will
also be planted in papayas, bananas, alfalfa, and trees for biomass. There are 197,900 acres
zoned for agricultural use in Puna, but less than 50,000 acres is actively used for agriculture.
The majority of agriculturally zoned areas ' have been subdivided for large lot, residential
purposes.
The major industrial activity in Puna is.a large macadamia processing plant northeast of the sugar milI.Otherindustrialactivities include a kimchee factory,quarrying of lava
materials, slaughterhouses,' bakeries, .flower. packaging, papaya processing and packing and
several cottage industries. These are primarily located around Kea'au and Pahoa, outside of
lower Puna. There are no major' government installations in the district (County' of Hawai'i,
1989).

. The rocky coastline which is comprised of sheer cliffs in many sections is subject to
tsunami inundation and Subsidence. Inland areas !arevuInerable to. volcanic. and seismic acti- .

vity. These natural phenomena have discouraged the. development of major resorts or hotels
in.the district. There are now some modest Bed and Breakfast establishments in Puna and
the ecotouristKalanihonua retreat and conference center.
Native Hawaiian residents in the district supplement :their incomes 'from jobs or public' assistance by .engaging in subsistence .fishing, .hunting, and gathering. for, the .households
ofitheir'ohanaor extellded family. The fiShermen, hunters, and gatherers utilize and exercise
their traditional access to the ocean offshore of the 'Puna district and the adjacent mauka
(Upland) forest lands.' This forest areaiaffordedaccessto. middle elevation plants and resources for Hawaiians who lived in each of the ahupua'a of the Puna district.
Native Hawaiians of the diStrict utilized the forests of Puna from generation to generationto gather maile,fern, 'ie'ie,fohi'a and other such native plants for adornment,
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weaving, and decoration. They also. gathered plants such as kookolau, mamaki, and noni for
herbal medicine.
Due. to the alteration and degradation. of low and middle elevation forests . in other
parts of Hawai'i island and the.public status ·of the. forests in Puna, Hawaiians from other
parts of the island and from O'ahu.· also regularly· gathered liko .lehua, maile, fern, awa, and
other native plants for hula (traditional Hawaiian dance)andla'au lapa'au (traditional Hawaiianherbal healing) pmposes from this .forest.
.
A survey of the role of hunting in the Kalapana-Kaimu Hawaiian community under
the University of Hawai'i departments of Geography, Anthropology and School of Public
Health in .1971·.revealed that hunting in the forests mauka of Kalapana-Kaimu, ·which would
be the Puna Forest Reserve,: was an important. part of subsistence for the. Hawaiian households of the area. Despite the fact that there were not hunters. in every household, many
households benefited from the hunting activities because the meat was shared among extended family members and friends (Burdette, 1971).
In 1982, the U.S. Department of Energy commissioned a study by the Puna Hui
'Ohana, an organization of Hawaiian families in Puna.· The 1982 survey by the .Puna Hui
'Ohana of 85 percent of the adult Hawaiians in lower Puna (351 out of413adullHawaiians)
showed that 38 percent of those surveyed engaged in traditional subsistence hunting in the
adjacent forests. It also showed that 48 percent of those· surveyed gathered medicinal plants
and 38 percent gatheredmaile in the nearby forests f~r household use.
Today, the Hawaiian community of Puna, particularly the lower part, remains distinct-geographically, culturally, and socially. There is still a . significant group descended
from the first families who migrated to and settled in the district. They have a strong tradition
of perseverance in a district that has been constantly changing and evolving. There is also a
growing number of young Hawaiian families moving into Puna from IDlo, Honolulu, and
other neighbor islands. Most have moved into the non-standard subdivisions which opened up
in the distrietbeginning in 1958. Informant interviews, conducted in 1994 with older and
younger Hawaiian families in the district reveal the ongoing continuity of subsistence farming, .fishing, and gathering and the associated cultural customs and beliefs.
ETHNOGRAPmC OVERVIEW OF SOUTHEAST MAUl
Wahi Pana (Sacred Places) of Southeast Maui
The coastline of this section of Maui, much like Kaho'olawe, is windswept and
relatively barren. Most of the mo'olelo (oral tradition) for southeastMaui date back to the
era of the great migration from Tahiti and the long voyages between Hawai'i and Tahiti. In
this, the mo'olelo of Kaupo, Kahikinui, and Honua'ula are also intertwined with that of the
island of Kaho'olawe, which was originally dedicated to Kanaloa,the great Polynesian god
of the ocean and of seafaring, and its Kea1aikahiki Channel (pathway to Tahiti). Thus, the
wahi pana or sacred storied places of southeast Maui reveal a history ofthe settlement -ofthe
islands of Hawai'i by the high chiefs of Tahiti .as they were guided to Hawai'i by their. great
navigators (see Figure 1).
Nu'u means the high place, or second platform in a temple. !tis a place of sacredness andit is a village site. The bay was so named because it was the landing place ofNu'u,
a great kahuna navigator who was an ancestor twelve generations from the beginning of the
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Hawaiian people in the genealogy of Kumuhonua (Beckwith, 1970).Kaupo means landing
by canoe in the night. As the name attests, the bay ofNu'u was a noted landing for the entire
South-East Maui.
Honua'uIa means ted 'earth. The sacred red color was restricted to the chiefly and
priestly classes. Honua'ula was liked by the ali'i (chiefs) for its productive soil, climate and
expansive views. It was' a sacred land of the ali '1.
It is reported that Kahikinui was named for the beloved homeland, Kahild, of the
earliest settlers who came to Maui from 'the South (Handy. Handy; and Pukui, 1972).
Luala'ilua Hills'in Kahikinui .means the place of, double enjoyment, resting place for peace.
Most of the Hawaiians in the Hana districts are said to trace their ancestry to Hawaiians who
lived in KRupa and Kahildnui before Captain James Cook's arrival in the Hawaiian Islands in
1778.

The Mythical Era of Southeast Maul
The legends associated with .the places of south and eastMaui help explain in a
symbolic and poetic way how the basic 'elemental forces of nature shaped the landscape of
the remote distrietand how humans adjusted to those, elemental forces. The . activities of
Maui, the ooniigod, in southeast Mauimetaphorica1ly explain the gradual quest of humans to
understand the mysterious essence of the elemental life' forces of nature'in order to improve
the condition of their life in the islands. The beauty of the stories and the poetry of Hawaiian
legends and ch8ntsassociatedwith the study area must be taken into account,'even if they
do not appear in the abbreviated narratives contained in this document.
The ocean along the shoreline of southeast·Maui has. abundant marine life and is a
source of sustenance for many. people. Fresh water seeps into the ocean at 'the shore and
creates a productive ecosystem for.a large 'array of sea life. The'gods Kane and Kanaloa are
credited with going about all' of the islands providing freshwater. Kane ,and,Kanaloa are also
attributed with providing springs of fresh water springs along the southeast coast ofMaui. It is
said that they landed at Pu'u-o-Kanaloa (Hill-of..Kanaloa), a small hill Just north of
Keone'o'io, when they firSt came from Kahiki. They dug a water bole.by the beach and found
the water brackish. So they went about 200 yards. inland and dug another hole and created
the. spring called Ka-wai-a-ka-la~o. These'. gods.' also .opened the. Kanaloa,fishpond at
Luala'llua-kaiproviding the brackish water that the need for spawning (Beckwith, 1970: 64).,
FromFhere, they went on to Nu'uanddug another spring (Handy,' 1972).

"!Maui is the Hawafian demJ-god attributed withfishing.the islands.ofHawai'iup from
the ocean, slowing the Sun to make the dayslonger:duringthe summer months, lifting the;
sky, and discovenngthe secret of bow tomakefire. He set out to accomplish his great feats
from Kaupo, the district in which he lived. with·his mother Hina.· It was from Kaupo, above
the Ko'olau Gap, that Maui'wasable to:snare the sun.and Jorce it to make.~commitmentto
slow down during the summer months (Walker, 1931; Beckwith, 1970).
i'

Maw fished up the islands of Hawai'iwhenbe wentfishingwithhis.brothers in the

fishingground called Po·odirectlyseaward from Kipahulu and ina line with the hill called
Ka-iwi-o-Pele near Hana.' He used the magic hook Manaiakalani (Made Fast 'to the Heavens) and caught the big ulua of Pimoe. For two days tbeypull at it before Jtcomes to. the
surface and is drawn close to the canoes. The brothers are warned not to look back. They do
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so. The cord.breaks, and the fish vanishes. That is why the islands are not united into one
(Beckwith, 1970). Pu'u PiInoe isa remnant of the ulua fish.
Sometime in the mythical period, a particular species of wauke or mulberry· plant is
believed to have originated in Kaupo, ·according to the legend·. of Maikona, banished son of
Konikonia and Hina'aikamalama. In the story, he wandered around and finally died at Kaupo.,
Out of his body grew a wauke plant (Broussonetia· papyrifera) of a hairy .kind .like the hairy
Maikona and useful for beating out bark cloth.
The practice of establishing ko'a to honor Ku'ula as patron of fishing, together with
his wife Hina, were introduced in Hawai'i by his son 'Ai'ai. The Ku'ula and'Ai'ai traditions
related to Hawaiian fishing customs and practices originate in Hana and spread along the
coast through' Kipahulu and on to Kahiki'ula ,and to the other islands. Martha Beckwith
offered the following account of the Ku'ula practice as it related to south Maui:
The god lived as a man on earth on east Maui ;in the land called Alea-mai at
a place called Leho-ula (Red-cowry) on the side of the hill Ka-iwi-o-Pele'
(The bones of Pele). There he built the first fishpond; and when he died he
gave to his son 'Ai'aithe four'magic objects with which he controlled the
fish and taught him how to address the gods in prayer and how to set up fish
altars.... His son 'Ai'ai, following-his instructions, traveled about the island
establishing fishing stations (ko'a) at fishing grounds (ko'a 'aina) where fish
were accustomed to feed and setting up altars (kn'ula) upon which to lay, as
offerings to the fishing gods, two fish from the first catch (Beckwith, 1971:
19).

Leaving .Hana, he establishes fishing stations and altars along ·the .coast all
around the island as far as Kipahulu. At the famous fishing ground (Ko'a-nui)
in the sea of Maulili he meets the 'fisherman Kane-makua and presents. him
with the fish he has just caught and gives him charge of the grounds, bidding
him' establish the custom of giving the first fish caught to any stranger
passing by canoe. Another' famous station and altar is at Kahiki-ula
.(Beckwith 1971: 22).
'
Walker added more details to the legendary accomplishments of 'Ai'ai. According to
him, 'Ai'ai raised the large stone Ku'.a-Ianikila at Puhele near Hamoa, and .it became a
leu 'ula stone with the power to attract fish. The first ko' a., or fishing station, was established
near 'Aleamai South-East of 'Alau Island a few miles out at sea. The second was so far out

that can be located only by taking bearings from points ashore.'Ai'aitaught people how to
make nets and lines and showed them how the giant octopus could be caught by using a
cowry shell. He then moved to Kipahulu, Kaupo, Kahikinui and so on around the island
establishing ko'a and ku'ulaeverywhere (Walker, 1931). 1beKanahenaHeiau is reputed to
have been built.by 'Ai'ai in· commemoration of his noted father Ku'ula-kai.
Pele and her family of the volcano fire clan lived on the southern slopes of
Haleakala during Maui's mythicalera.Pele made her first home on Maui inPu'u Keka'a.
When that crater was inundated by the ocean waters of her.fiercestenemy, her sister
Namakaokaha'i, Pele climbed Mauna Kahalawai and left her footprint there as Pu',u Laina
(Ashdown, 1963-1977).
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When the goddess Pele moved to Haleakala, the mountain enlarged it· to its present
size. Again, Namakaokaha'i found her. A great fight ensued in which the physical body of

Pele was killed and her bones were scattered along theSouth and East coast of Maui at
places known as Na-iwi-o-Pe1e(the bones of Pele) (Walker, 1931:37). In her apotheosis, the
spirit of Pele lived on in the more powerful form asa deity who could take on many physical
body forms, and she and her family moved on to Hawai'i island and settled in the Puna
district
About two centuries ago, Pelevisited Maui and· completed her Lalanipu'u, or row of
foothills in Honua'ula-Pu'u Naio, Pu~uKalu 'Ola'a, Pu'u LuaPalani and Pu'u Pimoe. In
1736, Pele was still at Pimoe and she helped to herald the birth of Kamehamehathe Great
Although HaIeakaIa remains dormant, there is still a lot of seismic activity from Pu'u Pimoe
and over to Pu'u Ola'i,Earthquake hill,·at Ku-Makena.'
The latest eruptions· of Haleakala run down the·. Southwestern Comer of East Maui.
One story explains that this eruption was due to a family who incurred Pele's wrath. The
goddess swept down and consumed them and their whole village (Walker, 1931). The Pa'ea
flow from 'Olapaand Palani is •linked to one of the love affairs of the volcanic goddess. Pele
fell in love with a married man who remained true to his wife rather than giving ,into Pele's
advances. Angered,Pele raged down' from Palani, caught the man and tumedhim into a
stone near Pu'u Mahoe at Ana Muki, the Twin Hills, just below' the cave called Ke Kua
Muki (Whispering of God). A lava stone there resembles a man's head and shoulders and it
is shaped like a map of Maui. It is called Po'o Kanaka orMan's head stone. The lower part
ofthe man's body is Pohaku Pa'ea in the seaof.Keone'o'ioat Ku-Makena~ The 'Olapa hill is
the wife.
The Wai'ola flow begins with.a IdndwomannamedWai'ola,or. water of life. There
was a drought and the people of Kahikinui were hoarding water. An old woman came and the
people laughed and told her she was old, .and that it was time (or her to die. Only Wai'ola,
Jhekind one,gaveher.1ast ipu wai, her water gourd to Jheold W9man who drank the water.
Later, lava rolled over the people, leaVing only Wai'ola's landand home safe. Then a big
dog came. Wai'ola followed him to a beautiful pool of water, sparkling in the sunshine with
kalo(taro),hala; (pandanus9doratissimus), ,mai'a (banana) and other 'fine plants. Wai 'ola
gave thanks, drank, and then she realized that the dog.wasPoli, the black dog of Pele. She
named thewaterWai-a-ka-'Ilio, ·theWaterpf.thepog, in thanksgiving toPele.There' are
now three .springs.in the lava flow named water of the dog.. One of them is pumping water to
the old.Kahikinui House.
At Pu'uOla'i, Earthquake Hill, Pe1ewas jealous of the Mo'o Maiden of Kah()'olawe,
Inaina, whose. parents wher~' Hele and Kali.•.Peleaccused Inaina. of trying to. steal Lohi'au
from. her.iIna "tit of anger, •Pele transformed the .•. three .into .·hills named after them.
Kamohoali'iscolded hecand pronounced. the Kanawai Inainathere, meanin~ you must not
say or do unldndthings to ,others. ·fromJilat time the people of Honua'ula observed that law.
They named the area as Ku-Makena meaning you stand courageously. accepting the joys
and' sorrows of life bravely, even while mourning or rejoicing.

,)

In another legend,Pele and'Iii'iaka journeyed to Haleakala from. Molokai'i. Upon
their arrival at this platetheybegandiggingapitwhichthey)eft :open on the top of the
mountain. The rocks at Hanaka'ie'ie, at. Kahildnui, ,are those. that were. dug. uP. by Pele and
Hi'iaka.These are a noted cluster of rocks in an 'a'arubble.lava in the uplands (Sterling,
1968).
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Earliest Settlement 6-600 A.D.
Hawaiian cultural sites· said to be built by the menehune .were structures and features
constructed by the original settlers· of. Hawai 'i prior to the Tahitian· migration .• to . Hawai'i
sometime between 1200 and 1250 A.D. Lo~alo'a is a very ancient heiauthat was said to have
been built by the Menehune in the Mana.wainuiahupua'a to honor the ancient gods. It is the
longest heiau on Maui.
Apparently, this southeastemsection of Maui which is .less hospitable than the waterabundant·· Windward districts of. the island was settled as the population· gradually expanded
and eventually moved into the leeward districts;
Some Hawaiian cultural sites are said· to have been built by menehune. One· such site
. is Heiau La'alo'a in KipahulU. Because such sites are not associated with the name of a particularchief, it has been assumed that they may have been built in the early settlement
periOd.
Menehune are often characterized .as the "mythical little people·· of the Hawaiian
Islands"· (Luomala, 1955). They are sometimes described as diminutive, hard working and
generally good hearted mythical people, similar to goblins, elves, and gnomes of Western
society.
In much of the described behavior of the menehune are found the work ethics· of the
Hawaiian commoners. For example, on big projects large numbers of menehune· are said to·
have worked together (kokua, laulima). They transported stones great distances by forming a
long line and passing the stones from hand to hand to the construction site. They worked at
one project at a time and completed it between sundown and sunup in one great effort
(ukupau). In returnthey'asked only for a little poi (pounded kalo, or taro),anda few 'opae
(shrimp). The sites most often attributed to them are heiau (temples) and mapa oloko-i'a
(fishpond walls), works that required the cooperation of large numbers of people working
together harmoniously.
Luomala (1955) pointed out that the term menehune is similar to and may have been
taken from the Tahitian word, manahune, meaning the commoner(s) or the common people.
Thus, it is sometimes asserted that the menehune of Hawai'i were perhaps the earliest inhabitants of the Hawaiian Archipelago and were the builders of some of the earliest cultural
sites in the Islands. What, or who were the menehune in Hawaiian culture was summarized
by Luomala:
Menehune ... are the glamorized common people of the .Hawaiian Islands.
Into the stories about them have been woven beliefs about the myriad spirits·
of the forests and about human beings who have escaped into the hills away
from the dangers that threatened them in the settled areas (Luomala, 1955:
136).
While the construction of many heiau (temples) and lokoi~a mapa (walled fishponds) are attributed to Hawaiian chiefs, others are attributed to menehune.. It is sometimes
said that the oldest beiau orlokomapa are attributed to menehune. Perhaps the heiauwere
built in a time when the community, acting in concert, was responsible for. the· construction
of large cOmIIlunity works, instead of a single person, such as a chief. Alternatively, the
explanation for some heiau or loko mapa not being associated with the name of a chief is

i
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because they were built so long ago that the chief's name has been long forgotten. However, ,
menehune legends are still told today as well as modern.experiences of menehune sightings.

Continued Settlement and Gradual Expansion .600-1100· A.D.
1broughout southeast Maui, the Hawaiians lived along the coast where the offshore
ocean was abundant with marine resources and fresh water percolates seaward along the
rocky shore or from springs in shallow bays. At the higher elevations, where .the clouds daily
cling to the Slopes of.Haleakala, the mountain forests are lush with native vegetation. Ih the
uplands, just· below' the forest zone, the soil· was excellent fordryland. taro, sweet potatoes,
medicinal plants, wanke trees for tapa making, all sorts of forest trees including mamane,
kamani, leoa, and other indigenous growth (Ashdown, 1969-1977).
In'dry areas the' wiliwili .andnene-Ieau trees provided light weight. wood for canoe
outriggers and poles for buildings; The pretty red seeds of the wiliwlli were used for making
lei. The hau trees along the beach provided wood for' building' and bast for making cordage
roPe and certain hula skirts. Koa' and' kukui· trees. in the upper forest andkulcui trees in forest
and in villages, such as Nahawale and Moanalca1a,provided hard wood, lighter wood, dyes,
medicine, cordage and oil for lamps and polishing. The halaand halapepe used for matting
(moena) and other purposes are gone and few remain in the upper forest today. The 'auhuhu
plant was pounded and mixed with chewed bait to stun fish so that they could be taken by
hand.

Hawaiiail mauka-makai use of the ahupua'a in southeastern Maui was linked to the
planting cycle which was dependent upon the.variations in rainfall according to elevation
and seasons. In the uplands, whereit'usually rainsdaily,planting·was done the ,year around.
. In the lowlands, planting was usually done in conjunction with the rainy season. When the
rains moved down to the lowlands, .each family •cultivated 'plantsat habitation sites along the
coast. This important seasonal cycle is doc~mented in the interviews with Sam Po
(Chapman, 1966). According to him, even up through theJatter half of the 19th century, the
Hawaiians in the district continued to li"e·mauka or makaiand plant in accordance with the
annual rains. About one month before the rainy season beganj.they would carry dirt. down
from the mountains to the coast in lauhala baskets and fiU holes in the lava in preparation<for
planting. Children also helped tocaITY some dirt in lauhala bags; While on. the. coast, the
Hawaiians would subsist on fishing and various .vegetable foods that they cultivated in soil
placed in the pockets ollava and .nurtur,edbYthe rain. WhenU1e vegetables ,matured
(Hawaiian· watermelon, Ipuoloolo,:!pu nuhou-lani, pumpkin, andJ>oha or Ipu 'ala) they. were .
consumed. After a period of about sIx months, just, when the climate became dry, the
families wOuldm~ the J'Ctumjourney to their lIPland habitation sites (Chapman, 1966).
.
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The ocean 'along the entire distrletfrom Ko'olau to .Kaupo provided Hay.'aiianswith
various sources. of .food, .·including. numerous varieties of .fish,.crab, shel~sh,. ~d seaweed:.
They 'would gather shellfish. and .limu along the shore; go deep-water fishing in canoes; lay
nets, including thelargehukilau nets in the bays;.dive; line fish; cultivate fishinponds,and
develop fishing grounds by feeding the fish at ko'aordesignatedspots in the open ocean.

,)

. •Salt for the .Hanadistrict was. gathered .• at Nu'u, where there were ,kahelea (natural
hollows)·inthe roclcs·in which salt (pa'a·lcai) accumulated when sea water was deposited in
depressions in the rocks during rough seas and evaporated by' the sun. People would .travel to
Nu,u in the summertime to gather salt. Nu'ualo,a, in Kaupo, had several veins of 'alae, the

•
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red earthen mineral that is rich in iron. The Hawaiians commonly ground their salt together
with alae to enrich it with iron (McGregor, 1989).
Fishing and ocean gatberingwasbasedon observation of moon phases and stars.
When the stars were numerous and bright that was the time to go and look for the shellfish
such as Kupe'e (Nerita polita) wbich .usually bide during the day. 1bisgathering was done in
the utmost silence, lest the shellfish drop off the rocks and burrow in the sand to bide themselves. Salt was gathered in the summer from ·the hollow stones along the shore. Families
would gather an entire year's supply during the summer, dry it, and store it in caves. Summer
was' the spawning time for the Manini,' the Humuhumunukunukuapua'a,' the· Mullet, and the
Aholehole. The Humuhumunukunukuapua'a could be used as substitutes for the pig in
religious ceremonies (Chapman, 1966).

.

Most of·the families living in Kaupo and Kipahulu were related,and.exchanging and
sharing among them was common and expected. There was an Hawaiian riddle. forKaupo
and Kipahulu that linked the two districts together. It noted the importance ,of coping 'with
famine during drought times by eating. the sprouting potatoes that had been left in the old
mounds to grow to maturity (McGregor, 1989).
In the drier areas of Kaupo, Hawaiians planted sweet potatoes, pumpkins, and dry
taro for home consumption. The sweet potato was the· staple food for the Kaupo families.
They made poi out of sweet potatoes.
The Hawaiians of Kaupo obtained fresh water from numerous springs in the area such
as Punahoe and Waiu. In Manawainui Valley, there were several large springs until landslides covered them and broke the pipelines carrying water to households. '
Kabikinui was arid along the coast but· well-forested above the' cloud line. Fishing
was good along its rugged shores. Hawaiians lived in isolated communities' on the broken
lava, scattered from one end of the district to the other, close to the sea or slightly inland,
wherever potable water was found in a brackish well or a submarine spring offshore. The
Hawaiians of Kahikinui also developed garden holes, but their primary cultivation area was
upland just below the forest zone and where the rainfall was plentiful. There they developed
upland plots of dry taro, sweet potato, and other edible plants (Handy & Handy, 1972).
In the lower uplands of Honua'ula, above the inhabited area and where the rains fell
daily, was the main cultivation zone. The eastern and coastal portion of Honua'Wa was
thickly populated by Hawaiian planters (Handy & Handy, 1972). The entire area of
Honua'ula was highly cultivated. Handy writes of sweet potato' cultivation extending from
Kula to Nu'u, and in the Honua'ula area of Mani from Keawakipu to Nu It is important to
note that later, when lava flows covered the land, people did not move away;. Instead, they
dug deep' holes in the lava and transported soil from the uplands to fill them up. The earth
was dug up and the soil passed in baskets· from' hand to hand along' a row .of people to' fill the
"garden holes" in the lava. In Honua'ula, structures of all sorts can be 'found where such
farming was done after a lava flow. Today called "footprints," there are garden holes of all;
sizes that can be found in the lava flows of Honua'ula, Luala'ilua, and at Pu'u-o-kali. High
chief Kiha-a-Pi'ilani is said to have planted sweet potatoes for the starving people,·doing the
work Of eighty men in one day. Even the gulches were planted with certain types of vines
.
suited to that type of terrain.

'u.
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Migration~RuliDgChiefs 'and 'OhnDa 110--1400 A.D•

.Puanianfis the full in Kahikinul where the Santa Ynez church ruins now stand. This
place is also called Pu'u Aniani. The great navigator Hawai'iloa-ke-Kiwa is said to have
named this bill for his father, the great navigatorAnianikalani,and the surrounding area for
his homeland across the 'horlzon~Kahild Ku, "Tahiti over the horizon" ,or Kahikinul, the
"Great Tahiti." Kahikinul is also' the. name ofa navigational star, said to be named for one of
the eight steersmen of Hawai'lloa.
Aniariican mean a number of things. For example, it can'mea.tl mirror. shining like
glass,'cleamess,or ttavelswiftly; ItaIso is a person and a place, named by Hawai'lloa, the
notednavigator,after his father, Anianikalani. PohakealiteraIly means the white stone, also
means' fadingmght
The navigator, .}lawai'i Loa, is credited 'with naming the Ke-ala-i-Kabiki sea at the
southwest end of Kabo'olawe. He utilized a system of triangulation, or what is today being
called the "navigational triangle'! to'getabearing for the' long voyage to Hawai'i from
Tahiti. The land points for the triangle are Ukumehame and Mauna Hoku'ula on West Maul;
Pu'u Aniani in Kabikinul. on East Maul; and 'Upolu Point on the Big Island. Hawai'i Loa is
said to have returned across from Kabikiku or the horizon from whence he came, andbrought
settlers with him and remained there. Many of the temples and the fishponds in southeast
Maul are attributed to this period of history.

I

He then retumed to his homeland and brought others fromKahiki, and at this time
named the' area of .Kahikinul on" Maul, and the ,Gulde' Stars for his eight helmsmen, or· navi·gators. These crewmen were Makali'i for whom the Pleiades are named; I'ao, name of Jupiter as a morning star; Hoku'uIa, which is Alderbaran;Mulehu which is one name for Venus.
Mulehu, Polo'ula andPoloahilani .are three stars in a triangle, said by some to be Vega.
In :the migration legend of Mo'ikeha to Hawai'i his party,Ilfst touched at the
easternmost point of tHawai 'i;:cape Kumukahi, . and the .younger brothers 'of Moikeha,
Kumukahi and Ha'eha'e remained in Puna. Among the others in his'family. the kahuna
Mo'oldni and Ka-Iua-wilinau made their home at KohaIa;Honua-ula landed in Hana on
Maui; the sisters MakapU'u and. Makaaoa landed on ,O'ahu. The .rest of the party went on to
Kaua'1.His son, Lafamaikahiki,>camefrom the .Southata later. time and settled. for: a while
oD'Kaua'i.'He then moved over toKahikinul onMaul,whichjsomesay, is so named inbis
honor; 'But finding it too windy,hemoved on toKaho'olawe and finally .sailed frOID. there
back to Tahiti :(Walker,1931). Fomander offered, the following translation of part of the
La'amaikahiki'history:

:Asthe place [Kahildnui,.Maui] ;'was too windy, :Laamaikahiki left it. and
, sailed for the west .coast of the' island of 'K.ahoolawe, .Where he lived until. he
tfirWly~left for •. Tahiti.'It is said that because Laamaikahiki lived. on Kahoo, lawe, and set saiIfromUlat island, was 'the reason why • the ocean .to the .west '
of Kaboolawe'is called ',f'the road to:Tahiti" (Fomander, 1916-:1919: ,514519).

,)

cNu'u <and his\Vife 'Nu'umeaor Nu'umealani,orthe Female who propagates 1ium
heaven, arrived at Nu'u on Maw with their canoe called the canoe of Kane. Nu'uwas the
great kahuna;thepriestlyone who offered sacrifices who was associated with the era of
. overturning and,the time of the great tlood. His legend bas a biblical analogy to Noah and
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the Ark. In the genealogy of Kumuhonua, Lu~a-nu 'u son of Nu'u,alsocalledKanehoaani,
was the ancestor of the Mu and the Menehune people. Nu'u came after the first Hawaiian
from a foreign place and after him came Hawai'i Nui·or Hawai'i1oa (Beckwith,. 1970).
The ancestors of the ali'j nui (kings) of Maui were Paumakua, a southemervoyager,
possibly a Tahitian (975 AD or 1200 AD), and Haho (1,000 AD or 1225 AD). But the districts of Ka'olau, Hana, Kipahulu and Kaupo were often under different ali'i nui not closely
connected with the rulers of West Maui (Walker, 1931).

La'akapu of Honua'wa married Kahoulcapu who was a.chief of Hawai'i·in the 12th.
century AD. The prayers of the kahuna Pa'ao saved her son, whom she.named Kauholanuimahu, meaning like a beautiful flower, or a dream unfolding. When her husband died she
returned to Maui where she gave her Honua'ula lands to her beloved son. When his beautiful
wife proved unfaithful to him, Kauholanuimahu left the Big Island and went toMaui and
took up residence. He ruled from Makena to Nu'u. He helped the people of the villages,
particularly at Maonakala where his mother dwelt by. Keane'o'io. Kauhola rededicated the
family fishponds there.. He also built the heiau temple mauka of Keawala'1 Hawaiian'. Church
at Makena.
Ruling Chiefs 1400-1700
The history of the Hana District in East and South Maui involves many chiefs of the
island of Maui and the island of Hawai'i. The Hana District can be characterized as a
territory over which there has been contention for centuries between the chiefs of Maui and
Hawai'i. A series of notable events and battles by chiefs are associated with various
localities in the Hana District.
The earliest war between the island of Maui and the island of Hawai'i is attributed to
Hua'akapuaimanaku, high chief of Maui, probably a descendent of the southernerHua family
from which Paumakaua· and Haho came. ·Hua'akapuaimanaku resided at Hana.. He built a
heiau at Honua'ula. After his successful war on Hawai'i he returned and built another heiau,
Kuawalu (Walker, 1931).

High chief Kaka'a1aneo often sent 'E1e'io, a famous runner, to get some 'awa for him
at Hanaand return to Lahaina before dinner time. On one of his trips he' met the ghost
Ka'ahuali'i, who gave him chase, but 'E1e'io outran him. Another time he saw a beautiful
girl near Olowalu, and he pursued her around the Southeastern point of. Maui to Hanamanuloain Kahikinui. At the entrance to a pu'o'a, or bamboo tower on which the bodies of the
dead of the higher classes are exposed to the elements, 'E1e'io caught the girl· and learned
she was only a spirit She sent him to her home to procure a hog, bpa, fine mats and an unfinished feather cloak from Hawai't This he does, .and he goes to Hana for 'awa near
Ka'eleku. He ·returned,and ·after much effort he restored the girl, Kanikaniaula,·· to life.
During a feast, the. feather cloak, a fathom· and a half square long is completed to two
fathoms and 'E1e'io set off with the girl to Lahaina. He escaped death by telling ·high chief
Kaka'alaneo his story, who pardoned him and married the girl (Walker, 1931).
Kiha-Pi'ilani is believed to have reigned in the last half of the 15th and the beginning of the 16th century. He undertook the project of connecting the entire island with a network of trails on the advice of his sister's husband, 'Umi~a-Liloa, high chiefofHawai'i,who
developed the network of trails on that island The completed trail; he was advised, would
aid his people in their travels, particularly. across dangerous roads that led down into and out

~
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of steepvalleys,and it would be a work that would give the chief a prominent place in history, as indeed it has. The improved roads also gave Kiha-a-Pi 'Uani quick access to all parts
of his kingdom should any dissident group take action against his rule. Southeast Maui was
accessed in ancient times by a system of trails. Long distance trails run :laterally along the
shoreline-and-across the uplands. Short. distance ,trails run mauka-makai within and between
ahupua'a.ThePi'ilani paved-road, built by Kiha-a-Pi'i1ani, a son of High chief Pi'ilani, still
exists along portions of the impacted southern coastline of east Maui from Keone'oi'o to
Nu'u.

The original Kiha-a-Pi 'ilanitrall-is approximately four feet· wide between curbstones.
It was paved with water-worn stones and Is, therefore, "user friendly."The trail that Kiha-aPi'ilani caused to have built would be between 350 and 450 years old today. "O'io'aina are
the terraced testing places along Ke-alaloa (the long trail), or other old trails. The Pi'ilani
trail istnarked on the earliest maps of Maui as having circled the entire island.
Branching trails extended from the" Pi'ilam trail in the Honua'ula area, from
Keawakapu to Nu'u,uptoPu'u Ninole and Pu'u Palani, through Kanaio and 'up to Pu'u
Pane, and so on. A trail named Kekua-waba'ula derives its meaning from Pele's Smiting Red
Mouth. She smites people who speak evil from her listening "blow hole" in the waiting Hill,
Pu'uoka!i intheKeokea'Ili (land division) in Honua'ula. Near the church in Kanaiothe trail
entered'the area--known as Ma'ahi -and-,into the forest of upper Auwahi where such plants as
the 'aka1ea grew. It was used to make heavy tapa cloth. The old road is located mauka of the
government road at Kahikinui. Two trails crossed fromKanalo to Keane'o'io. The upper, or
mauka one, was through Po 'u Pane and down toward Luala'i1ua hills -and across to Kaupo.
The makai trail went among the sea connecting the coastal viIlages. Unesot stones six feet
apart mark the trail on grassy areas and finer cinders _and pebble make up the road bed on
'a'a lava flows. A trail from Kaupo went up into the Haleakala Crater through the Kaupo
Gap. The 1929 maps by Walter Wall show additional trails aroundKanaio northwest to
Keokea and Southeast to Manawainui. Mauka-makai trails are also at Hokukanoand
Luala'i1ua and at Wai'opai (Ashdown, 1963:--1977).
The -Eve Of European -Contact .
The chief KekauIike (1700 AD) resided at Kaupo where he built the great heiau of
Pu'umaka~a

at 'Kumuniand Kanemalohemo(Keakala'auae)at Popoiwinear Mokulau in
Kaupo Theheiau was used as a Pu'uhonua (place otrefuge) (W~er, 1931). The Lo'a!o'a
Heiau on KaupoRanchis thought to ,have'.been rededicated by J{ingKekaulike about 1730.
Kekaulikeleft his youngest son, KaIIlehamehanui,as ruler when he died inJ736 at Lelekea.·
near Kaupo.
Alapa'roui, King of Hawai'i, landed a large force at Mokulau near Kaupo to raid
Maui,but'he concluded peace when he discovered that his own -nephew Kamehamehanui
(l736 AD) was the new ali'inui (ldng)ofMaui (Walker, 1931),
Honua'U1awas _the resid~nce ot'Queen Kalola, a daughter of high ,chief Kekaulike,
who ruled Maui until 1736. She was the last ali'i to pronounce the kapu of the BumingSun.
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Only the Maui ali'i had the Kapu of the Burning Sun, hence Haleakala, or Maui in the Pathway of the Sun. 34
" , "
In Honua'ula, high chief Kahekili (1765 if Kahekili II; 1475 if Kahekili I) gave
permission to a chief named Ku-Keawe to run pigs in the uplands. This chief also stole his
neighbors" pigs. He was killed in a battIe raging through the region. His body was propped up
facing the sea of Palauea, between Wailea and Makena as a warning, and peace was
restored. Theft then ceased on Maui (Ashdown, 1969-1977).

When high chief Kalani'opu'u came from Hawai'i to invade Maui in 1775, his
canoes lined up on the beaches from Honua'ula to Ka Ma'alaeaBay.His warriors ravaged
the coast from Kaupoto Kama'alaea Bay.· Kahekili rushed two detachments in support of the
Kaupopeople and in the bloody battIenear the point of Ka-Iae-o-ka-'ilioroutedthe forces of
Hawai'i. Kamehameha was one of the heroes of this battIe (Walker, 1931). This campaign
was called "Ka1aehoho'oa" because the natives where unmercifully beaten on their heads by
the war clubs of the warriors from Hawai'i. At Kanahena his warriors are said. to have beaten
and broken the backs of the people. AIaIakeiki is a burial cave at Nu'u which was still in use
when it was. partially destroyed· by road. builders, as were the beautiful petroglyphs in. it.
During the raid of Kalani'opu'u .the Maui men could hear'the weeping .of old folks, women,
and children from the cave of Nu'u. By the time they came back from the battle, their people
had died .in· the cave, and that it is how it came to be called Alalakeiki (crying child) and
became a burial cave. Kalani'opu'u captured the Ka'uiki Hill fortress and held Hana and
Kipahulu until be was finally repulsed.
The third invasion by KaIani'opu'u took place in 1776. First landing in Honua'ula, he
ravaged it from Keone'o'io to Makena, then sailed to Kihei (Walker, 1931).

Contact and Monarchy
After contact (post-1778) and throughout the nineteenth century, the Hawaiian population in the remote and arid southeast Maui districts gradually moved into Hana. Most of the
Hawaiian people in the Hana district are said to trace their ancestry to Hawaiians who
Originally lived in Kaupo and Kabikinui prior to Cook's arrival.

Kahekili, the last ruling chief of Maui, was tattooed on one side of the body to show
that he belonged to the family of the thunder god, Kanehekili. This god was an' 'aumakua on
the island of Maui for certain families (Beckwith, 1970). In 1781 Kahekili marched on Hana
byway of Ko'olau and Kaupoand laid siege to Ka'uiki Hill. By cutting off the supply of
water from surrounding streams and springs, the Hawai'i garrison was forced to surrender in
1782. The district of Hana was thus restored to the control of Maui (WaIker, 1931).
Kamehameha, the high chief of Hawai'i, in 1786 sent an expedition under his
younger brother, KalanimalokuIokuikapo'okalani, to retake the distrietsofHana and Kipahulu. Kamohomoho was sent by KaIanikupule to drive out the invader and a fierce battle was
fought on the' Kipahulu side of Lelekea Gulch and at Ma'OOli, until.· the Maui .warriors
prevailed (Walker, 1931).
.
34When referring to that time the name Mauna Ka'uik:i is used because it means the FllSt Fife Glimmering. Even when Pele moved to Halema'uma'u on Hawai'i this kapu did not go with her because
the prophecies said that Pele would return to punish wrong doings.
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The French explorer, LaPerouse,anchored off Honua'ula at Keane'oi'o Bay on May
28, 1786. He described a large village there.

In1790high chiefess Kalola,the sister ofKahekili"ali'inui of Maui, was living in
Honua'ula at Nahawale village with her husband, the chief Kaopuild,near Keane'o'io. This
is the chief who was mistreated by Metcalf and the crew of the Eleanora. In retaliation the
chief stole the longboat and broke it up for its ,iron parts. His men also killed the crewman
who was in the boat. 'Seeking vengeance, Metcalf killed over one hundred natives at
, Olowalu. ,The high chiefessKalola, in 1790 pronounced ,for the last time the,Kanawai Mau'u
Mae, or the Withered Grass Lllwr The penalty for violating this proclamation was ,burning to
death. In the aftermath of the Oluwalu Massacre, in order to prevent any further misery, high
chiefess Kalola issued a kapu that no one should be seen abroad; everyone must remain in
their homes; there was to:beno talking. no animal noise, no association with travelers or
visitors.
Kahekili andbis brother Kaeo. King of Kaua'i, waged war against Hawai'i. Kaeo
stopped at Hana to recruit.wmiors.Kahekili went to Kaupo and they launched their offensive
from those two places. They lost to Kamehameha,in 1791 (Walker, 1931).
Kamehameha is said ,to have landed at Ka-lae-o-ka'lIio in Kaupo on a raid from
Hawai'i. There was some kind of skirmish when he landed, and he put up anoar to save bis
face. The act finished the tapu which prevented men and women from tra.veling'together on
the road At the place called 'Aiali'i (where the ,chief eats)Jn Kaupo, the Hawai'icbiefs ate
'
their first meal (Walker, 1931). ,
'.,'

,)

".',

'.'

_.'

f

Pamano was a noted chanter. He was born'in'the village' of Kaipolohua in Kaupo.
Lona was the father, Kanio the mother, and Waipu bisbrother.
Some ,sections of the Maul trail system are also called the Hoapili ,trailatter GovernorHoapili,ofMaui who died in 1840. Hoapili's,connection with the'Maui timl system
along this coastline was, made when Hawaiians,.who became Catholics ,in the 1820s and
'30s, ,were persecuted as image worshipers, jailed, and made to work building roads. From
Honua'uIa to Kabildnui ~dKaupo the road was built by convicts, under the Lua'ehu Laws of
Hoapilima.1bis road ~as built without sledge. hammers or othertools. ,.All that was used
were,bare hands~dtl1e'o'o(digging stick) (Ashdown 19697""1977).;Iloapili, even made his
own SOIl, KaukunaKahekili, arid other chiefs to cutdown ,trees in Kahikinui for having
broken a law. Beginning,atKeone'9'io and going east Jor, several miles ,over a large lava
flow, the Hoapili trail ,is twelve to fifteen feet wide between curbstones.'Much of it covers
the ,original Pi 'ilani trail. In contrastwith the original Pi 'ilanitrail, the HoapiU trail is very
straight for miles, is wider, and is paved with rough ~ 'a lava rubble, rather than water-~om
stones. Wb.eneyer •King ',},WilehamehaID ,went traveling on horseback on his routine visits
ar()1Uld:Maui,probably in'the 1830s,Goverrior Hoaplli had the trail covered -with, thick layers
of pili grass: Much oft¥ original,Pi'ilani trailrem~ns between Keone'oi',olUldHana ~d
beyond, although a great deal of it was, incorporated into modern road construction.'

,)

A'sense that!the SoutheasternMauf Distrlctin the 18008 was well populatea can be
presumed by the letters of misSionaiies,whoes~matec1'thenumber of missionaries .needed on
the basis of the level of the population in a given 'area. The missionary Green described the
need for misSionaries based on an assessment of the extent of the population in each district
in 1834. The conclusion was that Kula, Hana, Honua'ula, Kaupo, and KipahUlu were' well
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populated districts while Kahikinuihad only a few inhabitants. The following is how Green
assessed the population in southeast Maui:
Kula district continuous country, not densely populated, but containing many
inhabitants. Two missionaries needed here.
Honua'ula district: warm' but populous, need two missionaries.
Kahikinuidistrict: small and poor few inhabitants, and scanty -means c:L
living. One vast bed of lava, few inhabitants are obliged to go far into the
C()untry to cultivate their food.
KaupodiStnet: similar in appearanCe to the Kipahulu district, but larger and
more populous. Small vessels frequently anchor here. Missionaries are needed here.
Kipahulu district: rough country, _fertile, and populous. In need' of a two missionary families and a missionary station.
"Hana district: large populous densely inhabited in need of .fourriiissionaries
(Green, Dec. 1835).
The Honua'ula District had 215 readers attending the Missionary School in 1834. A
permanent mission station was established in Hana in 1837. Mission schools were established in 1850 and churches were built in the 1850s and 18608. The first sugar mill in Hana
was established in 1849.

Insect pests, venereal diseases, and epidemiC diseases were brought by sailors on
foreign ships. These diseases decimated the population of HaWaiians, particularly in the rural
districts, because of lack of Western medicine to cure the Western diseases. Many' Hawaiians ,were sick, in need of assistance, and dying because of lack of immunization to·· newly
introduced diseases in east Maui(Green, 1835). In 1844, there was a severe epidemic of
colds. In 1848, a measles epidemic wiped out a third of the population of Hawaiians. In
Kipahulu, in a family of 13 members, 9 died. In 1853, a smallpox epidemic swept through
the Hana District, including Kipahulu and Kaupo and many people died, according to
Hawaiian historian Samuel Kamakau. In Kipahulu in 1857 a woman gave birth to ten
children, but lost all them in childhood to foreign diseases (Kamakau, 1961).
The establishment of ranches in the area contributed to 'the dislocation of 'Hawaiians
from these areas. The ranches bought, leased, or adverse possessed the lands' in' the districts
for raising their cattle. The cattle destroyed the native vegetation and, contributed to 'the
erosion of topsoil into streams and the ocean, undermining the agricultural quality of the land
and reducing the productivity of the ocean.
Santa Ynez Catholic Church dates back to the voyage of I'olani Liholiho, Kamehameha, n, to Europe and the conversion to, Catholicism of a. courtier named'JosephKanui who
studied in France and then returned toMaui to' teach Catholicism.
'
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A shipwrecked Spaniard or Portuguese, Antone. PIcot married a Hawaiian chiefess
and built the'Kahikinui House. Vierra Marciel arrived on Mani 'by shipwreck and married the
sister of Pico's wife who owned what became. Kaupo Ranch.
, In 1837, Catholics who did not convert to ProteStantism were pa'a kaula (tied up
with ropes) at Santa Ynez Church, arrested, and force':marched to Hana and on to Wailuku
for trial. Judge Mahune' could not try them because by'the time they reached the courthouse
in Wailuku the crowd traveling with them had swelled to include 2,000 people. Kamehameha ill granted religious freedom under the first Bill of Right in 1839.
Ka Mahelein 1848' and the Kuleana Act in 1850 established a system of private
property ownership of ail the lands in Hawai'i. 'The Board of Commissioners to Quiet Land
Titles, which was set up under a law passed by the Hawaiian Govemmentln December
1845, began hearing ,testimony on selected claims registered by non-Hawaiians early in 1846.
The division of lands between the King and about 250 chiefs took place between January 27
and March 7, 1848,' and resulted in what is known. as The Mahele Book, in which is recorded
the names of the lands belonging to King Kamehameha III and the names of the chiefs and
the lands that they claimed. At the end of each mahele (division), a phrase was added that
protected the rights of the hoa'aina, who were the farmers living on the, lands (ahupua'a and
'iii) taken as private property by the king and the chiefs.,_
.
On Marchi 1848,the King separatedbis privately owned King's Lands (approximately 980,000 acres) from the Hawaiian Government Lands (approximately 1,500,000
acres). The lands that went.to the chiefs were approXimately 1,600,000 acres. Their claims;
however. were subject application to the Board of Commissioners for a Land Commission
"
'.
Award

to

In the Districts (moku)ofllonua'l.!la,< Kahikinuior Kaupowhen the lands were
divided in the Mahele (division) of 1848, there were a number ofahupua'a (sub-district land
divisions) designated ~. "Government Lands" within these Districts,as indicated in the
Indices of Awards (Office of the Commissioner of PUblic Lands,Temtory of Hawai'i, 1929).
Table 9 shows the government landsy.ohich are locatedin area where the Hawai'i Geothermal Project sea-land transfer stations and transmission line were prOposed.
Lands were 'not awarded to Hawaiian farmers until two and ahaIf'yeats after the
February 14. 1848, deadline for farmers (hoa'aina) to register their claims, and approximatelyone month short of two and a half years after the mahele, or division of lands between the
King and the Chiefs had been completed. When the Kuleana Act wasl'assed in August 1850,
only then did the BOard of Commissioners begin to bear testimony' on.claims registered by
Hawaiian farmers. Based on .the claims .and testimony, the Commissioners awarded' or denied
awards ()f lands directly.to Native Haw~ians. A summary of awarded land for each of the
impacted ahupua'a is shown in Table·l o Summary of Acreage of Land Commission Awards
in Impacted Ahupua'a. These kuleana(privately owned) lands, their acreages, and the
ahupua'a in which they 'arelocated are listed in Table 10 "Land Awards to Native Hawaiians
in the Impacted Districts."
\,,
"
Most of the parcels of lands 'aWarded to Native Hawaiianswerevery small, containing only a few acres, or even fractions of an acre. The notable exceptions to this were the
awards to chiefs which were as follows (Table 11):
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TBble 9. Governmentlanc1sindistricts where HGP was'proposed
Names of lands
Type of land division
District
Kahikinui
Kalihi l a

.Kalili 2a

Kaloi a
Kanaioa
Kaunuahanea '
KUalapaa
Maluaka
Mohopllo 1
Mohopllo2
Mooikia
Mooloaa
.Moomukua
Onaua
Paeahu 1
Paeahu 2
Papaa
Papakaa
Waipao
Kaupo
Kaupo

Ahupua'a
Ahupua'a
Ahupua'a
Ahupua'a
Ahupua'a
Ahupua'a
Ahupua'a,
Ahupua'a
.Ahupua'a
Ahupua'a
Ahupua'a,
Ahupua'a
Ahupua'a
Ahupua'a
Ahupua'a
Ahupua'a
Ahupua'a
Ahupua'a
Ahupua'a
66 Ahupua'a Ka Moku
Na ku oKaupo i koe i keia
Mahele ana

Honua'ula
Honua'ula
Honua'wa
Honua'U1a.
Honua'ula
Honua'ula
Honua'ula
Honua'ula
Honua'ula
Honua'ula'
Honua'ulaHonua'uIa
Honua'ula
Honua'ula
Honua'ula
Honua'uIa
Honua'uIa
Honlia'ula
Honua'uIa
Kaupo
Kaupo

8.Qovernment lands likely to be affected by HOP .and its
transmission line and sea-land transfer stations.
Source: Office of the Commissioner of Public Lands of the Tenitory of'
Hawaii (1929). Indices of Awards made by the Board of
Commissioners to Quite Land TItles in the Hawaiian Islands,
Honolulu Tenitorial Office BuDding.
Note:

There are no "Crown Lands" in Kahikinui Moku,Honua'uIa or
Kaupo.

Table 10. Summary. of acreage of land commission
awards in districts where HGP was proposed
District .
Acreage

Honua'ula
Kaupo District

1,320.95
5,292.32
12,475.70

Total

18,988.97

Kahikinui
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tablel1JThree land commission awards to chiefs
in districts where· HGP was proposed
Ahupua'a or district

Chief/Awardee

Keauhou

Mai
,
Ruth Ke'ekikolani
Kalaimoku

AuwahilKahikinui
Nu 'ulKaupo.

Acreage,
853
5,280
12,140
18,273

Total

SubtraetillgtheLandCommission Awards to chiefs (Table 11) from the total number
of awards in the impaetedahupua'a ofthe threeimpaetedDistricts (Table 10), the remaining
acreage for awards to the hoa'aina, Or Hawaiian farmers, totaled 715.97 acres.
~-,

. ..••

.'

),

._.

••..

-." _ c_

_ . c·'

.

_

Regardless of the parcel sizegraIitedtothem, Native Hawaiians, tenants of an
ahupua'a, retained their traditional mauka':makai access and gathering and fishing rights.
These rights are spelled out in the KuIeana Act of 1850 and are sustained in the Revised
Laws of Hawai'i. They are as follows:
Where the landlords have obtained, or may hereafter obtain, allodial titles to
their lands, the people on each 'oftheir lands shall not. be deprived of the
right -to take firewood, house-timber, aho cord, thatch,' or ki leaf, from the
land on which they live, for their. own private use, but they shall not have a
right to take such articles to sell,for profit. The people shall also have a right
to drinking water, and running water, and the right of way. The springs of
water, running water, and roads shall be free to all,on>alllands granted in
fee simple; provided that this _shall not be applicable to wells and
watercourses, which individuatshave made for their own use" (Haw. Rev.
.
Stat. Section 7-1 (1985).
The following lands were surrendered to the 'government: by the Native Hawaiian
chiefs who had participated in the Mahele of 1848, in lieu of.a commutation fee to the government for the purpose of clearing their.tltles to the remainder of. their awarded land parcels:
Kanahena lands, •in Honua'ula.surrendered by R. Ke 'elikolani
Kukuolu lands 1 .&2; Pualaea and Waiohole .in Kaupo surrendered by M.
K.ekauonohi
Kahikinui lands sulTendefed by Lot Kamehameha.
These land -commutations ,explain in part the large land holdings in the area owned
by thegovemment. ·When the entire distriet of lUhikinuiwasturnedover to the Hawaiian
Homes Commission, the Commissioners elected to lease large acreages to non-Hawaiian
entrepreneurs for. ranching, instead of providing land leases .tothe.· Native Hawaiians, as was
the primary intention of the Act. These leases to non-Hawaiians were intended to provide a
source of funds for the intended beneficiaries.
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Table 12 summarizes the acreage awarded in each ahupua'a of each of the districts
where HOP was proPosed.
.
.
Between 1856 and 1865 government lands were auctioned off and many who had not
received any land were able to· purchase land, if they had enough cash. Table 13 lists
Government land sales (Grants) in Kahi1dnui between 1856 and .1865.
In the area designated District of :Makawao, Honua'ula, there were over 150 government grants. Today, many are still owned by descendants of the families that originally .
bought the land from the Hawaiian Government.

·Table 12. Land commission awards to Native Hawaiians
in the districts of Honua'u1a, Kahikinm and Kaupo

.

where HGP was proposed
Location

Acres
Honua'u1a district

Ka'eo
KaIihi

Kanahena
Kanaio
Keauhou
Keopuili
Mo'oiki '
Mo'oloa
Mo'omuku
Na'u
Na'u1alo
Na'u1una
Paeahu
Palauea
Papa'anui
Wahikuli
Waipao
Total

57.13

o.n

75.81 &Ap7

43.89
923.37
0.25
27.54
30.32
25.53

0.11
0.25
3.64
50.72
73.18

0.12
0.22

8.10
1,320.95
Kahikinui district

Auwahi
Luala'ilua

5,280.00 (Ahupua'a)
12.32

Total

5,292.32 .

,
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Table 12 (continued)

,Kaupo district

Hikiaupea
Kahawai
Kalimaowili
Kualaea
Kukoae'
Kumunui
,Lole
Lolei
Ma'alo
Manawanui
Maniniau
Niumalu
Nu'anu'aloa

10.00
2.48 '
2.00
2.37
4.85
164.15 '

,30.00
7.32,
8.M
13.50
3.56
35.06
6.40
12,140.00 XAhupua'a)

Nu'u

720,

Papauhauiki
Popiwi
Pu'alaea,
PukeauhUlu
Pu'ulani

.

10.65
13.55
6.37

7.ro '

Total

12,475.70

SoW"Ce: Office of the Commissioner of Public Lands of
the Territory of Hawaii. (1929). Indices of
Awards made by, the Board of Commissioners to
Quite Laiid. TItles iritheHawaiian IstaIlds;'
Honolulu TerritOriaIOffice Building.
Table 13. Government grants in Kahikinui between 1856 and 1965
'Grant No.
Grantee .,.Locality
'Ateain acres
Date
,

1978,
2743

'.'

....

~',

.,

Kawahalama
Needham &',

Alena
Manawainui

, 10.00
2,394.()() ,

1856
1861

19.96
96.64
'24.75
,119.00
11.00
.75.37
792.75
11.50'

, J861
., 1861
1862
'1862
1863
1865
, 1865

Cook

2746
,2794
2805,
28242888
2901,
',2986
2988

Maluhia
Kawahinekuewa
Kailo'ilo:i
Helekunibi
Kamaka'ole
Kamaka'ole

Allen'

Kuahine '

Louluapu ',',
Kipapa/\Yaiapea
Kaohu-ild,

KamukulKalnli
Luala'ilua
, KipapaIKaohu
"Manawainuf
'Luala'Uua
<

Source: Index ofGrants, Territory of Hawai'i, 1916:94.

:J861
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Territorial Years

Crown

Control over the Hawaiian Government Lands .and the
Lands was taken by the
Provisional Government that was established in 1893 when the Hawaiian ·monarchy was
overthrown with the assistance of U.S.· military forces. When the RepUblic of Hawai'i was
declared in 1894, these two categories of lands were combined andcolleetively called
"Public Lands." In 1898, "Public Lands" that had not been sold by the Republic of Hawai'i
were "ceded" to the United States of America at time of Annexation.

In 1900, under the Organic Act, most of these "Ceded Lands" were turned over to the
Territory of Hawai'i to administer; however, some of the "Ceded Lands" were retained by
the United States Government, primarily for use of the U.S. military and Coast Guard. Table
14lists the Ceded Lands on the.Island of Maui in the Districts of Honua'ula and Kabildnui,
as reported by the Governor of the TeIritory of Hawai'i in 1901 to the Secretary of the U.S.
.
Department of Interior.

Table 14. List of "Ceded Lands" on the island of Maui,
districts of Honua'ula and Kahikinw
Districts and AhUpua'a
Honua'ula:
Kanaio
Papaka
Kualapa
Kanahena
Onau
Papa'anui
Kahikinui
Source:

Acres
7,600
. 300

400
1,000
600
4,500

25,000

Report ofthe Governor of the Territory of
Hawai'i, 1901.

The Governor's report described the Honua'ula lands as "Rocky grazing," and the
Kahikinui lands as "Grazing land." There had already been one lease (Lease No. 430) on
Kanaio that had expired. The District of Kahikinui was under a lease as of Sept 1, 1900, at
the time of the report Annual rental was $3,010, and the lease was due to expire in February
1906. It is obvious that the Governor's Report is incomplete.
.

In 1959, the lands that had not been sold by the Territory of Hawai 'j were turned over
to the new State of Hawai 'j by the U.S. Government, with the exception of those lands that
were retained by the U.S. Government, including land occupied by U.S. military, Coast
Guard. and the U.S. National Parks.
.
At the turn of the century, Honua'ula was described .asbeing rich with pili-grass,
tobacco, cotton, 'ilima,. native plants, and· trees, such as noni and kukui, in the early 1900s
(Ashdown, 196~1977).
-

E.S. Craighill Handy did his field study of southeast Maui in 1934 and described the
'
following ecological changes due to cattle ranching:
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In Honua'ula (red earth), as in Kaupo and Kahikinui,the forest zone was
formerly much lower and.·rain .more ab~dant before the introduction of cattle..
The usual·. forest zone plants were cultivated in the lower uplands .above the
inhabited area. Despite two recent lavaflows,;wbich erupted in about 1750,
the eastern .and coastal. portions of Honua'ulawere thicldypopulated.by
Hawaiian planters until recentyeJlI's.A number of families yvhose men are
employed at 'Ulupalakua Ranch have homes near the ranch house. About
these native homes a little dry .taro is .cultivated.

Ulupalakua Ranch was started in the mid-nineteenth century by Charles McKee. The
ranch was originally called Rose Ranch because of the· roses Makee had planted on the
terraced gardens around his house.· Ownership. of the ranch passed through Jllany hands and in
1963 was sold to the current owner, C. Pardee Erdman, Jor$3.5 million. Comprising 30,000
acres, .the ranch stretches from the sea•.·at Makena.up ·to the. 6.500-foot level of Haleakala.
The main. landing for the ranching operations .' was· at.·Makena. At Makena there was a small
landing ,and visiting ships used to.moor offshore. King Kalakaua went almost every year with
a whole entourage and spent two to three- weeks. At that time shopping was done in Kihei via
horse and buggy or horse and wagon,. as there. was just. a trail before the road was built. The
estimated population from Kanahena and Keone'o'iowas 10,000 people at the beginning of
the century.
.
,

A reporter ~th the Hawaiian Gazette who. traveled to Kaupo in 1910 wrote the
following description of life in the area:
AtKaupoareto be found Hawaiians living industriously and contentedly, as
they· do in the few places on the Islands which one has to go off the beaten
track to reach. Sweet potatoes are largely grown and they have to take the
place of poi. of which there is none here. There are plenty of fish, however,
and some of the finest opihis procurable anywhere. There are several grass
houseS here and the. garden of'eyery, house .is overrun with geraniums, carnations and beautiful roses. A fine new schoolhouse is being built here to trOvide for the large number of children in the district. This evening a single
party. gaily decorated with leis. is going from house to houseserenadi~g
(!!~ai~ Gazette, September 6. 1910: 6)~

The reporter 8ls0senthis~ory. to the Pacijic ComrnercilflAdvert!serWhiCh ran the
report as a series of articles on SeptemberS and 9. 1910. The September 9 article carried a
description ofthelivingconditionsof Hawaiians who lived betv;eenthe new schoolhouse
and theKauPoOap~ Jt described the traditional .houses. that the reporter observed '. along the
\Vay. as W~ll as the types offQOds cultivated arid aniDl81sraised by< the native Hawaiians of.
the district. Problems that the native'Hawaiians had\Vith, marketing the fruit were also identified in this article:
. It is .nearly two IrrlleSfromthe .scho()l-house to ¥arciel's'house, the trail
running past severalpohaku ;bouses,grass ,thatched. and all-grass .houses. The
occupants raise pigs and sweet potatoes and working aUttle and resting a
great deal, appear to drift in from day to day happily.enough.
All take.a tum at fisbing at times and the' toothsome aweoweo is so· abundant
hereabouts that.it .helps out the commissary problem materially during the
.
moonlight season.
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Excellent oranges and limes are grown at Kaupo, the former being sWeet and
finely flavored. The Kaupoans couId eammany a dollar by shipping their fruit
to Honolulu, coUId they rely onareguIar steamer. As it is impossible tell
when a steamer is going to call. The steamer Claudine used to call here regu1arly once a month but· the ·service .was discontinued· last July, the steamer
now going direct from Hana to Hawai'iand return.
Several shipments of limes and oranges Jrom here have rotted on the wharf
waiting for a steamer to call. The Kaupo people suffer in another way by lack
of a regular· steamer service. Many of them order their housellold supplies
from Honolulu and are often reduced to famine rations as far as some of the
necessities of life are concerned (P. C.A , September 9, 1910: 9).
This account provided some backgroUnd on the way of life for Kaupo Hawaiians. The
men worked on the ranch but also engaged in subsistence farming and fishing to supplement
their wages. In 1922,Maunupau and Emory made the following observations·about Kaupo:
. Kaupo· is indeed a green land and so is Hana. They look so open and pleasant
to live in because the wind is'a1ways blowing. The coast is good to look at
and fine for inshore fishing. The whole of Kaupo faces West Hawaii. Looking
upward one sees the majestic Haleakala mountain, the Kaupo Gap and many
small waterfalls (Kuo/co'a, June·l~ 1922).
In 1934, almost the entire area was ranch land. Hawaiians who lived in Kaupo at that
time worked for the ranch yet still raised sweet potatoes for home consumption (Handy,
1940).

.

Nu'u was also an ahupua'a of Kaupo. It had a sandy beach and a landing from which
cattle were shipped. The ranch also used the landing to transport horse feed. The residents
also kept their canoes there for fishing. In' 1922, Maunupauand Emory observed five Hawaiian households in the area and reported:
When we came to level land, that was Nu'u proper. It is a seaport and cattle
is shipped from here. This was a landing place for fishermen in the olden
days and even down to the present. There are about five houses at Nu'u and
the .inhabitants are all Hawaiians (Kuoko'a, June 20, 1922: 24).

Mrs. Marciel, an informant to Mary Kawena FUkui in the 19608, was bom and raised
in Kaupo, near Nucu. She explained that her. family .planted sweet potatoes there .during the
rainy season when the earth was soft.· They used the planting enclosures left behind by the
ancient Hawaiians. They planted the piko variety which bore potatoes in four, five, or six
months, and the mohiki variety which took several months to bear but lasted for severaI.
months out of the ground. Her family also planted the ipu 'awa'awa (calabash gourds) and
pumpkins at Nu'u.The sweet potato, gourd, and pumpkin plants bear well in dry land and
flourished at Nu'u. The people of the·district also wove hats, using the·nanakusedge as well
as the iwa stalk· for material.3S
.

3SJosephine Marciel,interviewedby Mary Kawena Pukui, May 3, 1960, Kaupo,Maui, AudioRecording Collection, Anthropology Department, Bishop Museum. #85.7.
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Nu'u Bay has a black-stone beach. The Hawaiians used the stones for weighting their
nets with palu (bait). It was a fiat weight placed in a bag and wrapped in such a way that it
had the sweet potato peelings inside the bag and,oovered the bag"roUed and twisted it and
laid it in the net. They also used pumpkin, squash,ipu,and sweet potato bait. They would
make sour potato~mash which looked like a. big pudding. They kept the liquid part, fermented
it, and drank it as liquor.'J:'b.ere 'Was a cave with a'Wate1'well in front if it. There .was also a
Hawaiian house there. Beach equipment was stored there.
.

as

Pbotosrecord that Hawaiians in malo (loincloth) launched canoes in the bay. The
fishingbouses consisted of Japanese-style skiffs with long nets. People that lived there were'
part of. a hui (cooperative). They fixed nets, madefioaters, and made salt. Nu'u 'Was also
famous for holoholo he'e,. which.is a . verybig·squidthathasshortlegs and large· body. The
ubu would come inschoolstumingthesea,redbeyondthe bay, and everybody would just
hook them. As many as ,30 people would gooutfisbing at a time. Someone on shore would
start a fire and ntake coffee. It:w~avery happytime.Ubu is ,a fish that Hawaiians like to
eat ftesb. It also meant that, even before the fishing 'Was over, they would start loading these
fish on donkeys and trying to get mauka andliterallyJust give the fish away. That is the way
they lived. When there was something, everybody"shared. There was more use of hukilau'
nets in those times. In· Kaupo, the' population was about 480. Afterward, there was a mass
evacuation of young people. By 1942, all the young men were drafted. Once they were in the
service, they had habits that could not be taken back to Kaupo.

a

,)
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In the 19308 Kahildnui was described as an arid land, scarred by the most recent fiow
from Haleakala in 1750. As early.as 1922, Maunupau and Emory described the district as
cattle raising country. They wrote:

Many cattle roamed from the plains to the places near the beaches. Here and
there were·the drinking troughs made· for the cattle. The water came here
from Kula in pipes. The road. we took was winding, going this way.and that,
up hill and down, sometimes on·the edges of the cliffs along the coast with
.the sea dashing up against the base .of the cliff and down into a· valley.. with a
stream bed but no water (Kuoko'a, July 6, 1922: 24).
By the time that Handy visited Kahikinui in 1934, it was uninhabited due to the
impact of cattle ranching in the.district. He noted that, "Now the district is almost wholly
ranch land. In the lowlands of Kaupo Hawaiians were still planting sweet potato in 1934."
The population of the Hana district in 1930 was 2,436 of which 1,177people were
Hawaiians, accounting for 48% percent of the population. In Kaupo and Kabikinuithe total
population was 185, of .which ·160 people . were Hawaiian, accounting for a percentage· of
86% (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1930).
Table 15. Population of south Maui in 1930

District Hawaiian
HanaTown
Kipahulu
KaupolKahildnui
Source:

Total Population

Number Hawaiian

1,585
147

536
118

185

160

Percent
34

80
86

United States Bureau of the Census, Fifteenth Census of the United States:
1930, Occupation Statistics Hawaii.

It has long been acknowledged that the United States of America has, since 1898,
owed a trust responsibility to the people of Hawai'i for having accepted approximately 1.8
million acres of their lands with the understanding that these lands were to be held in trust
for the beneficiaries, the people of the Hawaiian Islands, including the Native Hawaiians.
Since statehood in 1959, the State of Hawai'i has been the trustee, a responsibility that it
took on when the "Ceded Lands" were given to the new State of Hawai'i by the U.S.
Government.
In 1920, homesteadingfor Native Hawaiians was proposed because of the fact that
Hawaiians have strong, long-standing legal rights to lands that had been illegally taken from
them and "ceded" to the United States of America by the illegal Republic of Hawai'i ·as an
inducement for the United States to annex the Hawaiian Islands. Among the lands selected
to be included for the purpose of homesteading by Hawaiians under the Hawaiian Home
Lands Act were 22,809 acres in the Kabikinui District. However, instead of settling Hawaiians on this land, it was leased to non-Hawaiians for cattle ranching.

I

)
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Contemporary Period
Although there have been major changes in population size and composition over the
past 50 years in many parts of Maui,changehas been relatively slow in certain parts of
South Maui (e.g., Hana). Most of the changes have occurred within the last 10 years, especially in the Makawao district (makai and mauka) due to tourism and subdivision development.These changes have accounted for demographic shifts related to a decline in the
percentage of Native Hawaiians and an increase in the Caucasian population. The population
of the Hana district in 1930 was 2,436, of which 1,177 or 48% were Hawaiians. In Kaupo and
Kahildnui the total population was 185, of which 160..or 86% were Hawaiian (U.S. Census
Bureau, 1930).
.
There were 1,895 people (683inHana town) and 589 households in the Hana census
division in 1990 (U.S. Census Bureau, 1990) (Table 16). The .median age of Hana residents
was 31.1 years. Between 1980 and 1990, Hana experienced an increase of 33.2% in its
resident population. This was less than that experienced in the Makawao district (43%) and
less than the county-wide rate of 45%, but much higher than the statewide growth rate of
15% (Office of .State Planning, .1992). Residents living within the Hana district were
predominantly Hawaiian; In 1990, the Hawaiian population accounted for 47.8% (about the
samelevel as in the 1930), the Caucasian population 38.9%, and the Filipino 4.0% (Table
16). In the Makawao-Mauka census division, the. Hawaiian population was 8.2%, and in
Makawao-Makai the Hawaiian population was 4.9 "in 1990 (Table 16). In 1990, Hawaiians in
Maui County comprised 13.5% of the population. '
The land area

hi Hana 18467 sqtiare kilo~bters (kmi ) and tIie gross population den-2

sity per kID 2 in 1990 was a low 4.1 persons. The land area in Makawao-mauka is 448 kID
and the population density was 12.3 persons per km 2. The land area in Makawao-makai is
234 km2 and the population density was 10.7 persons per km2•
,
.

Most of the South Maul District does not have mUnicipal water service. Municipal
water service Is available 'in 'the resort coastal area from Kihei to Makena and 'in tbeuplands
from Keokea in Kula to 'Ulupalakua Ranch in Honua'ula.Hawaiians at '.Kanaio and
Kahildnui use rainwater catchment systems or haul in water and ice from other areas. Kaupo
is rich of stream water. Electricity is available in Honua'ula, but serves only some parts of
Kanaio. It is not available at Kahikinui. There is only one road across the South Maui
District--thePi~i1ani,mghwayconnecting 'U1upalakuaRanch toKaupo,all the~ay to Hana.
lbisioadis notconsidered.a viable commuter trafficaltemativebecause ins a combination
of A.C~ pavement,' gravel and'unpavedsections, and narrows to a single lane in' various
places (Office of StateP1annin~, 1992). However, ~e llighway is being improved with new
conCrete bodges across gulches. Hana'is sen-eel by a smlill .airport and is provided with basic

infrastructUre.
,

(.
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Major conservation areas include the Haleakala National Park; the Kula, Makawao,
Kahikinui, Kipahulu, and Hana Forest Reserves; and the 'Ahild-Kina'u,La Perouse BayKanaloa Point and Kanaio conservation areas.' The rest of the South Maui District is zoned
agriculture with ranching as 'the predominan.tactivity. Major tourist resorts are located in the
nearby urban districts of Wailea and Makena ··and to a smaller extent in, Hana. Hawaiians
find ~ork ill all the employment sectors in to\Vll.Entploymentopportunities are in the areas
of ranching, tounsm, commercial' fisbirig, government, 'and construction. ,Retirees often supplement fixed incomes by engaging in subsistence fishing, hunting, planting, and gathering
activities. Some are homesteading on their own lands.
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Table 16. Resident population 1980 and 1990j land area and densitYt 1990
Census tract

Land area
(Ian2)

1980

1990

Percent
change

Population
density (lan2)

Hana 301

1,423

1,895

33.2

467.31

4.1

Makawao
Mauka
303.01

3,850

5,525

435

448.37

12.3

Makawao
Makai
303.02

1,227

2,496

103.4

234.08

10.7

SoUrce: U.S. Census Bureau, 1990.

. Table 17. Resident population by race 1990 (Percent distribution) •.
CenSus
tract

All
races

White

Hana 301

100

38.9

0.4

0.8

3.3

4.0

Makawao
Manka
303.01

100

34.7·

02

0.4

2.8

Makawao
Makai
303.02

100

81.0

0.6

0.5

1.0

Black

Amer.

Chin·

Haw

All
others

3.4

47.8

1.4

3.4

18.0

82

22

52

49

4.6

2.2

Filip

Jpn

Indian

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 1990..

Table 18. Resident population by age and sex by census tract 1990 .
Census tract

Total

Under 18
years

18 to 64 years

Hana 301

1,895

641

1,079

175

111.3

Makawao
Mauka
303.01

5,525

1,507

3,348

670

100.6

Makawao
Makai .
303.02

2,496

468

1,727

301

104-.6

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 1990.

65 years and over

Males per
100 females
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Ranching has .been .blamed .for .many .of the district's environmental. problems.·' In
Kahikinui, two' ranch owners raised as many as JO,OOO cattle and 3,OOO-S,OOOgoats for 60
y~ars whicbhavebeen blamed for· causing damage to nativeflora.as well as to ancient
Hawaiian temples. and gravesites. Ranching operations took' over land previously owned by
Hawaiian families. Some Hawaiians left the area and were not aware of it when .the ranchers
took their landsthrOl1gh the process of "quiettitle" or "adverse possession."
i'A number ofHawaiians living in the district ,are tied to ranching, activities. Some
have been employed as paniolo (cowboys) or are children of former. ranch employees: As
employees; they received ranch ,housing and lived 'in communities dominated by this sector
of the economy. Although large tracts of land belonging to the ranches 'were off-limits to
Hawaiian residents and settlers, a number of Hawaiian families lived around them and gravitated towards employment opportunities proVided by the ranches. Seasonal community activities and feasts brought,families from various localities; all· the way from ranches in Kaupo
and Kipahwu to'UlupalakuaRanch.People across· tegions,generations, . and lineages had
the .oppOrtunityto meet'rand intermingle during .the long weekend events in June or July.
Activities included a,rodeo, nightly feasts, hula dancing, singing, and music. Food was
brought in· and'cooked on wood stoves.,

)

Many place names in the South MauiDistIict are associated with mythology, deities
(such as Pele), legendary ancestors, ancient navigators. and noted events· and kings. Place
names•describe the .geomorphologic character; of places, Significance, ,sacredness .and mana
(spiritual power), subsistencel'esources aVailable in thearea,.and habitations and settlement
characteristics. Names of temples and other, man-madestrueturesrevea1 their purpose and
use, such as cultivation,and fishing.) Placernames,are also ,used to recognize landmarks for
orientationandfinding'off-shore.fishing grounds.
'Ahihi-Kina'u and Kanaio Natural Area Reserves (NAR)
The "Ahihi-Kina'u Natural Area Reserve encompasses 2.052 acres in Honua'ula,
Makawao.. It runs from" Ahihi Bay to;,LaPerouseBay .and includes all Cape Kina'u and is
intersected by the MakenaKeone '0 'io:Government Road..Part 1., of the ReserveincIudes portions of the Government Land orOnau, Kanahena, KUalapaand Kalihi and encompasses a
gross area of, 1245.50 acres.Part,2·of the Reserve includes .submerged lands fronting
Moomuku,Onau,Kanahena,. Kualapa and' Kalihi containing an area ·of 807.40 acres (Departtnent,of Accounting and General Services, 1973).
.
..

.,

......

'.: .

.,:-

!The Natural Area Reserve iincllldes the following .significant coastal. reserve. sub:areas (Maciolek,:1973):'
;.
.
Pris~ne' and representative.. shallow water~osystem with. dense
:}.; and·· diverse ·bottom··.·community,·.Particularly·thestony.corals.. and •the slate .pencil
urchins. Because of the manywater,rock·contaets, inter.;tidal fauna is rich: .The
protected inshore system of the bay and cape with their diversity of flora'and fauna·
. can· act. asa·gene pool' reserve·inwhichreproduetion and development can occur.

1. ..... Marine Reserve.

. 2 . Lava Flow Reserve; •Cape fKina·u 'repreSents the last incident of active volcanism on'
Maui, . formed around. 1790. It contains native vegetation' in. kipUka (open areas
surrounded by lava) such as Hawaiian caper, Naio, Wlliwili, Nehe, Pili grass.
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TidepooI and Pond Reserve. Irregular porous lava provides another class of aquatic
ecosystems intermediate between open seashore and freshwater. Biota in these
systems varies with the degree of salinity. Near-shore ponds are marine-like, showing
. algae, invertebrates and fishes.· Progressing inland, fewer and more unusual· species
are present. Fishes and marine algae disappear and two species of crustaceans, the
endemic small red shrimp or 'Opae'ula (Halocaridina RubIa) and an alphaeid shrimp
(Metabetaeus lohena), known only from tbree other localities in the Pacific, appears.
Many ponds contain. the bleu, a·green alga Microcoleus· vaginatus, and the .aquatic
phanerogam, Ruppiamaritima. 1he Cape Kina'u ponds represent the only extensive
habitat for this uncommon species on MauLWater birds such as the Ae'o (Hawaiian
stilt), sanderlings, curlews; plovers, turnstone, and migratory ducks have been
observed in the larger open ponds.

Forty-two acres of La Perouse Bay/'Ahiki"Kina'u .Natural Area· Reserve are proposed
to be rezoned from agriculture to conservation to be consistent with the. NARsdesignation.
The proposed transmission line Will cut through the northern side of the 'Ahihi"Kina'u Natural
. Area. Reserve at Kana.hena on government .lands and will be within close.proximity of
several government grants on the northern side of the transmission'line (Office of State
Planning, 1992).
.
The Kanaio Natural Area Reserve includes 876 acres of land in Kanaio and
Makawao on both sides·of the· Pi 'Hani· Highway. The mauka section, or Parcel A,. includes
595 acres and the makai section, or Parcel B, includes 281 acres. It contains a 50-foot road
right-of-way in favor of the State of Hawai'i located on the mauka side ofthePi'iIani
Highway. This area is designated a reserve .because it contains many rare and endangered
native plants. It is also in the state conservation· district. The proposed transmission· line
would cut through the Kanaio Natural Area Reserve running along the makai side of the
Pi'llani Highway.
Natural Area Reserves are unique areas that are designed to beproteeted from
encroachment, alteration, and development. They are. under the control and management of
the State of Hawai'i, Department of Land and Natural Resources. Permitted activities are
restricted to hiking, nature study, bedroll camping Without tent, and hunting of game mammals and birds subject to hunting rules. Prohibited activities are those that affect plant and
animal life; the introduction of plant and animal life; actions that impact any geological,
paleontological feature, or substance; any historic or prehistoric remain; and those activities
that damage existing notice, markers or structure. Special-use permits may be issued to conduct activities, otherwise prohibited for research, education, management, .or for any other
purpose consistent With Chapter 195, Hawai'i Revised Statutes (Department of Land and
Natural Resources, 1981).
ASSESSMENT OF SITE AND DIS1RICT SIGNIFICANCE FOR NOMINATION TO
THE NATIONAL REGISTER OF mSTORIC PLACES
The assessment of the significance of a site or a district is based upon guidelines
developed to be consistent With the·criteria listed in 36 CFR, Part 60, of the NHPA and pubIishedin a number of documents produced on the National Park service including the
foIIowing:
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•

National Park Service.,n.d ""Guidelines for, Evaluating and Documenting Traditional
Cultural Properties National Register Bulletin No. 38. U.S. Department of the
Interior, and '

•

National Park Service. n.d. GuidelineslorEvaluating and Doc~ntingRural Historic
Landscapes National R~gister Bulletin No. 30. U.S. Department of the Interior.
,

'

Eligibility 'to the National' Register' in~olves the following steps and assessments
(NRB No. 38, n.d:9-16):
Step 1: Determinewhether the entity isa tangible property (district, site, building, struc'
ture, or object.
Step 2: Determine whether 'the pr6pertyexhibits integrity of location, design, setting,
materials, workmanship,feeling, and association (integral relationship to traditional cultural practices or beliefs and integrity of conditions of the property such
that the relevant relationship survives). ' ,
Step 3: Evaluatetbe property with reference to ~e National Register criteria. The
criteria for eligibility for nomination to the National Register of Historic Places
are NRB No.8, n.d.: 11-12):
Criterion (a):

Association with events 'making a significant contribution to
the broad pattern of our history.

Criterion (1)):

Association With theUves of persons significant in our past.

Criterion (c-l): "

Embodiment.of distinctive characteristics of a ,type, period,
.
or method of consttucti6n.

Criterion (c-2):

Re~entative

Criterion (c-3):

Possession of high artistic values.

Criterion (c-4):
Criterion (d):

of the workof a master.

. Representative of asignificaIlf anddistinguishabl~ entity
whose components may lack indiVidual distinction.
History of'. yielding, "or potential to ',yield,lnformation
,
important in prehistory. or history. .

Adilitionally'thenOmination ,to, tbeHawai 'i .state Register' of 'llistoricPlaces
includes:
. , . ,
Criterion (e):·

Historical and cultural value. to a ,parti&ilar',ethnic group
(e.g. Native Hawaiians).

,Step4:Determinewhether any oftbe National Register Criteria considerations (36 CFR
Part. 60.4) makes the property ineligible.1beintent here is to eliminate ethnocentric bias (NRB,n.d.: No. 38:12-1~).
' . .
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Consideration A:

Ownership by religious institution or use .for .religious
purposes (avoid historical significance on the basis of
religious doctrine).

Consideration B:

Relocated properties.

Consideration C:

Birthplaces and graves (of famous persons).

Consideration D:

Cemeteries.

Consideration E:

Reconstruction (reconstructed properties).

Consideration F:

Commemoration (properties constructed to commemorate a
traditional event or person.

Consideration G:

Significance achieved within the past SO years.

The guidelines .of National Register Bulletin No. 38 also point out that the Western
distinction between religion and culture does not exist among. indigenous societies. Thus,
many indigenous properties and sites may still be eligible even if they are proPerties which
are characterized by considerations "A" to "Q". The follOWing are additional factors to
consider in determining that a site is, in fact, eligible for consideration:
Properties used for seeking supernatural visions, collecting medicinal plants, or carrying out ceremonies are not only religious but are also intrinsic to the continuation
of the culture of a people.
Association of properties with religious history or religious persons when there is
scholarly and secular recognition.
Retention of intrinsic value even when relocated: canoes, petroglyph stones, totems,
etc.
-

Birthplaces and burial places which have assumed significance as centerpieces of
cultural identification.
A cultural property left unused for a lengthy period of time may again be used or
reconstructed within the last SO years.

In addition, such properties will qualify if they are integral parts of districts that do
meet the criteria or if they fall within certain additional categories such "as architectural,
artistic, historic distinction; association with historical persons or events; uniqueness of the
site; reconstructed structure as part of a restoration master plan; symbolic value or historic
significance; and has exceptional importance (if developed within the past SO years) (NRB
No. 30, page 20).
The .National Register Bulletin No. 30 prOVides guidelines for"" evaluating and
documenting rural historic landscapes. A sample 'survey form (page ·11) proposed a format by
which panoramic pictures and site specific pictures are keyed to their geographical location
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in a topographic· map. The form lists information on land use category by percentages of use
'
and land use activity by type and boundary demarcation.

B.unetin No. 30 suggests
include:

~t

the documentation of landscape characteristics should

land use activip.es and their features
patterns of spatial organizations
response to the natural environment
cultural traditions
circulation networks
boundary demarcation
vegetation related to land use
building, structures, and objects
.,
clusters, such as villages, ranches and harbors
archaeological' sites, .and
small scale· elements.'

,
In July 1993, the Hawai'j State Legislature established a task force to develop specific criteria for designating certain sites, scenes,Jmd landscapes as cultural landscape districts; 'specify activities and uses that are. consistent· with the·· designation of certain sites,
scenes, and landscapes as cultural landscape 'districts; and develop specific procedures to
definecertainsites,scenes, and landscapes as cultural landscape districts. The report, submitted in January 1994,developed Jnitialdescriptionsanddefinitions of cultural landscapes
within the context of Hawai'i. According to the report,cuIturallandscapes are geographically
definable areas possessing 'asignificant ~ concentration, .linkage , ' or continuity of landscape
componetits(i.e., vegetation, buildings and structures, archaeological sits,roadsandtrails,
waterways, :religious and •natural features and resources) wbichareunited byhl:1IDanuse .and
past 'events and/or aesthetically by plan or physicaldevelopment',1bese landscapes clearly
show the results 'of human occupancy and transformations ,of the hand or mind. Examples' of
such landscapes included:
'
1.

Abandoned Native Hawaiian Villages or agricultural ,systems such as at Kaunalu·on
Lanai or Ohikilolo-Kea'auon O'ahu;

2

Taro producing areas such as Hanalei on Kaua'i, Waipi'o Valley on the island of
'Hawai 'i; iKe 'anaeor Honokohau," both. on the jsland. of Maui;

3.

Expanses of land devoted to sugar cultivation such as the Hamakua Coast on the
island of Hawai'i or the south shore of Kaua'i;
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4.

Ranches such as Ulupalakua and Hana ranches onMaui, the Parker and Gieenwell
ranches on the island of Hawai'i; .

5~

Areas related to fishing activities such
of Hawai'i;

6.

as the village of Miloli'iar KaLae on the island
.

Religious and legendary sites such as Mokapu Peninsula and MountOlomana on
O'ahu, lao Valley on Maui, and Kilauea on the island of Hawai'i;

7. Fishponds, such as those which line the southern shore of Moloka'i;
8. Traditional gathering. areas, such as mauka and valley areas which ,contain native
plants, and shoreline areas, including reefs and beyond, that support traditional ocean
resources;
9. Entire islands, such as Moloka'i.
The County of Maui is currently conducting a study of the Ke'anae-Wailua district to
develop an initial typology of the features, activities, and components that make up a Hawaiian cultural landscape.
In the present study, the details of historical and contemporary cultural significance
and uses of the sites and cultural landscapes identified for consideration for nomination to
the Historic Sites Register is contained in the ethnohistories and summaries of informant interviews for each district Exhibits are on file in the Deparatment of Urban and Regional
Planning, University of Hawai'i, care of Dr. Luciano Minerbi.,1bey depict panoramic pictures and U.S.G.S. topographic maps 1:24,000 for each change of landscape scenery and
district in the study area.

A detailed'study for the. actual compilation of Nationa! Register Forms goes beyond
the funding and scope of this study and requires greater coordination in a subsequent research phase .between cultural experts, archaeologists, and ·botanists. It also requires an expansion of the study area to the entire district, particularly for the archaeologists and the
explicit funding of a physical-culturallandscape field study assessment
Such a study for nomination of the sites in Puna and Southeast Maui to the National
and State Registers for Historic Places should include additional input from Native Hawaiian
groups and organizations, in addition to input from experts and line agencies. Native Hawaiians can establish the significance for their own culture, the type and level,of protection they
find 'appropriate in consideration to outside encroachment .and development ·pressure, and
their own need to use and access the site for cultural and subsistence practices.
Puna'
Historic Sites
The National and State Registers of Historic Places already list the following sites for
the district of Puna:
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•.10-62':5503

Puna-Ka'uHistoricDistrict, Hawai'i Volcanoes National Park, District
with multiple sites
. 10~46-2529 MacKenzie Petroglyphs
10-46-2530 King's Highway
10..55-7384 'Opihikao Evangelical Church Residence
10':55-10,922 Ala LOa (Puna.District) ...•.
10-55:-11,33~ KeauOhana~upua'a Archaeological District, District with multiple sites

The companion.archaeological report (Burtchard and Moblo 1994) provides a listing
of known archaeological sites in the three Geothermal Resource Subzones in Kapoho, Ka:maili, and Kilauea (Table 2, pp. 15"':'18 of that report).

(3),
(5)
(5)
(9)

Site 2501
Site 2500
IARII 94-2
Site 5245

(10)
(11)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(20)

IARII94-12

(21).
(22)
(23) IARII 94-4
(23) tARn 94-5
(24) IARII 94-15
(26) IARII.94-7
(27) IARII' 94:-10
(28) . IARII . 94~ 13
(29) IARII 94~14
~-_'

'Kapoho.··Petroglyphs
KuId'i Heiau
Pu'u Kuki'i Cyst
:Kaholua oKahawali holua slide
holuaslide
lava tube sinkhole
Wilke's Trail of 1840
Heiheiahulu Mounds
Kaimu' Trail ;
'Middle Lava 1\1be Cave
Southern Lava 1\100 Cave
Northern unnamed. trail
Pu 'ulena Crater
Malama.Burial Cave
Hale~na
Ctater
.
Bryson's Cinc1erKit kipuka
.' 'rileaw Lava Tube
Upper KailnuCave. .
Pu'u .Kauka .' Kipuki'"
.

{

Kapoho
Kapoho
Kapoho
Kapoho
Kapoho
Kapoho
Kilauea
Kilauea
Kilauea
.Kilauea
,.:Kilauea
Kilauea
Kapoho
Kapoho
Kapoho'
Kamaili
Kamaili
Kilauea
. Kilauea

': t

Dr. Greg Burtehardemphasized thalthearChaeoiogici\l survey ofthe three subzones
was inadequate because of limited resources, limited time, Jimited scope ofthe ~ey, arid
lack of access to certain private lands within the subzones. No subsurface excavation was
conducted.
..

Puna. jn!ormants ,in our.,survey' (Chapter 3) .identifiedimportaIit historic sites which
are .markedon the Mapoffuna (Figure 2)..Thesiteswhic:h were j~ntified within one of the
three geothermal resourcesubzones ,were ,referred to theJU'chaeology team. of International
Archaeological Research Associates for examination. The other sites, outside of the geothermalsubzones, would deserve examination and assessmentshould.there be plans to exploit a
geothermal resource outside, of the geothermal' resource subzones.
.
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A "Working List of Archaeological Sites in Puna, Hawai'i" was provided to our
research team by Holly McEldowney _of the State Historic Preservation Division. She
explained that the list is a print-out of sites that~e currently .entered lntothe Division's
computerized inventory for Puna. It only includes sites that were in the hanging inventory
files and those compiled for McEldowney's 1979 report which covered those portions of Puna
north of Kapoho. A number of sites in the hanging inventory files· which have since been
destroyed by lava are not indicated on the list. The list does not include the numerous sites
recorded in Hawai'i Volcanoes National Park, sites locatedduring contractstudies south of
Kapoho, -and ·most siteS -located during contract studies after 1978. The list is -attached as
AppendixE.
Historical Cultural Landscape
The 25,700 acre Puna Forest Reserve, including the 6,500 acres of the former Wao
Kele 0 Puna Natural Area Reserve, qualifies for consideration as a historic cultural landscape.
Extensive historical and contemporary subsistence and cultural uses including bunting, gathering, and cultivation were revealed in -the literature reviewed and in the informant
interviews which were. conducted. There is an unbroken continuity in'hunting and gathering
in this forest for subsistence and cultural use. The uses are -indicated on the Map of Puna
(Figure 2 ) . '

.

The Puna Forest Reserve is the largest remaining expanse of lowland tropical rainforest in Hawai'i. Other lowland forest areas in Puna. have been displaced by the timber
industry at the turn of the 20th century, sugar plantations, and the commercial cultivation of
coffee and papaya. The fact that it is one of the· few remaining forest areas in Puna where
subsistence hunting -and gathering can be conducted increases its current cultural use value.

There are specific sites situated within the Puna Forest Reserve which would need to
be further excavated. One of the most significant historic properties are lava tubes which
were used for refuge during times of war, as burial places, and as places of worship. The
1991 report, "Survey of Lava Tubes in the Former Puna Forest Reserve and on Adjacent
State of Hawai'i Lands" by Holly McEldowney and Fred .Stone documents the features and
artifacts discovered in lava tubes within the Puna .Forest Reserve. It further substantiates the
basis for qualifying the Puna Forest Reserve as a historic cultural landscape.
The Wao Kele 0 Puna was set aside as a Natural Area Reserve by the Board of
Land and Natural Resources in 1978 until 1987. We have attached the documentation which
was submitted to qualify the area as a Natural Area Reserve as Appendix -.F This provides
additioIlal information about the resources 'of the forest which are -available for'subsistence
and cultural purposes.
The Puna Forest Reserve is part of the Kilauea ecosystem. It. is dominated by four
species of the 'ohi'a lehuatree. It has evolved in the midst of continuous volcanic activity..
The result is that the -Kilauea volcanic forest lsa mosaic of ecosystems of varied.ages .and
development, shaped by periodic lava flows and rapid forest regeneration. Typically, a lava
flow,associated with the Hawaiian volcallic goddess Pele, will cover over much of a given
area, but leave smaIl islands of forest life known as "kipuka" which serve as seed bankS to
the new lava flows. Within days' of -the new lava -cooling, the healing process, associated
with the Hawaiian deity Hi'iaka, will begin with a light rain of seeds and spores from the

l
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adjacent forest and' kipuka.Primary, succession on fresh lava is a process nearly exclusively
reserved to native species.. The ,first plants" to. take hold are lichen, ferns" shrubs, and most
importantly the 'ohi'a which is the ecologically pivotal species, the primary link between the
Kilauea lavas and the living landscape. The wet nature of Wao Kele 0 Puna diminishes the
extent of ,disturbances due to ,lava~sp~y;ned fires ,and favors. ,a rapid establishment and
recovery of life. In the last~OOyearsmore than 60 percent of HawaiTs native rainforests
have been destroyed by)lumans. Hawai'i's lowland rainforests have been hardest hit. Once
e;xtendingover as much as half of the island's surface, Hawai'i's lowland forests are,reduced
,to remnants covering between a mere 5 and 10 percent of its original expanse.
Southeast Maui
The National and State Registers of Historic Places already list the follOWing sites in
the study area of Southeast Maui:

Quad 14 Makena:
Wahene Platform, Cave, of Seven Coffins, Keone'oio Archaeological District.

Quad 15 Luala'i1ua mlls:
Alena, Habitation Site, Luala'iluaHeiau, Kaluakakalioa Cave; PapakeaPetroglyphs,
Hanamau'uloa' Complex, ," Kipapa Archaeological "District, Luala'Uua Terrace
'
Complex, Kahikinui House.

Quad 16 Kaupo:
Lo'alo'aheiau.
Preliminary evaluation and recommendations to assess archaeological site
significance ,and suggestion' for, additional, archaeological investigation is prOVided in the
report by Conrad Erkelens, August 1994.Phase·l Archaeological Investigation Cultural

Resource Survey, Hawai'i Geothermal Project Makawao and Hana, District, South Shore of
MaW, Bawai'i. These recommendations are based on the sample survey of a narrow corridor
along ·the 'geothermal.overheard .transmission line'route.'Theconsiderations of the ,following
pages address a broader geographical area running

mauka~makai for

the entire corridor length.

The following are districts and sites which should be considered for nomination to the
Federal and State Register for Historic Sites. Their, name, and detailed description is in the
text narrative and the South Maul District Compilation of lnformation:Honua'ula District
•

The pu 'u ~hain and the last Javafiow 'at AhihhKina 'u for their assoclati~n with the
GoddessPele who created them, their '. association to other gods and chiefs of long
. ago, and.related legends (Criteriaa.b, and e);'

•

"'The ancient ,fishponds and seacaves,atAhihiBay, Lae Kina'u, Ku Makena,
Keone'o'io for their association with sea gods,guardianispirits, dead chiefs, and
legendary figures' (mermaid, man-shark),'and Hawaiian .cultural practices (Criteria b
'
"and e).

,

-"-.
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• . Offshore fishing grounds and the ko'a shrines and tile landmarks associated with
these fishing grounds· for their value as examples of cultural and fishing subsistence·
practices (Criteria a, b, and e).
.•

Kanahena a rich of fishing,· recreational coastal sites, •Ahiki-Kinau,rich of archaeological sites, native Hawaiian coastal plants and sites, and Ka1ihi rich of pu'u and geomorphological configurations,shouldbe nominated as a scenic district to further
protect-at itsboundary-tlle Ahiki-Kinau Natural Area Reserve (Criteria a, b, d,
and e).

•

Dry caves for their cultural and subsistence use as underground trail networks,
refuges, shelter, school, burial, especially all the cave system in Kanaio (Criteria a, b, d,
and e).

•

Several individual heiau at Makena, Kanahena, Keone'o'io, Kanaio, and Kaloi for
their religious, historical, and architectural significance (Criteria a, b, c-l. c4, c-e).

•

Ancient Hawaiian villages at Nahawale near Pu'u OIa'i, at NahawalenearKeone'o'io,
and at Kanaio as settlement complexes (Criteria a, b, c-l, c-d, and c-e).

•

The following are very significant scenic and cultural districts and should be
protected: scenic view corridor of Kanahena-Kaloi; the scenic view corridor of
Kaloi-Kanaio;the scenic view corridor Kanaio-Luala'ilua Hills (Criteria a, b, c-3,
d, and e).

Kahikinui Land Section
•

Offshore fishing grounds, associated ko'a systems and landmarks for their value as
examples of cultural and fishing subsistence practices (Criteria a, c-l, d, e).

•

Lava tubes and burial caves: large cave complex at Hanalmauuloa village and caves
below Luala'ilua Hills, burial caves at Naka'aka as example of cultural and religious
uses (Criteria a, b, d, and e).

•

Heiau complexes at Alena, Luala'ilua and Kahikinui for their archaeological and
cultural value (Criteria a, b, c-l, c4, d, e).

•

Petroglyphs at Pahibi Gulch for their artistic and historical value
(Criteria a, c-3, d, e).

•

Astronomical rock complexes at the crater summit and below Luala'ilua Hills for
their cultural and scientific value (Criteria a, b, c-2, c4, d, e).

•

Ancient Villages and sites at Make'e, Luala'ilua, Waia'IDo, Halnamauuloa, Halena,
Kipapa, Papaula, Waiapea, Nakahaka. Villages of Kabikinui at Malahohu, village of
Ka-Lae-o-Ka-Pulou, village of Uliuliat Kahawaipapa Point, village of Kamoamoa,
Kalamiana at Mahamenui, and village at Manawainui Gulch. All these villages have
high archaeological and cultural values. Villages represent clusters of structures 'and
patterns of spatial organizations, some of these villages have features for special use
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such as canoe shed, ko'a, temples, and burial platforms, in addition to house sites
(Criteria a, b, c-l, c-4, d, and e).
•

The entire Kahikinui district is most significant as an archaeological and cultural
scenic district for the system of ancient village ruins above S1. Inez Church of midlevel elevation, spanning prehistoric •and historic times, and the system of ancient
coastal villages and related trails all along the coast (Criteria a, b, c, d, e).

•

Kahikinui is also spectacular for its scenic beauty and unspoiled landscape features.
Kahikinui should be a scenic and cultural district which includes: the scenic view
corridors of Luala'ilua-St. Inez Church; the scenic view corridor of S1. Inez ChurchManawainui; the scenic view. corridor of Manawainui-Nakaahaka; and the scenic
view corridor of Manawainui-Huakini Bay. Huakini Bay is most important for its •
scenic and recreational and subsistence values due to its accessibility from the road
and cultural value for his visual proximity to Nu'u Bay. (Criteria a, b, c-4, d, e).

•

Native Hawaiian plants areparticuIarly abundant along the coast at Cape Hanamanioa
and at mid-level elevation at Kanaio, Auway, LuaIa'ilua on both sides of the road.
This is an added reason to protect this area as a scenic and cultural district (Criteria a,
d and e).

Kaupo Land Section
•

The salt pond, the bay with the canoe landing place (later cattle ranch landing), the
fishing village, the burial cave, the seven heiau, the petroglyphs, planting enclosures,
the wiliwili wood for canoe outrigger, the Nanaku sage for woven hats, the association
with famous navigators, queens and chiefs make Nu'u an ahupua'a of great
historical, cultural, archaeological and scenic importance (Criteria a, b, c-l, c-3, d,
and e).

•

The entire Kaupo district is most significant as an ancient Hawaiian place because of
its many temples and structures, as a district of continuous Hawaiian village
habitation, with well recorded and live Hawaiian traditions, and as a significant
agrlculturallandscape as a ranch (Criteria a, b, ct, c3, d, and e).

,)
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CHAPTER 3
ETHNOGRAPmC .FIELDWORK
"
This, chapter presents th~ data that was collected during, field\Vork in the Puna and
South Maul sites. Although the authors attempted totefer to as maily of the thoughts and
ideas Sharedbyinf()rmants, the major themes (those that were commonly shared) were dis-, •
cUssed ~'gieaterdepth. Analyzing and processing field notesltaperecordings began with the'
verbatimdocUmeniation of interviews (i.e., transcribingtape'reeordings), extracting major
themes t comparing themes, across informailtsand with other documents, and finally, describiIlg in pus report the fbemes(activity, belief) tha(were compositesofwha(several informants had expressed ,

'. ,. Informants in Pluta, and Sbuthe,astem Mauiwerepresented wi~ similar interview
formats; however, the information derived from the two sites was somewhat different in terms
of content. The first section of this chapter proVides
explanation for these 'variations by
geography.

an

COMPARING PUNA AND SOUTHEAST MAll

" •,'., Althou~ ther~ :~e nurnerollS similarities betWeen Puna and S,outheast Maul (e.g.,
ruraI,Ha\Vailanpast), major differences, can also be drawn which accounted for variations in
the types of data that were,collected in the, tWo. districts~ThediStriCts of South Maui which
include, Kabikinul, IUn~o, and Kaupo', may,' have once supPorted large" ~tving Hawaiian
P9Pulations, but econOmicchangesan~ subsequellt changes to the environment led to a
majot'decline,Jnthese pop~ations. At present, there ar~,no permanent~tablishments at
Kabikinui or persons that U~etherethr0ughoutth~ year. Many of the subsistence practitioners are'from outside the district and 'are ,considered daytime' or weekend users.
'
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" , ,Between 'the ,eraoflIlajorsett1~ment by Ha\vaiians ahd.untll,abollt two years ago
when Hawaiians have attempted to reestablish a steady presence, there were no permanent

residents. The long period of non-occupancy by, Hawaiians has ,sociopolitical implications
Which determine hoW ,the area ,is perceived In ,ana~emptto reestablish ties,tothe,distriet, .
Hawaiians' have sought to identify.significantbistoricaI Sites,. devcloptraditio~ ,eConoinies,
etc. Their focus, ,. and 'perhaps, preoccupation,. is to ,look lor connections,between, the past and
the ,present. This accounts for •particu1arth~niesreflected in the interview data.
Unlike Kahikinul, Kanaiosustalns a few faIlllUes that are perinanent reSldentS.1bere
are symbols ,of an bistoricaIoranCient settlement including, a church,burial grounds, and
otherarcheologicaI sites. Kanaiofamiliesaredependent upon subsistence resources, derived
from fisbingand hunting activities. The area Is experiencing some groWth as some people
with 'ohanatiesare moving back.Much of the ·1arid was deSignated'King'sLands under the
Mahele and was later opened for homesteading since it 'was not prlvate'land. 36 , ,
,
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36 The 'legiS!atureo(the1(UjgdoIn of Hiwat'i in 1884 passed ,the Homestead' Act, the primary pmpose
of which was to' provide land' for persons' who' would come to Hawai'i to 'live' and work for a
minimum of three years. In return they would be given a piece of land for a nominal fee which could
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Kaupo also maintains a small,.coritinuous 'population that has been supported by
ranching. Some families are turning towards tourist-related operations to accommodate hikers
in the area Much of the land is privately owned ranch land. As a rule. the major land-owner
controls the local economy and settlement patterns. This. of course. determines patterns of
historical and social development which is reflected in the oral histories of long-time
residents.
. hlsome respects, because of the

~ontinuity of Hawaiian eommunities:'the situations

in Kanaio and Kaupo D,lay be more similar)oPuna than to Kahikinui; albeit on a much

smaller scale..1here are numerous. 'ohana r~iding in lower .Puna thathavestiong genealogical ties 'to the' area. The pattern of continuous settlement has meant a. greater transmission oftraditional practices.vaIues. and folklore. The psychology among PuIlaHawaiians
maY"be different in terms of wanting to preserve 'things HaWaiian, bykeepillg quiet about
them. 'The tendency was to speak very generally about plaCes and activities of sigriifidmce
so ,as to not invite people to these places. Many of the areas were still in lise 'and public
knowledge about them ,might lead to interference by insensitive people. On the ,other hand,
so~e, Southeastern Maui respondents were compelled to discuss significant areas in order to
justify their presence ,and desire to stake their claims.
METHODS OF STUDY FOR PUNA
The investigators had originally planned to conduct approximately 20 in-depth interviews and 4 focus groups discussions of informants representing Puna. '51 As' the, investigators
began the process of field work and data collection, it became apparent, that the design
needed to be adjusted according to the format or context desired by prospective respondents
and the. schedules and availability of those informants origi1lally identified and those added
to the list. For example, despite efforts to build trust and rapport and describe the intentand
scope of the research. the investigators,encountered some difficulties in eliciting information
from focus groups at the beginning of the study process. It was apparent that in a group setting. more work was needed to inform and reaSsure participants about the study and the role
of the investigators. Cultivating ties was even more critical given the controversial nature of
geothermal development in Puna. The investigators modified their plans to involve more indepth interviews and fewer focus groups that were comprised of community or politicallybe paid anytime within ten, years. Homestead land was seen as an added incentive to provide
Hawai'i With a reliable soUrce of labor. particularly for the sugar plantations. Lands were selected
from Government Lands and set aside for the 1884 homestead program. From ,time to time the
Homestead Act was amended by the Legislature (1888. 1890; 1892. 1898).
Previously, during the process of preparing for the "Great Mahele" in December 1847, various
chiefs provided Kamehameha m, with 'lists of lands that were said ,to have been Lands' of Kamehameha I. The list submitted by Kekau'onohi,granddaughter of Kamehameha I, included the land of
Kanaio. District of Honua'ula, Maui. Hawaiians presently living on the land ofKanaio ,feel parti<mlarly indebted to Kekau'onohi for having preserved this land which could then be used by Hawaiians
in the latter, part of the nineteenth century. When they refer to Kanaio as "The King's Land"they
mean it once was ~e land of Kamehameha I. .
'
'51With few exceptions. respondents signed a consent form indicating that they were not concerned
about anonymity or confidentiality. In the following report, there are no names used to identify
sources of interview data. The project's original interviews for both Puna and Southeastern .Maui
will be deposited in . the archives of the ,HawaiianColleetion., Hamilton Library" University of
Hawai'i at Manoa. Only, those interviews for which there are signed ~nsent fOIms will be available
'
, .
;to the public.

'-.
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,,)
based organizations. However. focus groups involving 'ohana were generally successful. In
these cases. the 'ohana representative usually requested that interested family members be
invited to participate in the discussioh.
Throughout theprocess,.S2 individuals were contacted and interviews were requested
(the investigators requested focus groups from two others representing Hawaiian organizations). Two of the. individuals refused to beinterviewed and three were generally unavailable
during the times the investigators visited PUna. Two others, who were members of large
'ohana in Puna, requested an interview or focus group format that involved multiple family
members. A total of 45 interviews were conducted. Thirty-nine of the interviews could be
considered in-depth; that is, they were. between 1 and 5 hours in length and the interviewer
completed the semi-structured interview. Six of the interviews were less than 1 hour. Many of
the interviews exceeded 3 hours in length and it created sOme ··logistica1 problems because
they ran into the time of the next scheduled interview. 38 In most cases, the interviewers
completed the on-going interview and rescheduled with the waiting party. In a few cases,·.the
informant did not show up at a scheduled interview and efforts were made to reschedule.
Almost all of the· interviews occurred at the residence of the informant.

,)

Although most of the informants had 'ohanatiestothe lower Puna area, many of
them. were· not •residing· there· at the time of the interview. Some informants had been displaced by the volcamc flows, others had moved voluntarDy to subdivisions within Puna.
Twenty-one informants were residing ·inPahoa or nearby subdivisions (e.g., Aina Loa, Leilani
Estates); 17 were residing in lower Puna (e.g., Kalapana, Kaimu, Opihikao, Pohoiki); S were
from Hawai'i communities outside of Puna (e.g., Hilo, Na'alehu, Hamakua), and 2 were from
off-island (O'ahu, Moloka'j) (see. AppendixG for broader description of respondents).
A packet of Information related to the HOP design was presented to respondents in
both in-depth and .focus group interviews. The packet included maps· and diagrams of the
project design so that the ihformation presented to .respondents was uniform and consistent
Informants were advised of the study process and purpose, their rights as respondents,
allowed to askanyquestions,ahdsignedaconsentformwhichverifiedtheir agreement to
participate. The form served as verification that each informant understood and agreed to the
use of their information and that they were given the opportunity. to· review and edit their
contribution before it was released to the general public.

The interviews involved a number of activities aimed at eliciting information from the
informant. ·1be beginning 'phase generally focused on getting to·· know each othersometimes over loodor drink (this process was especially important to the informant) and
explaining to the ihformantswho the investigators were and the purpose of the study. Near
the beginning JIld generally throughout the interview, a large map of the district was used to
enable the informants to locate subsistence areas and cuInttallysignificant sites. Places· on the
map were identifiedbyusingcolor.coded dots. This process proved'to bea very useful
means for· collecting data, not only because it was relevant to the aims of the study, but
because it offered a visual tool that informants could relate to, served as an "ice-breaker".
and offered a.way to.indirect1y ask what might be considered sensitive questions..

'38The inveStigators cOnduCted the interviews between Thursdays and Mondays for approximately 10
.successive weeks. The scheduling of interviews was very tight because'of the study time frame and the
required traveling between O'ahu and the Big Island
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Focus Group Discussions
The focus group method of information gathering was intended to allow· for group
interaction between informants and lead to insights into relevant issues and why certain
opinions. were held. It was designed to oblain perceptions ona defined areaof.interest in a
permissive and informal environment. The four focus groups were comprised of 5-15
participants who represented 'ohana or community-based organizations. 39 The total number
of individuals involved in the focus groups was 34. There was no cross-()ver between those
involved in the. focus groups and in-depth interviews. The two.samples were comprised of
separate sets of individuals.. One focus group was comprised entirely of young residents, ,but
the others were represented by a heterogeneous mix of ages.
SUMMARY OF INTERVIEW DATA
Map of Puna
The map of Puna represents the general locations of subsistence activities, trails, and
ancient sites (Figure 2). Each dot or symbol (see legend) represents a location identified by
an informant during their interview. 'Ibey.do not reflect rates of subsistence. The·.dots were
intentionally large relative to the size of the map in order to not reveal specific locations
where subsistence occurred. The map,js-useful for determining important economic and cultural areas that require protection and to document Native Hawaiian use patterns throughout
the lower Puna district.
.
,As indicated on the map, fishing occurred along the district's entire coastline. Hunting occurred primarily in the mauka, forested areas, although some informants reported that
pigs came down· to the coastline at the east end of the district. The gathering of plants occurred throughout the district; some plants and trees were common incoastaIareas, others
were found in the forested mountain regions. Ancient trails· were still in use by subsistence
practitioners. Most of them connected mountain and ocean areas. A variety of archeological
and cultural sites were identified by informants. These included heiau, grave sites, housing
sites, fishing ko'a, rock waIls, and natural features that were referred to in chants, folklore,
and olelo noeau (poems).

Principles of Subsistence
The findings from the in-depth interviews with informants who were pnmarilyPuna
residents revealed that traditional subsistence activities were an integral part of their existing
lifestyle and a viable aspect of the economy. The information provided in this section was
presented in past tense, which reflects the writing style ofthe authors. It is important to note
that this does not imply that the activity occurred only in the past or that it has ceased to
exist During the interviews, informants were asked to describe the activities they presently
engage in.
Several principles and aspects of subsistence were discussed which served.to
regulate resources and reinforce family and community cohesion. A critical guiding principle
331be size of some focus groups, especially. those involving 'obana, ~ difficult to determine ,because participants were coming and going dwing the course of the discussion. The number of participants reflects all that were at one time present

l
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was to neyer take more., ofa res0lU'ce than was needed., Families engaged .in subsistence
when supplies (fish, ,meat) were running low .or for special occasions (e.g:, luau,graduations). The amounts taken dePended uixm family size. Obviously, a larger family required a
larger quantity of a resource. The bulk' of the food conSumed by' farililies came' from some
form ()f subsistence, although staplesSllch ,as rice and. other, miscellaneous food items, had to
be purchased in Hilo or other nearby ,towns: ThetraditionaI diet was comprised of carbohydrates which, came fr~m the cultivation" of kalo(~o), 'uala(sweet potato), and ulu
(breadfruit), and sources, of protein \Vhichcame from fish'anel seafood, pigs, goats, and wild
'cows. Wild donkeyS'were,also hunted at one time.
'
'The ,availability of c~' vmetiesor 'species offIora' and fauna varied according to
seasons or cycles. For example, certain~esoffish ('u'u,ahi)were more abundant during
the summ.ermonths,·the pig,popuIation, was ,cyclical, according to roaming and reproductive
patterns; and maile underwent periods of dormancy and regrowth' according to the cycle of
rain. Traditionally, when resources in a particular area dwindled because of overuse, that
, area -was kapu or. ,restricted to further usage or harvesting jn or<ierto allow for regeneration.
' , '

-

.

" " " ' ,
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, The resources were, always,. abuDdant and '1eadilyiaccessible to'those who possessed
themowledge about theft location and skills required to obtain them. 40 KnOWledge about
subsistence was passed ,down intergenerationally. Subsistence areas were understood in terms
of boundaries and used by 'ohanay/ho lived within close,tn'0ximity,to an area. These 'ohana
were,ttaditional stewards" who had jurisdiction, and ,inalienable ,rights In, that, particularresource domain. Others who wished to use the area ~xercised goOd.manners and, respect by
asking their permission. Respect for other peoples' subsistence domains appeared to the' more
prevalent among hunters and gatherers. Fishermen,on the other han~, generally said they
traveled ,the coastline in search of fish,and other ocean ,resources. If one stopaIong the coast
did not furnish 'acateh,theywould movetothenex~ place. S0nte informants"h0v.'ever, who
lived along ,the ocean said,that, they watched,for trespassers '.' and' warded 'off fishermen \Wo
entered theirpropertywi~out pegmssion.' "
' , ,,'
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Traditional knowledge regarding techniques used for obtaining resources was based
on, an intimate undefstanding,.ofr.4e behaviqrsandpredilections of animals, fish, and plants.
Hawaiians were taught by their elders how,to read the natural conditions (e.g., clouds, moon,
water,animal behavior) ~odetennine, the best times togo fishillg. The life cycle of mountain
p'lantswer~ ,also correlated lO particuIaroceanf;onditi0
(e~g., wiliwiliin bloom, determined
tpal sharks' were. f~nginll.e~shore waters): ,
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. Sdnieinfonriants',stibsiSted·~cco1'ding. to :tr~iutio~alj;rotocolsthat .were tied to a
"tlght" state of mind or spirit that 'placed them ,on a plane tb3.t was acceptable tCLtbe spirits
and increased the potency of the resource. One. Informant stated: ','
" ",.

\Vh~n I Picknower~()rme9icirie, ltakethe,~owi¢ge that ~myfather taught

me. What ,hand to pjck With"the,w~oleprocess of knowing. There's a
oneness-the whole mind ,and body' haS 'to, be. centered on the medicine and
how its gonna be used. You cannot think about' anYthing else. It opens the
to. ':,:',th3t", source~
)Je focused
only. -' on one
thing,
channel, what you give out
"L: ..-. ," ,-.,',,'
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c()Most,infonriaDts,~.".thatoverrecentyearstheYhad~b~~e~.a ceIarlve decline.ih the,amount
of resources. Although they were aided by new technologies (e.g., faster boats, +wheel drive trucks)
informants believed they had to put in mne and effort to obtain tbe,desired or comparable amounts
of a particular resource.

..
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even, making'leis is the same concept The •whole time. while pIcking flowers. I was thinking aboutit ... that's how my ancestors did it. That SPiritual ~
ness is carried on from' generation to generation. .
'
.

.

.

,

Subsistence was an activity that bonded 'ohana and communities. The activity required,.collective action and resulted in mutual economic gain. Subsistence served as a basis
for sharing; gift-giving. and trade. Informants described a process where. after a ,successful
hunting or fishing expedition, the young men would make, $topsat the homes of family or
friends. dropping off meat or fish along the way. By the time they reached home. they had
only en()ugh.to feed their immediate family. Older people,who were unable to engage in
strenuous subSistence' activities were, especially relian.t upon this process of communal sharing. In earlier years. they were 'the benefactors in the same process. One older respondent
said that he taught his children how to hunt and fish and now they supply him with allthat he
needs.

'

Most of theinforman~'wetalked to expressed concerns about the decline in subsistence, ,resources for, reasons related to, population growth'in Puna. the onslaught" of newcomers
who violated,traditional, conservation practices•. and the destruction of natural ecosystems
causedby housing developments and clearing the forest for agriculture (e.g.• papayas). The
diminishment of natural ecosystems and. resources confined Hawaiians to ,. smaller areas for
subsisting. increased competition and placed a higher premium on the resources. and 'contributed to a general attitude described as "I better take all I can because the next guy is gonna
take it al...• One person explained the proceSs:
.
When new' people came in, •some. were hippies. some were regular' haoles.
They learned how to subsist because we taught them how. That's the aloha
. spirit. Wegaye to them because we were taught to. We respected them. but
they didn't respect us. They used and abused us. The same thing happened
much
with hunting. People came in and shot the pig and left it. It hurt us
because that is our food.

very

Many of the informants discussed differences between Hawaiian and western culture.
For example. one informant said that living off of the land was the Hawaiian way of life.
Westerners, on the other hand. tend to destroy their natural environment and have to seek
meaning in life by returning to nature. She cited the example of Outward Bound programs
that used to be held at the National Park. In this. program. young people had to prove themselves by surviving, the elements of nature for one night., To Hawaiians•.. nature was not
perceived as a threat but as a provider, and these programs were based on a foreign understanding of how humans relate to the environment.
The commercialization of resources was cited as a primary cause for . the decline in
the availability of resources. Both locals from "outside of Puna and, newcomers were held
accountable for. taking too much and making a profit from sales which came at the expense
of long-time subsistence practitioners.
.
Many l:Iawaiians also described how sites or areas (e.g., steam bath, beaches) had
been taken over by hippies or Rastafarians who had recently moved··into the district and 'were
generally insensitive to the cultural significance of traditional places. Some,informants expressed a strong desire to keep sacred sites, secret because of fears that the newcomers would
misuse them and apply wrong interpretations to their meaning.
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Those who engaged'in'subsistence never talked openly about their plans 'prior to
going. Hawaiians believed that everything around them in nature bad the ability to hear and
would therefore warn the intended victims (e.g., pig, fish). TO talk openly in planning a
subsistence activity' would bring bad Juck. Even when driving. along the coastline during a
reconnaissance, informants' said they never verbalized to others in their group when they saw
a place that might be good for ,gathering or fishing. They would return during the night or at a
good tide to try their luck. Hawaiians would use code words such as "holoholo", which meant
they were going fishing or,hunting. Other'beliefs concerning behaviors that would bring ,bad
luck included taking maia (banana) fishing, to not let the first catch go (i.e. one should
return the first fish caught to the ocean guardians), taking more than was needed, and not
expressing gratitude to the deities after a successful subsistence eXpedition. It was believed
that the deities loathed those who appeared, to be greedy or ungrateful and punished them by
ensuring that their successive activttieswouldend in fail'!1I'e.

Spiritual, Beliefs and Practices
Most of the informants ·in our survey, identified themselves as Christians, yet held
another set of beliefs that was consistent iwithtraditional Hawaiian spiritual beliefs. For
example, although they regularly attended Christian church, most informants mentioned that
prayer to a Hawaiian god or deity was a ritual part of their subsistence. They prayed for good
luck before an activity and they, prayed to express gratitude for' a successful catch. Some
info~ants were more deeply involved in Hawaiian spiritual.beliefs. 1bey regularly acknowledged the presence of deities •and asked permission 10 enter or take, resources from their
domain.With.a few exCeptions, all oftheinformants incur survey said that they ,believed in
and respectedPele. Natural· elements that were considered manifestations of the deities
included:Moana (ocean), La (sun), Ua (rain),.'Ao (clouds), and Honua(land).Prayer to the
deities was used to proteetthem fromthe.elementsand help them when they were lost or
stranded. The concept of reciprocity was an important part of this' general belief system. The
land, or,'ainawasthe proVider, and the tenants who were beneficiaries,of these 'resources
were obliged to "malama"ortake care of the ,land. On some .occasions", users would offer
chants,''ho'okupu,''ora symbOlic offering to pay respect to the deities; or in other cases,
they would clean an area or even encourage the growth ,of; a wild resource (e.g., maile) by
providing food and ,water to insure its continuedhea1thand regeneration,. .
Some Ofthe>b1forman~expresSedmainiaining ,a r~lation.shipthrOugh pra.yer or. direct
interactionsyviththeir 'aumakuaor.ancestralgod..These family gods were long-departed
ancestors who offered protection and assistance to Hawaiian fmnlies in Puna. The 'aumakua
took the form of animals, plants, or even inanimate objects (e.g., rocks). Th,e 'aumakua,that
were identified 'by informants in our .survey included the mano (Shark)" mo'o (lizard), and
pueo(owl).Familymembers were expected toleam,their'aumakua, .theirfuncti0ns~ dwellings,and "kinolau"or different form. An 'aumamahid the ability to change from an animal
to a, corresponding plant fopn.There were noted associations between plant and animal forms
which were different attributes of the same
force.
"

life

Oth~r'supernatUral, beliefs.• 'that,vJere ,exPi-essedbY'lnformantscoh~m~the night,
marchers who were ,ancestral ghosts that frequented the ,oldl:lawaiian trails in ,Puna. Night
marchers were.generallyencou~ter~atnight as.a.procession of,torch bearing spirits ,accompaniedbythesoundofdrums,or music. Those that, happened upon them ,had to jump off the
trail' and hide .or•burY ,their face in. thegroundt:oavoidbeing •hurt 'or ld1Ied.~f' youweie
recognized by a nightmarcher who identified you as famuy, you were spared. One informant
mentioned that when he would go night fishfug in an area now within Volcano National Park,
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they would see a series of torch lights along the coastline, although they knew they were the
only ·people camping in the area.·
There were other spirits described that were devious and intended to do harm to the _
unwary. There were spirits· in the forest that called your name and tricked you into . following .
them. If you followed them you would get .lost. For this reason,· Hawaiians -were taught to
never call each other in the forest. Other spirits or ghosts would roam--aroundpeople's yards
With the intention of causing-them hann.-Some informants said they would-tbrow salt-around
their yards to ward off these evil spirits.

The Goddess Pele
References to Pele occurred tbroughoutthe interview process. Beliefs in Pele fell on
a continuum from active worship to -no belief at all. In general, informants did not actively
worship Pele but held a high reverence for her. Some informants believed that transgressions
against Pele would lead to punishment. For many, the force and spirit of Pele was undeniable because it was so visible tbrough the frequent volcanic eruptions in the area. There
were many stories about Pele that were shared by informants who related direct or second
hand experiences. One informant shared:
When the 1977 flow came, our house is here (shows on map). There's people that drove by and when they came close to the church they saw, right by the
end of the road, a lady who was dressed in red. They asked her if she needed
a ride. She said no. She-lives just on the mountain. At this time it was all.for-est. As they drove and looked back in the mirror she wasn't there. When they
came to the church, they looked up and it [lava] was flowing. They-saw·the
lady walking on the lava. They got excited-told everyone in the village. Pele was also a deity that many gatherers and hunters acknowledged-before entering
the forest and thanked after a successful expedition. Some reported taking offerings of food
into the forest for Pele..Her spirit was there to protect and nwture those who demonstrated
respect for her, or possibly harm those who showed disrespect or acted inappropriately. Some
believed that the lava flows represented her way of telling people that they were not properly
caring for the land A few informants believed that her "taking" of Queen's Bath was the
result of too many people going there to use it and not giving anything back. If people did not
malama the 'aina, then Pele had a way of cleansing it by restoring it to its most primal form.

Trails and Access
Informants mentioned a number of trails in the Puna District· that generally extended
frommauka to makai (see Figure 2). These trails provided access to traditional subsistence
or recreational areas. One trail was said to begiJi in the west end of the-di_strict and extend all
the way to Hilo. In the old days, residents would ride horses back and forth to get supplies.
Other trails that ran from east to west were generally hunting trails. Although numerous trails
were identified by informants on the map, very few were referred toby an exact name (many
were referred to by the ahupua'a -name). One exception wastbe Malama Trail. A couple of
informants described it as starting by the crater in Kapoho and running to the ocean. The
older people used it.to go to the beach. Although some of the trailsapparentIy crossed over
privately-owned lands, access to hunting and gathering areas was not identified as a problem.
A common wayoLaccessing an area was to use a four-wheel drive vehicle to get to a
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particular point on' a road, and then hiking in the rest of the· way. Many trails, however, were
not large enough to accommodate vehicles.
Fishing
Virtually every informant in the survey engaged in fishing, or in the case of older
informants, had at·one time fished and still benefited from the catches of, younger family or
community members. Although many informants had their own special or favorite fishing
spots, most said that they fished the entire coastline from the east at Paradise Park or
Kea'au, to the west well within the existing National Park boundaries. 41 With the exception
of those with boats who could fish the deeper waters, most of the fishing occurred along the
relatively shallow areas off of the rocky coastline. The techniques included throwing net,
laying net, .whipping (casting), and dunking (still fishing). Some informants stated that they
went diving'for fish -on calm water days.
Those informants Who had boats 'and fished either for subsistence or commercially,
fished Ito 2 miles offshore for ahi andaku primarily in the spring and Summer, or closer to
shore at about 600 feet for bottom fish. They primarily used hand lines.to catch fish from the
boat.
Fishing oceu.rred throughout the year (when the water was calm), although some
species· of fish are more common during the summer months, generally when they are spawning. For example, akule,whichschooled together in bays, were more abundant during the
spring and early summer months. ,'U'u were more commonly caught during the summer and
at night during a dark moon.
.
Some of the fishing .grounds, ~ially. west. of Kaimu, were. affected by the lava
flows. Areas that use to have excellent moLholes were destroyed by the lava which altered
the' contour of' the ocean floor. The changes .have also contributed to decreased, visibility
which made it difficult to dive.for·fish in those areas. Someinformants,however. said that
ulua fishing was still very good in the areas affected by the lava.

In general, the fish caught were. eaten raw. perhaps mixed with Hawaiian salt and
limu, or cooked a variety, of ways (wrapped in ti-leaf and steamed or puleu, .or fried).. A common way to prepare fish that were caught in abundance was to dry them· for future use. When
fishing in remote areas (e.g., National Park), Hawaiians wouldquicldy clean. salt, and dry
their fish to avoid spoiling during their .long journey home. One informant reporte<ithat he
only ate fish with white flesh because he was a descendant of ali'i (chief).

41.c\ppr~ximatelYi501ow~ PunaHa~aiianfamruesthat were displaced by ttie creation of'Yolcano
,J

National Park havefishingand·hunting rights .witbin the park boundaries. Those using the
subsistence purposes are required to,have a permit

~

for
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The types of fish that informants generally caught were (see Appendix 'H, fordescrip-

tion of each species):
Akule

Aholehole
Ahi
Aku

Aweoweo

Flm
Enenue

Uhu

Kala

Manini
Moi
Opakapaka

'U'u·

Kole
Kumu

Opelu

Weke

PapiolUlua

Oouoa

Ocean Gathering
Fishing was an activity that generally involved multiple family members or an entire
'obana. Some 'obana went fishing exclusively (especially if the method was labor intensive),
while others engaged in a variety of subsistence activities, including ocean gathering. Ocean
gathering involved prowling the' waters edge in search of limpids and other shellfish, or
wading. the 'shallows in search of limu (seaweed).'Generally, the best time to gather these
ocean resources was during low tide and/or during a dark moon phase.
Gathering along the rocky shoreline was very hazardous because one tended to be
preoccupied with their activity and oblivious to the errant, large waves that came crashing
on the rocks. As a rule, Hawaiians were taught to never tum their backs to the water because
of this threat. Some informants mentioned that they always threw their first catch (e.g., opihi)
into the ocean as an offering and a way to gain protection from the waves.
There was a lot of concern expressed about diminishing shoreline resources. The
decline was attributed to over-harvesting, especially by those who were from outside of Puna
and insensitive to traditional conservation practices. For example. outsiders or newcomers
who often gathered for commercial purposes were said to employ, harvesting techniques that
did not allow for rejuvenation (e.g., picking limu by the roots instead of cutting at the
bottom) or taking undersize juveniles that were too young to reproduce (e.g., taking dimesize opihi).
The types of ocean resources that informants reported gathering included (see
AppendiX I for description of each species):
.
A'ama Crab
Kupe'e
Limu
Opae IDa

Opihi

IDa
Wana

Forest Gathering
Hawai'i's conditions regarding soil, climate, competition with plants and animals,
and isolation by mountain ranges or bodies of water served to produce a highly unique enviroomenta! situation for the evolution of plant life (Degener, 1975). Consequently, Hawaiian
flora consists of plants that have been so changed by local conditio:llSfrom the ancestral
structure th8.t they are, now recognized as beirig endemic or.peculiar to these islands. According to gatherers, the same plant species also varied between the Hawaiian Islands and even
between certain districts of the same island. The plants in Puna were believed to be special
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because of their colors, shapes, and fragrance. and they grew in an expansive rainforest that
was fed by unique natural and spiritual elements. 42 ,For this, reason, Puna was a favorite
gathering area for hula halau on the Big Island and throughout Hawai 'j.
Plant gathering occurred throughout the year. although. ,some species, had cyclical
qualities regarding dormancy and regrowth. Maile had periods of regrowth according to the
rains; yet if one picked its leaves throughout the year it would, continue to provide, new
growth. It was important to not pick all of leaves so as to not kill, the vine. The various fruits
were gathered, seasonally according to when they ripened. Some ,respondents reported that
they altered existing environmental conditi(ms in order to create a, habitat that was ideal for
a particular plant to grow. For example,.one respondent reported that maile thrived in wet
places where it was not constrained by competing plants and he encouraged maile growth by
clearing away other plants.
'
The gathering of plants served many important cultural purposes. Plants were consumed for food and medicine (e.g.• the bark of the root of the uhaloa was used for sore
throat), used as tools and building materials, an, and adornments. Informants generally had
distinetareas or secretplaces where they gathered plants; others who wished to venture into
these Meas were.obliged to ask permission.
Maile was,often, picked, for special occasions ,like birthday parties or graduations.
One had to journey' to the higher regions because it didn't commonly grow in the lower elevations and more people were picking it commercially.. It was picked in numerous areas
including the Kaimu forest and in Wao Kele,O Puna. One informant wasn't sure how far she
ventured into Wao Kele 0 Puna because there weren't any boundary markers, but knew she
was there because of the density of the forest .and changesin temperature. Some of the
pickers said that, they often gathered plants" such as ,malle or .lama because of requests by ,
other Hawaiians 'from, outside Puna ,Who wanted to use it for dedications, festivals, ,temples.
or "ho'okupu"(offering).
,',
"",

Herbs were once gath~ed from all alongthe sea coast of Puna. One ulformant mentioned that they, were' no ,'longer. as ,plentiful.because 'of recent, land developments, but they
were still plentiful in the forest reserve area. Those ,Who engaged in la'au lapa'au (herbal
medicine) were dependent upon a healthy forest where they could gather native herbs and
plants. 'Ib,ey reported that the, plants gathered JnWao KeleO Puna were essential to their
pra.etice andJ,(}ssessed a qu8lity and potency, unlike.that.foundanYWbere else.
Large tracts of forest hadvamshedunder recent lava flows. or 'been' plowed .over in
favor of subdivision development.·· The disappearance of..forested areas or the loss of access
totraditionaI grounds' placed a .higher value on ,remaining areas. Those.displaced by ,the loss
of plant resources, who were· seeking. new areas,. and the intrusion .of those froni· outside Puna
placed greater strains on not only the resource but on traditional protocols regarding an
understanding' and respeCt for .tenant rights. Wild animals .were also. blamed by some
gatherers for some :of the.d.amage.IJigs were not kn0 WIl to eat maile .but sometimes' dug them
up ,bythe~ts.,WiI~ cows,atem~le when they were desperate but became m because of

420ne informant' said that the a'a1i'i that' grew in' Puna bad larger capsules and was DOt as tightly
packed as in other places. There was also a type of laua'e that didn't have dots OD its underside and
others that bad round and stubby· leaves. The maile found in Wao Kele 0 Puna.was said to have
,longer leaves."
. '.
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the sticky residue.' Many informants suggested that hunting was 'the most viable means to
control the wild animal population and maintain a healthy rainforest.
The types of forest resources that informants reported gathering included (see
Appendix J for description of each species):
A'ali'i
AwaKolo
Forest Flowers
Guava
Hapu'u
Ko'oko'olau

'Ie'ie
Laua'e
Lauhala
Maile
Mamake
Mango

Niu
Noni
ObiaLehua'
Orange
Pa'iniu
Pala'a

Palapalai
Pink Opiko
True Koli

Hunting

The hunting. range of Puna residents was very broad' It extended from well within the
National Park (for those with permits) to the shoreline areas of Nanawale. The'hunters were
primarily after pigs but also hunted wild goats and cows. Some informants also reported,
hunting wild donkeys in the past. All of the animals hunted were, at some point in history,
introduced to Hawai'i generally' as domesticated livestock and eventually escaped or were
turned loose and became feral. Hunting occurred year round and was the prilIlarymeans for
obtaining meat for families. Although there were reports of some hunters selling pig meat
commercially, the threat of trichinosis dissuaded many from doing so.
Some informants reported going hunting as often as every day Or every other day.
They were responsible for and expected to provide meat for their 'ohana or extended family.
One or two young men would hunt pigs and divide the meat up between the 'ohana. Some
hunters also mentioned that they shared the meat with neighbors and other community residents who were older and unable to hunt Sharing the meat was tied to a belief that if one
were generous with their catch, the supply would always be there. Even if the Catch was low,
the hunters still shared with others. Greed was believed to be punishable by poor hunting or
bad luck. When the hunt was successful, the hunters generally thanked the 'aina.
The methods used in hunting varied from guns to knife and dogs. Larger animals such
as wild cows, which were considered dangerous, needed to be shot and killed . Many pig
hunters. used a method of trained dogs who chased and pinned down a pig. The dogs were
trained to catch the pig and only attack the head and rear of the animal so as not to damage
the meat The hunter would follow the dogs and stab the immobilized pig in the heart. This
method was an efficient way to hunt although it took a toll on the dogs. Hunting dogs were
often injured by pigs, lost in the fissures or in the dense rainforest. Some hunters said that
they spent days looking for a lost dog.
Animals were cleaned and dressed in the area where they 'were killed. In most cases,
the meat was packed up and loaded onto the hunters back who then had to hike a long
distance to a four-wheel drive vehicle. Because of the heavy load, hunters were cautious to
not kill large animals (wild cows) or more than they could carry a long distance unless there
were ·several men.
.
The meat was prepared a variety of ways. One of the most common preparation
methods was smoking the meat which was also thought to be a way to kill trichinosis.' Some

\
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hooters hadsmokeoouses In fhe back of their property and they us~ wood gathered from the
forest or lava flows to smoke their meat in a process that took several hours. Anotherttaditional method was to' uSe imu 'or' underground ovens. The ·imuwascomprised of hot rocks
(heated by fire for 2-3 hours) placed in a pit and covered with crushed banana stumps; the
pig was.placed on top of the stumps, covered withtiand banana leaves, and cooked for
.
several hours 'dependingonthe size of the pig.
The pigs were said to roam in packs throughout the Puna district foraging different
areas and evading hunters.:Huntingwas at times sporadic because the pigs migrated to
places outside of one's traditional hunting area; In such cases, hunters waited until the pigs
moved into their hunting··domain or often' captured live pigs, raised them to a desired size,
and slaughtered them .for food Some hunters claimed that when the waiwi (small, guava-like
fruit) ripened, the pigs were foundin areas where they grew. During the dry season, the pigs
stayed Ilearthewatering holes.

I

Although only a few hunters ventured into the area of Wao. Kele! 0 Puna, it. was
considered an essential place for animals, especially pigs, because it served as a refuge and
place to bear their young. Consistent with the Hawaiian concept of refuge, pigs and other organisms' that· were being pursued required time and safe haven to rest and rejuvenate.
Because the upper .Wao Kele'O •Puna was.. remote .' and difficult .·to .access, .pigs were offered
safety from hunters. One hunter described the arduous hike through the lower part of the
district as "walking over soft, brittle lava and dropping one foot with every' step Jo get· to the
place where the pigs stayed." For many, hunting in the area wasn't worth the effort because
pigs were available in. other places. But some respondents stated that in order to ensure a
future supply.ofpigs, this area that was seen as an essential breeding grounds for pigs .needed
protection from development
Cultivation
Many informants cultivated plants for food and materials in areas surrounding their
house or,in some cases, on tracts of land that required a long hike or travel. by four-wheel
drive. The types of plants or trees that were grown around the yard includedkalo (taro), 'uala
(sweet potato), maia (banana), ulu(breadfruit)"kukuL(candle nut tree), niu (coconut), papaya, lauhala .(screwpine),noni, ti,etc.
':' Some respondents used tracts .of land. they owned'inside Kamaili to cultivate dry-land
ka!o:The planting, harvesting, and preparing ,ofkato was a family effort and a.way to. provide
families with poi. About every three weeks the 'ohanawouldiget together to plant,barvest,
and malrepoi. Each family would gohome with a generous supply of fresh poi which was
becoming more expensive in the stores; Another reason forgrowingkalo,was to teach
younger'ohana members. about traditional cultivation techniques of,Hawaiians...
i."
'Traditionally, thekalo was. a staple in the Hawaiian. diet and. symbolic .of the .culture.
Fot example, from the corm ofthe plant, which represented the parent, grew off-shoots which
represented children. The entire plant system represented the'ohana..The kalo grown today
are descendants of those .brought over. by. ,U1eprogenltors of.the Hawaiianrace.1be propagationof the plant is symbolic .• ofhow zHawaiianscame to tbe islands and spread over the
land.
.

)

The entire kala plant furnished food. The ,root was' cleaned and baked in the imu or
boiled, peeled, and sliced; or it was .made into poi using a papakuiai(woodentrough) and
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pounded with a pohakukuiai (stone pestle).43 Kulolo was a pUdding made .of grated raw kalo
and the juice from grated coconut meat. The leaves of the kalo were wrapped around meat or
fish, covered with ti leaves, tied with string, and steamed to make laulau.
. Ulu was eaten in much the samewayAt was cooked in the imu, peeled and sliced,.
or mashed into a gruel-like paste. 'Ualawas often baked in the imu, peeled" mashed, and
mixed with coconut milk.
'
Ti was a plant that had multiple uses and was of great value to Hawaiians. The
leaves were used to package food for travel, to contain and buffer food during cooking, and
to made into skirts for hula. The ti was considered sacred to the god Lono.. It was a symbol of
high rank or divine power and was often worn around the neck of the kahuna (priest). It was
considered a charm against evil spirits. Because of the superstition that those partaking, of
cooked opelu would otherwise suffer from a rash, some ti leaves were customarily tied
around the tail of the fish. n was also used to wrap ho'okupu which was delivered as offering
to various gods or deities.
'

Thekukui was used in many different ways. The oil from the kukui was used in
candles to illuminate houses and used as torches for fishing and other night time activity in
the olden days. The nut was roasted and mixed with sea salt to make a relish. The sap had
medicinal' qualities when rubbed over the infected or cut areas of the. mouth and other parts
of the· body. The shells were used as necklaces and other adornments.
Much of the good, cultivable· land was used by the plantations to' grow sugar. Since '
the decline of the plantations, land suitable· for· agriculture has been covered by. lava flows,
developed into subdivisions, became private property without access, or was used to grow
papaya. The prospect of using broader parcels of land for growing traditionally used plants is
weak and relates to the reason why most of these plants were mainly grown around the
homes of informants.
Hawaiian Rights
Numerous Native Hawaiian rights are guaranteed under state and· federal·law, and
with regard to their national land base-the Hawaiian Home Lands and the Ceded Public
Lands Trust. Any development or change in the uses of natural resources must take into
account the potential impact upon the free exercise of Native Hawaiian rights. The rights of
Hawaiians residing in Puna may be at risk 'with the development of geothermal· in the region.
The·following is a list of rights that may be in dispute. "
. Ahupua'a: Tenants Rights-these rights, which were expanded in 1978, affirm and pro.,
teet all rights, customarily and traditionally exercised, for subsistence, cultural, and
religious purposes and possessed by ahupua'a tenants who are descendants of native
HaWaiians who inhabited the Hawaiians Islands prior to ·1778, subject to the right of
the State to regular such rights.
Access Rights-ancient Hawaiian ahupua'a tenants needed access to. the mountains and
sea and along shorelines in order to fish, gather, andcultivateerops' and to
43Although some Hawaiians still pound their poi the ttaditional way, most of.thepoi.made today is

. processed by machine.
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communicate with neighboring ahupua'a tenants. In gene:ral,·there were two kinds'of
trails to meet these needs. One kind of trail ran verticaIlyfrom the mountains to the
sea arid the other ran horizontally, mostly along~eshorelines. Hawaiian ahupua'a
.... tenants can assert constitutional claims to the use of ancient Hawaiian' trails under
Article XII, Section 7, of the' state constitution which protects. Hawaiian customary
practices exercised for subsistence, cultural, and religio11S pmposes.
Fishing Rights-aside from the rights Hawaiians can claim .as members. of the general
, public to the use of fisheries,' Hawaiian ahupua'a tenants have a unique constitutionalchlim to the use of.fisheries·adjacent to their ahupua'a under.general·.language of
this section protecting rights customarily .and traditionally exercised for subsistence
, and cultural purposes. .
Freedom of Religion-both the State and the United States conStitutions have a proviSion which forbids the enaetnlent Of laws prohibiting the free exercise of religion.
Another .constitutional claim to ,freely 'exercise ancient Hawaiian religious 'beliefs
can be asserted by Hawaiian ahupua'a tenants. The American· Indian Religious 'Freedom Act of 1978 ensures that actions taken or licensed by federal agencies do not
interfere with the inherent right of individual Native Americans, including Hawaiians.
Burials-theHawai'i constitution provides a general guarantee protecting cultUral and
religious practices of Hawaiians and Hawai'i'sbistoric preservation law offers a comprehensive and detailed scheme for'specificallyproteCting, ancient Hawaiian cultural
aIld religious sites, suCh as burial sites and heiau.
ACt 3Q6,enacied in 1990, amelldedthe existing preservation law to uphold the common
'law rule that' a private land owner does not have the right to possession of human
skeletal remains found on his private property. Instead, the landowner will be treated
under the statute' as holding the remains "in trust" for cultural descendants who have
the right to possession for purposes ofproper Cultural preservation or reinternment.

Water Wghfs,"':"Hawaiianswhowantto .cultivate. ta1'0andengage .in other subsistence
,practicesrequirlng .the ·use .of substantial amounts "of, water. Can assert three ',different
, kinds of rights to water; All three' are based on customaryuseandooIDmon law doctrine and all tbtee are guaranteed under the .state 'constitution arid the state water
code found in the Hawai'i Revised Statutes. Two of these water rights' are based on
tradition and customary use and common' law doctrines known as "appurtenant
.rightS". and "riparian rights." Hawaiians whoquaIify for Hawaiian Home 'Lands under
the.HawaiianHomes Comntission Act of 1920 have. a unique .third claim to water '
.' and homestead land recipients. .
Ceded LandS-'In 1959. Hawai'i becaineastate under the Haw2i'LAdmission Act.
Section 5(b) .of the Act provides for the return.' of land supposedly acquired by the
United States at the time ofahriexation from the Republic of Hawai'i.Approximately
1.275 rillllionacres became the property of the State of Hawai'i, to be administered
. 'as a public. trust for the following purposes;'support pUblic 'schools and educational
institutions, improve conditions for Native HaWaiians, develop farms and home
ownership, .make' public improvements, ,and provide lands for· public" use. Another
200,000 acres set aside for Hawaiian Homelands in 1921 was also transferred to the
State of Hawai'i.
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PERCEIVED IMPACTS OF HGP
There existed a general belief that Puna·shouldnot be responsible for.other peoples'
energy needs. Residents in this distnct felt that they had. to bear the brunt of the impacts so
that those living in other areas, even. other islands, would have their energy needs met. Some
informants believed that, in effect, they~d to pay the price for overdevelopment and fueling
a tourist-based ,economy that they had misgivings about.
The perceived impacts of geothermal development on the practices and beliefs of

Puna residents were numerous· and .varied. It is important to note that the impact issues that
were discussed by informants were from a sample of residents who fit the criteria for. sample
selection. That is, they were members of established Hawaiian 'ohana from Puna,· subsist: ence practitioners, cultural bearers, etc. The perceived impacts were, therefore, most pertinent to the activities that comprised their lifestyle. There were numerous other issues .that the
investigators became aware of that. were not reported. to us .directIy from the informants and
were often outside the range of their direct experiences. Many of these issues related to concerns that tended to be more technical in· nature or based on a western scientific perspective.
Most of the informants, especially those who were subsistence practitioners, believed
that the development of a SOO-megawatt geothermal project would have severe impacts on
Puna~s environment and the way of life for their 'ohana. Using· the existing 2S-megawatt
Puna Geothermal Venture·(pGV) as a frame of reference, some informants imagined that the
impacts of the proposed SOO-megawatt development would be devastating to the rainforest
and spell an end to Hawaiian subsistence activities· that were already being hampered by
diminishing environments and resources. lhe loss of subsistence and. other cultural activities
would mean the loss of ''hands-on'' learning for Hawaiian children. One informant believed
that the classroom would become the only place to learn how to be Hawaiian-and that was
a major problem because knowledge would be taken out of context.
A few informants who believed that the impacts would be minimal were not as
actively involved in subsistence activities, had family members employed at PGV,and welcomed the idea of cheap geothermal generated electricity and other modem amenities in
their homes. These proponents of HGP believed that the steam from the vents was not toxic
but actually good for peoples' health. Some mentioned that, as children, their parents would
take them to the rift zones' and have them inhale the steam in order to cure colds and other
respiratory ailments.
.
'
It is important to note that the volcano naturally emits sulfur dioxide which is relatively innocuous, while the substance emitted from geothermal drilling contains hydrogen
sulfide which is highly toxic in large doses. One informant believed that the gases released
by geothermal drilling was too raw and potent because it was not allowed to filter naturally
through the rocks before reaching the earth's surface.

Proponents of HGP also believed that those Puna Hawaiians who opposed the HGP
were less worldly and too attached to old ways, exaggerated or over-romanticized the role
and meaning of subsistence, and were unwillirig. or unable to ~ccept the advantages offered
by modern tecbnology. The positive impacts cited by informants included cheap or free electricity provided to Puna families, employment for family members in, the .future,. and a general trend towards modernization throughout the district.
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Desire to Return Home

An 'issue that was raised' by'lower, Puna residents WhO were msplaced by recent
volcanic lava flows was thatthey had every intention of returning to their home when it was
declared safe to do so or when "the infrastructure was created to allow them to regain access
to their property. Some 'homes, 'were destroyed; others lost their aecessroutes to the lava
flows. ,Those who weredisl'laced believed that their situation was temporary and they would
someday return and resume their traditional way of life. The fact that they did notaetually
reside in, Kalapana atthe'time should not be used as a reason'to assume that the landscape
and resources could be altered without having negative impact. One infomiant who lost
access stated:

a

, People don't believe wewanitogo back home. You'dbe surprised at the
amount of families that want tOgo back to Kalapana, Kapa'ahu, Kaimu. This
isn't my home (subdivision near' Pahoa). l'mamalihini here (foreigner). 'I'm
Ishamed to.OO here~ I waritto go home. I want to be able to live without having 'anybody bOthering me, 'People don't. understand what ,it 'means to take
away,a communi~y,I would rather die than have tolive someplace else.
Perceptions by Age
. ,There werec.tiscrep~ncies'~etWedntlleperspectives and OpiniODSOf some older informants and some younger informants; Some of the older informants believed that HGP
would prOVide jobs for younger Hawaiians in Puna. Because there wasn't much economic
activity in the region outside, of agriculture and, subsistence, younger people who wanted to
remain in the area would be provided anewemploym.ent~ption.~ost of the younger informants, however, rejected the idea of geothermal development. It was not their ~"economy of
choice" and they generally preferred living, according to a subsistence-based economy and
lifestyle. Some younger informants stated that their peers who had gone away to college
planned to return to Puna after receivingtheirdegrees and some job training. Younger people
who had an aptitude fora forn1alwestem education wanted to leave Puna temporarily to gain
ne\V experiences and toseetheworld-i-but thdrcomInitme~ttoPuna was very strong and
they would eventually return. :Inforin~ts claimed that'the out-tnigration of,talented youth
should not be interpreted as a permanent loss of this sector; but as a means to ultimately bolster, the technical' "know':'how"
of thecommllility as
they would return With new ',skills.
"'.'
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Some believed tluidt \Vas uIltaIrfof older'resicJentStoniake a'd6cisionabout the
future of Puna because their time had passed and younger people would have to live with the
consequences,of.,geothermal, development, ,A number of the younger.informants, some of
whom were not living in
stated thatthey wanted to raise, their children in Puna and expose the~' to ,the·' same cominunityand subsistence practices that they experienced growing

PuiJ.a,

~

'

Even though it had beensU11I1is~ tllatgeothermal development wOuld provide more
jobs for Puna residents, many informants Ie~tthatthe best jobs would go to ,outsiders who had
specialized engineering' skills ,and local Puna people would be ,left with the lowest-paying
menial labor positions (e.g.,Jriaintenance,security). Some believed that thesejobs were also
the most hazardous and workers would be prone to injury.
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Impacts on the Forest
.
A primary cc;>ncem among hunters. was how. the clearing of the rainforest would
destroy the habitat of the pigs. A few informants expressed specific concerns about the
impacts of geothermal development on the pigs in Wao Kele. 0 Puna.. They believed that the
destruction of the rainforest in this area .causedby developing drilling sites, access roads,
and even the leakage of harmful chemicals would mean the loss of a critical food source and
cultural activity. Some hunters believed that noise andbuman activity at the existinggeothermal sites served to drive pigs away from the immediate area. 1bis was an indication that
geothermal and wild game would not co-exist and. that the more expansive proposed development would have devastating affects on this resource.
When discussing the issue. of HOP impacts. on the resources, practices, and beliefs of
Hawaiians in Puna, many informants referred to wbat could be described. as a. cycle of
change or· an entire. system that becomes wlnerable because one· part of it is damaged.
These informants claimed that it was difficult to predict or assess impaetsas separate aspects because natural and cultural phenomenon were . integrally related. Changes in.one part
of the system would have reverberating affects· througboutthe system and atiect each
element and organism, including bumans. For example, if the rainforest were damaged, the
clouds carrying rain would disappear, thus the water that nourishes the plants and trees would
cease; the animal life that depends on the forest and water for sustenance would perish along
with subsistence activities. From another perspective, many. informants believed that if
humans .exploited or did not malama the 'aina (take· care of the land), the gods would no
longer provide for them.
Concerns were also expressed about the decline in the native bird popUlation which
was thought to indicate that the forest was under duress.

Caretakers of the Land
Environmental impacts were difficult to assess without considering the cultural and
spiritual impacts as well. Some informants believed· that they were sanctioned to be the
caretakers of their ancestral lands in Puna. Part of this notion was.tied to a .sense ofresponsibility they bad to their kupuna (elders) who bad taught them how to live as Hawaiians. The
kupuna had. passed onto these younger informants an ancestral knowledge that emphasized
co-existence between humans and other natural elements. As the latest generation to possess
this knowledge, they viewed themselves as the proprietors of Hawaiian culture. One informant stated:
.

.

What I believe is, I live in this area and anytbingtbat happens above me [in·
Wao Kele 0 Puna] will affect me. Spiriniany as welL.There's more to it than
just picking plants. Its more than what you
see. There is a spiritual aspect
to it-a reason to leave certain areas the way it is, not abuse and taken away
by man. Some areas have to exist the way. they are, in order for the culture
and people to remain alive. When ancestors die, they leave something behind, whether its visual or spiritual. I believe my ancestors put it (knowledge]
into us so that the land would be able to survive. And we would still be able
to keep in tolich with being human.

can

Other informants took a more· apocalyptic view. If their beliefs and practices were to
be eradicated by geothermal and other "irreverenf' forms of development, the culture and

{
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people would follow. a .similar path of decline.• One informant who .inherited the beliefs of his
forbears and was a Pele worshipper felt :that it was hisfilialduty to continue this line of
spiritual belief.··1f geothermal developmentdetraeted from the manifestations of Pele, then it
might sunder the beliefs that he hoped to pass onto his children. He believed .that the loss. of
that critical link between active wprship and a living god would spell doom for Hawaiians.

Advantages Versus N~ative Impacts
Some of the informants rejected the idea. that. geothermal development would provide
a cheap source of energy. Even if it did, the cultural price they would pay would not be W011h
the advantages it might bring. One informant believed that the traditional way of life without
electricity offered many .advantages..'She said:
If somebody told me it will benefit .you and give you electricity, we have
generators, we have·solar energy. The sun provides' for. us. When I was little
'we made sure we did (lur homework before it was 4:00, before it got dark. Our
chores were done. There's no such thing as TN. being on just because it was
.there.' We •hardly ever watched T.V.We listened to the. radio during the day
time. At night, after you eat, you had family time. .You'd pray and then you'd
. talk story abOut the day.

i

Even'.whenthey offered us geothermal energy, we didn't hook up. We stayed
with the generator.'Only:the people close to the highway went withelectricity.1heydidn't have to pay extra. You grow accustomed to how the generator·sounds. If geothermal was to happen, we would not have peace.

Technical Problems and Pollution
The technical problems experienced by previous efforts to harness geothermal,energy
also raised a great deal of concern among informants. The feeling was that if they couldn't
master the situationonasmall-"scale then Why proceed to develop geothermal on a larger
scale. Some informants;.mentioned .' that 'geothermal .projects • that· have been .successful' at
other locations on the' American continent never had to .contend with· the type 'offorce lying
beneath Puna. They believed that existing technologies could not match up with the magni~
tude of the energy from Hawai'i's volcano. One informant shared:
There is all kinds of things doWn there that comes out of the drilling. After 5.6 months the pressure and' chemicals·. eat '. through the equipment and they.
have leaks. They dopatch>upworktbat doesn't really help. Ours .(volcano] is
so powerful, ,they don'tknow.how.to control it . . . :

.

A major concern related to how chemicals released from leakage or blow-outs would ~
impact wild and cultivated plants. Some informants expressed .concerns about how flower
growers would be affected in the long term., Uthe gases released were.colorless and tasteless, . and humans were manifesting ;symptoms ofillness,thentheydeduetedthatplantswere
also being negatively affected. One fisherman who wasatseaatthetimeof·the latest blowout said that from offshore he noticed that the ohia forest that lay downwind from the
geothermal.site· had turned, a,dullgrayjshcolor. After· about ,a.week the foliage. appeared to
have recovered. .
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There were also concerns expressed about how possible contamination oithe underground freshwater system would ultimately affect marine life that thrived in the places where
cool, fresh water entered and mixed with ocean water. For example, opae wa, a 'minute red
shrimp, required fresh and salt water conditions. They lived in anchialineponds along the
shoreline· or in offshore areas where fresh· water entered the· ocean. They •attracted fish· that
fed on them and were caught in fine nets and used as palu or chum in order to bring fish
around· Some fishermen expressed concern about. how these· rather fragile organisms would
survive if the underground water system were contaminated by chemicals released during
geothermal development. And if·these small creatures near the bottom· of the food chain were
affected, then the entire marine system might ultimately, be affected.
Blow-outs at the geothermal plants were a primary concern among informants. A
massive blow-out that could not be contained would mean the evacuation of everyone living
in the district One informant speculated that such a catastrophe would mean long-term
displacement and more law suits than the state or federal government could cope with.
Lower Puna informants were especially concerned because they were downwind from the
drilling sites. The wind carrying toxic fumes would not be constrained or filtered because of
the clearing of the forest for roads and drilling sites. One informant said that every night the
wind comes down from the mountain and, during the day, the trade winds start blowing from
the ocean. Symptoms resulting from exposure to chemicals released by .geothermal were
described as headaches, muscle aches, irritability, nausea, spontaneous abortions among
pregnant women, and even having a metallic taste in the mouth. Although lower Puna residents expressed the most concern about the wind bringing noxious chemicals their way,
informants residing in subdivisions upwind towards Pahoa expressed similar concerns about
contamination. The winds could always shift direction and those living above the drilling
zones also believed they were endangered. A great deal of concern was expressed about the
close proximity of the geothermal subzones to Pahoa School.

Visual Impacts
The visual impacts were also raised as a concern by informants. Some speculated
that utility poles and power lines would mar the scenic· roads and view planes around Puna
and, if the power were transmitted through the Saddle Road, it would have a negative visual
impact there as well.

Electromagnetic Radiation and Marine Impacts
There were concerns about the cable line that· was projected to enter the ocean near
Kawaihae Harbor. Fishermen were unsure, yet concerned, about how the cable lines emitting
electromagnetic radiation might disrupt fishing and impact migrating whales..

Poor Planning
One informant described the process of development in Puna as .an exercise in. poor
planning. He believed that the development of the rainforest provided planners .justification
for allowing more development-to go on. He said:
We have a lowland rainforest that is being impacted daily. Not jiIst by geothermal but by the influx of new people coming into the area. The land is no
longer pristine because of all the subdivisions and papaya ·groves. That gives
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the State·.the idea that it is not worth saving.· There is poor planning in'letting
people develop this area and also wanting to develop geothermal.
MITIGATION

'The concept of mitigation was a foreign one to 'many informants and based on the
belief that 'natural or spiritual phenomenon existed as separate entities without regard for
parallel or successive' sYstems. A number of informants discussed natural and' spiritual phenomena in terms of one, holistic form. If one were to misuse the resources that were provided
for humans by the gods, it would incur a negative impact throughout the entire natural order.
Such an affect could not be mitigated by reducing the amount of the activity or through some
other means of compensation. Wahl pana (sacred areas) were the source from which natural
elements .emanated" and. disturbance of ,these areas woUld spell an end .to.,' the resource. For
example, some informants mentioned that the rain and wind that were generated from the
wahi pana from within the volcanic·rift areas, and essential to the.perpetuation of life in Puna
would cease to exist if disturbed and thus lead to a major decline in the range and quality of
life.'

;

Every informant in the Puna sample was posed with the. question about how to mitigate the potential negative impacts of geothermal development. In general, the response to
thisquestion was '''nothing.~' Some informants were not totally against geothermal development but had concerns about its safety record If the quirks or difficulties could be worked out
at the existing plants, the HGP spouldexpand at a less ambitious level (than the.SOO megawatts) and assessed in terms ofits benefits .to ,the community. None of the informants, even
the proponents of HGP, believed that wholesale geothermal development should occur
without some restrictions or profits returned to the community.
A variety of suggestions were made that dealt with prevention, mitigation, or the
general management of natural resources in Puna. Informants provided the. following responses when questioned about the mitigation/management of HGP:44

••

Everyone within a IS-mile radius "of the ,geothermal wells should get free
electricity--espeCiaIlyifthey.hadto.suffer the consequences· and O~ahugot most of
the benefits.

•

Hawaiians with .genealogical ties ·to lower .Puna should receive royalties of .10-20%
from the prOfits made off of geothermal development

'.

There -should be a:buffer·zonebetween the drilling sites ,'and where,:people,live.1n
Puna there was no buffer zone because there wasn't room ,for one.

,

• . The range and number of wells ,should ,be limited. Instead of opening the vast range
,··;throughout·the.three sub-zonesfor exploratory drilling"HGPshould focus on··one subzone and the number of wells should be:Umited to an acceptable level according to.
whatresidents believe is . appropriate.

44S ome of the points

content.

w~re· themes or composites

derived from various responses that had related
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•

There should be strict monitoring of all aspects of the HGP. Air and water quality
should be assessed regularly at· designated points in time. Socio-cultural assessments
should occur in phases following development. Development should occur in increments, not all at once.

•

The State should encourage 1hedevelopment of solar energy for all homes in Puna
and throughout Hawai'i. One informant reported that there were over .1,000 homes in
the .district that were·· solar powered and this should· be a requirement for the entire
state. It was viewed as an unlimited ·and natural resource that would ·lessen the need
for projects like HGP.

•

The State should encourage self-sufficiency in Puna and stop getting involved in
projects that encourage dependency. Development should be consistent with Hawaiian culture and values. The modern way was too expensive. AIternativecommunity
economic projects would benefit everyone in the longrun.

•

The state/federal government should provide informational opportunities to Puna
Hawaiians that address the proposed design of HGP and factual information regarding
the extent to which the forest will be impacted.
1bestate or federal people who·are promoting geothermal should· explore drilling
possibilities on La'ihi. The Big Island was moving west, offof the hot spot. If it is too
technologically challenging at this point to drill for energy underwater, thengovemment officials should wait until Lo'ihibecame an island

•

Geothermal development should not occur in areas where there was rainforest. If the
proponents of geothermal were so adamant about developing this energy source, it
should occur in Volcano National Park in areas where there was no forest or native
residents.

•

The management of natural resources should be done by native Hawaiians, or they
should at least serve as primary consultants in developing programs and policies. The
people who have genealogical ties to lower Puna know best how to manage the resources. ''We take only what we need." Management includes teaching about the
moon phases and how it affects the ocean and planting. There should be a return to
the old kapu system. That way Hawaiians could regulate their resources.

•

There should be more effective management and education of tourism. Every tourist
should be required to have a I-hour class on culture when they arrive in Hawai'i.
Tourism development and activities in Puna should be regulated and limited.
The Puna Hui'Ohana was formed in 1971 to provide community-based management

of social and economic. issues for Hawaiians residing in the district. ·In .terms of. geothermal
development, the group has advocated for hiring local residents, job training~andcorporate
mechanisms for providing resources and services to· the community.· It also served to educate
Puna residents about geothermal impacts as they related to other places (e.g., New Zealand)
and mineral rights.
Some of the recommendations made by members of this organizatioll included:
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•

Investors/developers,'Should, provide on-the·job training and'opportunities foradvancing/promoting local employees. This"would serve to elevate ·Puna residents beyond
the low-paying" menial levels to ,high-teeh or managerial levels' which were mainly
filled by out-Of-state workers.

•

Investors/developers Should contribute monetary resources fu community agenciesparticularly the schools and hospitals. Small, rural facilities were largely neglected
by the state, and monies could be used to purchase equipment, supplies, artmaterials, fund special educational programs, etc. They suggested that some programs
should be modeled after those in New Zealand that benefited Maoris aftergeothermal development.

., Some of the royalties from ,HOP shouIdbeused to setup a community trust ,fund for
Puna Hawaiians. Grants can be provided to native entrepreneurs and for scholarships.
It' can also be used to develop programs aimed at proteeting native fishing, hunting,
, and gathering rights.

MEmons OF STUDY FOR SOUTHEASTERN MAUl
The investigators originally planned to' conduct approximately 20 in-depth interviews
and ,3 focus group discussions' of informants representing Southeastern· Maul. .As was the case
With Puna, the number of in-depthiriterviews exceeded what waS planned and the number of
focus groups was slightly less. "
Informants for the Southeastern"Maw portiOIl of the HOP study were selected from·a
list of individuats and/oi-'ahana who were knoWn to be associated with the project ,area. In
this case, the proposed geothermal transmission line, was projected to run from the East portion of Honua'uta, across Kahikinui, and into the Western portion of the district of Kaupo.
The list of Native Hawaiian informants was cOmpiloo'tO reflect either residents or those who
had genealogical ties to these areas. The investigators received assistance from the State
(e.g., State Historic Preservation Office), county· agency representatives (e.g.• Planning Department), and Native Hawaiian residents of Maui. A site coordinator, who had genealogical
ties toSoutheastem Maui, assisted the:investigatorsinmaldng contacts .with prospective
informants and ,conducting ,'site' visitations.
,..

,

Thirty-nineirifol111ants were contaetedand 26 of them were interviewed: .$ixteenpar-.
ticipatedinin-depth interviews (2-3 hours); and 10 informants participated in interviews that
were less than 1 hour., All interviews were conducted at either the informant's ,place of .residence or at the :location where cultural'. orstibsistence activities were undertaken. The
informants represented.the:following distrietswithinSoutheastem Maui:Kahikinui, Kanaio,
Makena,>'U1upalakua,Kaupo,'and Nu'u (see Appendix Kforbroader desCription of in~.
formants).
.
" ,'~imilar~tothe Puna survey, a paclCetofinformation related to the HOP·design 'was
presented to info,rmants iii' both the in-depth and focus group interviews. The intent of this
efercisewas to assess i~orm~ts'opinions regardingilnpactsafter they had a clearer understanding ,of what the project entailed;.lnformanls were also shown a map and asked to
.
identify sites' related, to subsistence' 8l1d. Hawailan:cuIture.,·· . , .
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The same set of interview questions were used . at both Puna and Southeastern Maui.
Informants were asked about their ties to the .areas .of Southeastern Maui, natural ··resources,
religion, subsistence and cultural practices, HOP impacts, and mitigation measures.
Two focus group discussions of 4-5 hours were conducted with the organizations Ka
'Obana 0 Kabikinui and Kanaio 'Ohana.45
Informants Relationship to the Project Area
The relationship informants had with· the project area fell into the following categories: (l)born or raised in the area; (2) went to school, church, or work in the area; (3) bad
genealogical ties to the area; (4) Iamily burials were in the area; (5) owned land andlor
lived in· the· area· and were caretakers· of the land; (6) were on the waiting list of the Department of Hawaiian HomeLands (DHla) to obtain. pastoral or homestead leases in the area;
(7) planned to build houses for themselves and their children on Hawaiian family lands; (8)
used the area for subsistence practices (hunting, fishing, gathering, and planting); (9).· visited
the area for recreation; (10) visited the area for spiritual or cultural purposes.
Some informants had genealogical ties to the project area and were knowledgeable
about past and present culturally-related activities. These informants were able. to trace their
ancient family lineage to a particular district within Southeastern Maui (e.g., Kanaio,Kaupo,
Makena, Nu'u). In most of the cases 'ohana ties could be traced to the post-contaet period
when churches, schools, and ranching were established in the district. In .other cases, informants were tied to the area through subsistence activities. 46 Many of those who fell into this
category used the area from the time they were children and were taught traditional Hawaiian subsistence practices by their parents or. grandparents. These were practices that they
hoped to pass on to their own children.
.

SUMMARY OF INFORMANT INTERVIEW DATA
Map of Southeastern Maui

The map of Southeastern Maui indicates the various use areas and cultural and historic sites (Figure 1). This information was derived from informants during interviews. As
indicated on the map, fishing and ocean gathering occurred along the entire coastline. Hunting and plant gathering occurred primarily in the· mauka regions. Native Hawaiian plants,
many of which were endangered, were found along the. coastline or in the mauka· areas where
. foraging animals could not reach them. Many of them couId be found in steep gullies within
close proximity to the highway. Archaeological and cultural sites were concentrated along
the coastal areas and in ancient settlements along the· slopes of Haleakala. The trails that
were identified generally extended from mauka to makai or ran along the coastline to
45TheKa 'Obana 0 Kahildnui focus group was held on January 7, 1994, at StYnez Church. The group
was comprised of Native Hawaiian beneficiaries. who were on .the Department. of Hav.:aiian
Homelands waiting list for pastoral and/or homestead leases. About ten members participated in the
discussion. The Kanaio 'Obana focus group wash'eld on February26, 1994, at a Kariaiohom.estead.
This group was comprised of Native Hawaiians who own land or live in the Kanaio homestead area
which were from old King's Grants. Eleven individuals attended the focus group.

46Many of the subsistence users frequented mauka-makai (mountain to ocean) trails or the King's
Trail to gain access to coastal fIShing grounds.
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accommOdate .fishermen. Informants identified a number ofsignificant areas that for various
reasons warranted protection from' over-harvesting or development.
Deities, 'Aumakua, and Ho'ailona
Informants who acknowledged having'aumakua referred to their beliefs as a private
family matter. For the informants froin SoutheastemMaui, the 'aumakua was represented in
marine life such', as great fish,mano' (Shark), puhi (moray. eel),mo '0 (lizard), honu ,(turtle),
and land animals such as pueo(owI). Places associated with ,aumakua'can be inferred from
the species'· behaviors.' and habitats.. For example, some "aumama dwell in' the •sea: Coral
reefs are the special places for the eel; bays and caves are the dwelling places of the shark;
the bays are where the honulive; and the natural fishponds along the coastline are habitat for
the mo·o. The pueo can be seen flying throughout the study area both at mauka andmakai
locations.

)

Many of them looked for appearances oftheir'aumakua.For example, one informant
shared that aCa family funeral,hisfaumama, the pueo~ appeared to lend support to. his family. The family' mewwheretheir'aumakuacould be found andalways'madeefforts to nurture
or· never harm them. For 'example,mano.caught accidentally in a net were released. Some
informants said that they looked for ho'ailona (omens): Particular 'natural phenomenon, such
as clouds, thunder, rainbows, and the sighting of:rare birds, ,were interpreted ,as ho'ailona.
Rainbows were believed to be the herald of the porthole to other life dimensions and the
clouds at night were believed to be the active, inner force of the 8oddessHina.1beappearanee ofho'ailonawas interpreted as an omen that some event was forthcoming. One informant shared information regarding a ho'ailona,the manu'iwa bird: '
This black birds.;....it looks like an eagle. Itflles here sometimes and you very
seldOIn see,it:lttlies so high, a big black bird. My father used to say that
whenever that bird comes, good things happen. Last year I saw him.
The Goddess Pele
Pele was represented in: Southeastern Mani by· various' symbols. For example, in
Kanaio the commonly'found maidenhairrepresentedPele's hair. Some informants believed
that the presence' of Pele, as indicated by these symbols, would serve to protect them from
projectsthatwerebarmful tothe'aina. Pe1e had.away, oftaking care of things or cleansing
the landscape when it was being used •. inappropriately.. Geothermal development,ghowed a
disrespect. Which would'incur thewrathofPele. Her. wrath'might be· displayed in the form of
volcanic eruptions or movements ;deep within the earth that would damage geothermal
facilities.Oneinform:ant believed that teaching hula was lone way he was able to pay homage toPele. The chants· and 'movements 'involved in hula were intended to honor her spirit.
Another Informant believed that Peletook care ,of those who., tespectedher and .loathed those
who. did not. Geotherma1was.considered a sacrilege and ¢rpetrators, '. it was 'believed, would
be punished by the goddessPele. One informant shared:!
When you are·tapping geothermal, you are playing with our GoddessPele,
which in my eye is not good. Spiritually, and being Hawaiian. you areplayingwithoneof our goddesses ,which is not right. Leave Pele.alone!Leave the
geolhenD.al alone and leaveKahildnui to'peoplecoming back on the land.
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Some of those who believed in; Pele identified with Hawaiians'in Puna who were
committed to safeguarding her from' geothermal development over' there. ,One informant, who
held strong Christian beliefs was not opposed to HGP on the basis of spirituality but respected those who were. He stated:
,Well, I go to church. I have one God. So ,I don't believe in Pele.Maybe Hawaiians believe in her. Its okay.. Geothermal is going into the eartl1; to me it's
just. a volcano. "People have their, beliefs. ,I, just respect what their beliefs are
,and I don't understand it All ,I know is, its traditional that Pele is believed, to
have certain powers to do certain things. Some may be coincidental, some of
it may not.
Religious Practices
Persons intending to resettle the area of Kahikinui have begun reinstituting ancient
cultural and religious practices. The investigators witneSsed the opening.ofMakahiki by a
group of Hawaiians' (Ka 'Ohana 0,Kahikinui) in November, 1993 and its closing in _February
1994. Participants believed that this ceremony may have been the first ofits ldndin about
127 years. 'The ceremonies involved food offerings, hula, and the launching of a small- canoe
which contained a food offering. The canoe represented the lea wa'a 0 Lono (the canoe ofthe
god Lono) which was being sent back to Tahiti (Malo, 1951).
The ·group had elaborate plans to conduct more ,religiOUS and cultural activities at
Kahikinui because of its sacredness and historic significance, and it remained one of the last
untouched areas on Maui. Place names at Kahikinuirepresented links to' ancient navigators
including Hawai'iloa (believed by some to have been the discoverer of the Hawaiian
islands), Anianikalani (his father), and Hualalai (mother ofHawai'iloa and Nu'u,another
noted navigator). Halau hula were known to travel to this area to enact chants and dances
honoring Hawai'iloa and the others. One knmu hula (hula master) discussed the importance
of this place and future plans to rebuild their culture:
So Kahikinui has gone beyond my anchoring of being raised in this area, because now it takes me beyond to mythology of Hawai'iloa. In the near future,
probably summer, we would pass Pohaku (rock) from one person to another,
like ancient times, to build a structure. So that, just the touching of the Pobaku to document in their minds, their 'ohana, that they were part of rebuildinga prolific element of Hawaiian ,'culture. Because of the geographical
location and' the name places, it would' be great to Jacilitate the, Makahiki
with and opening and closing ceremony. Any kind of ceremony for me is an
offering to the gods, offering to participants, giving land and ocean. When
you open, there were different activities, food offerings were always very important.,Its part of this land, almost everything that was there. I.,anticipate this
land to become more fruitful and abundant. And we need more people out
here to work this land, so they can receive the reward aesthetically, or physically or whatever. It's willing to give back, if we are willing to come and
give.
Kahikinui was described by sollie as "away but not away." This meant that it was
usually within an hour's reach frQm home and was a place that provided a spirituaIuplift for
those who wanted a dose of nature and culture. For many informants, subsistence activities
were considered ways to gain spiritual rejuvenation
and a religious rite.
,
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Natural Resources
It has been said by some older informants that, at onetime, the forest line extended
all the way down to the ocean. The different elevations had different types of trees. The vast
watershed system created by the forest provided Hawaiians with a supply of freshwater. In
the last 100 years the forest in the lower elevations (to the 5,000 feet level) has been largely
destroyed. The loss of the indigenous and native trees and watershed, as a result of the introduction in historic times of goats and cattle and the ranching practice of "chaining", has
greatly diminished the land's ability to hold water. Thus, the area has become dry.

The mountain and .forest as a whole were perceived by some informants as being a
natural resource. The natural elements operated in concert to· proVide the resources required
for the sustenance of endemic organisms, includinghumans.1be daily occurrence of long
cloud formations and moisture at mid-elevation on the slopes of Haleakala ensured the permanence and expansion of the forest and rare endemic plants. For many, revegetation with
native forest and plants was critical to the establishment of a watershed system that would
ultimately allow for the resettlement of Hawaiians..
The availability of freshwater is essential to repopulating the area and to subsistence
and culturalactivities. Some informants discussed ways they had adapted to the chronic
water shortage in order to maintain an activity or livelihood. In the arid region of lower
Kahikinui, for example, fishermen have learned to find fresh drinking water by reading natural signs along the Shoreline. The' appearance of opae ula or minute red shrimp in the tidal
areas or on certain seaweeds indicated the presence of freshwater. ,After heavy rains, fishermen were also aware of places where they could dig wells by hand. One fisherman from
Kanaio mentioned that· ancient. Hawaiians used. dogs' to fiildfreshwater springs along the
beach in Wa-i':'a-ka'ilio.
Native Hawaiian Plants .
Endemic and/or endangered plants were found in protected areas at Ahihi-Kina'u and
KanioNatural Area Reserves, along the coastline at Kanaio, and in KahikinuLatAuwai,
Alena, and Manawainui. The greatestconcent:rationofrare plants was' at Kahikinui below· St·
Inez Church. Some·jnformants spoke.ofplansto restock rare endemic plants throughout
Kahikinui.'
. .... " .The Auwahi ahupua.'a has a unique concentration of rare and endangered Hawaiian
plants (see APpendixM, response by Renee Silva). Theseplants'were essential to the SUIVivalof HawaiIans who were tied· to' a subsistence economy. Hawaiians learned how to survlve in an enVironment that was characterized by extreme heat, lack of surface water, and a
harsh ocean condition. Materials. derived from ·plants ,were'usoo for making ,canoes, nets,
spears, ropes, and sails. Although fishing and boating technologies have progressed to the
point where most ,of these materials are no longer used, plants are still being used for food,
medicine, adornments,' and craft and building materials.,A critical reason forproteeting, nativeplantswasthatthey were suchan integral part of the culture-so it'wasbelievedthat
the 'CUlture does'not exist without·its plants.•'lnformants expressed concerns about the endangered status of many ,native plants in theAuwahi forest. One plant expert who studied the
area explained:
i

This concentration of plants is famous. It crosses the road on both sides. It
flourished because of the cloud.cover.'·being fed by the clouds. Its one of the
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best dry forests in Hawai'i. Rock: [scientist from a 1910 plant study] said that
it is still a good forest, if we leave it alone. But if we keep putting power
lines and houses and goats and cattle,then that's not compatible with the Dar
tive forest We'll lose it.

From the hill [Luala'ilua Hill], there is a big colony of 'A'ali'i. A rare fern,
and Sandalwood, and all kinds of Hawaiian trees. Ha'a, olopua,are all in this
area. The hill might be slowing dOWD.the clouds, there is moisture •. there.
There's a species of Ko'oko'olauat Wai'opai, right on the beach.'Ahakea,
Koa, are trees for canoe-building. There is few Koa trees. The best elevation
is about 2,600 feet, way up in the clouds. There's a small colony right behind
Luala'ilua •Hi11s.· Kupimoi, ·a nice healthy. colony.. The Natural Area Reserve
is there because of the Kupaoa plant.
.

ACcess and Trails
Mauka-makai trails linked the Pi'ilani Highway to the shoreline at Keauhou, Kanaio,
and Kahikinui. Trails leading to traditional use areas were viewed as very important to the
continuance of subsistence activities. Informants mentioned that trails were critical to gaining access to hunting and fishing areas .and served to reduce the amount of effort it took to
obtain resources. For example, one informant stated that he· hunted or fished all day using
one trail. Trails reduced the amount of time and effort it took to access an area, .fish and
game. were generally within. close proximity of the trail, and trails allowed for an easier return with a heavy catch. He further explained:
To me, yes [trails are important]. Trails go mauka (mountain) and makai
(ocean), go everywhere. Trails connect for fishing and [hunting].• There'sone
trail. You hunt. First, put in a bag, hang ,em on a tree. Go down to the ocean
and get you fish, opihi, limu. Then you come home and pick them up. All in
one day, 6 hours. All on one trail.
Maintaining and gaining access to traditional subsistence and cultural areas was a
primary issue· ofconcem for many informants. Traditional access routes that extended from
mauka to makai were threatened by changes in ownership and control of lands over the
years. Big corporations and government agencies either owned or bad jurisdiction over large
tracts of land which made it difficult, if not impossible, for Hawaiians to cross over them on
their way to traditional subsistence grounds. Lack of access was believed to be a major obstacle in the continuance or re-establishment of Hawaiian customs and practices. Some properties were gated or fenced to deny passage to any unauthorized persons. In other cases,
informants. knowingly exercised their indigenous rights to access subsistence resources by
crossing over underdeveloped private property.
Other informants mentioned that permission and/or keys to gates were. required to
enter into some areas. However, one informant said that the process of obtaining a permit
was generally not worth the effort. For some areas; persons were required to. stand in line. to
get keys from the Department of Land and Natural Resources-and there was a limited number of keys issued. The process served as a deterrent to prospective users.
Informants identified the following traditional access trails:
•

An old horse trail from Makena to 'Ulupalakua.
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•

A trail in Keahu.

•

A trail from La Perouse Bay to Kanaio.

•

A trail in Kano'1.

•

A niauta:-JIlakai trail at Cape Hana· Manioa.

.• . A trail to the beach in Wailea that was once easy to use, but is now cumbersome
because of the resort.

•

A trail from Kanaio to the beach that is difficult now because of the ranch.

•

A. trail. to Cape!Cina'u that was used to pick limu, 'opihi, fish or even to pick cateye. It is now restricted because.of the Nature .Reserve Area. Some felt that the reserve, which was a famous fishing area, should be' open on ~a seasonal basis to Native
'"
Hawaiians for SUbsistence' use.

Subsistence· Activities

)

Until about 30 t040 years ago tho~e residingin'Southeastern Maui were required to
rely on subsistence activities because lIawaiian families had limited incomes and lived a
long distance from stores. Families, which ,were believ¢ to be' larger back then, were easier
to feed through a subsistence rather than a. cash economy•.Necessity was the driving force
behind learning subsistence practices and honing one~s skills in order to catch enough to feed
the family. Subsistence in Southeastern Mauiwas. thought to require a higher degree of innovation because of the difficUlties relatedtOil 'dry and desolate ~nvironment. Resources were
more difficult to "identify, .somewhat more wary beca~s~ of a lack of cover or. refuge, and less
abundant because of the lack of water and food .sources.. One informant explained his. feelings
about the situation:
To live here you have to have the background or you w()n'Fni~e it. This
placewiU eat you up, because you gotta kn()w the land, the ocean, what you
~ survive. \Vith in thelllountain, in case anything happens. Suivival is the
',main. thing here. There isal~t. of things yOU
survive off of. cannot .starve'
living here. And if I do, its Ply oWn fault,~obody else's, because everYthing
is here.
." ,...
. ..'
.",

can

1.

From anlnsidert'sperSpeCt1ve,the'aibawas believed to be productive and fruitful.
There were ample resources to carve out a living and the wisdom handed downfroin their
kupunaprovided an1lI1~erstandingof how toharp~s the resources without exploiting them.
Hawaiian. SUbsistence practices Vc'ere compatible with the perpetuation ofa finely balanced,
self-regulating eC9system..The balance changC(iwith the ,onslaught ofwestemers and different. approaches to ~dutilization.The introduction of ne.weconomi.es spelled disaster for the
already VuInerable landscape and associated lifeways. One informant lamented:

)

It,wasn'tuntilthewhiteculture caDle in and decided that \Ve bad to change
'the way we lived-that we needed to have .telephones, . toilets, electricity,
this and that. You don't needJodestroy the land to live a good life, which is
ba5;ically what western culture. has done.
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Despite the adverse effects of a changing economy, subsistence practices were maintained over the years. Fishing, hunting, and gathering in SoutheastemMaui provided a basis
for food, recreation, exercise, and culture for many area residents.
Informants believed the Honua'ula, Kahikinui, and Kaupo districts possessed many
pristine sites where subsistence activities occurred or could be reinstituted. Of particular interest was the possibility of providing access, to m~cina1 plants ,in the Natural,Area Reserves of Kahikinui and Ahihi-Kina'u. Replanting and La'au Lapa'au (traditional Hawaiian
use of medicinal plants) was a strong possibility. Native ,Hawaiian botanists and La'au
Lapa'au practitioners had previously smveyed the area, collected seeds and plants, and were
in the process of restocking native plants.
.
,

Fishing and Ocean Gathering
Fishing and ocean gathering occurred along the coastal areas throughout the region
(from Makena to Kaupo). The teehniquesused to catch ,fish differed according to'the particu1ar locality. For eXalnple, fish traps were found in Makena and Kanahena where moi and
weke were caught Akule were found in abundance in La Perouse Bay atKalihi and Nu'u
Bay at Nakula. Ahi and .ono were caught in the deeper waters near Mamalu Bay. at Naho10m. Mullet, ulua, manini, and uhu were caught at various spots along Kahildnui. Popular
fishing areas, especially for those from outside of .the region, were the bays which had easy
access (e.g., Maknea, Kanahena, Huakini,and Nu'u): Other areas were visited less frequently because they were a distance 'from the road and had rugged and difficult coastlines.
Experienced and/or resident fishermen visited these areas because they were familiar with
them and often had ahupua'a tenant rights and other types of privileges.'
Ocean gathering occurred along the shoreline where 'opihi (limpet), limu (seaweed),
and kupe'e (ocean snail) were picked and 'a'ama (crab) was caught; he'e (octopus) was
speared when walking the shoreline or diving; ula (lobster) and crabs were 'caught while diving; and some species of crab were caught-intraps as far as 2 miles from shore.

As mentioned in the previous section, some areas were more difficult to access because of restrictions. Informants said they would go fishing at .Kanahena and Keane'o'io
before the Natural Area Reserve designation prevented access. lbis was one of the best fishing grounds on the island. Uncle Harry Mitchell(well~known Kupuna) was arrested at
Kanahena for.picking medicinal herbs. One person felt that Hawaiians. should have been allowed to use the reserve in a way similar to the arrangement in Kalapana when the National
Park took over the area. Over there, long-time Hawaiian 'ohana members, were allowed to
continue to use the area that fell within the Volcano National Park's new boundaries for
subsistence.
Disputes over access to fishing grounds was a cOnstant and deep concern for many
informants. One person described a problem between ~s family and aranch over who owned
or, had jurisdiction over a road that prOVided access to the shoreline, He said it, was difficult
to concentrate because you were always aware that the ranch might come down' on you when
'
you were using the road.
Methods of fishing that werereportedly used included nets (throw and surround nets),
pole fishing (Whipping ~ddunking), harpoon, and.spearing fish while diving. The techniques
used to catch fish varied according to location. Forexample, at Nu'u in Kaupo the ,water was
nice and safe for landing boats. When the Akule came into the area, people would go and
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surround them ,with nets and' haul them in. Fishing' practices were also tied to the direction of
the ocean currents. At Nu'u the current went out to sea. At Kanaio, the current came in
towards the shore and fewer people were needed to lay net. Experienced fishermen felt that
this was an important distinction.
Hukilau was a traditional fishing practice used by Hawaiians in the area. It became
less common .because 'of regulations ,imposed, by the state.' 'One ,informant described this
method:
You take a rope and you put ti leaves every so many feet and you take rocks
and tie them. Then you use,the·Wiliwili tree floater. ,When you,go through an
area, you can surround the whole reef without a net,getting tangled up in the
rocks. So it misses the bottom of the ocean. What you do with this floater,
the fisherman would be swimming ... as you go along, you roll the rope out
over the floater. ,As it gets shallow, you bring it in here., Once you get it to the
bay, you can surround the whole bay with that. This kind of fishing is not very
selective, so you take all of that fish that you don't eat, you throw it back. in
the ocean. The tragedy now is that you cannot go in there and show how, to
do it, because of today rules and regulations. We try to get around that anyway. We did the huldlau with the children, but they can get into the water
only up to the waist Now there are regulations against the hukilau, but you
can g~t an exemption, if it's for family or cultural things. In 1988 we had a
hukilau in Kanahena.
'
)

The fish house was another,traditional ~hnique that was used by fi~hermen at
Makena and Kanahena to catch fish such as a'alea (Hawaiian hog fish). The informants who
described this technique believed that it was an effective, yet uncommon practice. One informant stated:
'
To build the fish houses in the ocean, make an ahu (pile) of stones, with the
limu facing up, never put the rock upSide down. When the tide come up all
the mali'i goes into the space between the stones. What you do is cover, the
pile of stones with the throw net, take the stones away, one by one, and then
you have all the fish inside the net. This is, a method of fishing that not too
many people do know. It's a rare way of fishing.
, I;

,

A'rec~g theme among fisherIIlen,was to take only \Vhat was needed and to only
go fishing when. the, family's fish supply was down.,,Many,,informants spoke proudly about
carrying on this traditional approach, to ocean ',conservation. Th~y" believed .that if they were
not sensitive ,to-the mariJ1eecology,th~J.1ature would impose its own sanctions by not
providing food. 'One infoq:nantmentionedthat he .,was taught, by his elders to not go fishing,
during the months of OctobertoD~ember. If he disobeyed thisrule,;fishingwould be
unsuc~sfulduring the other months of the year. . .
.
..
.

Some fishermen e~presSedconcerns about the inappropriate practices of outsiders or
foreigners 'who were taking too much ,and often selling their catches.. Some,non':Hawaiians.
were thought to lay too much net and catehtoomucbfish, thus violati!lg the, traditional rules.
of subsistence. One informant said:
.
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I have nothing' against Filipinos or', immigrants but· they come here ,and 'they
fish this place out-everything. And I tell them, why don't you leave some
fish forme?
There were complaints about outsiders using nets that were illegal because they had
small eyes which didn't aIlowsmaller fish to escape. One informant believed that the eye of
the net should be 3 inches'so that juvenile'fish could escape and grow to adult Size.
Most fishermen were aware that fish were a valuable commercial resource, yet were
more inclined to follow old ways by fishing only for personal or 'ohanause.They were also
aware that store-bought fish were becoming very expensive, and the ability to fish was a way
to .save money and maintain' a traditional diet that was healthy and otherwise beyond their
means.
The types of fish that informants reported catching'included the following:
A'alea
Aholehole
Akule
Aku

Blackfish
Kumu

Manini
Moi
'Opelu
U1nl
'tna'ula
tnuaIPapio

Other types of ocean animals and plants that were gathered by informants included:
Crabs (Kona and Kuhono)
He'e
Kupe'e
limu
'Opihi

Ula
Plant Gathering

The gathering of plants occurred in a scattered fashion along the Pi'ilani iHighway
and along the coastline. There were several gathering spots in Kahikinui' below Luala'Uua
Hill and St. Inez Church. Plant gathering has declined ,through the years'because of deforestation 'and the privatization, of land. Knowledge about plants' and their, traditional' uses that
were Specific to Southeastern Maui has declined because of depopwationand changes in the
economy. The introduction of foreign species of flora and fauna also took a toll on endemic
species whose numbers and habitat were in serious decline. There were active efforts by
groups of younger Hawaiians to restore the vegetation through planting and watering. The
ultimate'goal of native forest revegetation was to bring back the rains to'the lower elevations
which were requisite to resettlement. 'Increased amounts of water would also enhance the
forests and revitalize rare and endangered flora' that were ancean integral part .of culture and
lifestyle.
Informants reported gathering a number of plants for food and other purposes (See
Appendix L). Many of these plants were gathered in the dry coastal areas while family
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members engaged in other subsistence activities. Subsistence involving multiple family
members meant obtaining everything that was useful and generally not limited to a particular
resource. One informant mentioned that his family went fishing at Keone',oi'o for o'io (bonefish) and uIa(lobster); .but at the same time picked mango at the site of an old house. The
'auhuhu plant found ,at Cape Kina'uwas traditionally used to stun fish. Thereddishwiliwili
(Hawaiian leguminous trees) seeds, were found in Makena. Theseseeds were used for makinglei (necklaces) and other adornments used. m,hula. Noni, whose fruits bad numerous medicinal qualities including the treatment of stomach problems and diabetes, were found near
Pu 'u Ola'i. Kauanoa, an orange, creeping vine-like plant that was woven into leis, was found
in the sandy coastal areas. ,Another informant mentioned· that he was treating his asthma by
.
using certain plants found in Kanaio.
Other plants were gathered in the higher, cooler maukaareas. Mamakewas gathered
by informants .who journeyed to the higher.elevations. on. the . slopes. of Haleakala. The .leaves
which had medicinal qualities were used for making tea. A variety of medicinal herbs used .
in la'au lapa'au were also found inthe higher forested areas.
Hunting
Hunting practices were not limited to particular areas but based on the movement of
game. <There was goat hunting inKanaioandKahikinuialong the shoreline, and all along the
Pi'ilani Highway on both sides ofthe road.
A common sentiment regarding wild animals in Southeastern Maui was that their
population was too large and needed to .be reduced or eradicated..·The .goats, ,that roamed
freely throughout the district, and pigs, that were mainly. found in the upper forested areas,
were believed to be responsible for the destruction of ,native plant life. ·These .animals .ate
seedIings of young· plants or uprooted them, thus preventing them from becoming established
or expanding their range. Efforts.were underway to, control the number. of animals in order to
.
allow for plants to rejuvenate.'
Some Hawaiians (ie.Ka'Ohana o Kahildnui) had detailed plans for controlling animals. These plans called for goat eradication through hunting and trapping, the elimination of
cattle by moving them.to other areas, and fencing areas ~ limit the range of pigs to allow, for,
the expansion ofthe forest to the lower, elevations.
'
,
, The animals that were. caught. were not wasted.¥oungerHawaiians engaged in trapping pigs and goats and selling them to those 'who would use them for food. One informant
stated that some young people sold live pigs to filipino. families who slaughtered them ,or
raised them to a;more desirable size. Other means of preparing goat.meatincluded,drying or
grinding' it to. make hamburgers. Pigs were .often prepared in the imu and used, fqr 'ohana or
group functions. One informant describedtbis process:
'.

,.."

,We· dokalua pig.. We bave more ti leaves, bananas and sweet potatoes. The
ttee ,we· useforkalua ··pig. is, guava, kiawe,'bardwoods, .sofiwoods.I ...•.. those
woods that don't smell. We do kalua· pig sometimes once a "year, .sometimes
six times a .year. Last year we did ,itS times. We get the.stones .from .Nu'u,
nearby the river. If I do not have enough bananas and ti leaves I gomauka for
that One pig for a large family may be last one week.
'
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Plant Cultivation
Although the district was generally perceived as desolate and dry, .iIlfomiants contended that with some water and care the land became very fertile and productive. Kaupo
waskDown for its very large potatoes. As many as .10 varieties were grown and they were as
large as 5-7 pounds. Sugar cane and vegetables were also grown at Kaupo. At onetime
Kahildnui was famous for its 'uala patches (sweet potato) that extended for 3 t04 miles
along the road The area was also good for growing squash.
Families in Kanaio were planting a variety of trees and plants on their homesteads
that were intended for consumption and other uses. A number of trees and plants were mentioDed:· a variety of fruit-bearing trees, bananas, papayas, 'uala, ti, taro,flowers, and herbs.
Plants. were also grown to decorate, maintain all environment, and prevent erosion. For example, one informant grew 'ilima around the family grave and another cultivated pohuehue
(beach morning glOry) to hold down the sand during windy periods..
Plans were in store to cultivate endemic plants, particularly Hawaiian herbs that
could be used for la'au lapa'au.One goal among a community group was to establish an
herbal medicine school to educate young Hawaiians on the uses of plants that grew in
Hawai'i. Kabildnuiwas considered an ideal place because of the availability· and/or potential
for growing· plants that were essential to these traditional practices. The same· group had a
seedling project underway and planned to plant and propagate endemic trees in order to restore the watershed.
PERCEIVED IMPACTS OF HGP

Native Hawaiian Rights and Intended Use of the Area
For many informants, the concept of HOP was considered· incompatible with their
image or plans for Southeastern MauL General concerns were raised over how HOP would fit
with efforts to restore a sovereign Hawaiian nation, efforts to obtain land leases from the Department of Hawaiian Homelands (DInn.) to resettle the Kahikinui district, and homestead
plans for Hawaiians who hoped to settle on kuleana or private land parcels held by 'obana
members in Kanaio. The concern was related to an assumption that Southeastern Maui was
generally unpopulated and therefore suitable for HOP development. This assumption was
thought to preempt or alter plans and efforts to resettle Hawaiians in this area. For example,
the power lines which would run parallel to the highway require a buffer zone, within which
housing development could not occur. If Hawaiians were granted lands for resettlement, they.
would have to live away from the highway. This would increase housing and infrastructuraJ
costs and place a heavier financial burden on DHHL and lessees who .might have .limited
caSh resources.
The Kahildnui area that is under the jurisdiction of DHHL encompasses an' area of
roughly 2,500 acres, and pastoral lots are 10 acres each. One informant calculated that about
250 families or 1,000 persons would be settled in the area when all of the lots are awarded
Envisioning all of these f 'lies with children living under or within close proximity to the
power lines was worrisom to one informant who believed that HOP would defeat the purpose of resettlement.
The idea of HOP a ared contrary to efforts by the state and federal governments to
advance the welfare of Ha aiians through recent acts and policies. One informant believed
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geothermal·development-flew right in the face :of the recent apology by'President Clinton for
the overthrow of the Hawaiian monarchy. He said:
,,·'Iheytalk. about returning the lands of the Native Hawaiians and now they
want to take .some of it back with the ·Geothermal. How they gonna explain
that to the Native Hawaiians after they. signed theJ!.greement and after they
apologiZed to them and said the Native Hawaiians will be returned to their
original status of 1778, as it was before, to .live in harmony with the .land .but
yet now they're,gonnacome back and gonna take moreland to complete this
project.
A number of informants also questioned the purpose and'benefits ofHGP.-Many felt
that the project would benefit Honolulu and offer nothing to those residing in or using Southeastern Maui. 'This· new energy .source .would' also bea way to promote growth and development which was antithetical to the interests ofHawaiians:-A limited energy supply was one
wayto control further growth. The idea that HGP would lower energy costs to .consumers was
also questioned. Some believed that energy costs would rise .and used examples of other
utilities (e.g., water) where increased supply did not translate into declining costs.

Environmental concerns -focused on the impact of. power. lines andeleetromagnetic
fields on humans, how power lines and towers would impairthesceDic landscapes, and how
increased lighting would affect marine life.. Changes' in the natural environment. would affect
the behavior of animal and plant life and ultimately impair one's ability to subsist.
Spirituality· and Religious Practices

Some informants expressed how the _general concept of HOP was sacrilegious to Hawaiians who had ties to the area. Analogies were made between HGP, and desecrating a
church. Westerners were not inclined to destroy thesereDity of their own places of worship
but paid little respect to the spiritual symbols of other people. Kahikinui was considered one
of the last intact ahupua'a and a spiritual place, and the HGPwas thought to jeopardize the
serenity, aesthetics, and Iivingcu1tute ofthearea.A200-footcorridor -beneath the power
lineswouId disrupt. mauka-makai ,trails,-impact traditional travel patterns, and -consequently
impede traditional practices.
- .' .
Some informants referred to an .understanding that returning to.the land•. was a_means
towards spiritual rehabilitation for HaWaiians. Most of their. social· problems were caused by
disenfranchisement and .displacement.The Joss of connection tothe'aina was akin to severing the aha (umbilical cord).which.meantlosing mana (spiritual.power). Returning to
Kahikinuiwas a major step towards: developing a spiri~aI foundation that was critical to .
well-being..One informant stated:
An)'1:hingthat isintroducedtoourahupua'a.[suchlasgeothermal will defi"Ditely playa big damaging role in what we just talked about. Because what
we want to do is comeback here asacommunity,Jivingpartsofourancest. . ors' .ways,andofcoursepermittingintoourlifestyle 'part ofmodemteehnology, such as·solar energy. But geothermal will be one more genocidal step
toward the death of all Hawaiians. In other words. why give Hawaiians land
to rehabilitate themselves, and in the same time put up something that is going to kill them spiritually? That is what we are talking about. A lot of this is
our spirituality, because we have to feel something that is there, that is seen
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but unseen, something that makes you do what you do. ... because the place
is pristine.

Arelated issue of concern was the desecration of burial sites that exist in the area.
Informants with genealogical ties to the area believe that they were the caretakers or protectOrs of these sites and their destruction or disturbance would be the ultimate impropriety.
The final resting place of one's ancestors was not to be tampered with. Disturbance of these
sites would be another way of disrupting genealogical ties and continuity between Hawaiians
and the 'aina.lnformantsexplainedtherisks and probabilities of disturbance with HGP
development:
One of the first places where the native Hawaiians on Maui landed was right
here, in Nu'u.This is the landing area. This is where they first came. They "
. settled this area. They were over 8,000 Hawaiians in Kahikinui alone. In the
backside, Hana, there were l>ver 80,000. So there's a lot of cultural value in
Kahikinui itself.
Overt,roo burials in Kahikinui. So, this is their sacred land. This is Hawaiian
Homelands for the Hawaiians. And not to mention, most of the historical sites
are onthemakai side of the road. Seventy-five percent of it is on the bottom
side, so when you're running heavy ~pment and putting up the towers, how
are you going to get around the sites? There'S no way that they could put it in
.
without destroying thousands of significant sites.
We oppose geothermal. We are saying it would interfere with our alternative
lifestyle that gives Native Hawaiians more options. We have so much sites,
sacred places over here that it does not matter if you put lines around us, you
are still killing us!

Economics and Land Value
Informants were generally interested in how HOP would benefit them directly. They
were aware ·of the potential negative impacts it might bring, but also sought information to
help explain why anybody from the district would choose to support it. Some· informants
believed that proponents would argue that HGP would lead to lower energy costs. lbis argument, however, was disputed by those who believed that lower·energy costs would be offset
by·increases in property and utility taxes to pay for the development. Many also questioned
the notion that HOP would actually bring cheaper energy to those residing in the distriet;and
even.if it did, it would not be enough to compensate for the negative impacts. Many believed
that the bulk of the benefits would go to O'ahuwhile they would be forced to assume the
bulk of the problems.
Those who owned lands, or lands· adjacent to where the power lines were proposed,
were concerned about the decrease in their property value. Informants also expressed concerns about increased taxes ··as a ·means·to compensate for the development costs. Hawaiians
were over-represented in the lower income brackets and would be especially vulnerable to
increased tax burdens.
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Alternative Energy Sources
.
Other informants took the 'positiOn that 'aU of this modern technology wasunnecessary. Hawaiians had gotten along fine without modem conveniences. They relied onkerosene lamps and fuel for cooking, and generally appreciated the darkness of night. If alternative energy sources were to be developed, they should be consistent with land preservation.
For example, numerous informants questioned Why the government was not supporting solar
or' wind ene~gy il1stead of geothermal. ,These approaches were thought to, have minimal effects on the environment.' One lnformantspeculated that Hawaiian Electric Company" would
not support these endeavors because they would be lessprotitable.
Geology,Noise, and Light
Some informants expressed a great deal of concern about the prospect of drilling for,
geothermal energy on the slopes of Haleaka1a which is a dormant volcano. Although it was
not a part of the immediateHGP plans, some believed it was a future possibility. Those who
raised this issue had strong opinions that Haleakalashould not be subjected to drilling.
Among the reasons given,· there was a belief that there was too little known about the consequences of geothermal'in Hawai'i(e.g., seismic ,activity, changes in sea'level).'

I

Noise was another concern expressed by informants, especially those who fished near
Nu'u where the 'cable line would come, onto land, and at 'Ahibi-Kina 'u,where ,the cable
would re-enter the ocean. Those that lived near the highway were, also concerned about ,the
noise level' and, wondered how they would react in the long run to the buzzing sound being
emitted by the .electrical' transmission line. Fishermen ,expressed concerns about how noise
from HGP plants would obscure' noises from ,the ocean that were '. important· to gain one's
bearings and avoid dangerous waves. One. fishermen offered the following concern:
Night fishing depends on the Sound.of'theocean and the wavesforsafety.H
there is a big generating plant there, what about [being able to hear the]
important sounds for night fishing? Exactly. ,11lereare a lot of people who
utilize the trails for fishing down here. ¥ou;see them at night. The sounds of
the waves can determine if the tide's coming up.. Butif the generator covers
, the sounds, youcantthear the waves. That's animportant impact. Not only
ithat,butthepowerline~s goingtodestI'OY YOlJf ears. Humming, high voltage'
humming.
Artificial 'light ',caused. by ,HOP wasa".concernrepeated by ;many.informants. ,The.
lights elnittedfrom thesea-to-Iand transfer stations ,or along thetransrilission route. would.
bring subtle changes to peoples' lives. For example, stars would not be as visible,.orexperiencing thesubtJe changes in the colors of the sky as. the sun sets" and rises would be affected
by light'pollution.· Fishermen .' and·.oceangatherers,y,rho ,.' relied upon•~arkness (moonless"
nights)"andlocalized light asa.conditionf()r times when fish ~dkupe'eY1ere most.abun.,
dant, expressed concemsabout hoy,r various Jormsofmarine .life· wouIdbe affected. Overall,
the pristinecharaeter. of.an undeveloped landscape would ,J>e .~ubjectto;changes because.9fi
increased lighting. One informant offered the following:
,',

We have taken the grandchildren out at night to. study the stars. It is beautiful, the children love it. You cannot study nothing with too many lights.
Crickets disappears with the light.
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One informant also envisioned a string of lights attached to the transmission 'towers
running 17 miles across South Maui. Without the cover of trees, the artificial lighting would
have a major visual impact at night and tum a rural, pristine landscape into an industrial or
city-like atmosphere.

Visual Impacts
A lot of concern 'was expressed over the impacts of the geothermal towers, and 17
miles of power lines on the aesthetic qualities of Southeastern Maui's landscape. Informants
raised this concern after reviewing structural plans provided by the Department of Energy.47
Many believed that the structures would destroy the physical beauty of the entire area which
is one of the last remaining undeveloped areas on Maui. The cumulative loss of scenic and
undisturbed landscapes on Maui placed a premium on what remained pristine. One informant
suggested the following:
They [developers] need to re~esigntheirplanssothat it .doesn't have the
kind of effects that I can see before me. There is hardly anyplace on Maui
'that you can turn four comers and see everywhere, enjoy and appreciate.· the
beauty. Nothing beyond two stories should be allowed here, and even that
should be really set, not go to beyopd the natural flow of the land.
Some also questioned the appropriateness of the structural design' and·, whether they
would be able to withstand the climatic conditions of the area. For example, if the poles
were as high as proposed in the design, they may have to be supported or reinforced by a
series of smaller poles to sustain hurricane~force winds. The whipping wind of SouthMaui
wOuld necessitate either propping them up or lowering their height. The former would add to
the severity of the visual impact.

."

Electromagnetic Radiation and Concerns about Health
There was a pervasive concern about electromagnetic radiation and ,its impacts on
the health of people, livestock, and plants that lived within close 'proximity', or under the
power lines. Many informants believed that there was inadequate information available on
the health risks and safety measures (e.g., buffer zone) that were essential to the planning of
this project. For example, there were questions raised over whether radiation emitted from
the lines had limited range or if it was possible that the strong winds could carry it and contaminate those living in distant areas. This concern led to the issue of how big buffer zones
should be to protect people and other organisms from the potential harmful affects;' and if the
buffer zones were too large, they could effectively remove large tracts· of land from
traditional use.
Fears, about electromagnetic radiation, whether actual or perceived, were.. thought to
have· an impact on subsistence and other economic cultural activities.•1betransmission line
would sever traditional ahupua'a'land division because of how, people· would •respond to .it
being there. Some informants speculated that practitioners would avoid going near the lines
because of fears of contamination. This would' reduce cultural use of the area·. because it
would disrupt traditional patterns of access and mobility.
47mustrations of generic structures and transmission lines were provided by Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, April 1993.

l
,
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Marine Life and Ecology, .and Fishing Grounds.
Informants who engaged in fishing expressed concerns about the impact of the .underwater cable on marine organisms. If electromagnetic radiation were emitted by the cable, it
could conceivably affect.the health and .behavior of fish. There was a lot of speculation over
how fish might . beaffected. One informant. suggested .that limu would grow on the. cable
because it would emit warmth and would attract .fIsh. Both would be .contaminated. by
exposure to radiation. Humans who are at the top of the food. chain would eventually. $uffer
from eating fish caught in contaminated waters. Those who catch fish commercially may not .
reveal the location where the fish were caught, and people consuming the fish would fall ill
without knowing why.
Another informant compared the .potential affects of the .cable line to other actions by
the state which. had detrimental·affects on the marine ecology. He made the point that major
mistakes were made in Hawai'i because scientists lacked an understanding of marine eco. systems and failed to assess negative outcomes. He shared the following information:
..

This geothermal project is a new untested thing in Hawai'i. They go right
ahead, and guess what'! It's toola~they'wishtheyneverdone it. Scientist
have imported. the ta'ape (yellow· perch) in. the •Hawaiian .waters, now this
fish destroys the eggs of other Hawaiian fish and the eggs Of the crab. Within
three years the ta'ape has Wiped out the Samoan Crab..1bis fish was only in
6D-foot water. Now it is found in 500 foot of water. Fishermen get harder time
.·catching·pili [opakapakalandnaga [onaga].

A variety of concems.were expressed about the potential for. damaging the cable and
how it would be repaired..Unless it was somehow secured to the.. ocean floor, currents might
sweep the cable .ftomside to side, causing damage. Another informant who engaged in
bottom-fishing mentioned that boats in the·area dragged anchor all· the time-Boat anchors
could damage the cable, or, depending on how lightweight it was, might accidentally pull it
up. This would pose a threat to an unexpecting fisherman.• A concern was expressed about
how a cable lying 7,000 feet below the surface would be maintained and repaired. This informant believed that once the cable was laid, there would be no technology capable of
repairing it.

WUdlife

and Vegetation
-.

lnformantssUIIIrlsedtMt thepov.:er.linesaDd structures would adversely affect wild..
life ud endangered plants in the area. Electromagnetic radiation would take its toll, along
with. power. lines '•. capable ofel~tr()CUtingor. damaging birds .• wh().unwittfugly Jandonor fly
into them. Some informants referred to sltuationsonthe mainland where powerlines. ~xisted.
Birds such as the bald eagle landed on lines· and.\Vereldlled.Jnformants suggested that
sacred Hawaiian birds like the pueo (owl), ocean birds, and other birds that flymauka-makai
would meet the ..same.fate•.·A reduction .in the ocean·bird population would disrupt fishing
prlletices that depended on circling .birds t9 find schools of fish.
.,
Informants feared that clearing the iand·· for dev~lopment and service· roads would
also mean destroying rare and endangered plants that lived within close proximity to the
highway. Clearing the land would further diminish colonies of lama which were estimated to
be 40-50 years old; kauwila (exact location was kept secret); 'iliahi estimated to be 20-30
years old and threatened; and various species of plants (e.g. nehe) which were also
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endangered. Concerns were expressed about 'endangered plants in the Auwahi ahupua'a
where 60% of the plants were considered endangered. The route of the power lines would go
through an area where many of the plants live.
A question was raised over why the proposed transmission line would go through two
Natural Area Reserves; If the reserves were established in the first place, this meant that
they were aimed at protecting endangered flora and, fauna. For some informants" the development of transmission lines' would signify that development would always take precedence
over preservation. One informant shared the following thoughts:
In the ahupua'a of Kanaio, whereby the State has proclaimed 846 acres of
land to be set aside as a Natural Area Reserve and the geothermal lines will
cross right over the 846 acres. What does the state intend to do with it'! Are
they just going to say "oh, we made ,'a mistake, that we should never ,have
puttbisarea into a Natural Area Reserve'!"

Construction, Maintenance, Traffic and Population Growth
In general, the development of HOP in southeastern Maui would lead to a rise in existing levels of human activity; A variety of miscellaneous concerns were expressed regarding the impacts of construction and the maintenance of the transmissionlines,additional
traffic, and the in-migration of outsiders.
It was believed that the influx of newcomers would contribute to the degradation of
significant cultural sites (e.g., OOau, graves). More people would mean more traffic on the
roads and changes in driving behavior (e.g., faster drivers) leading to more accidents. Informants suggested that there should be careful planning aimed at regulating the nUmber of
people who intended to settle in the area and to control population growth in Southeastern
Maui.

MITIGATION
No Build Alternative
The most common response in relation to the question about what could be done to
mitigate HOP impacts was that it should not be built. Many informants were very adamant in
their opposition to the project. HOP was not considered a native planning concept because it
was perceived to be incompatible with existing cultural practices and lifestyles. Many informants stressed the importance of self-sufficiency among Hawaiians (by' community or
island) through the development of community-based economies. The idea, of developing an
inter-island energy source was viewed as another approach to encouragIng economic
dependency while at the same time ravaging the environment.
'
~ite the widespread opposition to HOP among informants, some suggestions were
offered to mitigate the anticipated negative impacts. The suggestions generally fell into the
categories that the cable line should not touch Maui or should not go over land
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Suggestions to' not touch Maui:
-The cable should bypass Maui altogether. If it was technologically feasible, the
dlble line should never touch land until it arrived on O'ahu.
•

If a booster substation were essential to the·tI'8.nsmlsSion of power, it should pass over
Lana'i or ~o'olawe, not Maui.

Suggestions

•

to not build over land:

A booster station could be placed on a large shiP. anchored Southwest of
Kaho'olawe-as far away from inhabited areas 'as possible. Coast Guard weather
ships never leave their location ~t sea. Some have been anchored for .over 20 years.

Still others believed that negative impacts could not be averted. If the cable remained exclusively under water, fish and migrating whales would be affected. lbis would be
a detriment to those who relied on fishing. Choosing one route over another' would boil down
to choosing the lesser of two evils. This was not a predicament infOrmants wanted to be in.
Management
A number of proactive suggestions were made by Hawaiian individuals and members
of Hawaiian organizations (e.g., Ka'Ohana 0 Kahikinui) who had intentions 'ofresettling the
area. They were as follows:
•

Hawaiians. should be given;~opp<li:tunity to manage their 'own lands~ Land managementwas their indigenous'right and.outSiderswho were unfamiliar with the area
should not make decisions that woUld Ultimately' affect their homelands.

•

Traditional cultural and natural areas (e~g., ,helau, .endangered plants) should. be respected and protected.1be status of significant areas and sites .should not be altered
in order to accommodate new development Proposals. These' ~eas' are sacred and no
development should take.priority ove.rthem.

•. C~turaland hatural ..sites should be •managed by 'ohana or groups .who live within
close proximity orhave'genea"l0gieal ties to the area. In most cases•. they are the nat'ural·.caretalcers because they have ·the most. frequent' contacts with and are most
.
knowledgeable about the siteS. .

•

A .communityadvisory organization should.be involved in the general planning for
the South Maul area. Thlsorganization should be at le.ast partlallycomprised of
kupuna (elderly) who woUld advise others on appropriate cUltural activitieS. Input
woUld a1socomefr0Dl'ohanarepresentatives from various ahupua'a on issues direct','
.
ly' affecting them.; . ~ .' ,,' . ".'. ...•

•

The money, spent ~nIlGP ,woUIdbe,better used promoting appropriate.sIrialler scale
technology for homesteaders. Suggestions Jncludedsolar energy. and alternative water
lind sanitation

systems.

.
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There are existing land use plans that are designed to promote the resettlement of
Native Hawaiians at Kahikinui. In the past, the Departtnent of Hawaiian Homelands
(DHHL), who bas jurisdiction over the district, leased the land for· ranching. The leases expired in March of 1992, although extensions have been granted to enable the lessee to remove remaining cattle from the premises. In october of 1993, DHHL awarded 2,500 acres of
undeveloped pastoral and homestead lots. to ~ative Hawaiians on the waiting list
.Meanwhile, a community-based organization referred to as Ka 'Ohana 0 Kahikinui
has occupied the land while waiting for the leases. With the ,aid. of professional planning
. consultants, they have developed a master plan for Kahikinui. A document entitled The
Conceptual Commzmity Land Use Plan for the Ahupua'a ofKahildnui (Ka 'Ohana 0 Kahikinui,
February 22, 1993) proposes the following land designations:

Land UseIDesignation

i

Forest Reserve
Reforestation! Horticulture
Pastoral Lots
Self-Sufficiency. Homesteads and
Buffer Zones
Community Center
Makai Access Areas
Cultural Management Zone
Total Acreage
.

Acres
7,300
2,000
4,000
4,000
500
500

4,500
·22,800

In the plan, pastoral lots are located maukaof the Pi'i1ani Highway and makai of the
reforestationlhorticu1tural zone and the forest reserve. Self-sufficiency lots are makai of the
Pi'i1ani highway. The cultural management zone extends all along the coast and shoreline.
The 'Ohana has plans to undertake reforestation efforts (by propagating indigenous trees) in
order to bring down the cloudline. First, the goats, pigs, cattle, and deer must be fenced out
and eradicated. This plan is intended to give Native Hawanans the option of choosing their
own lifestyle and becoming self-sufficient
The 'Ohana also plans to identify and restore archaeological sites. The idea is to a
make them "living archaeological sites" which includes posting information and walkthroughs instead of an obscure site that is viewed by cars passing on the highway. The whole
ahupua'a of Kabikinui would be a classroom where Native Hawaiian cultural practices, such
as la'au lapa'au, would be taught. Children would also be taught Hawaiian approaches to
land and resource management.
Finally, one kupuna summed up his feelings about land· management .and the
ultimate rights of Native Hawaiians to the land:
From Kananena to Kaupo, from the ocean to the mountain, the Native .Hawaiians have the rights to do whatever they see fit. This entire area, as far as
hunting, preservation of Hawaiian historical sites, this all falls within their
realm of claun, because they belong with it. This is their land.. There should
be no one to tell them that they have no right to cross this land.. They have
the right to do that. Everything is theirs. The entire ahupua'a of Kanaio and
Kabikinui is theirs. Only the Native Hawaiians can manage their own land.

",I

~.
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We have had other agencies come in and say, "we're gonna manage this and
that." A good example is right over this ridge here. There are 846 acres that
the State set aside· as Natural Area Reserve. They're not back there protecting it, taking care of it. The Hawaiians take from the land only what they
need. They take from the ocean only what they can use. And that is to feed
their families. 1bis is not something that they learned today. This is something that was passed on down to them from their ancestors, from their
kupuna. The mama to the mo·opuna. The land will give you the fruits and the
food that you need to sustain life. The ocean will prOVide you with the fish
and the food. The mountains. where the rain comes from provides the water.
But all of this today, the Native Hawaiians are struggling to get back. So as
far as all the fishing grounds go, I fish this entire area. I've hunted this entire
area. There was no need for my father to go and say, "Ulupakalakua Ranch, I
need your permission to cross your land to go hunting:' When he wanted to,
he saddled his favorite horse or mule and we went hunting. We didn't care
who had the interest on the land, all he knew was that the land belonged to
the Hawaiian people. If we are going to say who has the right to go out here
any place they wanted to and get subsistence to live on, the Hawaiian people
do.
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CHAPTER 4

PELE BELffiFS,CUSTOMS, AND PRACTICES
INTRODUCTION

The American Indian Religious Freooom Act of 1978 (42 U.S.C. 1996, P.L. No. 95341, 1978) ensures that actions taken or licensed by federal agencies do not interfere with
theinherent right of individual Native Americans (including American Indians,Eskimos,
Aleuts, and·· Native Hawaiians) .to believe" express,and exercise their traditional religions.
These rights include access to religiouS sites, use and possession of sacred objects, and the
freedqm. to. worship through traditional ceremonies'and. rights. When a federal agency finds,
upOn consultation, that its proposed· action would deny' the free exercise of religion and yet
determines that there isa 'compelling need for the action, the decision.to proceed may be
made, but appropriate· mitigation measures to reduce interference with traditional religious
practice to the lowest possible level must be included.
This chapter of the ethnographic, study for the Hawai'i Geothermal Project describes
and analyzes the beliefs, customs, .and practices related to Pelehonuamea, Hawaiian female
gadaf the. volcano: The primary· author for this part of the study was Pualani Kanakaole
Kanahele who drew upon chants, legends, and traditions passed on to her through her family
and information drawn from years of research in primary sources. Pualani's mother, Edith
Kanakaole, in her lifetime, was a distinguished Hawaiian scholar and master of the Pele
cbantsand dance. She founded Halau o Kekuhi, a traditional Hawaiian hula school, renoWned in Hawai'i and recognized by the National Endowmentfor the Arts as a premier hula
school. in the tradition of the Pele chants and dances. Pualani.·Kanakaole ,Kanahele continues
askumubula or hula masterforHalau 0 Kekuhi together with her sister, Nalani Kanakaole.
Mrs. Kanahele is also a professor'. ofHawaiian language and culture at the Hawai'i Community College in IDlo .andhasconduetedextensiveresearch of the primary and secondary
sources relating to the Pele claIl.For example, in writing the IIlanuscript Ka Honua Ola (The
UVing Earth) (see references) she collected 213 chants from the saga of Pete and Hi'iaka by
Nathaniel Emerson, the Bernice PauahiMemoirs, Ka Leo 0 Kalahui newspaper, Ka N'ai
Aupuninewspaper, The Kuluwaimaka Chant Collection, the Puk'Ui Collection, The Bishop
Museum Bulletin" the· Roberts, Collection, theUliu6kalani Collection-Hawaiian Manuscript,
and the Henriques Collection. Mrs. Kanahele is generally acknowledged as a foremost
~cholar, of thePele beliefs, ,customs, ,'and practices.
''
• • ()n March 4-6, 1994, the Edith Kanakaole Foundation conducted a workshop retreat
011 the genealogy of the Pele fue clan, their migration and settlementiIi Hawai'i,the Hi'iaka
and·,Pelecosmology, . and the underlying spiritual meaning of"selected chants;· The ,presentations were given by the three Kallakli.ole> sisters-Pualani KanakaoleKanahele,Nalani
Kanakaole and UlunUi Kanaka.oleGarman:Theinfonriation presented represented a synthesis
of years ofresearcband study of the Pele and Hi'iaka chants and legends. TransCripts and
the packet of materials from the workshop were used as the 'foundation of this report. An unpublishedmanuscriptwrittenbyPualaniKanakaole Kanahele, Ka Honua Ola (TheUving
Earth), also provided background material regarding· the interpretation of certain,Pele chants.
Another major source of information were transcripts from Department of Land and Natural
Resources administrative contested ,case hearings regarding the issuance of permits forgeothermal energy development. In addition, directors of the Pele Defense Fund were
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interviewed. A complete bibliography of sources conSulted by the two authors of this report is
provided in the references section
The strongest and most articulate Hawaiian concerns about geothermal development
have been voiced by certain practitioners of the Pele religion. From a religious standpoint,
. these Pele practitioners believe that geothermal energy is totally unacceptable in that it will
have a fatal impact upon the continued manifestation of the volcanic deity in all her varied
forms. They assert that geothermal development on the island of Hawai'i will have an irreversible and irretrievable impact on an irreplaceable resource.

It. should be noted that other Hawaiian. cultural experts· have been called upon to
provide their views on the appropriateness of developing geothermal energy. They were not
Pele practitioners but trained in other traditions of belief and custom such as.in Kamapua'a
or were Christians who had been trained ill a different belief system as their primary point of
reference. There is a broad range of people,Hawaiian and non-Hawaiian, Christian aild nonChristian, who acknowledge and respec=t Pele as deity of the Hawaiian volcano. However,
they are not all active practitioners in. the Pele customs, beliefs, and practices. This chapter
has drawn upon and presented insights of the beliefs, customs and practices of the active
Pele practitioners.
Pelehonuamea as akua (deity) is the pure and awe-inspiring energy of the volcano in
all of itsmagni!icent forms-the eruption, the flow, the earthquakes, the magma,· the steam,
the fireballs, etc. She is the maker of new land. She is an energy phenomenon which humans
cannot reproduce.
Pele and her family migrated to Hawai'i from Polynesia in "time immemorial." The
family arrived on the northernmost islet of Nihoa and traveled through the chain of Hawaiian
islands seeking a new home. Their journey is marked by a series of eruptions that .created
new land and gaverise to new cinder cones, craters, and pu'u (bills). They finally decided to
settle at the Kilauea volcano on the island of Hawai'i. From the earliest periods .of Hawaiian
hi~ory until today, Pele is believed to primarily reside in and embody the entire Kilauea
volcano, the most active volcano in the world, which extends from Mauna Loa mountain
through the Ka'u and Puna districts to the pacific Ocean (AIuli, 1985; Kanahele, 1985).
As the home and embodiment of Pele, the entire Kilauea volcano is considered a
sacred area ofPele practitioners'. Pele takes the form and manifests herself in the magma,
the heat, the vapor, the steam, the volcanic eruptions, and the land forms that it creates. Native plants, ferns, shrubs, and trees of the volcanic rainforests were considered to be the kino
lau or body forms of other members of the Pele family (AIuli, 1985; Kanahele, 1985). They'
help to calm her more aggressive nature. The rainforest helps to filter out noxious gases. h
also helps to regenerate the forest again after it is devastated by lava flows. ThePele fire
clan deitieS and their connection with the Puna forest are acknowledged and honored in
traditional Hawaiian chants. Gathering and weaving these plants for lei and ho'okupu
(offerings) is an integral and indispensable part of the hula ceremony.

The Kilauea volcano, as the main form of Pele, is the source of spiritual power for
Pele practitioners-descendants, .·hula masters, ~ancers, and w9rshippers, and they are
obliged to protect it. Hawaiians believe that all the land is alive, especially the land which
is hot,· steams, and has magma under it. As long as. there is steam coming out of the earth;.
Pele lives. The earth where the steam vents belongs to Pele and is sacred.
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Long ago, after, migrating to Hawai"i, ,families, who .established themselves in Puna
and Ka'u connected their genealogy to Pele and her family, who appeared to them as the
visible ancestors of the land. Through dreams these families were inspired to name their childreaFemale children. who were given Pele names passed these
on to their children.
A carrier ofPele's name is obligated to honor the name. That person bas a responsibility re:lating back to~ god, the deity of ,that given name. The. name also carries mana, spiritual
force. The •. person is honor bound.to .protect the .force, the spirituality, and enhance the
strength Of the deity tbroughrituals, prayers; and protection of the ~deity (Aluli, 1985;P.
Kanahele, 1985; E. Kanahele, 1985).
','
,
'
'

names

g

Asi& from the liViri descendants of the Puna and Ka'uJamilies who trace their ancestry to the Pele family, Pele is honored and perpetuated,as a deity through hula dances
and chants..The movements of the hula have todo with the movement of Pele herself and
the mov~ments of nature. The hula records a 'particular event orepisode in history. Its repeated performance keeps the memory of that event and the person or deity being recognized
aliV~ through time. According to ,Mrs. Kanahele a new chant is composed for Pele whenever
she erupts.

the

.
Pele survives as
last Ha~aiian'deity to be actively worshipped and honored
despite,over 200 years ,of'contact. Thus~ Pele is the heart and life ,of ,surviving Hawaiian
religious beliefs and ,practices. She, is central and indispensable to traditional Hawaiian relig 7"
ious beli~fs and practices. Peleisa primary akua (god) and 'aumakua (ancestral deity) of
Hawaiians today. Herblood relations continue toshare traditions, genealogy, and aloha for
the Puna and Ka'u districts. Those who carrY her family names; who live in her homeland of
Ka'u or Puna; who worship her in chant, hula and ho'okupu; and who assume'stewardship of
lands .in her homeland .of Puna.. continue toleel. conscience-bound to protect her life force,
her body. forms, and her domain.ln the Kilaueav()lcano.
'
1be:fus{ sectionof.tlrls chapter describes whothePele practitioners are today. The
second section provides.a genealogy of the Pelefire clan. The genealogy introduces, the vanous members. of the' clan, .the elemental forms that, are their manifestations, and places the
dominance of volcanic fire about 30. generations before Liloa, the high chief of.Hawai'i in
ap~roximately 1450 AD. 1be.third,seetionrelatesthe migrationofthePele fire clan from the
south and through the Hawaiian islands until they, finally settle in Puna, Hawai 'j, The fourth
section relates some of the recorded experiences, adventures, and exploits of the Pele fire
clan in the Hawaiian iSlands., The;, fifth section describes beliefs, customs, and practices related to Peleand her faIIlily of deities. The final seetiondiscusses' Havvaiianconcerns about
the effect?fge<>thennal development
the Pele beliefs, customs, and pra~ces'

on

PELE 'PRACTITIONERS;

Family Belief,Custom, Practice
; ,It is,lmPOrtant tono~ .that the primary practiticmers of the Pele religion are those
whotraceth~ir genealogy.to ttiedeity and her famil}'. These. arepnmarily lamilieswhoare

onginally, fr0D}. Ka c:U', and Puna; ,However, the . Pele"clan' s. ,migration. chants indicate that
menibersof the fire clan istayoobehiild'andestablishe;,d themselVceson .other islands as the
family migrated down the chain of islands. The families who migrated to Hawai'i established
themselves under different deities. The families' that "came to Hawai'i and established themselves ,In Puna and I\a'uvery. quickly .associated with Pele as ,their deity because she was
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very visible for them and readily available. They established their geneaiogy with her., Thus,
they became part of her worship.
.
Hawaiian families have. kept. the stories which relatithe history of their ancestors.
Through their family history, their name lives on. When an aii'i wiped out a family, their historians were wiped out too.• When their family history ,was wiped out, their name disappeared.
The Pele family has kept· their, family ,stories· aiive through the naming of their children, ancestor worship, chants, and hula. Thus, the Pele family name and· their history lives on.
Today the history of the family is still in the making because of the anestrai worship. By
cailing upon Pele as deity and upon Hi'iaka and the rest of the clan for guidance and help,
.
ancestrai worship has continued to bea religion:
Most Hawaiian families in these districts converted to Christianity and may not continue to actively worship Pele. A few of these. families stopped th~ activ~ worship· of the
deity. Many of the informants interviewed for thisethnography·described how.their grandparents and elderly aunts and uncles had been duaiistic in their religious practice. They
would go to church on sunday and pray to the Christian God in addition to conducting
speciai rituais to Pele or family 'aumalma.Some lrupuna passed ()n their beliefs, customs,
and practices to the next generation and some did not. All families in Puna continue to respect the awesome,power of the volcano and acknowledge the presence of Pele and her
dominance over the· land. that she created. 48 However, they do not ail consider.'themselves to
be active Pele practitioners. Therefore, unlike the Pele practitioners, 'soine' of the Puna families accept geothermai development as part of the process of economic growth and devel.;.
opment of Puna and the island of Hawaii.
.
According to Beckwith (1976), many heiauto the goddess Pele were erected in old
days, particularly beside lava streams and at the edge of the crater. The bodies of the dead
were offered to the goddess in the belief that their spirits will live again with Pele in a
beautiful home beneath the burning pit which is the goddess' materiai body, and go forth as
her messengers in bodies of flame to avenge any infringement of her tapus and to work her
will in the land. Only those connected· with the Pele family by being born with a human body
from one of the Pele spirits, or a direct descendant of one of these, or one outside the family
who has been adopted and given a name (in dream) by Pele herself have a right to such· a
burial.
Beckwith reported that the worship of Pele was not taught. in the schools of, the
priesthoOd nor was her body deified. Pele's descendants alone worship her.Only·aetualrelatives invoke her and become her keepers. Pele names are given to children born into her
family, but such names belong to that individuai aione and cannot be passed on to another,
even to an own child.
Family Names
Those who believe in Pele and who are of the Pele family have maintained. their ancestrai names and the history of those names. Because they maintained those fariuly'names,
the history of the Pele families live on. Names such as Ahiena, meaningintense~'glowing
fire, or Palikapuokamohoali'i, referring to the cliff. in Haiema'uma'u Crater sacred. to the

earlier surveys inPulla also found that there· is a strong· continuity of bellef and respect.fOr Pele
as the deity of the volcano (Burdette, Bostwick and Murton 1971; Puna Hui 'Obana 1982).

48 Two
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shark god brother of Pele, or Pele have been passed down from one generation to the next.
The inspiration to give a child a particular family name usually comes through intense
dreams and visions. Through the dream,tbe family member is contacted by a deity, uSually
Pele, or perhaps Hi 'iaka.In the dream th<fdeity. says what kind of name the child is SUpposed
to have.
"
,
Names wmch come through dreams are called inoa po or night names. One Is obligated to give the child the name in the dream;· on pain of punishment to the child and/or the
parents of the child.
Thenafuing of adrlldwitha Pelename,establishesthat 1hese Pele people were wocshipers of her. When the child is born; he 'or she is intrOduced to Pele' and Pele' is allowed to
see him or her and.accept the child. And if the child is denied, then the mother would continue to go up to the volcano with each successive pregnancy until one of lhe children was
accepted from that family. That child would be the tender of Pele. She or he would be the
one to give,the offerings, say the different chants to Pele, and go to the crater whenever an
offering needs lobe given. That person does not have to go there all the time. Sometimes,
it'S only once a year. The offerings couId include black pig, ohelo berries, ora chant.
,

I

'

A person who carrlesa ~elefamilynamemust:h6northe name. That person has a
responsibility to 'the deity. ,The person must not desecrate ,the Pele family; The person must
support the deity from which the name comes. The special family name carriesalot of mana
or spiritual force from the deity. The person has ta protect the force, the spiritualness that the
deity has given to that particular person.1bus,·they·are honor-bound to enhance the strength
of the deity through rituals, prayers, and protection of the deity.
A lot of times when names die, people die, and a bit of history dies because that
family or that group of people have all been wiped out. When that line dies, the history of
those people no longer lives. In the case of the Pelefamily, it haslivoo because there were a
lot of people involved in the Pele familY.Theylived'in,andaround·tbe Pele family and saw
the creation of the Pele family. They believed in this entity. So there is a lot of history in
Pele.
Pele Chants and Hula
Pele can be spoken of at all different levels: The manyPelefamilies have worshipped her differently. They are not allthesame.. 1be familieslook ,at her energy for different reasons. One line of Pele Jamili~ .are connected to the deity through the hula tradition. In
the hula tradition, the saga ofPeleiand'Hi'iakahas 'varylng levels'of meaning which not only
convey the history of the family,' their accomplishments, their natures, and their powers but
.also convey .the history of the origin aIl~ growth,of hula:ln performing the hula, the dancer
repeats the story and keeps the memory and kD.owledgeof the f8.mily and the hula alive.

)

Chants, myths,' and legends have different .levels',ofmeamng. They 'provide theprimary record of the beliefs, customs, and practices special to the Pele deity. At one level the
listener can enjoy the story. At- another level, the storiesrelat~history. They also pass on
scientific. knowledge about the environment. 1he stories have been passed on in order to
convey values and lessons about how, to treat "one another.. Understanding the symbolism
within the chants is very important to the interpretive performance of the chant. In the hula
tradition, adornments are also part of hQw the family story is retold. Together the hula and
the change perpetuate the history of belief, 'custom"andpractlce dedicated to Pele.
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Hulihia Chants
Hulihiaare those kinds of mele about eruptions and eruptive phenomena. The only
people who can keep those mele or who composethose.mele are people who believe in that
particular entity and what it has to offer. They are people in and around those areas, inthos~
eruptive areas where it is taking place. Wllen you read the Hulihia, they don't all have the
same kind of words in ·them. It is because they treat the eruptive phenomena differently. It
affects them differently. And it is notalways the same -kind of phenomenon. It may.be a big
mud flow, it may be only earthquakes, it may be those earthquakes that generate tidal
waves. It may happen in that particular place or this particular·place. It may be an opening of
the ground and then the lava flowing ,out, .these ,different kind of phases..Thus, there is this
idea of the different kind of history of the Pele family, the Pele religion.

The Saga of Pele and Hi'iaka
The saga of Pele and Hi'iaka is the major collection of chants of the Pele family. It
cannot only be looked upon as a process of growth for Ri'iaka, but also as the process for the
growth of the hula. The saga reveals the nature and the primal power of the Pele clan by
contrast to that of other natural forces, such as the Mo'o, and to other chiefly lines.
Moreover, the saga reveals the existence of family members on other islands. which had been
touched upon by.the Pele family in their migration to Hawai'i island. In,the beginning.of the
saga, Hi'iakadances the simple hula for-her sister, "Ke Ha'a La Puna I KaMakani."

Ke Ha'a La Puna I· Ka Makani
1.

Ke ha'a la Puna i ka makani
Puna is dancing in the breeze

2

Ha'a ka ulu hala i Kea'au
The hala groves at Kea'au dance

1

Ha'a Ha'ena me Hopoe
Ha'ena and Hopoe dance

4.

Ha'a ka wahine
The woman dances

5.

'Ami i kai 0 Nanahuki
(She) dances at the sea of Nanahuki

6.

Hulale'a wale
Dancing is delightfully pleasing

7.

I kai 0 Nanahuki
At the sea of Nanahuki

8.

'0 Puna kai kuwa i ka hala
The voice of Puna resounds

9.

Pae i b.leoo ke kai
The voice of the sea is carried.

)

,)
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Ke Iu la, ina pua Iehua
the ,Jehua blossoms are being scattered.

:~While

, 1l.'Nana i kai 0 Hopoe
Look towards the sea of Hopoe

12.
13.

14.

Ka wahine 'ami i kai 0 Nanahuki
The dancing ~woman is below, towards Nanahuki
Hula le 4 a wale'
,Dancing is delightfully pleasing
I kai 0 Nanahuki ',i
At the sea of Nanahuki

The chant is very, very simple and it is done bya very young girl. By the time
Hi'iakareaches Kaua'i, she~s doing Kunihi ka mauna, the ,chant that is used by hula dancers
to enter .the.balau.When dancers Jearntbls kind of chant to ,enter into a halau they are at a
formal stage in training., In the first stage of hula, the dancers, are just reflecting movement.
At the formal stage of training, the dancer is recognizing deitieS because they are asking
~rmissi0Il: to enter the halau.
"

The words in'~ke Ha'~La I'PuIl.a;;have td!db'VJith movement of nature. The movements that are done in hula,thehuki movement back' and forth, has to do with very beginning of hula. The east represents the place oithe very begmnmg of movement, the beginning
of the movement of the winds. Ha'a is the archaic form of dance. The hula was called ha'a
before it was caIled hula. Most images and idols are portrayed in a bent knee position, or
!,la'a.That concept came up from the South Pacific and is more prevalent in Hawaiian than
in other images of the South Pacific. Ha'a hula, is also a form of worship. Ha'a means humble/hunnIity. This particular position gives one balance, 'makes one stable, brings one both
negative "and positive energy, 'and brings one balance. ,In.sumo 'the bent knee position has to
do with balance. 'Ai ha'a is neCessary (or balance. One needs to feel the ground. Hula is not
danced on the toes. The ground has to do with balance and it hasto do with connectedness.
So the 'ai ha'a positionis1mportantin this way. The ha'a form of dance is itself in respeetto
what iUS reflecting. The dance reflects.a part of history.1bedance reflects an occurrence; If
the dance is performed over
over andover, 'then that part of history iskeptaIive,that
occurrence is kept 'alive. Dancing isa reflection. If it is a reflection then it is a respect to
that reflection. In hula, ha'a portrays a sense of humility. It does take on the meaning of that
, particular word.

and

is

,',
The'chant is' one that is simple. It for this very'ioung 'girl. The imagery of ke ha'a
la i puna is oithe wind as it blows through Puna, through the grasSlands. When one says Ke
Ra'a La lPunaandonewatc~es,the'grassmovein the wind and with the wind~ it IS notonly
dancing in the wind butit isatso imitating the movement of that wind. It is not onlyimitating but also reflecting the movement Of that wind. L()oking at the movement of that grass and
knowing \Vhere it's c()ming from. and where it's going to is a reflection of that elemental form
or that occurrence. ',In this, itis a ,ha'a.
'
The second line, "Ha'a lea ulu liat~ i i Kea'au," refers the l1al~ grove down in Puna.
As' one" nears the ocean;' the sound of the' 'waves as they' hit against the sea cliffs can be
heard within the grove. It gives one the nice sense of the sounding of an ipu or the resounding

to
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of the drum. The line, Ha'a Ha'ena me Hopoe, conveys the idea of maleness and femaleness, the idea of the land and the flower. The idea of Ha'ena is the intense first and last
breath of the sun as it appears and disappears on the horizon. With that powerful breath
comes the idea' of Hopoe which is the dome of the sky. Hopoe,the lehua hopoe, is that
perfect lehua that has that perfect dome.
In the line, "ha'a ka wahine, kaw2hine" is a reference to the things from this earth,
because it is from this earth. In " 'ami i kai o· Nanahuki," we look at the different steps of the
hula. 'Ami is a kind of a movement. Nanahuki is a different kind of movement. The 'ami is a
swirling movement. Kai is a pendulant movem~nt, a pendulum movement, back and forth,
such as with the kaholo and the paakauas.'O Pulla kai kuwa i ka hala, is, again, a resounding through the hala. In pae ka leo 0 ke kai, pae is a line, such as a ,line of dancers. Pae is
also a line of islands. Looking at pae as a line of dancers,· pae ka leo refers to how the line of
dancers gets ready to go out to do their entrance, and the first thing they do is kahea, do the
entry chant.

At Kaua'i, Hi'iaka meets Lohi'auwho is an excellent dancer. By the time she brings
Lohi'au back, Hopoe has died. Hopoe is no longer needed. 1b.e simplicity of her hula is no
longer alive. It is not that she is a live person or anything, but the symbol of this is' that hula
has become very sophisticated and simplicity in the hula no longer exists. Hi'iaka has
brought back a very sophisticated dancer with her. He doesn't come back with Pele.He
doesn't come before it is ready. So Lohi'au goes down to Puna from Kaua'i, and on his way
down he stops in at Pele'ula and he does a very sexual dance. All the women in the room got
very excited, except Hi'iaka. That dance showed the sophisticated level of the hula at that
point. Lohi'au was brought back to Hawai'i and a more sophisticated form of hula was
moou~.

.

,

The Pele and Hi'iaka saga also represents cycles. One cycle is going from east to
west and then coming back to east. Another cycle has to do with hula and its growth process.
There is also the replanting cycle, the cycle of death, and the re-creation and the growth process. Hi'iaka herself represents the cyclical image of a lei. Within the story, at each level,
the performer and the listener reach different levels of understanding through a spiral growth
process. They come to a different understanding of who Pele and Hi'iaka are. Those who
learn the chant, perform it, or experience its performance also come to know of. and respect
the powers, experiences, and nature of the different members of the Pele clan, particularly of
Hi'iakaikapoliopele.
Pele Defense Fund
A contemporary form of continuing the respect, honor, and protection of the Pele fire
clan is represented in the organization of Pelepractitioners called Pele Defense Fund (pDF).
Located on the island of Hawai'i, it was founded to perpetuate the Hawaiian religion and
culture through recognition and revitalization of the beliefs, traditions, and practices to the
Hawaiian deities, including and in particular the worship, habitats, forests, genealogy, oral
histories, burials, lava tubes, places and sites, oli, haku mele, hula, and arts and· crafts 'of
Pele and her families in all forms. One of their major roles is to research and disseminate information gathered from such research concerning the significance of the Pele beliefs,traditions, and practices. They also sponsor the conduct of religious ceremonies and practices to
Pele in accordance with Hawaiian religious beliefs and traditions (Pele Defense Fund,

1989).

.

.
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1hrough initial research and consultation with kupuna, kumu hula, and other bearers
of the Pele traditions, thePele ,Defense Fund developed a statement of perspectives of Pele
to summarize the key tenets of the beliefs in Pele,the volcano. In part, the statement reads
as follows:

1.

Pele is the life force of the land and energizes the Hawaiian religious beliefs and
practices today.

2

Pele has always been and is today central and indispensable to .Hawaiian traditional
religious beliefs and practices.

3. Nowhere in the geographical Pacific except Hawai'i is there a recognized volcano,- nature god but Pele.

4.

Pele is the akua and aumakua of Hawaiians today~ ~erblood relationships continue
as shared traditions,genealogy,' and aloha for particular 'aina and places in Hawai'i.
Pele is kupuna
. and "tutu" to many Native Hawaiians.'
-

5. - Pele is the Jnspiration, .strength, and focus for those who are established in practices
andperfotmances of ancestral tradition and religion.
6.

Pele influences daily spiritual and physical life activities, making it essential that
Pele exist in pure form and environment

7.

Pele's person, her bOdy-spirit, her power-mana, her very existence are the lands
Hawai'i. Pele isthe'ainaWhich she replenishes, nourishes:and protects. She is seen
in special alternate body' forms, along' with those of' her.sisters' and brothers, their
kino tau: the nativefem, the native shrub, the blossoms of the native trees.

8.

Pele is a living 'god. Sheis tangtble. She tW abome on Ha.wai'i. She has been seen
by many living in Hawai'!. She causes earthquakes, tidal waves, and lands to sink or
surface from the ocean.

9.

pele is the magma, the heat,' thevapor,'thesteam,and the cosmic creation which
ocCur in volcanic eruptions; She is seen:inthe lava, images of her standiIig erect,
'danClng,and extending her arms with her hair'flowmg into the steam and clouds. ' -

According toNoaEmmettAluli, M.D.,yice-president of the Pele Defense Fund,
while Pele resides in Kilauea; wherever the'earth is _hot-is an area sacred to' the •deity. The
heat' ofPele 'is an important natural resource for the constant evolution' of the volcanic,
rainforest.Pele's warmth m:ikes the forest dynaIDicand diverse genetically. Native plant and
insect species continue to diversify under those conditions. Dr. Aluli visualizes Pele as being
an important inspiration, protector. and healer of the Hawaiian people, especially the Pele
families.-In an intervi~w,h~ explained:
-

)

Her beauty' islrispiring.Thewhole experience of seeing her, an anCestor, alive and active pulls you into identifying withi>eing Hawaiian and part of this
whole family. In the time of our kupuna, when Pele was erupting; flowing,
steaming, her families would visit her. The kupuna speak of seeing her families, their different manifestations, and ofseeingPele. For the families she
~

,,",

. ,

.

i
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,provides a real element of protection. They offer the bones of dead family
members. They throw their hair, or ,teeth into the volcano~ They give '. these to
Pele to permanently cover and protect. The healing too,the la'authat is
gathered in the forests of Hi'iaka, the healer with the power of rebirth, is all .
part of the protection. Being part of the Pele line makes you part of a strong
family system with connection to Pele, bersisters, her uncles, and the
families today.

Pele Acknowledged and Worshipped as Hawaiian Akua
In addition to those who can trace their genealogy to Pele most people in Hawai'i,
Hawaiian and non-Hawaiian alike, widely acknowledge and respect her as the premier Hawaiian deity of the volcano. The 1993 gathering of several hundred people around the
Kilauea caldera, as discussed below in the section on beliefs, customs and practices, is one
indicator of the breadth and extent of those still willing to actively participate in spiritual
ceremonies focusing on Pele at the close of the twentieth century.

People not of the Pele clan also make offerings to Pele and perform her chants and
dances. Arlo Nimmo ,in his article, ''Pele, Ancient Goddess Of Contemporary Hawai'i" recorded 108 newspaper and magazine articles which attribute the volc~nic activity on
Hawai'i to Pele. In the conclusion to his article Nimmo noted:
Pele is a significant ingredient in the culture of the contemporary Hawaiian
Islands. Belief in the volcano goddess is widely held by a broad stratum of
society-doctors, professors, scientists, writers, housewives, engineers, hotel
managers, and countless others. Children in Hawai'i are weaned onPele
stories and, throughout their lives they hear of encounters with the goddess,
see evidence. of her wrath on the Big Island, and observe her periodic
portrayal in island arts ... It is important to emphasize that the traditional
belief in Pele as goddess of the volcanoes and special deity to Hawaiians in
the volcano area is unbroken from 'the past.
He attributes the persistence of the beliefs in Pele to the continuity of beliefs and
practices among Hawaiians, a .revitalization of traditional culture among Hawaiians and
other ethnic minorities, a renewed interest in the supernaturalism continuous volcanic eruptions and phenomena, media stories about Pele sightings, and the tourist industry (Nimmo,
1986).
.
At the time of Wakea, (Table 19) sky father arid progenitor of the lIawaiian people,
there was an existence of what was called the continual fire which waS kept by the gods.
This, however, was not a fire for the cooking of food. There was no cooking fire.· Cooking fire
came at the time ot. Maui a kalana, in generation 22.4} .
Cooking fire was brought into the culture by a person called Alaenuiahina. There are
several renditions or variants to the story. Alaenuiahina had a bird form like' an alae bird, and
she started the mapele. Mapele is a type of tree whose branches are ,rubbed, together. in order
to start a cooking fire. The term for getting fIre by friction is called mapele ahi. The Hina
legends speak of the origin of fire for cooking.
4)Nalani Kanaka'ole, workshop presentation. MarcbS. 1994.

I
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Table 19. Genealogy of the Pele fire clan
Genealogy ofAli~i From Wakea To Liloa

The origin of the •Pele clan is after Hinanalo of the fourth generation when
Kaikahinali'i or kahinali'i, the great flood occurred. Every primitive people has a record of a
great flood, and in Hawaiian mo'oku'auhau (genealogy) it occurs in. the fourth generation
after Wakea. so ,
Volcanic firejsdntroduced into'thecu1tur~at a later date, a later generatiC>n. Volcanic fire was calledampele. In,the genealogy. chart, volcanic fire happens after the time of
Maui in the twenty-third 'generation and before Kapawa of the twenty-eighth generation.
Within those four generations '. ahipele ;became prevalent in the culture.

that

Pelecame from sev~alplaces, There are several genealogies
are recorded. In
general knowledge, it is acknowledged that Haumea was themother of Pele and all the fam0'

~.--

-.

...,.,:. -.

\

'

'c_'I', '\._ ';_ ' . '

--,

... .'

~ Some traditions suggest multiple floods. For example, Kepelino and the Kumulipo mention four

floods.
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ily. Now Haumea was considered god-like; and it was usually a union of two g09s that produced these children who had control or mana
- over either tire or water.
.

.

.

The following family genealogy (Table 20) is found in KaHolai 0 Hawai'i, a Hawaiian language newspaper, based in Hila. This newspaper carried the main saga of the Pele fire
Table 20. Genealogy from "Ka Hoku 0 Hawai'i"
(Ka Hoku 0 Hawai'i, 1908)

Makuahine
Mother

Makuakane
Father

Haumea (W)
Na Keiki a Laua
Their Children
1. Kamohoali'i (K)

Moemoea'ali'i (K)

Hanau ma ka manawa mai
Bam from the fontanel of Haumea

His ocean form was the body ofa mano. He had an earthly form ofa Paliku or upright cliff
which has lifted straight out from the ocean during the seismic shifting ofthe plates.
2. Kanehekili (K)

Hanau ma ka waha .
Bam from the mouth of Haumea
Kanehikili was in charge ofthunder. He assumed the body form ofthunder.
3. Kauwilanuimakehaikalani (lC)

Hanau ma ka maka
Bam from the eyes of Haumea

Kauwilanuimakehaikalani is the lightning. He also has a honu (turtle) form in the ocean.
4. Kuhaimoana (K)

Hanau ma ka pepeiao
Bam from the ears of Haumea

He took the bodyform ofa mano.
5. Kanemilohae (K)

Hanau ma ka poholima akau
Bam from the right palm of Haumea

He had the bodyform ofa mano.

6. Leho (K)

Hanau ma ka 'opu'upu'u lima
Bam from the knuckles of HauDlea .

7. Kaneikokala (K)

Hanau ma ka manamanalima
Bam from the fingers of Haumea

8. Namakaokaha'i (W)

Hanau ma ka umauma
Bom from the chest of Haumea

An ocean form. Alsoprobably had a mo '0 (dragon lizard) form.
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9. Pelehonuamea (W)
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Table 20 (continued)
Hanau ma kahi mau e hanau Cia ai ke kanaka

BOrn fromthe usual place of birth as people
Her body forms are the volcanic forces-eruptions. earthquakes. magma, flowing lava. steam.
ere. She also took the form ofan old woman or a beautiful young woman.·Terms for various
forms ofvolcanic matter are: pahoehoe-the smooth unbroken lava; a'a-the rough rocky
lava; eleku-pumice; ana-cinders; ala-basalt; lauono-Pele's hair; waimaka-olivine
crystals; popoahi-giant lava balls emitted by a shield volcano. usually on the Mauna lLJa
ridge.
10. Kapo'ulakina'u (W)

Hanau ma na kuli
Born from the knees of Haumea
When she is worshipped as godtkss Ofhula, the halapepe tree is her kino lau. Kina 'u is a term
used. for a certain type ofpuhi.

11. Kapokohelele (W)

Hanau ma ka 'opu'upu'u wawae
Born from the ankles of Haumea
Kapokohelele saved Pele from being killed by Kamapua 'a. Kapokohelele means that she is
able to throw her kohe (vagina). She was the one who enticed Kamapua 'a away from assaulting
Pele by throwing her kohe before him and up into the air. When it fell back down to earth it
became Kohelepelepe, also known (lSK0koHead Crater on O'ahu.
12. Hi'iakakaIukalu (W) .

Hanau ma na manamanawawae
Born from the toes of Haumea .

Kalukalu has to do with reforestation.

13. Hi'iakakuilei(W)

Hanau ma na. :Kapua'iwawae
Bornfcom
the feet of
"..
' . Haumea
Shelilas 'alsotl characrerthat cameal(}ng With Pele. She was the one that prepared the awa.
The' eldest usually prepares the awa.
.
,
..
.'
..,

14. Hi 'iakai,kapoliopele,

I

I

.

' , '

Hanau ma napoholima ma ka'ano.me he hua
.moaata;".. ,'.. " . . . . . . .
Bomil1thepatm.~n theshapeot"an egg.
She is the muli. the youngest. She probably was the most talented ofthe family..She was able
to be a /caula. a seer. She was aprophet. She had powers in anaana. not only snatching oflife.
but bringing life up from the dead. She had to do with the reforestation Oflava flows..She was
broughtfrom Kahiki orKapakapakaua or/capaahu in theformofan egg. and she was cared
for when she came up with herfamily. In Fomander. the mother ofPele. is Kaika.hinaU'i and
the malcuakane asKanehoalani. KanehoaU'i. rather than Moemoea'ali'i, is more widely
known as the father ofPele. Fomander lists only three children: Kamohoali'i.
Kahuilaokalani. and Pelehonuamea.

..
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Table 21. Genealogy of Pele
from Fornander's Collection of Hawaiian Folklore
~akuatUne

~akuakane

Mother

Father

Kaikahinali'i

Kanehoalani
Na keiki a lauafIheir Children

1. Kamohoali'i (K)

Hanau'ia i Hapakuela
Born at Hapakuela

2. Kahuilaokalani (K)

Hanau'ia i Hapakuela
Born at Hapakuela

3. Pelehonuamea (W)

Hanau'ia i Hapakuela
Born at Hapakuela

clan in Hawai'i, Pele and Hi'iaka, from May 21, 1908, to September 10, 1908. In order to establish the birthright and lineage of the family the newspaper opened· the story with the
genealogy.
From the genealogy taken out of Ka Hoku 0 Hawai'i, the mother of Pele was
Haumea and her father was Moemoe'ali'i. Among their children, Kamohoali'i is noted as the
eldest. He was born from the fontanel which was considered to be a piko or navel on the top
of the head. The genealogy lists down all of the children and from where they were born, an
indication of the nature of the powers. Kamohoali'i was considered godlike in many ways as
far as the Pele family was concerned. He was higher than Pele. There was Kanehekili,
Kauwilanuimakehaikalani Kuhaimoana, Kanemilohae, Leho, Kaneikokala, Namakaokaha'i,
Pelehonuame.a, Kapoulukina'u, Kapokohelele (these two are separated), and !hen Hi'iakakalukalu, Hi'iakakuuilei and Hi'iakaikapoliopele. Following each section of the genealogy is
added in italics by the authors a brief explanation of the body forms and manifestations of
the Pele family member.
The third genealogy, "The Genealogy of Pelehonuamea" (Table 22), lists six children: Kamohoali'i, Kanehekili, Namakaokaha'i, Pelehonuamea, and Hi'iakaikapoliopele.
These are the most important characters in the Pele and Hi'iaka saga which is set in the
Hawaiian archipelago.
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Table 22. Genealogy ofPelehonuamea
Mother
Haumea
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Eatba:
Kuwaha'ilo
Their children' .

Kamohoali'i (M)
Kanehekeli (M)
Kauilanui (M)
Namakaokaha'i (F)
Pelehonuamea (F)
Hi'iakaikapoliopele (F)

..

Born from. the top of the head
, Born from the mouth
Bdnifrom the eyes
Born from the chest
Born'from the thigh
Born in the shape of an egg

The following chant provides an overview of the akua and 'aumakua forms of Kane
connectedto each of the Hawaiian islands. In: viewingthePele family, the island of Hawai'i
and the Kilauea caldera are usually the focal point. This chant gives ia different perspective
on Pele and the fact that Kane is the focus of the family and Pele a by-product of this major
God Kaneikawaiola is the source of the subsurface waters which .forms into the volcanic
steam which is the life .stream of the volcanodeity,Peleh.onuamea. Eastern parts of the
islands are considered his traditional domain in his form as the rising sun. On the island of
Hawai'i, the eastern part of the island is Puna- and is also 'where the Pele clan found a welcome home in which to settle. In the Pele clan, Hi'iakaisthe female -counterpart to Kane of
the rising sun.

'Despite the Ku names, the chiefs are manifestations of Kane and most of the names
in the chant are connected to one or other of the Pele genealogy. Pele is dominant for
Hawai'i because of the energy of magma and lava; Kahuilaokalanland Kanehekili are connected with electrical energy of the atmosphere. displayed onMauiand Moloka'i in the form
of thunder and lightning. Kuhaimoana,Ka'ahupahau and Kamohohali'i are all shark forms.
During 'Hi'iaka's trip to and from Kaua'Uo fetehLohiau, she encounters other shark forms
who she regards as paternal related kupuna who are Kane forms.
'0 Kane '0 Wai fa AIi'i
1

'0 Kane ' wai ia ali'i 0 Hawai'i?
Hey Kane, who is this chief of Hawai'i?

2

'0 Pele ia ali'i o Hawai'i,
Pele is the one Who is chief of Hawai'i,

1

He li'i no La'auU, no La'akea,
C~efess. of sacred darkness. and 'sacred light.

4.

'Au'au i ka wai polihua eKane.
Hey Kane, .bathe in thewaterPoUhua.

5.

Ina ke aloha e Kane, hele mai eKane
If you have love, .Kane, come
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6.

He Kapua'i Akua, he Kapua'i kanaka.
Walk as a God, walk-as a man.

7.

'0 wai ia ali'i 0 Maui?
Who is this chiefof Maui?

8.

'0 Kanehikili keli'i o Maui.
Kanehikili is the chief of Maui.

9.

'0 wai ia ali'i 0 Moloka'i?
Who is the chief of Moloka'i?

10.

'0 Kahuilaokalani keli'i 0 Moloka'i.
Kahuilaokalani is the chief of Moloka'i.

. 11.

'0 wai ia ali'io Lana'i?
Who is that chief of Lana'i?

12.

'0 Leapua ke ali'i o Lana 'i.
Leapua is the chief of Lana'i.

11

'0 wai ia ali't 0 O'ahu?
Who is the chief of O'ahu?

14

'0 Ka'ahupahau ke ali'i 0 O'ahu.
Ka'ahupahau is the chief of O'ahu.

15.

'0 wai ia ali'i 0 Kaua'i?
Who is the chief of Kaua'i?

16.

'0 Kamohoali'i ke ai'i 0 Kaua'i.
Kamohoali'i is the chief of Kaua'i.

17.

'0 wai ia ali'i 0 Ni'ihau?
Who is the chief of Ni'ihau?

18.

'0 Kalalakea ke ali'i 0 Ni'ihau.
Kalalakea is the chief of Ni'ihau.

19.

'0 wai ia ali'i 0 Ka'ula?
Who is the chief of Ka'ula?

20.

'0 Kuhaimoana ke ali'i 0 Ka'ula
Kuhaimoana is the chief of Ka'ula.

21.

'0 wai ia ali'i o Kamokupapa?
Who is the chief of Kamokupapa?

22.

'0 Ku ke ali'i 0 Kamokupapa.
Ku is the chief of Kamokupapa.

f

,)
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Migration or The Pele Clan To Hawal'i
As Pele begins her journey to Hawai'i she asks permission of both, mother and father,
and finally the eldest brother Kamohoali'i. In response to questions about her destination she
responds, "I am going to go to the island of Polapola (Borabora),' KahJ.ki. From this island I
will arrive at Kuaibelani, the land of Kanehunamoku. From this island I will travel to the
island of Manamana andtinally to the place of the a1i'iwahineKa'oahi." Her island was
Ni'ihau. According to thismo'olelo (history), Ni'ihau is her first contact with the Hawaiian
island chain. The island of Manamana proposes a question of location. Whether it is part of
the southern Polynesian islands or a reference to the low laying island in the northwest section of the Hawaiian chain or the~awaiian islands, 'themselves,is unclear.

.

This version of the migration chant ofPele, starts from her, homeland of Kahiki. The
land of PolapoJa, or Borabora, is mentioned as a starting Off point for the Pele clan. In the
Beckwith narrative version of this migration sagaKahiki or Borabora was to be her first stop
(Beckwith, 1976). She embarks'upon this leg of herjotirney with'the signs and splendor ff
the god Kane. This is her first trip to Hawai'LThe veSsel made and secured for her by Kanekalaihonua, the carver, was named Honualakea.
After the carving of the canoe, 'asdescribe<1 in lines seven through nine, the time for
sailing is right. Malau is given the task of emptying ,the bottom o~ the boat. The question is
asked as to who should assume the, prestigious position of steersman. Pelehonuamea is
offered the prestigious task. Hi'iaka is the deity who enters the house of Pele. She bears no
gifts.

The imagery of voyaging is abundant in this chant' The valuable information which
this ,chant offers is the name of the canoe, the carver, ,the place.of departure, and intended
place of arrival. The names of the travelersarePele, Hi'iaka, KamohoaIi'i, and Malau. Non,
travelers mentioned are Lono and Ku. ' '

BeOU
APele . '
"-.','Huaka'i
,-.

.

;.-.-

1

Mai Kahiki ka y,rahine, '0 Pele,
From Kahildcame,the woman, Pele.

2

Mal ka 'aina i Polapola
From'the land Of Borabc>ra

1

Mal ka punohu'ula a Kane, '
From the red rising mist of Kane

4.

Mal ka ao Jalapa i ka lani,.- ,
From the flashing clouds In theh~vens.

S.

Mal ka opua lapa i Kahiki., ,,' .' .
From the flashing clouds 'of ,Kahiki. ,

6.

Lapaku i Hawal'i ka wahine, 'oPele;
The woman, Pel~, bursts forth to Hawai Ii;
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7.

Kalai i ka wa'a Honuaiakea,
She carves the ship Honualakea,

8.

Kou wa'a, e Kamohoall'i.
It is your ship, Kamohoali'i.

9.

I apo'a 0 motu i pa'a;
The ship was work~ on until completed;

10.

Ua hoa o.wa'a 0 eke Akua,
The ship of the God was secured,

11.

Ka wa'a 0 Kanekalaihonua. .
The. ship of Kane the earth carver~

12.

Holo mal ke au, a'ea'e·Pelehonuamea;
The tide for sailing has arrivoo, Pelehonuamea rises upon it; .

13.

A'ea'e ka Lani, aipuni'a i ka motu
The royal one surmounts the waves, to circle the island.

14.

A'e'e Kini 0 ke Akua
Followed by the many other gods

15.

Noho aCe '0 Malau.
Malau sits.

16.

Ua o'ia 0 liu 0 0 wa'a.
The bilge of the boat is emptied.

17.

Ia wa 0 hope, ka li'u 0 ka wa'a e nahoa li'i?
Who should steer, a skilled position of the canoe companions?

18.

Ia Pelehonuamea
Pelehonuamea is suited for this job

19.

A'ea'e kai hoe oluna 0 ka wa'a,
Rise to the large paddle on the canoe,

20.

'0 tu ma, laua
Ku andLono

21.

Noho i ka honua 'aina
Will stay on shore

22.

Kau aku i ho'olewa motu.
Stay upon dry land.

23.

Hi'iaka, no'iau, he akua
• goddess of great wisdom
Hi'iaka,

'0

Lono
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Ku a'e. hele a noho i lea hale 0 Pele.
Rise. go and enter the house of Pele.

. Huahaua'iKahiki•• lapa uila. e Pele.
Bursting forth to 'Kahiki; lightning, flashing, ,·Pele.

26.E hua'i. e!
Pushing forward!
The following migratorystoryofPele and her familybegi~ in the Hawaiian archipelago. A safe canoe journey demands discipline. and people traveling together must be able
to get along and each one must know their. place on the ~anoe. This chant indicates a
warmth among Pele family members. whi,ch' other chants do not have. It emotes caring for
- each other. nostalgia, respect,' as well as the sense of carrying out responsibilities.
.

.

The fIrst line sets the tonetor. the rest ,of the chant. Thebrothers and sisters traveling
together were caring and compatible with each other. Kamohoali'i. the eldest and most
revered brother of the Pele clan. is the navigator for this trip. The trust they have in the skill
of their navigator in order to. travel. witllhimopuncharted and rough seas is described in
lines two. fIve. six and seven.

)

The other person responsible for handling the canoe was Kaneapua whose task it was
to turn the nose of the canoe about and push it out to sea. Kaneapua accomplishes this task
but he was inadvertently left on Nihoa KamohoaIi'iwas convinced by the family to tum the
canoe'about and rescue the younger. sibling.• After the,·rescue 'Kaneapua again takes his place
upon the platform of the wa'a. KanehoaIani is another male character ,who has an important
role in this migration. He is, the father 9fJhe,Peleclan.andPele shares a moment of
nostalgia with him in lines ,thirty-nine through forty-fIve.
Paoa is the diVining rod used to search out new ,and appropriate land for this family.
Paoa is a name used by different male cbaractersin thePele and Hi'iaka saga. Thus far. the
names mentioned in this mele are those of the eldest, and ,youngest male in the family as
well as the makuakane. This story. however. is told in the first person. one of the few chants
for which the implied persona of the storyteller, isPele.
The islands ands~ialplaces nponthe islandswbich they encountered are in the
.
following order of arrival:
1. Nihoa

2. Lehua
3. 'Nihoa
4. Ni'ihau
S. Kana'i
6. O'ahu
-

Ali'a pa'akai
Pele'u1a
Kapo 'wakina'u

"':"M!kapu'u
7. Hawai'i

-

MakahanaIoa

-

Puna
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Information on the islands of Ka'wa, Moloka'i, Lana'i, Maui, and Kaho'olawe are
not recorded in this chant but are mentioned in other narratives. The ending is rather abrupt
and the entire chant seems fragmented, indications that the chant is probably incomplete.

Ke Ka'ao A Pele I Ha'awi Ia Kamohoali'i I Ka Ha'alele 'Ana Ia Kahiki
1 .

Ku makou e hele me 1m 'u mau poki'i aloha.
We started our journey, my siblings and I.

2

Ka 'aina a makou i 'ike'ole ai malalo aku nei,
To a land below we had not seen before,

3.

A'e makou me m'u poki'i, kau i kawa'a;
Myself and my siblings climbed upon a vessel;

4.

No'iau ka hoe a KaInohoali'i; .
Kamohoali'i being the skilled navigator;

s.

A'ea'e, leau i lea nalU'
Rising upon the wave,

6.

He nalu haki 1cakala,
Riding the crest of a wave,

7.

He nalu e imi ana i ka 'aina e hiki aim ai.
A wave in search of land to land upon.

8.

'0 Nihoa ka aina a makou i pae mua aku ai';
Nihoa was the land upon which we arrived first;

9.

Lele a'e nei makou, tau i ulea 0 Nihoa.
We landed and went on shore.

10.

'0 ka hana no a ko'u poki'i, a Kaneapua,
The task of my younger brother, Kaneapua,

11.

'0 ka ho'oili i Ial ihu 0 ka wa'a a n ou i ke kai
Was to turn the bow of the canoe and push it into the sea

12.

Waiho anei 0 Kamohoali'i ia Kaneapua i uka 0 Nihoa.
Kamohoali'i pushed off leaving Kaneapua on Nihoa.

13.

No'iau ka hoe a Kamohoali'i
Kamohoali'i was indeed the skilled navigator

14.

A pae i ka 'aina i kapa 'ia 0 Lehua.
And we landed next on an island known as Lehua.
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15.

Hull iho nei kawa'a a Kamohoali'i
KamohoaIi'i tum the canoe about

16.

E ki'i aku nei ko lakou poId'j, ia Kaneapua, i Nihoa
To fetch our favorite Kaneapua at Nihoa

17.

Pili aku nei lea wa'a 0 Kamohoali i i ukanei 0 Nihoa,
The canoe of KamohoaIi'i once again landed on Nihoa,

18.

Kabea aku nei i ko lakou poId'j ia Kaneapua
They called out to their favorite one, Kaneapua

19.

E uu aku ma ka pola 0 ka wa'a.
To climb onto the platform of the'vesseI.

20.

Hull iho nei lea ibu oka wa'a o KamohoaIi'i;
The canoe of KamohoaIi'i headed back out to sea;

21.

He wa.'a eholoana iNi'ihau
And sailed to Ni'ihau

22.

Kau aku nei 0 Kamohoali'i ika la'au,hepaoa,
Kamohoali'i consulted with Paoathe \magical staff,

23.

E imi ana i ko lakou 'aina e noho ai, 0 Kaua'i;
Searching for the land in which they could reside, perhaps Kaua'i;

24.

'A'ole na'e i loa'a
However, this was not favorable ,

25.

Kau mal la 0 KamohoaIi'j ka la'au; he paoa.
Again· KamohoaIi 'i consulted the land searching rod, Paoa.

26.

O'ahu lea 'aina
Perhaps'Ahu (O'ahu)'was the land

27.

Ia ka ana iho nei olakouiAli'apa'akai
Ali' apa'akai was evaluated and surveyed by them

28.

'A'ole na 'e be'aina.
This was not the land $Uited for them;

29.

Ke kuileimakou e imikahie noho ai
We started again in search for aSuitable,abode

30.

A loa 'a' maPele'ula

4

PerhapsPele'ula 'W8Stbe place

31.

; 0 KapO'uIakina'u ka wahine
·The'woman Kapo'ulakina'u
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32.

A loa'a ilea lae kapu 0 Makapu'u.
Was found at the sacred cape of Makapu'u.

33.

Daila pau ke kuleana.
It was there where we thought it would end.

34.

' Imi ia KanehoaIani
We. searched for. KanehoaIani

35.

A loa'a i ka lae 0 MakahanaIoa
And he was found at the cape of Makahanaloa

36.

He loa lea uka 0 Puna
The uplands ofPuna was far in the distance

37.

'E1ua leauaj ke kapa ho'okahi
At one time we sharedone.covering

38.

Akahi au a 'ike haupu mau, waIohia wale,
I began to recall those memories and· called out,

39.

E KanehoaIani, e!
Kanehoalani!

40.

E KanehoaIani, e!
Hey, KanehoaIani!

41.

Aloha kaua!
Greetings to us!

42. .

Kau ka hoku ho'okahi, hele ike ala loa!
Relying upon the star we traveled the long trail!

43.

Aloha kama kuku leapa a ka wahine!
Greeting to the child of the leapa beating woman!

44.

He wahine lohiau, nana i ka makani
An inactive woman, observing the wind

45.

He makani lohiau, haupu mai oloko!
An inert wind, smouldering within!

On the island of Maui, Pele explored the western part of the island as well as
Moloka'i and Lana'i to find a dry place for her eternal fires.· She moved on to Haleakala.
While there, Pele's enemy, her sister Namakaokaha'i who had doggedly trailed the migrating family from Kahi1d, arrived with the sea dragon Ha-ui. At Kahikinui, on the slopes of
Haleakala, PeIe battled the two fierce sea monsters and her body was dismembered Parts of
her body were thrown to Hana near Kauild and formed the hill caIled Kaiwiopele (the bones
of Pele). Na-maka-o-ka-hai'i believed that she had finally destroyed her .sister. However,
Pele's spirit body lived and she became stronger in the transformed state of a goddess. Pele,
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now goddess, continued her search for a new home on the island of Hawai'f(Emerson, 1915;
Beckwith, 1976).
'
The arrival of the Pele' clan lothe island 'of Hawai'i and the deep sense of belonging
to this island prompts this chant from Pele. She looks back over the 'cluster of islands to the
northwest of Hawai'i and bids farewell to them. The important information found in this chant
and not found in. other Pele migration chants are the; names of the principal travelers
belonging to this clan-Kamohoali'i, Pelehonuamea, Kane, Kanemiloha'i, Kaneapua, and
Hi'iakaikapoliopele. The three kaikunane, orbrothers,are of Kane descent. Kamohoali'i,
also known.as Kanemohoali'i; is the shark. He is the foundation upon which Pele builds. He
jsthe exposed' foundation or precipice and the navigator ·of Hunuaiakaea, the voyaging
carioe, of the Pele clan. Kanemiloha'i, another champion andkunane of Pele, is the steersman of the canoe and is said to preside over Kamokupapapa "or' the low laying northwest
islands of this archipelago.' The youriger kunane is Kaneapua i's' described in many different
mo·olelo.He' bas the leading role in the story of Wahanui which takes place on the island of
Lana'i. During the IDigrationofthe Pele'clan he is left back on the island of Nihoa by
Kamohoali'i and is then rescued by'his family.
The heroines ate 'Pele and Hi 'iaka.This chant shows a definite intent by Pele to
eStablish her domain on Hawai'fduring her southeast trek.
Ke Ka~ao NaPele,IHa'alele AHa Maui
.1

)
", '

2.

..

Al{)hao Maul, alohae!
Farewell to you Maui, farewell!
'Aloha o Moloka'i,aloha e!'
And you MolokR'j'farewell!

3.

Aloha 0 Lana'i, aloha e!
Farewell to you 'Lana'iFfarewell!

4.

Aloha 0 Kaho'olawe, aloha e!
Farewell Kaho'olawe,· farewell!

6

Hawai'i ka ka 'aina
,To Hawai'i, our land
:';. . Amakoue nohoaia mauloa ak:u;
. i ; Where we will.reside forever;

8.

Ke a1aho 'j makou i biki mai .ai,
We follow the path until we arrived,
He ala paoa 'ole koKamohoali'i,
A path not found by the paoa rod,
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10.

Ko Pele, ko Kanemilohai,ko Kaneapua,
But one traveled by Kamohoali'i, Pele, Kanemiloha'i,Kaneapua,

11.

Ko Hi'iakaka no'iau ika poli 0 Pele,
And Hi'iaka, the gifted one, in the bosomof Pele,

12.

I hiki maiai.
They have arrived.

The following chant not only tells of the migration .of ~e Pele fire clan to Hawai'i, it
is also composed in the genre of a hulihia chant.· Hulihia means overturned, ·overtbrown, .and
upheaval.. Thehulihia chants describe volcanic.eruptive.phasesand include words for earth-:quakes, moving lava, leaping fire caused by lava flows, the characteristic .of fast. or· slow
moving lava, clouds formed by steam or the heat·of the volcano,. the. rising and fallingof
land, and all weather impaetedbyorproducedfrom eruptive phases. The following chant
describes creation, the abilities pf the goddessPele,her migration to Hawai'i,theestablishment of her new home, and the laws sacred to the fire deity.
In the following chant Pele asks her parents for permission to leave herhomeland
which, however, is not revealed. Hi'iaka, the egg child, is given to Pele and she leaves with
her wrapped in her skirt. She sketches a brief plan of her journey to her parents as well as her
older brother, Kamohoali'i. She planned her first stop on the island of Polapola or Kahiki,
then on to the island of Ku'aihelani which she describes as being Kanehunamoku. From this
place she plamied to travel to Moku Manamana, a place close to the ali'iwahine Ka'oahi
and her island of Ni'ihau.

According to this chant Polapola is completely devastated and changed upon her departure. Kahiki is known as the land of the gods. Kahiki isa name used. for any foreign land,
but Kahiki in association with the gods existed from the beginning of time or as long as the
gods were in existence. Kahiki may be different places at different time periods; however, in
the Pele and Hi'iaka saga, Kahiki is the land she sails off to initially and remains long
enough at this place so that Kahiki becomes synonymous with her family'.s ancestral home.
Haumea, the female deity of the land, is mentioned first. She is the mother of Pele
and the one who represents female fertility. She would naturally be the one given credit for
nourishing and nurturing land This hulihia includes references to land existing from the beginning of time. The chant continues with the meeting place of sky .and earth or male and
female. This area is called Kahikiku or the horizon or more specifically the sky section of
the horizon.
lines twelve to fifteen gives an indication of a rebellion or a closing out of an era
and the beginning of a new time period with the repetition of the word hina. Kukulu 0 Kahiki
is a reference to the pillars which hold up and separate the sky from the earth. The concept
of the pillar usually indicates an earlier period of time where domains, rights, laws, personalities, lineages, and responsibilities were established.
<

Pele's primary function, which is volcanic eruption, also impacts upon the atmosphere. Thus Pele's kinolau are also thunder, lightning, heavy rains, earthquakes, whirlwinds,
smoke, steam, cloud forms, and fire. These are the kinolau which· connect Pele to Kane and
Lono. The tremors of Pele are also felt below the surface of the ocean to the coral beds to
another dimension covered by the movement of Pele, referred to in lines 36 and 37.

,
,
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The sound of the pahu, or sacred drum, in line 50 is closely associated with the hula.
It was the sound of the pahu which caused the spirit body of Peleto wander off to the island
of Kaua'i where she met and fell in love with Lohiau. The sound of the pahu on the lualdni
heiau reinindsthose who hear it that thekapu period hasl>egan.,!n lines 5tand 52, the eruption of Pele is not limited to the land butextends into the sea as well. It cuts into the ocean
working its way towards a southeast direction. The path to Kane of the east and Kanaloa of
the south becomes shorter.
The laws spoken of in lines 53, 54,55, and 56 are literal. The back of Pele is kapu or
sacred because it is hot. Therefore, no one stands at her.back.-The concept behind this idea
is that if the earth is hot it still belongs·tothe Goddess and jf it belongs to her it is sacred. If
. the earth steams or if any other sign of heat still exists on the ·land or the water surrounding
the land because of volcanic activities, then the effect of the law·still exists. Using ki as the
intensifier before ho'iko'i, the idea of immediate restoration ofllfe after an eruption emerges.
Restoration after an eruption is vital; therefore, the dependency on Hi'iaka and the responsibilities of the other siblings is utilized at this time in,order·to uphold this law. Restoration is
done quickly and in-the same sequence.after eacheruption,The .effects of the rain and wind
help bring life to the lava. Seedlings blown by the wind and moistened by the rain produce
algae, lichen, moss, ferns, and then woody plants such as the 'obi'a.The laws are observed
out of respec,t for Pele and her creative abilities.

Hulihia Ke Au, Ka Papa Honua0 KonaMoku
1

Hulihia keau, ka papahonua 0 konamoku
The tide of time to be overturned is here, yes, the very foundation of
Her island

2

Hulihia,kulia mai ka moku 0 Kahiki
A complete change, the island of.Kahiki .was outstanding

1

'Aina no Kahiki i ka la kahi.
Kahiki, .a land from the beginning of time.

4.

'Aina ho'owali'ae'Haumea
Aland made supple by Haumea

5.

Ho'omoeakula Kahild-ku
Then laid otittowardsKahikiku, the horizon

6.

Kulapa mat ka ulu· wela, 0 malkeam
';ThegroWing heat multiplies, astheJire digs forth

7.

Ke'ebiaku la no. e nalokapua'i~ e
Stamping out everything to cOnceal the· footprints,

8.

Kapua'i akua noPele.
The prints of the Ooddess,;of Pele

9.

Ke ke'eke'ehi wale lana i ka
Treading yonder towards the heavens

lam
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10.

Ha'ule, n'ina i Polapola
Fmally falling,splashing at Borabora

11.

Noho i ka lau ha'ao ka moku
To dwell in the low lying vegetation of the island

12.

Hina kukulu 0 Kahiki
The pillars of Kahiki has fallen

13.

Hina ka 'mukuo ka makani
The wind shafts blew a 'straight course

14.

Hina ka pae'opua ki'i keao
The light fetching clouds has dropPed.

15.

Hina ka 'onohi' 'ula i' ka lani
The'red eyeball dwelling in the heavens has fallen

16.

Kanewenewe'opua ike kai
The billowy clouds are at sea

17.

Ea mai ana ma Nihoa
Rising up at Nihoa

18.

Ma ka mole mai 0 Lehua.
At the very foundation of Lehua

19.

Mai Kaua'i nui 0
From great Kaua'i

20.

O'ahu, a Moloka'i
O'ahu to Moloka'i

21.

Lana'i a Kana!oa, mai Maui a Hawai'i,
From Lana'i to Kanaloa, then Maui to Hawai'i

22.

Ka Wahine-o Pele-i hi'a i kana ahi
Comes the woman, Pele, to spark here fires alive

23.

A'a pulupulu, kukuni, wela ka lani
The kindled fire alites, blazes, heated are the higher extremities

24.

He uwila ku'i no ka honua
lightning strikes the earth

25.

Hekili pa'apa'ina i ke ao
Thunder crackles at the light of day

26.

Pohaku puoho, lele iluna
Stones exploding, flying upwards
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27.

'Opa'ipa'i wale ka Mauna
The mountain trembles

28.

Pipill ka lani, pa'a ia motu
The heavens descend, firmly touches the land .

29.

Nalo Hawai'i ika uahi a ka Wahine,
Hawai'i iscoriceaIedinthe smoke of the Woman,

30.

I ka llll a ke Akua!
All because of the anguish of the God

31.

Ke lauwill nei kamakani,
The winds are·twisting

32.

Ho'anoano mai ana na'eho lapauwila
The increasing tlashingllghtning are revered

33.
34.

Hekili wawahi ka lani
Thunder shatters the heavens
Ku loloku ka ua i uka
The rains fall· in torrents in the uplands

35.

Ku'i ka hekill, ne'i kaola.'i
With the crack of thunder,the·earth rumbles

36.

Lele kapu i kai
To the sacred altar'aisea

37.

Hiki lele ai i lalo 0 Kaneluhonua
Reaching below to the depths of Kaneluhonua

38.

'0 Kanepuabiohio, will,
Kanepuahiohio whirls

39.

Will Cia i uka, will'ia i kai'
Twists upland, twists seaward'

40.

Will cia i luna, will'ia i lalo
Twists up and down

41.

·Will'ia ikaua
And whirls through the rain
I· ka ho'ole ·atu,·. ho'ole mana
Because ofthe denial, denialofpowet

~ '..'

43.

Ka ho'omalau,e~ lea ho'o-maloka
The irreligious, neglecting the gods
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44.

Ke 'Apapanu'u, ke 'Apapalani
Those of Keapapanu'u and Ke' apapalani

45;

'0 Manokalanipo. coke aka leihulu
Manokalanipo, the reflection of royalty

46.

Hulu 0 manu kiu, '0 manu ahiahi
Feathers from the birds who secretly observes and tattles

47.

'0 manu 'aha'i lono
The birds who bring news

48.

Haina a'e ana ka manaoko'u Akua
Telling of the strength ofmy God

49.

Iwaho nei la, e, ha'ina ho'i! ,
A declaration is made abroad, announce the news!

50.

Kukulu ka pahu kapu a ka leo
The voice of the sacred drum is upheld

51.

He ala hele, he ala mum
A pathway, a short path

52.

No Kane, laua 0 Kanaloa
For Kane and Kanaloa

53.

He ki ho'iho'i kanawai
A law provided for swift restoration

54.

He kai 'okia kanawai
A sea separating edict

55.

He kua a kanawai
A decree of the burning back

56.

No Pele, no ko'u Akua, la!
For Pele, for my God!

The Pele Oan In Hawai'i
The Pele clan was responsible for several cultural innovations. They were responsible
for elevating 'aumakua worship to a new level of significance. They were also responsible for
mass education through the hula. It was not only mass education, it was also subliminal education. Through the Pele clan, hula went to a high form and gained a broad following. Before
it was only done in little crowds. With the Pele clan, hula was used as an educating tool.
The fire clan were also responsible for introducing dogs into the culture. Pork, a ritual food
for men, was kapu to women. Dogs were introduced as the ritual food for women. They also
introduced a recognition of dog forms in the clouds, those clouds which come and gather to
bring on rain. The Pele clan introduced ki'i into the culture. Prior to that, Hawaiians utilized
pohaku for the worship of the deities. The worship of images was a major innovation into the
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ctilture. Pele brought with her a whole family of Kalai or carvers such as Kalaiwa'a and
Kalaiki 'i. 51
. .
.
.
A history of the life of the Pele clan in.Hawai'i has been passed down from one generation to another to the present through chants, hula, and legends.
Chants and hula relating the epic saga of Pele, Hi'iaka and Lohiau reveal. the nature
.and power of the members of the Pele family and their role in the development and popu1arization of the hula in Hawai'i. Chants and legends of Pele and Kamapua'a describe the
elemental forces which naturally aligned against the fire clan and how these dynamic elemental forces of fire, air, forest, and waterinteraetedto form the panoramic landscapes of
Hawai'i island. Legends of the battles of Pele and the various mo'o water forms relate how in
the era following the migration of the Pele fire clan to Hawai'i, vulcanism became the
primary natural energy which dominated the formation of the landscape in the Hawaiian
islands. Legends of how Pele punished arrogant chiefs and mean-spirited folk taught humans
to respect the forces of nature and to be kind· to elderly. women. Hulihia chantS describe the
eruptive phases of the volcano and praise the awe-inspiring pure and raw energy of Pele.
Pele's Domain

)

Pele's primary domain is acknowledged to be the Kilauea volcano which extends
from Molroaweoweo Crater on the top of MaunaLoa mountain through the Ka 'u and Puna
districts to the Pacific Ocean. The chants and legends describe the. areas where she erupts
and establishes herself. Most of her activity takes place in Puna. However, she is also active
in the Ka'u district and occasionally in the Kona district. ·As discussed below, in the legend
of Pele and Kamapua'a, upon reaching a truce, the island· of Hawai'i·is divided between the
two, with Puna, Ka 'u and Kona going to Pele and Hilo, Hamakua and Kohala going to
Kamapua'a.
More broadly, the various craters andpu'u, or hills and summits, created by Pele in
her migration down the chain of Hawaiian islands from Lehua tbHawlli'i also remain sacred
~~

.

.

The chant "Holo Mai Pele" tells ab<JutPelemo"fng to the east and establishing her
religion in Hawai'i. She brought her ki'i, or her idols, that had been made by Ko'i, or the
sacred adze. She went to Lele Iwi, the border between Hilo and Puna, and established that
as one border of the area within which she .would reign. She then went up to the crater and
prayed after establishing her ki 'ithere. There she pniyed kanaenae, sent out a supplication to
the deities to them for a safe journey to Hawai'j. She indicates that Hawai'i will be her
island where she will stay and e$tablish herself. Accordingio this chant, she then went .and
established herself in Papalawae which is· a 'part of the Kilauea crater. She also established
an area down in Puna in the N anawale area.

1

)

Holo mai Pele mai Kahikina
Pele travels from the east

51 Samuel Kamakau, however, attibutes the introduction of wooden /d'i to Paao.
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Ka hekili ka 'ola'i ka ua loku

Noted by. the thunder, lightning, and heavy downpour

20.

Ka ua Papaoha'iba'ilaumeaiku
The rain of Papoha 'iha 'ilaumeaiku

21.

'Eli'eli kau mai e Pele e!
A profound reverence was produced.!

The chant "A popo'i haki kaiko'9" further describes howPele got established in

Puna. Itdescribes the inner motionofPele as she erupts in different areas of Puna beginning
with the area around Kilauea crater and working her way down to Kaniahiku which is below
Leilani Estates or Keahialaka, and down toJ(apoho at Waiwelawela or Warm Springs. This
chant compares the movement of the lava to the movement of water. Most people are familiar with the movement of water and how it flows. The chant vividly describes how the lava,
like water, goes around and encircles and makes a wave. It talks about the beauty of how the
lava, being the deity herself, flows. through the Puna district at .these particular areas. The
boundary again is from Leleiwi in Waiakea and over into Puna. Another chant describes how
she covers the are~ from the border of Puna with Hilo. and all the way over and down to
Apua. When someone defies her, she goes out and covers everything.

A popo'i hald kalko'o
1.

A popo'i bald kaiko'o i ka lua
Covering, breaking, rough is the sea within the crater

2

Hald ku, haki kakala a ka 'ino
Breaking 'vertically, breaking jaggeredly.like a storm

3.

Paia kuli uwo lehua a Kaniahiku e
The sound is deafening to. the lehua of Kaniahiku

4.

Wahine 'ai lehua 0 ka UDU
The lehua eating Woman is present

S.

Kupukupua 'eba 1 kapohaku .
Growing rock altar wrenched in pain

6.

Ilea' 'uwalu ake ahi
Clawed by the fire

7.

I ka'unua lea Pu 'ulena
Pulled up .by the .Pu'wena ;

'8.'
9.

,Huld lea moku; papa'a ka~aina
The island stretches, the land is scorched
Ha'aha'a ka lani, Kaiko'o ka mauna e
The heavens are made low, the mountain is rough
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10.

Ha ka moana popa'i Kilauea
The ocean breathes and covers Kilauea

11.

Halelo 0 Papalauabi e
Papalauahi is· jaggered with· rocks

12.

0 mai Pele i '0 na kino
Pele is in her many forms

13.

Ka hakikili, ka ua mai ka lani
The light rain, the 'rain from heaven

14.

Ne'i ka honua i ka 'ola'ie
The earth moves with the quake

15.

Haka Ikuawa ka paha ko 'ele'ele
Ikuwa breaks with the exploding storm

16.

Ku mai Puna a ki'eki'e

Puna grows until to great heights
17.

Ha'a ka ulu i ka :opua
The increase of clouds hangs low

18.

Pua 'ehu maila uka 0 Keahialaka
Sprouting vigorously in the uplands of Keabialaka

19.

Pa'u 0 keahi 0 Waiwelawela 0 ka lua e
The pit of Waiwelawela is encircled by fire

20.

Aloha na po'e la 0
Greetings to the people of the upland pit

The chant "Kuololoa" is one of the earliest chants is learned by children. It is also
taught to the beginning hula students. It teaches the performer and the listener about how
Pele reacts. In teaching this chant to our children and young students, they learn about" the
nature of. Pele, the deity. The children are also taught to respect the deity for what she is and
respect the people who worship that particular deity and practice the different levels of hon0ring Pele. The first part of the chant talks about the mo'o who attempted to stop Hi'iaka in
her journey through Panaewa forest. It describes the forest, the mountain ridge, and the
shaggy pandanus trees. In the second part of the chant Pele erupts. She manifests herself in
the emption and rolls over everything and devastates Puna from the border with Waiakea and
out to Apua, the other border of Puna. The last part of the chant describes how everything has
been destroyed and turned to ashes. Everything has fallen and there is nothing that will stand
in the way of PeIe between the source of the··eruption down to the ocean. Through the chant
we learn that Pele is a deity of love. She creates new land. She is to be respected. Learning
how she reacts to those who defy her, one must always be aware of her and her moods.
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• Kuololoa
1.

2

Kuololoa Keaau i Ka nahelehele
Kea'au isa long range of forest'
Halakua hulu Pana'ewa i ka la'au
, The bristly pandanus of Pana.'ewa are the trees

3.

'Ino ka maha o'ka'ohi'a
Evident aIsoare the severed '()hi'a

4.

Ku kepakepa ka malla 0 ka lehua
The severed lehu~ are straggly and ragged

s.

Po'o hina ika wela akema
The, blanket of gray is ,caused by the fire of the god

6.

UahiPuna i ka holoka'a pohaku
Puna is blackened. by the rolling stones

7.

Nape'ia e ka wahine
Flattened by the will of the Lady

8.

Nanahuahi i lea papa 'Oluea
The consuming fire was found at the flats of Oluea,

9.' ",MomokuahiPunahala i Apua '
Puna to past Apua is an island of ash
10.

11.
12.

Aihu e aihuIaMoving in this ,'direction and'that

' A'hullta lai kal
Turning towards the ocean
A ihu e a ihu la
MOving in this direction and that
A hull ia lai uka
Turning towards the uplands

AuaheIei, helele'i, heIele'il
And crumpled to ashes and dust! .
!i
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Pele, Hi'iaka, and Lohiau
One day, after the Pele familyse~ed in Kilauea,Pele and her sisters went down to
the beach at Pu 'upaboehoe along the coastline of Puna.. They all gathered and started to talk
about hula. They admired the hula of Hopoe and Pele asked if any of her sisters knew how to
dance the hula. Hi'iaka said that she knew how to dance hula andperformed "Ke Ha'a La
Puna I Ka Makani." This is the first recorded hula in the Pele and Hi'iaka saga. It took place
in the easternmost point of the Hawaiian archipelago and described Ha'ena, Hopoe, Keaau,
and Nanabuld which are all located in the district . of Puna-Ka aina i ka houpu a Kane,
Land in the heart of Kane. 'Ena refers to the heat of the sun. Ha is the breath. Ha'ena then
refers to the first and last breath of Kane, the sun. The first breath of Kane is at Ha'ena in
Puna.
After "Ke Ha'a La Puna" was danced, Pele fell asleep. In her dream state she heard
the beating of pabu drums. Attracted to the sound, her leu 'uwailua or spirit rose from her body
and took flight. She went over to theWaiakea area and up through Makahanaloa to Kohala
and across the Alenuihaha Channel to the island of Maui. On Maui, she went to Kauiki and
continued across to Kahakuloa and on out to the island of Moloka'i. On Moloka'i she went to
La'au Pt from where she went over to Makapu'u on O'abu. On O'abu she went over to
Ka'ena, the western point of the island, and then her wailua crossed the ocean to get to the
northwest point of Kaua'i at Ha'ena where she found the pahu drum beaten by Lobi'au, a
beautiful man in the midst of a large hula performance there at the hal au. Thus, her journey
began and ended at Ha'ena, with the first and then the laSt breath of Kane.
Pele assumed the form of a beautiful maiden. Mutually attracted, she remained with
Lohiau for three days and nights. Upon leaving, she promised to send a messenger to bring
Lobiau to her in Puna where they will consummate their passion for each other. The wailua
of Pele returned to Puna. Upon awaking from her deep and extended sleep, Pele asked her
sisters, one-by-one to journey to Kaua'i and fetch Lohi'au. Only Hi'iaka accepted the mission. Urged on by her family, Hi'iaka sets three conditions for facing the dangers and perils
which lay between Puna, Hawai'i and Ha'ena, Kaua'i. Hi'iaka asked that her lehua forests
and her friend Hopoe not be ravaged and destroyed by Pele while she is on her journey; that
she have a traveling companion, and that she be given the godly powers to overcome and
subdue the foes who will rise up to oppose and defeat her. When Pele agreed to the three
conditions, then Hi'iaka set out on her odyssey.
From that point, the epic chant eloquently and dramatically unfolds relating the saga
of how the young and innocent Hi'iaka gradually assumed the powers of warrior, sorceress,
and healer. As a side-purpose for her journey Hi'iaka exterminated the tribe of mo'o who inhabited the Hawaiian islands from one end to the other. Upon reaching Ha'ena, Hi'iaka found
that Lohi'au had hung himself in anguish over Pele. Hi'iaka used her power of healing and
over life and death to bring Lohi'au back from the dead. They traveled together back to
Kilauea, encountering new obstacles and distractions. From a high mountain peak on O'abu,
Hi'iaka observed th,t Pele, having grown impatient and jealous over how long it was taking
to return with Lohi'au, had lashed out and destroyed Hi'iaka'slehua forests and her friend
Hopoe. Upon finally reaching Kilauea crater, Hi'iaka, angry and seeking vengeance, compassionately embraced Lohi'au in front of Pele and the entire fire clan. Pele demanded that
her family assist her in punishing Lohi'au for his betrayal. Lohiau is pursued, surrounded by
lava, and entombed in stone. Hi'iaka, outraged and indignant, left Kilauea arid went to
O'abu. The wailua of Lohiau wandered about and was finally found and restored to human

,)
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life by Kan~-milo-ha'i, a brother of Pele and Hi'iaka. Lohi'au followed Hi'iaka to O'ahu
where they were finally reunited.
The story of~Pele,and Hi'1aka is really the saga ofHi'iaka and her growth process,
her experiences, and eventually how horribleshebecame.1brough her odyssey up and down
the island chain she found out who she was and the extent of her terrible powers over life and
over death. Hi'iaka started out as the ,youngest. She was given the mana to rise, to another
level. Everything she learned along the way had anotherJevel of meaning as ~ less()n. At the
end, she was almost at the same level as Pele. Her prowess andachieveme~ts has become
~wnro~.
.
Pele and Kamapua'a
. .The l~gends also relate the dramatic struggles .between the Pete and· the forces of the
storm and forest represented as Kamapua'a, the hog-man, Kamapua'a goes to .the crater of
Halema'uma'u attempts to woo the goddess· in the form of.,ahandsome,man. Her sisters
attract her attention to him. Pele refuses him with insult, calling ,him "a pig and the son of a,
pig:' His love songs change to taunts and the two engage ina contestof.insulting words. He
attempts to approach her, but she sends her flames over him. Each summons his gods. Pele's
brothers encompass him "above and below" and would llave smothered him.had not the lovemaking god ofKamapua'a lured them away with abeautitul woman. Kamapua'a threatens to
put outthe,firespfthepit with deluges of. \Vater, but ,Pele's uncles, brothers, and the rue
tender Lono-makua keep them.burmng.,Hissister, chiefess of Makahanaloa,comes to his aid
with fog and rain. Hogs run all over the place. The pit fills with water. The love~maIdng god
sees thatifpeleis destroyed Kamapua'a ,will be the loser.. The firesare all out,only the fire
sticksremain'1bese the god saves, Pele yields, and Kamapua'a has'his way With her. They
divide the •districts between them,Pele laking Puna,Ka-u,and Kona (districts periodically
overrun with lava flows) and Kamapua'aruling Kohala, Hamakua, ,Hilo (the windward
districts, always moist with rain) (Beckwith, 1976; Kahiolo, 1978).
.
Excerpts from the version by Kahiolo describe the struggle betweenPele and
Kamapua'aand reveal his various ~~y fol1llS :
,There -was no·mercy in PeIeas she ordered Lonomakua, "Fire I" The fire
. rpared up and reached Kamapuaaabove. It singed his bristles, the stencl10f
which 'overwhelmed, the ·.isl~ds ••.• )'hinking that Kamapua'a Was, dead, , .
(Kamapuaa had putbimself into bistreebody), the Hiiaka sisters stopped
running when. they reach Halemaumau.Pele askoo, .,' "What is this, your running here?"<"What indeed! ,A treefelldownfrom up high. We barely escaped.";,Pele responded, ",The bodies
I{amapuaa in the forest are the '
kukuktheamaumau, thebala, uhaIoa, the, olomea" and so forth."pele
.orderooLonomakua,"Fin~!~Thefirecame
up With such force, that his tree
bodies were destr0yoo.not even rubbish remained. The fire rose up and
reached them above. Kilauea was burning everywhere. Since the .gods saw
that ther~ VVas,·no. place Jo.escape,Kamapuaa v.:as led uprothe top. ofa
c~o~dandplacedthe~e~ J.hi~;was lhebog c1{)ud spoken of (Kamolo, 1978).
o'

of
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Pele Battles Other Forces of Nature
The principal antagonists. of the Pele family in Hawai'i are those deities associated
with surface water forms of nature-Namakaokaha'i the fierce sister of·the ocean, the mo'o
who dwell in ponds and wetlands, and Poliahu the snow goddess. S2
BothPele and Hi'iaka battle various mo'o who h3.d dominated the natural landscape
prior to the migration and settlement in Hawai'i of the fire clan. The mo'owere usually
tumedinto hills or small islets. For example, in Kaho'olawe, Pu'u-o-Ia'itook Lohiau for a
lover. An angry Pele cut her in two and the tail became Pu'u-o-la'i hill along the shoreline of
Makena and her head became Molokini island (Fomander, 1916-1920).
Hi'iaka, on her journey to Kaua'i to accompany Lohi'au back to Hawai'i, ridded the
islands of mo'o and monsters. She defeated the mo'o Panaewa in the forest between Hilo and
Keaau, the evil shark Maka'ukiualWaipi'o, the mo'o Mahiki of Waipi'o and Mo'olau of
Kohala, Pili-a-mo'o and Noho-a..;mo'o of the Wailuku river on the Hamakuaside of Hilo, the
mo'o Kiki-puaonMoloka'i, the mo'oMoko-li'i whoforms the islet known today as Mokoli'i, and Kili-oe-i-ka-pua and Ka-lana-mai-nu'uof Ha'ena, Kaua'i (Emerson, 1986).
Poliahu was .the· snow-goddess of Mauna Kea.She and her friends went down to a
sloping hillside south of Hamakua forholua sledding. Pele appeared in the person of a beautiful womap and was welcomed to join in the games. Apparently Pele became angry at the
superiority of Poliahu, threw offberdisguise, and called for the forces of fire to burst open
the subterranean caverns of Mauna Kea. Poliahu fled to the summit grasped bersnow robe
and threw it over the mountain. Earthquakes shook the island as the cOnflict between me and
snow raged on. Poliahu prevailed, chilling, hardening, and choking the floWing burning riverS.
The ragged mass of Laupahoehoe and the arch of Onomea were formed during this volcanic
episode (Westervelt, 1988).
.

Pele and the Chiefs and People
Legends relate how boastful chiefs were punished for arrogantly challenging the goddess or demeaning her before the people. Stingy and unkind persons receive retribution for
treating Pele badly while she was disguised as either a beautiful young woman or· a haggard
old woman. Unfaithful lovers and those with whom they flirted were also punished; Transgressors were either turned to stone or their land and homes were overrun with lava.
In Kahuku, Ka'u, two young chiefs who had enjoyed games and sports, especially
holua sledding with· Pele in her form as a beautiful woman, had also become her lovers.
Given her moods and capricious nature,. they eventually suspected her true identity· and then
tried to avoid her. Angry she sought and pursued them, inundating Kahuku in lava and eventually building up. two hills near the coast as their tombs caIled Na· Pti 'u 0 Peleor The Hills
Of Pele (Westervelt, 1988).

her

form as a beautiKumukahi was a. chief of Puna who pleased Pele when she took
ful young woman. However, one day, Pele appeared in the form of an old woman and deS2As noted in Chapter 2, the mo'o dwell in mountain fresh water pools and brackish shoreline ponds
and wetlands. They are not related to Kaneikawaiola who is the major Hawaiian god of springs and
streams which originate from under the earth.

,
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manded to share. in the sporting games. JIe ridiculed her and, she chased him to the sea and
caught him on the beach where she poured lava over and all around him, far out into the
ocean. forming Cape Kumukahi (Westervelt, 1988).
Kahawali,chief of Kapoho, refused to compete in holua sledding against Pele wOO
was disguised as an old woman. She pursued him down the ~oluasled and into the ocean
where he made his escape. However his family' and his hula pupils, were turned to stone
(Pukui.1949).
Kapapala, a 'chief. of. Ka'u, arrogantlychallengedPele,herself, to surf the waves of
her own lava lake. Showing his contempt Jor Pele, he even stood on his head while he surfed
the wave. Furious, Pele hurled more waves toward him and broke his wave's crest. He was
hurled into the fiery lake (Westervelt, 1988).
Papalauahi was about to win a race to which Pele.had challenged him. With victory
in sight,he looked back over his shoulder and Pele overwhelmed in a flood of lava. The
spectators were turned to stone figures (Westervelt, 1988)..
Keliikuku, chief of Puna, visited the 'island of O'ahu and boasted how nothing could
compare with Puna and its rich siIDdy plains and sweet-scented trees and vines. He met a
prophet ,of Pele,who ridiculed him ,and prophesied tllat,he would ,find Punabumt, desolate,
and covered with .lava upon' his return., When the boastful chief returned and witnessed the
destruction,he bung himself (~emy, 1868).
'
/

Paula was a beautiful girl who lived in Ka'u. One day pelefoundher lover playing
the sport kimo (jackstones) with Paula. In a jealous fit' of rage, Pele turned them both to
stone (Beckwith, 1976)'i
Pele, in the form of,an old woman,' appeared to two girls of Ka'u who were roasting
breadfruit. She asked them for food and drink. One girl kindIyshared.but the other girl
refused. A flood of lava later came. The house of the stingy girls was destroyed. The kind girl
had ,been warned ,and instructed by" Pele to set. uP', the necessary, protection, around her house.
Herfamily~shome was spared (Pukui,1949).
'Ibeold man, Kalapana, .went to Puna from Kaua'iwitha quest to see Pele.Hehad
made a promise>not to cut his hair U!ltil he had. seen the goddess. ,He arrived by canoe and
rested a few days before climbing the>traiLup to,the Kilauea crater. Stormy weather preventedhim:from reaching his destination, andwhile.he slept two mischievous boys ,cut his
hair. The goddess appeared.to him the next morning,'but because his hair had been cut he
was commanded to live the rest olhis years in Puna rather ,than return home to,Kaua'i. He
lived among thepeople.Whonamed their district in his honor upon his passing away (fukui,
1949).

In the 'Story Of the pounded water of Kekela,~eleappearedto an old couple of Kona
a. pool of water in a cave in the middle of a
lava field and,·intum,the old couple,reyealed its.location to theirchiefess.,The whole vil~
lage was grateful and acknowledged the pool. as a gift from the 'goddess(Pukui, J 949).

in the,middle.ofadroughtSheshowed their dog

,)

In historic times, Pele destroyed., a whole division of, the ", army of, Keoua, chief· of
Ka'u, as he was -retreating from battle with the army of Kamehameha. The people interpreted
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this as proof thatPele had favored Kamehameha in his quest to rule the entire island of
Hawai'i (Westervelt, 1988).

In the fourth year of the rule of Kamehameha,a lava flow started at Hu'ehu'e in
North Konaand flowed to Mahai'ula, Ka'upulehu, and Kiholo.The people believed ,that Pele
desired the awa fish from th.e fishponds of Kiholo and Ka'upulehu andaku fish'from
Ka'elehuluhulu; or that she was jeaIousofKamehameha assuming wealth and honorior himself and giving only that which was worthless; or because he refused her the kapu breadfruit
of Kaeha'ikana which grew in the uplands of Hu'ehu'e where the flow started. Kamehameha,
in great distress over the destruction of his land and the threatened wiping out of his fishponds made offerings to Pele including cuttings of·his hair. Appeased by the .respect and
offerings, the eruption ceased (Westervelt, 1988).
The village of Ho 'opuloa was destroyed when the people dedicated only a portion of
a pig to the goddess Pele and consumed the rest of it in a feast (Nimmo, 1986);

BELIEFS, CUSTOMS, AND PRACTICES
Pele As Deity
There are foUr major deities in the Hawaiian religion-Ku, Kane, Lono, and KanaIoa.
All of the other deities that exist under them exist under the umbrella of one of the deities.
Of these four major deities, Pele comes under the Ku deity because of her type of'worship,
her type of sacrifice, and her type of practice. She also comes under the Kane deity because
she is a creator and Kane is a creator.
Pele is worshipped as a deity. She has been deified. She is associated with the land,
geography, the clouds. The Pele family also has the power of healing. They are called upon
to heal. People have associated with Pele as a deity. They have created a Whole religion
around her. She's not just here on surface level because she is deified.
Hawaiian ancestors, in order to live,had to be very well acquainted with the natural
elements. They studied the elements and the seasons in order to survive. A constant observance of these elemental forms brought them to thinking that none of these elemental forms
existed by itself. They were all interrelated some way or other. They understood the human
form, and they understood the animate forms. What they were awed at· and what they greatly
admired was pure energy. After they had an idea of what these elemental forms were, they
came to understand that what they could not reproduce themselves, as humans, was pure
energy. These pure energy forms, which could not be made by humans, became their deities.
When we talk about Kanenuiawakea we talk about the' greater atmosphere. The idea that out
of nothing 'comes something was awesome to them. It,was godlike. Thatiwas agod,that
which could produce something out of nothing. That was also energy, a pure form of energy.
When they talk about Kanaloa'being water, surface water, earth water'whether it was
the salt water of the ocean or the fresh water that you find under earth, it was something that
they could not produce themselves. The body that they sail on was the body of Kanaloa.It
was an extension of the land. It is an extension of another deity form which is pure energy. If
one were to sit and watch at the ocean during a storm one could get the idea of the pure
energy that the ocean is. Humans cannot reproduce that kind of energy.
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When one looks at lightning and hears and feels the thunder, that is pure energy.
That energy 'cOmes down from the sky. Humans cannot reproduce it. The pure energy forms
became their gods.
When one looks at theeniption, there is the lava form. That is the energy that comes
out of the earth. During •the lava flow of 1985,· when the eruptions at Mauna Loa and·Pu'u 00
occurred at same time, large energy balls were set off from one volcano to the other. That
WllS .an awesome. energy•.Those are energy forms which are godlike.' .The energy coming out
of the earth is Pele. Pele' is the energy. which produces the tangible material which comes
out of the volcano, and she is the raw energy which produces the tangible material.
The' Pele form is rock, flowing lava, bursting through' the earth .giving new life,
earthquakes,'projectiles, fire, .steam; 'mana. She was a human form and she was deified. She
.
went to other levels.
Her relatives •who were left back honored her as a deity.
,
,

Traditional chants reveal the tenet that \vhatever area of land which is hot or which
still has the steam coming out of it is sacred to the deity. In the chant described above,
"Hulihia Ke Au, Ka Papa Honua 0 Kona Mon" this tenet is referred to as the "law of the
burning back." However, it is not only her back which is sacred, it is the whole part of the
land that is hot which is sacred. The chant, "E komomaloko 0 Halema'uma'u," more clearly
defines this when the chanter, in the first person persona of the deity. declares that whatever
is hot is sacred· to .her. In the,chant,the.first person voice representing the deity. invites the
listener togo into Halema'lima'u and see her display and her movements. The listener is in'1ited to View her inner parts and how she. dances' and .moves. 'However, .the listener is
admonished not to take what belongs to the deity and that whatever is hot belongs to the
deity, ·that whatever·is· hot' is'·sacred..
E komo maIoko () Halema'uma'u
1.

E komo ma loko '0 Halema'uma'u
.Come into' Halema'ums.·u

2

He maunapu'ue'ola'oIa nei
.The cones "continuouSly bubble .forth
'E PeleePeIe,e PeIe e PeIe
It is Pele, Pele, Pele, Pele

E Pele i Pelehua i<nahuaj naku
ItisPele who flows upward and over until it stops
.;"

Pahll pal1U uhama'i oka laniani!
It explodes, bursts forth upward, hot!
7.

Pahu pahu uha ma'i 0 ka lani ani!
It explodes. bursts forth upward, hot!
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8.

He inoa no Hi'iakaikapolioPele-mau loa no.
A name song of Hi'iakaikapoliopele-anever ending cycle.

Pele is creator of new land, and she is the destroyer. She is both. The flow of Pele
goes out and makes new land. Who can make new land? Which is more valuable-new land
or your house? What is rich--:-new land extending out into the ocean or the forest standing
hundreds of years? In the Pele cycle, Hi'iaka comes behind Pele and helps with the regrowth
of that land. There is quick·restoration. ·One of the laws oiPele is that. there is quick restoration. You. can look at it as destruction or as being. awesome. The volcano produces· something
of great value. It is pure energy; the energy is pure.
As long·as there are practitioners who honor Pele and praise ·her,·.she. will live. Like
any.other deity, so long as .there are praises and worship oithat deity, that deity lives. Should
the worship die, then the deity will die. In the case of the Hawaiian culture, because Pele is
the last of the Hawaiian deities to be actively worshipped and believed in, if the worship
stops and the deity dies, then the Hawaiian culture will also die.
Hulihia Chants
One form of worship to Pele is the composing of chants in honor of her eruptive
phases.. Chants which specifically focus on volcanic eruptions and provide a description of
volcanic eruptive .phases are called "Hulihia" chants. Hulihia is a word meaning overturned,
overthrown, .and upheaval. These chants begin with this word. Hulihia projeetsa sense of
sizable or major eruptions such as we have had within the last ten years or so involving the
Hilo, Puna and Ka'u sides of Mauna Loa, the Kilauea caldera and its rift zones such as Pu'u
0, Kupaianaha and Pu'u Kauka. As discussed above, these chants include words· for all
phases and aspects of eruptions. Whenever Pele has erupted, chants have been written for
her and the beauty of the manifestation and that her followers know that she continued to
exist.
The following chant was found in Ka Hoku Hawai'i, a Hawaiian language newspaper;
however, different versions of this same chant may also be found in the saga of Pele and
Hi'iaka by Emerson and also in the Helen Roberts collection of chants at the Bernice P.
Bishop Museum. The length of the chant varies to great extremes with this version having
thirty-seven lines and Emerson's version with ninety plus lines. Despite the differences it still
appears to be the same chant. This shorter version possesses certain features which are
important to focus and elaborate on.
There are five distinct sections to this chant: (1) lines one through seven clearly recognize earthquakes and the volcanic fires and eruption; (2) lines eight to fourteen diverts
from fIre to water which emphasizes the source of water and the rainy season; (3) .lines from
fifteen to nineteen are interesting because after· preparation by fire and water the house is
dedicated and given the name of Mauliola endowing it with health and long life. Hi'iaka's
place of residence is also announced as the eastern gate; (4) lines twenty through thirty describes places such as Ka'u, Pu'u'oni'oni, Mokuaweoweo, and Kilauea that are affected by
eruptions and its impact on the surrounding areas; and (5) lastly an acknowledgment of
Pelehonuamea as the Deity honored and Kaleipaoa as the one to give honor to her.
The first two lines help one to visualize the immensity and intensity of the earthquake. It places the quake at Waiakea and exaggerates the magnitude of the quake by
painting an image with the words ka mole honua which literally means the tap root of the
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earth: The taproot concept transfers you to the .core of the earth; when used with hulihia it
presents the listener an earthquake of intense seismographic quality~
An interesting pointis the place .name of Waiakea..Waiakea isa large ahupua'a in
Hilo on the Hilo-Puna border. This would be the. popular choice; however, another Waiakea
can also be·considered. This is· a 'small bay·in the Kapoho area just south of cape Kumukahi
and makaiofPu'u ukaeand Kuki'i;

The words ala in line three, meaning pathway, is spelled ale in Emerson's version,
meaning wave. Both are compatible and maintain the thrust of the chant in describing the
flow of lava. The red pathway·or the.red wave both projectthe·picture of a sea of lava. Place
names and land features are used to give direction; however, given their literal translation, it
may also be the intention to refer to these ·places to ·add intensity, to this particular eruption.
Puko'ameans to rise and.blow,ka'ato twist and roll, aka isa reflection or shadow as in
Hi'iaka, and keahua is a description of a mound. All of these features are also descriptive of
eruptive characteristics.
Line six reminds one that the origin of this fire is from Kahild. The name of HinauIu'ohi'iakalani offers another deity outside of the ,Pele realm whose kinolau is the low
growing ohi'a tree. The work hina or hina,ulu is also significant at this time. Hina presupposes the falling over or flattening out of an area because of a wind storm or tidal wave or
lava flow. Hioo ulu portrays an area inundated with smoke,steam, ashes,or mist. In both
cases, again we visualize the destruction from a lava flow in an area covered with growth.
Lines eight through thirteen announce that the heavy ralns .of winter that came from
dark laden rain clouds are from Kulanihako'i,amythicailakein the sky. Ho'oilo, in line ten,
gives the reader a sense of time; however, 'Ikuwa, in line fourteen, states a more specific
time period. It is the month of 'Ikuwa or the beginning ,of the rainy season. It is at this time
period that the house of Pele will beconseCrated.~eleua is the door found on the ko'olau side
of the house. The reference to 'eleua ,also reveals that the status of the house is kapu and not
ready for occupation. 'EIeao is the door of a house facing thekona side of facing west. The
'eleaotefers'to the house after being consecrated when all kapu has been released and
occupation of the house is allowed. According to line eighteen the name of Pele's house is
Mauliola.The idea of residence continues to Hi'iaka and she ,is assigned living space at
'
Ha'eha'e.
The chant resumeS with the eruptive phases and focuses on the destruction of the forest of Hope at Kea'au.11iis particular eiuption revamps the time when Hi'iaka returns from
Kaua'i to find her lellUa grove and her friend Hopoe destroyed by.lava. Lines 27 ,and 28 refer
to the eruption's steam clouds which eventually reaches. the apex ofMokuaweoweo. These
lines suggest that the steam has become rain cloudsand,.theelements of nature produced by
and are directly,connected to volcanic activities are indeed kinolau of Pele. The reference to
creating rocks in line thirty again shows a kinolau opele. Some antithetical factors in line
29 such as lowland/upland or movements/stationary divides·the 'line in half with the first half
showing lowland and movement as the lava folds one wave over the other. The second half
displays a majestic erect mountain ridge back'whichdescnbes the district 0 Ka'u.These
descriptions are also kinolau o f P e l e . ' "
The last few lines reveal the artistry of word play. Line 31 focuseS'" on Lano as the
teacher. The line also draws attention to Kaleipaoa who is the chanter. The chanter, Kaleipaoa, is the servant of Lohiau. Kaleipaoa also becomes the lover of Pele. Paoa was the name
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of the divining rod usedbyPele in search of anew home. This incident is an emphasis on
the imponance of this player,Paoa, in the drama of Pele and In'iaka.
Theintroduetion of Paoa in this portion of the chant quickly switches attention from
this 'male mortal to the female deity Pete.' Pelehonuamea's name is earth connected; however,this chant of Paoarecognizes her heavenly kinolau and therefore a befitting title of
Pualani is given. The title Pualani, or sometimes referred to as Ka Pualani, recognizes
Pele's sacred connections with heavenly forms as found in line 27. Line 27 also refers to
some of the Hi'iaka forms.
r

Hulihia ke au ne'e i lalo

..

0

Waiakea

1.

Hulibia ke au ne'ei Ialo oWaiakea
The time of upheaval arrives, the foundation of Waiakea is shifting

2

Hulihia i ka mole honua
Overturning to the very core of the earth

3.

HuIihia i ke ala ula i ke ala lani
Overthrown by the red path, the exalted pathway

4.

Ka pukoa i Kaaaka iKeahua
To the coral heads of Ka'aaka at Keahua

5.

I ka ala po'i e ka moku
To the point of rising and covering the island

6.

Nawe ke aha 'a i Kahiki
The fire lit in Kahiki is on the move

7.

Nawele ka maka

0

InnauIuobiakalani

The eyes of Hina of the low growing 'obi'a is evident in this glow

8.

Wahia ka lani u1i paa ka lani
The dark sky erupts, the heavens are enveloped

9.

'Ele'ele ka lau Kahoalii
The Kahoali'i clan is wrapped in darkness

10.

Pohaku· ku'i 0 ka Hooilo
The rumbling stones of winter

11.

Noho mai Kulanihako'i
Abides at KuIanihako'i

. 12.
13.

Ke ha'aloloku nei ka ua
It is pouring rain
Ke ne'i nei ka 'ola'i
The land is trembling

\

,I
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14.

Ke Ikuwa mai laiukao Kall'u
When'Ikuwa arrives in the ,uplands of Kali 'u

15.

Ke 'o'on mai la i ka piko,okona hale
It is time to consecra.te Her house

16.

A mo ka piko i'Eleua 'Eleao
And the piko of 'Eleua and 'BIeao are severed

17.

I ka wai 'eha 0 KuIamano , .
At the four waters of Kulamano

18.

E Pele e, eia ko hale la '0 Mauliola
Say Pele, here it is,· your house, Mauliola

19.

E Hi'iaka. e, nau kae noho ka la puta i Ha'eha'e
Say Hi'iaka, ypur residence is at the gate of the rising sun at
Ha'eha'e

20.

Ke 'ai holoholo la j ka uka 0 Hopoe
Traveling swiftly to the upla:l1ds of Hopoe

21.

Pau a'e Ia leu'ulili kanahelemauka,o kea'au
My little forest above Kea'au is destroyed

22.

A ka mahu a ka wahine i ka lua
VaPorized by the '-Woman of the pit

23,

'Oni Pu'u'oni'onihao a'e lake 'a leleil~a
Pu ~u 'oni'onishimmers, the flame vigorously leaps above
Ne'i wale laIo Kilauea
The foundation of Kilauea vibrates

25.

Ha'a Ire one,mahu'ehu'e 0 Kanaloa
The exposed land Kanaloa dances
..
. .Ke kuie nana ke,alo a ka pphaku. .
.
When aggressively pounded by the front of the lava flow

or

...

',-'

26.

:-

' , . ,

27.

'Opua au la aka luna i Mokuaweoweo
These steam clouds l1pat until they are oVer Mokuaweoweo

28.

Huki Pele 1 kona kino 'Iawe k8. ila l~wek:e kaupu (kaupua)
Pele gathers her manifestations whicJ:1l>r?';1ght rain and clouds

29.

'Opi'opi kala keakuakuahiWi kuhao 'aina Ka'u
The sea of the mountain.God folds over and over, Ka'u is erect

30.

E ho 'opphaku mai ana k81ua i kona kino
The pit gives birth to rocks, Her manifestations

(',-

'"

::'-',

,-,-.

.,.:

'.,

,,',

_.<'

. •

",,; ;-.'i

. ,-,"
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31.

Wela mai la ka maka 0 ka ulu 0 Lone e
The favorite of Lono'sprotege is indeed hot

32.

'0 ho'olono au 0 ho'okuli au
I will listen or I will be made deaf

33.

'0 Hooleilei au a '0 ka lei a~ '0 Paoa
I give a lei, because I am the lei, Paoa

34.

'0 Paoa au la i lono '00
The paoa which you have heard

35.

Ha'ina ka puana i ka inoa
The name song is again repeated

36.

'0 Pelehonuamea he Pua lani
Pelehonuamea, •a· heavenly progeny

37.

Ka lani ki'eki'e a eo mail
The progeny of highest 'esteem, answer to your name!

Aunty Edith Kanakaole, kumu hula and mother of Pualani Kanahele, composed a
Hulihia chant for the 1977 flow at Kahaualea. Just before the flow there was an earthquake
very early in the morning accompanied by a gigantic light which flashed in the sky. The light
is a source of energy which also ,comes from Pele. At that time it was thought that flow was
going to go over to Kalapana. The chant speaks about how the people who live in the Kalapana area felt about the deity. According to the chant, the people felt that if she wanted to
come, then she could. It was her land. The people live on the land and are allowed to raise
their families there, but because Pele made the land, the land belongs to her. Originally the
Hawaiians had no concept of owning land. The land belonged to the deities. The people were
loaned the land to live on. The chant also describes how people from the other islands come
to know and experience Pele through the smoke and sulfur that she sends all across the chain
of islands. Thus, even though people from the other islands cannot see it through the smoke
and sulfur they are reminded that Pele is there ... she made the islands .,. she is alive in
Hawai'i, even if they may sometimes forget that she is alive. The chant also describes how
when she does erupt, she flows to the ocean. Upon reaching the ocean she is hungry and she
looks for food. In 1977, she did not reach the ocean; however, in the regular cycle of
eruptions Pele usually reaches the ocean and when she does, she usually stops.

Halulu ka honua i ka 'ola'i e
1.

Halulu ka honua i ka 'ola'i e
The earth quivers with the earthquake

2

naila 0 uka 0 Kalalua
There in the uplands of Kalalua

3.

'Imi a'ela kahi 0 Pohakea
Searching for a place to break forth
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5.

Wa'ele ka honua, puka a'ela
The earth separate, the exit is found
Ua po'ohina la e
The blanket of grey appears

6.

Ho'i ka wahine i ka 'aina
It is the Woman who appears

7.

Pololi no he 'aihe i'a
Hungry to consume, food, food

8.

. Ho'i ihola a pau lee kolu
After the third time she returns

,9.

Kani hou na manu
The sounds of the birds. are again heard

10.

Ho'olulu ka lehua e '.
The lehua becomes abimdant

11.

Nalehuaihoa meka maile
The lehua and the maile are companions

12.

Kau i pu'u .Kauka e.
.At the top of Kauka

13.

Malamalama he au ua'eha
An illuminationignited.by a piercing energy

14.

'Ella ka mana'o he kupa 0 ka 'aina e
A worrisome sight for the people of the land

_'.

i

_'

'.',.

E nonome ana ama'a mau
.~ortlle creepingt1ow.oq~va
.

16.

lS evi~llt

"

-.

, .Ubi uba emanene ai

•.. . qroping,

~gulfing,

fearsome

Ka. babata wahinlo ka'lila

.nus primal force. of the Woman ofthe .pit
He~,'eJlakea1aIa·ahienaena
'.. . , ..•.... ,.,
'. ,The god ()f .intensefierygl()w is ind~ extraordinary
" -

19;

'.

,., - • '

• .

. ,;,

"

,'-',

'.

.-

'Ovillka;k~ lamnaue~il1onu~
The heaven is. rent the earth shakes

20.

Poahi ka wahine,· paUli e
Tbe ~ is obscure, dark

,

~.

,

. .

.

.

: j
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21.

Pa'apu lea mom 0 Keawe
The land ofK.eawe is concealed in smoke

22.

Ke iho nei ka Pele 'au ike kai e.
Downward marchesPele reaching to the sea.

Honoring Pele at Kilauea
The principal place to honor Pele is at her home at Kilauea. It is common practice to
also offer ho'okupu to Pele when and where she is actively eropting.Park rangers at the Volcanoes National Park report observing . numerous offerings being made or being left at
Halema'uma'u Crater. They have also observed people· placing offerings on top of moving
tongues of lava, or leaving them where they could watch a moving tongue of lava consume
them and know that Pele had accepted the gift. S3
Every family had their own special area at Kilauea to make their ho'okupu. Palikapuokamohoali'i Dedman, president of the Pele Defense Fund, explained how as a young
child his family would leave Ka'u at night in the family's model T and go up to the volcano
to pay respect to Pele. His grandmother would spend a few hours chanting softly, moving her
lips and hands with no sound coming out. Her offering was herself and an offering of her family,s continued connection to the deity. lbroughout the years he observed that other families
had their own special place that they went to praise and honor Pele.
The following chants reveal five different approaches to the crater, given different
situations. "E nihi lea hele" explains what not to do when one embarks on a task of confronting a deity. "Hele ho'i ke ala" is a chant when one has nothing to give except knowledge of
the Pele clan, thus there is an offering of praises to the deity Pele within the chant. The
chant, ''E Pele weliweili," reveals some of the possible offerings which are taken and are
acceptable to Pele. "'0 Kapo'ulakina'u" indicates a formal approach to the crater." '0 Pele
o ke kumu" indicates an entrance by those of impressive rank and status with the elements
of nature at one's command.
Except for the entrance rituals used by Haumea, the other entrances may be used
when entering a wahi pana or sacred place where one may want to show respect. The wahi
pana may not always be the crater, although the various entrance prayers and procedures
gives insight into what was done and what is possible to do today.
This first chant is a popular contemporary mele tracing its origin to the saga of Pele
and Hi'iaka. The mele describes Hi'iaka finding her way through the Pana'ewa forest toHilo
after being warned of the terrible mo'o. Pana'ewa resides in this forest. The mele is a warning of the dangers of being distracted while on an important errand. 1bis folk wisdom was a
common cultural element and was a frequent admonishment when fetching medicinal herbs,
delivering messages, and when on his way to a.ceremony. Although common place enough,
the caution is an important message intended for all tasks important enough to warrant complete concentration. Only after the task is completed are you allowed to notice or to tend to
other matters.

S3Russ Apple, former ranger at the Hawai'i Volcanoes National Park In the 1950s, and historian
specializing on Hawai'i island and Kilauea in particular.
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E nihi ka hele
1.

Enihi ka hele i ka uka 0 Puna,
Step carefully in the upland trail of Puna

2

Mai ako i lea pua,
Don't stop to pick flowers,

3.

0 lilo i ke ala 0 ka hewahewa
Or the trail will become unrecognizable,

4.

Ua huna ia ke kinoi ka pohaku,
The mischievous ones are hidden within the rocks

5.

0 lea pua na'e ke ahu ei i ke alanui
The flowers that abound distract from the roadway

6.

Alanui hele 0 ka unu kupukupu, e,
The·roadway'of fern covers the stones.

7.

KauIi-a!
If there Was a sudden accident!

8.

'A kaunu no anei '00 0 lee aloha la?
Would you not be yearning for compassion?

9.

Helea'e akomo Uca hale oPele;
·00 forward and enter the house of Pele,

10.

Uahuahua'i ikahiki; lapauila,
She burst forth to Kahild, ·.lightning flashing

U.

Pelee,hua~inaho'i!

Ever groWingPelel.
In "Mele No Pele,"the expert knowledge of the chanter about thePele family is obvious.The chanter used this portion of the chant as a lead into the crater. The chanter's familiaritywith the chants of the Pele family allowed the adaptation of this chant to fit the
situation. The chanter's only gift was.the voice and with this voice the repetition of the familiar chant. This practice of approach allows one to enter the crater area .without benefit of gift
except for songs. of praise.

Mete No Pele
1.

Hele ho'i ke ala mauka 0 Ka'u
(I) traveled the upland·, trails of Ka'it

2

Hele ho'i ke ala rna kaio Puna
And traveled the lowland trails MPuna'
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'0 ka ma'ema'e la 0 ka pua lei
(I am) pure as a flower wreath

4.

Aloha ka pi'ina.i Kukala'ula. /
Enjoying the climb at Kukala'ula

5.

Ho'opuka aku la ka Pu'ulena,
Pu'ulena enters into

6.

'Aina a e akua i .noho ai.
The residence of the god.

7.

Ka 'u makana ia 0 ka leo,
My only gift is my voice,

8.

'0 ka leo wale noe e - - - .
Only the voice.

"Kanaenae 0 Pele" allows insight. into.the possible offerings to the fire deity. The
style of the composition is presented in a straightforward manner without elaborate literary
features. The chant context includes the following: (1) addressing .the deity, (2) stating one's
business, (3) presenting the gifts, (4) offering praises, (5) a Wish of longevity to the deity,
and (6) a formal closing.
The deity of importance is Pele and she is recognized in the first line. lines two
through five state that the purpose for being at the crater is to present offerings to Pele and to
enjoy her presence. The chant continues and names three different articles which were
brought to please the goddess. 'Ohelo berries, which grow in close proximity to the crater,
are considered the kinolau of a younger sibling of Pele whose name is Ka'ohelo. The black
pig is the best possible offering one can give to a god. The black rooster is also an impressive gift. The person giving the gifts has brOUght the best possible offerings and can now
appreciate the performance staged by the deity. A wish of growth by the supplicant for Pele's
continued gift of inspiration is left as a final gesture of admiration.. The last line is a formal
closing used in prayer chants. The offerings and the ritual must be formally delivered in a
prayer.
Kanaenae No Pele
Chant for Pele
1.

E Pele weliweli e.
Pele the great wonder.

2

Eia ka 'alana.
Here is an offering.

3.

Eia na huali'ili'i 0 ka 'ohelo.
Here are the 'ohelo fruits.

4.

Eia ka mohai, he pua'a 'ele'ele.
Here is the formal offering, a black pig.
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5.

Biaka moa kane ~ele'ele
Here is a black rooster.

6.

Ea ala; Pele e.
Arise Pele.

7.

E.)awemaii kou kapa wahine.
Bring with you your female shroud.

8.

Aia la! ke kamaha'oo kona ala e.
Over there! Her presence is astonishing.

9.

Pi'i ana 0 Pele i ka lua am e!
,Pele is rising from the fiery pit!

.10.

Pi'i ana 0 Pele i .kalua ahi e!
Pele is rising from the fiery pit!

11.
12. .
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Ho'ikemai.la i keia \Va i kona pua lapalapa.. '
Displaying now her dancing flames.
Aulu, e Pele!
And growing, e Pele!

13.

Amama, ua noa. .
It has ended, it is free.

''E Ho'i, E Kama I Kou Hale" is apoftion of a longer chant by Pa'uopalai. The first
half of this chant, which I did not include,describe the many'aumakua and.kinolau who are
the defenders of Pele. The section of the chant reveals two.definite purposes which deserve
close investigation. The first purpose is an approach ritual to the crater to. visit the fiery deity.
The second purpose involves the kapu or laws put into effect because of Pele's existence and

Mme.

.

The first idea addresses Kapo'u1akina'uas :one of high rank among the deities. A reference is made to the residence known as Kealohilani. This residence is in the east and
refers to the brightness and brilliance of the sun. It is associated With Kapo at this time, although in the first half of the, chant Kea10hilani is mentioned with the presence of Uli.
Accordingly, Kealohilaniisa residence for both Uli and Kapo 4 uIakina'u. The common function of these two female deities is sorcery. '., "
.
The entrance ritual begins with an encouragement to. enter into this abode. Then a
sequence of action follows: (1) 'au'au or bath by immersion in a sacred pool known as Ponahakeone, (2) 'awa preparation and drink is offered, and the sacredblack 'awa and 'awa papa
are chosen, (3) a chant is offered for Moehaunaiki,,(4).an' invitation to en.ter the house of
Pele is given, and (5) one then enjoys the exhibit of power and energy which Pele is capable
of presenting. The rituals and action show a more formal approach to the deity of the crater.
Lines 14 through 21 announce the laws put upon Pele to preServe her mana and
maintain her functions. Pele's primary function of creating new land has by the very Mture of
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creation caused disruption among men and Gods alike. Therefore laws were created as a
mechanism of protection for all concerned.
The law is very literal. Her back is kapu or sacred .because it is hot; therefore, no one
stands at her back. The concept behind this idea is that if the earth is hot it still belongs to
the goddess and if it belongs to her it is sacred. H the earth steams or if any other sign of heat

still exists on the land or the water surrounding the land because of volcanic activities, then
the effect of the law still exists.
The eruption of Pele is not limited to the .land but extends into the sea as well. It cuts
into the ocean working its way towards a southeast direction. The trail to Kane of the east
and Kanaloa of the south becomes shorter.
In line 20, the use of ki as the intensifier before ho 'iko'i conveys the idea of immediate restoration of life after an eruption emerges. Restoration after an eruption is vital; therefore, the dependency on Hi'iaka and the responsibilities of the other siblings is utilized at
'
this time in order to uphold this law.

Restoration is done quickly and in the same sequence after each eruption. The
effects of the rain and wind help bring life to the lava. Seedlings blown by the wind and
moistened by rain produce algae, lichen, moss, fems, and then woody plants such as the
'ohi'a. Restoration is done in praise of Pele and her land-making abilities.

E Ho'i, E Komo I Kou Hale
1.

'0 Kapo'ulakina'u, he ali'i
Kapo'ulaldna'u, a chiefly one;

2

E ho'i, e komo i kou hale,
Return, enter your house,

3.

'0 Kealohilani,
The brilliant abode, Kealohilani

4.

E 'au'au i kou ki'owai kapu,
Bathe in your sacred pool

5.

'0 Ponahakeone;
The sacred pool of swirling sand, Ponahakeone;

6.

E inu i kou pu'awa hiwa
Drink your black 'awa,

7.

'Awa papa a ke Akua,
Also the 'awa papa, the 'awa of the Gods

8.

I kanaenae no Moehaunaiki, e;
Present a chant for Moehaunaiki,

9.

Hele a'e a komo
Then go and enter

:

)
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10,Uca hale 0 Pele
The house of Pele,
11.

Ua huahaua'i Kahiki,lapa uwila:
(pele) gushing outward to Kahiki, lightning flashing:

12.

Pele e, hua'ina ho'i!'
Pele lives with passionate outpour!

13.

Hua'ina aCe ana
Bursting here, bursting there

14.

Ka mana 0 ko'u Akua iwaho la, e!
My God's power is' felt abroad;

15.

'0 kukulu ka pahu kapu a kaloo;
The voice of the sacred pahu is powerful; .

16.

Ho'okiki kanawai;'
It enforces the laws;

17.

He leua 'a kanawai;
Which are,the law of the bUrning back;

18.

He kai olda kanawai;
The law where the sea is cut into;

19.

He ala muku no Kane me Kanaloa
A quick path for Kane and ~aloa

20.

He ki ho'iho 'i kanawai
.A'c' law
restoration
.
.,
'.
~

21.

of

<

No Pele, no ko'u Akua la, e!
For Pele, for my God! ..

" '0 Pele 0 Ke Kumu 0 Kahiti" isanothermelewhich describes an approach to the
crater. The approach being made by one ,great $tatus which is Haumea, mother of Pele.
The other name included in this chant besides Pele is Kane. Kane's function in this mele
suggests clearing a path for the arrival of,Haumea. UnesU, 12, and 13 are repetitious cif the
other chants included in this section. We can conclude by ~e repetition that these lines are
used when someone approaches thea-ater with the proper protocol who then' is accepted by
Pele and is given and impressive display of Pele'sfierymoods.

of

There are several.lines in this 'mele which strongly exhibit earth and sky' movements,
fiery displays of earth and sky, and finally the deep rumbling produced by elements of the
earth and sky. The kinolau of earth and sky are directly related to Kane and Haumea. Unlike
"KanaenaeNo Pele" or· "Mele No Pele" this chant does not pretend to bring any ho'oleupu or
gift for Pele. The deities are her superiors; therefore, the display of nature is warning of the
coming of a deity of substantial significance. Another point of interest in this mele is line
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five. The characters of these mele are all deities; therefore, the word pili, or related to, is
used as a recognition of equal or unequal status.

o Pele OKe Kumu· 0 Kabiti
1.

'0 Pele 0 ke kumu 0 kahiti
Pele, whose source is Kahlti

2

Nana i ho'olale lea pohaku,
Hastens the growth of her lava

3.

Ke kani ke, ku'i ke, Kahiki,
Kahiki resounds and shudders,

4.

Ka moku newa 'uIa
The island is red hot,

5.

Daila ka pili kua, ka pili alo, ka pili na hoali'i,
There are the gods who guard the back and those who guard the front
and the chiefly gods

6.- .

Kawewe ka lani nehe i ko honua
The heaven reverberates the earth moves

7.

Kohia e Kane ka moku ohi 'owaka i ka lani
The flashes of the young island is held back by Kane

8.

Na Pele ia ahi ke 'a nei Kilauea
That fire burning at Kilauea is Pele's

9.

Wakawaka ka niho 0 ke akua 'ai pohaku
It is like the serrated teeth of the stone devouring Goddess

10.

A Haumea ke akua
Ah it is the Goddess Haumea who

11.

Hele a'e a komo i ka hale 0 Pele
Comes and enters the house of Pele

12.

Ua hua'i Kahiki lapa uila Pele
Kahiki bursts forth, Pele flashes her lightning

13.

E hua'i, e haua'ina ho'i
Breaking out, displaying her forms

14.

'Eli 'eli kau mai.
Produce and inspire.
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Crater Ceremonies
In addition to the private visits of families to honor Pele at Kilauea, there have also
been pUblic ceremonies conducted at the crater rim.
In March 1925, the Honolulu Advertiser. reponed on. the preparations and conduct of
traditional ceremonies to petition Peleto bring backfire to Halema·uma'u. The ceremonies
were orgatlizedby :Mrs.Helen Desha Beamer. Participating chanters included' dancer Hananina Kelekolio, 70-year-old chanter, Philip Luahiwa, kahuna Akoni Mita, his pupil Kelilani
Nakaula,9o.:year-oldkahuna George Kalama, and William Kalaiwa'a, among. others. The
newspaper reported that 2,000 people attended the traditional ceremonies ,which started at
dusk and included chants, hula, and offerings of food, lei, awa,and tobacco. According the
news article, "Madame Pele responded to the offerings and wooings at Kilauea firepit last
night with clouds of steam and a slight avalanche in the wall of Halemaumau crater." One of
the chants 'performed 'at the crater .rim was, ·'HePule Kapu No Pele." The Honolulu
Advertiser of MarCh 8, .1925, carried a translation of the chant .by. James E.K.Keola. It· also
noted that the reference in the chant to Mauilola is the old Hawaiian name for Pele'scourt
at Kilauea and that Haumea who is mentioned in the chant was Pele's mother.,

He Pule Kapu No Pele

o Pele, Thou goddess mine!
Heaven and earth in darkness dwell
A heaven.ly water, saline water,
Bring hither HiTs .flowing awa boWl,
That I may drink and be satisfied;
.o thou gallant Mauliola,
Pour .forth sacred water to thine awa;'
o Earth'smightyPele, OSun!
Here's thy.gift, a prayer to thee,
Thou art of Haumea's female line,
Beauteous goddeSS Kilauea
Who dug a might. fiery pit,
Abode,for maids,,,f the SUmmer Seas;
: Lovely woman Of heaven,
Thou maid in fiery apparel aglow,
An avva bowl togracea queenly.m.aid
Here is the sacrificial pig;
.",
A lengthwise striped pig:
Save me, thou pe1e goddess ;mine,
Amen, 'tis free, fare thee well.
Annually, the investiture ceremonies for the Aloha Festival court .isheld at the
crater. Halema'uma'u is a site of performances by the advanCed,CIaSsesof Halati 0 Kekuhi
to mark certain stages in the development of the class and f<;,~ special ,occasions.
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Halema'uma'u crater is a site for the personal introduction of members of the Kanaka'ole
family and members of Halau 0 K.ekuhi.
As part of the commemoration of the loo-year anniversary of the armed invasion of
Hawai'i by U.S. naval forces and the overthrow of the Hawaiian monarchy ceremonies were
held around the Kilauea caldera. From noon on January 2, 1993, through noon on January 3,
1993, several hundred Hawaiian religious practitioners held vigil at four locations marking
east, west;north,andsouth around the caldera. At every hour, thepraetitioners blew conch
shells, pounded traditioila1pahu hula drums, and chanted from their designated location. One
group hiked around the caldera,stoppingto chant on every hour. 'Ibetheme of the gathering
was "Kamaka'eha."The name was chosen in remembrance .of Queen UU'uokalani
Karow'eha ·whose throne was unjustly seized and the Hawaiian Kingdom was overthrown
onJanuary17,1893.
With Pele and Kilauea as the focal point, those who gathered around the rim of the
Kilauea caldera honored Pele and all of the anceStors and 'aumakuaof the'Hawaiian people.
The chants asked for guidance, strength, unity, and wisdom to move forward in fulfillment of
the prophecy of Hawaiian NatiOnhood.54 Through the crater rim ceremonies the wholesovereignty movement was dedicated to Pele. It was placed under her protection to spark, fire up,
and keep warm. All of the ceremonies were organized by Edith Kanakaole Foundation and
the Halau 0 Kekuhi as descendants of the Pele fire clan and a halau dedicated to the perpetuation of the chants and hula of the Pele family.
Offerings at the Lava Flows
When Pele erupts thousands of people are attracted and joUrney to the site. Pele
practitioners who visit usually take offerings. Harry Kim, administrator of the Hawai'i Civil
Defense agency since 1977, testified in court proceedings on February 19, 1991, that in the
years of working with the volcano in the Puna district he had observed the chief deity
acknowledged and honored by Hawaiians to be Pele. Families and individuals had requested
permission to go beyond barricades to where the volcano was flowing to make offerings of
lei, flowers, and gifts. News stories about the volcano usually include accounts of offerings
made to Pele at the lava flows (Nimmo, 1986).
Additional Acknowledgment
The volcano, as well as the volcanic matter in the area of the volcano, is widely
respected as belonging to Pele. According to park rangers, Hawai'i Volcanoes National Park
S4The prophecy of Hawaiian nationhood was chanted at every hour during the vigil:

E rno ANA 0 LUNA

1.

E iho ana 0 luna

2

E pi"i ana 0 lalo

That which is above, shall be brought down
That which is below, shall rise up

3.

E hui ana na moku

.·lhe islands will be united

4.

E ku anaka paia
To stand strong as the wall of our nation
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receives 'a dozen to two dozen packages and letters a'day addressed to Madame' Pele (Haili,
1986). The packages usually contain pieces of rock or sand which were taken from the
volcano during a visit.' Having experienced mishaps ,or misfortunes which they attributed to
having removed the volcanic material, the individuals mail the material to' the park rangers
to return to the volcano..
Arlo Nimmo, in his article "Pele, Ancient Goddess .of Contemporary Hawaii,'" desciibedmany news'accounts ofsightings of ·Pele prior,to an eruption or· related volcanic
activities. '.
'

IMPACT OF GEOTHERMAL ENERGY
Pele is the last Hawaiian deity to be actively worshipped, believed in, and revered at
many levels after over 200 years of intense Western influence. Kumu HulaPualani Kanahele
explained'this 'in the video, "Pele's Appeal:"
This energy of geothermal belongsto'adeity. It belongs to a 'deity that has
Jived for hundreds of years and has been the only deity that has come down
to us for many generations. It is still very much alive,· still' very much' visible,
stillvery much'worshipped and thought of and believed at all different levels
arid respected.

)

The primaryconcernof those who continue to honor and respectPele as deity believe .that if geothermal ,energy. is allowed to' develop it .will. tap into·the steam which is the
life blood of the deity. This will deplete'her energy and ultimately destroy her. She will stop
manifesting herself to current and future generations. Testimony of Dr.. Decker of the Hawai'i
Volcano Observatory in the '1985 geothermal contested case bearing provided a· scientific
foundation for this concern. It was his ,assessment that no more than 50 megawatts, of geothermal energy could be produced aimually without reducing the total geothermal present in
the volcanic 'system year by year.
f

For Pele practitioners it is important to allow Pele to have her time on the island of
Hawai'i to create. LiVing on the, island of Hawai'i, they smell Pele every day and see what
she does for the people. As long as there is any steam coming 'out from the land, Pele is still
creating. Pele should not be cutbffbrputting a capon the steam and sending it off somewhere as geothennalenergy. Once 'a cap is put on her, steam, it is belieVed', thatPele will
move away and no longer manifest herself tothepractitioners·ortheir .descendants. Pele is
the only visible, Ufe cOnnection to the Ha\Vaiian culture and that once a cap is put on the
.
.
steam, that would be pUtting'8.'capon'Hawanan culture.
. Kumu .hula Pualani' Kanahele explained:

lam

j

living t()dayand.Ifeel it,and I practice it My'children will live tomorrow and they will feel it and they will practiceit if allowed to. If not allowed
to, they won't see it and they won't practice. And you will have the respcinsi';
bilityof cutting off that part of the culture, andHawai'iwill be dead. And the
Hawaiians who. wiU~e living, this may as well· be. new California. Because
we'll all be haoles; we'll ,all have the same goals as the haoles: make
money. We would like to keep that part of our culture alive. 'Please, 'give us
that chance.
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The continuing awesome and magnificent manifestations of Pele in the volcano is
believed to be the primary reason for the active perpetuation of the Pele customs, beliefs,
and practices throughout over 200 years of foreign influence. H Pele no longer manifests herself to current and future generations they will be unable to experience her and have their
beliefs reinforced. This would ultimately lead to the disappearance of the Pele. beliefs,customs, and practices. The sapping and depletion of the deity would not only have a negative
impact on the customs and practices related to. Pele, but upon Hawaiian .• custom and belief
as' a whole.Pualani and her husband, .Edward Kanahele, professor of Hawaiian History at the
Hawai'i Community College, each explained this point in their testimonies in the 1986
contested case hearing before the Board of Land and Natural Resources:
According to Mrs. Kanahele:
Once the geothermal is up, that will be, as far as I'm concerned, as far as
practitioners are concerned. that will be the end of that part of the culture for
us. And it's really the end of the living culture for us. What I have established
from' the beginning of the migration· ofPele up until this· time, Pele has
always been a very vivacious deity that has been alive for us and has been
kept alive because of the activity of the volcano. As long as there is steam in
the air any. of us who are practitioners orwho'live in· the PunaIKa'u area will
know that the deity is alive. And once this steam is cut off from .us and taken
elsewhere, this part of our culture will die. Our culture itself Will die. Because
then we all become like everybody else. Because we will not have this
connection to the past. We will remember what was done in the past, and we
will remember what our grandmothers told us ... but it would not be a living
'part of them, and it will not be something that will still be alive, still have its
connection from the old... This is the only deity that is left. And she is left
because of her manifestation, because of her eruptions, and because she has
made herself known. But once this has been cut off from us, once geothermal
comes and takes this steam away from us, takes this energy away from Pele,
then Pele will die. And so will we, as Hawaiians, we will die and we will
live like everybody else.
At another level the practitioners expressed concern that digging into Pele is a desecration and a direct defiance to the deity. They considered it an assault comparable to rape
of the deity, of the religion of the first inhabitants of the islands, and ofthe Hawaiian culture,
in general. They pointed out the similarity ofthe shape of the spiral geothermal drill and the
spiral. genitalia of a male pig, and alluded to the similarity between the. assault upon Pele by
the geothermal drills and the legendary rape of Pele by the mythical Kamapua'a.
The Pele religious doctrine centers on perpetuating a set of sacred rituals and ceremonies conducted in accordance with the instructions handed down by oral tradition from
generation to generation. Maintaining the physical integrity. of sacred geography to enable
Native Hawaiian religious practitioners to preserve the essential harmony with Pele is a
critical attribute of the religious practice.
Practitioners are concerned that geothermal would spoil the. imagery of Pele which
inspires the performance of traditional chants and the composition of new chants. According
to them, the practitioners needpele to make .connections, to get the inspiration, andcontinue the tradition customs and practices. The imagery is considered important to the composition of new chants and the re-enactment and celebration of traditional chants. If Pele doesn't
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come; the whole hulakahiko or traditional hula would be' jeopardized. The hula would be
perf()nnedin nightclubs, without any depth or. spirit.
The entire Kilauea volcano is the literal home and body of the· goddessPele. In
particular, those areas that are hot and are steaming are sacred. Plants, trees, and certain
volcanic land forms :are the sacred embodiment of Pele.Pele is the magma, the heat, the
vapor, the steam, and the cosmic creation which occur in volcanic eruptions. She is seen by
Pele people in the lava, images of her standing erect, dancing, and extending her arms with
her hair flowing into the steam and clouds. The :Kilauea volcanic .area is the source of spiritual power for Pele practitioners which is essential for ,Pelereligious ceremonies and in the
daily lives of people who practice the Pele religion. Individual practitioners, when told to do
so, go into the volcano area to conduct certain specific, ,private rituals and ceremonies. The
kumu hula.play an integral· role in ··the Pelereligion, .translating messages and communicating them to others in the form of chants and dances.
Geothermal development would destroy practitioner.access to and use of sacred land
bytuming a pristine, virgin rainforest into a spiderweb of pipelines, roads, geothermal wells,
and production plants. Under the American Indian Religious FreedOm Act, physical access to
the land and its natural products must also include the preservation of the natural conditions
which are the sine qua non of that access. The efficacy of the natural products and the spirttual well~beingofthe .sacred sites,are dependent upon physical conditions. The changing of
physical.conditions-the spraying .and logging of trees, .unlimited· trapping or removal of
original species, alteration 'of the terrain ,through river channelization, dams and other
methods-not onlydamages.the spiritual nature of the land but may also endanger the wellbeing of the native religious. practitionex:s. in theirrc;>l~andreligiousoblig~tion as guardians
and preservers .of the natural..character of specific land areas (Federal Agencies. Task Force,
1979).
.
.
Palikapuokamohoalii Dedman is a descendant of· the Pele rue clan. He provides
insight into the personal responsibility born by thos.~ ,who carry a Pele family name to protect
the deity. According to Dedman,' when experimental geothermal. wells and plants were built,
he and other practitioners felt. that. Pele would. take care . ofit.However~ as the drilling
continued and the plans 'for' generatingelectricityexpande<i he and the other practitioners
who eventually formed the PeleDefenserund.believed that they had to' do something in
theircapacilYto try to stopgeothenp.aL~nergy development. Mr.. Dedman .explained that he
had been cQnditioned from the ;\V~tempractice that one. could simply gotoqpurchon
Sunday and~kthegod to cleanup damagetlone during the week. .However, .one night it
came to. him that be,as aPelepractittoner, be3ring, a. Pele ,naine.and tracing bis genealogy
'
,.
,
to the deity, bad to'do something. He explained:

.It comes upon you ~t night ~dgrabs, you by,your neckandsitson yourch~t
.and .tells youthat;'cyou go out and .you do it as. a .Hawaiian because you
intelligent,yougot the ability,'aoothis is HaWai'i." You don't pass thebuc.k
or lay your rubbishdown to yourgocig tci clean it up. ,):"ou cleanit up yourself.
You:made it, :youcleaniL.That's..whyl'm here today. If not I.wouldn't have
,,'
.. ,
. said.n()thingasJdidy~arsago. . " ,
From 'a religi()usstandpointthepeleD~f~~~'Futid auticUIates what:they perceive to,
be the impact of geothermal energy as follows:
' '.
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•

We know geothermal development will adversely affect and personally injure the
sacred body of the god Pele and that she would' retaliate. We fear for the lpss of our
god, for the loss of the spirits of our ancestors, for the loss of the lives of our children,
and for the loss of our places in Hawai'i.

•

We believe that 'geothermal development will unduly burden those who are the
family of ~ele, her guardians, ber worshippers.

•

Geothermal development will severely' impair those who depend on salient images of
Pele, her viability, and her forests which are connections to the deity.

•

Geothermal development would impinge upon the continuation of alI essential ritual
practices and therefore 'also impacts the ability of training young persons in
traditional religious beliefs and practices and the 'ability to convey these to future
generations.

•

Geothermaldevelopment will take Pele and diminish and finally delete her creative
force, causing spiritual-religious,' cultural, psyChological and sociological injury and
damage'to the people who worship and live with Pele.

From a religious standPoint,' geothermal energy development is totally unacceptable
to those who' are 'descended from Pele and who continue' to' honor, respect, and worship her.
They sincerely believe that geothermal energy will have'a fatal and irreversible impact on
the deity that they descend from, believe in, and worship. Moreover,Peleis singularly important to the survival of, Hawaiian culture as a whole because she'ls the only Hawaiian
deity to continue to be honored and worshipped by Hawaiians after over 200 years of contact
Thus, from that standpoint of the Pele practitioners, the development of geothermal energy
would be tantamount to cultural genocide.
Ceremonies to Heal Geothermal Damage
In June 1989, True Geothermal began to bulldoze a road into the Wao Kele 0 Puna
forest to establish a drill site for geothermal resource e;ploration. On October 14, 1989,
approximately 350 Pele practitioners and supporters entered the Wao KeleO Puna forest in a
religious procession and built an ahu 'or rock altar on 'the site where the, geothermal'drilling
would start. They made offerings and chanted traditional oli (chants) to heal the wound in
the forest. The drilling rig went into the forestoneOetober 28, 1989, and on the following day
Pele practitioners again conducted a religious ceremony at' the drilling site. 'The drilling at
the site began in November 1989.
~

On March 25, 1990, 1,500 Pelepraetitionersand supportersattempte<ilo enter the
forest to conduct a religious ceremony at the drilling site. The Campbell Estate and True
Geothermal Energy Co. called in the police. A total of 141 practitioners and their Slipporters
were arrested. In the trials of the PeIe practitioners, the testimonies they" offered described
how they felt an obligation to go into the forest to conduct ceremonies to heal the for~st and
the wound made by the geothermal drilling into the deityPele. It also provided additional
insights into the Pele beliefs, customs, and practices related to the volcanic rainforest and to
the Puna district.
'
Punahele Lerma, a chanter and dancer of Halau 0 Kelcuhi, had conducted the healing ceremonies in Wao Kele 0 Puna in October 1989 and in March 1990. In his trial for
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trespass be, described his sense'of responsibility and obligation for protecting the forest. He
explained that' having been asked bya Hawaiian ahupua'a tenant to assist in the healing
protocol, he had begun to prepare days and hours in advance. He felt obliged to help clear
the forest of the, desecration by the, bulldozing. He, explained the chants of healing which
were performed in the March 1990 ceremonies. The first chant; "Na iAumakua" was to link
uP. each individual native person to the ancestral spirits of the area. The second. protocol was
the. reaffmnation of the migration' chant of the' Pele line starting from Tahiti to the Northern
islands of Hawai 'i and to' Puna. He further explained that the deities of the forest are omnipotent in 'their form ,and'everchanging,"butwhen the lokahior relationship of,harmony and
b81ance betWeen the humans, the gods, and nature is upset, then it will be the humans living
in the present and those yet Unborn who will suffer the harm. The protocol he performed was
to begin the process of restoring a relationship of lokahi betWeen the people and the forest
and the deities of the forest.
Pualani Kanahele, kumu hula for Halau 0 Kekuhi, provided expert witness testimony
in.the trial involving Mr. Lerma, one of the leading members of her halau. She explained that
the 'district of Puna',is the easternmost district in the whole archipelago and that in the Pele
cosmology, the Pele deity and her family are always in the east, and their travels are always
toward the' east· According' to' Mrs; • Ka1'J.ahele. their eastward movement signifies that there
will' be new land.'The' creation' of new land begins .in the east. Everything that has to, do with
newness is in the east. The new day begins in the east. In HaWaii, the sun rises in the east
over Point Kumukahi in Puna. Peleand her family are associated with creation of newness.
Pele has to do with the creation of new,land.·Hi'iaka has to do With the creation of greenery
upon the new land. Mrs. Kanahele further explained that, there is also a higher deity above
PeleandHi 'i 'w, under whose guardianship they fall.1bat is Kane who has to do .with the
rising sun. She also describedhow the northeast trade winds which bring in the clouds and
the rain 'also first arrive in fthe easternmost part of the Hawaiian. archipelago at Puna. The
word "Puna" also has to do 'with wellspring which again, is associated with creation. 'Puna
not only has to do with the weUspringofwaterin the district but also the wellspring of land.
When the volcano .empts and it overtlows, ,it looks ·.like, the movement of water. The chants
describe the movement of lava as the movement of water.

Mrs. Kanahele also ,explained how many of the chants that she is familiar with mention Keahialaka and the Wao Mau Kele 0 Puna. These are other manifestations of the Pele
fariJ.ily. An aunt of Pele' and Hi'iaka is. Ma'u.•She has to do with the deep, wet forest. Hi'iaka
has to do with the greenery that grows in the foreSt· Keahialaka means the fires of Laka It is
so named because when the ohi 'a trees are in bloom there, all one can see is red and it looks
like fire. The chants reveal that Keahialaka is where the Hawaiians used to go and •gather
awa, 'the awapapaand the awa Jaulena. They speak of bow the body form of Kane I Ka Wai
Ola is used to make the awa and that when one goes to Keahialaka to gather awa you may
come upon Pele also gathering lehua. The forest was important beCause it had awa in it and
extensive groves 'of Jehua. The wet 'forest is'important to the deity, Kane I ,ca Wai Ola ,and its
function is to attract rain and hold the water. She also explained that ,if the trees that the
chants speak of are gone it will have a negative impact upon the tradition:

)

If all, of these-,all of the trees that-that our chants speak about are gone, au
the trees that we use, for many different, reasons are' gone, it. no longer exist,
and we don't see it, that particular part of our culture is gone. Because it's
not visible anymore. And how can you teach a child only out of books, you
know, and still expect that child to maintain or feel very-that that part of
his culture is important when it doesn't exist anymore? So the culture doesn't
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have to only be something you believe in. The culture is also physical as
well as spiritual. So if the physical part of it is gone, then ... the other part of
it would dwindle.
.
Pualani Kanahele explained that Pele was· a family or occupational;deity. Those who
use her forest to gather medicine or as a source of trees to make canoes or those. who are
chanters and dancers to Pele have·an obligation to praise and respect the deity.·1f there was
a disrespect to the deity, the burden of responsibility did not fall upon those who were unaware but upon the· tradition bearers, those who have the responsibility to maintain the
respect and the reverence that went to that deity.·. She also explained that when there is desecration on the land a lot of ceremonies are necessary to heal the land and restore the
balance. 1bere must be a lot of giving back, of caring, and of showing sincerity and connecting to the spirits of the ancestors. Those who were raised in traditions related toPele and the
forests of Pele feel a responsibility to try to protect the deity and her family and· their manifestations.
In January 1983, Pele began to erupt in.Kahauale'a. She built up Pu'u '0'0. The
areas slated for geothermal well drilling were buried under 15 ·feet of newly 'erupted lava. The
eruption continued through 1994, flowing out of subterranean tubes from the Kupaianaha lava
lake. Pele practitioners interpret the continuing eruption as. a ho'ailona or supernatural sign of
defiance by the deity against geothermal energy. The active manifestation. of the deity
inspires them to be resolute and determined in their effortS to protect the deity and shut down
geothermal energy development

Finally, Mrs. Kanahele explained that in order for the area which had been drilled to
be completely healed, the drilling would have to stop; the equipment would .have to removed; the area would have to be replanted with native vegetation; and a lot of offerings and
prayers in connection with the ancestors of that area of Puna would have to be made. As the
eruption which began in January 1983 continued into its 12th year at the time of this study,
the Pele practitioners remain resolute in their spiritual beliefs, dedicated in their customary
practices, and convinced of their obligation to resist geothermal energy.
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NATIVE HAWAIIAN ETIiNOGRAPHIC STUDY SURVEY
HAWAIl GEOlHERMAL PROJECT
INDIVIDUAL INTERVIEW FORM
.Address:~---

Name:
Ph.

-_=_--~---

Age:_-...J: Sex:

F:_--, M:_ _;

1. DESCRIBE YOUR RELATIONSHIP TO AND OR EXPERIENCE WITH TIlE PROJECf
AREA?

2. DESCRIBE LENGTI:I OFTIME & FREQUENCY OF CONTACT WITH mE PROJECf
AREA.
.
..

3.

POL~T OUT

ON 1HE MAP AJ.~ DESCRIBE SITES AND AREAS OF CULTURALAND
HISTORICAL USE Al'i"D SIGNIFICANCE TO YOU IN THE PROJECf AREA. (refer to list
of types of cultural sites and use areas) .
.
,

4. IDE~11FY AND DESCRffiE NATURAL RESOURCES USED FOR CULTURAL.
.

RELIGIOUS AND SUBSISTENCE PRACTICES.

5. DESCRIBE 'AUMAKUA AND DEmES ASSOCIATED Willi TIiE AREA. PLEASE
SHARE A~Y LEGENDS. TRADmONS OR CHANTS ASSOCi-\.TED WITH THE
DEITIES A~1) RELATEDPLACES.
6. DESCRIBE HAWAIIAl'l CULTURAL A1'I1) SUBSISTE..~CEACTIVITIES THAT HAVE
.BEEN OR CAN BE CONDUCfED' IN THE AREA.
7. LOOKING AT THE PUCENA..\1ES (ATTACHED) PLEASE SHARE WHAT YOU KNOW
TO BE THE !v1Ek'iING, SIGNIFICANCE, OR STORY RELATED TO THENA.\1E.
8. CAN YOU PLEASE·SHAREINFOR.\ttATIONABOu~HISTORICAL EVENTS OR
PERSONS ASSOCIATED WITH TIiE AREA.

9. SHOCLD ALL INFORJ.\1ATION ABOUT HAWAllAN CULTURAL USE AREAS AND
SITES BE INCLUDED "IN THE ETHNOGRAPHIC REPORT? IS THERE ANY
lliTFOR.\{,;\nON WHICH SHOL1.DNOT BE :MADE P113LIC?

io. \Vll-L THEHA\VArl GEOTHE~\1ALPROJEcrAFFECf THE HAWAIIAN C1JSTOMS.,
BELIEFS. PRACTICES, SITES OR l.:SE AREAS.wr; ?..A'VEDISC1!SSED?
ll. HO\V COULD ANY OF THE ='-"EGATIVE L\1PAcrS BE REDUCED OR AVOIDED?

~:. HO\VWOULDYOl" 'LIKE THE HAWAlIA>: HjSTORIC.;\LA~1)CULTCRAL SITES
A~1)

USE AREAS TrIAT WE
DISCUSSED
TO BE ~!.~~AGED?
-- ,
..

"

P~ease answer the following three items by circling the number w~ich corresponds to the

appropriat-equestion above.

;

.-\. :-'1Y O\VN DIRECf K>:OWLEDGE:
B. REPORTED TO ME BY RElATIVES:
.C.RE?ORTEDTO ME BYOTHERS~
Explain how qualified

[0

R::CORDER

3,4, 5. 6.7,8
3,4, 5.6. 7. ~
3. '4~ 5~ 6. 7,8

be a respondent for this study:

C~tegory:A--;B-;

C_;

D_;' 'E_;

DATE

"

_

F_":

PLACE,

_

.

.
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NATIVE HAWAllAN ETHNOGRAPHIC STUDY SURVEY - HGP
•. RESPONDENT PROFILE
LAST

N AME :

FIRST:

FULL

AD DRESS:

_

:..

_

ORGANIZATION OR OHANA:
PHONE: _~~-.,._---:"._AGE:_ _

F"" M:
SEX:
=;=======I==:t=--t======t=====!F====I=======t======

·N. HAWAIIAN
TRADmONAL
PRACTICES
EXERCISED
BYrvIE

Yes

No

TIME
of Day

SEASONS· DISlRICI' AHUPUA'A

--------

SUBSISTENCE

PLACE

==~=======

Hun.ting
Fishing
Makai Gathering
Mauka Gathering
Planting
Others
==--=======-===-=-=P===F==J=====F====-==-==-::'-=-=-=-=-====:
CULTURE

========

Hula

ReligiousPract.
Lapa"au
Lauhalal
Woodwork

Burials
Access Trail Use
~----~--

Others

-===-===-~=--=t:==t===t=======I==:====:F===:

Explain how qualified to; be a respondent for this study:
Category: A---.,;

B- - . . J.

o "
--..J

E- - . . J.

========:
_
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AGREEMENT TO PARTICIPATE IN

I

,A Native~awaiianEthnographicSurvey
for the
Hawai"iGeothermal Project
.Environmental Impact Statement
Sponsored by .the'U.S.I>epartmeni of Energy
Oak Rid~e NanonalLaboratOry (ORNL) is 'currently assisting the Department of Energy (DOE)
in identifying and evaliIatingthe potential'environmentalimpacts of the SOQ-megawattHawai'i
Geothennal project.(HGP), a project proposed to Congress by the State of Hawai'i in 1990. To
assist DOE incomplymg withfedera1and State legislation on the protection of cultural resources
arid ,Native Hawaiian customs and ~ligion, ORNLhas subcontracted with a team of professional
consultants located in. Hawai'i to conduct a survey of,Native Hawaiian customs and religion.
This team consultants, wh6usethe name Cultural Advocacy NetWork for Developing 'Options
(CANDO),~r1sistsofDr. LuCiano Minerbi, Dr. Jon Matsuoka, and Dr. Davianna McGregor.
Their.fields ()fexpertiseat the Univez'Sityof Iiawai'i include (respectively) planning, social
"W'ork,ande~nic.studies~
.
. '
.

of

These consultants request your participation in a survey to gather information on Native
Hawaiian customs, beliefs, and Practices relating to culture, religion, and subsistence, and on
potential.impacts to those Practices' from the proposed geothermal project. They will conduct
group meetings' and individual interviews to gather .therequirect information.. Participation is
completely voluntary, and Y9u may withdraw for a group surveyor interview at any time. You
may also indicate, below, whether you:vish to remainanonymous~
I certify that. the survey. approach for this project has beenexplafued to' me; that. I have been
given satisfactory answers to my questi'ons aboutthe projectand the survey's intended purpose;
and that Ihave been advised thatI arriJ
to,withdra\vmy consent and to stop my participation
in the projector activity at anytime. '. .
'.

ree

I wish.rpycidentify:o remain anonymous•
•>

. .-

..•.•..

.".

;

;',

Signature of Indiyiduai P~<:ipant
Given the· opportunity toflJ."StreviewMY state1l1ent ~ttributedtd m~; rwouldaIlowCitation in
apt,lblicdocument
' ..
,

Signature of.Indiyidual }'articipailt
. For more information about the survey, please contaetDr. lonK.Matsuoka, UnIversity of
Hawai'i at Manoa, School of Social Work, 2500 Campus Road, Honolulu, Hawai'i, HI 96822,

(808) 956-6123.;
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Brief Description of the Hawaii Geothermal Project
The proposed HGP would include a well field of approximately 155
production wells on 39 separate well sites requiring ·195 acres, 37 injection
wells requiring 74 acres, and 21 power plants requiring approximately 150
acres. According to a request for proposals issued by the Hawaiian Electric
Company, Inc. (mCO) in 1989, these wells, power plants, and ancillary
facilities could be located anywhere within the three geothermal resource
subzones (GRS)-the Kilauea Middle East Rift Zone, the Kamaili Subzone, or
the Kapoho Subzone-in the Puna. District of the island of Hawaii. The total
area of the three GRS~ encompasses approximately 22,000 acre~

Th~ HGP would ·also include overhead transmission· lines from the
well field at Puna to the north end of the island of Hawaii. The transmission
route would follow one of the two proposed corridors, the first (the preferred
route). being along the trsaddle'~ between Mauna Loa and Mauna Kea, 'and the
.second being along the Hamakua coastal slopes on the northeastern shore of
the .Big Island~ At a land~seatransition point located west ofMahukona
Harbor at the north end of the islands, the transmission lines would connect
with submarine cables designed to carry electricity across the Alenuihaha
Channel to MauL
As proposed, the submarine cables would resurface at a land-sea
transition point' between Apole Point and Huakini Bay on the southeast
shore of Maui and connect with overhead transmission lines. The .Maui
overland transmission route would parallel the island's south shore for a
distance of approximately 20 miles between State Highway 31 (the Pi'ilani
Highway) and the Kings Trail. The transmission lines would then reconnect
.with submarine cables at a land-sea transition point located on the southwest
shore of Maui between Ahihi Bay and La Perouse Bay. The cables woUld cross
the Auau Channel, pass near the island of Molokai, and touch down on the
island of Oahu at Waimanalo.
Alternative overland and submarine transmission routes will be
examined in the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). However, the GRSs
on Hawaii and the south shore are of Maui constitute the two major,
representative project areas for which cultural resources must be identified
and potential impacts and mitigation strategies addressed. Therefore, the
requirements outlined in this statement of work must address project areas in
those two locations. The GRS project area includes all acreage that might
provide evidence of prehistoric or early historic settlement, excluding only
those areas covex:ed by historic lava flows. The ~ui p~oject area consists of a
200 ft. corridor along the south coast of Maui, from Huakini Bay to Ahihi Bay.
(Source: qak Ridge National Laboratory 4/14/93 Statement of Work)

N. H. Ethnographic Study HGP fIandout: Project Description January 6, 1994
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NUMBER OF COMMENTS

Fig.· A. Number of oral and written scoping. comments by subject area.. About
1800 comments were received duringthe~coping process to identify
significant issues related to the proposed HGP.
(Source Office'of E~ergy·:Efficiency and Renewable·Energy. April 1993.HGP
Implementation pran. Washington D. C. U.S. Department of Energy p. 16).
N. H. Ethnographic Study HGP Handout Project Description January 6, 1994
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•

List of Cultural Resources / Native Hawaiian Concerns
Issues Identified in the HGP Scoping Sessions

• potential desecration of Pele, the volcano-nature goddess, and impaired ability to observe
Native Hawaiian religious practices associated withPele; interrupted generational
continuity in training of young persons in traditional religious and cultural practices;
• loss or desecration of religiously, spiritually, culturally, and socially unique habitats, land
forms, resources (e.g. , archaeological sites .andartifacts; atmospheric signs such as
rainbows), and species;
.
• impediments to religious and other cultural uses of surface and subsurface waters located
near the geothennal resoUrces; .
.,
• compliance with the American Indian Religious Freedom Act, the National Historic
Preservation Act of 1966, and other. pertinent State and Federal legislation; .
• confidentiality of Native Hawaiian. practices and religiously significant sites, including
heiau (sacred sites) and burial sites in caves, cliffs, lava tubes; concern .lor potential
desecration of sites;
.
.
• reduced access to traditional coastal trails, healing places, and areas important for
subsistence gathering, maricultural development, and tnedicinaluse of plants; loss of
ability to exercise gathering, fishing, and water rights;
• reduced contact with and access to marine resources: sanctuaries (coastal caves and heiau),
spiritual emanations or hocillona (natural signs) such as waves, subsistence fishing grounds,
gathering of limu (seaweed);
• reduced contact with fish, bird, and other wildlife identified as 'aumakua (deified
ancestors); loss of traditions rooted in aloha 'aina (respect and love for the land);
• precluded use of Native Hawaiian homelands and ceded lands; loss of access to or delayed
homesteading of such lands;
.
• alteration of the traditional rural physical landscape;
• effects of the HGP on the integrity of archaeological resources; potential for increased
unauthorized access to archaeological sites and areas important to traditional culture,
which could lead to their alteration or destruction;
• potential for damage from submarine cables to submerged archaeological remains such as
nearshore underwater fishing sites;
• loss of racial identity;
• effeetson subsistence lifestyles, induding degradation of fishponds;
• impaCt on State constitutional Native Hawaiian legal rights and Common .Law rights of
1892;

.

• impact on intergenerationallinkages to ancestral lands and cultural/historic sites; and
• impact on quality of life, changes in mental!cultural health, and impact on Native
Hawaiian identity and pride.
(Source; Source Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy. April 1993. HGP
rmplementation Plan. Washington D. C. US. Department of Energy p. 30-31).

..
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(Source: Molenkamp, 1979)
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APPENDIXB
SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION 19
103D Congress, lst Session
(p.L. 103-150)
To acknowledge thel00th aIllliversary Ofthe January 17, 1893., overthrow of the Kingdom of
Hawai'i and to offer an apology to Native Hawaiians on behalf of the United States for the
overthr0\1fof the 'Kingdom of Hawai'i.
.,
Whereas, prior to the arrival of the first Europeans in 1778, the Native Hawaiian people lived
in a highly organized" self-sufficient, .subsistent social system based on communal land tenure with a sophiSticated language,cU1ture,and religion;
Whereas, a unified. Inonarchical government of the Hawaiian was established in 1810 under
Kamehameha: I, the first King of Ha.wai'i;
Whereas, from 1826 until 1893, the United States recognized the independence of the Kingdom of Hawai'i, extended full and complete diplomatic recognition to the Hawaiian Government, and entered into, treaties and conventions with the Hawaiian monarchs to govern
commerce and navigatloninl826,1842, 1849, 1875, and 1887;
Whereas the Congregational Church (now known astlie United Church of Christ), through its
American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions,sponsored and sent more than 100
missionaries to the Kingdom of Hawai'ibetween 1820 and 1850;
Whereas, on January 14, 1893, JohnL. Stevens (hereafter referred to in this Resolution as
the "United States Minister"). the United States .Minister assigned to the sovereign and
independent KingdoinofHawai'iconspired with a small group ofnon.;Hawaiian residents of
the Kingdom of Hawai'i, including citizens of the United States. to overthrow the indigenous
and laWful Government of Hawai'i;
Whereas, in pursuance ~fthecohspiracyto overthrow the Govemment of Hawai'i, the United
States Minister and the na.valrepresentatives of the United States caused armed naval forces
of the United States to invade the sovereign Haw8llan nation on January 16, 1893, and to positionthemselves near the Hawaiian Government buildings and the 'Iolani Palace to intimidate Queen'Li!i'uokalaniand her Government;,
Whereas,on the afternoon of January 17, 1893, a -Committee of Safety that represented the
Amencan-andEuropean 'sugar planters, descendants of missionaries. andflnanciersdeposed'
the Hawaiian monarchy and proclaimed the establishment of a ProviSional', Government;
WhereastheUDited ,States Minister ,thereupon .extended diplomatic.'recognitionto the ProviSional,·'Govemment that was formed by, the conspirators iwithouttheconsent of the ·Native
Hawaiian people Or the lawful Government of Hawai'i, and in violation of treaties between '
the two nations and of intemationallaw;
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Whereas, soon thereafter, when informed of the fisk of bloodshed with resistance, Queen
tili 'uokalani issued the following statement yielding her authority to the United States
Government rather'than to the Provisional Government:
"I tili'uokalani, by the Grace of God and under the Constitution of the Hawaiian Kingdom, Queen, do hereby solemnly protest against any and all .acts
done against myself and the Constitutional Government of the Hawaiian
Kingdom by certain persons claiming to have established a Provisional Government of and for this Kingdom. .
,

.

"That ,I yield to the superior force of ,the United States of America whose
Minister Plenipotentiary, His Excellency John L. Stevens, has caused United
States troops to be landed at Honolulu and declared that he would support the
Provisional Government.
''Now to avoid any collision of ,armed forces, and perhaps the loss of life, I do
this under protest and impelled by said force yield my authority· until such
time as the Government of ,the United States shall, upon facts .being presented to it, undo the action of its representatives and reinstate me in the authority which I claim as the Constitutional Sovereign of the Hawaiian Islands."

Done at Honolulu this 17th day of January A.D. 1893;
Whereas, without the active support and intervention by the United States diplomatic and
military representatives, the insurrection against the Government of Queen Lili'uokalani
would have failed for lack of popular support and insufficient arms;
Whereas, on February I, 1893, the United States Minister raised the American.flag and proclaimed Hawai'i to be a protectorate of the United States;
Whereas the report of a Presidentially established investigation conducted· by former Congressman James Blount into the vents surrounding the insurrection' and overthrow of the
January 17. 1893, concluded that the United States diplomatic and military representatives
had abused their authority and were responsible for the change in government;
Whereas. as a result of this investigation, the United States Minister to Hawai'i was recalled
from his diplomatic post and the military commander of the United States armed forces stationed in Hawai'i was disciplined and forced to resign his commission;
Whereas, in a message to Congress on December 18. 1893, President Grover Cleveland reported fully and accurately on the illegal acts of the conspirators, described such acts as an
"act of war, committed with the participation of a diplomatic representative of the United
States and without authority of Congress", and acknowledged that by such acts the government of a peaceful and friendly people was overthrown;
Whereas. President Cleveland further concluded ,that a: "substantial wrong· has thus been
done which a due regard for our· national character as well as the rights 0 the injured people
requires we should endeavor to repair" and called for the restoration of the Hawaiian.mon-,
archy;
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Whereas 'the Provisional Government protested'President Cleveland's call for the restoration
of the monarchy and continued to hold state power and pursue annexation to the United
,
,.
States;
Whereas the Provisional GovernIIient successfully Jobbiedthe Committee on Foreign Rela-.
tions of the Senate (hereafter referred to in this Resolution as the "Committee") to conduct a
new investigation into the events surrounding the'overthrow of the monarchy;
Whereas the Committee and its chairman, Senator John Morgan, conducted hearings in
Washington, D.C., from December 27, 1893, through February 26, 1894, in which members
of the Provisional Government justified and condoned the actions of the United States
Minister and recommended annexation of Hawai'i;
WhereaS, although the Provisional Government was able to obscure the role of the United
. States in the illegal overthrow of the Hawaiian monarchy. it was unable to rally the support
from two-thirds of the Senate needed to ratify a treaty of annexation;
Whereas, onJUIy 4, 1894, the Provisional Government declared itselfto be the Republic of
Hawai'i;
.
Whereas, on January 24, 1895, while imprisoned in Iolani Palace, QueenUli'uokalani was
forced
. by representatives of the Republic of Hawai 'i. to officially abdicate her throne;
.

Whereas, 'in the 1896 United States Presidential election, William McKinley replaced
Grover Cleveland;
,
Whereas, on July 7, 1898, as a consequence of the Spanish-American War, President
McKinley signed the Newlands Joint Resolution that provided'for the annexation of Hawai'i;
.

.

.

.

.

",
~

Whereas, through the Newlands Resolution/the self--declared Republic of Hawai'i ceded
sovereignty over the Hawaiian Islands to the United States;
Whereas, the RepUblic of Hawai'i also ceded 1,800,OOOacresof,crown; .government and
public lands of the Kingdom of Hawai'i, without the consent of or compensation to the Native Hawaiian people of HaWai'j" or their sovereign government; , "
Whereas the Congress, through the Newlands, Resolution ratified the cession, annexed
Hawai'i as part of the United States, and vested title to theJands in Hawai'i in the United
States;
,
Whereas the Newlands Resolution also ,specified.thattreaties existing between Hawai'i and
foreign' nations were to immediately cease and be replaced· by Uniteet S!ates treaties with
such :nations; .
Whereas, theN~wlandsResolution effected the transaction between the RepUblic of Hawai'i
and the United States, Government;
Whereas, the indigenous Hawaiian people ,never, directly relinqUished their ,tlaims to their
inherent sovereignty as a people or over their national lands to the United States, either
through their monarchy or through a plebiscite or referendum;
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Whereas, on April 30, 1900, President McKinley signed the Organic Act .that provided. a
government for the territory of Hawai·i and defined lhe political structure· and powers of. the
newly established Territorial Government and its relationship to the United States;
Whereas, on August 21, 1959, Hawai'i became the 50th State of the United States;
Whereas the health and well-being of the Native Hawaiian people is intrinsically tied. to
their deep feelings and attachment to the land;
Whereas, the long-range economic and social changes in Hawai'i over the nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries have been devastating to the population and to the health and wellbeing of the Hawaiian people;
Whereas,.· the Native Hawaiian people are determined to preserve, develop and transmit to
future generations their ancestral territory, .and their cultural identity in accordance with their
own spiritual and traditional· beliefs, customs, practices, language, and social institutions;
Whereas, ·in· order to promote racial harmony and cultural understanding, the Legislature of
the State of Hawai'i has determined that the year 1993 should serve Hawai'i as a year of .
special reflection on the rights and dignities of the Native Hawaiians in the Hawaiian and a
the American societies;
Whereas the Eighteenth General Synod of the United Church of Christ in recognition of the
denomination's historical complicity in the illegal overthrow of the Kingdom of Hawai'i in
1893 directed the Office of the President of the United Church 0 Christ to offer a public
apology to the Native Hawaiian people and to initiate the process of reconciliation between
the United Church of Christ and the Native Hawaiians; and
Whereas, it is proper and timely for the Congress on the occasion of the impending one
hundredth anniversary of the event, to acknowledge the historic. significance of the illegal
overthrow of the Kingdom of Hawai'i, to express its deep regret to the Native Hawaiian
people, and to support the reconciliation efforts of the State of Hawaiian· and the United
Church of Christ with Native Hawaiians:
Now, therefore, be it Resolved by the Senate-and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled,
Section 1. ACKNOWLEDGMENT AND APOLOGY
Congress(1) on·the occasion of the .10001 anniversary of the illegal overthrow of the Kingdom of
Hawai'i on January 17, 1893, acknOWledges the historical significance of this event
which resulted in the suppression of the inherent sovereignty of the Native Hawaiian
people;
(2) recognizes and commends efforts of reconciliation initiated by the State of Hawai'i
and the United Church of Christ with Native Hawaiians;
(3) apologizes to Native Hawaiians on behalf of the people of the United States for the
overthrow of the Kingdom of Hawai'j on January 17, 1898, with the participation of
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agents and citizens of the United States, and the deprivation of the rights of Native
Hawaiians to self-determination;
(4) expresses its commitment to acknowledge the ramifications of the overthrow of the
Kingdom of Hawai'i, in order to provide a proper foundation for reconciliation between the United States and the Native Hawaiian people;
(5) urges the President of the United States to also acknowledge the ramifications of the
overthrow of the Kingdom of Hawai'i,and to support reconciliation efforts between
the United States and the Native Hawaiian people.
'

Section 2 DEFINITIONS
As used in this Joint Resolution the term "Native Hawaiian" means any individual who is a

descendent of the' aboriginal people who, prior to 1778, occupied and exercised sovereignty
in the area that now constitutes the State of Hawai'i.

Section 3 DISCLAIMER
Nothing in this Joint Resolution is intended to serve as a settlement of any claims against
the United States.
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APPENDIX, C '
COMPILATION OF INFORMATION FORPUNAs5
INTRODUCTION
Puna is a district whichextendsfrom'Old'bldahoon the Ka'uside to Mawae on the
Hilo side ('Olelo No'eau #2747) and is distinguished as the district with the least amount of
private land awards resulting from the 1848 Mahele and Kuleana Act. Only 19 awards of
private land were made in the entire district: 16 of whichy/ere large tI'acts awarded to chiefs
and 3 which were smaller to,commoners., ,The bulk of the Puna lands were designated as
public lands, left to either the monarchy as,"a;own"'lanCis or
the government of the Hawaiian Kingdom.

to

Over the years the number'of ahupua'a designated on maps for the Puna District
varied greatly: ,6 in 1838 which only listed those along the coast (Hawaiian Government Survey); 21 in the'1886'Govemment Survey which shows theahupua'a divisions before the Puna
Forest Reserve is established; 58 on the 1901 map which' shows public lands, homestead
settlement tI'aCts, and area of forest lands not in reserve; 37 on the 1904 map traced from the
GovernmentSurvey Registered Mapno;'2191;60 division on theluly 1927 map which includes forest reserve and homestead lands; 20 on the 1929 Hawai'i Territory Survey, Map. It
is hard-to tell whichareahupua'aand which are 'iIi (a subdivision of an ahupua'a) or some
other division. within the district. In 'addition, most of the maps available show theahupua'a
divisions stopping at the'forest region now kn()wnas Wao ~Kele 0 Puna.
'
,,'Forp11rposeSofthis ,chart fortllePuna District, it \Vlsdecided to use the Assignment
of Lands (Crown, Government and Fort Lands, Enumerated) of 1848 which: was after the
Mahele, or,great land division: 4 designated as Crown UlII.ds, one of which was listed as an
'ili; 39 Government Lands, 4 of which are listed as •'ili;6Iands surrendered to the govemmentin lieu of com.rilutationdue on other lands,'aaSedon the above information, we have
compiled the information according to the 63ahupua'a(44ahupua'adesignations and 19 private land awards) said to have existed in the PuhaDistDet at the ,tlme following the Mahele.
We did not separate out any geographic feature such as the Kilauea Volcano or the Puna
Forest Reserve, but followed the information provided in the Indices of lAnd Awards. "
NATURAL FEATURES
WaoKele 0 Puna forest reserve: 19.850 acres were designated a forest reserve in
1911. and in 1928 the reserve was expanded to 25,738 acres.
Numerous volcanic cones and craters.cav~. pon<is,/and springs.
Numerous lava flows that continue to'cover the'district today.

,

.

.

".-'

' I , ,':,

'

S$Mostof,the place Dame meanings were derived'from the Bishop Museum Oral History COllectiODMary Kawena Pukui and Alvin Kaliko Kalama of Kapoho, recorded January 30, 1960.
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OTHER FEATURES
Fourteen heiau (Hawaiian religious structures)· were identified by John Stokes in his
early-l900 expedition through the Puna district:
Waha'ula Heiau, land of Pulama
Makaoiki Heiau and Punalu'u Heiau, land of Kahauale'a
Waiaka Heiau, land of Kapaahu
Unnamed· Heiau, Niukukahi Heiau and· Kekaloa Heiau, land of Kalapana
Kamakaula Heiau, land of Kaimu
Kue Heiau, land of Kehena
Pulena Heiau, land of Ke'eke'e
Waha'ula Heiauand Hali'ipaIala Heiau,land of Kama'ill
Mahinaakaaka Heiau, land of KeahiaIaka
Kuki'i Heiau, land of Kula
Railroad tracks and stations built for the sugar plantations
LEGENDARY AND mSTORICAL FIGURES AND EVENTS
Pele, Hawaiian goddess of the volcano, "stands atthe,fountain-head of Hawaiian
myth and is the matrix from which the unwritten literature of Hawai'i drew its life-blood"
(Emerson, p. v) and those to whose memory was committed· to the keeping of the old mele
considered it a sacred trust, a trust that required it be transmitted in its integrity. Because of
these people, we of today are fortunate to have a history .of Pele, one that is not only bound
up in oli, mele, and pule but is a bistory of her adventures and travels that span the Pacific.
Here in Hawai'i the Pele myth has given us such legendary figures as: Lobi'au, Pele's lover;
Hi'iaka, Pele's younger sister who journeyed the island chain to bring Lobi'au to Pele;
Kamapua'a, a legendary figures, half-pig and half-man who was desirous of Pele; and Hopoe,
friend of Hi'aka and the one who taught her the hula.

It is said that Pele first landed in Puna at Ke-awa-o-Pele near Koa'e; from here she
went to Keahialaka and Pohoiki where she dug craters. Following are only some of the many
references to the legendary people of Hawai'i:
'Olelo No'eau #1639:

Ka wahine 'ai honua.
The earth-eating woman, Pele.

'Olelo No'eau #1640:

Ka wahine 'aila'au 0 Puna.
The tree-eating woman of Puna.

'Olelo No'eau #1641:

Ka wahine 'ai pohaku.
The stone-eating woman, Pele.

'Olelo No'eau #2019:

Lohi'au Puna i Ice akua wahine.
Puna is retarded by the Pele in her lava form.

'Olelo No'eau #2044:

Mai hahaki 'oe ilea 'ohelo 0 punia ilea ua noe.
Don't pluck the 'ohelo berries lest we be surrounded by rain
and fog and lose our way. A warning not to do anything that
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would result in trouble, for it is kapu to pluck 'ohelo berries
on the way to the crater Kilauea. It is permissible, however,
to pick these berries at the crater if the first 'ohelo is tossed
. into the pit of Pele.
'Olelo No'eau#2100:

Maka'u lea hana hewa i lea uka 0 Puna.
Wrongdoing is feared in the upland of Puna, for it will bring
.the wrath ofPele.

'Olelo No'eau #2619:

Pau Punana ko'ele lea papa.
Puna is ravaged;. the foundation crackles. Said of anything
that is entirely consumed; from a chant by Lohi'au (pele's
lover) when Pele sent her sisters to overwhelm him with
lava.

'Olelo No'eau #2665:

Po'ele lea 'aioo 0 Puna..
The land of Puna is blackened (by lava flows).

'Olelo No'eau #1113:

Hopoe, lea wahine lewai lee kai.
Hopoe, the woman who dances in the sea. Hopoe was a
dancer of Kea'au, Puna, who because'of her dancing and
her kindly nature was taken by the goddess Hi'iaka as a
favorite friend; When Pele sent Hi'laka to Kaua'i to fetch
Lohi'au, •she requested that. Pele be kind to her friend
... Hopoe. When Hi'iaka did not return as expected, Pele in a
fit ofrage destroyed Hi'iaka's hala groves and her beloved
friend Hopoe who was changed into a balancing stone that
seems to dance in the sea.

I

Historical figures who traveled through or visited this area after Western contact included such explorers as Wilkes, Ellis, Lyman, and Coan, as well as Queen Emma and other
.
.
members of royalty.
'Olelo No'eau #2280:

Na niu moe 0 Kalapana.
The reclining trees of Kalapana.ln ancient times it was a
custom in Kalapana, 'Puna, to force a young coconut tree to
grow inareclining'position in commemoration of a chiefly
visit The last two such trees were made to bow to Chiefess
Ululani .and Queen Emma. While mounted on a horse,
Queen Emma held a single coconut leaf growing from the
tree while the people pulled and strained until the tree was
bent. The tree was then fastened down so it would continue
to grow in a tecliningposition. These trees have been made
famous and memorialized in chants and songs of Puna.
HAWAIIAN PROVERBS

'Oleto No'eau #79:

.' 'Aina ilea hOupo 0 Kane.
'Landotlthebosom ofKane, who is one of the four major
Hawaiian gods. Refers to the Puna District, for it is said that
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before Pele migrated to Puna from Kahiki, no place in the
. islands was more beautiful than Puna.
'Olelo No'eau #360:

E nihi lea helena i lea uka 0 Puna; mai pulale i lea 'ike a lea
maka.
Go quietly in the upland of Puna; do notlet anything you

see excite you. Watch your step and don't let the things you
see lead you into trouble. There is an abundance of ;flowers
and berries in the uplands of Puna and it is thought that
picking any on the tri,p up to the volcano will result in being
caught in heavy rains. The picking is left until the return
trip.

'Olelo No'eau #397:

'Olelo No'eau #994:

Ha'alele i Puna na hoaloha e.
Left in Puna are the friends. Said of one who has deserted
his friends. Originally said of m'iaka~ Pele'syounger sister,
when she left Puna.
Hilina'i Puna, kalele ia Ka'u.
Puna leans and reclines on Kacu. Said of one who leans or
depends on another, for the ancestors of these two districts
were originally of one extended family. When the time
came for each district to have its own name, Without
breaking the link entirely, those in Ka'u referred to
themselves as the Makaha and those in Puna as the

Kumakaha. These names are mentioned in chants of the
chiefs of Ka'u.
'Olelo No'eau #1458:

Ka makani hali 'ala 0 Puna.
The fragrance~bearing wind of Puna The district of Puna is
famed for the fragrance of maile, lehua, and haIa.It was
said that when the wind blew from the land, even·fishermen
at sea could smell the fragrance of these leaves and flowers.

'Olelo No'eau #1587:

Ka uamoaniani lehua o Puna.
The rain that brings the fragrance of the lehua of Puna. Puna

is known as the land of fragrance.
'Olelo No'eau #2036:

Ma'ema'e Puna i lea hala me lea lehua.
Lovely is Puna With the haIa and lehua.

'Olelo No'eau #2278:

Nani Puna po i Ice 'ala.
Beautiful Puna,.heavy With fragrance. Praise for Puna where
the breath of maile, lehua, and hala blossoms are ever~
present

'Olelo No'eau #2316:

Niniu Puna, po i Ice 'ala.
Puna is dizzy With fragrance. Puna is a land heavily scented
With the blossoms of haIa and lehua.
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'Olelo No'eau#2744:

!

'awa lau 0 lea maTllL
Puna, land of the leafed 'awa planted by the birds. 'Awa,
also known as kava, is a plant which is native to the Pacific
islands. The root of the 'awa is the source of a narcotic
drink used in ceremonies as well as for medicinal purposes.
Puna,'Qina

'Olelo No'eau#2745:

puna koi nehe i lea ulu hala.
Puna, where the sea murmurs to the hala grove.

'Olelo No'eau #2749:

Punapaia'izlQ. i kahala.
Puna with walls fragrant with pandanus blossoms. Puna is
the place of hala and lehua forests. In the olden days the
people would stick the bracts of hala into the thatching of
their houses to bring some of the fragrance indoors.

Hawaiian-English Dictionary p. 163: '0 Punaia 0 Ice kai koloa i lea ulu hala.
This is Puna where the sea ever roars in the pandanus
groves.,
CONCLUSION
There.are many place names and people mentioned in the accumulated literature of
Hawai'i that are said to be a part of or are identified with the district of Puna, island of
Hawai'i, but for which the exact location of the place or event has been lost. In many cases,
, the places have been given "foreign" names, the "foreign" name Hawaiianized, or the original name shortened or otherwise changed overtime. Whatever the ,reason, the" Hawaiian
name of that place no longer exists, and gone with it is ,the meaning ,or significance once attached to the place. Many important names are ,so ,ancient that no translation at all is
"
possible.
Mary Kawena Pukui, a noted scholar OtHawaiian culture and language, states that
Hawaiians named everything: ,taro patehes,rocks,and trees that represented deities and ancestors, sit~ of houses and helau,' canoes, adzes, dnims, canoe landings, fishing stations in
the sea, resting places in the forest" and even the tiniest spots where miraculous or interesting events are believed to have taken place (Place Names ofHawai'i by Pukui, p. x).

. ," ,,)~4ded to this pr~etice ofnaming is the fondness of Haw8llansfor'proverbiaI sayings
and hiddenmeamngor,.kaona":'-a,concealedreferencetoa,person, thing, or place; words
with double meanings that might bring good or bad' fortune. Thus, sayings that incorporate
place names are not justrefening to that particular place but are also describing an emotional state or important event, as well as love for the land and sea (the source of life) and
the people of the land whose job it was.to take caeeof and respect these resources. These are
important distinctions between HawallancultUre, and language and that of the EuroAmericans ,and is the reason why the Hawaiian name ofa particular place is so important
(Place Names ofHi2Wai'i
by Pukui, p. 23S~O) .
.
.
,

.

.

.

.

~.
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PUNA DISTRICT: INFORMATION BY AHUPUA'A
(alphabetical listing byahupua'a)

AHALANUI
Designated as Government Land in the Mahele Book of Land Awards 1848.

'APUA
(fish basket)
Designated as Crown Land in theMahele Book of Land Awards 1848.

Natural Features
Several volcanic cones, also called hills or pu'u, are present in this area. As late as 19691970 'Alo'i and 'Alae Craters were active and the resulting lava flow covered large parts of
this ahupua'a.

-

'ApuaPt
Pu'u Huluhulu
Poliokeawe Pali
Alealea Crater
Makaopuhi Crater
'Alo'i Crater, named perhaps for Kahawali's pig, 'Alo'ipua'a
Lava trees, cave, water, and shelter indicated on map.

Other Features
An ancient village known as 'Apua was swept away in the 1868 tidal wave.

Hawaiian Proverbs
'Olelo No'eau #1898:

Kuke 'ao 'Apua.
.
Lava rocks were heaped down at 'Apua. Said of confusing
untidiness, like the strewing of lava rocks, .or .of utter
destruction, for 'Apua in Puna is a land of rocks.

HALEPUA'A
(pig house)
Designated as Government Land in the Mahele Book of Land Awards 1848.

Natural Features
Kahuwai Crater ("water tender") is near Halepua'a (Pukui, p. 67).
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Legendary and Historical Figures and Events
There is a story of a preacher who traveled through this area and because the people would
only share their taro with. the pigs instead of a hungry traveler like himself, he predicted that
later the pigs would do 'the eatiDg. A lava flow followed by a smallpox epidemic soon de~
stroyed the town and its people. This story is said to illustrate the consequences of violating
the Hawaiian code of hospitality.

Hawaiian Proverb

Hele no lea wai,hele no ka 'ala, wali ka 'ulu 0 Halepua'a.

'Olelo No'eau #: 755:

The water flows, the smooth stone (pounder) works, and the
breadfruit of Halepua'a is well mixed (made into smooth
poi). This isa play on words that means that everything
goes smoothly when one is prosperous. This saying has
come to refer to a'generous donation.

HALONA '
(peering place)
Designated as Government Land in the Mahele Book of Land Awards 1848.

HAUKALUA 1 AND 2
'.

','

"",

Designated as Government Land in the Mahele Book of Land Awards .1848.

:,

HONOLULU
(protected bay) .
Designated as Government Land in the Mahele .Book of Land Awards 1848.

Legendary and Historical Figures and Events .'
•

..'

.'

_, __ i,.

_..

..'"."

'_-'

\yilliam Elis,who traveled. around Hawai'i in 1822-1823, wrote. about this area of Puna:
'"...we: travelled in aninlarid directionlo Honorurll[Honolulu].[froDl Kula and
Kahuwai], a: small Village situated in the midstofa wood...we left'Hono.;
lulu....and, travelling slowly towards the sea-shore, reachedWaiakllheula
about eigllt, wbere I was obliged to stop, and lie down ,under the shadeofa
canoe:houseneartbe sbore"(p.211):
.

Natural .Features

ioiDl~r laJiding for canoes in·Puna (PUkui: p.49).
,~ay...
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HONOMU
(silent bay)
Designated as Government Land in the Mahele Book of Land Awards 1848.
KAHAUALE'A

(han tree or dew of Le'a)
This 26,QOO-acre ahupua'a was awarded to W.C. Lunalilo. (LCA 8559B, Bk. 10, Pg. 479; RP
8030, Bk.'32, Pg. 43).
Natural Features
Several volcanic cones, also known as hill, crater and pu'u are in the area:
Kalalua Crater located in the east rift zone of Kilauea
Napua Crater which last erupted in 1963 and 1965
Pu'u '0'0 and the Kupaianalu Lava Lake, both formed in the 1983 to present flow are
in Kabauale'a
Other natural features of the area (Pukui, p. 195):
Punalu'u harbor landing
Punalu'u black sand beach, beach park
Punalu'u ancient surfing area
Lava trees, water, shelter
Pu'uloa, the old name for Queen's Bath, a large spring pool was located in
Kahauale'a before the 1983 to present flow from Pu'u '0'0
Other· Features
Village of Kahauale'a (Pukui, p. 63).
Panau, a village near Kahauale'a (T. Holmes).
Heiau of Makaoiki located on an 'a'a prominence and thought to be an agricultural
heiau. Stokes .states that at the time of his. survey it was occupied by graves (Stokes,
p. 144) (T. Holmes says that Hudson mentions an old trail across 'the lava flow south
of this heiau).
Heiau of Punalu'u is built on the pahoehoe lava over the Punalu'u spring which
issues from seemingly solid rock and fills a'long,. deep cavity in the pahoehoe. According to Stokes' local account, the heiau is connected with the pool. Legend states
that this heiau was built to commemorate the death of Punalu'u, a shark-man who
devoured the girls who bathed in the pool. Another story is that the· heiau was for
securing good agricultural crops. This heiau is terraced and has a. wall bordering two
of its sides (Stokes, p. 144-146.)
,.
.
At least 4 trails traversed Kahauale'a: coastline trail, Kalapana trail (from Puna to
Volcano area), Glenwood-Makaopuhi trail (Puna to the volcano in Makapuhi Crater,
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through Keeau (Keaau) and O1a'a and on to Hilo), Captain Wilkes' party trail
(1840).
Mauka-makai trails: Kapa'ahu trail, Chester Lyman reports one that starts in
. Kehauale'a, goes inland and then'back to Hilo; Puluexport Jrom 1851-1884 came
from the Kilauea Vicinity, this provided the need for extensive trails.
Canoe ladder site (T. Holmes).
3 heiau: Waiaha heiau,Punalu'u, Makaoiki and burial cave called Kalua Makini..
evidence of upland activity: cultigens, plantations; Captain Wilkes sighted an extensive upland taro patch; logging of koa trees.
Legendary and Historical. Figures and Events
Informant QuIu Kamanui stated that people in Kahauale'a as well- as Kamoamoa, Kealakomo, and other high places would snare birds for eating (Bishop Museum Oral History
Collection, 'Ouln Konanui and M.K. Pukui,10/26/59); .

KAHUWAI
(water tender)
This 2869-acre parcel (Apana 12) was awarded to ,. Victoria. Kamamalu.
(LCA #7713, Bk 19, Pg.437; RP #6884, Bk 25, Pg. 81).
Natural Features
a.craternear Halepua'a·(Pukui,. p.67)
Makaukui Point
2f' and 22 Mile Stations .(sugln" 'cane train)'

KAIMU
(gathering at the sea·to.wateh surfing)
Designated as Crown Land in the Mahele Book ofLand Awards 1848.
Kaimu is a land section as well asa Village in the KaIapana area and is notedJor its. surf and
its black sand.beach,a beach Which was formed by sreamexplosions that occurred when a
lava flow entered the ocean in. about 17S~)'Mu.chof .KailIlu was covered by the recent lava
flows of the early 1990s which engulfed the black sand beach and forever changed the
existing shoreline (Pukui, p. 69).
Natural.Features. ,
black sand beach (Pukui, p. 69)
surfing sites were formerly known.as Ho'eu ,<"mischief') and Kapoho but are now
. referred to as Kaimu.
In Waiokolea, an ill in Kaimu,there·is mentioned-a fishpond which • was at one time
leased out to R. Kealikolani(The Kalapana Extension in the 1800s:A Research oj
Historical Records, June, 1979, p. 10).

2S4
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Other Features
Kumakaula Heiau is situated on Kaimu Bay. near the sea. This was the beiau which Fornander said was ''the best preserved specimen of the .truncated pyramidal form" (Stokes, p. 147).
Stokes thinks Fornander confused this with another nearby heiau as the structure that remained indicated it was a terraced heiau, level with the ground at one end and 10 feet high
at the other.

Legendary and Historical Figures and Events
Rev. William Ellis and his party visited Kaimu on his trip around the island of Hawai'i and
were warmly received by the people there who numbered three to four hundred when assembled:
...could not believe that we had descended into the crater (Kilauea), or broken off pieces of Pele's 110uses, as they called the small craters, until the
specimens of lava, etc. were produced, when some of them looked very significantly' and none of them cared much to handle them (Ellis, p. 194).
Ellis and his party also examined the effects of the earthquake that had happened a few
months previously (in 1823). Of Kaimu he gives this description:
Kaimu is pleasantly situated near the sea shore, on the S.E. Side of the
island, standing on a bed of lava considerably decomposed, and covered over
with a light and fertile soil. It is adorned with plantations, groves of cocoanuts, and clumps of kou-trees. It has a fine sandy beach, where canoes may
land with safety; and, according to the houses numbered to-day, contains
about 725 inhabitants. Including the. villages in its immediate vicinity,along
the coast, the population would probably amount to 2000. There are several
wells in the village containing brackish water, which has passed from the
sea, through the cells of the lava, undergoing a kind of filtration, and is collected in hollows scooped out to receive it. The natives told us that, at the
distance of about a mile there was plenty of freshwater (Ellis, p.196-197).

Hawaiian Proverbs
'Olelo No'eau #1446:

Ka lipoa 'ala 0 Kalauonaona.
The most fragrant lipoaseaweed is found at Kalauonaona
(Kalauonaone) in Kaimu.

'Olelo No'eau#1475:

KamaluniuoHu'ehu'ewai.
The coconut grove of Hu'ehu'ewai. lbis coconut grove was
.
located in Kaimu.

KALAIHINA
This 11.32 acre parcell part of an ahupua'a·was awarded to Barenabain the Mahele Book of
Land Awards 1848: (L.C.A. 7713 B 10 p.437 I RP 7602 B 28 p. 345).
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KALAPANA
(announce noted place) .
Land surrendered in lieu of commutation by LunaIilo; Mahele.Bookof Land Awards 1848.
The recent lava flows of the early 1990s have covered much of the Kalap~a area.
Natural Features

-

Black sands beach (Pukui, p. 75).
Surfing areas: 'Awili, Kalehua. Ho'eu (See 'Olelo No'eau #2356).
Wal'akolea pond ("fern water"); also the name of an 'iIi (Pukui, p. 220).
Halekamahina ("house of the moon"); a hill and land section (Pukui. p. 37).
'I'ilewa('Ie'ielewa, "swinging 'ie'ie .vine"); small crater (Pukui, p.55).
forest area. of Malamaki ("bright ti piant"). where the game .~ho 'olele ki" was played.
A ti leaf was held in the hand while the player chanted '''0 kela ki, '0 keia ki, na
Kamohoali'i /ca'u ki, lele!i~' ("That ti, thisti, myti for KamohoaIi'i, fly!"). Then the
leaf was hurled, and if the chant had been. said correct1yand the wind was right, it
returned to the sender. This game >was played only here~ Kamohoali'i, a celebrated
shark deity, was Pele's older and favorite brother (Pukui, p. 143).
Pu'uhonua'ala ("red place of refuge") spatter and lava cone built by a prehistoric
eruption (Pukui, p. 197).
Pu'ulena("yellow hill") pit crater and ancient surfing area (Pukui, p.2(0).
Pu'ulena wind which comes from Pu'ulena Crater (Pukui, p. 2(0).
Other'Features

village of Kalapana (Pukui, p. 75).
Brown Beach Park. was.thus, named in 1953 for Harry Kai Brown,. Hawai'i County
auditor(Pukui, p.19). ...•.
; ...,
'. .
.'.
.'.'
. '
Hale Beach Park' was .thusnamed iD..1951 forlsaae Hale who was killed in action in
Korea (Pukui, p.36)., . '
. l .
.
Homestead areas.of Kaniahiku ('~callofHiku'') (Pukui, p.. 85),.K,a'ohe ("the bam·.boo") (Pukui, p.85), Kauka(Pukui, p.. 9Z), Kikala puo ("hip").
.
Land sections of Ki'apu ("ti-leafdrinking .cup")(Pukui, p. 109), Keokea ("white
sand")(Pukui, p.I07).
...... Mari~Hokuo ke Kai Catholic Church built by Father Evarist'Gielenwho came to
Hawai'i in 1927 and decorated the church's interior with religious paintings (Pukui,
p.,t~7). .
.,.. •... ".
...••... '
Mauna Ke'aCongregational ~hurcli '(Pukui, p. '149). ..
. '.
.
..
Unnamed hefau .is located. on the flat between the road and the. high ground at the.
sea.~'ThissuppOsed heiauisa ,small enclosure, without' featUres, in'Kalapana
vill~ge" (St()kes, p.146). ..... ':
'. ' .
'. . .
•.
.,Heiauof. NiUtrukahi .is· situated in the,uplands.behindKala,panavillage.The. site. of
.this heiau is covered by a grove ofkamaniandother
Local information ind!,cates .it was built by Kapihe, "the ~amous ,kahuna .who 'prayed the ~tillbOm Kaui,keaouli to life"(Stokes,p~ 147).

na

i

•

trees.
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Heiau of Kekaloa is located on the northeast side of Kalapana village, 400 feet from
the sea. It is a small platform heiau on the northern bank of the,Wai'akolea pond, secluded by groves of trees including pandanus, and hau. Local information indicates it
was built by Waukelenuiaiku, a kupua (wizard), and "to prove that he was a kupua,
he planted some bananas. When the fruit was ripe, he would ,eat the pulp of the fruit,
leaving the skin hanging on the stem. New pulp would then fill the skin up again"
(Stokes, p. '147).
Trails as listed in Kehauale'a section.

Legendary and Historical Figures and Events
Pele was attacked here by "Kamapua'a" the ,pig man. According to Beckwith in her book on
Hawaiian mythology:
At a place near the coast, in Puna called, Lua-o-Pele, where 'the earth is tom
up as if there had been a struggle, he' is'said to have overtaken the reluctant
Pele and forced the fire goddess to submit to his embraces. They say that this
is Why, today the sacred lehua trees 'grow right doWn to the ,shore at this
place alone'. Pele's sister Kapo, aware of Pele's peril, sends her own wandering vagina (kohe-lele) to light upon a tree and attract Kamapua'afromher
sister (p. 212).
Another story involves a priest of Pele who may have been named for, Kalapana. He had
vowed that only Pele might cut his hair. One day, on his way to the volcano to visit with
Pele he encountered a storm and returned to the shore where the people got him drunk on
kava. When he fell asleep the people cut his hair. Later when Pele appeared at his doorway
disguised as a woman she was angry because his hair had been cut and turned him to stone.
He, is said to be still there by a pool not far from where the Catholic Church once stood
(Place Names ofHawai'i by Fukui, p. 75).
The Kalapana area was famous for riddling and Beckwith, on pages 456-458, gives a detailed example of a riddling match pitting a child against the chief's riddlers. The riddle
plays upon the work "hua" which refers to an offspring or fruiting. Another example from
Beckwith and attributed to Mary Kawena Fukui, a renowned scholar of Hawaiian literature,
culture and language, has to do with a Puna chief who, because of his· fondness for riddling,
send his men in search of fresh riddles. When the men return the chief then poses a riddle to
them. Because they do not understand what is being asked they are put to death until at last
one young men is given help by the old court jester who teaches him the answer and how to
turn the riddle against the chief himself. Thus the chief is slain and the practice of riddling in
Puna is ended (Beckwith, p.461).
The legend of the "recumbent coconuts of Kalapana" is related by Beckwith (p. '95) and involves two young chiefs of Puna named Hinawale and Owalauahi (-wallie) who stole away
incognito to tour the island Upon theirreturn they discovered a group of men wh.o were testingtheir strength by attempting to bend to earth two full-grown coconut trees. The'two chiefs
waited until all attempts had failed and then they too attempted and succeeded in laying
them low. Visitors' to the coconut grove prior to the latest lava' flow' were, able to "see the
"Naniu-moe-o-Kalapana" (the recumbent cOConut trees of Kalapana) although it was said
that the' two original trees had been replaced. It is' told' that Queen Emuia, when she found
the trees dead, asked her men to bend two more to take their place, but none' co1Jld do so'
until the queen herself held a leaf of each, at which time they bent easily.

,
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William Ellis, an English missionary who visited .Hawai'i in 1822-1823, wrote this in his
journal about the Kalapana area:
.
... we passed on to KaIapana, a small village. on the sea-shore, distinguished
as the residence of Kapibi, the priest, who, in the days of Tamehameha
[Kamebameba), told the king, that after death he and all his ancestors would
live again on Hawaii. We saw a large heiau, of which he was chief priest,
but did not see many people in the houses as we passed by ... we approached
. .
Kaimu" (po 191).

Haw8iian

Proverbs

'Olelo No'eau #1347:Ka i'a lea 'a poepoe 0 Kaltlpana, 'ina'i 'ualti 0 Kaimu.
The round rolling fish of Kalapana, to be eaten with the
sweet potato of Kaimu. This is a riddling chant, the answer
being thekukUi Jiut, cooked and eaten as a relish. This is
from a ho'opapa riddling chant in the story of Kaipalaoa, a
. boY of Puna, who went to Kaua'i to riddle with the experts
'
.
there and won.
'Olelo No'eau #2280:

Na niu moe oKalapana.
The reclining coconut trees of KaIapana. lbis was last done
to commemorate, the visit of Queen Emma.

'Olelo No'eau #2356:

'0 'Awili lea nalu. he nalu /capu kai na Ice akua.
'Awili is the name of a surf reserved for the ceremonial bath
of the goddessPe1e.' There were three noted surfs at
KaIapana: ·Ka1C?hua for .~dren and those just learning·to
surf; Ho'eu for eXperienCed surfers; and 'AwiIi which none
dared to ride, and when it was rolling dangerously high (this
being' a sign that the gods were riding), all surfing and
canoeing ceased.

KAMA'ILI
(the pebbles)
Designated as Government Land in the Mahele Book of Land Awards 1848.

'Legent:blry and· mstoricaIFigUrCsand 'Events
William ElliS, who traveled around Hawai'i in 1822-1823, said this about the area:
Leaving Kehena,. we walked on to. Kamaili, a pleasant village, standing in a
gently sloping valley, cultivated and shaded by some large cocoa-nut trees.·
Here we stopped to take breakfast, having·. travelled about four hours and a
half. The hospitable inhabitants, 'at the .requestcof our guide, soon brought us
some fresh fish, a nice pig, with potatoes and taro, and a calabash ofgood
water ... Our path from Kaimu had been smooth and pleasant, but shortly
after leaving Kamaili, we passed a very rugged tract of lava nearly four miles
across ... On our way, our guide pointed out Karepa, .an ancient heiau,
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formerly dedicated to Tu [Ku] and Rono [Lono], and built in the days; of
Teavemauhiri, or Tanakini, king of this part of the island. We could not learn
whether this. was theheiau of Rono, in which the bones of Captain Cook
were deposited, and worshipped (p. 199-200).

Other Features
Heiau of Waha'ula was ·probably . an enclosure. Local informants claimed that this .was the
site of the original heiau of Waha'ula and that later the stones were taken to. Pulama to built
the heiau at that place. Stokes could never confirm this (p. 149).
Heiau of Hali'ipalala (land of Kama'ili, Puna) is said to have been small and for agriculture
(Stokes, p. 149).

KAMALOMALO
Lalld surrendered by Lunaliloin commutation due on other lands.

KAMOAMOA
Ahupua'a awarded to M. Kaoanaeha as "inherited lands"; Mahele Book of Land Awards
1848.

Other Features
Site of an ancient Village destroyed in the 1868 tsunami.

KANEKIKI
Designated as Government Land in the Mahele Book of Land Awards 1848..

KA'OHE
(the bamboo)
Designated as Government Land in the Mabele Book.ofLand Awards 1848.

KAPA'AHU
Designated as Government Land in the Mahele Book ofLand Awards 1848.

Natural Features
Waiaka pond.
WaikUpanaha pond
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Other Features
Heiau .of Waiaka is said to be a temple for ~~ho'ou1uu1u 'ai", or food growing. On its
western side is Waiaka. pond and at its· southern end is Waikupanaha pond (Stokes,
p.146).
. .
.
' .
KAPOHO
(the depression)
Abupua'a, consisting of 4060 acres, was awarded to C. Kanaina; Mahele Book of Land
Awards 1848.
Natural Features

)

cinder cone called Kapoho Crater (Pukui, p.89).·
Pu'ukea ("white hill")(Pukui, p. 199)~
Pu'ukukae ("excreta hill") is a cinder cone in Kapoho (Pukui, p. 200).
Pu'ulaimana ("Lyman's hill") is a cone built by the 1960 Kapoho eruption named for
the owner of the land, Richard Lyman Jr.
Kaholua-o-Kahawali (''the sleddirigcourse of iKahawali")is a crater, cinder and
spatter cone on Kilauea volcano's east rift zone; also called Pu'u 'a Kahawali (Pukui,
p.89).
Pu'u Ki (Pu'u Ki'i) Kahawali rode from Pu'u Kahawali ki to Pu'u Ki (Bishop Museum Oral History Collection, Alvin Kaliko Kalawe tape, 1130/60).
Ancient village which was buried in the 1960 eruption of Kilauea.
Waiwelawela (meaning
water" was a warm.spring pool near Kapoho which
was coyeredin the 1960 enIption. It was also called Warm Springs. It is said by
people of the area that Pele. covered the .. springsbecause people were charging
others,. namely Hawaiians, .for. use· of the .warm· springs. In former days these warm
springs were. available' t()ev~one{Pukui, p. 228).
Wai-a-Pele is the old name for Green Lake(Pukui, p. 221).
Lekia (kane pohaku) and Hanalei (wahine pohaku), a pair of twins who whispered
during a thunderstorm (taboo at that time) and were turned into stones; in another
version these two figures were.married.to . each other; they sit on the rim of the lake
(Pukui, p. 221). See'Olelo No'eau #334.and see Folktales ofHawai'i by Pukui &
Green, p. 21).
. ii..,;.HigashiPcind.
Kapele (Kaoko Point)-lava flow went into the sea here between Kapeleand
Ipoho--at Kape,le was the burial place for inhabitants of Koa'e.

"warm

Legendary and, Ilistorical . Figures and .Events·
William Ellis, an English missionary who traveled the Pacific, visited Hawai'i in 1822-1823
and 'wrote~boutKapoho:

A; cluster, apparentlyofhillsthreeorfo1lr miles fOund,

and as many hundred
feet high, with deep iIidented sides, overhung with· trees, and clothed with'
herbage, standing in the midst of the barren plain of lava, attracted our attention; We walked through the gardens that encircled its base...The sides of the
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valley '" 'were almost entirely laid out in plantations, and enlivened by the
cottages of their proprietors...a beautiful lake of. brackish water, whose margin was in a high state of cultivation, planted with taro, bananas, and sugarcane .•. the bread-ftuit,the kukui,and the ohia trees...Theytold us the name
of the place was Kapoho (the suDken in) .and. of the lake, Ka wai a Pele (the
water of Pele). The saltness of the water in this extinguished volcano proves
the connexion of the lake with the sea,from which it is about a mile distant...The natives also told us that· it was one of the places from which the
volcanic goddess threw rocks and lava after Kahavari [Kahavali], for refusing
his papa, or sledge, when playing at homa [holua] ... (p. 207).
The handsome young chief Kahawali lived near Kapoho in Puna district. Kahawali, an expert
in hula and in riding the holua (sled), lived near Kapoho in the Puna district During the time
oftheLono festival, a sled race is arranged andPele, disguised as an old woman, offers to
compete with him. Angry at the chief's rebuff, Pele. pursues Kahawali. down the bill in the
form of fire. Kahawali first flees to the hill Pu'ukea, bids farewell to his wife, children and
favorite pig 'Alo'ipua'a, greets his sister at Kula, and escapes to the sea in a canoe (Beckwith, p. 191). The sledding course of Kahawali is a line of small spatter cones which marks
Pele's barrage of hot rocks that followed him.
Uwekahuna is the name of one of Kahawali's priests who challenged Pele after Kahawali's
defeat in holua sledding.

Hawaiian Proverbs
'Olelo No'eau #334:

E Lelda e, 'onia i pa 'a.
Make a move to give yourself a secure hold. Lekia and
Hanalei are stones in Puna. When the demigod Kaleikini
came to the district, he dug around Lelda with the intention
of toppling it off the hill. Before he could uproot it,
however" he got hungry and departed. It was then that the
other stone, Hanalei, cried out the above, and in response,
Lelda moved downward and held fast.• Kaleikini tried in
vain after that but was unable to remove Lekia.

KAUAEA
Ahupua'a, consisting of 1568 acres, was awarded to V. Kamamalu; Mahele Book of Land
Awards 1848.

Legendary and Instorical Figures and Events
William Ellis, a missionary, passed through this area on his trip around Hawai'i in 18221~3:
.
We then proceeded about two miles, principally through cultivated grounds,
to Kauaea [from 'Opihikao] ...We afterwards sat.down and talked with them,

and then resumed our journey through the district of Malama... "~(po 201).
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···KAUELEAU
Designated as Government Land in the Mahele Book of Land Awards 1848.

KAUKULAU
Designated as Government Landin the Mahele Book of Land Awards 1848.

This 5562-acre parcel was awarded· to V. Kamamalau in the Mahele Book of Land Awards
1848 (L.C.A. 7713 B.10 p. 437/RP 8199 B 35 p. 417 I NR v.5 p. 443).

KEA'AU
Ahupua'a awarded in two parts: 13.64 acres to Hewahewa and 64.275 acres to Wm. C.
Lunalilo; land award also included Halauloa; Mahele Book of Land Awards 1848.

Nat\lraIFeatures .
H()poe jsa stone, fo.I'B,lerlyin the seaal Kea'au. It was. believed to be Hi'iaka's
campanion who was turned. to stone by Pele. It was moved by the tidal wave of 1946
(Pukui, p. 52). . . ' .. ' . .
AtHopoe, fringes of lehua fall into the sea and are washed up over the rocks, thus
hiding the~opihi (See 'Olelo No~eau#lS67., #2534, and #474).

Other Features
Kuolo ("to rub") is an area near Kea'au where the Puna chief, Bua'a, was defeated, thus
giving control of Puna to the chief{Umi (J?uku.i"p.125).
.Legendary. and Historical Figures and Events
..

'

,

William Ellis wrote in his journal about the· village ofK.ea'au which he visited in 1822-1823:
... we reached Kaau, the last village in the division of Puna. It was extensive
and populous, .aboundingwithweU-cultivated.plantations,oftaro,sweetpotatoes,andsugar~cane;andprobably owes .its fertility to· a fine rapid stream of
water, .which; descending from· the mountains, runs through it into. the
sea.•.Before. we ;left the place, the •people offered for sale some curious •. qeep
oVal:baskets,'.with covers, madeofthe fibrous roots ofie", (p. 212-:213).
Kepaka-i1i-ula ("born with red skin") is born in Kea'au,·child of Ku and Hina. He is born in
the form of an egg but after being wrapped in a feather cape for ten days and ten nights he
emerges· as a beautiful child. At the end of forty days being Wrapped in a red feather cloak,
his skin and eyes have become red. His foster parents raise him in Pali'uli. When
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Kepakaillula leaves Pall'ull to court his wife, the place is shut up and no one has seen it
since. Eventually, Kukui-pahu marries his daughter to the red-skinned kupua (Beckwith, p.
423-424).
Hawaiian Proverbs
'Olelo No'eau # 624:

He iki hala au noKea'au, 'a 'ole pohaku 'ala e naha ai.
I am a small hala fruit of Kea'au, but there is no rock hard
enough to smash me. This is the boast ofa Puna ma.n---,.I am
small, perhaps, but mighty.

Olelo No'eau #1560:

Ka uakahikohalaoKea'au.
The rain that adorns the pandanus trees of Kea' au. This
saying refers to the pandanus grove of Kea'au, Puna.

'Olelo No'eau #1638:

Kauwa ke aloha ina lehua 0 Ka'ana.
Love is a slave to the lehua blossoms of Ka'ana. Ka'ana is
a place between Kea'au and 'Ola'a where travelers used to
rest and make a lei of lehua. It took many blossoms and
much patience to complete a lei, which was later given to a
loved one.

'Olelo No'eau #1668:

Kea'au, i Ice Iuzi nehe i Iuz 'iii'iIi.
Kea'au, where the sea murmurs over the pebbles.

'Olelo No'eau #2070:

Mai ke leai kuwa e nu ana i lea ulu hala 0 Kea'au a lea 'aioo
Iuz'ui la 0 lalo 0 Iuz Waiku 'auhoe.
From the noisy sea that moans to the hala groves of Kea'au,
to the land that snatches away the sun, below Waiku'auhoa.
From Puna, where the sun was said to rise, to Lehua,
beyond Waiku'auhoe, where it vanishes out of sight.

KEAlllALAKA
(a fire made by Laka, the goddess of hula)
Ahupua'a, consisting of 5562 acres, awarded to w.e. Lunalilo; MaheleBook of Land Awards
1848. L.e.A. 8559-B, BI0, p. 479/ RP 8094 B 35 p. 1, and RP 8088 B 32, p. 55).

Other Features
Heiau of Mahinaakaaka is an unusuallyhigh-platformed heiau built on an· old sea-boulder
beach, which has been gradually moving seawards. At the western comer of the platform was
originally a pond. The platform itself is built of the rounded, water-worn stones called "'ala'
which are plentiful in the vicinity. This is an example of a truncated pyramidal·form heiau,
probably as a result of these stones which were used. Local informants claimed that the
heiau was used for human sacrifice and was dedicated to Kamehameha's god Ka'iIi (Stokes,
p. 149-151).
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Legendary' and Historical Figures and Events
It is said that 'Pele dug a crater here.
William Ellis, a missionary who toured the islands in 1822-1823, wrote about what be saw:
... we reached Keahialaka [from Malama), the residence of Kinao, chief a
governor of Puna. We found him'lyingon a couch of sickness ... I therefore
remained 'with the sick chief, while Messrs. ThiJrstonand BiShop went on to a
village at the east point,' about two miles distant [called Pualaa) .. ;The
country had been much more populous than any we had' passed since ,leaving
Kona ... (p.201).

KEALAKOMOIKILAUEAS6

(the entrance ,pathlspewing, much sPreading as volcanic eruptions) ,
Designated, in conjunction 'With Kilauea, as Government Land in the Mahele Book of Land
Awards 1848.
Natural Features

near

here in 1971 and created
a lava flow from Mauna Uluvent poured into the sea
97 acres of new land(Pulaii; p. 102).
Kilauea is an active volcano on the flank of Mauna Loa, nearly continuously active
1823-1894 and 1907-1924; eruptions began again in 1952 and have been active most
of the years sincethen(Pukui, p. 111).' ;,',
Kilauea Iki ("small Kilauea") isa small craterjust outside Kilauea Crater (Pukui, p.
111).

,', ,.'".'

,',' ,',',

"

,'.

','

',.A1aeis'a pit' craier.near :l(i1,auea~raterandwas last active in 1969,' A lava flow
• from 'Alo'land 'Alae craters reached the sea 1000 feet westin 1970; an ,ancient
village mownasKahue(..thegour~';) was destroyed at this same sltein the 1868
"
tidal wave(Pukui,p.8&66).' "
forest reserve' (Pukui, p.ll1).
crater of Keanakakoi ("the adze making cave"), quarry buried by 1877 flow .(PUkui~
; p;JQ3),),
Nahuku ("protuberances") is a lava tube near Kilauea Crater. It is now.referred ~ as
Thurston Lava Tube (Pukui, p.l60).
Namakanipaio .(~'confljctingwinds") is 'a, place in the (Hawai '1 Volcanoes .National
Park in Kilauea (Pukui,p.161);
PalitaPuOkamohoali'i("sacred cliff of Kamohoali'i") lsa Cliff at Kilauea which was
allotted by Pete to her favorite brother KamohoaU'l("theroYal selected one").
Regardlessofwinddirection/volcanlc smoke is believed never' tofty, over this cliff
(PUkui,P;' 177l:;.
' ,
,
i '.

"

,'.

•

, '

,"

S6Por consistency with our 'system of usirigtbeJand divlsi()ns desigilated'by the Mahele Land Awaros,
we are placing the information related to Kilauea and its many features in this section rather than in
a section, of its own. While some sources" plaee Kilauea in Keauliou,· the :source which we used
places itwithin Ke8Iakomo. "
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Peleli'ili'i is a gulch and small lava flow in Kilauea (Fukui, p. 183).
.
Puakalehua (''the lehua blooms") is a land section in Kilauea. The reference is to
pretty girls there (Pukui, p. 191).
Puhimau ("ever smoking") is a 3623 ft. crater in Kilauea (Fukui, p. 193).
Pu'ukaone is a 787 ft. hill in Kilauea (Fukui, p. 198).
Pu'ukoa ("koa tree hill")is a land section in Kilauea (Pukui,p.l99).
. Pu'ukoa'e ("tropic bird hill") is a32S0 fthillin Kilauea (Fukui, p. 199).
Pu'upua'i ("gushing hill") is. a 3885. ft Peak in Kilauea (Pukui,p. 205).
Pu'uone, or Sand Hill, a 3700 ft. Peak in Kilauea (Pukui, p. 210).
Uwekahuna is a cliff and bluff at Kilauea. Ahouse stood over a pit here. When a
curious person entered, the priest would pull ropes making the floor collapse. The
people fell to their deaths in the pit Kamiki set the house on fire and the priest wept,
thus the name "uwe (crying) kahuna (priest)" (Fukui, p. 216).
Uwewale ("crying without cause") is a gulch in Kilauea (Fukui, p. 216).
Wabinekapu ("sacred woman" referring to Pele) is a bluff near Kilauea and taboo
residence of the god Kamohoali'i, Pele's brother (Fukui, p. 218).
.

Other Features
The Volcano House Hotel was built on the brink of Kilauea caldera in 1846 by
Benjamin"Pitman, Sr. (Fukui, p. 217).
Uwekahuna is the name of the volcano observatory which sits at Kilauea at 4077 ft.
(Fukui, p. 216).
.
.

Legendary and mstorical Figures and Events
Hawaiians believe that the volcano at Kilauea is inhabited by a family of fire gods presided
over by the goddess Pele who governs the activities of lava flows. The Pele myth is believed
to have developed in Hawaii, though Pele is said to have traveled to Hawai'i from Kahiki
somewhere in the South Pacific, where iUs closely associated with 'aumakua worship of the
deities of the volcano, with the development of the hula dance, and with stories in which odd
rock or cone formations are ascribed to contests between Pele and her rivals, be they human
or divine (Beckwith: 168-170).
William Ellis describes a weekend visit in 1823 to the crater at Kilauea during his travels
around the island:
Strawberries, as well as raspberries, are indigenous plants, and. are found in
great abundance over most of the high lands of Hawaii •.. The ground over
which we walked was composed of ancient lava ... The surface was covered
with ohelo bushes ... Within a few miles' of Kirauea[Kilauea], we passed
three or four high andextinet craters. One of them, Keanakakoi, 'the .natives
told us, sent forth, in the days of Riroa [Liloa], king of Hawai'i about.fourteen
generations back, most of the lava over which we were traveling (p. 182).
William Ellis also writes about his descent from the crater of Kilauea:
As we approached the sea, the soil became more generally spread over .the
surface, and vegetation more luxuriant ... we descended, by following the
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courseo!a rugged current of ancient lava, for. about .600 feet perpendicular
depth, when we arrived at the plain below, which was one extended sheet of
lava. '" the natives gave us the fabulous story of the combat between Pele
and Tamapuaa [Kamapua'aJ, as the origin ofthis flood of lava ... we crossed
it in about two hours, and arrived at Kearakomo [K.ea1akomoJ, the second
, village in the division of Puna-...
The natives brought us a calabash-full [of water], of which we drank most
hearty draughts, though· it· was .little cbetter than the water of the sea, from
which it had percolated through the vesicles of the lava into the hollows from
nine to twelve feet distant from theocean!.. After walking about a mile along
the beach, we came to a house ... it was a miserable hut ... Mauae told us it
was the only one in the· place that was not crowded with people ... The village ispopulous ... ,When they learned that we', had been to ,Kirauea
[Kilauea], they were unwilling to believe we had broken the sulphur banks,
eaten the ohelo berries, descended to the craters, or broken any fragments of
lava from them, as they said Pele ma, Pele and her associates, wouldcer"
tainly have avenged the insult... In the evening, we were sQfavouredas to
procure a calabash-full of fresh water from the,caves in the mountains ...
Leaving Kearakomo [Kealakomo].we travelled several miles ina northeasterly direction along the same :bed of lava that we bad crossed on
Saturday evening . ~. The population of this part of Puna, though somewhat
numerous, did not appear to possess the means of subsistence in any great
variety of abundance; and we have often been surprised' to find the desolate
coasts more thickly inhabited than,someof the fertile tracts in the interior
(p. 182-190).

Hawaiian Proverbs
'Olelo No'eau 1511:

Ka 'ohi'a hihipe'a () Kealakomo.

The entwining'ohi'a branches of K.ea1akomo. In Kealakomo
'ohi'a tI'~grown thickly together.
KEAUOHANA

Designated as Government Land in the MaheleBook of Land Awards 1848.

Legendary

and' IDstorical Fiiutes and 'Events

William Ellis who traveled around Hawai'i in 1822-1823 mentioned this area in his journal:
After traveling nearly two bours [~omKaimu], we arrived at Keouohana,
where we sat down to rest beneath the'shade of some cocoa-nut trees (p. 198).

KEHENA

(PIace.,forrefuse)
)

Ahupua'a,consistingof 7.37 acres, was awarded, to Hak~; Mahele Book of Land Awards
1848 (L.C.A. I-M b 7, p. 677 I RP 8029 B 34, p. 293). Haka was possibly the former house
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servant of Mr. ·Coan and kept a house ready. for him in Keekee just 1 1/2 miles. north. of
Kehena (Lyman, 1846 lUly 10).

Other Features
Heiau of Kue is said to have been a platform heiau for human sacrifice. Unfortunately it was
seen by Stokes (p. 149) but was said to be located "mauka of Loebenstein's house".

no~

Legendary and IDstorical Figures and Events

of

Kehena is the birthplace
the Reverend l.W.Kanoa, a man of chiefly rank and the first
Hawaiian missionary to the Gilbert Islands (Pukui, p. 105).
William Ellis, an English missionary, traveled around Hawai'i in 1822-'1823 and wrote in his
journal:
After traveling a mile and a half along the shore [from Keouohanal, we came
to Kehena, a popUlous village; the people seemed, from the number of their
canoes, nets, &c. to be much engaged· in fishing. Their contrivance for
launching and landing their canoes, was curious and singUlar ... The canoes
of the place were light and small, seldom carrying more than one man in
each (p. 199).

KEOKEA
(the white sand)
Designated as Government Land in the Mahele Book of Land Awards 1848.

KEONEPOKO
(the short sand)
Designated as Government Land in the Mahele Book of Land Awards 1848.

Natural Features
'Opihi is an offshore rock near the north boundary of Keonepoho Nui; it is sometimes called
Moku'opihi (Pukui, p. 171).

KI
(ti plant)
Designated as Government Land in the Mahele Book of Land Awards 1848.

KIAPU
Designated as Government Land in the Mahele Book of Land Awards 1848;
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'KIKA!.A 1 AND 2

Designated as Government Land in the Mahele Book of Land Awards'1848.
KOA'EIAND2

Land surrendered by Lunalilo in lieu of commutation due on other lands.

'Legendary and mstoricaI' Figures and Events
I

Village of'land $ectionnanied perhapsfoLPuna'aikoa'e ("Puna ruled by 'the tropic bird''), a
supernatural being With a tropic bird, form who once lived near 'here' at Pu'ula ,and is seen,
today flying over Kilauea Crater (Fukui', p. 110)., 'lbe $tory goes that the Kill bird nested
together With the Koa'e bird-the koa'.ebirdfaced the area known as Koa'e andthekiki bird
faced towards kiki: According to some,bo~ birds stole wild taro' and Vw'ere destroyed by the
demigod Pikoiaka'a1a1a.
.
. .

(Pikoi and Other Legends ofHawaii, M. K.Pukui andt. Curtis, p. 20-22).

KULA
(plain)
Not listed in'the, MaheIe Book of Land AwardS '1848 but, appears on maps and in references;
land perhaps ,changed names or became a part of another
ahupua'a.
'.
,

.

.

'.;

-

~

'..

,.'
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Natural Features
Cape Kumukahi ("fifsibeginning"),the place where the \V1hd divides and blows tomlo and
Ka'u; it also ,marks ,the span ofday.fromsumise a.tKumukahi until sunset at Lehua Island. It
is the easterninost cape in,lIawai'i, IWllOO, for a migratory hero from Kahiki who stopped
here and is represented by a. red stone. It is believed that two of bis wives, also in the form of
stones, maniJlUlate the seasons by Ptlshing the ,sun back and fonh betweenlhem.•,One of the
wives was named Ha'eha,'e',Sun,.""orshippers bring,lheir,sick hereto ,be healed. Another
Kumukahi,the tavoriteyounger br0ther'ofKamalalawalu, lived near here. Kumukahi was
also the nmne ofa,cbiefwllo pleased Pele but who ridiculed her. As a result, she heaped
lava over him foiining'the ca.Pe (BiShop Museum Oral}pstory Collection, M.K. Pukui and
AlvinKaliko Kalawe of Kapoho, 'recorded January 30,'1960).
Makanoni ("mixed or speckled face")' is a]~gestone near Cape Kumukahi (Pukui, p. 141).
.

~

Other Features

'this

Heiau of Kuki'i ("standing image")'cro"'uS'Kukl'i IDIl.Nativesofthearea desCribed
,heiau as having a' platform constructed' of hewn stone and laid so closely that 'an ant could
not crawl between'. Stokes'found this heiau disappointing in this regard. None of the ancient
features remained. Local informants said that the heiau was built by. 'Umi; another stated
thatPakaa, one generation later, was the builder. Many of theSe stones have been carried
off, some by local residents, others by Honolulu people. One of the paving blocks, obtained
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by Mr. Rufus Lyman whose estate is nearby, is now in Bishop Museum and is described by
Stokes (Stokes, p. 151-153). It is said that one was brought to Honolulu by KaIakaua in 1877
and used in the construction of 'Iolani Palace. Others were moved to Kalapana Park where it
is said they cried to be returned (Pukui,p.12I).
Legendary and ffistorical Figures and Events
Kula is the place where KahawaIi, who had beenholua sledding with Pele, bid farewell to
his sister (See story of Kahawali under Kapoho).
William Ellis, a missionary, traveled through this area and wrote in his journal:
About three o'clock we resumed our journey [from Kapoho] .and soon reached
Kula, a romantic spot, where Kahavari took leave of his sister...The .natives
pointed out a number of rocks in the . sea, which, they. said, were .. thrown by
PeIe to sink the canoe in which Kahavari escaped ... Our way now layover a
very rugged tract of country.,. we reached Kahuwai .. .'we travelled in. an inland direction to Honorum [Honolulu] (p. 210-211).
Hawaiian Proverbs
'Olelo No'eau #990:

Hiki mai lea la maHa'eha'e, maluna mai 0 Kuki'i.
The sun rises at Ha'eha'e, above Kuld'i. Ha'eha'e is often
called the gateway of the sun.

'Olelo No'eau #2063:

Mai lea La 'o'ili i Ha'eha'e a haWi lea mole 0 Lehua.
Fromthe appearance of thesun at Ha'eha'etiIHt spreads
its light to the foundation of LellUa. Refers to Kumukahi as
the gateway of the sun.

'Olelo No'eau #2064:

Mai lea '0 'iii ana a lea la i Kumukahi a lea La iho aleu i lea mole
'olu 0 Lehua.
From the ·appearance of the sun at Kumukahi till· its .descent
beyond the pleasant base of Lehua.

'Olelo No'eau #2058:

Mai lea hikina a lea La i Kumukahi a lea welona a lea la i Lehua.
From the sumise at Kumukahi to the fading sunlight at
Lehua Kumukahi was called the land of the sUnrise and
Lehua, the land of the sunset. This saying also refers to life
span, from birth to death.
KUPAHUA

Designated as Government Land in the Mahele Book of Land Awards 1848. Three iIi in
Kupahua are also designated as an ahupua'a or part thereof.
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LAE'APUIKI I LAE'APUKI
(short point)
Land surrendered by Lunalllo in lieu of commutation;' Mahele Book of Land· Awards 1848
(Bishop Museum. Oral History Tape Collection, 'Ou1u Konanui & M.K. Pukui, recorded
10/26/59). According to informant 'OuIu Konanui,hesays that Panauiki could be another
name for Lae'Apaki and that Pall'ula, located directly above Lae 'Apuki, could also have
been another name for Panauiki.
.

Natural Features
-

an overlook

Other Features
ancient village site (Pukui, p. 126).

LAEPAO'O
(pao '0 fish point)
Land surrendered in lieu of commutation by ~unalilo:MaheleBook of Land Awards 1848.
MAKENA
(abundance)
Designated as Government Land in the MaheleBook 'of Land Awards 1848.

Legendary and mstoricalFigures'and Events
William Ellis, an English missionary fwhotraveled through Hawai'i in 1822 and 1823
reported this in his joumaI:
.. ., .. ,
. .
~

-.

--

~

.

.

.

",'

- ,-"

.'

.

. . ·tB· the.aftemoOn,Messrs.1b tonJlIld Bishop walked over to Makena, a
.. pleasant village'.ab()utamile to. the. southward of Kaimu...Mr. Bishop numbered the houses in the Village, and found them, including Makena, to be 145
(p. 196).

urs

'MAKtJ'U
.(canoe.
end-piec~)
,:. ,'.',; ,.'I'j:.'" -,,_ ' ,',
Designated as Government Land in th~,Mahele~~k of Land Awards 1848.

no
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MALAMA
(month I moon)
Designated as Government Land in the Mahele Book of Land Awards 1848.

Natural Features
inland crater
sea area

Legendary and Historical Figures and Events
William Ellis, on his trip around the island in 1822-1823, wrote this about the area in his
journal:
...and then resumed our journey through the district of Malama [from
Kauaea), the inland part of which was inundated by a volcanic eruption about
thirty years since. The part over which we passed, being nearer the sea than
that which the lava had overflowed, was cOvered with soil, and smiling with
verdure (p. 201).
. .

Hawaiian Proverbs
'Olelo No'eau #1950:

Lauahi Pele i kai 0 puna, one 'a kai 0 Malama.

Pele spread her fire down in Puna and leaves cinder down
in Malama. There are two places in Puna called Malama,
one inland and one on the shore where black sand (one 'a)
is found.
'Olelo No'eau # 2563:

Pa'apa'akai 0 Malama.
Crusted with salt is Malama. Said of a sour situation.

'Olelo No'eau # 2673:

Pohaku 'aiwawaeoMalama.
Feet-eating rocks of Malama. Said of sharp 'a'a rocks that
make walking with bare feet very painful. This saying
comes from a chant by Pa'oa, a friend of Lohi'au, who went
. to Kilauea to seek his friend's lava-encased remains.
NANAWALE
(just look around)'

Designated as Government Land in the Mahele Book of Land Awards 1848.

Hawaiian Proverbs
'Olelo No'eau # 1770:

Ka nana la i Nanawale.
Just looks at Nanawale. Said of one who has nothing or no
one to look to for help.
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'Olelo No~eau # 233t'ApikiPunai I.ele'apiki, Tee nana la i Nanawale i
Puna is concerned at Lele'apikiand looks a!>9ut at
'NanawakThe people are followers, obedient to their rulers.
The people,of Puna were not anxious to go to war when a
battle was declared between Kiwala '0 and Kamehameha,
, but it was the will of their chief. Lele'apiki and Nanawale
are places in Puna.
Place Names p. 162:

Ua pae lea wa'a i Nanawale.
Unsuccessful fishermen would say that their canoe landed
at Nanawale.
'OLA'A/LA'A
(dedicated)

Designated as Crown Land in the Mahele Book of Land Awards 1848.

Natural Features
Forest reserve (Pukui; p.169).
a legendary area for collecting bird feathers (Pukui, p. 126 & 169).

Other Features
-Kurtistown is a village here named for A.G. Curtis, a pioneer at 'Ola'a (1902) when the
'Ola'a Sugar Company began operationS (Pukui, p. '125).
-Glenwood is a village,in
builtin 1901 as a terminal for, the Hilo Railroad.
Kap'ueUhi ("yam mound;') is' tb.e old name for, this place (Pukui, p.32).

Puna

Legendary andIDsto!ical ,J!jgures and Events
William Ellis wrote in his journal during in travels in Hawai'i in 1822-1823 about Ola'a:
The distance is probably between thirty and forty miles' and the ascent gradual from the shore [atWaiakea near Hilo] to the volcano. The soil is generally pchand fertile, .~. we travelled through two ()rthr~ extellSivew?ods, in
which were many ,large trees,., and saw also, several pools and small currents
of ,excellent "fresh water. The'constructionoftb.eswineherds' house at, the
vlliageof Kapuokaahi(~ehill of the fire") waS singular ... we also' saw
hedges .of raspberrY bushes,which the natives infonnedusbore' white berries
... Nine or ten miles 'from the' sea, we met' With ohelo bushes and. after we
had travelled about twenty ,miles, we found strawberry plants in abundance
(p.21~214).
" " " , ,",
.
, '"
,
,
Dr. Russell. noted that ~awaiim1s,near Ola'antake,bpa Ofmamake,'gathere<l, olona' fiber for
fishing nets, and captured, 'q'o (a black, honey eater with yellow fe~rs in a tuft under each
wing which were used for featherwork; these birds were endemic to the island of Hawai'i but
are now extinct) for feathers. He also noted extensive patches of banana and taro as well as
heaps of stones in the forest which would indicate a place of fonner habitation and industry.
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Kapuaeuhi, anolohe (a hairless professional robber trained in lua) of Ola'a,uses his two
strong daughters to decoy travelers· to his cave where he kills the traveler. Finally two
cousins of a plundered man kill the daughters and then· the .old man whom they leave in the
cave. Some say he remains there yet (Beckwith, p. 344).
Travelers between Ka'u and Puna were attached and ldlled by a band of robbers (Folktales of
Hawaii, M.K. Pukui & Green, p. 91).

Hawaiian Proverbs
'Olelo No'eau # 1707:

Keild kiamanu 0 La'a.

Bird-catching lad of La'a Said of a person whose charm
attraet8 the opposite sex. 'Ola'a was once known as La'a.
Birdcatehers often went into the forest there for feathers.
This expression is used in a chant composed for Kalakaua.
ONELOA
(long sand)
Designated as Government Land in the Mahele Book of Land Awards 1848.
'OPIlUKAO
(crowd gathering limpets)
Designated as Government Land in the Mahele Book of Land Awards 1848.
Limpets are better known as 'opihi, but because of robbers, people were afraid to gather
'opihi alone; thus a crowd gathered to do it.
Other Features
village.
Legendary and Historical Figures and Events
In June 1823, Rev. William Ellis and three American missionaries (Asa Thurston, Artemas
Bishop, and Joseph Goodrich) proceeded on a two-month tour of the island of Hawai'i for the
purpose of learning more of the country· and people, with a view to establishing mission stations there. So far as the records show, these were the first white men to.do.this, as well as to
visit the volcano at Kilauea. In the Journal of William Ellis it states:

...we arrived at Opihikao [from Kamaili], another populous village, situated
within a short distance of the sea. The head man, Karaikoa, brought out a
mat, spread it under the umbrageous shade ofa tou-tree in front of his dO<?r,
and invited us to sit down and rest...We then proceeded about two miles,
principally through cultivated ground, to Kauaea..." (p. 200-201).
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Hawaiian Proverbs
Hawaiian nane (riddle): He i'a ka'" i ke kai,· he i'a ka'" i ka'ama. E ha'; mai i lea moo 0
.
,
/cu'u 'aiM. Pane (answer): Opihi ko ke kai, kao ko lea 'ama.,
'0 'Opihikao ka inoa 0 ka 'aina.
'
Riddle: It is a fish from the sea; it is a fish from the land.
,Tell me the name of my land. Answer: Opihi from the sea;
goat (leao) frouithe land, 'Qpihikao is the name of the land
(Riddle from Qulu 1(onanui interview with MarY Kawena
Fukui, Bishop Museum Oral History Collection).

·PANAU
{uneasyk~tl~s)~,p.178)
-'.

.
'."

'

.... '.,.

.

.

- "

.'..

..

:

This section of Puna is divided into ,Panauiki (small Panau) and Panaunui (large Panau).
Panau extends:rromshore"upland to Makaopuhi Crater, a place mentioned in one of Queen
Emma's mele. Panaunui extends from the shore to the volcano. Panauikicouldbe another
name for (Ka) Lae 'Apuki (Bishop Museum Oral History Tape Collection, M.K. Pukui & Q.
Konanui, recorded 10/26/59). ,
A part of this. ,ahupua'a was awarded to M.Kekauonohi(L.C.A. 11216, Bk. 9, Pg. 661; RP
8095, Bk. 35, Pg. 5).
"
Panauiki was

d~ignated Goyemment Landih the Mahele Book ofLand Awards 1848.
Natural FeatureS

MakaopuhiCrater ("eye of eel") is, a large double pit crater which was last active in 1969. It
is one of the' Chain of Cr~~s (Fukui, p~J41).

Other, FeatureS
Pu'uloa is the site of the most concehtrated
Hawaiians) in Hawai'i (Pukui, p. 200-201).

comple~ of petrogl:fphs (drawingsby ancient

Pu'uloa ("long hill") also contains ,a mound 'which was used as a depository for the piko
(umbilical cord) of infants (Pukui,p. 200-201). ,
Paliuli ("green cliff) is ,1l1egendary paradise of plenty, USUal,ly thought to ,be ,in the Puna
district, is also one of the assumed homes of the sacred princess Laieikawai. Many Island
places are named Paliuli including a land s~tion with a water cistern in Puna (Fukui, p.
178).
'.
Chafnof Cratersis a land section as well as a road inC PUna. ReCent eruptions from the
craterS of 'AIo"i,'Alae;Katlenuiohamo, Makaopuhi arid Napua, however,'have covered much
of the upper section of the road.
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Legendary and ffistorical Figures and Events
InJune 1823, Rev. William Ellis and three American missionaries passed through this part of
Puna:
'
.~.surprised to find the desolate coasts more thickly inhabited than some of
the fertile tracts in the interior; a circumstance we can only account for, by
supposing that the facilities which the former afford for fishing, induce the
natives to prefer them as places of 'abode; for they find that where the coast
is low, the adjacent water is generally shallow...1bis latter article (quantities
of dried salt fish, principally albacores and bonitos), with their poe (POi) and
sweet potatoes, constitutes nearly the entire support of the inhabitants, not
only in this vicinity, but on the sea-coasts of the north and south parts of the
island...When we had passed Panau, Leapuki, and Kamoamoa, the country
began to wear a more agreeable aspect Groves of coca-nuts ornamented the
projecting .points of land, clumps of. kou-trees appeared in: various directions,
. and the habitations of the natives were also thickly scattered over the .coast
(Journal of William Ellis, p. 190).

Wilkes, in 1841, left Panau and passed on towards the east. After travelingabouttbree miles
he came in sight of the ocean. He then changed to a northeast direction and soon reached an
extensive upland taro patch.
Panau is said to be the home of 'Opelukahi, a robber in the time of Kamehameha I who
knew the art of lua, a type of dangerous hand-to:'hand fighting. He robbed and niurdeteda
Kohala man whose brother then swore revenge. The brother rust oiled his body and at
Kealakomo fought and killed 'Opelukahi (Pukui, p. 178).
A shark god called Ka'ehuikamanoopu'uloa (the little red-headed spark of Pearl Harbor,
formerly called Pu 'uloa) was born at Panau in Puna and named after the red hair of the shark
goddess Kaahupahau. He was fed 'awa and milk by his parents before he is put out to sea
where he pays a visit to each of the king sharks of Hawai'i and travels to many places in the
South Pacific. He arrives home a hero after successfully battling with the man-eating shark
Pehu(Beckwith, p. 140).

POHOIKI
(small depression)
Designated as Government Land in the Mahele Book of Land Awards 1848.

Natural Features
Surfing area (Pukui, p. 187).
Laeokahuna ("point of the secret place") is a point near Pohoiki (Pukui, p. 127)..
natural warm springs.

Legendary and ffistorical Figures and Events
Pele is said to have dug a crater here (Pukui, p. 187).
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POPOKI
(ti leaf bundle)
Designated as Government Land in the Mahele Book of Land Awards 1848.

POUPOU 1/ POUPOU 2
(stout)
Designated as Government Land in the Mahele Book of Land Awards 1848.

Natural'· Features
-

Kupapau Point.

Pu'.ALA'A
(a type of 'ala'a tree)

Ahupua'a, consisting of 1110 acres, was awarded to William P. Leleiohoku; (L.C.A. 9971,
Bk. 10,Pg. 609; RP 7714,Bk. 29. Pg. 53); Mahele Book of Land Awards 1848.

Natural Features
Pohakupaia.
Hala .Point named for the 'a'ala·.··treewhich is common· here but rare elsewhere
(Pukui,p. 191).

'~.:....

Other Features
- ' 'ancient villag~ ~tediScovered hereby archaeologists in 1971 (Pukui,'191).

Legendary and mstorlc8lFiguresandEvents
In the Journal of William Eliis , Rev, Ellis'expl3instllat whenbis party reached Keahialaka,
the.residence of Kinao who the chieforgQvemor of Puna, they found him to be sick and thus
he stayed ,to aid in his ,comfort while his colleagues:'
,.
.
,,-

_'-.

c.

,_

"._

._.

.

' ..•"'

...,'

,

.

_._,'

: .". went on. to a vrnageattbe .eaSt point, '" a.bo11t tv/0 miles distant. 'When ,they
reachedPualaa,the abovementioned ,village, they. were kindly. welcomed by
,the beadman'....Jhe rejoinedJlis group at Pualaa] we,took leave of 'them,
. and directed oui way across, the'eastern. point." A most beautiful, and romantic
landscape presented itself on our left as we travelled Out of Pualaa. ;nie lava
was covered with a tolerably thick layer of soil, and thever~aJit.plain~ex.; .
tending several miles towards the foot of the mountains,wasagreeably
diversified by .groups,of picturesque hills. "originally craters, but now clothed
. with grass,andomamentedwith clUmps of trees. The natives infOrmed us,
that three of these groups, Honuaura, Malama, and Mariu, being contiguous,_
and joined at their base, arrested the 'progress of an immense torrent of lava,
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which, in the days of Taraiopu, the friend of Captain Cook, inundated all the
country beyond them. We soon left this cheerful scenery, and entered a
rugged tract oflava...when we .reached Kapoho" (pages 201-205).

PULAMA
(to cherish)
Not listed in the Mahele Book of Land Awards 1848 but appears on maps and in references;
land perhaps changed names or became a part of another ahupua'a.
According to T. Holmes, on old maps this ahupua'abordered Kahauate'a in the west Hudson
reported a heiau, Makaiwa here 3 miles from the sea. Thrum called this heiau an ipuolono or
agricultural heiau.

Natural Features
Holoinaiwi (''bone washer") is a small cove, deep down the jagged bluffs of Puna's coastline
at the southern end of Waha'ula where the bones of the slain were washed (Stokes, p. 144).

Other Features .
Waha'ula Heiau ("red mouth") was the first walled heiaubuilt in Hawai'i and the first to be
built by Pa'ao, a Polynesian from the south who migrated to the Hawaiian Islands around the
11th Century. Pa'ao is credited with introducing changes in religious forms and probably
human sacrifices. Thrum says: "The heiau of Waha'ula is built on an aa flow, and the ascent
to it is by terraces. Upon the first terrace the female members of the royal family were
allowed to come and bring their offerings Which were then taken by the priests. Beyond this
first terrace no female was allowed to pass. Two more terraces bring the traveler to the
enclosure or temple" (Stokes, p. 139). Fornander states, on the authority of Kamakau, that
"in the original enclosure of the heiau of Waha'ula was a sacred grove, said to contain one
or more specimens of every tree growing in the Hawaiian group, a number of which, or their
descendants, has.survived when he visited the place in 1869... It was built in the
quadrangular or parallelogram form which characterized all the heiaus built under and after
the religious regime introduced by Paao" (Stokes, p. 139).

Legendary and IDstorical Figures and Events
Tradition ascribes to Pa'ao, a priest who traveled to Hawai'i in about the 13th century from
Kahiki in the South Pacific, the introduction of human sacrifice into the . temple ritual, the
walled heiau, and the red-feather girdle as a sign of rank. It is said that Pa'ao first landed in
Puna where he built the heiau at Pulama (Waha'ula), then goes to Kohala and erects the
famous heiau of Mo'okini at Pu'uepa. Pa'ao brought with him several mo'o kupua(demigods) with him from Kahiki, all of which are worshipped, some. as .sacred' .stones. '(Beckwith,
p. 370-372) The temple was used by Kamehameha I and dedicated to' his •war god
Kuka'ilimoku and was the last major temple where public worship was held (Plaie Names in
.
Hawai'i by Fukui, p. 218).
Beckwith relates a story told of the heiau of Waha'uta: "The smoke' from. the .altar at
Waha'ula is regarded as the shadow cast by the god of the heiau and hence to cross through
the smoke is sacrilege. A young chief, forgetful of the tapu, allows himself to be touched by

I
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the smoke and is accordingly seized and sacrificed and his bones thrown into the bone pit.
His spirit comes in dream to his father. who is the high chief of Ka-u. and the father sets out
at once to recover his son's bones. After ("«st encountering and killing the olohe [a wellrecognized class of people who were skilled in Wrestling and bone-breaking, or lua, and had
hairless bodies; legend portrays them as. professipnal robbers] who slays travelers along the
sea road out of Kalapana, he arrives at the heiau. As the spirits dance at night, he recOgnizes
and seizes the spirit of his son, who points out to him where the bones are to be found. Some
say that the father restores his son to life, others that he merely gives the bones a proper
burial" (p. 343-346).
William Ellis, an English missionary to the South Pacific islands, visited Hawai'i in 1822
and 1823 and had this to say about this area in his journal:
At noon we passed through Pulana, where we saw a large heiau called
Wahaura. Red Mouth, or Red-feather Mouth, built by Tamehameha, and
dedicated to Tam, his war-god. Human sacrifices. we were informed, were
occasionally offered here. Shortly after, we reached. Kupahua, a· pleasant
village, situated on a rising ground, in the midst of groves of shady trees, and
surrounded by a well-cultivated country...Leaving this interesting place, we
passed on to KaIapana,asmallvillage on the sea-shore (p. 190-191).

·PUUA

Ahupua'a, consisting of 4919 acres, was awarded to A. Keohokalole; (L.C.A. 8452, Bk. 10,
Pg. 431; RP 7788, Bk. 29, Pg.125);Mahele Book of Land Awards 1848.·

Natural Features
Kipu Point.

WA'AWA'A
. (Wa's\Va'ia).
I>esignatedas Government
Land
in theM.ahele
Book of Land Awardsi848.
."
.. '
.
0..'
•....;.
_ ....

Other Features

.'" T

,.

·WAIAKAHEKABE I WAlKAIlEKAHE·
(Waikahekaheiki and .Waikahekahenui)
Ahupua'a was awarded to Kale (Dale DaVis) (w) (L:C.A. 8522, Bk. 'B~lO, Pg.465; RP 2236,
Bk. 9, Pg. 605; Apana 3) and Gini M. Lahilahi (w) (L.e.A. 8520, Bk. B-IO, Pg.5-6; RP 1668,
Bk. 6, Pg. 279); the latter is designated as inherited land; Mahele Book of Land Awards

1848.
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WAIAKAHIULA
(red water)
Ahupua'a..consisting of 2927 acres, was awarded·to M. Kekauonohi; (L.C.A. 11216,Bk. 9,
Pg. 661; RP 8095,Bk. 35, Pg. 5; 2 Apana); Mahele Book of Land Awards 1848..

Other Features
-

town

.Legendary and Historical Figures and Events
William Ellis, a missionary who traveled through the islands in 1822-1823, noted in his
journal .that he·had stopped briefly at ·WaiakaheuIa[Waiakahiula] where he rested before
continuing on to Kea'au and Hilo (p.211).

OTHER PLACES AND EVENTS57
(associated with the Puna District)
'A'alamanu is a place where the best pebbles of the Puna district were found; they were
much liked by chiefs for the game of konane. See 'Olelo No'eau # 1405.
Halalu is a heiau in Puna, probably named for the legendary man-eating bird.
Halape is an area as well as a trail in the Puna district near the Ka'u border. Gourds growing
here were completely buried by shifting winds. People not knowing this would miss them
entirely; thus the saying "I Halape aku nei paha" (maybe at Halape), said when things were
not found (Pukui, p. 36).
Hale-o-Lono ("house of Lono") is a land section that sits on top of Holei PalL In ancient
times the rain was so heavy here that it washed away all growing plants. The angry people
caught some rain, put it in an oven, and watched it escape as a cloud at Pu 'ukapukapu
("regal hill"), a 1050 ft. hill at Kilauea. On all islands there are ancient heiau (pre-Christian
place of worship) of this name for the worship of Lono, which include ceremonies to bring
rain and growth. Lono was one of the four major gods brought from Kahiki (Pukui, p. 38).
Holei is a pall (cliff, precipice, steep hill) and an ancient village in Puna. A supernatural rat
named 'Apua lived here and was shot by Pikoiaka'alala (Pukui, p. 47).
Imukaluaua ("rain-baking oven") is a land section in Puna (Fukui, p. 56).
Ka'awaloa ("the distant kava") which refers to runners who went to Puna or Waipi'o to get
kava for their chiefs.
Ka'ena is a point and land section in Puna (Pukui, p. 61).

57The exact location within the ahupua'a designations of th~ Mahele Land Awards are uncertain.
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At Kaueleau in Puna isa hard rock caUedthe 'ala pa'a. The reference is to a hard, unyielding person. See 'Olelo No'eau 1278.
Ka'ill'ill ("the pebble") is a land section and village in Puna (Fukui, p. (8).
Kalalani .("the row"), .Kalaloa '("very ;.;rough"), and Kalehua ("the· expert") are ancient
surfing places in Puna (Pukui, p. 73).
Kali'u ("the well salted")(also a hill in Kalapana) is a place in Puna where good 'awa is

grown (Pukui, p. 77). See 'Olelo No'eau # 1281.
Kaloaoka'oma ("length of the oven") is an ancient surfing area in Keau (Pukui, p. 77)..

•

Kamila Point ("twisting, of currents'~) is located at Ka Lae. Ka 'u people traveling to Puna
would cast leis tied with loincloths and pandanus clusters into the sea at Puna. When the leis
drifted back to Kamila the Ka'u people knew that the .travelers bad reached, Puna. (Pukui, p.
81--82).
Ka:miloholu ("the swaying milo tree") is a land division in Puna (Pukui, 82).
Keahole ("the ahole fish") is a land section in Puna(Pukui, p. 1(0).
Keau ("the current") is a land section and coastal area (Pukui, p. 104).
Keauhou ("the . new era .or. the .new current") is a land section in' Puna and the site of an
ancient village which was washed away. in the 1868 tsunami'(Pukui, 104)..
Ki'i ("image") is an area in Puna {Pukui, p. 110).
Kikiisa land area near Koa'e in Puna and is named forthekiki bird that nested together
with the koa'e bird. The kikibird faced the area known as Koa'e and the kiki bird faced the
Kiki. area. According to legend, both birds stole wild taro and were subsequently destroyed by
the demigod Pikoiaka ~aIala (Pukui, p; 110). . .
Kipuka-papalina-moku ("cut-cheek kipuka") isakipuka (an opening in the forest or a clear.
place or oasis within a lava bed where there 1'!lay be vegetation) in Puna (Pukui, 113).
Ka'oko'olau is a land section in Puna named for the plant used by Hawaiians for tea (Pukui,
p.117).
':;"
.
Lelekawa ('1ump from a high place into the wllter")is a sea arch in Puna (Pukui,p. 131).
MacKenzie State Park was established in Puna in ·1934 and named for Albert 1. MacKenzie,
a forest ranger (Pukui,. p. 137).
Maka'ukiu is a point in Puna (Pukui, p.142).
Napali ("the cliffs") is an overlook at Holei Pali. It was covered by lava in the 1968+
eruption (Pukui,p; 163).
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Napua ("the endings") is a pit crater which erupted in 1963 and 1965 as .well as a trail in
Puna.
Napu'ukulua ("hills standing in twos") is the name oflava flows and hills;
Naulu (''the groves") is a forest area cut off from the road and partially destroyed by the
1972 flow in Puna (Pukui, p. 164).
Oloua ("sounding rain or rainy hill") is a cave in Puna where fishermen found shelter (Fukui,
p 170).
Pauahi ("destroyed by fire") is a pit crater in Puna (Pukui, p. 181).

•

Pi'ilrea ("to become light, as the day") is a gulch iii Puna(Pukui, p. 184).
Pilau ("stenCh") is a 2158 ft. hill in Puna (Pukui,p. 184).
Poliokeawe (''bosom of Keawe") is a cliff in Puna (Pukui, p. 188).
Poa'i'alua ("to flow out twice") is a crater in Puna (Pukui, p. 191).
Pola'a in Puna was known for its movable mounds of sweet potatoes: Na pu'e 'uwala
ho'ouwai. It was the custom here to remove the· best mounds of sweet potato, earth .and all,
and place them on wide strips of thick, coarse lauhala mats stretched out on racks. When a
chief'came for a visit, these mats were then placed on· the right-hand side·of the road and
made kapu. Should the chief return, the mat-grown potato fields were carried to the .opposite
side of the road so that it would still be on the right side of the traveling chief. See 'Olelo
No'eau #2290.
.
At the sea in Puna are· two stones which were made thus by Pele who was once annoyed
with Mati'o and her brother Halaaniani. It was at the bay named after Halaaniani that clusters of pandanus were tossed into the sea with tokens to loved ones. These tokens were then
borne by the current to Kamilo in Ka'u. Mati'o is a mythical woman of Puna whom Pele
once snubbed, thus the saying, 'A 'ohe 'alawa wale iho ia Mali'o ("not even a glance at
Mall'o") which is said of a haughty person. 'Olelo No'eau #127.
Po'u'eo is a pati in Puna (Pukui, p. 196).
Po'uholei and Po'uhuluhulu (3,440 ft.) are both hills in Puna (Pukui, p. 196-197).
Po'ula is a Congregational church and village near Koa'e. In the early days a .church service
was announced by a red conch shell (pu 'ula). When a bell was obtained, the conch was
buried and a funeral held for it Later the conch was stolen. Pele's firstJandingin Puna was
at Keawaopele near here. From here she went to Keahialakaand Pohoiki where· she dug
craters.
Waiaka'ea ("water used by the turtle") is a pond and land division in Puna (Pukui, p. 219).
Waiko'olihillhi ("water supporting eyelashes") is a pool at Puna. Lehua flowers werefastened on reeds here in honor of visiting chiefs so that when they kneeled to drink, the
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blossoms touched their eyelashes. The last royal person to visit here was Keohokalole, the
mother of Kalakaua and Lili'uokalani (Pukui, p. 224). See 'Olelo No'eau #255.
.
Note:
This appendix presents information about the Puna District that was gathered in the course of
the literature search. The information is categorized according to "natural features", "other
features", "legendary and historical figures and events". and "Hawaiian proverbs" for the
Puna district as a whole, and then by ahupua'a (where information is available). The translation of the place name is provided in the parenthesis' under the ahupua'a name. There are
many place names and people mentions in the accumulated literature of Hawai'i that are
said to be part of, or are identified with the district of Puna, island of Hawai'i, but for which
the exact location of the place or event has been lost. In many cases, the places have been
given "foreign" names-the "foreign" names Hawaiianized,or the original name shortened
or otherwise changed over time. Whatever the reason, the Hawaiian name of that place no
longer exists, and gone with it is the meaning or significance once attached to the place.
Many important names are so ancient that no translation at all is possible.
Mary Kawena Pukui, a noted scholar of Hawaiian culture and language, stated that Hawaiians named everything: taro 101, rock and trees that represented deities and ancestors, sites of
houses and heiau, canoes, adzes, drums, canoe landings, fishing stations in the sea, resting
places in the forest, and even the tiniest spots where miraculous or interesting events are
believed to have taken place (Place Names in Hawai'i by Fukui, p. x).
Added to' this practice of naming is the fondness of Hawaiians for proverbial sayings and
hidden meaning or kaona-a concealed reference to a person, thing, or place: words with
double meanings that might bring good or bad fortune. Thus sayings that incorporate place
names are not just referring to that particular place but are also describing an emotional state
or important event, as well as love for the land and sea (the source of life) and the people of
the land whose job it was to take care of and respect and that of the Euro-Americans and is
. ·the reason why the Hawaiian name of a particular place is so important (Place Names of
Hawaii, p. 235-280).
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APPENDIX D
COMPILATION OF INFORMATION FOR SOUTHEAST· MAUl DISTRICT
HONOLUA'ULA LAND SECTION
NATURAL FEATURES

Volcanic Cones
Several volcanic cones or hills are in the area.. They represent the powerful activity. of Goddess of the· volcano, their caves are the' dwelling places of mythical beings, or are used as
burial; On top of some of them there 'are observation and religious sites. The pu'uare also
important landmarks for locating fishing grounds at sea (Ashdown, 1969-1977):
Kaumahina over } ,000 years old.

Keonehunehune·Oandmay ·be' impoverished but .always will persist if··treat~ well
and loved.
Ke'eke'ehia HilI(follow the pathway of life arid entrust to a fair judgment at death).
Pu'u'lo.
.
Pu'u Kalualapa:.
Pu 'u Kanahau.
Pu'u KaIiaioa, the god of healing, a chief of long
Pu'u Keonehuna, is about 700,. year old.
Pu 'u Lalani was made by Pele:
Pu'u Lua Palani 300 years old. '
Pu'u Mahoe.
Pu'u Makua is about 600 year old.
Pu'u Naio about 300 years old.
Pu'u '0 Kali.
Pu'u 01a'i.
Pu'u Pimoe 200. years old, 'where Pelewent inland to sleel'.AbUrlal place.
Pu'u Ka 'eo.

ago.

-

The datesofthePU'u.and .Iaya flowsaresigmficant'beeausethey may represent different
geological ages of hills. These hills were used by Hawaiians as landmarks, temples,pbservalion points and burial .grounds. The lava flows delineate areas of pO~$ible coverage and 00structionof Hawaiian settlements and utilization 'by Hawaiians of lava land for many
purPoses inclllding- dwellings
and cultivation
(in the lava
"
--, :'.
. .holes).
,

,','

' .

'

~

:'-,

.-.

:

'-, . ",

'.

.~

:

"':",

Fishing, Fishponas, and Fishing "Grounds
The area is plentiful of near shore fishing, sharks and mermaids' dwell' in caves, there are
good fishing trails, fishponds, and there are ko'a to mark good fishing grounds (Ashdown,
1969-1977; HENI 199-2(0):
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The Ahole fish had to do with magic, suCh as Hana aloha (love work), or causing
people to love each other.
'
The Kumu fish frequent the sacred lolco (fishponds) at Keane'o'io.
The A 'u (Swordfish) the 'Am (Tuna), the .ulua· and its youngpapi()· (Jackfish family)
are closely associated with the Kingdom of.Maui.
The Makena Bay which should be called Keawala'i, the Calm Harbor, is a fine
fishing place. Ku-Makena, like Ku-He'eia, is a place where fish run in schools kehe 'e, or Ice-hei.
The Mermaid favorite haunts is Keane'oi'o and the sacred fishponds there on Lae
Kina'u.
Ku-Makena and 'Ahihi bays, each had a fishpond. Keone'oi'o had a huge one. Here
the 'Ama'ama, Awa, and 'Oi'o are found in large numbers. At certain times the spirits
of the dead chiefs are heard, and often seen, at certain places. This procession is
called as 'oi'o or as huaka'i-po, 'the Marches of -the Night. The two main ponds are
named Halua and Kauhioaiakini and here dwell the mermaids and. the benign sharks,
such as Kamo'oali'i and Kaneikokala, their spirit mates of the sea.
Hana-huapala is a shark who can come ashore as a handsome man. He lives in the
Ana Mano or Shark cave beneathPu'u Ola'i. One of the spirits in the areals Inaina
and her sweetheart was 'Dolo. Her form is a certain white eel with yellow spots. This
white eel has also the name of Puhi Kina'.u on Lae Kina'u. ·1bis was in lloos or the
era when Kauholanuimahu dwelt in Honua'ula with his mother, La'akapu.
Kaneikokala is a benign shark or 'aumakua as also Wewehe, his sister Mermaid, wOO
frequent Wailea.
P3hua are the fishing grounds out in the sea at Kanaio. Its upper markers are Laeloa
and Holu point. Puwai cave is the lower mark.
Hui is a fishing ground and on the seaward side is the islet Molokini, which is the
first landmark. The other mark is red hill, Pu 'u Okali which appears to be the point
on the Western side of Molokini. That would be Lae Lalelale,· while the opposite
point is of the islet of Kahaki.
The two ko'a at Kanahena show the good fishing grounds of Molokiniand toward
Cana¢ Bay of Kaho'olawe.
The Ko'a atop Pu'u Ola'i for Maka Kilo ita and its mates along the coastline
indicates fishing areas between Maul, Molokini, and Kaho 'olawe.
K.eahua isa fishing ground. Nihomole sands are the upper mark lined up with Pahe'eo-Lono at East Molokini. Pohaku-olo near to Kauke Point at Kohe-o-Hala, the
blowhole is the lower mark.
Kalawa is a fishing ground. Nihomole sands lined up with Pahe'e-o-Lono at East
Molokini is the upper mark. Kalawa point, Kala hills and Kaule are the lower mark.
Pohakulula is a fishing ground. The stone by that name is the upper ·mark with
Molokini and Pahe'e-o-Lono. Kala Hills and Kaule Point is the lower mark.
At the base ofPu'u Ola'i on the land side there are two ponds. One is asalt pond, or
makapa pipi, where pa'akai (salt) was gathered. The pa'akai of this pond was
valuable because it contained lepo alae (the ocherous red earth tullof iron).
Two fishing grounds are at Kanaio and Papaka-kai.
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Caves
Sea caves are the dweUing places of sea gods and guardian spirits. Dry caves are family
burial places, underground sheltered trails, ancient hiding places in case of war, or 'meeting
places. The following caves (ana) are noted in the area:
.

in

.'

-

.

Ke Ana Mano, the shark cave, is under' Pu 'u Ola'i In Keawala'i Makena, where
.'
'
,
the guardian spiritsharkdwells~
One Cave is under Lae ¥ahuna!\Vhere the guardian spirit ,shark dwells.
Kalua 'Opala is below Pu'u Naio in the 'IIi ofKa1ihi, mauka of Keane'o'io.
Kalua Papaka is in upper Kanaio,Papaka area. Once one could reach'AhihiBay
from here.
Ke-ana:'wa'aburial' cave is below Kanaio; it is a canoe cave.
Alala-keiki is the Weeping Child cave where children and older people were hidden
when ,the Maui defenders met in canoes 'in the channel~ between Maui and
, Kaho'olawe the invading army from the Hawai'l (Ashdown, 1969-1977).
Ala-Io'ihi is a lava tube betowPamanoat Kanaiowhichwas used as a school to
, teach students fishing, plantingete., in ~ly 1900. ,The teacher at 'this school in the
cave was Kauwa arid Sam Po briefly' attended this school as a child, but was
expelled for not following its strict rules. This cave connects at Ala-Io'ihi with Alapoepoe cave where the bodies of those fallen in battle where thrown in the old days
(Po in EPS, 1968:13).
' ,
Winds, Rains, and ,Springs
in the area:
The followings are'winctS, streams and sprin.gs are known
.\
'

,",";

.'

-,K6welo'e'a,dust streamers blOWing from Kah0'olawe.
Ualanipili rain makes cloudbUrstin Honua'ula. "
Ualanipilirain()(Ulupalakua.
, ',.
,,
'
Naulu is a sudden shower.
Papa is a,wind associated withl{onua'~a(Pukui& ~bert.1986: 316).
, -Poiki is the black dog ofPele,associatedwith Wai-a-ka-'llio Springs.
.. .'

'."'.'

-,

C

~'

"

".'

.'

' , '

OTHER FEATURES
Temples' and Other'Structures

In the area'there are'many heiau, and little altars ()f ,stones ,where people prayed'toLono and
'to Hinaforrain and amplecrops.·Other temple include many fishing shrines. (ko'a), a hula
platform (halau) and a place of refuge (pu 'uhonua), etc.:
-

f»ohakunahahaHeiau .is, a, small. well preserved walled structure at Makena.
Theheiaucalled Onipa~a orOnepa'apr6Vided 'King Kamehameha V and Queen
Liliu'okalaniwith the mOUO"FirmlyEstablishect.,!' It is Iocated'uponl~~present1y
owned by Seibu Corp., mauka of ihePu'u Ola'jGate by,Ulupalakua Rancli. The other
part of the heiau called Oniuli or Oneuli, or Oneuliuli, is on Sam. Garcia's land,
Makena side. It was a school Jor kahuna (priests). There was the halau where
<
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students of hula performed for the ali'i and ali'i-nui during the ho'ao marriage
ceremony and during the makahiki (new year), when games where enjoyed there.
. HeiauPapakea a large shrine to Ku'ula-kaiand other fishing deities stood at Pu'u
Ola'i in Makena.
Oneuliuli and Onepa'a Heiau ;Lt'Makena and the fishponds Maonakala village were
sacred to Queen La'akapu and her son, Kauholanuimahu.
Ko'a and shrine on top ofPo'u bla'i.
Kalani Heiau is a large temple on David Chang's property in Makena
Popoki Heiau is nearby; the cemetery of Kukahiko family.
Heiau at Luala'Uua looking North.
Ko'ula Heiau in a good size high platform in Kanahena. .
The Heiau Ko'ula at Kanahena was said to be a ho'oulu'ai, or place where offerings
were placed while prayers,were said for'blessing of plentiful food. .
'"
Below to the Northward is a large ko'a by the sea said to be a place for deification of
souls of beloved dead. The corpse would, be wrapped in a covering with a family
pattern on it and the body was placed in the sea. When a shark having. similar
marking to the 'cloth pattern appeared, the people knew that the dead one's soul
would be a sharkbody 'aumakua or guardian spirit who would help family members at
sea.
Heiau at Kalihi near Keone'o'io.
Kauholamahu, son of Kahoukapu and La'akapu of the Maui ali'i With, the Burning
Kapu of the Sun, came to Honua'ula from Hawai'i. He built the Oneuli Heiau mauka
of Keawalai Church in Makena and his sacred fishpond at Keone'o'io.
One of the larger heiau structures is at Make'e near Ulupalakua Ranch, where
children were taught the arts of good living and industry, until King Kalani'opu'u
invaded the area from Hawai'i.
Pu'u Naio Heiau is at Papakuka or upper Papaka above Koone'o'io, the sand or land
of the ghost of a departed chief and his companions; it is located above La Perouse
Bay.
There is one pa heiau and kahua (an arena or a slide) and the Nahawale village sites
and the water spring called Waipe'epoli.
There is a fishing shrine, sacred ko'a, at Keone'o'io, known today as La Perouse
Bay, and the four sacred pools above the undersea cave, near Pu'uKanaloa.
Kamohoali'i, shark brother of Pele and 'aumakua of the Yoshikawa and Po families
used to be fed here.
Papa Poeo, the Owl Flat by Pu'u Ke'eke'ehia held the Hale Poeo, now Mausoleum
Hill. The Hale Poeo was a place to pray for enlightenment and for the souls of the
dead. Ke'eke'ehia was the pu~uhonua, or place of refuge for this area of Honua'ula.
The Poeo-kahi and Pueo-nui-akeaare two names for the akua, or God.Pueo is
symbolic' of Wisdom and the whole universe, light and enlightenment. ,It is an
'aumakua or ancestral guardian spirit (Ashdown, 1970).
Nahaleloulua Kane Heiau was dedicated to Kane and built in remote antiquity.
Kaaiea Heiau was built in remote antiquity to multiplying and producing food.
Pa'alua Heiau is a good sizedL shaped enclosure in Kalihi.Pa'alua Heiau is in the
land division, or'lli of Ka1ihi in Honua'ula, above La Perouse Bay. It was for rain.
Below was a ko'a or Maka-kilo-i'a, or both.
Kaulena is the name of the ko'a near Koone'o'io.
Heiau near the shore at KeawaMku in KaloL Probably a ku'ula.
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Kaliemanini Heiau \Vas bUilt in remote antiqUity to multiplying fish.
KUahuICa is a small heiau at Kaunukeaha in KaIlaioat 2700 feet. '
Kohala Heiau is a rough platform South ofthe Kula Pipe in
Manonokohala Heiau is a platform at.Puki in Kanaio East of the Honua'ula
Congregational Church. '
Manoka'ahia Heiau is at Puld, west of the Church at Kanaio.
PapanUiokane· Heiau at Hulapapa is above the upper Kanaio Trail.
Heiau at Ki'ipuna, Ninaulua Nui in Kanaio is makai of the trail between Wai-a-'ilio
and Wahene. It is a large platform (Ashdown, 1969-1977).

&maio. '

Ancient Villages and Sites
There are a number of Hawaiian villages from 'Ulupalakua' to Kanaio:
At the Nahawale village there was a tapa making platform, a temple and the ha1au
for canoe finishing and launching. The cold water well there is called Waipe'epoli.
The Nahawale village and the sacred coconut grove is nearby Pu'u Ola'i.
Maonakala village was near Keone'o'io, now La Perouse Bay.
Waile'a village was to the north.
Kanaio village had pili or pili- grass thatched homes still in 1925. It was partially destroyed by the 1736 lava flow at the time of the birth of Kamehameha. The village
once went down to Na'upaka beach by Pu'u OIa'Land was called there Nahawale
Village. There are Hawaiians living in Kanaio now and more Hawaiians plan to
settle there on family lands.
LEGENDARYANDIDSTORICALFIGlJRES AND EVENTS
There is a. EastMaUi.version, .of the 'birth Qf:Maui, finding of 'fire, fishing up the
islands, .and .snaring the sun: It invplves places in Hana, Kipahulu, Pimoe and
Haleakala (Beckwith,1940:229"':330)." .•. "., .'
'Ai'ai, son of KuulaIciii, 'thci fishing god, ,traveled about the island establishing ko'a
(fisbing stations) at ko'~aina (fisbinggrounds) and setting up ku11la (altars). Many c:L
them are at Honua'ula (BeckWith; 1940: 18).
..
Kalani'oputhirdinvasitlnofMauitook placeatHonua'u1a. He ravaged it from
Keane'o'io to Makena(Walker. ~931:28). ,',.
Kanaloa could not make his figures of the first man and woman come to life using
'.
theHonua'ula earth, while Kane wasable<todoso; . ... '.
La'akapuof Honua'ula married Kahotikapu chief of Hawai'i in the 12th century A.D.
She gave her •Houa'ula land to his beloved son·· who .ruled from Makena to Nu'u. He
bUilt tbetemplein Makena.
.
Honua'ula was the .resi~enceofQueen Kalola,' a '. daughter of KingK.ekakUlike, who
ruled Muai untilI736.' She was the lastAli'ito ,pronounce the kapu of the burning

sun.

.

..

..<',

. <.

.' . . '

In Honua'ula,' King KaheldUgave permission toa chief named KU-keawe to run pigs
in the ·uplandS. See .'Olelo:tlq'~auc#88 f~i,the praverbderived from this story
, .. ,.
(Ashdown, 1969-1977)...., . ". "
The Chief Aikanaka (Man-eater) was born in the Hana district died at Honua'ula. He
was a good man. His wife is Bina (fed on the Moon), who escaped on the moon
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because her children made too .much excrement, which was. difficult to.,dispose of it
according to the kapu. There are various versions of this legend including some from
the South Pacific. (Beckwith, 1940).
CHANTS AND SONGS

Honua'ula, pitted back.
Hills of Doubly peaceful '
A greeting

.

•

For my famous land,
For scaling squid suction cups,
Gusty mists.
The rain hiding [behind] stone walls,
Distinguished by tapoo fish,
Famous stones,
Auwahi hot in the sun.
o Bays of Pi'ilani
, In the Valley shade.
'0 rain that stings the skin
And the rain and Kill '0 'opu wind.
You block Ka'uiki,
.Streams mingling with seas
In the Lowlying rain
And windward cliffs.
(David Kapohakimohewa in Fukui, Helbert and Mookini, 1974: 276-277)
HAWAIIAN PROVERBS

'Olelo No'eau # 88:

'Ai pua'a a Kukeawe.

The pork eating of Kukeawe. Said of a person who is not
satisfied with the number of his own pigs and so he robs his

neighbors of their. (See the story of Kekeawe).
'Olelo No'eau # 1058:

.

Honua'ula, e paluku 'ia ana na kihi po'ohiwi e na 'ale 0 lea
Moa'e.
.

Honua'ula whose shoulders are pummeled by the Moa'
wind. Honua'ula is a windy place.
'Olelo No'eau # 1059:

Honua'ula kua la 'ola '0.

Ca'llous-backed Honua'ula. Said of the people of Honua'ula,
who were hard workers and carried loads on their back.
'Olelo No'eau # 1579:

Ka uaLanipa'inao 'Ulupalakua.

The sky-crackling rain of 'Ulupalakua.
'Olelo No'eau # 2094:

Makali'i puainawele Ice kai 0 Keone'0 'io.

The sea of Keone'o'io is dim and distant Said of one who
fees himself too good for his associates.
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'Olelo No'eat1#1817:

Kohu 'olekahiwaioKanaio.
;Unattractive is the water ofKana1o. A contemptuous
expression meaning that another person bas said or done
'something worthless.

Table Dl. Place names Honua'ula: Red Land. Sacred Land
Land Section or
Translation
Ahupua'a
Place Name

'Ahibl
Auwahi
Ka'akaulua
Kaeo
Kalihi
Kaloi
Kanahena
Kanaio
Kaunuahaue
Keauhou
Keone'o~io

Kualapa
Hapapa
Maluaka
Meoloa
Mokopilo
Mo'oin
Mo'oloa
Mo'omuku
Onau
Paeahu
Palauea
Papaka
Papa'anui
Pimoe
Pu 'u 0 Kanaloa
Pu'uo U1i

Pu'uoe
Pu'u Olai
'Ulupalakua'
Waipao

, Metrosiderosbush sp. r
Smokey Glow
The Double North or the The DoubleRigbt
Winner
TaroPondfield
His Nakedness
Native, Sandalwood Tree
,Temple of ,}laue
New Era or Current
The Oio Fish Sand '
'Ridge[of Sweet:Potatoe darden]
Rock Stratum
'
Quiet or Shaded Reflection?,
Long Strip
Filthy MokoBifd
Small Lizard Or Ridge?'
Long Ridge of Lizard?
" Cut Off Land
Choppy
Several Collections of/Things
To MisrepreseIltOne Bowed Down, '
,
Shelf for Bailers,'
Great Papa'a" " '
Unkind Protection (Elevation) ,
Hill of Kanaloa (Elevation)
Ull's Hill (Elevation)
Unkind Proteetion(Elevation)
) EarthqUake ,Hill '(Elevation)
Ripe.Breadfruit Ridge (Village)
Water Obtained by Digging

'Honua'ula
Honua'ula
Honua'ula
Honua'ula
Honua'ula
Honua'ula
Honua'ula
,Honua'ula
Honua'ula
Honua'ula
Honua'ula
,Honua'ula
Honua'ula
Honua'ula
"Honua'ula
Honua'ula
Honua'ula
Honua'ula
Honua'ula
Honua'ula
Honua'ula
Honua'ula
Honua'ula
Honua'ula
Honua'ula
Honua'ula
Honua'ula
'Honua'ula,
H()nua'uIa
Honua'uIa
Honua'uIa

Source! (Walker, 1931: 27-36;Pukui, Elbert arid Mookini,' 1974; Pukui, Elbert, 1986)

KAmKINUI,LAND SECTION
NATURAL FEATURES '
Fishing, Fishponds, and Fishing Grounds
The ocean along the shoreline has abundant marine life and is a source of sustenance for
many people. The fresh water seeping into the ocean at the shoreline produces a large array
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of sea life. The gods Kane and Kanaloa went about the islands to. establish springs of fresh
water, and to keep them clear for drinkingand·for the chiefs. These gOds open the fishpond
Kanaloa .at .Luala'Uua (Beckwith, 1970). The first akua made the a fishpond for spawning
fish, at Luala'Uua-kai into which flowed the Waiokou stream from Kaupo side where the ignorant priest Koino was destroyed because he desecrated the pure waters and had bad

manners.

In· the

Kahikinui side there are deep-sea fishing landmarks. One in Honua'ula was
covered by lava.
The Ahupua'a of A'uahi (not Auwahi as it is spelled now), means the white swirling
smoky. mist of lava flows. The Ahu (mound) of Aiea was mauka of Luala'Uua where
the boundary crossed the old alaloa (road).
FlShing grounds were marked by Ieo'a and shrines to Ku'uIa-kai, deity of fishermen.
Kielefishing ground is at Luala'Uua. Kalenawai is a landmark. Koukouai at Kipahulu
and Ka:'lae-o-ka-'ilio at Kaupo are the upper landmarks. Wa'a-ke'kua spring on the
beach and a little hill beyond is the lower landmark.
Palua'a fishing ground. Kalena and Ka-Iae-o-ka"'iIio is the upper mark: The cave
Puhimake and a hill is the lower mark Sterling. provides detailed· topographic
descriptions on how to locate the fishing grounds.
Ko'ahau fishing ground K.eone'o'io Hill and Pu'u Ola'i is the upper mark.. Kaka hill
on Kaho'olawe and Pahe'e-o-Lono on Molokini is the lower mark.
NaiaaKamahalu fishing ground. Hoaka upland on Kaho'olawe and Cape Kealaikahiki
is the upper mark. Keone'o'io Hill and Pu'u Ola'i is the lower mark.
Nai'a-a-kamali'i fishing ground. The cave on Makena and·Paopoa at Pu'u Ola'i is the
upper mark. The cave atPaliku in Keone'o'io with the two stones at Mokuha and
Kanahena is the lower mark.
The beautiful fishing trails in Kahikinui are called maka'ala or makala.Some are at
AnamauIoa area of Auahi-kai
(Ashdown 1969-1977; Sterling HEN Vol. I: 199).
Make salt at Waia'ilio (Marciel, J. Audio Tape 87.5).
Spring at Waia'ilio (Marciel, J. Audio Tape 87.5).
Caves
Kabikinuicontairis many underground lava tubes, or caves. Many lava tubes were .used as
pathways, as shelters, as pathways, as burial places, awaloa, places where bones of chiefs
are hidden; and anape'e kaua, war hiding caves". Many caves near the shore are in continuous use in Kahikinui.
Many large caves near Hanamauuloa village at the shore below Luala'Uua Hills
were used for shelter in ancient times and now by fishermen.
Many small caves at Kamoamoa used as shelter or storage places, and at the shore
there is a large cave with· sign of ancient occupation and current use by hunters and
fishermen (Walker 1931: 88).
Burials in inaccessible sea cliffs were described to Walker in the 1930&.
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Winds, Rains,. and Springs
-'

'.

The Wai-a-'Ilio fresh water spring,is located near the Uliuli village. This IS the spring named

in the legend of the of the old woman and the little dog previously mentioned (Walker.
1931).
In one or two places along the Kahildnui shore. small rivulets had been dammed to impound
some of the watec \Vhicbcame down with the ~eshet. (\Valker,' 1931).

OTHER FEATURES

T~fuples andOth~r Structures
.

.

In Kamkinui there are izeiad and many little altars built of stone where people prayed to Lono
and to Hina for rain and ample crops. Many of these remain.

Kahuahakamoa is aheidu.lfahUiz iscourse. ()rarena;' hakmnoa is ,a type of wrestling
without the use of the hands. In another version Hakamoa is the constellation of
"Chicken Roost." This heiau was just ma1cai of Luala'Uua. Another.theory was that it
was a temple for Kilo (stargazer) to sfudy the heavens. Others say that it is the
associated with
temple where the mango trees stand. Ashdown thinks that it
Moa'ula on Kaho'olawesince the latter also was a place for Kilo Hoke or the lcahuna
of astronomy and navigation. Kuamoanaha. taught on 'AinaKanaloa (now
Kaho'olawe) and that isle is associated with the two Kanaloaon Mauiat Keone'o'io
and Auahi at the coast (present point of division between Makawao andHana district
.in Honua 'uta.· Kahuahalamoa Heiau is a walled enclosure of large size .and here ceremonies of marriage etc. were held. Nearby waS the arena where wrestling. and other
games for the Makahiki were enj()yed by the populace. This temple was also for
plantingceremonies,on t;he Night of Hua.¥a,kai, down the slope of Luala~ilua was
the He'e Holua or the largest holua slide, and' above it'was anothectemple. The
lcahua .or track for playing the game with the' lulu stone 'or game of 'ulumai1ca is
mentioned in the Ashdown's notes for this area.
The Heiau Make'e' Ka1l.awai, law abiding and' zealous, is ,located in lower AUahi,
'Kahildnui side.
UnnarDedheiau is West of I..uala'iluaHills :near the'· beach trail at Auwahi.
The'heiauafKoholull.pa.pa is locatednorthwest;of Luala',ilua Hills. It 'is a large
. .
.
walled structure.
- Puoho-ka-MoaHeiauisnear SaintYnez Church. Itmeansblazeup,·to lift up or to
bloom and lea meaning the, and MoatheCock of dawn. Or puoho, to be awaked by
.the god, sun. Here boxing and' wresting games were .held and warriors were "fighting
cocks". The placeapparently.was'dedicated to Lonomakaihe'asthegod·ofwarriors.
l'i It was bulldozed.
Hakalauaiheiau was a temple for mUltiplying plant food in the:.Lapueoahupua'a.
:UIuaoKeakakilohi was' the (:hief who ·puilt it ~d ·Mana was the priest.
, .-:Kaooa was the ancient heiau for human sacrifices in the Alena Ahupua'a.
Momoku \Vas the heiau at Luala'Uua Ahupua'a built by the Menehuneat Kapapaiki.
'""'"-Fiomabovethe present road and down the beach are trails alaheleor paved trails
to fishing 'grounds, or kailawai"a and'severalko"a for Ku'ulato indicate'the deep
fishing grounds.
There are petroglyphs are in Kahikinui at Pahihi Gulch.

is

to
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Rock circles of possible astronomical use similar to those on Kaho'olawe are lOCated
near Science City at the crater summit and below Luala'ilua Hill in Kahikinui
(Ashdown 1969-1977; Hms K.8, Oet.13, 1885 HEN: 374).
Ancient Villages and Sites
The villages, whose ruins are now easily seen, date back to the time, of Pi'ilani in,the ,1500s.
The Kahikinui villages were quite numerous and indicated' extensive population where now
none live. Walker estimated a population of 1500·or 1800 based on a count of sites in the
South Coast of Kabikinui. Burial platforms of rough stone are common features of the villages along the shore including individual and family burial (Walker 1931: 66, 67, 68, 86).
The entire Kahikinui region is dotted with structures, house foundations,stone walls, animal
pens and . so on. The population count inclusive of the mauka villages would be then higher
than q u o t e d . '
.
Make'e is the site of a larger village with 11 large dwelling sites and one heiau.
Above and belowPu'uLuala'ilua stood a huge village .which was destroyed in part
before Pele left Maui for Hawai'i. .
The largest village Hanamauuloa is the one situated below Luala'ilua Hills near
Kiakeana Point. It contains 80 sites.
'
Wai-a-'Dio is the village at the foot trail at LUala'ilua with 27 sites of which 15
, house sites, pens, canoe-sheds, mdoth~ .enclosures. A stone house with grass roof
still in place in the 19308. Other villages are near the heiausites.
West of Waiailio there are 5 house sites.
North of Luala'ilua Hills near the tr3i1 is a small villages with 5 houses and a small
heiau.
.
Between Hanamauuloa and Alena there are 30 sites.
Between Kipapa and Alena there are 30 sites scattered in the 'a'a lava flow. A
possible small heiau and ko 'a are there.
.
At Papaula there are 14 sites on the ridge.
At Waiapea there are 10 sites on the extensive 'a'a lava flow.
The Kahikinui village, like all those situated from Ulupalakua and Makena to Nu'u
and Wai'u on the present road to Kaupo, thrived. It is located at Nakahohu.
West of Nakahaka is the village of Ka-Lae-o-Ka-Pulou with 18 sites of which 11 are
house sites. It also includes a heiau and ko'a shrine.
Old villages with 36 sites of which ·17 house sites are ~ongthe . shore in the
Nakahaka region.
The Uliuli village is located near. Kahawaipapa Point; 21 sites include 11 house sites.
and a well-built ko'a. (It is also the site of the old windmill).
Kamoamoa is a village with 20 sites, with a large heiau, a possible kahuna house,
and 8 house sites.
At Kalaniana in Mahamenui, just below' Palaha Gulch on the shore' trail, is an
ancient village of 21 sites with fishing shelters, 15 ,house, sites,> a heiau,apossible
ko'a shrine, pens and burial platforms.
At the mouth, of Manawainui Gulch is located a fishing village with two large sites,
several small shelter sites,a canoe-shed, a large ko'a, and abulia! platform ,
(Walker, 1931).
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LEGENDARY AND mSTORICALFIGURES AND EVENTS
Moikeha of Tahiti-Named Kahildnui or Great Tahiti in honor of his homeland (MarCiel, J: AudioTape 87.5).
'Moikeha, son ofMulieleaIi!i,sonof Maweke
Tahiti. Moikeha retire to Kahiki
(Beckwith 1940: 352-3S3).. ,
La'a settles atKahikinui on Maui bu~ finding its too windy, moves to Kaho'olawe,
whence' sails back to Kahild. La' am,aikahiki introduces image worship' and he is most
famous as the bringer ()fthe kaeke drum and the.hulka dance to Hawai'i (Beckwith
1940:358-359). .... ..' . ' " " ,"
Tahitiriui, a grandchild of Ki, from Tahiti, landS at Kaho'olawe and settles East
Maui, hence the name Kahikinul fora district on Maui. Thus the descendants of Ki
and Hawai'iloa people the whole group (Beckwith 1940: '363-366). The name of
Hawai'iloa is associated ,with sites at Kahildnul.
Makali'i(the Eye of the chiet)is the, navigator of Hawai'iloa. During ;tlJ.e Makahiki
ceremony the scattering ,()fedibleplants, to decide the food supply for the coming
year"is done Using the net of Makali'i..• IDs knowledge of the stars, made him the
regulator of successful planting seasons (Beckwith 1940: 367).
'
Anianlkalarii is the father of Hawai'iloa, .the,. ancestors ,of the JHawaiian peoples.
Places in ,Kahikinui are reported to be associated. with Aniahikalani.

of

CHANTS AND SONGS
There is amele hoipoipo (love song) about Kahikinui for the Hula Ka'eke'eke, or the hula
for the kneeling position, celebrating a' woman lover 'looking from Kahikinui'on Maul across
the channel to Konaon the Big island, which represents her beloved:
Kahikinui, land of wind driven smoke!
Mine eyes gaze with longing. on Kona;
Afirewreath glows aback of the district,
,And a robe of wonderful green·
Lies the sea that has apronedmyJoins
Off the point of Hanamaolo'
A dark burnished form is Hawai'i,
'Toone who stands on the mount
Ah3mper swung down from heaven,
.A beautiful ,carved shape is the islands
,Thy mountains, thy splendor ofherbage: '
Matinakea and Loa stand (in glory) apart.
,To·bim who looks from Mailehahei;
And Kilohana pillows for rest
On the shoulder of Hu'ehu'e. (Emerson, ,1,965: 124-125.)
Recently a Hula Halau enacted hula dances using the Kahikinm Chant and have ,been filmed
by an European' video crew on site at· Kanaio.
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HAWAllAN PROVERBS
'Olelo No'eau# 88:

'Aipua'aaKukeawe.
The pork eating of Kukeawe. Said of a person who is not
satisfied with the number oihis own pigs and so he robs his
neighbors of their. (See the story of Kekeawe)~

'Olelo No'eau # 2866:

Uliuli 1«li pali 0 Kahikinui, kokowrruzi 1«l'ohu he'ino.
Dark are the sea cliffs of Kahikinui; When the mist creep"it
is a Sign of a.stonn. Trouble is approaChing, from·the legend
of Pamano who saw his own dead approaching.

Table D2.Place names-Kahikinui:Great Tahiti
Land Section or
Place Name
Alena.
Auwahi
Huakini
Kahaleaimakani
Kahalulu
Kahawaihapapa
Kaipapa
Kaipapa
Kamole
Kamuku
Ka
Kepuni
Kolanai
Lanipo

LouIuape
Luala'ilua
Mahamenui
Makamoku
Makee
Mamuku
Manawainui
Manukani
Naioli'ili'i
Nakaohu
Naka'aha
Nakukuikea
Nakula
Navini?
Ninialii
Pakowai
Pohaku Eaea
Polala
Polo'ai
Popoo

Translation
Boerhaavia repens wee<t?
Smoldering Fue
The Windy House
Peaceful Place?
Shallow Aqueduct
Shoal (Section)?
Shoal Reef
The Main Root
Cut Short
To Overthrow
Darkened Heavens
Fan Palm Plant
Two Fold Tranquillity (Hills)
Large Mehame Tree
District Observer
Cut Short
Large Water Branch
Bird Sound?
Small bastard Sandalwood
nembling Mist
Quivering Prayer?
White Kukui Tree
Uplands
Balm of Ali'i
Spray Rock (point)
Warming Night
To Summon

Ahupua 'a
Kahildnui
Kahikinui
Kahikinui
Kahildnui
Kahikinui
Kahikinui
Kahikinui
Kahikinui
Kahikinui
Kahikinui
Kahikinui
Kahikinui
Kahikinui
Kahikinui
Kahikinui
Kahikinui
Kahikinui
Kahikinui
Kahikinui
Kahikinui
Kahikinui
Kahikinui
Kahikinui
Kahikinui
Kahikinui
Kahikinui
Kahikinui
Kahikinui
Kahikinui
Kahikinui
Kahikinui
Kahikinui
Kahikinui
Kahikinui

,
I
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Table D2 (Continued)
Parading Trumpet
Answering Hill?
Very Many Waters?:
Trembling Water '

Pukai ,
Puiu Pane
Wailaulau
Waiopai
Source:

Kahikinui
Kahikinui
Kahikinui
Kahikinui '

Walker, 1931:27-36; fukui, Elbert, and Mookini, 1974; Pukui, Elbert,
1986.

KAUPO LAND SECTION
NATURAL FEATURES

Fishing, Fishing Grounds

and

There isa deepsea a! Kaupo
no fishing grdunds(Sterling, 1966: .3/ 3.13)
Paiena Fishing. Grounds,i'Waiopai is the fishing ground, extending from the hollow
where the breadfruit trees grow at pu iU Kaaahuahu, down' to the point at
Kalaniwahine'11lat is the ground. It is .\20 fathoms deep" (Hms. K. 8: HEN Vol. 1
'
;'
,
',
:405 in Sterling, '1966: 819.7). '
Manowaiopae-about SO feet from tile shore and the canoe landing is a small pool
for Opae (Manupau 1992-1993: 17).
,
People of Kaupo gathered Hihiwai, 'Opihi, and Sea mchins (Ha'ue'ue) (Marciel, J.
Audio Tape 87.5).
"All takeatmnaffishing at times .and the toothsomeaweoweo is so abundant
hereabouts that it helps out the'COmmissary Problem materially during the moonlight
season.'"
(Hawaiian Gazette September 6, 1910: 6; and Pacific Commercial Advertiser,
S~ptember 51910:6 and September 91910:6 in McGregor Dec. 1989:.366-367).
Nu'u Bay with its beach was a.traditional landing places for Hawaiian:fishing canoes
and a fishing village. It was also a recent landiilg for shipping cattle by the ranch. In
1922 Manupau and Emory noted:
,.._.

._ .._'. . '

-,

.-'

',i

J ......-..., ,'1

''When we. Canle to levelland,tha~ was Nu'u. prop(;r.,It is' as~apori/~d cattle
are shipped from here.~s\,Vas a ,landing place for fishermen in Jhe' olden
days and even down to the ,present.There', are about .;five houses at.' Nu'u •and
the inhabitants are all Hawaiians" (KuOko 'a Newspaper June 20, 1922): .
Nu'u is a sea port and cattIear~ shippedftriIIl~ hete.Thls was also alandiIlg place for
fishermen (Manupau 1992-1993: 15).
Salt gathering.pond at :Nu'U·bYthe.. beach (Malo~o1? in Marciel, J. Audio. tape 87.5)
The.chieflivedhereat:Nu'u so that J1e couldfish.and.so'hemade.thepath..from the
canoe landing to his house (Manupau, 1992-1993: 24).
Fishing koia at Nu·u-on West side of ·canoe •landing close to. a ;rocky base
(Manupau,l992-1993:.23).
Fishing and 'Opihi gathering at Nu'u (Marciel, 1. Audio Tape 87.5). '
Loko i'a (Fish pond) called Malo'o-this fish pond had akule, opelu, ahole. Mrs.
Marciel remembers cleaning it with her father (Marciel, 1. Audio Tape 87.5).
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Caves
There are several caves in Kaupo.Alala-keiki is a burial cave at Nu'u which was
still in use when was partially destroyed by road builders, as were the beautiful
petroglyphs in them. During the raid of Kalani'opu'u the Maui men could hear the
weeping of old folks, women and children from the cave of Nu'u..BY the time they
came back from the battle their people had died in the cave and that it is how it first
became a burial cave.
The heiau at Nu'u has petroglyphs as well as the cave wall at Nu'u (Manupau, 19921993: 23).

Winds, Rains, and Springs
The forces of nature were as much part of the community as the people.. 1be winds and rains
are prominent features and an integral part of the lives of the residents. The Hawaiians of the

district have observed set patterns in the wind and the rain as it moves across the land· and
the ocean. By observing changing patterns in the weather, the Hawaiians were able to adjust

their activities to· accomplish what. was appropriate to the conditions. Because of their
dependence upon the land· and ocean for survival, knowledge about the winds, rains, the
habitats and the life cycles of marine animals and birds, and the mythical·· origins of Hana's
rich resources enable them to live simple yet comfortable lives (McGregor, Dec. 1989: 385).
The famous winds of Kaupo include:

Kualau or Kuakualau-is the strong wind and the rain out in the ocean. In
Kana this wind brings in the ohua like fish along the beaches. It is customary
for it to blow in the evening and in the morning but it also blows at other
times-"Where are you, 0 Kualau, Your rain goes about at sea."
Moa'e-This is a customary wind. It blows strongly but pleasantly from the
sea and sometimes from the land. It is sung about, thus: "Where are you, 0
moa'e wind? You're taking my love with you."
Moa'em-This is a customary wind like moa'e but much stronger. This wind
was said to have been born in Hana, grew up in Kipahulu, attained maturity
at Kaupo, became aged in Kahikinui, grew feeble at Kanaio, rested and let
its burden down at Honua'ula. Here is a song for this wind: "Where are you.
o Moa'ekulYou make much work on a stormy day".
Kupele-This wind comes with the rain. It is strong and blows out to sea from
the lands.
Kaomi-·It was strong, blustering wind whose strength does not •last long but
blew like a gentle pressure. It is sung of thus:"1be wind blows in a gale,
Then it gently presses."
Naulu-This wind goes with the Naulu clouds. The Naulu is the wind, It
bears the Naulu clouds along.
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Kiu-·It is·a wind that· flies along and ·seems to' sneak by the mountain of
Haleakala. It is called the Kiu of Haleakala. Here is a song of this wind:
''TIle Kiu is the wiIidtbat lives on the mountain."

Makani lea'ili aloha 0 Kipahulu-'The love-snatching wind of .Kipahulu· is the
usual KipahulU wind;Itblowsdown the mountain and goes out to sea
(Kuokoa Newspaper, June IS, 1922).
Kaua pe'e papohaku-The rain that makes you hide behind rocks (Marciel,
1. Audiotape 87.5).

OTHER FEATURES
Temples and Other Structures
.

.

Many)arge and small ~mples, some of them yery ancient are rePorted in theareaincludlng:
Loaloa was avery ancient .hefau;it··wasbuilt by the Menehune and not by the chiefs
in the Manawainui ahupua'a. It belonged to the anCient gods. Itis longest on Maui.
Kukuitree ftom Lanikaula on Molokai.was planted at this temple in Kaupo (Marciel,
1. Audio Tape 87.5)..
The LoaloaHeiau onKaupo Ranch, ·i8 thought· to, have been rededicated by King
Kekaulikeabout1730.,"·..
.
.
- ,There are !:heiausites in the ~u1u region:\lnknown name near site 9, .heiau at
Anakalehua, Halekou, a large heiau at Ka'ili'ili, Site 160, at Ka'ili'i1i, Papakea
Heiau near the salt pond, Oheohenui near.}lalekou, and 'unknowns Northwest of
Halekou.
'
Pili-o-Kane was the ancient heiau where human sacrifices were offered in the Nu'u
Ahupua'a.
Papa'akea was~e ,ancient heia.lt for themultiplication.of food crops ,in the Nu'u
Ahupua'a. It. burial platform nearby may'·ha:vecontainedthe remains ,of the.kahu
(keeper) of the, temple.
'.'
..
.
most interestingko'a orfisbing shrine at Nu'u is .close by a high rock ledge on
v;lllch petroglyphscan be seen..The road has damaged them. .
........ The Heiau Ohelo at Nu'ustandsnearthe twocavesofAJa1akeiki.
0....- 'Ukulaelae;was,the' ancient·heiau for the multiplication offish in the NU'u·Ahupua'a.
...... There are 2heitzu in' the>Pu'uManeoneo. region: A heiau at Opihi above Pu'u
Maneoneo,andanother heiau above thehillofKeanawai.
Near the village of Kou,there is a very: birge. heiau; another heiau atKou is· on the
ridge at Pu'u:Maneoneo.· . '.
....., : . ;
.
Popoiwi •was the heiau built by th~ Menehune in remote times in the Popoiwi
Ahupua'a.Popoiwi is not the real name of the heiau, it is known as .Keakalauai
(Name given by Josua Ahili'O Popoiwi is the name of the area (Manupau, 19921993:6):
.
Hale-o-Kane was the. heiau .were human sacrifices were offered in the Kumunui
Ahupua'ill Nakull was the chief ofKaupo .in very ancient times.• This .•'heiau belonged
tohim.AfterhisdeathKaiuli became. chief of Kaupo. Near Marciel Bouse (Marciel,
1. Audio Tape 87.5).
Lonoaea Heiau is located near Hale-o-Kane.

The
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Hala·was the·heiau for the multiplication of·thefood crops in Kakio Ahupua'a. Chief
Kaiuli owned it and Hala was· the kahuna. who dedicated it.
Pu'ulakua was the heiau for human sacrifices in Maipalaha. Chief Kekaulike lived
there and the heiau belonged to him. His royal son Kakaalaneo of Lahaina of the
high lineage of Kaalaneo was bomthere,· the chief Kamehameha. The mother was
Kekui (Kekuiapoiwa). Mother and father were kapu chiefs (Marciel, J. Audio Tape
87.5).
A ko'a shrine is located between Ka-Lae-o-Ka-'Dio and Kamanawa Points in
Naholoku. The last kahu of the place was Mikikolo Ahuli'i who used the structure
until the year 1924.
Lanikaula (?) Heiau is located just beyond the Kaupo Post Office.
Pu'umakaa Heiau is located maukaof the school-house in the Kumunui region in
Kaupo.
A smaIl heiau at Kaumakalua above the road.
The. heiau at Puhilele is at Kepio on top of a hill. Another heiau is near the shore.
Pua'akolo is a small heiau near the beginning of the upper trail to Nu'u in Naholoku.
Laia? is a small heiau on the Pu'u-o~Kaupo hill near the Catholic Church between
the road and Kamanaw~ Point in the Pu'u-o-aiai region.
Pu'uakua is a small heiau near the trail leading down to Nu'u road at8S0-foot
elevation.
Waihi Heiau at is at 1200 feet elevation south of the upper Nu'u trail.
HaIileo was the heiau were human sacrifices were offered in the KaIepa Ahupua'a.
Petroglyphs at Nu'u are on Waiopai side of Nu'u (Marciel, J. Audio Tape 87.5).
(Hawaiian Eth. Notes Aug. 12, 1885:3/404; Walker 1931, 102,127,215)
Ancient Villages and Sites
Along the shore from Ka-Lae-o-Ka-'Dio (the cape of the dog) to Mom-Iau (many
islets) are the ruins of many house sites, large and small. The old school house was
located also at Mom-Iau. Stone with petroglyphs are at Nu'u, Wai'u Bay, Kaupo,
and also at Kipahulu and Hana.
"Along the trail leading'to Keoneoio from Kaupo are several .large rocks encircled
with low platfomis and pebbles and bit of coral. These are the tombs of certain chiefs
who fell during o~· of the numerous fights that occurred between raiding parties from
West to Kaupo region. Less pretentious graves in the vicinity were those of·common
fighting men. Fifty-seven of those graves were seen at one place in the midst of a
rough broken lava flow. Due to insufficient proteetionfrom the weather most of the
bones have long since mouldered into dust" (Walker :71 in Sterling,19(6).
Food

People of Kaupo ate sea cucumbers (Manupau, 1992-1993: 176;Pukui, Olelo
No'eau #1635).
People cultivated sweet potato, onion and maize (Sterling, 1966.:3.13).
Where villages ofKaupo district are located and how to identify agricultural areas
(Walker, in Sterling, 1966: 9.7).

\
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"Kaupo has.,been famous for its sweet potato, both in ancient times and recent years.
Sweet potato can be cultivated from sea level to about 2000 feet in the rich pulverized lava of the district"(Handy, 1970: 161).
'
The people of Kaupo usedto.catch u'au birds in Haleakala (Manupau, 1992-1993:
23).
Kaupoknown for two types of taro that m~s white poi, called papapueo & haoku
(Marciel, J. Audio Tape 87.5).
People ofKaupo and also planted.Ipu (gourd) and pumpkin (Marciel, J. Audio Tape:
87.5).
Palaha'wale-place to gopick.the.best kukui, the kukui was sent·to Honolulu (Marciel, J. Audio Tape: 87.5).
"Excellent, oranges and limes, are grown at Kaupo"the former being sweet and finely
flavored" ..• "The.Kaupo 'people" suffer in another way. by lack of a regular .steamer
services".
People of Nu'u plant sweet potato, Ipu,andpumpkin(Marciel, J. Audio Tape: 87.5).
Planting enclosure at Nu'u (Marciel" J~AudioTape: "87.5).
(Hawaiian Gazette September 6, 1910: 6; and Pacific Commercial Advertiser,
September 5, 1910: 6 and September 9, 1910:6 in McGregor Dec. 1989: 366-367).

Cultural Practices
The wiliwili is plentiful at Nu'u (Marciel;J.Audio Tape 87.5).
.
People of Kaupo and, Nu'u are known for their woven hats made from Nanaku
(sedge) and Iwa. These were best knowri on Mani (Marciel, J. Audio Tape 87.5).
The yellow wiliwili is indigenous to the $lea ofKaupo. Thewiliwili wood was formerly used' for canoe outriggers. The wiliwili was' planted for posts. When the wiliwili
blooms stay out of the water because the sharks are mating, and they will attack
(Marciel, J. Audio Tape 87.5).
"
'" " .'. . .
In 1922, Manapau and Emory describe the fine setting ,of Kaupo:

"Kaupo is indeed a .greenlandand soisHanaThey look so open and pleasant to live in because the wind is always blowing. The coast is good to look
at and fine for inshore fishing. 1 The.whole of,Kaupo faces West Hawai't
Looking', upward one ·sees,themajestic Haleakalamountain, the 'Kaupo Gap
and many small waterfalls (Kuoko'a Newspaper June 1,1922).
LEGENDARY ANDWSTORICAL FIGURES AND EVENTS

-

Pamano is thedemigooofKaupo (Manupau 1922-1923:5)
The legend of LaiekaWai. is associated with J(aupo (Manupaul922...1923:30).
KaneandKanal0a made Waiupond in Pu'~,Theversion:'Hina and Kumade the
pond (¥anupau 1922-1923:24).
.Chief Kalaniopu'uand his wmnors,catnPe<t ~tMokulauand slaughtered the people eX
Kaupo. Kam.ehamenaand Kekubaupi'o were,the famous warriors of Kalaniopu'u at
this battle (Manupati 1922-1923: 6).'
The pool of Kapunahoa-Pamano swam and bathed here (Manupau, 1922-1923: 6).
>,
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Paukela was a chiefess of Kaupo ,in the legend of the high chiefs <>f Maui (Sterling,
1966: 9.7).
Chief of Kaupo is Kahekahiall'i (Manupau, 1922q923: 1).
Kauakahiakua, Chief of Kaupo (Fukui, OleloNo'eau #1635).
Keli'imaika'i Kamehameha's younger brother was kind to the people of Kaupo, in
gratitude they hid him when he was sought to be killed (Marciel, J.Audio Tape
87.5).
Chief Kekaulike lived in Kaupo, his son is Kakaakaneo of Lahaina (Marciel, J.
Audio Tape 87.5).
Queen Kapi'olani owned land where Nu'u wharf is today (Moses Manu in Sterling
9.7 also found in Ka l~ea Kalaiaina 919/1899, HEN Vol. 11:942).
Nu'u means the high place, or, second platform in a temple, 'is a place,of sacredness
and is a village site. It is so named'because it was the landing, place of Nu'u, a great
kahuna, navigator and ancestor twelve generations from the beginning. of the race on
the genealogy of Kumuhonua (Beckwith, 1970:314).
Keli'iahonui, younger brother of Kaleimoku chief of Lahaina was·the one who built
,the ala ,stone to Nu'u.
CHANTS AND SONGS
Kaupo 'aina pall huki i luna Huki a'ela e like me Kabikinui
He nui no wau nau, e ke aloha
(For. Set in Pukui, Elbert, Mooldni, 275 274-275).
Kaupo land of cliffs rising high,
Rising upward like Great Tahiti,
Great was I, you [thought], 0 love.

HAWABAN PROVERBS '
'Olelo No'eau # 460:

Bona, mai Ko 'oolau a Kaupo.
The extent of the district of Hana, Maui.

'Olelo No'eatr# 1259:

Ipu pa'u lena i lea uahi.
Soot containers yellowed by smoke. A term of contempt applied to the kauwa at Kaupo.

'Olelo No'eall # 1595:

Ka uape'epohaku o Kaupo.
The rain of Kaupo that makes one hide behind a rock.. It
falls so suddenly that one flees behind rocks for shelter.

'Olelo No'eau # 1635:

Kaupo'ai loU,
Kauakahiaka, a chief of, Kaupo, is said .to. have been fond of
the loll and to have once built a large imu for roasting them.
Since that 'time 'the people of Kaupohave.,areputation for
being especially found of this sea creature: .
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Ku Ice 'a ka hale 0 Kaupo.
The lava is heaped at the house of Kaupo. A saying denoting great distress from the legend of Pamano.

!j

'Olelo No'eau # 2519:

'Onea K~po ua ka ka'ai i lea lua.
,
Barren is Kaupo; the. eating in the cavern has begun. Fatal
shark· attacks were coinmon at one time at Kaupo.. As a
resul4 .thepeople moved elsewhere, after which a maneating'shark'peered. ,at Kaupo and said these words· at the
place called Ki 'ei (peer), later used to mean destitution.

Table D3.Place names-Kaupo: Landing [of Canoe] at Nigbt
Land' Section or
Translation
Ahupua'a
Place Name
Akaakua

Apole
Haalelebinale
Haleniki .
Hiki'aupea
Hualele
Huilua
Kaakua
Kahaupono
Kahuai

Path of the Gods
A Division
Forsaken Moving Flow
.Tied House
Coming Traveling by'Sea Sailing?
Flying Seed
Two Companies
Path of the Gods;
Strength ? Ground
The Oven Opening •. '

Kald'o.

Itch

KaIaeoaibe
Kalepa
Kamanamana
Kaneboa
Kaniaula
Kaopala
Kaulanamoa
Kaumabalua
Keahaupono
Keabualoa
Kepio
Kipaha

.The Split Spear Cape
ToStrlke Flag or Trading?
The Seat of Thought
Kane's Friend
Ringing in the Ears
Rubbish
Chicken Fame
Double Weight
Straight Raising Ground
Long Pile of Stones
The Captive
Pavement
Tree?
Interrupted Prayer Penalty
Lodge
Lamp of Olu
Great Foundation
Great Torch
Cloth
Flying Seed
Many Bright Eyes
Shade or Screen
To Pass By
Working Urine, place for urinating
Cut or Divided

Kou

Kuiahe
Kukoae
Kukuioolu
Kumunui
Lamanui
Lole
Lualele
Makaakini
Mamalu
Ma'alo
Miana
Mokuia

Kaupo
Kaupo
.Kaupo
.··.Kaupo
.Kaupo
Kaupo
Kaupo
Kaupo
Kaupo
Kaupo
Kaupo .
Kaupo
Kaupo
Kaupo
Kaupo
Kaupo
Kaupo
Kaupo
Kaupo
Kaupo
Kaupo
Kaupo
Kaupo
Kaupo
Kaupo
Kaupo
Kaupo
Kaupo
Kaupo
Kaupo
Kaupo
KaupO
Kaupo

Kaupo
Kaupo
Kaupo
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Mokulau
Naholuku
Nakula
Naniumalu
Nau
Niniao
Nu'u
Opupao'o
Paina
Pauku
Poe
Poho'uIa
Popoiwi
Pukaauhuhu
Puka'auhuhu

PuuIani
Puumaneoneo
Pu'u·Lakua
Pu'u Lani
Pu'u Mane'one'o
Pu'u 0 Maiai
Waiopai
Waiopuli
Waipule
Waipuli

Source:

TableD3 (Continued)
Leafy District (Many Islands)
Garments
Uplands
Shady Coconut Trees
Craig niche
..
Pouring Cloud
High Place; Craig Niche
Colleetingof Pao'o Fish
Eating
Piece?
Round
Red Hollow
Come
Fish Poison Outlet
Fish Poisoning Outlet, Plant Hole
Heavenly Hill
Hill of Sea Grass
Incongruous Hill
Sky Hill
Hill of Sea Grass
Hill of Maiai
Shrimp Water
Water of Darkness
Temple for Purification
Water of Darkness

Kaupo
Kaupo
Kaupo
Kaupo
Kaupo
Kaupo
Kaupo
Kaupo
Kaupo
Kaupo
Kaupo
Kaupo
Kaupo
Kaupo
Kaupo
Kaupo
Kaupo .
. Kaupo
Kaupo
Kaupo

Kaupo
Kaupo
Kaupo
Kaupo
Kaupo

Walker, 1931: 27-36; Pukui, Elbert and Mooldni, 1974; Pukui and Elbert,
1986.
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State site ,
1
2
3
4

S
6

7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14
1S
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

35
36

37
38
39
40
41
42
43

44
4S
46

Page
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. BPSH site'

------

SlrHA-AOH)11
SlrHA-A01-D12
SD-HA-A01-D13
SlrHA-A01-D17
SlrHA-A01-D18
So-HA-A01-D20
.So-HA-A01-D21
So-HA-A01-D22
So-HA-A01-DZ4
So-HA-A01-D25
SD-HA-A01-D26
SlrHA-A01-D27
SD-HA-A01-D28
SD-HA-A01-D29
So-HA-A01-D30
So-HA-A01-D31
So-HA-A01-D3S
SCHuH.o1-D40
So-HA-A01-D41
So-HA':A03-016
SD-HA-A03-D2O
5o-HA-A03-0Z4
SD-HA-A04-D03
So-HA-A04-D04
.SD-HA-A04-DOS
So-ifA-A04-006
5D-HA-A04-D07
SD-HA-A04-D08
So-HA-A04-D09
SD-HA-A04-D10
5D-HA-A04-D11
SD-HA-A04-D12
SD-HA-A04-D13
.SD-HA-A04-D14
So-HA-A04-D15
So-HA-A04-D16
So-HA-A04-D19
So-HA-A04-D26
So-HA-A04-D27
SD-HA-A04-D28
5O-HA-A04-D29
So-HA-A04-D30
So-HA-A04-D31
So-HA-A04-032
SCH!A-A04-033
So-HA-A04-D34

Reference
-----_.~-~

-----

MCELDOWNEY'1979:11 (H-127)
MCELDOUNEY1979:11 (H-127)
MCELDOWNEY 1979:11 (H-127)
MCELDOWNEY 1979:11 (H-127>
MCELDOWNEY 1979:11 (H-127>
MCELDOWNEY 1979:11 (H-127)
MCELDOWNEY 1979:11 (H-127)
MCELDOWNEY 1979:11 (H-127>
KCELDOWNEY 1979:11 (H-127)
MCELDOWNEY 1919: 12 (H-127)
MCELDOWNEY 1979: 12 (H'-127)
MCELDOWNEY 1979:12 (H-127)
MCELDOWNEY 1979:12 (H-127>
MCELDOWNEY 1979:12' (H-127>
. MCEI.JlOWNEY1979:12 (H-127>
MCELDOWNEY 1979:12 '(H-127)
"CELDOWNEY1979:12 (H-127)
MCELDOWNEY 1979:13 (~127>
MCELDOWNEY, 1919:13 (H-127>
MCEUlOWNEY 1919:17 (H-127>
MCELDOVNEY 1979:17 (H-127>
MCEUlOWNEY 1979:17 (H-127)
MCELDOWNEY 1979:18 (H-127>
MCELDO\INEY 1979:18 (H-127)
MCELDOWNEY 1979:18 (H-127)
MCELDOWNEY -1979:18 (H-127)
'''CEl.DOWNEY1919: 18 (H-127>
MceLDOWNEY 1919:18 (H-127>
MCELDOWNEY 1979:18 (H-127)
MCELDOWNEY 1979:18 (H-127)
ftCELDOWNEY',1979:18 (~127>
MCELDOWNEY '1979:18 '(H-127>
..i:ELDOVNEY 1979:18(~127>
MCELDOWNEY 1979:18 '(H-127)
MCELDOWNEY 1979:18 (H-121)
MCELDoWNEY ,1979:18 '(H-127)
MCe:l.JloWNEY '1979:19.' (H-127)
MCELDOWNEY 1979:19 (H,;.127>
MCELDOWNEY 1979:19 (H-127)
MCELDOWNEY 1979:19 (H"127) .
MCELOOlmEY,,1919:19.' (H-127)
"CELOOW~EY1979:19(H"127)

MCELDOWNEY·1979: 19 '<H-1Z7)
"CELOO\lNEY,1~79:19 (H~127)

MCELDOWNEY 1979:19, (H-127)
MCELDOWNEY 1979:20 (H-1Z7)

Name/Type
~---

1
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State site ,

54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62

63
64
65
66
67

68
69
70
71

72
73
74

75
76

77
78
79
80
81

82
83
84
85
86
87

88

50-10-34-10307
50-10-36-01845
50-10-36-01846
50-10-36-18938
50-10-36-18939
50-10-36-18940
50-10-36-18941
50-10-36-18942
50-10-36-18943
50-10-36-18944
50-10-36-18945
50-10-36-18946
50-10-36-18947
50-10-36-18948
50-10-36-18953
50-10-36-18954
50-10-36-18955

90

50-10-36-18956
50-10-36-18957

91
92
93

50-10-36-18958
50-10-36-18959
50-10-36-18960

89

BPBR site ,
. 50-HA-A04-o36
50-HA-A04-041
5o-HA-A04-042
50-HA-A04-043
50-HA-A04-044
50-HA-A04-045
50-HA-A04-048
50-HA-A04-049
5o-HA-A04-050
50-HA-A04-053
50-HA-A04-056
5o-HA-A04-057
50-HA-A04-058
5O-HA-A04-059
5o-HA-A04-Q60
50-HA-A04-061
50-HA-A04-062
50-HA-A04-063
5Q-HA-!.04-066
50-HA-A04-067
So-HA-AOS-002
5o-HA-AOS-Q03
50-HA-A06-024
So-HA-A06-025
5o-HA-AOS-Q05

47
48
49
50
51
52
53
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5o-HA-A01-o14
So-HA-A01-o15
5D-HA-A01-o16
So-HA-A01-o19
5D-HA-A01-Q32
5o-HA-A01-033
5o-HA-A01-Q34
SD-HA-A01-Q36
5o-HA-A01-Q37
5o-HA-A01-Q38
50-HA-A01-Q39
5D-HA-A01-Q46
50-HA-A01-047
50-HA-A01-048
So-HA-A01-049
So-HA-A01-050
So-HA-A01-051
So-HA-A01-052
SD-HA-A01-053

Reference

2

Name/Type

MCELDOWNEY 1979:20 (H-127>
MCELDOWNEY 1979:20 (H-127>
MCELDOIlNEY 1979:20 (H-127>
MCELDOWNEY ,1979:20 (H-127)
MCELDOWNEY 1979:20 (H-127>
MCELDOWNEY 1979:20 (H-127>
MCELDOWNEY 1979:21 (H-127)
MCELDOVNEY 1979:21 (H-127)
MCELDOVNEY 1979:21 (H-127)
MCELDOWNEY 1979:21 (H-127>
KCELDOVNEY 1979:21 (H-127>
MCELDOWNEY 1979:21 (H-127>
MCELDOWNEY 1979:21 (H-127>
MCELDOWNEY 1979:21 (H-127>
tlCELDOWNEY 1979:21 (H-127>
MCELDOWNEY 1979:22 (H-127>
MCELDOWNEY 1979:22 (H-127>
MCELDOWNEY 1979:22 (H-127>
MCELDOWNEY 1979:22 (H-127>
MCELDOWNEY 1979:22 (H-127>
MCELDOWNEY 1979:22 (H-121)
MCELDOVNEY 1979:22 (H-127>
MCELDOWNEY 1979:25 (H-127>
MCELDOWNEY 1979:25 (H-127>
MCELDOIlNEY 1979:26 (H-127>
WALL
(NO flAP)
SHPD SITE FOLDER
SHPDSITE FOLDER; MCELDOWNEY 1979 (H-127 ENCLOSURE
SHPD SITE FOLDER; MCELDOIlNEY 1979 (H-127 LAVA BUBBLE ENCLOSURE
MCELDOWNEY 1979:11 (H-127>
MCELDOVNEY 1979:11· (H-127)
MCELDOImEY 1979:11 (H-127)
KCElDOVNEY 1979:11 (H-127)
MCELDOVNEY 1979:12 (H-127>
MCELDOWNEY 1979:12 (H-127>
MCELDOWNEY 1979:12 (H-127>
MCElDOVNEY 1979:12 (H-127>
MCELDOWNEY 1979:13 (H-127>
MCELDOWNEY 1979:13 (H-127)
MCELDOWNEY 1979:13 (H-127>
MCELDOIlNEY 1979:13 (H-127)
MCELDOWNEY 1979:13 (H-127>
MCELDOWNEY 1979:13 (H-127)
MCELDOWNEY 1979:13 (H-127>
MCELDOWNEY 1979:13 (H-127>
MCELDOVNEY1979:13 (H-127>
flCELDOWNEY 1979:13 (H-127>
MCELDOWNEY 1979:14 (H-127>
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94
95
96
97
98 '
99

S0-10-36-18961
50-10-36-18962
50-10-36-18963
50-10-36-18964
50-10-36-18965
S0-10-36-18966

--~--.So-HA-A01-DS4
So-HA~A01-D55
So-HA':'A01-D56
SD-HA-A01-D57
SD-HA-A01-o58
SD-HA-A01-D59

Reference

._'------'----------HCEUlOWNEY
"CELDOIINEY
MCELDOWNEY
MCELDOWNEY
MCEUlOWNEY
MCELDOWNEY

1979:14
1979:14
1979:14
'1979:14
1979:1'
1979:1t.

flame/Type

(H-127)
(H-127>
(H-127>
(H-127>
(H-127)
(H-127>

SD-HA-A01-060
SD-HA-AD1-D61
SD-HA-A01-D62
So--HA-A01-D63
5o--HA-A01-D64
SD-HA-A01-D65

111

MCELDOWNEY 1979:14 (H-127>
MCElDOIINEY1979:14 (H-127)
MCELDOWNEY 1979:14 (H-127)
ftCELDOWNEY1979:14' (H-127)
MCEUlOWNEY 1979:14 (H-127)
MCEUlOWNEY 1979:14 (H-127)
MCEUlOWNEY1979:1S (H-127)
MCELDOWNEY 1979:1S (H-127)
HCEUlOllNEY1979:1S (H-127)
MCEUlOWNEY 1979:1S (H-127)
HCELDOIINEY1979:1S(H-127)
HCELOOwNEY 1979:15 '. (H-127)

112
113
114

S0-10--44-18952
S0-10--4S-04221
S0-10--45-04222

So--HA-;~1-04S

ftCELOOIINEY 1979:13 (H-127)
$HPDSl1'E FOLDERj MCELDOWNEY 1979 (H-127 HON.lANDING HAS. COf'PlEX
SHPDSITEFOLDERj'HCELDOWNEY1979(H-127 HAKAU PETROGLVPHS

115
116

S0--10-4S-07476
50-10--4S-18949

.• '': .1t1OfUOIINEY•..19.19.(H-127)
So--HA-A01-042
HCELDOIlNEY 1979:13 (H-127.>- ... __'Y

117
118
119

S0-10--45-18950

So--HA-A01-043

101
102
103

104
105
106
107

108
109
110

120
. 121
122

123
124

125
126
127
128

129

tiCELDOWNEY1979: 13 (H-127)

S0-10--45-18951
50--HA-A01-044
MCELDOWNEY 1979:13 (ft-127)
SD-HA-A02-<101
tlCELDOvNEY1979:16 (H-127)
S0-10--45-18973
S0--10--45-18974
So--HA-A02-<102
MCELDO\mEY 1979:16' (H.:.127)
S0-10--4S"'18975
So-HA-A02-<103
MCELDOWNEY 1979:16 . (H"'127)
50--10--4S-18976' So--HA-A03-001
"CELDOWNEY 1979:16 (H-127>
50-:,0-4S-18977
So--HA-A03-<102 'HCELDOIINEY1979:16. (H-127>
50-10--45-18978 'So-HA-A03-<103
ftCELDOIINEY1979: 16 .' (H-127) .
S0--10--4S-18979
So-HA-A03-004MCELDOWNEY1979:16(H-127)
So--HA-A03-<105
'MCELDOWNEY 1979:16 (H-127)
S0-10-45-1898O
i S0-1
MCELDOIINEY1979:16 (H-1Z7)
4$-189S1 'So-HA-A03-<106
S0-10-45-18982So-HA-A03-007
MCELDOWNEY 1979:16 (H-1Z7)
50-,0-:45":,8983' 'SCHfA-A03-D08
MCELDOWNEY 1979:16 (H.:.127>

o-

50-10--45-18984
So--HA-A03-o10
50-,0-45-,8985
SO-fIA"'A03-014,
50-10-45-18986 . So--HA-A03-o15
So.:.,0-45';'18987 'So-HA-A03-o17

flCEUlOWNEY '1979;16' (H-1Z7)
MCELDOWNEY 1979: 17 CH-1Z7)
MCELDOWNEY"1979;17 (~-127)
. MCELDO\INEY1979;17 (H..;,127>

50-10--4S-18987' 'So--HA-A03-o18'
S0-10-45';'18988 .So-!iA-A03-o19

MCELDOWNEY 1979:17 (H-127>
MCELDOWNEY 1979:17 (H-127)

137

50-10--45-18989
50-10-45-18990

138

50-10-45';'18m

So-HA-A03-o25
So-HA-A03-oZ6
So--HA-A03-0Z7

MCEUlOWNEY1979:1? (H..;,127>
MCELDOIINEY:1979:17 (H-127)
tlCELDOWNEV1979:17(H.:.127>

139

50-10-45-18992
S0-10--45.:.18993

5o--HA-A03-028

so--m-AD4-a>1

MCEUlOllNEY 1979:17 (H-127)
MCEUlOWNEY 1979:18 (H.;.127>

130
131
132

133 ....
134
135
136

I

BPBH site •

50-10-36-18967
S0-10-36-18968
50-10-36-18969
50-10--36-18970
50-10--36-18971
50-10--36-18972
S0-10--44-07374
50-10--44-07375
50-10--44-07376
50-10--44-07378
50--10-44-07379
50-10--44-07389

100

I

State site •

1~

..,q,.~·u
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State site ,
141
142
143
144
14S
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
1S6
1S7
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187

S(HCKS-18994
50-10-45-18995
S0-1CKS-18996
50-10-45-18997
S0-10-4S-18998
50-10-45-18999
S0-1CKS-19000
S0-1CKS-19001
S0-1CKS-19002
50-1CKS-19003
S0-1CKS-19004
50-10-45-19005
S0-1CKS-19006
S0-1CKS-19007
S0-1CKS-19008
50-1CKS-19009
S0-1CKS-19010
S0-1CKS-19011
5o-10-4S-19012
5o-10-4S-19013
S0-1CKS-19014
5o-1CKS-1901S
S0-1CKS-19016
S0-1CKS-19017
S0-1CKS-19018
S0-10-4S-19019
S0-10-46-025OO
S0-10-46-02S01
S0-10-46-Q?503
50-10-46-02505
S0-10-46-02S05
50-10-46-02506
S0-10-46-02S07
S0-10-46-02510
50-10-46-02512
50-10-46-02515
50-10-46-02516
50-10-46-02517·
50-10-46-02518
50-10-46-02519
50-10-46-02520
50-10-46-02521
50-10-46-02522
50-10-46-02524
50-10-46-02526
50-10-46-02529
50-10-46-02530
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BPSM site ,
So-HA-A04-002
So-HA-A04-021
So-HA-A04-022
So-HA-A04-023
So-HA-A04-024
So-HA-A04-025
So-HA-A04-035
So-HA-A04-037
5o-HA-A04-038
So-HA-A04-039
So-HA-A04-040
So-HA-A04-046
5O-HA-A04-047
SD-HA-A04-051
So-HA-A04-052
So-HA-A04-054
So-HA-A04-05S
So-HA-A04-064
So-HA-.'105-ClO1
SD-HA-AOS-Q04
So-HA-AOS-005
So-HA-AOS-Q06
SD-HA-A05-G07
So-HA-A05-G08
So-HA-AOS-Q09
So-HA-A05-o10
So-HA-AOS-ClO1

So-HA-A10-003
So-HA-A10-00s

So-HA-A11-ClO1

Reference

Page
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Name/Type

HCELDOVNEY 1979:18 (H-127>
HCELDOVNEY 1979:19 (H-121>
HCELDOVNEY 1979:19 (H-127>
HCELDOVNEY 1979:19 (H-127)
MCELDOVNEY 1979:19 (H-127>
HCELDOVNEY 1979:19 (H-127)
ftCELDOVNEY 1979:20 (H-127>
HCELDOVNEY 1979:20 (H-127)
ftCELDOVNEY 1979:20 (H-127)
MCELDOVNEY 1979:20 (H-127>
MCELDOWNEY 1979:20 (H-127>
MCELDOVNEY 1979:20 (H-127>
MCELDOWNEY 1979:21. (H-127>
MCELDOVNEY 1979:21 (H-127)
tlCELDOVNEY ·1979:21 (H-127>
MCELDOVNEY 1979:21 (H-127)
MCELDOVNEY 1979:21 .(H-127>
MCELDOVNEY 1979:22 (H-127>
MCELDOWNEY 1979:22 (H-127>
MCELDOVNEY ·1979:22 (H-127>
MCELDOVNEY 1979:22 (H-127>
.)
MCELDOWNEY 1979:22"'(H-12n-' Ill'
MCELDOVNEY 1979:22 (H-127>
MCELDOWNEY 1979:23 (H-127>
MCELDOVNEY 1979:23 (H-127>
MCELDOVNEY 1979:23 (H-127>
(NO HAP)
ICUKU HEIAU
SHPO SITE FOLDER
(NO HAP)
KAPOHO pmOOLVPHS
SH'O SITE FOLDER
(NO HAP)
AHALANUI COMPLEX 1
SH'O SITE FOLDER
(NO HAP)
SHPO SITE FOLDER
AHALANUI COHPLX 2: 'LTFM
(NO HAP)
SHPO SITE FOLDER
AHALANUI COHPLX 2: 'ENS
(NO HAP)
LAEPAOO ENCLOSURE
SHPO· SITE FOLDER
(NO HAP)
POHOIKINORTH COKPLEX
SHPO SITE FOLDER
(HO HAP)
POHOIICI VAlUt SPRING
SHPO SITE FOLDER
(NO HAP)
SHPO SITE FOLDER
'OHOIICI ENCLOSURE
(NO HAP)
SHPO SITE FOLDER
HALE 'ARKCOHPLEX
(NO HAP)
SHPO SITE FOLDER
COMPLEX
(NO HAP)
SHPD SITE FOLDER
IWiINAAKAKA. HEIAU
(NO HAP)
KEAHIAlAICA SPRING & POND
SHPD SITE FOLDER
(HO HAP)
HALE FAPlILY (GRAVES)
SHPO SITE FOLDER
(NO HAP)
SHPO SITE FOLDER
COMPLEX
(NO
HAP)
SHPD SITE FOLDER
ENCLOSURE
(NO HAP)
SHPO SITE FOLDER
COHPLEX
(NO HAP)
SHPD SITE FOLDER
COHPl£X
(NO HAP)
SHPO SITE FOLDER
LAVA TUBE
(HAP LOCATED)
HACKENZIE pETROOLVPHS
SHPO SITE FOLDER
SHPD SITE FOLDER (HAP LOCATED .FILE 2529 KINGS HIGHWAY
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Name/Type

State site'

"BPElf1 site'

188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199

S0-10-46-02531
S0-10-46-02538
S0-10-46-04250
S0-10-46-04251
Slr1lr46-04254
S0-10-46-0425S
S0-10-46-04278
50-10-46-04294
S0-10-46-04295
Slr10-46-043oo
S0-10-46-04736

200
201
202

S0-10-46-19021

203

S0-1~19024

204

S0-1~19025

(NO MAP)
~HPD SITE FOLOER
MOUND
(NO MAP)
SHPD SITE FOLDER
CERETARY
So-HA-AOS-002
SHPD SITE FOLDERiMCELDOWNEY 1979 (H-127 ICING'S CAIRNS
SKPD SITE FOLDER; MCELDQVNEY 1979 (H-127 ICUI1U1CAHI GRAYESITE
, ,(NO HAP)
SHPD SITE FOLDER
KAPOHO PT. ,LATFORH
(NO HAP)
SKPD SITE FOLDER
S. KAPOHO PT. COHPLEX
SHPD
SITE
FOLDER;
HCELDOWNEY
1979
(H-127
KAIMIAI
VILLAGE
50-,:,!,-A~1,8-22
(NO
MAP)
PUALAA
COHPLEX
I
So-HA-A10-7-10 SHPD SITE FOLDER
(NO
HAP)
PUALAA COHPLEX (HOLUA)
SKPD SITE FOLDER
SlrHA-A1D-006
(NO MAP)
SKPD SITE FOLDER
AGRICULTURAL PATCH
(NO MAP)
SHPD SITE FOLDER
HOUSESITE
MCELDOlmEY 1979:23 (H-127>
50-HA-A06-002
MCELDOWNEY 1979:23 (H-127>
So-HA-A06-003
SQ-HA-A06-004
MCELDOIlNEY 1979:23 (H-127>
MCELOOWNEY 1979:23 (H-127>
So-HA-A06-005
HCELDOlmEY 1979:23 (H-127)
SD-HA-A06-D06
MCELDOlmEY 1979:24 (H-127)
So-HA-A06-007
HCELDOIlNEY1979:25 (H-127)
So-HA-A06-023
So-HA-_06-o26
HCELDOlmEY 1979:25 (H-127)
MCELDOlmEY 1979:25 (H-127)
So-HA-A06-o27
HCELDOIlNEY 1979:25 (H-127)
So-HA-A06-028
MCELDOIlNEY 1979:25 (H-127)
So-HA-A07-OO1
MCELDOIlNEY 1979:25 (H-127>
So-HA-A07-002
So-HA-AOS-G04 'MCELDOWNEY 1979:26 (H-127)
(NO MAP)
COHPLEX ?'It
SKPD SITE FOLOER
(NO MAP)
PUA'AICANU CERETARY
So-HA-A1S-1-41 SKPD SITE FOLDER
ICEEKEE C£HETARY
5o-HA-A17-S-30 SHPD SITE FOLDER 2534 (NO HAP)
(NO MAP)
C-SHAPES
SKPD SITE FOLDER
(NO HAP)
SHELTER COHPLEX
SKPD SITE FOLDER
(NO ttAP)
SHELTER COHPLEX
So-HA-A18-2-11 SHPD SITE FOLDER
(NO MAP)
SHPD SITE FOLDER
1CE000A 'ETROGYPHS
SHPD SITE FOLDER
(NOMA')
PETROGLYPHS
So-HA-A18-OO1
(NO MAP)
PETROGLYPHS
SHPD SITE FOLDER
KAIPUUELE CERETARY
So-Hi.-A19-2-99 SHPD SITE FOLDER 2534 (NO MAP)
(NO MAP)
ALALOA
SHPD SITE FOLDER
(NO HAP)
ICEAUOHANA AHUP. ARCH DIST
SHPD SITE FOLDER
(NO MAP)
So-HA-A24.;oQ1
SKPD SITE FOLDER
'UNALUU HEIAU
(NO HA,)
'UNALUU SPRNG (QUEENS· BTH
SKPD SITE FOLDER
So-HA-A24-002
(NO HAP)
VALLED ENCLOSURE
SKPD SITE FOLDER
(NO HAP)
MOUNDS
SKPD SITE FOLDER
(NO HAP)
WALL SECTIONS
SKPD SITE FOLDER
(NO MAP)
VALLS, ENCLOSURE
SKPD$ITE FOLDER
(NO MAP)
VAllS, MOUND
SHPD SITE FOLDER
(NO HAP)
MOUNDS, VALLS
SHPD SITE FOLDER
(NO MAP)
TRAIL
SKPD SITE FOLDER
(NO MAP)
GRAVEYARD
SHPD SITE FOLDER
(NO MAP)
VALLS, TRAIL
SHPD SITE FOLDER

205
206
207
20S
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
22S
226
227
228
229
230

231
232
233
234

Slr10-~19020
S0-10-~19022
S0-1Cl-4~19023

S0-1Cl-4~19026

S0-10-~19027
Slr10-~19028
Slr10-~19029

Slr1lr46-19030
SP-1lr46-19031
Slr10-46-19032
S0-10-55-02533
S0-10-S5-o2534
S0-10-S5-02539
50-10-SS-02541
S0-10-5S-02542
S0-10-S5-02543
S0-10-55-02544
Slr1lrS5-o254S
Slr11r5S-02546
Slr11r5S.;o2547
S0-10-5S-10922
S0-10-SS-11333
Slr10-63-04224
S0-10-63-04225
S0-10-63-04226
Slr10-63-06450
S0-10-63-064S1
S0-10-63-064S2
S0-10-63-06453
S0-10-63-06454
S0-10-63-0645S
S0-10-63-06456
Slr10-63-06457
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State site •
235
236
237
238
239

50-10-63-06458
50-10-63-06459
50-10-63-06460
50-10-63-06461
50-10-99-10000

,.

Page
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BPBI1 site ,

Reference
SHPD
SHPD
SHPD
.SHPD
SHPD

SITE
SITE
SITE
SITE
SITE

6

Name/Type
FOLDER
FOLDER
FOLDER
FOLDER
FOLDER

(NO
(NO
(NO
(NO
(NO

ffAP)
RAP)
RAP)
ffAP)
ffAP)

VALLS,ENCLOSURE
HABITATION COMPLEX
WALL

HABIT. & AGRIC. COHPLEX
PUNA CAVE COMPLEX·
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'.0 00. 621. Honolulu. .......... Il6OO9
Room 313. r.al'''''''ok" e:clg
IIS1 Punchbowl 51. Pn sea ~s.."t

NOV 12 1976

Board of Land & Natural Resources
Honolulu, HI
Gentlemen:
subject:
Wao Kele '0 Puna Natural Area Reserve, Hawaii
At its meeting of Octobc:r 21,1976the Natural Are~ Reserves System
Commission 'recommended that a 6,500-acre portion ot the Puna Forest
Reserve be estC".bl.ished as the "Hao ICele '0 puna NaturnlArca RC5ervc ll an
detailed in the attached proposal. The Draft Regulation No.1} governing
~its use must receive a pUblic hearing. Because the proposed Natural Area
ReservE: is now a part of Puna }'orest Reserve, it is also neccssal'y to
withdraw this land froo forest reserve status. which action requires a
hearing pursuant to Chapter 183, aRS.
During the pnst three months the Co~mission has made a serious
exaraination 01' its functi.onr. and position in the stltt.e GoverJ"l::ler·t. We
find that there is a cubstantial back-log of field 'data concerning the
nomina tion 'ofcanc!idate tlatural Area Reserves nnd in pl-eliminar:; dcvelol'mcnt of proposals for selected reserves. However, the work of the
COmJr.issionis severely hampered by shortages of staff and budgetin(; for
carr,fing thene proposals to final draft form.
The current Puna proposal was produced only by volunteer assistance
in research and preparation by scveral of our Commissioners, and by taxinr;
beyond rensonablelimits the expertise and time ot our Natural Areas
specialist who serves in a half-time capacity.

.

.

The creat need ot the Commission at this juncture in the development
of a DleaningfulStatc Natural Area Reserves Syster:l is for a. . full-time
Executiv(' Officer to finalize and expedite additionul propo:;als of the
quality reflected in the one we are submitting at this time.
nECOHHEND,\ 1'1011:

~hat the
1.

BO:lr<i:

Approve and recommend to the Governor of Ha"/aii that a public hcarine
be hcld on the island of Hawaii covering the Jlf'cposed reculOl tion
Acd wi thdraw:tl of the sUbject urea from punn Foretit ReseI've ar.d that

:;hll.,
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the ChuirPl:ln he' :JUthorl~Wfl to ulllloint :l m:lst(~r.·re~r tl1l' IU·:lriIlJ;s. TIll' C:llairPl.,n
is to dctcrnlinc the I:hlt~ :md pl:wC! (,f rhe ,h,'m'ings will. tlU' :tj'pTrw:d 1'1 I",'
Governor.

Respectfully zubmitlcd,

P.

~uentin TOr.Jic~,

,Chairman
RECOl-tHENDED FOR APl'ROV AL:

~4#'
Christopher Cobb,
Chairman of the Board

'0
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Commis$ion a.fC!mbers
P Ouenlin 1 _... Chairman

GEORGE R. AR/YOSHl
Gowtt,MlO' Ha"'lii

D' Eimo Hard,
Aobert A Kin"., .,

TOPHER COBB. CHAIRMAN
I 01 Land

an" HalUla' Resources

EDGAR A. tiAMASU
Dc-puly 10

"If Chairman

STATE OF HAWAII
DCPIJnMCtH or lANn ANO NA UlftAl hI ~ollnr.r l\

GordOft A LlJ. doft3id
(lh~,n

1 ")",.,,',,Ia

NATURAL AREA RESERVES SYSTEM COMMISSION
P.O. Ooa 6~1. Honolulu.'t:."'JII9UOU9
,,-,,313. Kalaninlol<u Bldg
11$' Punc:hbowl $I.. Ph $43:!:>29

RECOMMENDATiON

The above constitutes the report and recommendation of the
undersigned commissioners to the Board of Land and Natural
Resources,.sndhas ,b~en ~pproved by all members.

iApproved"'by'the Natural 'Area. Reserves System
Commission '. "

;\\>.~~
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Introduction
Commission
Reserve Purpose
The Proposal
'Representative Rather Than Unique
General Description
lillnagement
General
Allo\'lnble Uses
Special F'eatur"es
Relationship to Hawaiian ~ulture
Scientific Interest, Botanical Adaptations
Relationship to E~dangered Species Act
NATIVE PLANTS IDEnTIFIED TO

D~TE

IK THE

I<tLE '0 PU1~A iTl\TURilL j\RE;\ RESERVE
side
I,a1~pana« or rnnkc:d side
J·ietrosidcros
Metrosideros
'ohi'a
Uikstroemia
Cheirodendron
'itia
Ilex
i'eile
Freycinetin
Diospyros
Gouldia
lama
Pipturus
Coprosrna
mamaki
Pelen .
olomen
Perottetia
Coprosma
Cibotium
pilo
Bobea s~ndwicensis
or Cyrtandra
*.' ahakea
Bobea tiraonioides
Cyrtandrn
*'ahakea
Pelea
Broussaisia
'alani
Alyxia
Clermontin
maile
Urera
Alyxin
0Euhe
Freycinctia
kopiko
rsychotria
t'likstroernia
hipu i U
Cibotium
Perotteti~
uluhe
Dicrc::mopteris
Dicranopteris
paIn
J.1nrnttin
Euyra sand\.licensisho'i' 0
ilthyrium
haha
cyanea pilosa
t'1.L\O

G1em'!ood« or
'ohi'a
'olapa
)di"l:l IU
manOl"lO
pilo
'alani
bapu'u
),arlca'1aO 'ke 'ol~e ' 0,
ha'i wale
),anC:ll'1aO
'oha
mailc
i'ei'e
'akia
olomea
uluhe
*anini

m~uka

\

* Indicates plant is on the Smithsonian list of Endangered Species. f'\
,;-,;0;;0;; '-

Spelling nccordirlg to John Porter list of Ha\'1aiian names.

; ~"r 1";_

;f f. c ,;;c.I

11/1/76

;I-:.r
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Introduction
The Natural Area Reserves" S~'stelt1 Commission \l1ascreated in
1970 by State Act 139 and consists of six scientists appointed
by the Governor and five ex-officio members: the heads of the
Departments of Agriculture,"Educatioh, Land and'lfatural Resources,
Plnnninq and Economic Development, and tho President of the
University of Hawaii. ' "
'
According t'oLegislative intent ,~he Commission has
adopted criteria for recommerid1ng Uatural.i\reaReservesand
has clarified the purpose, scope and composition of,the System.'
The purpose .is to preserve ,tor future generations irreplacable
examples of ,the Hawaiian environment. 'rhe Resel"VeS will serve
as benchmarks against which to me~sure change in the natural
environmrnt and will preserve biological gene pools. The scope
is Statewide~, and the compos! tioJ1 "till include both unique and
representative areas of zoological, geol~gical, and bo~anical
value.
A',State\dde pl,m has identified
about ~O possible c~ndidate areas
and the first two, the "lainkea 1942,
Lava Flo\~ Reserve and, the Ahihi-CaDe
Kin~u fleservc have been set aside
by Executivo Order.

-:

....

The Proposal
The proposed 1'1?O l~ele '0 PUlii.l
llatural Area is a portion o:rtno
state owned Puna Forest, located in
the southeastern part of the Islnnd
of Hawai'! and will preserve~
representative ohi'a-fern fOJ:'cst
muchllS it existed before the ~r.rival
ofCaptainCook~ The entire' Puna
Forest of about 25,700 acres '-Ins at
<me, time ,suggcstedby th~ Division
of Forestry as a Natural'Area but '
. ,subsequent investigation showed
that the purpose of preserving this
Ltype,of ecosystem co'uldbeach~eved
j,Jl flRcscrve of6 .500 acres, leaving
the remaining forest for mUltiple
use ns needed.
,.
, Al fhougtit'heohf· 'a-:f~rn
, ' "a~Gociationisthe predomillent
fen turefntlii snati ve H a\'1l1i i nn
forost _ tllereare 'nur.lerous other
,nntivcplnnts ,to :be found, some
of them being on the EHc1angcrcd,~
Speciesli:s,t. ',' Older and more
i"vnri"ed ,pI"ant ',c.,om",mu,',11i t,~,', er.,'su,"rvl va '.
in t;hekipukawhicharc islnnds
,ofvcgotationsurroulldca by lavCl

"j'

09111 I C)-Hopu I u Forest

flom~.

11",- ,';
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"nle PlU'l."l Forest is located in tJle ceuter of the Puna District 1H.'ar
the eastern til) of the Island of Ho\\ui' i. 1 t is on the ,eilS t slope of the
Kilaue~ shield volcnno :1110 \..-as fonned by a sliccession oCprehis toric<md
historic basalt lava flo;\s froli1 the 1'w1a volcanic series.
11lis cast rift 'of the Ki lauea volcano extends from the caldera at
4,000 fect elevation to Cape J:unukuhi. It is slashed 'd th grc3t cnu;ks, or
fissures, piJllpleel \d tIl dueler :mtl spatter cones, and l.llackened\d til recent
flo,,'s" Volcanic activity along the rift in 1963 resul teJ in severnl hundreJ
acres of Jle\~ lava <ind t1deletJ :mothcr interes ting kipuko, ,·..here vccetll tion
exi~ting before the lava flo,." stanels tall and green, surrounded IJ)'. sterile

lava. Vue to these "olcanic conditions vegetation ranges" from the ferns
\...h ich move in as' the lava cools, to examples of a mature native.ohia-fern
ecosystem.

.

.... -.. ...: :....
"

~

......
Kipuka

t..
:

Soils in the proilosed Reserve are basically histosols, ,..·hich consist
of thin layers of organic material on geologically youn~lava rock. The
.
elevation rises from 1,380 feet to 2,300 feet, and the averngeannual rninfnll
ranges from 125 inches at the lo'o/er elevation to ISO inches at the Glem-..ood
end ncar 22 mile road. It is tHis amount of rainfall comhineJ with a \\'ann
cli.mate \\hich DUlkes possible the relatively rapid comeback of plant life on
the nOl." lava •
. Aerial photogrd)?hs and ground surveys have sho'mthat the proposed
Reserve is predominantly a fenl-ohia ecosystcrn. h'hile tJ1e ohia belongs
to a genus '''hicb ~as representatives in many parts of the Pacific, all of
the species ofohia occurring Jlaturally in lIah'ai' i arc. unique to the Islands
and, according to the botanist Joseph F. Rock, PWla is one of the prime
at'cas "here the ohia reaches its largest size, sometimes lua feet. 1',1,ile
diffcrent fon:lS" of the ohin occur from sea-level to ns high as 9, 000 feet~
tJlis PLula area presents theohin-£em association which is a very stable
lI:u-.'3ii ecosystem \"hen lUldlsturbed. In the higher, ,...ctter aren of the
Reserve the fern :lssociatcd 'dth the ohia is, dIe r.nj es tic h3J)UU, '''hile on

-,-

~
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some of the nC\olcr and drier arcus the associc:ation is I ohi 'Ot
and uluhe, another fern.
'l'he flowers of the 'ohi'a arc rarely salmon, pinl~ or
yellow, but more often a bright red, matching th~ plumage of
the nntive 'i'iwi bird \ofhich feeds on the lehua ncctLt.r.
'Ohi 'a "Iood' has many uses • It is dense, heavy, c.l!ld ti\J:c:!J
a fine polish but is difficult to mill •. ~~ny older homes in
H'awai'i have a gleaming, dark bro\'1n 'ohi'a floor. Lilrge sections
of .'ohi'u are also used for bull r~ils onhnrbor docks by tho
Depurtment o.f Transportntion. 'l'he \-10od ''''ould ~lso be suiti"ble
for flooring in a gyrnIlnsium, instead of the r.torc usual maple.
Along ,-lith the dominant .'ohi'a, an impressive J','Jmber of
other native 'Hawaiian plants have been recorded to date in the
proposed eserve area and if the area is protected others filily
be found. Birds are not as nUJ:1erous as at higher elevations but
'the elepaio ,amakihi, ClDClDane, i' i\l1i and oma' 0 have been
recorded by Mr. Jame~ Jacobi.
Uanaqement
,\'lhile management of u .Hatural
Area al\l1oys presumes the protec i:.ion
of native and endemic plants and .
animals ,. there are r.t~ny desirable
activities which will be allowed
tli thin. tho proposed
PUIlCl
Reserve. In order to reduce t~1e
dllntac;e from'·'·lild pifJs,pjCJhuntin~
,,1illcontin\le .underlhe DI..1:n
RegUlation :;~23.
Hiking, photography and·
envix:onmentCll. education \llould "J.so
be uses \-1hichcould be enjoyed.
Geologists' \-lill also. study the lava
flows and the large crac)~s.

.. ...

..

,

..
.'.:
·f

...

~

:-

.....

..
..... ,.

.'

Ha"mi'ian HnDu 'u

It should be noted, howevc~,
that this area is e::tremely rough.
'i'he,.jagged,·tortured lava makes
,~lalJdng not only difficult, b'.1t;
'aangerous, particul~rly where plants
. partially obscure ueep' cr~c1:s hi
the sharp, rough lavn. The high
rainfall also adds to the discomfort
of\-1ould-bee:{plorcrs in this \'lild
area, a.lthoughi t elids plant comebac1:on younger £10\'/s.
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Hikers
DJe to the rugged lava, large cracks, and the ldldcrness character of
the area, management may require some provision for user safety. Interpretive displays, handout material, and special trails for viewing nntive
plants might be developed i11 certain portions of tJ1C Reserve.
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'i\hakea (Bohea)
The Jiawaiians, through long experience, knew the
chnracteristics of the, variouD planta \o/hieh were availa~le to
them. The 'ahakea, which is found in ,the prop0::icd Reserve
area, is a tree 30 feet or so tall with a trunk which often
reaches lh feet in diameter., Deing a very hat-d, · durable ,,'ood
i twas ll~ilized. for canoe 9umial~s.. 'l'othls day canoe gum.,ales,
whatev~J: the material, .. are p,a,inted yelIo,,, to iln! tate the
typically. yellowish.color.of the fahllkea.
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Ha\tlaiian Canoe 'dth 'Ahakea'- Gttn''1ale
~~

(Diospyros)

to. the genus Diospyros ,'and ,- the' species found.
in Puna is an endemic one, found nOWhere in the world except in
Ha"lai·i •. It isa mediul1lsizedtree ,.,hoDe \tloodis very hard,
close grained, and of a rich reddish brown", color \"henold~
The lama Wood "las used in the construction of religious
temples and, a block of lnrn:l '"1rappedin chc>ice yello\ol !!:e!!. aild
scented with tumeric was always placed on the alter of ~,
goddess of the sacred h u l a . ,
"
Another use of lama' was for a kapu enclosure, palama,
within which an alii chiefess was consecrated and where 'she
awaited,the{alif chief chosen as her first mate.
The word ma-lamalama, whichrefers·to the lama tree, occurs
in the motto of the University of Ha\-iaii and refers to a state
of enlightenment.
'Akia (Wikstro emia)
The •akia is a large shrub or srnn.ll tree and is widely
found on the lava fields of the Island of Ha'-Ini'i. The native
Hnwaiians used.a rope made from the tough, fibrous bark of the
~belonqs
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•akia, a rope almost as good ns that made from olonn, ,...hich was
greatly prized by whalers for its strength. The I~is.
somewhat poisonous and when pounded to a pulp andthro\-m 1nto
the water it had a stupefying effect on the fish, 'making them
easier to catch.
Olomea (PerottetiaO)
The·. olomea is an attractiVe tall shrub 01" small tree, whose
bright red berries droop gracefully from every branch. The wood
was used by native Hnwaiiansfor. producing fire by friction.
'r,.,o sticks called. aunaki \-Iere used, one·· of which~was olomea and
the other the much softer h~u.
'Olapa (Cheirodendron)
Another tree found'in the Reserve is lolaoo which attains
its best development at the elevations withIil the Reserve and
up to about the 4000 foot elevation. It is conspicuous in the
woods because of its leaves', ~lhich,rather liJ:e the "quaking"
aspen tree are always in motion, fluttering in even the
slightest breeze. The performers of the native hula were
divided into two groups, the 'olapa and the ho'ooala. The former
were those whose part in the dance was the agile one, who could
best illustrate, by the graceful bending of their ~odies and
fluttering hands the motion of the leaves of the lol~p~ tree.
A complete list of the Hawaiian plants identified to date
in this proposed reserve is attached. It is a representative
assortment of the plants upon which the Hawaiians depended, and
\-Ihich they utilized so well. Establishment of this H£ltural l,rea
Reserve will as:::ist ira the preservatiqn and appreciation of
Hawaiian culture as well as f~rnish a valuable stUdy are~ for
botanists from allover the world. If some of these species are
added to the Federal Endangcr~d Species List. the protection
assured by management 1n a Natural Area Reserve will help fulfull
the intent of State and Federal endangered species laws, and will
facilitate cooperatively funded programs.
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for Public
STATE OF HA\-1AII .
DEPAR~ffiNT OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES
Natural Area Reserves System
Regulation No. "3

I
'-.
I

AUTHORiTY. Under authority'granted in Chapter 195, Hawaii Revi~ed
Statutes,the Board of Land and Natural Resources after recommendation
and approval of the Natural Area Reserves System Commission, hereby adopts
Regulation No. ~, RELATING TO THE PROTECTION, CONTROL AND. USE OF THE
WAOKELE '0 PUNA NATURAL ~FA KESeKVe, ISlAND OF HAWAII •.

.
Section
'

PURPOSE AND INTENT. The Legislature has found that the Statp of
possess unique natural'resources such as geological and volcanological features and distinctive marine and terrestrial plants and ani~l$
many:which occur nowhere else in the world, and are highly vulnerable to
loss by the growth of population and technology; that these unique necural
assets should be protected and preserved for present and future gcncrn . .
tions of man to provide viable illustrations of an original natural
heritage, and to act as base lines against which changes being made in
the environments of Hato1aiL can be measured. These natural resources serve
when feasible, for research in natural sciences, as outdoor teaching
laboratories,and as reservoirs of natural genetic materials. In keeping
with these ~indings, the Legislature has authorized the establishment
of a statewide Natural Area Reserves System to preserve in perpetufry
enc;langered species, important geological sites,. and specific land ~md
water areas which support relatively unmodified natural communities of
native flora and fauna.
.
1

Haw~ii

l'

3ection 2 DESIGNATION. This regulation shall ~overn the protection,
control and use wi thin the "Tao Kc Ie '0 Puna Natural Area Reserve.
hereinafter called the "Reserve" which is established by Governor's
Executive Order No.
and designated in Exhibits A and B,attached
her~to and made parts thereof.
.
;ection 3 :RESTRICTIONS AND CONTROL. The following items and activit~es are
prohibited within the Reserve:
(1) Plants. The cutting, killing,damaging or removal of any r.ative
plant or parts thereof is prohibited. The introduction of any for~
of plant life is prohib~ted._
(2) .Animals. The removing,. damaging or killing of all forms of
animal life is prohibitcd,exc~pt that hunting is permitted in
accordance with applicable regulations of the DiVision of Fish
and Game, as it is determined by the Board and the Commission
that.such ~se.here is compatable with management for Natural
.. 'Are~ Reserve purposes. The introduction ofnny non-native anilt13 t,
exc.cpt~ogs for the purpose of hunting, is prohibited.
.
'
(3) Minerals. All miningor disturbances of geological fea~Ut·es 'such:ls
\...
mi~erals, rocks, stci07, sand, earth, s~aveL,fossi~s andothc'''' rc.:i.ntcd
~su sta~ces are prohlb1ted. No blasting or explosions sh~ll be
permitted.
'
,
•
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Artif\lcts. The £lppro~rl~~lon, excavation,~l~juring or destroying of
any historic or preh1storlc ruin or montuncnt or ar.y object of
antiquity is prohibited.
Propert>:. The willful destruction, defacing. or disturbing of any
public notice or sign'iJence or gate, or other property is prohibited.
Improvenlcnts. All improvemcnts including but not limited to structures,
trails and roads are prohibited.
..
...
Campin~. Camping activity defined as the setting up of a tent or
other temporary shelter is prohibited~
.
Fires. The setting or building of a.fire Jsprohibited.
Pollution. The depositing of refuse, litter or any other substance
which pollutes or is liable to cause pollution within the g~ounds or
'-laters' within the Res'erve is prohibited.
Vehicles. Vehiclesa,re prohibited within the Reserve except on
designa~ed ~oadways. .
'

;ectio~ 4

~,

EXCEPTED USES AND PERMITS. The Board of Land and Natural Resources
or its authorized representative may issue permits granting exceptions
to ,the restrictions of this regulation for research or educational
purposes 'subject to approval of the Commission. ,Each permit application
shall be made to the Board in writing and shall be considered on its.
own merits, particularly as regards its effect on'the Reserve.
PcrmLts
shall tie non-transferable and subject to cancellation.

p.ction 5 PENALTY. Any person who v,io13tes any of theiprovisions of this
regulation shall, upon convictiontheteof, be fined not more than One
Hundred Dollars ($100.00) or imprisoned not more than "30 .days, or bo·th,
for each offense.
.
.
,
Adopted this

day of

by the Board of Land and.' Natural Resources •
. Board of .Land arid ~~turkl Resources

By:
And by:,
.:

pproved this
.

day of
----; 1.976

30vernor of Hawaii

.,)
~pproved

,..!- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Approved; by the Natural Area Reserves System
Commission
Chairman

as to form:"
Member

~puty

Attorney General
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<ornrr

of llnUtnii

of t~l' Ijirufrnunf (60lJrrnl1f

,.

-=:.~.f':~

m~is ts to C!JrrUfg That the within is a true copy of £xecu.tive Order No.....•.:...:.:.::..•;;)
setting aside land for public purpo~es. the original of which is on file in this office.

3Jn wrsflmonymltrrroC. the Lieutenant GO\'crnor of the
State of Hawaii. has hereunto subscribed his name
and caused the Great SeaJ of the State to be affixcd.

DONE in Honolulu. this
....................................................................• A.D. J9

day of
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r_.>

!_o

~ptttttg:!\!it1it iGutl1ifnr tauh!t! 1}urpv5PB
my

°

t~i!l £Irrutlllr~rllrr.

lJ.

t.~r ttttbl'rslgttrb. ~ODrrnor

DC t~r !'Jatt IIC liuwail.

by virtue of the authority in me vested by Section 171-11, Hawaii Revised Statutes,
~nd every other authority me hereu~to e~abling, do hereby order that the public
land hereinafter described be, and the same is, hereby set aside for the follo~'ing
public purposes:

FOR'NATUAAL AREA RESERVE, to be under the control and
°

management of the Department of Land and Natural Resources,
State of Hawaii, being the 1andssituate at Puna, Island of
Hawaii, Hawaii, and designated as WAO KELE 0 PUNA NATURAL
AREA RESERVE, containing an area of 16,843.891 Acr~s, more
or less, ail m0t:e particularl~ described in Exhibit "A tl ~nd
.

,

delineated on Exhibit
andrnade

-,

"Btl, both of which are attached hereto

a,parthereo~,

said exhibits being, respectively,

a,survey description and survey map prepared by the Survey
Division, Department of Accounting and General Services,
State ofHawaii,botb,be;ngdesignated C.S.F.No. 18,647 and
dated May

4,

1'979.

SUBJECT to disapproval by the Legislature by
two-thirds vote 'of either the"Senate or the Bouse
of, Representatives or by majority vote of both, in
any regular orspecia1 session next following the
da~~ ~fthisExe9ut~ve Order •

. 3ltt UtttnunWqrrrnf. J have hcreunto sC,t my hand

or the Slale of t1awa;t;0be affixed.
Done ~thc Capit~~t H.' onoluJ~ thi~
.f~ ~.., day of
:1I1dcall~edthc Great Scal

.

. I'L{1<t?71 . . ~

N"".,. ,'"

T IIl",I-..,1 ", .. ,1

fr

,

\
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STATE OF HAWAII
SURVEY DIVISION
DEPT. OF ACCOUNTING AND GENERAL SERVICES
C.S.r'.N••

111.647

HONOLULU

Hay 4, 1979

'WAO KELE 0 PUNA
NATURAL AREA RESERVE
Puna, Island of Ha",aH, nawal!
Being portions of the Government Lands of Hakuu-Kaohe,

Kaimu~Kehenaand Kapaahu~~mai1i.

Beginning

at

the west corner of this parcel of land and at an

angle on the south side of Land Court Application 1053, the coordinates
of said point of beginning referred

~o ~overnment

Survey Triangulation

Station "OLAA" being 55,748.7 feet South and 22,096.9 feet West, thence
running by azimuths measured clock",ise from True South:1.

240 0

OS'

2.

320 0

23'

16,220.18 feet along the remainder of Puna Forest
Reserve (Governor's Proclamation dated
December 22,. 1928):.

3.

240 0

OS'

12" 25,840.22 feet along the remainder of Puna Forest
, Reserve (Governor's Proclamation dated
Decebmer 22, 1928);

4.

33S o

IS'

3262.76 feet along the west side of the 20-Foot Road;

S.

340·

23'

19.26 feet along the west side of the 20-Foot Road;

6.

342 0

31'

250.51 feet along the west side of the 20-Foot Road;

7.

337·

27'

156.17 feet along the west side of the 20-Foot Road;

8.

347 0

14'

271.04 feet along the west' side of the 20-Foot Road;

9.

348 0

38'

331.85 feet along the west side of the 20-Foot Road;

10.

353 0

51'

125.10 feet along the west side of the 20-Foot Road;

11.

359 0

30'

1278.10 feet along the t.1est side of the 20-Foot Road;

12.· 35S·

59'

2128.77 feet along the ",est side of the 20-Foot Road;

332 0 ,38'

221.69 feet along the west side of the 20-Foot Road;

13.

12" 16,000.00 feet along. Land Court Application 1053;

APPENDICES
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'i8, 647

14.

315·

Hay 4,ln9

33'

287.92 feet along the vest side of the 20-Foot Road;
9,4S feet along tbevest side of the 20-Foot Road;

16.

352·

29'

6915,35 feet along the Government Land;

17.

56·

27'

1460.6 feet along Lots 3-8 and 3-A of Upper Raimu
Homesteads;

18.

39°

38'

3534.1 feet along Lot 3-A of Upper Raimu Homesteads
and also along Grants 6571 to K, Kamakani.
6330 ·to S, Kame1ame1a and 6238 to D.
Kame1amela;

19.

53·

04'

10.520.9

20.

53·

31'

21.

148°

00'

4100,0 feet along R.P. 8030, L.C. Award 8559-8,
Apana 14 to William C. Lunalilo;

22.

116·

00'

8150.0 feet along R.P. 8030, L.C. Avard 8559-8,
Apana 14 to William C. Luna1ilo;

23.

126· 59'

30"

feet along Government Land;

9863.3 feet along Grant 9275 to James Campbell Estate;

. 25.105'.,' 'feet alC)ngR~P. 8030~ L. C. Award 8559-B.
Apana 14 to William C. Luna1ilo,
to the point of beginning and containing an AREA OF 16,843.891 ACRES.

SURVEY.DIVISION
DEPAR1HENT OF ACCOUNTING AND. GENERAL SERVICES
STATE OF HAWAII

By:

Compiled from Govt.
Survey Records,

(?4Ji cJL4-

Paul T. Nuha
Land Surveyor
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A.

Documents relating to the establishment of the Hao Rele <\..
Natural Area Reserve (Negative Dcclnration, Recommend~tion,
the BLNR ·from the NARS Commission, and Governor's Executiv~
Order) •
State of Hawaii .
II
I

Department .of Land and Natural Resources

I

NATURAL AREA RESERVES SYSTEM COMMISSION

f

.NOTICE OF DETERNINATION

..
Negative Declaration..1

l

-for
Wac Kele '0 Puna Natural Area Reserve

I
f

I
t

January 1978

l.
!
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NEGATIVE DECLARATION FOR
WAO KELE '0 PUNA NATURAL AREA RESERVE
PROPOSING AGENCY
Natural Area Reserve System Commission, Department
of Land and Natural Resources, State of· Hawaii.
AGENCIES CONSULTED

.

All divisions witttin the 'Department of Land and
Natural Resources were consulted. Also cgnsultedthrough
their ex-officio membership in the Natural Area Reserves
System Commission were the Department of Agriculture,
Department of Education, Department of Planning and
Economic Development, and University of Hawaii (President's
Office).
,

INTRODUCTION
The need to protect natural areas, as cultural and
scientific assets, against intense population and economic
pressures on a limited natural environment was recognized
by the 1970 State Legislature in enacting Chapter 195,
Hawaii Revised Statutes. The Chapter authorized the
establishment of a Natural Area Reserves System to strengthen
the existing conservation programs of preserves, sanctuaries,
and refuges. The natural areas selected (primar~ly from
State-owned land) would be irreplaceable examples of all
aspects of the unique and varied, original Hawaiian
ecological system. Their undisturbed condition would be
perpetuated by allowing natural processes to prevail over
human influences. As specified by the Chapter, an 11-member
Commission, administratively within the Department of Land
and Natural Resources (DLNR), functions as an advisory and

1

~
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,

policy recommending body to the Governor and the DLNR.
Twa' Natural Area ,. Reserves thus far established are the
·Ahihi~KlnauNatural Area Reserve on Maui and the Waiakea 1942
Lava Flow Natural Area Reserve on Hawaii. What follows is
a Notice of Determination on the potential environmental
effect of placing a parcel of Forest Reserve land within
the Haw,ail N.aturalArea Reserves System., It is the result
of the asse'ssment process conducted incompliance with
Chapter 343, HRS,'and the Regulations of the State's
Environmental Quality Commission.
DESCRIPTION OF mE ACTION
The Natural Area Reserves System Co~ssion is
recommending that a 6,500 acre
portion of the
. .
. 25~700 acre
Punll Forest Reserve (TMK 1-2-10:2) be established as the
WaoKele '0 Puna Natural Area Reserve (Fig. 1). ~he Puna
Forest Rese.rve,situated
in 'the . Puna District near the
.
eas~ern tIp of theislando.f Hawaii, is lnthe State's
Conservation Dist.rict , under the' jurisdiction of the DLNR.
The purpose of the proposed Natural Area Reserve is
to preserve for' present and future generations a representative.
ohf' a-fern fores~ecosys~em'much,as·, it existed before the
arrival of Captain"Cook. ·A.smuchas·' possible to be maintained
so .as'tcLsllow natural" processes to' dominate, the Natural
AreaRe~erve woul<;l'be,a Ilvi~g'example ofa natural h~ritage.
It~ould serve as a long-term control against which to
me~sure man-intro9uced stres'ses ina:djacent or simila~
ecosystems elsewhere. It would provide an environmental and
natural heritage'appreci.atlon slt~ ~or citizens, ..teachers,
and students. It would proVide" a1:esearch site for s.cientists '
studying the natural environment, its components, and the
particular type of undisturbed ecosystem it 'represents. It
\

.

"

,

•

. o.

•

•
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.

would preserve a gene
pool of native plant ~nd nni~~l
.
,
'"
spe,cies, particularly of rare and endangered species.
In accordance with the requirements of Chapter 195,
HRS,' the Cornmissi6n-recommended site is established as
a
.
Natural Area Reserve by DLNR resolution and a governo.r's
executive order that sets aside the land for that purpose.
The DLNR has the responsiblility of co~trol and management,
including the formulation of the use regulation •. The
proposed regulation must have a public hearing and be
approved by~he Comnission before it can be adopted by the
DLNR.
A public hearing on an earlier drafted regulation
(Appendix II) on the Wao Kele ·0 Puna Natural Area Reserve
was held in Hilo, Hawaii', Jan. 11, 1977 • Mr. 'Steven Morse,
repre~enting the Hawalian Coalition of Native Claims, was .
the only person to testify~ His written testimony requested
,
an amendment to "the proposed regulation' that would
"acknowledge the aboriginal rights of native Hawaiians of
Puna 'to use Wao Kele •0 Purla for>hunt'tng ~nd ;'gathering
purposes.. tlTheConimissfonsubkequently obt~ined.' a legal
. opinion 011 this matter from the Attorney Gerieral 's Office
(Appendix III)~
The'regJlatfonhassirtcebeenredl?afted (Appendix IV),
w~ereby Section4hasbee~res~:ucturedsothat any agency,
citizen group, or individual may submit an app~icati6n to
conductactfvities prohibited byrt:lle regula,tlon •.' As ~tated
in the regulatio~, t~eapp~icatio~ couldb~ for research,
education, management, or any 'other purpose. Thus, Mr.
St~ven Mors~ and other individual~ mayb~ allowed,by DLNa
perrnittoret~in-tr~ditionalfo:f.i~geor f6od'gather1.ng
privileges. Similarly, DLNR '5 Division of Water and Land
Development, who has expressed the desire to have water and
.

~
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geothermal development rights, could apply for a permit to
develop such resources should the need arise. A well-considered
decision to allow development would require comprehensive
knowledge of the ecosystem and an objective evaluation of
the project's impact on the environment. Its effect on
the integrity of the natural preserve would be weighed
against available alternatives .and the urgency of the
project in terms of public need.
Pursuant to Section 183-12, HRS, another public
hearing was held to hear opinions regarding the withdrawal
of 6,500 acres of ' land from the Puna Forest Reserve. A
main concern expressed was that all or a larger portion of
the Puna Forest Reserve' .should be designated a Natural Area
Reserve. The entire Puna Forest of about 25,700 acres' was
at one time suggested by the Division of Forestry as a
Natural Area Reserve. However, subsequent investigation
showed that the purpose of preserving this type of ecosystem
could be achieved with 6,500 acres, leaving the remaining
forest for multiple use as needed.
With preservation as the primary objective of Natural
Area Reserves, the guiding principle in the formulation of
use . regulations, is the prevention of unnatural encroachment.
Maintaining to posterity the natural state of the ecosystem
can be assured only by imposi~g restrictive uses. Besides
the explicit prohibition of destructive or damaging activities
to the biological and physical elements, the proposed
regulation forbids camping or the setting of ,a fire. The
only consumptive recreation allowed is hunting, subject 'to
applicable regulations of the Division of Fish and Game.
Controlling feral pig populations is considered necessary
because of the damage they cause to the vegetation and
terrain (see review by Smith and Diong 1977).
Enforcement of the proposed regulation will likely be
,

5

-

I
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by a forester or fish: and game warden.
at strategic locations.

Signs will be' posted

DESCRIPTION OF THE AFFECTED.ENVIRONMENT
The, Puna Forest Reserv,e is, loca,ted in the center '. of
the Puna District near. the eastern til' of ,the island of
Hawaii. It is on the ,eastern slope of ~heKilauea shield
volcano that was fot'medpy a succession of prehistoric
basalt lava flows from the ~a volcanic series (Macdonald
1949).
This eastern rift of the Kilauea volcano extends from
,the caldera at the, 4,'000 feet ,elevation to, Cape ,Kumukahi.
It is slashed with great fissures, pimpledwlth cinder and
spatter cones, and blackened with recent flows. Volcanic
activity along the rift in 1963 resulted in, seV'eral hundred
acres of new lava (Fig. 1) a;nd,added another interesting
kipuka,
or pocket
of 'vegetatiol1
surrounded by barren lava •
.' "
'.:
i;
,:'
,..
An arm of a 1911 lava flow entered the lower section of the
prop~sedNaturalAreaReserve.
Because .of the active 'volcanic
condition, the vegetation cover rangesfro.mffi!rns, which
are among the first,' apparentplants'toappear 90 fr,esh .lava
rocks, to rnatureforests dominated by ohi I a t.ree.s./ _
The. soil;'io t'hel'roposed Natu.ralArea ~fi!serve 1so£
orga~ic c6mpo~iti~n'-(histC?sols)p~~se!1tas,~ ,~hin layer on
geologically yoUng 1a"a roc'k;a The elevation rises ,from 1 ~ 380
feet Eo. 2,~300ieet, •. a~d'the:average'annual',r~i~fall'ranges
"from:125' inches at ~he "low.er' e·levati~n. 'to ,150 inches '. at; the
'GIEmW'~od endnear'Z2 'Mite Road., This high amount.of,rainfall
facilit'ates'the rap'idappearance of plant li~e. on the ne~
lava. '
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The "22 Mile Ro~dll "trarisec€fng the Hamalahoa Highway at
Glenwood ends about 1000 feet from the westernmost corner of
'the proposed Natural Area Reserve. Glenwood itself, with a '
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population of about 100"is about 4 miles away. The Natural
Area Reserve would be bounded (Fig. 2) by James Campbell
Trust Estate land along all of its southwestern side and by
Hawaii's Eden Rock Estate (Mountain View Development
Corporation) and Fern Forest 'Vacation Estates (Finance Realty
Ltd.) at the northwestern face. The latter two estates are
.
selling subdivision plotsarnid.a road system that has been
constructed up to the present Forest Reserve boundary. The
remaining sides of the proposed Natural 'Area Reserve would
adjoin State-owned land. This section could be approached
by vehicles using an .existing jeep trail that would skirt
the easternmost corner of the Natural Area Reserve. The
jeep trail originates from the end of a 4-mile arm of the
Pahoa-Kalapana Road.
Aerial photographs and ground surveys show that the
area is predominantly an ohi'a-fern ecosystem. While the
ohi' a belongs to a genus that has representatives in many
parts of the Pacific, species of ohi'a occurring naturally in
.

Hawaii are considered by some botanists (e.g. St. John 1913)
to be unique to the Islands. It can be found at sea level
to near the 9000 foot elevation, within which it grows as
a low creeper to tall trees (Rock 1913). the most extensive
forests and its best development, with heights of nearly 100
feet and a trunk diameter of several feet, occur on the
volcanic slopes of Haw~ii Island (Rock 1913). In the higher,
wetter area of the proposed Natural Area Reserv~ ohi'a and
hapu'q or tree fern, is a common association; in the newer
and drier areas ohi'a is usually found with uluhe, the false
staghorn fern.
The flowers of the ohi'a are usually bright red, matching
the plumage of the native i'iwi bird which feeds on the
flowers' nectar (Rock 1913). Birds are not as numerous as at

7
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higher elevations b~t, besides I !'\e i Hwt, the elepaio, arnakihi
apapane, and ornata h~ve b~en recorded (Jarnes Jacobi, pers.
commun.) •
Although the ohita-fern association is the predominant
feature of this, native Ha~aiian 'rarest, there are numerous
other native plants to be found (Appendix I), some of which
are endangered species. In the 3hsence of an extensive
biological surv~y, th~ plant list is merely a general
indication of what is present. '
"

;
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~SSESSMENT

DISCUSSION

The·assessmentprocess con~lst~d of identifying and
evaluatingpotenti~l :f.mpacts after a disc~ssion of the
proposed actIon;' its objectives , an,d a description of the
site involved. Agencies and individtJalshavingsome
expertise and familia~ity with tl1e~t:'ea were consulted.
It was determined that, as the ,purpose of having a
Natural Area Reserve is to protect and preserve the
,existing natural habi.tatan~ all tpe ntttur,Cll tllingsthat
occur in it and act upon 'It, the .proposedactiol1would
neither'destroy nor degrcide the q~ality of.t~~ physical
and biological environment. This favorable impact on the
environment, in turn"w9uld'afford: theequal.i~ benefJ.ci~i
impact,<?f retaining an ot;iginal natural resource that 'would
always 'be ~vail~bl,e.for.sucl1.thi.ngs asheritageappreciat1on,
environmental awareness, sclentif1cstudy, andeducatlon.
ESt~bliShing'the:si.te,as ',a 'N~turalAteaReserve would
not adversely alt~rrurrent,opportunitiesfo'r'public'use.
Pr~setltly a part of t~e ,PunaFo~estReserve,'t:hepropo~ed
siti ',is 'bei'og adminis ter~?acc~)l:d,ing,to ,conservation" measures
outlined in Regulation.No. 1 of the Division of Forestry.
But the more stringent preservation demands of the \elao Kele
. ---I

,)

~

,

'

'0 Puna Natural Area Reserve would exclude camping,' fires,
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and nearly all "special use" activi.ties that can take place
in a Forest Reserve. Hunting, which would be allowed as it
\
is considered a desirable management tool, is the present
major recreational activity.
Non-destructive and non-consumptive u~~s, such ns hiking,
photography, and environmentaleducatlon andappreciatlon,
are generally.encouraged in Natural'Area Reserves. However,
acce~sibility is a ~roblem and, accordl~~ to the DLNR
Division of Fish and Game and Division of Forestry, public
use (other than hunting) of the Puna Forest Reserve has been
practically nil, largely because of hazards ·.of the clinker
ala lava terrain and the entangled uluhe cover.
With respect to the desire of aboriginal Hawaiians
to have the right by tradition to gather plant material
for home use and consumption, such practice could be allowed
in the Natural Area Reserve by an excepted use permit. I~
considering what the effect may be should a,permitbe denied,
it should be noted that the proposed Natural Area Reserve
regulation dealing with protection of the yegetation is
basically similar to that already prescribed in Regulation
No. 1 for Forest Reserves~

NEGATIVE DECLARATION AND REASONS THEREOF
The environmental assessment has indicated that: an
environmental impact statement cis not required. The
proposed action is not expected to'havea.n adverse effect
on the economic or social welfare of the area. Its
objective being to preserve and maintain natural f~atur~s,
the proposed action does hot involve any modi£~cation to the
physical

or1)~~logical

environment.

10
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APPENDIX I
NATIVE PLANTS IDENTIFIED TO DATE IN THE
WAO KELE '0 PUNA NATURAL AREA RESERVE
Glenwood or mauka side
ohi'a
olapa
kawau
manono
pilo
alani
hapu'u
kanawao-ke'oke'o
kanawao
oha
maile
i1ei'e
akia
: olomea
*anini

Kalapana or makai side

Metrosideros
Cheirodendron
Ilex
Gouldia
Coprosma
Pelea
Cibotium
Cyrtandra
Broussais ia
Clermontia
Alyxia
Freycinetia
Wikstroemia
Perrottetia
Eurya

ohi'a
akia'
i'eite
lama
marnaki
olomea
pile
*ahakea
alani
maile
opuhe
kopiko
hapu'u
uluhe
hoio
haha

Metrosideros
Wikstruemia
Freycine.tia
Diospyros
Pipturus
Perrottetia
Coprosma
Bobea
Pelea
Alyxia
Urera
Psychotria
\...
Cibotium
Dicranopteris
Athyrium
Cyanea

*On the Smithsonian list of endangered species.
,~
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t\UTHDRITY. Under authority'granted,ln Chapter 195, HmvaiiRevised
utes, the Board of Land and Natural' Resources after recommendation
approval of the Natural Area Reserves S:/stem coinrn!ssion, hereby a:iopts
lation No. ,13 , RElATING' T.O THEPROTEC'~ION, CONTROL AND USE OF THE
KELE '0 PUNA NATURAL AREA l<.ES£KVE, ISLA~jD OF HAWAII.
ion 1 PURPOSE AND nnE~T. The Legislature has found that the State of
Hawaii possess unique natural resources such as geological and volcanological features and distinctive marine and terrestrial plants and ani~3ls.
many which occur nowhere else in the'wo~ld, and are highly vulnerable to
loss by the growth of population and technology; that these unique natural
assets should be protected' and preserved for present and future generations of man to provide viable illustracions of an original natural
heritage, and to act as base lines ~gainst which changes being made in
the environments of Hat,rali can be measured. These natural resources serve.
when feasible,for research itl natural· sciences,as outdoor teaching
laboratories, and as reservoirs of naturalgenetlci'materials. In. keeping
with these findings, the tegislaturehas authorized the esbablish.rnent

l~d:n:~::~w;~:c~:~~r~~p~~~:n~e::~r6:i~~~t:~t;~,p~~~e:;:ct~t~e~~~~u;~~

water areas which support relatively
native flora and fauna.

un~~dified

natural communities of

ion 2 DESIGNATION., this' regulation shall govern, the protecti,on,
control and use within'theWaoKele '0 Puna Natural Area Reserve.
hereinafter called the "Reserve" which is, established by Governor's
Executive Order No.c' ,anddes1.gnatec;l in Exhib1.tsA and 'B, attached
het'f:to and;made" .part~ t h e r e o f . ·
;
ion 3 RESTRICTIONS AND CONTROL. .~.l'he fotlotJing items and activities 'are
proh:lbited within the'Reserve:
(1) , Plants. The cutting ,ki lling ,'dar:uiging or . removal of any native
plant or parts thereof is prohibited. The. introduction of any for:n
,of ,plant, li;e /lsprohibited.
(2) .Animals." The re~oving~ 'd~mag'ingor'1dlling of all forms,of
animal life is prohibited .. exc~pt that hunting is permitted in
accordancewithapplicable!:"egulations of the Oi"isionof ,Fish
"and Game, as it is deterrninedby the:B'oard and the Corrtmi s'sion
that such use here is compatable With management for Natural
,)
Area Reserve purposes. The introduction of any non-native animal!
exceet 90 g s for the purpose of hunting .. is prohibited.
(3) Minerals. All miningor disturbances of geological features such RS
minerals, rocks, stone, sand, earth, gravel,fossils and other related
. substances are prohibited. No blasting or explosionssha.ll be
permitted.
13
.,

"

~. . . . 1~'"

'J

(5)
(6)

(7)

"

••••.: . 1 '

~;:;il:'lallUll,

t:x,. .:l':ation, i.

:urinJ

or

C(!!')trcyi.ng

t'~

any histori.c or t· - ~hist()ric r!tln or monumen ... ot" any object 0':
antiquity i~ prohibited.
Propertv. The wi. L tEul dcst nlction, defacing, or disturbing of ~nv
public notice or sign, fence or gat'e, or [.lther property is prohibi'-..
Improvements. All improvements including but not limited to structuci
trails and roads are ,. prohibited.
i
C.amping. Camping activity defined, as the setting up of a tent or
I,
other temporary sh~lter is prohibited.
.
Fires.; The setting or building of afire .is prohibited.
or
Pollution. The depositing of refuse, ritter or'any other substance
which pollutes or is liable to cause pollution within the grounds
1
waters within the Reserve is prohibited.
Vehicles. Vehicles are prohibited within the Reserve. except on .,.,
designated roadways.

.
l

(8)
(9)
(10)

i

;ection 4 EXCEPTED USES AND PERMITS. The Board of Land and Natural Resources
or its authorized representative may issue permits granting exceptions
<to the restrictions of this regulation for research or educational
purposes subject to approval of the Commission. Each permit appli~ation .
shall be made to the Board in writing and shall be considered on its
own merits, particularly as regards its effect on :he Reserve.
Permits l'
shall be non-transferable and subject to cancellatl.on.
<

•

---------------=----:--_._-- - .

;ection 5 ' PENALTY. Any person who violates any of the provisions of this
regulation shall, upon conviction thereof,be fined not more than One
Hundred Dollars ($100.00) or imprisoned not more than 30 days, or both,
for each offense.
Adopted this _ _ _ day of

the Board of Land and Natural Resourc
--- byBoard
.
of La~ and Natural Resources
By:
And by:

--

pproved this
day of
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _, t976

Approved by the Natural Area Reserves System
Commission

Governor of Hawaii

Chairman

Member
Attorney General

I
l.

Approved astd form: .

~puty

I
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Minerals' ahdfossiis.' To rdtnove, damage, dig
or otherwise disturb any geological or
paleontological feature or substance.

(4)

Artifacts. To remove, dq.mage or destroy any
historic property.

(5)

Property. To remove, damage or disturb any
notice, .marker,structureor
any other property.
-.
... ".
,

"

.,

(6)

Improvements. To engage in any im?rovement or
construction, except that related to the
esta~lishment and repair of interpretive signs
and -associated foot traits.

(7)

Camping. To engage in any camping activity
defined as the 'setting up of a tent or other
temporary
shelter.
,
.

(8)

Fires.

(9)

Pollution. To deposifrefuse, lit~er or
introduce any substance which pollutes or is.
liable toca~sepollution.

(10)

To set ormainta:l.na fire.

Vehicles. To land :any aircraft or operate any
land vehicl'e.

SECTION 4.

Excepted Uses and Permits., Th~ Board of Land and
Natural Resources or its authorized representative,
subject to approval,of the Conunlssion,may issue
permits 'to engageinac:tivities prohibited in this
regulation "for ,research, education" management or
other purposes •.: All permit applications shall be
made to the Board in, a written statement that,
includes',the projecf's' p\1rposeand.the, potentiai
effectofits'activitieson,the'protected environment.
'Each' application shall be ~onsidered on its own merits
: ~asrelatedto the"'project's impact 'on the environment.

SECTION 5.

Penalty. Any person violating any of the provisions
"of:this'regulation ,shall,upon'conviction thereof,
be fined fi6tmore than $100.00 or imprisoned not
more than 30 days or both, as provided under Sec.
195-8, Hawaii Revised Statutes.
~.

;,
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DEPARTHENT OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES
Natural Area Reserves System

Under authority granted in Chapter 195, Hawaii Revised Statutes,
as amended, the Board of Land and Natural Resources after
recommendation and approval of the Natural Area Reserves System
Commdssion, hereby adopts the follOWing regulation for the
protection and preservation of the \~ao K~le '0 Puna Nntura1. Area
Reserve.

REGULATION

• CONCERNING THE PRESERVATION AND PROTECTION OF
KELE '0 PUNA NATtJRAL AREA RESERVE,
ISLAND OF HAWAII.

TItEWAO

SECTION 1.

Purpose. The Legislature, recogni~ing that the State
of Hawaii possesses unique natural resources which
are highly vulnerable to loss by the growth of
population and technology, has cuthorizedthe
establishment of a statewide Natural Area Reserves
System to preserve in perpetuity endangered species,
important geological sites, and specific land and .
water areas supporting relatively unmodified
communities of native flora and fauna. This regulation
preserves and protects the biological and geological
features within the Wao Kele '0 Puna Natural Area
Reserve.

SECTION 2.

Applicability. This regulation shall apply to all
persons entering, visiting, hunting, or who are
otherwise within the boundaries, described in Exhibit
A, of the Wao Kele '0 Puna Natural Area Reserve,
established by Governor's Executive Order No.

SECTION 3.

Preservation of the Natural Environment.
Everything is protected, except for game animals
hunted according to Division of Fish'and Game
regulations. Walking, observing, and nature study
are permitted activities. Unlawful activities are:
(1)

Plants. To remove, injure or kill any form of
native plant. To introduce any form of plant
life.

(2) . Animals. To remove, injure 9r kill any form of
native animal life. To introduce any animal,
except dogs when permitted by applicable Division
of Fish and Game hunting regulations.

17
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March 31, 1977

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Christophe'r Cobb, Chairman and Helnber
Board of Land and Natural Resources

ATTN:

Steve Montqomery, Commission Staff Specialist

FROM:
SUBJECT:

-Susan Y., M.Cl1ock, ~ beputyAttorney General
Draft6f Proposed Regula.tion'l3 for
Proposed Wao Kele '0 Puna Natural Area Reserve

Inresponse.to your letter of <.Harch2,· 1977,
we understandyourfirstquesti6n to be whether native
Hawaiians are" exempt from the Rules and Regulations of
the Natural Area Reserve' Systems Commission.'
From theaftached copy of testimony', i t seems
that Stephen Morse is referring- to Section 7-1, Hawaii
Revised Statutes ,also ._ known' as ri9hts of·the native
tenants. The statute. and wording have a history" that
predates the Territory of Hawaii. While there are studies
and articles discussinqthenative tenantriqhts, there
has been .no ca~eJawdefining theriqhts explicitly or
illustrat!l1gthe.applieability in our modern private
proper~y 5ys~em.'

However, in this instance, we do not reach.
such questions as.can be formulated from the above problems
because there .is no conflict withtherulemaking power of
the Department of Land andNa turalResources under . . .
Section l7S-S,Hawali Revised Statutes. The purpose of
the rules and in fact, Chapter 195, H.R.S.,is to control

15
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MEMORANDUM TO:
Christopher Cobb, Chairman
and Member
Page 2
March 31, 1977
and protect the areas in the reserve system. They do not
address themselves to the right to use the area, which
includes the picking of ti leaves, firewood and other
plants for home use and also, the right to the water and
use of roadways. Instead, the rules and regulations
set up proced,ures for the regulation and controlof·the
use of the natural area reserves. All person desiring
to use the area are sUbject to the regulations. In this
way, any and all persons in Hawaii ate able to use and
enjoy the natural area reserves.
Persons wishing to participate in the seemingly
unrestricted right given in Section 7-1, H.R.S., must then.
prove that they are one of the people covered ·by Section
7-1.

Accordingly, we answer your first question in the
negative. Native Hawaiians who wish to be exempt from the
Rules and Regulations under Section 7-1, H.R~S., must be able
to prove that they are covered and intended to be benefited
under Section 7-1, H.R.S.
As for your second question dealing with the
language of Section 3(1) and (6), we find no legal objection.
However, we suggest that you substitute "permanent or
improved" for "improved" in Section 3(6).

~-i1~. ~.A-

Susan YJ M. Chock
Deputy Attorney General
SYMC:msk
Enc.
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APPENDIX G
CLASSIFICATION OF PUNA INFORMANTS
Table Gl. Classification of Puna informants
Age Group Distribution

Under 20 years
20-39 years
40-59 years
60 andover
Total

Number
14
13
12

Percent
29
27
24

.lil

2Q

49

100

Gender Group Distribution
Male
Female
Total

29
2Q
49

S9

!l.
100

Respondent's Qualifications by Categoif
Category A
Category B
Category C
Category D
Category E
Category F
Total

43

o

4

o

88

o
8

o

2

4

11

D

49

100

a Categories are not mutually exclusive, quali-

.fieationswere based on respondent's primary
identification. Categories are defined in Chapter I,
pp.6-7.
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,APPENDIXH
FISH SPECmS CAUGHT IN PUNA58
AkuIe-isalso referred to ~.the big-eYed~cad; swims in school from pl~ce to place, but
prefers large bays; the juveniles are referred to as halalu; common in the spring and early
summer; are caught by hook or net.
Aholehole-.is a small' perch-li~e fish; the young ar~ .relativelYcommon along sandy
beaches, older ones inhabit rocky or coral ,areas; are found in salt, brackish, and fresh water;
.
are caught by hook and net.'

deep

Ahi-also known asyellow~fin tuna; are often found in schools in
water and are ,more
common during the spring -and summer; can weigh up to.200pounds; are •. caught on hook and
'
known for their immense strength.
Akll-iSalSOreferied'toasbonitoor skip-jack; tend to~choolinthed~perocean ~eas and
are more common dunngthe spring and stimmer;can weigh up to about ~5-30 pounds; are
"
caught in abundance on hook and.)i~e.

Aweowecr-sometimes referred to asbig..eye .and are found to grow up to 12 inches long (a
larger variety up, to 20 inches); they have a brilliaIlt red color ~d are generally caught at
night on hook and line; have a prized white ineat and are sometimes found in schools in the
shallow reef areas.
Ehu--ls atypeot~eddishsllapperthat,sWim;in deeper waters; is a relativelY,rare fish, but
found in waters surrounding the Big Island;· iscalight on hook and line and eaten a variety of
ways-raw, cooked in imu, etc.
'
Enenue---isialso iknown as, a,r:U~& O{pildtfish'andhasa flat, solid body; is•caught with
spear or net" isdifficU1t to catch 'because it leaps. over ',nets; ,its habitat is' the 'n~arsbore reef
where it feeds onlimu (seaweed) and its entrails have a strong odor; was one of the most
popular .fishyvithllawaiians.
Kala-.is, alsokn~wn as1~Lurllcom fHilt b'&~use of 'distinguished ,hom-like spine on the
forehead; it has a very tough scaleless skin that is used for small knee-drums; it illhabits the
reefs, bas a strong odor, and is a very popular fish among Hawwans.
Kole-it is a small dark brown fish that is relished for, its flavor; they live in. schools in the
'
reef areas.
Kumu-it is also known as a goat-fish and bas a bright reddish color; it caught in the nearshore and deep sea regions; it is prized,for its flavor and was used extensively as an offering
to the gods.

S8Information regarding fish species was provided by informants and the reference book, Native Fish
Species in Hawaii, M. Titcomb (1977), University of Hawai'i Press.
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Manini-it is also known as a surgeon-fiSh;. it isa small yellow, black-banded fish that
inhabits the nearshore reefs; is one of the most common and sought after fish that is caught
with net or spear; they were traditionally caught by the thousands, dried, and taken inland for
trade.
Moi-is also known as the thread-fish; is a silvery fish with whiskers that are caught with
pole or net; it is the most delicious fish that was consumed by the ali'i and commoners were
not allowed to' eat it; they travel in large schools and lives in the foamy white-water along
the waters edge. .
.
.
Opakapaka-is also known as the blue snapper and inhabits the deeper regions of the
ocean; they are generally caught by hook and line; they are a long, thick,' fleshy fish that is
traditioilaIly preferred more by non-Hawaiians than Hawaiians.
Opelu-is also known as the mackerel scad; they live in large schools that inhabit offshore
and bay. areas;. are perhaps. the "staple" fish for Hawaiians; are generally. caught by net or
pole by the thousands and often dried.
.
PapiolUlua-is also referred to as the crevally;the juvenile version (under 10 pollnds) is referred to as papio, and the adult version referred to as ulua can exceed 100 pounds; they
inhabit areas inside and outside the reef, are voracious feeders with'great strength; are
generally caught with pole or spear, and are p~ for eating.
Uhu-is alsoknowl;1 as the parrot-:-fish; they live in the reef areas and feed on coral; they are
a favorite eating fish for Hawaiians and have soft, white flesh that is somewhat mushy; often
caught by spear.
Uouoa-is also referred to as the false mullet; they are silvery fish .that live in schools in the
brackish or shallow reef areas and are generally caught by net; they have been described as
a small, yet tasty fish.
'U'u-is also known as the squirrel-fish or menpachi; it .often lives in schools' in the reef
areas; they bite vigorously and are caughlin abundance by net or pole at night during the
summer months; has a distinct reddish color.
Weke-are multiple species of surmUllets; they live in schools in shallow waters with sandy
bottoms; are caught by net, spear, or pole and noted for their tender white flesh.
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APPENDIX I
OCEAN RESOURCES GATHERED IN PUNA59
A cama Crab-is a small, crab that scurries along the rocky shoreline; the rugged lava shoreline provides an excellent backdrop for these black crabs; they are easier to catch at night
than during the day when they are alert; its meat is delicate and often prepared with
Hawaiian salt and kukui nut.
Kupe'e-these sea snails prefer the darkest, moonless nights to emerge from the sand and
crevices to crawl and feed on the rocks; the meat is a delicacy and the shells are made into
necklaces.
Limn-is a generic term for a variety of subspecies of edible seaweed or algae; they are
picked by hand and prefer·certain water conditions (e.g., where freshwater mixes with saltwater); to prepare limn, one must clean them and they are often mixed with fish, opihi, etc.;
they are also the primary food of the turtle and some species of fish.
Opae VIa-is a very small red shrimp that lives in anchialine ponds and where freshwater
enters the ocean; during the· day they sun themselves and are often scooped up and used as
palu or chum to attract fish.
Opihi-is a limpid that lives in rocky shoreline areas that are pounded by waves; they have
a very strong suction or grip when disturbed and must by quickly chipped from the rock; they
are a delicacy that has become increasingly rare.
VIa-is also known as spiny lobster; they live in crevices along the rocky shoreline and are
.most active at night; they are usually grabbed by divers, but are sometimes caught by hook
and line.
Wana-is also known as sea urchin; they live attached to rocks in the shallows and are
caught by hand although·getting pricked by.their spines is very painful;. the shell is cracked
open and the orange eggs are consumed.

S9Most of the information regarding the various species was proVided by informants
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APPENDIX'J
PLANTS GATHERED IN PUNA60
A'aii'i-.is a shrub that grows abundantly in the vicinity of Kilauea; it issacred toLaka and
the. plant. were used by Hawaiians-the brilliant
Kapo, the goddess of hula; .various parts
red flowers were collected and used. in adornments for hula, and. was used as ink and in dyes.

of

a

Awakolo-'is a thember of the pepper f~riiily; it has strong narcoticafiect and waS valua ~
ble medicine for Hawaiians as it was used as a basic ingredient)n remedies for. a variety of
problems.
.
Flowers-the informants mentioned that they picked a. variety" of '. flowers that often grew
along the trails edge in the forest; these'flowers were used in making leis.
.
Guava-the young shoots are used to make medicine for remectyingstomach problems such
as constipation or for cleaning outth~system.
Hapu'u-'is also known as the tree femand grows in the dense rain forest; it can reach
enormous heights (over twenty feet) and was heavily harvested for its pulu or brown silky
hair th8;t was once exported for making 'pillows and mattresses; pulu is still used and the,
.
young fronds are cooked.and eaten.
,

.'

i :

.

,.;..

.,~~

Ko'oko'.olau. is a plant. that grows from the shoreline to higher mountain elevations; is
greatly, Valued' by Hawaiians .who stripped leaves from the plant and dried them, and made
tea that was considered a tonic or blOod pUrifier.
'
~Ie'ie __is also .knownas the, climbing screwpine; the .t1oweris used to make medicine .that
strengthens the body and alleviates aching backs'and joints.

Laua'.e~is characterized by a shortrootstock from which arise flat, finger:-like fronds; some
varietieS have brown spores on the,underside; others do not; is used for hula adornments and
lei poco (head leis); itis also used for medicinal purposes to treat kidney ailments.

Lauhala~is alsoreferreato' a.s pandanu~al1d lives in the cb'astalregio~; its greatest value

are its reddish-brown leaves.that· are used' in thatched roofs, floor' covering, matS, and for
making baskets, hats'aIld adornments. 1'pe.lauhalafrom Puna is known for its fine quality.

twos,'

Maile-is a twining vine that bears smooth, shinYlbaves.that are ;lrranged ill
threes, Or
fours; it is one of the favorite plants of Hawaiians who use the fragrant leaves to weave leis.
The Puna Maile in known for its strong fragrance.

ffiMost of the information was provided by informants and reference was made to Plants Of Hawai'i
National Park: Illustrative Of Plants and Customs of the South Seas. O. Degener (1975), Ann Arbor,
MI.: Braun-Brumfield, Inc.
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Mamake-is a shrub that is found groWing in open wooded areas; its leaves are picked are
dried for making tea and dies, and the fruits are occasionally eaten by Hawaiians as a
laxative.
Mango-is the fruit from trees that were planted by Hawaiians along trails in Puna; some
informants stated that they still ventured along the trails and picked mango for consumption.
Niu-is also known as ·the ·.coconut; most· the trees grew naturally or were· planted· along the
coast;· the fruit provided materials for a. multitude of uses-fibers. were made into rope used.
in building and mending; the shell was used for drinking cups and art-work; and the coconut
flesh and milk was used for haupia (pudding), and added to other dishes that were cooked.
I.

".

Noni-is a small tree With large green leaves that is believed to be brought to Hawai'i by
the progenitors of the Hawaiian race during their great migrations; the fruit is generally used
medicinally and it made into a drink that is believed to cure a variety of problems including
kidney and lung diseases; it is generally found in the low-lying coastal areas in Puna.
Ohia Lehua-is the commonest tree in Puna and ranges from the coast to the higher
rainforest; is recognized by its green-gray leaves and clusters of scarlet or yellow flowers; the
flower is considered sacred to Pele and are used along with new shoots of leaves in leis and
hula adornments; its wood is used in building structures and making bowls and other art
fonns.
Orange-is the fruit from trees that were planted by Hawaiians. along.trailS· in Puna; some
informants stated that they walked the trails and picked oranges from trees planted long ago.
Pa'iniu-is a member of the lily family; the skin of the plant was often stripped and used to
make lei; the juices from this plant were also used to make medicine for. the treatment of
hemorrhaging in women.
Pala'a-is a fern that dwells on the forest floor; it has long pinnate fronds that are used for
leis and hula adornments.
PalapalBi-is a fern that dwells on the floor of the forest; it has long fronds that are used for
leis and hula adornments.
Pink opiko-a plant that had medicinal qualities; it was used to make tea for women after
miscarriage and helps strengthen the womb so the women can hold the fetus.
True koll-is also referred to as the castor bean plant; it is used in the treatment of diabetes
and saves appendages from being amputated.
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APPENDIX K
CLASSIFICATION OF SOUTH MAUl INFORMANTS
Table Kl. Classification of South Maw informants
Age Group Distribution

20-39 years
40-59 years
60 and older
Total

Number

Percent

8
22

22
59

1

.12

37

100

Gender Group Distribution

Male
Female
Total

25

68

12.

.32

37

100

Respondent's Qualifications by Category
33
Category A
7
Category B
5
14
Category C
27
73
Category D
3
8
Category Ea
Category F
12
.ll
Total b
54
161
a A majority of the respondents belonged to a
Hawaiian organization. None of them, however.
qualified for the study based on this aiterion alone.

b The percent exceeds 100 due to multiple qualifications of respondents.
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APPENDIX L
.HAWAIIAN PLANTS IN SOUTH MAm61
'A'ali'i (Dodonaea viscosa)-hardwood used in house building; leaves orbark used to make
"
a lotion for rashes and skin eruptions.
'Ae (Polypodium pellucidum)-native fern, wood used in,spear making.
A'e Manele. (SapindussaponariaHeeds strung into lei and nec:klaces.
'Ahakea (Bobea tlatior}--asmaller trees, used in canoe-maldng(carvedpieces ,at the bow
and the stem), poi boards, paddles, etc.
Ahuhu (Teprhosia pdrpurea>-Poisonous plant used to ca~ fiSh.
Ahu'awa, (Mariscus javanicus)---a sedge, used J()r: cordage an<:i forJnaking fiber strainers.
'Akia (Wikstroemia sandwicensis)-:-poisonousplant used ,to .catch"fish; the, ,bright .orange or
gold berries are used in making lei; also used for cordage.
Ala'alawainui (P,eperomia,species)--endemic medicinal plant used to make a tonic for
debility, tumors, various internal ailments and uterIne problems.
'
'Alahe'e, 'Ohe'~"Walahe'e(Canthiumodoratumt-indigenous
tree or shrub. used in place rJ
kauila; hardwood used.inmaking an adze to cut the, soft\,Vili-wili wood; psed for tools to till
the soil, 0'0 digging sticks; it also furnished the small poles for keeping open the mouth of
the bag net; the lea'Ves produce a black dye. ,
'Aweoweo (Chenopodium )-subalpine shrub.
'Awikiwiki (Canavalia gaieata~vinefor JIlaking fish traps.. ,,

Ha'a (Antisdema plaryphyllumHrHame, native tree. used in house building; suitable for
fuelwood.,'
Ho'awa, Ha'awa (Pi'it~sporum termtnalioides)--Swtable tor fuelwood.
, . ; . ; : " i ' : " . .

_

<

"':.'

Holei (Ochrosia species)-used as yellow dye for tapa.

61 This is the list of Hawaiian plants found in Southeast Maui according to expert botanist and

infonnant'ReDee 'Silva. A longer list of,Hawaiian plants andcultural'uses is, contained in a report by
L. Minerbi, D. McGregor, and J. Matsuoka, Julie, 1993. The report is entitled, Native,Hawaiian and
Local Cultural Assessment Project Phase I:ProblemsiAssets Identification. Honolulu,m.: University
of Hawai'i.Thislist of Hawaiian plants was used as a checklist in the interview with Mr. Silva who
.described Hawaiian plants and their geographical location and range (See AppendixM, InterView
with Renee Silva).
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'Ihi (Ponulaca vilosa)-prostrate to ascending, succulent, perennial herb with yellow flowers. Grows on lava and on shores. Edible, leaf infusion used to treat tuberculosis and asthma;
medicinal root.
'Ili-ahi, 'lliahialo'e (SantalUm)-sandalwood, shrub, used as fragrance to scent tapa and
later on for other commercial uses.
'Ili'e (Plumbago zeylanica)--the juice from the roots was used to make tattooing pigments.
'Dima (Sidafallax)-used to decorate the altar of the halau Hula; the flowers are used to
make lei and for mild laxative for babies.
Kauila (Alphintonia ponderosa or Colubrina oppositifolia)-hardwood excellent.·for spears,
tap beaters; for making '0'0, digging sticks; for making fish baited sticks to trail from a
canoe, for making fine 'auamo, carrying poles, etc.; now this planUs rare.
Kauna'oa Pehu (Cassytha filiformis)-leafless, herbaceous, parasitic vine coastal and
lowland. various medical use, shampoolhairconditioner use in Polynesia.
Kauna'oa (Cuscuta sandwichiana)-steminfusion used to treat different ailments.
Koa (Akacia koa)-thelargest trees, canoes, surf-boards, hoe, or·paddles, spears and
calabashes.
Koali 'awa (Ipomoea indica )-medicinal plant.used as purge and· in treating broken bones
.
and body aches.
.Ko'oko'olau (Bidens)-endemic medicinal plant used as a tonic and for throat, stomach and
asthma; an herb used to make a tonic tea..
Kupaoa, Na'ena'e, Hanupaoa, Hina'alkamalama, Ne'ine'i (Daubatiasubgenus raillardia)-its leaves were used to scent tapa.
Lama (Diospyros sandwicensis)-endemic ebony, its wood was used in house construction
and for erecting enclosures for certain idols; used on the altar for Laka, the goddess of Hula.
Fruits were eaten.
Maile (Alyxia oliviformis )-associated with the worship of the gods; represented the four
Maili sisters, legendary sponsor of Hula; used to make lei and scent tapa.
M8kaloa (Cyperus laevigatus)-sedge, used for making sleeping mats.
Mai'a (Musa acuminata)-banana, used to decorate the altar of the halau Hula.
Moa (Psilotum nudum)-stems breWed into a tonic for body pains and as a laxative.
Naio (Myoporum sandwicense)-hard wood and sweet scented wood; used for hale posts and
tbatchingpoles.
Naupaka Kahakai (Scaevola taccada)-littoral shrub, medicinal plant;.root bark pounded to
treat cuts and punctures.
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Nehe (LipochaetaHtnub.
Nena, Kipukai (Heliotropium cutassavicum)-perennial coastal'herb. No recorded use.
Niu (Cocosnucifera)-:-thecocopalm tree;kinolau (body form) ofthe.godKu; its fruits are
eaten; offered in religious ceremonies; the juice is a drink; the husk is used .for rope, cordage
aha, the stem is used for making drums; the leaves to make fans, pa'ahi launiu; the puaaniu,
niu,flower, laua'e leaves, or kupaoa were used to impregnate the pa'u dyes.
Nohu (Tribulus cistoides)-prostrate perennial herb.
NoDi (Morinda citrofilia)-a small tree or stnub, its bark furnish a yellowish-brown dye to
stain the tapa yellow; its fruits were eaten in case of famine; ,also of medicinal use for skin
eruptions and cuts and stomach problems and diabetes.

'Ohai (Sesbania tormentosa)---5hrub.
'Ohe (Raynoldsia sandwicensis)-reputed to be a poisonous aladian tree, used for making
poisonous images.
'Ohe (Bambusa glaucifolia)-the bamboo, used as a fishing pole, when splintered, it is used
as a knife.
'Ohi'a (MetTosideros polymorpha)-same as LellUa, a large tree where birds were caught It
grows on the lower mountain slope, it represented the god Kuka 'ohi'a Laka. Its wood was
used for: idol making, posts, rafters for houses, enclosures of temples, fuel, sticks to couple
'
double canoe, etc.
'OhiaLehua (MetTosideTos polymorpha)-usedJor house rafters; bark or young leaves used
as a gargle for sore throat.
Olopua (Nestegis sandwicensis)--see: Pua.
Papala Kepau (Pisonia species)-the exudate around seeds was used to catch birds.
Pa'uoID'iaka (Jacquemontiaovalifolia)-Prostrate vine with stem, found in rocky and
sandy shores. Named by the Goddess Pele "the skirt of Hi'im", as it bad grown to cover her
'baby sister.
'
Pili (HeteTopogon contortus)-a grass used for thatching bouses, used in the hula altar to
Laka.
Pohuehue (Ipomoea pes-capTae)-the beach morning glory, was used for cordage.
Pocola (Claoxylon sandwicense)-small native tree; wood used in spear making.
'Uhaloa"or ID'a1oa, (Waltheria indica}-weed. medicinal plant, root bark chewed and the
juice swallowed or gargled for sore throat and coughs.
'
'Ulei (Osteomeles Anthyllidifolia)-a tough tree or shrub, used to make thick, heavy darts for
skating over the ground in the ihe-pahe'e game; for fish spears; it also furnished the small
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poles for keeping open the mouth of the bag net; used to make
flowers and fruits were used in lei will. Fruits were eaten.
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digging sticks; leaves,

Wlliwili (Erythrina sandwicensis)-a leguminous tree, found on dry coral plains and lava
flow; it is a very buoyant wood used for making surf-boards and outrigger floats; its seeds are
used in the lei wiliwili.
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APPENDIX M
INTERVIEW WITH RENEE SILVA62
The 1>ack,sicte 'is 'very hist<>rical, there are' many archaeological sites., These sites show, how
the Hawaiians survived in an extremely dry place. Extreme hardship, with ,no, running streams
and hOlweather, and. a harsh ocean. HaWaiian Culturewas based on the use of the plants. No
matter What the Hawaiians did, plants weieinvolved: fishing, the canoe is from plants, the
net, the ~ars, the ropes, the sail-they're all from plants. Hawaiians could not have survived Without theplants,'particular~yln South Maul., Plants played a major role; One of the
value ofproteeting the plants, aside.fr()nr scientific and medical use, is that they are closely
associated with the Hawaiian, culture. So ,Hawaiian culture' cannot' exist 'Without the plants. '
Hawaiians were planters, expert ,cultivators. The area ~as been deSignated by the Department
of Land and Natural Resources a Natur2IArea Reserve:
' '
The biggest cOncentration ofnative plants in South Maui is rightln'the Al1wahi forest A
famous forest" whe~ the scientist Rock went to Auwahi in 1910 is, was very impressed. He
even found the creeping ohia tree. It's not there anymore. Thiscon,centration of plants is
famous .... it crosses ,the road, on both sides. It flourished because of the cloud cover, being
fed by the cloudS. It' sone ,of the bestctry f()rests in Hawaii.• Rock said that it's still a good.
forest, if we leave i~ ,alone. But if we keep putting power lines ,and houses and goats and
it'
cattle, then
with'the native forest We'Ulose
. that's not compatible
.;
.
"
.

.

The grass ism the Kanato area,andylldemeaththe pdwer liriethereis eyen Maile, makai
side of ,the highway, in the)ava., TIle Sugar' Cane, Acacia Koa, are 'right behind LiuUailua
Hills. All Haole koaand Lantana, 'groweveriupto the hill. From the hill,there is a big
colony, of, 'A'ali'i., A, rare fern" and Sandalwood, and 'all kinds" of }lawaiian, trees, Ha'0,'
Orohopia" are all in this area., Thehillmightbe~lo~ng' down the clouds, there is moisture
there. There's a species of Ko'oko~ol~uatWaiopai,righton the beach. Ahakea: Koa,are
trees for canoe-building. There is few Koa trees. The best elevation is about 2,600 feet:way
up in ~e clouds. There's 'a smalloolony rightbehindLualilua Hills. Kupimoi, a nice healthy
colony. The NatuiaIAreaReserve is there, because, of ,the Kupaoa plant. Raillardiabelongs
to 'this genus. linens is the species: Some:ofthelD have different names. ,That is the only
colony on Maul. It is right,next to tlieroad, ,so the, po\yer •line is going right on there. Lama is
allalong'thattrench on th~:Side,of 0kUkan0'Mountain.,There.is Maile,.Mamane, MakaIoa,
is along thebeach'-Aki.iscommongrass. At M~owainuithere.isaDice colony on the beach.'
Mamaki is way up inAuwahi.RareNaupak~is at KaIn0ILGulch.Theone witlltheyellow
flowe~. That's the only colony on East.Maui.' Rightnext,maIcitisideoftheroad. There's also
Nehe,right above it," that's an endangered, shrub. ,Milo is down at ,~aio Beach. Had to be
planted, because it's' a Polynesian-introducecl.¥oa, afem with no leaves,very ancient,.3oo
million years old. A big colony scattered aILaround near Kanaio ChUrch. Naiois found makal
of the road. Nena is at ,Waiopai.Therewasaboutl0 plants. There's a Hawaiian coconut ...
there's several trees on:the outside0!Pu'Ulai,right in 'middle of La Perouse Bay. But that
tree)s, doomed it ,cannot 'pol1iIlate, itself. Thet;e. is Nehe. Anotherendangeredspeeies, not
listed.·,There',s ohemore,in Lualilua Hills, inside the roaiL;Forbesiai, ismakai.fthe road, near

a

62Renee •Silva is recognized as botany expert who'specialiZes in, native Hawaiian plants. He
manages a nursery that germinates and grows native plants for replanting in the Wild.
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the water tank. Another 1/4 mile on the Kauposide of Lualilua, near the sandalwood, another
Nehe. Nohu grows on the beach at La Perouse Bay. Noni is in La Perouse Bay, in the
middle. Ohai, they found a colony just recently at Pu'u Pimoi-it's endangered, close to the
power line. It's a beautiful red flower, found especially in Kanaioarea. Ohia is right on the
highway next to Lualailua Hills, 15-20 quite a few scattered allover. There is Lehua unusual
for dry places. It protects all the Hawaiian forests. Underneath the Ohia, there is Maile, ferns,
creepers, vines, shrubs-it protects all that. It saves 10-15% more soil in the ground and
almost every native bird feedS on it or nests .on it, but at different elevations.. One .is the
canopy, one is half-Y/ay;almost .a110fthem use the Ohia, all the hepapites are on the
branches.•.Even the parasites are on the branches. Even small ferns, •not moss, not lichen, all
grow onthe branches and stems. All the inseCts like it,too.. Olopua is all over, actually. Behind Lualailua Hills,. there is. a nice big colony. AlI.the branches come out from the bottom.
Thafs the one you use to make spears; the digging sticks.Opahi is the one they use to make.
Papala Kipau, a .tree, used to catch the pirds-it is sticky. Haluohiiaka,a vine, is in
WaiOpai,all along the shoreland. Pia isa Polynesian arrowhead. Pohinahinais along the
shoreline at Nil'u. PhUntui is the big one ... it's indigenous .at K8naio Beach. A. big stretch in
Kanaio Beach. Puola-one or two trees. ·They'redisappearing, they're not endangered yet.
By the time you put it on the endangered list, the tree is gone already. Puakala, the poppy
with white.flowers. Uhaloa there's lots ofthem all along the Lualai1ua Hills and the Church.
Uhiuhi is a rare tree. It was found. all in the back slope and now. it's gone. Hardwood tree,
throw in the ocean, it sinks. It was on both West and East Maui, but now it's gone. Ulei is at
anyplace along tbe road. Wiliwili is a leguminous tree,' with red seeds.. Thousands of them.
A very rare grass on the East Coast, Iscamelia brioli, is an endangered species. There's one
named TetramaIopium Sylviai-found on Maui and Molokai, on the Halawa end, and the
Kanahena the line is going through one sensitive place. The blind shrimp is found there.
There's a little pond there, about 1/2 to 1/4 of an acre, inside the Natural Area Reserve.
Ahakea is in the Kanaio forest. That's a rare tree you don't find in Auwahi. Ahuhua is on the
coast, on this side of La Perouse Bay. Ahuava is at Waiopai, close to the ocean, just past
Manowainui, it is used for fiber strainers. There's plenty AIda. Poisonous plant used to catch
fish; bright orange gold berries used in making leis. The scientific name is Montekoala. AIda
is scattered here and there right next to the road, on both sides, hundreds. At Manavainui. and
Lualailua there are some. There's lots of species, about 15 or 20. That's a species found in
Awahi and comes from St. Johns. Mauka of the road, that one is indigenous. The endemic
one, those only found in Hawai'i, are most important. Alahe'e, there are many around the
road from Lualailua running toward Hana. Mauka of the road, mainly. There's one or two
scattered ones ,between Manowainui and the Church. Aumaumau, a ferns. The only place is
on Lualailua Hills; Alani is way up mauka. Auwahi has many rare trees. Alena is a medicinal
plant that grows on the·beach at Kanaio Beach. Ahuhu, Awapuhi are in the area. Aweoweo is
up at Auwahi,a very rare vine. One is named for Forbes in 1920, found on this side of
Lualailua hills. One is in K8naio. The Hawaiian name is Awikiwiki. There's a second one
called Cantavelia Haleakelentis-found on the backside ,of Haleaka1a. One Forbesiai plant is
at the East end toward Kanaio, but they think it's extinct. it is in the oppOsite end· of the
Awahi forest. Forbes found it one at the Kaupo end.
A rare sage is at Lualilua Hills, it will be in the updated endangered· list. The. Mehami, one
tothree at the most, are nextto Lualilua Hills. Makaloa, Ma'ipilo, a rare tree is all along the
beach at Kanaio. A little bush about 3-4 feet high. Naio is. 'sandalwood, all . a1ong the beach.
Nehe is there on the Kanaio Beach. Kanaio is' most Untouched, a' very big area.. There is a
rare Portulaca at the bottom, Ihi is the Hawaiian name. Lute is not found on the beach ... it's
endemic,one.... Halapepe-there'shundreds in Auwahi forest, next to Lualailua.The regular
Hau is found in La Perouse Bay. Ho'olei is a rare tree. Awahi,only few trees left: I have 70
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seeds, ripe. I planted them all. Hunakai we planted this. Pometunatum is a red flower 1.900
feet, parallel with the hill, Diahi is the rare one. The rare,r~ one is found on this side of
MauL Dima is on the beach, whol~ stretch, a rare one. Kahii:di!. noi is called Kauna'oa, right
next to the road here, under the power line. Kuskuta is a parasitic plant. Kau'una'oa is makai
and mauka of Lualilua Hills. It feeds off other plants. The mountain one isn't orange. The
best way to tell the pili is the flower, it's pointed andtwisted. It doesn't open up, it lays like
that. 1bis crawling one is a different variety. Most of .them are upright. This colony is found
here. Some creeping ones are in Kahoolawe.That's pili. There was a sedge called Ahu awa,
they used it to strain the awa. Mome Mahi pilo grows here. Ahuawa is here.
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